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AUTHOR'S PRRFACK.

Tin publication of thia second volume has been delayed

by 4 variety of hindrances, which caused a lengthened inter-

ruption of its pasqa^c through the: press. In the meantime

M'vrr.il works havr appt-irtrd which I should have been glad

U nntfcf; hut it wan impasHit^I^ ftr tlw alxwe rowm, to

i,fnnmcnt iijwm then* in the- appropriate jxirt of my book ;

and f therefore rcwrvc what I have to ay about them*

I crm prcmtlm* notbini; in rcsi>cct of the third volume but

that, h<Hi!d I have strength to finish ft, it will be confined

to a dbtfimiufi of the main problem*! of tactical PhiI0*phyt

Aanthrtfeg and the IWIwopltjr t>f Religion* 1 itall.tmt

t'rtch of thaw <K-paratc!y, and without the Icngtlriitfaw which

'wan nnavtiidabkt in thi? present volume; owing to a diver-

from prevalent view*.

TIIK AUTHOR*



EDITOR'S PREFACE.

THE Translation of the Metaphysic has been executed, like

that of the Logic, by several hands. The whole of Book I

(Ontology) and the chapter
' Of Time' (Book II, ch. iii) were

translated by the late Mr. T. H. Green, Whyte's Professor

of Moral Philosophy at Oxford; chapters i, ii, and iv, of

Book II by Mr. B. Bosanquet, Fellow of University College,

Oxford ; chapters v-viii (inclusive) of Book II by the Rev.

C. A. Whittuck, Fellow of Brascnose College, Oxford ;
and

the whole of Book III by Mr. A. C. Bradley, Fellow of Balliol

College, Oxford. The Index and Table of Contents were

added by the Editor.
'

<

The entire translation has been revised by the Editor, who -

is responsible in every case for the rendering finally adopted.

The Editor has to thank Mr. J. C, Wilson, of Oriel College,

Oxford, for ample and ready assistance when consulted on

passages involving the technical language of Mathematics

or Physics; if the Author's meaning in such places has been

intelligibly conyeycd, this result is wholly due to Mr.Wilson's

help.

In conveying his assent to the proposal of an English

translation, the Author expressed a wish to work out Book III

of the Metaphysic (the Psychology) more fully, but had not

time to cany out his intention. For the third volume

of the Author's *

System of Philosophy/ alluded to in the

Preface, no materials were found after his death sufficiently

advanced for publication, excepting a paper subsequently

published in *Nord und Slid' (June 1883), under the title

'Die Principien der Ethik/ The Author's views on the sub-,

jects reserved for the volume in question may be gathered in

part from his earlier work '

Mikrokosmus,' which will soon,

it may be hoped, be made accessible to English readers, and

more fully from his lectures recently published under the

titles 'Grundziige der Aesthetik,' 'der Praktischen Philosophic/

,
and 'der ReHgionsphilosophie/

'
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BOOK I.

ON THE CONNEXION OF THINGS.

INTRODUCTION.

I. REAL is a term which we apply to things that are in opposition

to those that are not ;
to events that happen in distinction from those

that do not happen ; to actually existing relations in contrast with

those that do not exist To this usage of speech I have already had

occasion to appeal. I recall it now in order to give a summary

indication of the object of the following enquiries. It is not the

world ofthe thinkable, with the inexhaustible multiplicity of its inner

relations relations which are eternally valid that here occupies us.

Our considerations are expressly directed to this other region, of

which the less palpable connexion with that realm of ideas, ever

since the attention of Plato was first fastened upon it, has remained

the constantly recurring question of Philosophy. It is a region that

has been described in opposite terms. It has been called a world

of appearance, of mere phenomena and that in a depreciatory sense

by men who contrasted the variable multiplicity of its contents with

the imperturbable repose and clearness of the world of ideas. To

others it presented itself as the true reality. In its unfailing move-

ment, and in the innumerable activities pervading it, they deemed

themselves to have a more valuable possession than could be found,

in the solemn shadow-land of unchangeable ideps. , This dfrerefcy

of appellation rests on a deep antithesis of conception!, wbich will

attract our notice throughout all philosophy. My only reason for
,

mentioning it here is that the two views, while wholly different ia tbefc

estimates of value, serve equally to bring to light the centre round

which metaphysical enquiries, so for as their essence is concerned,

will always move; i. e. the feet of change. While predicable only by

metaphor of anything that is merely object of thought, change com*

VOL. x. B



2 Introduction.

pletely dominates the whole range of reality. Its various forms

becoming and decay, action and suffering, motion and development

are, as a matter of fact and history, the constant occasions of those

enquiries which, as forming a doctrine of the flux of things in

opposition to the permanent being of ideas, have from antiquity been

united under the name of Metaphysic.

n. It is not that which explains itself but that which peiplexes us

that moves to enquiry, Metaphysic would never have come into

being if the course of events, in that form in which it was presented

by immediate perception, had not conflicted with expectations, the

fulfilment of which men deemed themselves entitled to demand from

whatever was to be reckoned as truly existing or truly taking place.

These expectations might be accounted for in various ways. They

might be held to be innate to the intelligent spirit. If that were true

of them, it would follow that, in the form of necessary assumptions

as to the mode of existence and connexion of anything that can

possibly be or happen, they determine our judgment upon every

occurrence with which observation presents us. Or they might be

taken to consist in requirements arising in the heart out of its needs,

hopes, and wishes ; in which case their fulfilment by the external

world, as soon as attention was recalled to it, would be no less

strongly demanded. Or finally it might be held that, without carrying

any intellectual necessity in their own right, they had arisen out of the

defacto constitution of experience as confirmed habits of apprehension,

suggesting that in every later perception the same features were to be

met with as had been found in the earlier* The history of philosophy

may convince us of the equally strong vivacity and assurance, with

which these different views have asserted themselves. The tendency
of the present day, however, is to deny the possession of innate cog-

nition, to refuse to the demands of the heart every title to a share in

the determination of truth, to seek in experience alone the source of

that certain knowledge which we would fain acquire in regard to the

connexion of things.

HI. Philosophy has been too painfully taught by the course of its

hteoiy bow the neglect of experience avenges itself, for any fresh
,

reminder of its indispensableness to be required. Taken by itself,

however, and apart from every presupposition not furnished by itself,

experience fe not competent to yield the knowledge which we seek.

For our wish is not merely to enumerate and describe what has

happened or is happening. We also want to be able to predict what

under definite circumstances wtt happen* fiat experience cannot
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show us the future
; and cannot even help us to conjecture what it

will be unless we are certain beforehand that the course of the world is

bound to follow consistently, beyond the limits ofprevious observation,

the plan of which the beginning is presented to us within those limits.

An assurance, however, of the validity of this supposition is what

experience cannot afford us. Grant as much as you please that

observation in its ceaseless progress had up to a certain moment only

lighted on cases of conformity to the rules which we had inferred from

a careful use of earlier perceptions : still the proposition that this

accumulation of confirmatory instances, which has so far gone on with-

out any exception being met with, has increased the probability of a

like confirmation in the future, is one that can only be maintained on

the strength of a previous tacit admission of the assumption, that the

same order which governed the past course of the world will also

determine the shape to be taken by its future. This one supposition,

accordingly, of there being a universal inner connexion of all reality

as such which alone enables us to argue from the structure of any
one section of reality to that of the rest, is the foundation of every

attempt to arrive at knowledge by means of experience, and is not

derivable from experience itself. Whoever casts doubt on the suppo*

sition, not only loses the prospect of being able to calculate anything

future with certainty, but robs himself at the same time of the* only

basis on which to found the more modest hope of being able under

definite circumstances to consider the occurrence of one event a*

more probable than that of another*

IV. There have been philosophers of sceptical tendency who have

shown themselves well aware of this. Having once given up the

claim to be possessors of any such innate truth as would also be the

truth of things, they have also consistently disclaimed any pretension
from a given reality to infer a continuation of that reality which wag
not given with it Nothing in fact wad left, according to them, in the

way of knowledge but the processes of pure Mathematics, in which

ideas are connected without any claim being made that they hold good
of reality, or history and the description of what is or has been. A
science of nature, which should undertake from the facts of the present
to predict the necessity of a future result, they held to be impossible*
It was only In practical life that those who so thought relied with M
much confidence as their opponent* oo the trustworthiness of those

physical principles, which within, the school they maintained to be

quite without justification. The present professors of natural science,
who by their noisy glorification of experience compel every met**
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physical enquiry at the outset to this preliminary self-defence, appear

to be only saved by a happy inconsistency from the necessity of a like

disclaimer. With laudable modesty they question in many individual

cases whether they have yet discovered the true law which governs

some group of processes under investigation : but they have no doubt

in the abstract as to the presence of laws which connect all parts of

the world's course in such a way that, if once complete knowledge had

been attained, infallible inferences might be made from one to the

other, Now experience, even if it be granted that in its nature it is

capable of ever proving the correctness of this assumption, certainly

cannot be held to have yet done so. There still lie before us vast

regions of nature, as to which, since we know nothing of any con-

nexion of their events according to law, the assertion that they aie

throughout pervaded by a continuous system of law cannot rest on

the evidence of experience, but must be ventured on the ground of a

conviction which makes the systematic connexion of all reality a

primary certainty.

V. There are various ways of trying to compromise the difficulty.

Sometimes the admission is made that the science of nature is only

an experiment in which we try how far we can go with the arbitrary

assumption of a law regulating the course of things ; that only the

favourable result which experience yields to the experiment convinces

us of the correctness of the assumption made. Upon this we can in

fact only repeat the icraark already made, and perhaps it will not be

useless actually to repeat it. If a question is raised as to the nature

of the connexion between two processes, of which the mutual de-

pendence is not deducible from any previously known truth, it is

usual no doubt to arrive at the required law by help of an hypothesis,

of which the proof lies in the fact that no exception can be found to

its application. But in truth an hypothesis thus accredited is intrin-

sically after all nothing more than a formula of thought in which we

have found a short expression for the common procedure which Aas

Seen observable in all instances, hitherto noticed, of the connexion in

question* The character of a law is only imparted to this expression

by the further thought, which experience cannot add, but which we

add the thought that in the future members of this endless scries of

instanced the same relation will hold good which, as a matter of ex-

perience, we have only found to hold good between the past members

of the series.

,

It I* again only by a repetition of what I have already said that I

can reply to the further expansion of the view referred to. It may
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readily be allowed that the observation ofthe same connexion between
two occurrences, when constantly repeated without an instance to the

contrary, gives an ever increasing probability to the assumption of a
law connecting them and renders their coincidence explicable only
on this assumption. But on what after all does the growing power of
this surmise rest? If to begin with we left it an open question
whether there is any such thing as law at all in the course of things,
we should no longer be entitled to wish to find an explanation for a

succession of events, and in consequence to favour the assumption
which makes it explicable. For every explanation is in the last resort

nothing but the reduction of a mere coincidence between two facts to

an inner relation of mutual dependence according to a universal law.

Every need of explanation, therefore, and the right to demand it, rests

on the primary certainty of conviction that nothing can in truth be
or happen which has not the ground of its possibility in a connected
universe of things, and the ground of its necessary realisation at a definite

place and time in particular facts of this universe. If we once drop this

primary conviction, nothing anylonger requires explanation and nothing
admits of it ; for that mutual dependence would no longer exist which
the explanation consists in pointing out Or, to employ a different

expression : if we did not start from the assumption that the course of

things was bound by a chain of law, then and for that reason it would
not be a whit more improbable that the same processes should always
occur in a uniform, and yet perfectly accidental, connexion, than that

there should be the wildest variety of the most manifold combinations.

And just because of this the mere fact of a constantly repeated coin-

cidence would be no proof of the presence of a universal law, by the

help of which a further forecast might become possible as to the yet
unobserved cases that lie in the future. It is not till the connexion of

manifold facts according to law is established as a universal principle
that any standard can exist for distinguishing a possible from an impos-
sible, a probability from an improbability. Not till then ,caa, the one
ca'se which has been observed to occur, to the exclusion of ,the multi-

tude of equally possible cases, warrant us in assuming the persistency
of a special relation, which in accordance tfith the ,uttiversal reign of

law yields thi$ one result and excludes other results ,that are In them-
,

selves equally possible. ,

,

'
'

,. :

'

'

All experience accordingly, 00 far as It believes itself to discover a
relation of mutual dependence between things according to law, id in I

this only confirming the supposition, previously admitted as correct,

of there being such a relation. If the snpp0sfclon is still left in
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experience can never prove it And the actual procedure of physical

enquiry is in complete harmony with this state of the case. Even

where the processes observed seem to contradict every thought of a

uniting law, the investigator never takes himself to have found in

these experiences a disproof of the supposition stated, such as would

render further effort useless. He merely laments that a confhmation

of it is not forthcoming, but never despaiis of airiving at such a con-

firmation by further research.

VI. If then we enquire not so much into ostensible principles, which

are geneially diawn up for contentious puiposes, as into those which

without being put into words are continually affirmed by practice, we

may take the prevalent spiiit of the natural sciences to be repiescnted

by the confession that the certainty of there being a relation of mutual

dependence l>etweeu things according to law is independent of expe-
rience. Nay, it is common in these sciences to take that relation for

granted in the particular form of a relation according to universal law

with an exclusiveness which philosophy cannot accept off-hand. But

in this admission that there are laws the investigator of nature still

believes that all he has done has been to admit a general point of

view. The question what the laws of reality are, which in fact includes

every object of further enquiry, he reserves as one that is to be dealt

with exclusively by the elaboration of experience. He denies the

necessity or possibility of any metaphysical enquiry which in this region

might aspire to add anything to the results that experience may give.

Against such claims the only adequate defence of Metaphysic would

consist to the complete execution of its aims; for it would only be in

detail that it could be made intelligible how the manipulation, which

experience must undergo in order to yield any result, is impossible,

unless by the aid of various definite intermediary ideas, which contain

much that does not arise out of the mere general idea of conformity
to law, as such, and of which, on the other hand, the certainty cannot

in turn be founded on empirical evidence.

For the present this brief hint on the subject may be taken to suffice

*~the more so as it is to be immediately followed by a comprehensive
concession to our opponents. In our view Metaphysic ought not to

repeat the attempt, which by its inevitable failuic has brought the

science into disrepute. It is not its business to undertake a demon*

ffrfttou of the special laws which the course of things in its various

dkftttfons actually follows. On the contrary, while confining itself

to *tt ttfcquiry into the universal conditions, which everything that

is to to* couatad as txitfiftg or happening at all must, according to it,
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be expected to fulfil, it must allow that what does in reality exist or

happen is a thing which it cannot know of itself but can only come to

know by experience. But it is only from this final knowledge of fact

that those determinate laws of procedure could be derived, by which

this particular reahty satisfies those most general requirements which

hold good for every conceivable reality. Metaphysic accordingly will

only be able to unfold certain ideal forms (if that expression may be

allowed), to which the relations between the elements of everything
real must conform. It can supply none of those definite proportions,
constant or variable, by the assignment of which it might give to

those forms the special mathematical construction necessary to their

applicability to a real world that is throughout determined in respect
of quality, magnitude, number, and sequence. All this Metaphysic
leaves to experience. It will still, however, continue to demand that

the results at which experience arrives should admit of being so inter-*

preted as to fit these ideal forms and to be intelligible as cases of their

application; and to treat as fictions or as unexplained facts those

which remain in contradiction with them.

VII. There would be nothing then to forbid us from identifying

Metaphysic with the final elaboration of the facts with which the

sciences of experiment and observation make it acquainted but an

elaboration distinguished from such sciences by the pursuit of other

aims than those towards which they are directed with such laudable

and unremitting energy. Natural science, while employing tbe coa*

ceptions of certain elements and forces most effectually for the acqui-
sition of knowledge, foregoes the attempt to penetrate to the proper
nature of those elements and forces. In a few cases important dis-

coveries, leading to rapid progress in further insight, have been made

by application of the calculus to certain assumed processes, at any

possible construction of which science itself has been unable to

arrive. We therefore*do no, injustice to science ia taking its object

to consist in a practical command over phenomena. \
in other word%

the capability, however acquired, of inferring from given conditions of

the present to that which either will follow them, or must have pre-
.

ceded them, or must take place contemporaneously witk them in parts

of the universe inaccessible to observation. That for the acquisition

of such command, merely supposing a mutual dependence of pheno*
xnena according to dome law or oth&v the careful corap&rieon of

phenomena should to a great extent suffice, without a&y acquaintance
with the true nature of what underlies them, is a state of things i&tet*

Kgible in itself and ofwhich the history of science gives ample evidence;
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That the same process should always suffice for the purpose is not so

easy to believe. On the contrary, it seems likely that after reaching a

certain limit in the extent and depth of its enquiries; natural science

will feel the need, in order to the possibility of fuither progress, of

reverting to the task of defining exhaustively those centres of rela-

tion, to which it had previously been able to attach its calculations

while leaving their natuie undetermined In that case it will either

oiiginate a new Metaphysic of its own or it will adopt some existing

system. So far as I can judge, it is now very actively engaged in

doing the former. Its efforts in that direction we observe with great

interest but with mixed feelings. The enviable advantage of having

acquired by many-sided investigation an original knowledge of facts,

for which no appropriation of other men's knowledge can form a per-

fect substitute, secures a favourable judgment in advance for these

experiments of naturalists; and there is the more reason that this

should be so, since the philosophical instinct, which is able to ensure

their success, is not the special propeity of a caste, but an impulse of

the human spirit which finds expression for itself with equal intensity

and inventiveness among those of every scientific and practical calling.

But there is a drawback oven here. It arises from the involuntary

limitation of the range of thought to the horizon of the accustomed

occupation, to external nature, and from the unhesitating transference

of methods which served the primary ends of natural science correctly

enough, to the treatment of questions bearing on the ulterior relations

of the facts of which mastery has been obtained, and on their less

palpable dependence upon principles to which reference has been

studiously avoided in the ascertainment of the facts themselves.

Of course it is not my intention to indicate hero the several points

at which, as it seems to me, these dangers have not been avoided. I

content myself with referring on the one hand to the inconsiderate

habit of not merely regarding the whole spiritual life from the same

ultimate points of view as the processes of external nature, but of

applying to it the same special analogies as have determined our con-

ception of those processes; and secondly to the inclination to count

any chance hypothesis of which the object is one that admits of being

presented to the mind, or, failing of this, of being merely indicated la

words, good enough to serve as a foundation for a wholly new and

fcWmioxicai theoiy of the world. I do not ignore the many valuable

ruto that are due to this mobility of imagination. I know that man
must nake trial of many thoughts in order to reach the truth, and that

a happy conjecture is apt to carry, ug further and more quickly on out
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way than the slow step of methodical consideration Still there can be

no advantage in making attempts of which the intrinsic impossibility

and absurdity would be apparent if, instead of looking solely at the

single problem of which the solution is being undertaken, we carried

our view to the entire complex of questions to which the required

solution must be equally applicable, I do not therefore deny that the

metaphysical enterprises of recent physical investigators, along with

the great interest which they are undoubtedly calculated to excite,

make pretty much the same impression on me, though with a some-

what different colouring, as was made on the votaries of exact science

by the philosophy of nature current in a not very remote past.

Our business, however, is not with such individual impressions. I

only gave a passing expression to them in order to throw light on the

purpose of the following disseitation. The qualification of being
conducted according to the method of natural science, by which it is

now the fashion for every enquiry to recommend itself, is one which

I purposely disclaim for my treatise. Its object is indeed among
other things to contribute what it can to the solution of the difficult

problem of providing a philosophical foundation for natural science;

but this is not its only object It is rather meant to respond to the

interest which the thinking spirit takes, not merely in the calculations

by which the sequence of phenomena on phenomena may be foretold,

but in ascertaining the impalpable real basis of the possibility of all

phenomena, and of the necessity of their concatenation. This interest,

reaching beyond the region on which natural science spends its

labour, must necessarily take its dcpaiture from other points of view

than those with which natural science is familiar, nor would I disguise

the fact that the ultimate points of view to which in the sequel it will

lead us will not be in direct harmony with the accustomed views of

natural science*

VTIL There is a reproach, however, to which we lay ourselves

open in thus stating the problem of Metaphysic. It is not
4merely that

experience is vaunted as the single actual source of our ascertained

knowledge. Everything which cannot be learnt from It is held to be

completely unknowable : everything which in opposition, to the ob-

servable succession of phenomena we are apt to cover by that com-

prehensive designation, the essence of things. The efforts, therefore,

to which we propose to devote ourselves will be followed with the

pitying repudiation bestowed on all attempts at desirable but im-

practicable undertakings. Beyond the general confidence that there

is such a thing as a connexion of things according to law, the human
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spirit, it is held, has no source of knowledge, which might serve the

purpose of completing or correcting experience. It would be a mere

eccentricity to refuse to admit that a confession of the inscrutability

of the essence of things, in a certain sense, must at last be elicited from

every philosophy; but what if the more exact determination of this

sense, and the justification of the whole assertion of such insciutability9

should be just the problem of Metaphysic, which only promises to

enquire, but does not fix beforehand the limits within which Us

enquiry may be successful? And it is clear that the assertion in

question, if prefixed to all enquiry, is one that to a certain extent con-

tradicts itself. So long as it speaks of an essence of things, it speaks

of something and piesupposes the reality of something as to the

existence of which according to its own showing experience can teach

nothing. As soon as it maintains the unknowability of this essence,

it implies a conviction as to the position in which the thinking spirit

stands to the essence, which, since it cannot be the result of experience,

must be derived fiom a previously recognized ceitainty in regard to

that which the nature of our thought compels us to oppose, as the

essence of things, to the scries of phenomena. But it is just these

tacit presuppositions, which retain their power over us all the time that

we are disputing our capacity for knowledge, that stand in need ofthat

explanation, criticism, and limitation, which Metaphysic deems its

proper business. Nor have we any right to take for granted that the

business is a very easy one, and that it may be properly discharged by
some remarks well-accredited in general opinion, to be prefixed by

way of introduction to those interpretations of experience from which

aloao a profitable result is looked for* When we assume nothing but

conformity to law in the course of things, this expression, simple

itself, seems simple in its signification : but the notions attached to it

turn out to be various and far-reaching enough, as soon as it has to

be employed in precisely that interpretation of experience which is

Opposed to Metaphysic,

I will not enlarge on the point that every physical enquiry employs

the logical principles of Identity and Excluded Middle for the attain-

ment of its results ; both are reckoned as a matter of course among
ifee methods which every investigation follows, But meanwhile it is

forgotten that these principles could not be valid for the connected

series of phenomena without holding good also of the completely mi*

known basis from which the phenomena issue* Yet many facts give

wfBctent occasion for the surmise that they apply
to things themselves

and their frtatee In some different sense from that in which they apply
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to the judgments which are suggested to us in thinking about k

states. We show as little scruple in availing ourselves of mathematical-

truths, in order to advance from deduction to deduction. It is tacitly

assumed that the unknown essence of things, for one manifestation of

which we borrow from experience a definite numerical value, will

never out of its residuary and still unknown nature supply to the con-

sequence which is to be looked for under some condition an in-

calculable coefficient, which would prevent the correspondence of our

mathematical prediction with the actual course of events.

Nor is this all. Besides these presumptions which are at any rate

general in their character and which are all that can be noticed at the

outset, in the actual interpretation of experience there are implied

many unproven judgments of a more special sort, which can only be

noticed in the sequel. For logical laws hold good primarily of

nothing but the thinkable content of conceptions, mathematical laws

of nothing but pure quantities. If both are to be applied to that

which moves and changes, works and suffers, in space and time, they

stand in constant need of fresh ideas as to the nature of the real,

which as connecting links make it possible to subordinate to the

terms of those laws this new region of their application. It is vain

for us therefore to speak of a science founded on experience that

shall be peifectly free from presuppositions. While this science

thinks scorn of seeking support from Metaphysic and disclaims all ,

knowledge of the essence of things, it is everywhere penetrated by

unmethodised assumptions in regard to this very essence, and is in

the habit of improvising developments, as each separate question sug-

gests them, of those principles which it does not deem it worth while

to subject to any systematic consideration.

I3L In making these remarks I have no object in view but such as

may properly be served by an introduction. I wish to preposscaa

that natural feeling of probability, which in the last instance is the

judge of all our philosophical undertakings, in favour of ,the project of

putting together in a systematic way the propositions b regard to the

nature and connexion of what is real, which, independently of ex-

perience and in answer to the questions with ^hicfa experience chat*

lenges us, we believe ourselves to have no option but to maintain,

I expressly disclaim, however, the desire to justify thte
,be?liefi few

which as a matter of fact we are none of us exempt, by aa antecedent

theory of cognition. I am convinced that too much labour is at

present spent in this direction, with results proportionate to the

groundlessness of the claims which such theories make. There>
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something convenient and seductive in the plan of withdrawing at-

tention from the solution of definite questions and applying oneself to

general questions in regard to cognitive capacities, of which any one

could avail himself who set seriously about it. In fact, however, the

history of science shows that those who resolutely set themselves to

mastering ceitain problems generally found that their cognisance of

the available appliances and of the use of them giew keener in the

process; while on the other hand the pietentious occupation with

theories of cognition has seldom led to any solid result. It has not

itself created those methods which it entertains itself with exhibiting

but not employing* On the contrary, it is the actual problems that

have compelled the discovery of the methods by which they may be

solved. The constant whetting of the knife is tedious, if it is not

proposed to cutanything with it.

I know that such an expression of opinion is in unheard-of opposi-
tion to the tendency of our time. I could not, however, repress the

conviction that there is an intrinsic unsoundness in the efforts made
to found a Metaphysic on a psychological analysis of our cognition.

The numerous dissertations directed to this end may be compared to

the tuning of instruments before a concert, only that they are not so

necessary or useful In the one case it is known what the harmony
is which it is sought to produce: in the other case the mental

activities which are believed to have been discovered are compared
with a canon which the discoverers profess that they have still to

find out In the last resort, however, every one allows that as to the

truth of our cognition and its capability of truth no verdict can be

compassed which is independent of that cognition itself. It must

itself determine the limits of its competence. In order to be able to

do this in order to decide how far it may trust itself to judge of the

nature of the real, it must first arrive at a clear notion of the proposi-

tions which it is properly obliged obliged in thorough agreement
wiLh itself to assert of this real It is by these assumptions, which

are simply necessary to Reason, that the conception of the real which

id supposed to be in question is determined ; and it is only their con-

tent that can justify Reason, when the question is raised, in forming

atiy judgment with regard to its further relation to this its object***

either that is in maintaining the unknowability of its concrete na-

ture, or in coming to the conclusion as the only one compatible with

the, HKJonciliation of all its thoughts, that the conception of things

wfaidbt ft generates has no independent object, or in persistently re-

a belief in, such w* object in iomc sense which reason itself
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determines a belief which, because of such a nature, neither requires

nor admits further proof. On the other hand it strikes me as quite

unjustifiable to treat the most obscure of all questions, that of the

psychological origin of knowledge and the play of conditions which

co-operate in producing it, as a preliminary question to be easily dealt

with, of which the issue might settle decisively the validity or invalidity

collectively or severally of the utterances of reason. On the contrary

the psychological history of the origin of an error only conveys a

proof that it is an error on supposition that we are previously ac-

quainted with the truth and can thus be sure that the originating

condition of the error involved a necessary aberration from that

truth.

Thus the doctrine which I would allege rests not on any conviction

which has previously to be admitted as to the psychological roots of

our knowledge, but simply on an easily recognisable fact, of which

the admission is implied by the very act of disputing it. Eveiy one,

evade it as he will, must in the last instance judge of every proposi-

tion submitted to him and of every fact with which experience pre-

sents him upon grounds of which the constraining force presses itself

upon him with an immediate assuiance. I say, 'in the last instance/

for even when he undertakes to examine this self-evidence, his final

affirmation or denial of it must always rest on the like self-evidence as

belonging to his collected reasons for deciding on the matter. In

regard to that which this self-supported reason must affirm, now that

by the space of centuries it has, in sequence on experience, reflected

on itself, a comprehensive consciousness may be obtained or at least

sought. But how all this takes place in us, and how it comes about

that those fundamental truths which are necessities of our thought ac-

quire their self-evidence these are points on which enlightenment, if

possible at all, can only be looked for in a remote future. But when-

ever it may come, it can only come after the first question has been

answered. The process of our cognition and its relations to objects

must, whether we like it or no, be subject to those judgments vbict

our reason passes as necessities of thought upon every ts&\ process

and on the effect of every element of reality upon every other. These

declarations are not in the least at war with the high interest which

we take in psychology as a proper region of enquiry, They , only

amount to a repetition of the assertion which every, speculative

philosophy must uphold* that while Psychology cannot be the founda-

tion of Metaphysic, Metaphysic must be the foundation of Psy-

chology,
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X. It is time, however, for some more precise statements as to the

line which it is proposed to take in the following enquiry. In re-

ferring to the supposition of a universal relation of mutual dependence
between all things real as the common foundation of all scientific

investigation, I at the same time indicated a doubt with reference to

the exclusive foim to which in the present stage of scientific culture

it is the fashion to reduce this relation the form of confoimity to

universal law. This form is neither the only one nor the oldest

under which the human spirit has presented to itself the connexion

of things. It was emphatically not as instances of a universal rule

but as parts of a whole that men first conceived things : as related to

each other not primarily by permanent laws but by the unchangeable

purport of a plan, of which die realisation required from the several

elements not always and everywhere an identical procedure, but a

changeable one. In this conviction originated the dazzling forms of

the idealistic constructions of the universe. Starting from a supreme

idea, into the depths of which they claimed to have penetrated by im-

mediate intuition, the authors of these schemes thought to deduce the

manifold variety of phenomena in that order in which the phenomena
were to contribute to the realisation of the supposed plan. It was

not the discovery of laws that was their object, but the establishment

of the seveial ends which the development of things had gradually to

attain and of which each determined all habits of existence and be*

haviour within the limits of that section of the universe which it

governed. The barrenness of these schemes is easily accounted for.

They failed in that in which"men always will fail, in the exact and cx<*

haustive definition of that supreme thought, which they held in

honour. Now any shortcoming in this outset of the theory must be

a source of constantly increasing defect in its development, as it

descends to particulars. If ever a happy instinct led it to results

that could be accepted, it was only an aesthetic satisfaction that such

gneases yielded, not any certainty that could meet doubt by proof*

Yet the general conviction from which the speculations in question

set out does not yield in any way, either as less certain or as less

admissible, to the supposition of universal conformity to law, which

in our time is deemed alone worthy of acceptance* For my part

therefore-~and I wish there to be no uncertainty on the point*-*!

should reckon this theory of the universe, if it could be carrftd out in

detail, as the completion of philosophy; and though I cannot but

detm k incapable of being thus carried out, I yet do not scruple to

> &HQW to the .conviction! that its fundamental thought is virtually cor-
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rect, all the influence which it is still possible for it to retain on the

formation of my views.

But from among the objects of the enquiry before us, this theory, at

least as carrying any immediate certainty, remains excluded. For we

are not to employ ourselves upon the world of ideas itself, with its

constituents arranged in an order that holds good eternally and is

eternally complete, but upon the given world, in which the process of

realisation of the ideas is supposed to be visible. Now it is not once

for all nor in a systematic order that this real world unfolds ectypes of

the ideas. In that case it would scarcely be possible to say in what

respect the series of the ectypes is distinguishable from that of the

archetypes. But the world of reality presents innumerable things and

occurrences distributed in space and time. It is by shifting relations

of these that the content of the ideas is realised in manifold instances

and with degrees of completeness or incompleteness is so realised

only again to disappear. However then we may think on the obscure

question of the position in which the ideas stand io the world of

phenomena and of the regulation of this world by them, it is certain

that as soon as their realisation becomes dependent on the changing

connexion between a number of points brought into relation, there

must arise a system of universal laws, in accordance with which in all

like cases of recurrence a like result necessarily follows, in unlike

cases an unlike result, and a certain end is attained in one case,

missed in another. Accordingly, even the idealistic theory of the

world, which believes reality to be governed by ends that belong to a

plan, if it would render the process of realisation of these ends in*

telligible, necessarily generates the conception of a universal con-

nexion of things according to law as a derived principle, though it

may refuse it the dignity of an ultimate principle. It will find no

difficulty in admitting further that the human spirit does not possess

any immediate revelation as to an end and direction of the collective

movement of the universe, in which according to its own supposition

that spirit is a vanishing point Having for its vocation, however, to

work at its limited place in the service of the whole according to th<*

same universal laws which hold good for all the several elements of

the whoje, the human spirit will more easily possess an immediate

consciousness of this necessity by which it like everything else is de-

termined, i

Considerations of this sort settle nothing objectively: but they

suffice to justify the abstract limitation of our present problem,

Metaphysic has merely to show what the universal conditions are
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which must be satisfied by anything of which we can say without

contradicting ourselves that it is or that it happens, The question

remains open whether these laws, which we hope to master, form the

ultimate object which our knowledge can reach, or whether we may
Succeed in deducing them from a highest thought, as conditions of its

realisation which this thought imposes on itself.

XI. In order to the discovery of the truths we are in search of it

would be desirable to be in possession of a clue that could be relied

on. The icmarks we have just made 'at once prevent us from avail-

ing ourselves of a resource in which confidence was placed by the

philosophcis of a still recent period. The followers of the idealistic

systems to which I last referred imagined that in their dialectic

method they had security for the completeness and certainty of the

formulae in which they unfolded the true content of the universe.

They directed their attention but slightly to the riddles of experience,

To a much greater degree they had allowed themselves to be affected

by the concentrated impression of all the imperfections by which the

world outrages at once our knowledge our moral judgment, and the

wishes of our hearts. In opposition to that impression there arose in

their minds with great vivacity but, as was not denied, in complete

obscurity the forecast of a true being, which was to be free from these

shortcomings and at the same time to solve the difficult problem of

rendering the presence of the shortcomings intelligible. This fore-

cast, into which they had gathered all the needs and aspirations of

the human spirit, they sought by the application of their method to

unfold into its complete content In their own language they sought
to raise that into conception

1 which at the outset had been appre-
hended only in the incomplete form of imagination*.

I do not propose to revert to the criticism of this method, on the

logical peculiarity of which I have enlarged elsewhere. It is enough
here to remark that in accordance with the spirit of the theories in

which it was turned to account, it has led only to the assignment of

certain universal forms of appearance which cannot be absent in a

world that is to be a complete cctype of the supreme idea. It has

not led to the discovery of any principles available for the solution of

questions relating to the mutual qualification of the several elements,

by which in any case the realisation of those forms is completely or

incompletely attained. The method might conceivably be trans*

formed so as to serve this other end, for its essential tendency, which

i* to dew up obscure ideas, will give occasion everywhere for its use.
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But in this transformation it would lose the most potent part of that

which formerly gave it its peculiar charm. Its attraction consisted in

this, that it sought in a series of intuitions, which it unfolded one out

of the other, to convey an immediate insight into the very inner

movement which forms the life of the universe, excluding that labour

of discursive thought which seeks to arrive at certainty in roundabout

ways and by use of the most various subsidiary methods of proof.
As making such claims, the method can at bottom only be a form of

that process of exhibiting already discovered truths which unfolds

them in the order which after much labour of thought in other direc-

tions comes to be recognised as the proper and natural system of

those truths. If however the method is to be employed at the same
time as a form of discovering truth, the process, questionable at best,

only admits of being in some measure carried out in relation to those

universal and stable forms of events and phenomena, which we have

reason for regarding as an objective development of the world's

content or of its idea. In regard to the universal laws, by which

the realisation of all these forms is uniformly governed, we certainly

cannot assume that they constitute a system in which an indisputable

principle opens out into a continuous series of developments. We
cannot in this case ascribe the development to the reality

1 as ob-

jective, but only to our thoughts about the reality
1 as subjective.

The Dialectic method would therefore have* to submit to conversion
'

into that simpler dialectic, or, to speak more plainly, into that marfe

process of consideration in which the elementary thoughts that we
entertain as to the nature and interconnection of the real are com-

pared with each other and with all the conditions which warrant a

judgment as to their correctness, and in which it is sought to replace

the contradictions and shortcomings that thereupon appear by better

definitions. Nothing is more natural and familiar than this mode of

procedure, but it is also obvious that it does not of itself determine

beforehand either the point of departure for the considerations of

which it consists or in detail the kind of progress which shall be

made in it .

XII. Other attempts at the discovery of a clue have started from

1
['Sache

'
in this work means Whatever a na&e can stand for, is coextensiv

' Vor&tellbaier Inhalt
'

(a content which can t>e presented in an idea)* I^gic,seot

342, and therefore has 'objectivity' (Objectnitat), Logic, sect. 3; on the other

hand it is much, wider than '

Ding
'

(a thing), which has not only
'
Objectivitat

'

but

also ' Wirklichkeit
'

(concrete external reality) ; cp. Logic, sect. 3. There is no

efcact English equivalent for * Sache
'

in this sense ]

VOL. x. c
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a conception of classification. There lies a natural charm in the as-

sumption that not only will the content of the univeise be found to

form an ordered and rounded whole according to some symmetrical

method, but also that the reason, of which it is the vocation to know

it, possesses for this purpose innate modes of conception in organised

and completed ariay. The latter part of this notion, at any rate, was

the source of Kant's attempt by a completion of Aristotle's doctrine

of Categories to .find the sum of truths that are necessities of our

thought In the sense which Aristotle himself attached to his Cate-

gories, as a collection of the most univeisal predicates, under which

evciy term that we can employ of intelligible import may be sub-

sumed, they have never admitted of serious philosophical application.

At most they have served to recall the points of view from which

questions may be put in regard to the objects of enquiry that present

themselves. The answers to those questions always lay elsewhere

not in conceptions at all, but in fundamental judgments directing the

application of the conception in this way or that. Kant*s reformed

table of Categories suffers primarily from the same defect; but he

sought to get rid of it by passing in fact from it to the
'

principles of

Understanding' which, as he held, were merely contracted in the

Categories into the shape of conceptions and could therefore be again

elicited from them. The attempt is a work of genius, but against the
'

reasoning on which it is founded and the consequences drawn from

it many scruples suggest themselves. Kant found fault with Aristotle

for having set up his Categories without a principle to warrant their

completeness* On the other hand, plenty of people have been forth-

coming to point out the excellence .of the principles of division which

Aristotle is supposed to have followed. I do not look for any result

from the controversy on this point. Given a plurality of unknown

extent, if it is proposed to resolve it not merely by way of dichotomy

intoM and non-JK" but ultimately into members of a purely positive

sort, M9 N, 0) P, Q, there can be no security in the way of method

for the completeness of this disjunctive process. From the nature of

the case we must always go on to think of a residuary member JZ9 of

which nothing is known but that it is different from all the preceding

members. Any one who boasts of the completeness of the division

is merely saying that for his part he cannot add a fresh member R.

Whoever denies the completeness affirms that a further member R
has occurred to him which with equal right belongs to the series*

Aristotle may have had the moat admirable principles of division; but

they do not prove that he has noticed all the members which properly
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fall under them. But the same remark holds equally good against

Kant It may be conceded to him that it is only in the form of the

judgment that the acts of thought' are performed by means of which

we affirm anything of the real. If it is admitted further as a con-

sequence of this that there wilt be as man); different primary pro-

positions of this kind as there are essentially different logical forms of

judgment, still the admission that these different forms ofjudgment
have been exhaustively discovered cannot be insisted on as a matter,

properly speaking, of methodological necessity. The admission will

be made as soon as we feel ourselves satisfied and have nothing to

add to the classification ; and if this agreement were universal, the

matter would be practically settled, for every inventory must be

taken as complete, if those who are interested in its completeness

can find nothing more to add to it. But that kind of theoretical

security for an unconditional completeness, which Kant was in quest

of, is something intrinsically impossible.

These however are logical considerations, which are not very

decisive here. It is more important to point out that the very

admission from which we started is one that cannot be made. The

logical forms of judgment are applied to every possible subject-

matter, to the merely thinkable as well as to the real, to the doubt-

ful and the impossible as well as to the certain and the possible.

We cannot therefore be the least sure that all the different forms,

which are indispensable to' thought for this its wide-reaching em-

ployment, are also of equal importance for its more limited ap-

plication to the real. So far however as their significance in fact

extends also to this latter region, it is a significance which could

not be gathered in its full determination from that general form in

which it was equally applicable to the non-real. The categorical

form of judgment leaves it quite an open question, whether the

subject of the judgment to which it adds a predicate is a simple

'nominal essence 1 '

remaining identical with itself, or a whole which

possesses each of its parts, or a substance capable of experiencing a

succession of states. The hypothetical form of judgment does not

distinguish whether the condition contained in its antecedent clause is

the reason of a consequence, or the cause of an effect, or t^e de-

termining end from which tfye fact seated in the consequent proceeds ,

as a necessary condition of its fulfilment But these different con-

ceptions, which are here presented in a like form, are of different im-

portance for the treatment of the real. The metaphysical significance

1
[' Einfacher Denkinlxalt.'] )

.

C 2
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of the Categories is, therefore, even according to Kant's view, only

a matter of happy conjecture, and rests upon material considerations,

which are unconnected with the foims of judgment, and to which

the systematisation of those logical foims has merely given external

occasion. It is only these incidentally suggested thoughts that have

given to the Calegoiies in Kant's hands a semblance of importance

and productiveness, which these playthings of philosophy, the object

of so much curiosity, cannot properly claim. This roundabout road

of first establishing a foimal method affords us no better secuiity

than we should have if we set straight to work at the thing at the

matter of oui enquiiy.

XIII. We are encouraged to this direct course by the recollection

that it is not a case of taking possession for the first time of an

unknown land. Thanks to the zealous efforts of centuries the objects

we have to deal with have long been set forth in distinct order, and

the questions about them collected which need an answer. Nor had

the philosophy which has prepared the way for us itself to break

wholly new ground. In regard to the main divisions of our subject

it had little to do but to repeat what everyone learns anew from his

own experience of the world, Nature and spirit are two regions so

different as at first sight to admit of no comparison, and demanding
two sepatate modes of treatment, each devoted to the essential

character by which the two regions are alike self-involved and sepa-

rate from each other. But on the other hand they are destined to

such constant action upon each other as parts of one univeise, that

they constrain us at the same time to the quest for those universal

forms of an order of things which they both have to satisfy alike in

themselves and in the connexion with each other. It might seem as

if this last-mentioned branch of its enquiry must be the one to which

early science would be last brought* As a matter of history, however,

it has taken it in hand as soon as the other two branches, and has

long devoted itself to it with greater particularity than, considering

the small progress made in the other branches, it could find conducive

to success* But whatever may be the case historically, now at least

when we try to weigh the amount of tenable result which has been

won from such protracted labour, we are justified in beginning with

that which is first in the order of things though not in the order

of our knowledge; I mean with Ontology, which, as a doctrine

of the being and relations of all reality, had precedence given to

it over Cosmology and Psychology the two branches of enquiry
which follow the reality into its opposite distinctive forms* It is
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to this division of the subject that with slight additions or omissions,

Metaphysic under every form of treatment has to all intents and

purposes returned. The variety in the choice of terms occasioned

by peculiar points of view adopted antecedently to the consideration

of the natural division of the subject, has indeed been very great.

But to take any further account of these variations of terminology,

before entering on the real matter in hand, seems to me as useless as

the attempt to determine more exactly that limitation of the problems

before us which metaphysicians have had before them in promising

to treat only of rational cosmology and psychology, as opposed in a

very intelligible manner to the further knowledge which only ex-

perience can convey.

XIV. No period of human life is conceivable in which man did

not yet feel himself in opposition to an external world around him.

Long in doubt about himself, he found around him a multitude of

perceptibly divided objects, and he could not live long without

having many impressions forced upon him as to their nature and

connexion. For none of the every-day business that is undertaken

for the satisfaction of wants could go on without the unspoken con-

viction that our wishes and thoughts have not by themselves the

power to make any alteration in the state of the outer world, but that

this world consists in a system of mutually detcnmnable things, in

which any alteration of one part that we may succeed in effecting is

sure of a definite propagation of effects on other parts* Moreover

no such undertaking could be carried out without coming on some

resistance, and thus giving rise to the recognition of an unaccountable

independence exercised by things in withstanding a change of state.

All these thoughts as well as those which might readily be added on

a continuation of these reflections, were primarily present only in the

form of unconsciously determining principles which regulated actions

and expectations in real life. It is in the same form that with almost

identical repetition they still arise in each individual, constituting th

natural Ontology with which we all in real life meet the demand for

judgments on events. The reflective attempt to form these assump-
tions into conscious principles only ensued when Attention was called

to the need of escaping contradictions with which they became em-

barrassed when they came to be applied without care for the con-

sequences to a wider range of knowledge.
It was thus that Philosophy, with its ontological enquiries, arose.

In the order of their development these enquiries have not indeed

been independent of the natural order in which one question suggest*
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another. Still owing to accidental circumstances they have often

drifted into devious tracks ;
. have assumed and again given up

very various tendencies. There is no need, however, in a treatise

which aims at gatheiing the product of these labours, to repeat this

chequered history. It may fasten directly on the natural conception

of the universe which we noticed just now that 'conception which

finds the course of the world only intelligible of a multiplicity of per-

sistent things, of variable relations between them, and of everits

arising out of these changes of mutual relation. For it is just this

view of the universe, of which the essential purport may be thus sum-

marised, which renews itself with constant identity in every age.

Outside the schools we all accommodate oui selves to it, Not to us

merely, but to "all past labourers in the field of philosophy, it has

presented itself as the point of departure, as that which had either to

be confirmed or controverted. Unlike the divergent theories of spe-

culative men, therefore, it deserves to be reckoned as itself one of the

natural phenomena which, in the character of regular elements of

the universe, enchain the attention of philosophy. For the present

however all that we need to borrow from history is the general con-

viction that of tltc simple thoughts which make up this view there is
*

none that is exempt from the need of having its actual and possible

import scientifically ascertained in order to its being harmonised with

all the rest in a tenal)le whole. No lengthy prolegomena arc needed

to determine the course which mut be entered on for this purpose.

We cannot speak of occurrences in lelations without previously think-
'

ing of the things between which they are supposed to take place or to ,

subsist. Of these things, howevermanifold and unlike as we take

them to be -we at the same time affirm, along with a distinction in

the individual being of each, a likeness in respect of that form of

.

reality which makes them things. It is with the simple idea of this

being that we have to begin* The line to be followed in the sequel may
be left for the present unfixed. Everything cannot be said at once.

That natural view of the world from* which we take our departure,

simple as it seems at first sight, yet contain* various interwoven

threads ; and no one of these can be pursued without, at the same time

touching others which there is not time at the outset to follow out on

their own account and which must be reserved to a more convenient

season, For our earlier considerations, therefore, we must ask the

indulgence of act being disturbed by objections of which due account

shall be ta&im in th* sequel ,
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On the Being of Things.

L ONE of the oldest thoughts in Philosophy is that of the oppo-
sition between true being and untrue being. Illusions of the senses,

causing what is unreal to be taken for what is real, led to a perception
of the distinction between that which only appears to us and that

which is independent of us. The observation of things taught men
to recognise a conditional existence or a result of combination in that

which to begin with seemed simple and self-dependent. Continuous

becoming was found where only unmoving persistent identity had,
been thought visible. Thus there was occasioned a clear conscious-

ness of that which had been understood by
' true being/ and which

was found wanting in the objects of these observations. Independ-
ence not only of us but of everything other than itself, simplicity and

unchanging persistence in its own nature, had always been reckoned
'

its signs. Its signs, we say, but still only its signs ;
for these charac-

teristics, though they suffice to exclude that of which they are not

predicable from the region of true being, do not define that being
itself. Independence of our own impressions in regard to it is what

we ascribe to every truth. It holds good in itself, though no one

thinks it. Independence of everything beside itself we affirm not

indeed of every truth, but of many truths which neither need ,nor

admit of proof, Simplicity exclusive of all combination belongs to

every single sensation of sweetness or redness; and motionless pelf**

subsistence, inaccessible to any change, is the proper character of

that world of ideas which we oppose to reality on the- ground that

while we can say of the ideas that they eternally hold good we cannot

say that they are. It follows that in the characteristics stated of Beifc

not only is something wanting which bad been thought 'though not

expressed but the missing something is the most essential element of

that which we are in quest o We still want to know what exactly

that Being itself is to which those terms may be applied by way of-
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distinguishing the true Being from the apparent, or what that reality

consists in by which an independent simple and persistent Being

distinguishes itself from the unreal image in thought of the same

independent simple and persistent content.

2. To this question a very simple answer may be attempted. It

seems quite a matter of course that the thinking faculty should not be

able by any of its own resources, by any thought, to penetrate and

exhaust the essential property of real Being, in which thought of itself

recognises an opposition to all merely intelligible existence. The
most that we can claim, it will be said, is that real Being yields us a

living expenencc of itself in a manner quite different from thinking,

and such experiences being once given, a ground of cognition with

reference to them theicupon admits of being stated, which is necessary

not indeed for the purpose of inferring that presence of real Being
which is matter of immediate experience but for maintaining the truth

of this experience against every doubt. Upon this view no pretence

is made of explaining by means of conceptions the difference of real

Being from the conception of the same, but immediate sensation 1

has always been looked upon as the ground of cognition which is our

warrant for the presence of real Being. Even after the habit has

been formed of putting trust in pioofs and cicdible communications,

we shall still seek to set aside any doubt that may have arisen by

rousing ourselves to ce and hear whether the things exist and the

occurrences take place of which information has been given us ; nor

does any proof prove the reality of its conclusion unless, apart ftom

the correctness of its logical concatenation, not merely the truth of

its original premisses, as matter of thought, but the reality of its

content is established a reality which in the last resort is given only

by sensuous perception. It may be that even sensation sometimes

deceives and presents us with what is unreal instead of with what is

real Still m those cases where it does not deceive, it is the only

possible evidence of reality. It may in like manner be questioned

whether sensation gives us insight into the real as t'/ ft, Still ofiht

/act that something winch really is underlies it, sensation does not

seem to allow a doubt.

8* Thd two objections just noticed to the value of sensation cannot

here be discussed in full, but with the second there is a difficulty eon*

nocted which we have to consider at once* The content of simple
seosations cannot be so separated from the sensitive act as that

detached images of the two, complete in themselves, should remain
*

[*
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after the separation. We can neither present redness, sweetness,

and warmth to ourselves as they would be if they were not felt, nor

the feeling of them as it would be if it were not a feeling of any
of these particular qualities. The variety, however, of the sensible

qualities, and the defimteness of each single quality as presented to the

mind's eye, facilitate the attempt which we all make to separate in

thought what is really indivisible. The particular matter which we

feel, at any rate, appears to us independent of our feeling, as if it

were something of which the self-existent nature was only recognised
and discovered by the act of feeling.

But we do not succeed so easily in detaching the other element

that real being, of which, as the being of this sensible content, it was

the business of actual sensation in opposition to the mere recollection

01 idea of it to give us assurance. It cannot be already given in this

simplest affirmation or position which we ascribed to the sensible con-

tents, and by which each of them is what it is and distinguishes itself

from other contents. Through this affirmation that which is affirmed

only comes to hold good as an element in the world of the thinkable.

It is not real merely because it is in this sense something, as opposed
to nothing void of all determination. In virtue of such affirmation

Red is eternally Red and allied to Yellow, not allied to what is warm
or sweet But this identity with itself and difference from something
else holds good of the Red of which there is no actual sensation as of

that of which there is actual sensation. Yet it is only in the case of

the latter that sensation is supposed to testify to real existence. Apart
from that simplest affirmation, however, the various sensible qualities

in abstraction from the sensitive act which apprehends them have

nothing in common. If therefore we assert of them, so far as they

are felt, a real Being different from this affirmation, this Being is not

anything which as attaching to the nature of the felt quality would

merely be recognised and discovered by the sensitive act On the

contrary, it lies wholly in the simple fact of being felt, which forma

the sole distinction between the actual sensation of the quality that

is present to sense and the mere idea of quality which is not $o

present Thus it would appear that the notion- with which we started

must be given up ; for sensation is not a mere ground of cognition

of a real Being which is still something different from it and of which

the proper nature has still to be stated ; and the being which on the

evidence of sensation we ascribe to things consists in absolutely

nothing else than the fact of their being felt

4* This assertion, however, can only be hazarded when certain
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points of advanced speculation have been reached, which we shall

arrive at later. The primary conception of the world is quite remote

from any such inference. According to it sensation is certainly the

only 'causa cognoscendi' which convinces us of Being, and just

because it is the only one, there easily arises the mistake of supposing

that what it alone can show consists only of it ; whereas in fact Being

is, notwithstanding, independent of our recognition of it, and all

things, of which we learn the reality, it is true, only from sensation,

will continue to be, though our attention is diverted from them and

they vanish from our consciousness. Nothing indeed appears more

self-evident than this doctrine. We all do homage to it. Yet the

question must recur, what remains to be undeistood by the Being of

things, when we have got rid of the sole condition under which it is

cognisable by us. It was as objects of our feeling that things were

presented to us. In this alone consisted as far as we could see

what we called their Being. What can be left of Being when we

abstract from our feeling? What exactly is it that we suppose our-

selves to have predicated of things, in saying that they are without

being felt ? Or what is it that for the tilings themselves, by way of

proof, confirmation, and significance of their being, takes the place of

that sensation which for us formed the proof, confirmation, and signi-

ficance of their being.

The proper meaning of these questions will become clearer, if I

pass to the answers which the natural theory of the world gives to

them ; for it must not be supposed that this thcoiy makes no effort to

remedy' the shortcoming which we have noticed. Its simplest way
of doing so consists in the reflection that on the disappearance of our

own sensation that of others takes its place. The men whom we

leave behind will remain in intercourse with others. Places and
'

objects, from which wo arc removed, will be seen by others as

hitherto by us. This constitutes their persistency in Being, while

they have vanished from our senses. Everyone, I think, will find

traces in himself of this primary way of presenting the case. Yet it

helps us rather to put off the question than to answer it It is sure

to repeat itself at once in another form,. Being waa said to be

independent of any consciousness on the part of a sentient subject

What then if consciousness is extinguished out of the entire universe

and there is no longer any one who could have cognisance of the

things that are supposed to exist ? In that case, we answer, they will

coitftwie to stand in those relations to each other in which they stood

,

when they were objects of perception. Each will have its place in
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space or will change it. Each will continue to exercise influences on

others or to be affected by their influence. These reciprocal agencies

will constitute that in which the things possess their being indepen-

dently of all observation. Beyond this view of the matter the natural

theory of things scarcely ever goes. In what respect it is unsatisfac-

tory and in what it is right we have now to attempt to consider.

6. There is one point on which it is held to be defective, but un-

fahly, because its defect consists merely in its inability to answer an

improper question5 which we have simply to get out of the habit of

putting. The question arises in this way. All those relations, in

which we just now supposed the reality of things to consist, may be

thought of equally as real and as unreal. But they must be actually

real and not merely thought of as real, if they are to form the Being
of things and not merely the idea of this Being. In what then, we

ask, consists this reality of that which is in itself merely thinkable,

and how does it arise? That this question is unanswerable and self-'

contradictory needs no elaborate proof. In what properly consists

the fact how it comes about or is made that there is something

and not nothing, that something and not nothing takes place ; this it

is eternally impossible to say. For in fact, whatever the form of the

question in which this curiosity might find expression, it is dear that

we should always presuppose in it as antecedent to that reality of

which we seek an explanation, a prior connected reality, in which

from definite principles definite consequences necessarily flow, and

among them the reality that has to be explained. And the origin of

f
this latter reality would not be like that of a truth which arises as a

consequence out of other truths but which yet always subsisted along
with them in eternal validity. The origin in question would be ex-

pressly one in which a reality, that was previously itself unreal, arises

out of another reality. Everything accordingly which we find in the

given reality the occurrence of events, the change in the action of

things upon each other, the existence of centres of relation between

which such action may take place all this we must assume to begin

with in order to render the origin of reality intelligible.

This obvious circle has been avoided by the common view. Nor

can it be charged with having itself fallen into another circle in re-

ducing the real Being of things to the reality of those relations the

maintenance of which it supposed to constitute what was meant by
this Being. For it could not be intended to analyse this most general

conception of reality, of which the significance can only be conveyed
in the living experience of feeling. All that could be meant by
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definitions of Being in the common theory was an indication of that

which within this given miracle of reality is to be understood as the

Being of the Things in distinction from other instances of the same

reality, from the existence of the relations themselves and from the

occurrence of events. Whether the common theory has succeeded

in this latter object is what remains to be asked.

6. Philosophy has been very unanimous in denying that it has.

How, it is asked, are we to understand those relations, in the sub-

sistence of which we would fain find the Being of the Things? If

they are merely a lesult of arbitrary combinations in which we

present things to our minds, we should equally fail in our object

whether the things ordered themselves according to this caprice of

ours or whether they did not. In the former case we should not find

the Being independent of ourselves which we were in search of. If

the latter were the true state of the case, it would make it still more

plain that there must be something involved in the Being of things

which our definition of this Being failed to include the something in

virtue of which they are qualified to exist on their own account, not

changing with and because of our changeable conception of their

Being. We cannot be satisfied therefore without supposing that the

relations, of which we assume the existence, exist between the things

themselves, so as to be discoverable by our thought but not created

by or dependent ou it. The more, however, we insist on this ob-

jective reality of relations, the more unmistakcablc we make the

dependence of the Being of everything on the Being of everything
else. No thing can have its place among the other things, if these

are not there to receive it among them. None can work or suffer,

before the others are there to exchange impressions with it To put
the matter generally; in order to there being such a thing as an action

of one thing upon another, it would seem that the centres of relation

between which it is to take place must be established in independent

reality. A Being in things, resting wholly on itself and in virtue of

this independence rendering the relations possible by which things
are to be connected, must precede in thought every relation that is to

be taken for real. This is the pure Being, of which Philosophy has

$o often gone in quest. It is opposed by Philosophy, as being of

the same significance for all things, to the empirical Being which,

originating ia the various relations that have come into play between

tilings, is different for every second thing from what it is for the third,
1

and which Philosophy hopes somehow to deduce as a supervening

resuk from the pure Being*
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7. I propose to show that expectation directed to this metaphysical
use of the conception of pure Being is a delusion, and that the

natural theory of the world, in which nothing is heard of it, is on this

point nearer the truth than this first notion of Speculation. Every

conception, which is to admit of any profitable application, must

allow of a clear distinction between that which is meant by it and that

which is not meant by it. So long as we looked for the Being of

things in the reality of relations in which the things stand to each

other, we possessed in these relations something by the affirmation of

which the Being of that which is, distinguishes itself from the non-

Being of that which is not. The more we remove from the concep-

tion of Being every thought of a relation, in the affirmation of which

it might consist, the more completely the possibility of this distinc-

tion disappears. For not to be at any place, not to have any posi-

tion in the complex of other things, not to undergo any operation

from anything nor to display itself by the exercise of any activity

upon anything; to be thus void of relation is just that in which we

should find the nonentity of a thing if it was our purpose to define it

It is not to the purpose to object that it was not this nonentity but

Being that was meant by the definition. It is not doubted that the

latter was the object of our definition, but the object is not attained,

so long as the same definition, includes the opposite of that which we

intended to include in it.

No doubt an effort will be made to rebut this objection in its turn.

It will be urged that if, starting from the comparison of the multiform

Being of experience, we omit all the relations on which its distinction

rests, that which remains as pure Being is not the mere privation of

relations but that of which this very unrelateclness serves only as a

predicate, and which, resting on itself and independent, is distin-

guished by this hardly to be indicated but still positive trait from that

which is not. Now it is true that our usage is not to employ these

*nd like expressions of that which is not or of the nothing, bat the

usage is not strictly justifiable so long as we apply the expression* to

this pure Being* They only. have an intelligible sea$e because vto

already live in the thought of manifold relations, and within the

sphere of these the true Being has opportunity of showing by a

definite order of procedure what is the meaning of its independence

and self-subsistence. Once, drop this implication, and all the above

expressions, in the complete emptiness of meaning to which they

thereupon sink, are unquestionably as applicable to Nothing as they

are to Being, for in fact independence of everything else, self-sub-
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sistence and complete absence of relation are not less predicable of

the one than of the other.

8. We may expect here the impatient rejoinder
' There still re-

mains the eternal difference that the unrelated Being is while the

unrelated non-Being is not : all that comes of your super-subtle

investigation is a contradiction of your own previous admission.

For the meaning of Being, in the sense of reality and in opposition

to not-being, is as you say ^indefinable and only to be learnt by actual

living. The cognition thus gained necessarily and rightfully pre-

supposes the conception of pure Being, as the positive element in

the experienced Being. We have not therefore the problem of dis-

tinguishing Being fiom not-Being any longer before us. That is

settled for us in the experience of life. Our problem merely is

within real Being by negation of all relations to isolate the pure

Being, which must be there to begin with in order to the possibility

of entrance into any relations whatever. In forming this conception

of pure Being therefore, Thought is quite within its right, although

for that which it looks upon as the positive import of the conception

it can only offer a name, of which the intelligibility may be fairly

reckoned on, not a description,*

Now by way of reply to these objections I must remind the reader

that what I disputed was not at all the legitimacy of the formation of

the idea in question but only the allowability of the metaphysical use

which it is sought to make of it. The point of this distinction I will

endeavour first to illustrate by examples. Bodies move in space with

various velocities and in various directions. No doubt we are justi-

fied as a matter of thought in fixing arbitrarily and one-sidedly now

on one common element, now on another, in these various instances,

and thus in forming the conception of direction without reference to

velocity, that of velocity apart from direction, that of motion as the

conception of a change of place, which leaves direction and velocity

unnoticed. There is nothing whatever illegitimate in the formation

of any of these abstractions. Nor is it incompatible with the nature

of the abstractions that instances of each of them should be so con-

nected in thought as to yield further knowledge. None of them,

however, immediately and by itself allows of an application to reality

without being first restored to combination with the rest from which

our Thought, to arbitrary exercise of its right of abstraction, had

them. There will never be a velocity without direction j

direction af> in the proper sense of the term without * velocity

leading from a to St not from b to a. There will never be a motion
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that is a mere change of place, as yet without direction and velocity

and waiting to assume these two qualifications later on. That which

we are here seeking to convey is essentially, if not altogether, the

familiar truth that general ideas are not applicable to the real world

in their generality, but only become so applicable when each of their

marks, that has been left undetermined, has been limited to a com-

pletely individual determinateness, or, to use an expression more

suited to the case before us, when to each partial conception neces-

sary to the complete definition there has been again supplied in case

it expresses a relation, the element to which the relation attaches.

9. We take the case to be just the same with the conception of

pure Being. It is an abstraction formed in a perfectly legitimate

way, which aims at embracing the common element that is to be

found in many cases of Being and that distinguishes them from not-

Being. We do not value this abstraction the less because the sim-

plicity of what it contains is such that a verbal indication of this

common element, as distinct 'from any systematic construction of it,

is all that is possible. Still, like those to which we compared it, it

does not admit, as it stands, of application to anything real. Just as

an abstract motion cannot take place, just as it never occurs but in

the form of velocity in a definite direction, so pure Being cannot in

reality be an antecedent or substance of such a kind as that empirical

existence with its manifold determinations should be in any sort a

secondary emanation from it, either as its consequence or ae'its

modification. It has no reality except as latent in these particular

cases of it, in each of these definite forms of existence. It is merely

in the system of our conceptions that these supervene upon it as

subsequent and subordinate kinds. There was a correct feeling of

this m what I call the natural theory of the world.
,
It was quite

aware of the intellectual possibility of detaching the affirmation that

is the same in all cases from the differences of the manifold relations

which are affirmed by it in the different cases of Being, just as the

uniform idea of quantity can be detached from the different numbers

and spaces which are subordinate to it But it rightly held to the

view that the pure Being thus constituted has not reality as pure but

only in the various instances in which it is a latent element ; just as

is the case with quantity, which never occurs as pure Quantity bttt

only as this or that definite Quantum of something
1

.

10. The length of this enquiry, which leads to a result seemingly

so simple, must be justified by the sequel. It may be useful, I think,
'

to repeat the same thought once again in another form. There atfe
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other terms which have been applied to pure Being, in the desire to

make that which admits of no explanatory analysis at least more

intelligible by a variety of signs. Thus it is usual to speak of it as an

unconditional and irrevocable Position
* or Putting. It will be readily

noticed that as so applied, each of these terms is used with an ex-

tension of meaning in which it ceases to represent any complete

thought. They alike tend to give a sensuous expression to the idea

in question by recalling the import in which they are propeily used ;

and when that on which their proper meaning rests has again to

be expressly denied the result is obscurity and confusion. We
cannot speak of a putting or Position in the proper sense of the

term without stating what it is that is put. And not only so, this

must be put somewhere, in some place, in some situation which is

the result of the putting and distinguishes the putting that has taken

place from one that has not taken place. Any one who applied this

term to pure Being would therefore very soon find himself pushed

back again to a statement of relations, in order to give to this
*
Posi-

tion' or pure Being the meaning necessary to its distinction from the

not-putting, the pure non-Being. The notion which it is commonly

attempted to substitute for this that of an act of placing pure and

simple, which leaves out of sight every relation constituted by the act

remains an abstraction which expresses only the purpose of the

person thinking to think of Being and not of not-Being, while on the

other hand it carefully obliterates the conditions under which this

purpose can attain its end and not the precise opposite of this end.

Nor would it be of any avail to be always reverting to the proposition
that after all it is by this act of putting that there is constituted the

very intelligible though not further analysable idea of an objectivity

which can be ascribed only to that which is, not to nothing. For,

apart from every other consideration, if we in fact not merely per-

formed the act of mere putting, as such, but by it put a definite

content, without however adding what sort of procedure or what
relations were to result to the object from this act of putting, the

consequence would merely be that the thing put would be presented

tp 6ur consciousness as an essence which signifies something and

distinguishes itself from something else, but not as one that is ia

opposition to that which is not. Real Being, as distinct from* the

mere truth of the thinkable, can never be arrived at by this bare act

'.* f ^option oder Seteung.' It seems unavoidable that the English woid Posi-
tion,* tffctfd b,e used, though it has of course no active meaning such aft belongs todsi^en. *
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of putting, but only by the addition in thought of those relations,

to be placed in which forms just the prerogative which reality has

over cogitability.

The other general signification, which the expressions 'Position'

and 'putting' have assumed, illustrates the same state of the case.

We cannot affirm simply something, we can only affirm a proposition

not a subject, but only a predicate as belonging to a subject. Now
it is psychologically very intelligible that from every act of affirmation.

we should look for a result, which stands objectively and permanently
before thought, while all negation implies the opposite expectation,

that something will vanish which previously thus stood before it It

is quite natural therefore that we should fall into the delusion of

imagining that in the purpose and good will to affirm there lies a

creative force, which if it is directed to no definite predicate but

exercised in abstraction would create that universal and pure Being
which underlies all determinate Being. In fact however the affirma-

tion does not bring into Being the predicate which forms its object,

and it could just as well, though for psychological reasons not so

naturally, assert the not-Being of things as their Being. The Being
of things, therefore, which is in question, cannot be found in the

affirmation of them merely as such but only in the affirmation of

their Being. We are thus brought back to the necessity of first

determining the sense of this Being, in order to the presence of a

poswble object of the affirmation,, and this determination we have, so

far at least, found no means of carrying out except by presupposition

of relations, in the reality of which the Being of that which is consists

in antithesis to the not-Being of that which is not.

11. There is a further reason for avoiding the expression which

I have just been examining.
' Position' and '

putting forth* are alike

according to their verbal form terms for actions
1
. Now it may seem

trifling, but I count it important all the same, to exercise a precaution

in the choice of philosophical expressions and not to employ rforda

which almost unavoidably cany with them an association which has a

disturbing influence on the treatment of the matter expressed. In the

case before us the prejudicial effects apprehended have not remained

in abeyance. It has not indeed been believed possible to achieve

a putting forth which should create Being ; but there was always

associated with the application of the word the notion that it has been

by a corresponding act, from whomsoever proceeding, that this Being
so unaccountably presented to us has originated and that we then

1
[V. aotc on p, aa]

VOL, L
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penetrate to its true idea when we repeat in thought this history of its

origin. We shall find the importance of this error, if we revert to the

reproach brought against the natural theory of the world. It is

objected that in looking for the Being of every thing in its relations to

other things, it leaves no unconditioned element of reality none

that would not have others for its presupposition. If a can only

exist in relation to 6, then, it is said, b must be there beforehand ;

if b exists only in relation to c, then c must be its antecedent. And if

perchance there were a last element x dependent not on any further

elements but on the first a, this, it will be urged, would only make
still more apparent the untenability of a construction of reality which

after all has to make the being of a itself the presupposition of this

Being. But this whole embarrassment could only be incurred by one,

whose problem it was to make a world; nor would he incur it, unless

a limitation on his mode of operation interfered with the making of

many things at the same time and compelled him to let an interval of

time elapse in passing from the establishment of the one element to

that of the other : for undoubtedly, if Being.consists only in the reality

of relations, a could not stand by itself and therefore could not exist

till the creating hand had completed the condition of its being by the

after-creation of 3. But what could justify us in importing into the

notion of this productive activity this habit of our own thinking faculty,
which does, it is true, in presenting relations to itself pass from one

point of relation to another ? Why should we not rather assume that

the things as well as the relations between them were made in a

single act, so that none of them needed to wait, as it were hung in

the air during a certain interval, for the supplemenlaiy fulfilment of the
conditions of its reality? We will not attempt however further to

depict a process, which cannot be held to be among the objects of

possible investigation. It is not our business to discover in what way
the reality of things has been brought about, but only to show what it

is that it must be thought of and recognised as being when once in
some way that we cannot conceive it has come to be. We have not
to make a world but so to order our conceptions as that they may
correspond without contradiction to the state of the given world as
it stands. Such a contradiction we may be inclined to think is

involved in the thought of a creative Position,' which could only put-
forth things that really are under the condition of their being mutually
related,, yet on the other hand could only put them forth one ajfte*

1

the other; But there is no contradiction in the recognition of a-

present
world of reality, of which the collective dement? are as *
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matter of fact so conditioned by the tension of mutual relatedness

that only in this can the meaning of their Being and its distinction

from not-Being be recognised.

12. The foregoing remarks contain an objection to the metaphysi-
cal doctrine of Herbart, which requires some further explanation. It

need not be said that Herbart never entertained the unphilosophical
notion that the inevocable 'position,' in which he found the true

Being of things, was an activity still to be exercised. He too looked
on it as a fact to be recognised. As to how the fact came to be so it

was in his eyes the more certain that nothing could be said as, being
unconditioned and unchangeable according to his understanding of
those terms, it excluded every question in regard to origin and source.

But a certain ambiguity seems to me to lie in the usage of this ex-

pression of an irrevocable '

position.'

There are two demands which may no doubt be insisted on. In
the first place, assuming that we are in undoubted possession of the

true conception of Being, we should be bound to be on our guard in

its application against attaching it to qualities which on more exact

consideration would be found to contradict it Nothing can then

compel us on this assumption to revoke the affirmation or '

position,'
as an act performed by ourselves, by which we recognised the

presence in some particular case of that 'position/ not to be per-
formed by us, in which true Being consists. If on the other hand
instead of being in possession of the correct conception of Being, we
are only just endeavouring to form it, intending at a later stage to look
about for cases of its application, in that case we have so to construct

it as to express completely what we meant, and necessarily meant, to

convey by it. Nothing therefore ought to be able to compel us again
to revoke the recognition that in the characteristics found by us there

is apprehended the true nature of that position which we have not to

make but to accept as the Being presented to us. Here ate two sorts

of requirement or necessity, but in neither case have we to do witti

anything except an obligation incumbent on our procedure in think-

ing. The proposition Being consists in so and so, and the proposi-
tion this is a case of Being, ought alike to be so formed as that we
shall not have to revoke either as premature or incorrect But as to

the nature of Being itself nothing whoever is setded by either require-
ment and it is not self-evident that the 'position' which constitutes

Being and which is not one that waits to be performed by us,
is in itself as irrevocable as our thoughts about it should be. The
Common view of the world does not as a matter of fact, at least at the

x> a .
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beginning, make this claim for Being. The fixedness of Being, which

it ascribes to things, only amounts to this, that they serve as relatively

persistent points on which phenomena fasten and from which occur-

rences issue. But according to this view if once reason had been

found to say of a thing,
'
It has been,' it would in spite of this revoca-

tion of its further persistence still be held that, so long as it has been,

it has had full enjoyment of the genuine and true Being, beside

which there is no other specifically different Being.

The question whether such a view is light or wrong I reserve for

the present. Herbart decided completely against it. True Being

according to him is only conceived with irrevocable correctness, if it

is apprehended as itself a wholly irrevocable
'

position/ This necessary

requirement, however, with him involved the other the requirement
that every relation of the one thing to another, which could be held

necessary to the Being of the Thing, should be excluded, and that

whatwe call the true Being should be found only in the pure
*

position/

void of relation, which we have not to exercise but to recognise. No
doubt it is our duty to seek such a cognition of the real as will not

have again to be given up. But I cannot draw the deduction that

the object of that cognition must itself be permanent, and therefore

I cannot ascribe self-evident tiuth to this conviction of Herbart's.

It is a Metaphysical doctrine in regaid to which I shall have more

frequent opportunity latei on of expressing agreement and hesitation,

and which I would now only subject to consideration with reference

to the one point, with which we are specially occupied. In order to

preserve the connexion of our thoughts, I once again recall the point
that the conception of a pure, completely unrelated Being turned out

to be correctly formed indeed, but perfectly inapplicable. We were
able to accept it only as an expression or indication of that most

general affirmation, which is certainly present in every Being, and

distinguishes it from not-Being. But we maintained that it is never

merely by itself, but only as having definite relations for its object, that

this affirmation constitutes the Being of the leal ; that thus pure Being
^either itself is, nor as naked 'Position' ofan unrelated content forms the

reality of that content, nor is rightly entitled to the name ofBeing at all*

13. On the question how determinate or empirical Being issues

from pure Being, the earlier theories, which started from the indepen-
dence of pure Being, pronounced in a merely figurative and incomplete
manner. Thewished for clearness we find in Ilerbart. According to
his doctrine ,pure Being does not lie behind in a mythical past Each

s it
continuously, for each thing is in virtue of a
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*

position
'

which is alien to all relations and needs them not. It is just
the complete indifference of things to all relations, and it alone, that

makes it possible for them to enter into various relations towards each

other, of which in consequence of this indifference none can in any
way add to or detract from the Being of the things. From this com-
merce between them, which does not touch their essence, arises the

chequered variety of the course of the given world.

I cannot persuade myself that this is an admissible way of pre-

senting the case. Granting that there really is such a thing as an
element a in the enjoyment of this unrelated 'Position' of being
unaffected by others and not reacting upon them, it does not indeed

contradict the conception of this Being that ideas of relation should

afterwards be connected with it But in reality it is impossible for

that to enter into relations which was previously unrelated. For a
could not enter into lelations in general. At each moment it could

only enter into the definite relation m towards the definite element 3,

to the exclusion of every other relation p, towards the same element.

There must therefore be some reason in operation which in each

individual case allows and brings about the realisation only of m, not

that of a chance /*, But since a is indifferent towards every relation,

there cannot be contained in its own nature either the reason for this

definite m, nor even the reason why it should enter into a relation,

that did not previously obtain, with 6 and not rather with *. That

which decided the point can therefore only be looked for in some
earlier relation /, which however indifferent it might be to a and 3, in

fact subsisted between them. If a and b had been persistently

confined each to its own pure Being, without as yet belonging at all

to this empirical reality and its thousandfold order of relations, they
would never have issued from their ontological seclusion and been

wrought into the web of this universe. For this entry could only have

taken place into some region in space, at some point of time, and in

a direction somewhither ; and all this would imply a determinate
'

place outside the world, which the things must have left in a deter-

minate direction. Therefore, while thus seemingly put outside^ the

world into the void of pure Being,,the Things would have, already

stood, not outside all relations to the worlc^ i?ut only in other an

looser relations instead, of in the closet o&gs, which are supppse4 ,tt>

be established later. And just as it would be impossible for, them to

enter into relations if previously unrelated, so it would be impossible

for them wholly to escape again from the web of relations in which

they had once become involved
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It may indeed be urged with some plausibility that, since we take

the relations of things to be manifold and variable, Being can attach

to no single one of them, and therefore to none at ail : that therefore

it cannot be Being which the Thing loses, if we suppose all its rela-

tions successively to disappear. But this argument would only be a

repetition of the confusion between the constancy of a general idea

and the reality of its individual instances. Colour, for instance, is not

necessarily green or red, but it is no colour at all if it is none of these

different kinds. Were it conceivably possible that all relations of a

thing should disappear without in their disappearance giving rise to

new ones a point of which I reserve the consideration we could not

look upon this as the return of the thing into its pure Being, but only

as its lapse into nonentity. A transition, ^herefore,
from a state of un-

relatedness into relation, or vice versa, is unintelligible to us. All that

is intelligible is a tiansition from one form of relation to another.

And an assumption which would find the true Being of Things in

their being put forth without relations, seems at the same time to make

the conception of these things unavailable for the Metaphysical ex-

planation of the universe, while it was only to render such explanation

possible that the supposition that there are Things was made at all.

14. There is yet one way out of the difficulty to be considered.
' In

itself/ it may be said,
c

pure Being is foreign to all relations, and no

Thing, in order to be, has any need whatever of relations. But just

because everything is indifferent to them, there is nothing to prevent

the assumption that the entry of all things into relations has long

ago taken effect. No thing has been left actually to enjoy its pure

Being without these relations that are indifferent to it, and it is in this

shape of relatedness that the sum of things forms the basis of the

world's changeable course.' Or, to adopt what is surely a more

correct statement *
It has not been at any particular time in the past

that this entry into relations has taken place, which, as we pointed

out, is unthinkable. Every thing has stood in relations from eternity.

None has ever enjoyed the pure Being which would have been possible

for its nature/ In this latter transformation, however, the thought
would essentially coincide with that which we alleged in opposition to

it. It would amount simply to this, that there might be a pure Being,
in which Things, isolated and each resting on itself, without any
mutual relation, would yet be

; that there is no such Being, however,

bu^ in its stead only that manifoldly determined empirical Being, in

each several form of which pure Being is latently present. Between

die vifcw flwas put and our own tfcere would no longer be any
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difference, except the first part of the statement, supposing it to be

adhered to. A Being, which might be but is not, would for us be no

Being at all. The conception of it would only purport to be that of a

possibility of thought, not the conception of that reality of which alone

Metaphysic professes to treat. We should certainly persist in denying

that this pure Being so much as could be elsewhere than in our

thoughts. We take the notion of such Being to be merely an abstrac-

tion which in the process of thinking, and in it only, separates the

common affirmation of whatever is real from the particular forms of

reality, as applied to which alone the affirmation is itself a reality.



CHAPTER II.

Of the Quality of Things.

15. ACCORDING to the natural theory of the world, as we have so

far followed it, the Being of Things is only to be found in the reality

of certain relations between one and another. There are two directions

therefore in whicB we are impelled to further enquiry. We may ask

in the first place, what is the peculiar nature of these relations, in the

affirmation of which Being is supposed to lie ? In that case its defi-

nition would assign a number of conditions, which whatever is to be a

Thing must satisfy. We feel, secondly, with equal strength the need

of trying to find first in the conception of the Thing the subject which

would be capable of entering into the presupposed relations. The

order of these questions does not seem to me other than interchange-

able, nor is it indeed possible to keep the answers to them entirely

apart. It may be taken as a pardonable liberty of treatment if I give

precedence to the second of the mutually implied forms of the problem.

It too admits of a double signification. For ifwe speak of the essence

of Things, we mean this expression to convey sometimes that by
which Things are distinguished and each is what it is, sometimes that

in virtue of which they all are Things in opposition to that which is

not a Thing. These two questions again are obviously very closely

connected, and it might seem that the mention of the first was for us

superfluous. For it cannot be the business of ontology to describe

the peculiar qualities by which the manifold Things that exist are really

distinguished from each other. It could only have to indicate generally

what that is on the possible varieties of which it may be possible for

distinctions of Things to rest. But this function it seems to fulfil in

investigating the common structure of that which constitutes a Thing
as such ; for this necessarily includes the idea and nature of that by

, particularisation of which every individual Thing is able to be what it

is and to draw limits between itself and other Things. The sequel of

our discussion may however justify our procedure in allowing ourselves
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to be driven to undertake an answer to this second question by a pre-

liminary attempt at answering the first.

16. What the occasions may be which psychologically give rise in

us to the idea of the Thing, is a question by which the objects of our

present enquiry are wholly unaffected. The idea having once arisen,

and it being impossible for us in our natural view of the world to get
rid of it, all that concerns us is to know what we mean by it, and
whether we have reason, taking it as it is, for retaining it or for giving
it up. As we have seen, sensation is our only warrant for the

certainty that something is. It no doubt at the same time warrants

the certainty of our own Being as well as that of something other than

ourselves. It is necessary, however, in this preliminary consideration

to forget the reference to the feeling subject, just as the natural view

of the world at first forgets it likewise and loses itself completely in

the sensible qualities, of which the revelation before our eyes is at the

supposed stage of that view accepted by it as a self-evident fact. It is

only in sensation therefore that it can look, whether for the certainty
of there being something, or, beyond this, for the qualities of that

which is. Yet from its very earliest stage it is far from taking these

sensible qualities as identical with that which it regards as the true

Being in them. Not till a later stage of reflection is it attempted to

maintain that what we take to be the perception of a thing is never

more than a plurality of contemporary sensations, held together by
nothing but the identity of the place at which they are presented to

us, and the unity of our consciousness which binds them together
1

in

its intuition. The natural theory of the world never so judges/ Un-

doubtedly it takes a thing to be sweet, red, and warm, but not to be

sweetness, redness, and warmth alone. Although it is in these sensible

qualities that we find all that we experience of its essence, still this

essence does not admit of being exhaustively analysed into them. la

order to convey what is in our minds when we predicate such qualities

of a Thing, the. terms which connote them must, in grammatical

language, be construed into objects of that w/ understood in a ttaair

sitive sense, which according to the usage of language is only intran-

sitive. The other ways of putting the same proposition, such as c the

thing tastes sweet;,' or
*
it looks red/ help to s^ow how in the midst

of these predicates, as their subject or their active point of departure,

the Thing is thought of and its unity not identified with their

multiplicity. This idea, however far it may be from being wrought

out into clear consciousness, in every case lies at the bottom of our

practical procedure where we act aggressively upon the external ^orld,
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seeking to get a hold on things, to fashion them, to overcome their

resistance according to our purposes.

I need not dwell on the occasions readily suggesting themselves

to the reader which confirm us in this conception, while at the same

time they urgently demand a transformation of it which will make

good its defects. Such are the change in the properties in which the

nature of a determinate thing previously seemed to consist, and the

observation that none belongs to the thing absolutely, but each only

under conditions, with the removal of which it disappears. The more

necessaiy the distinction in consequence becomes between the thing

itself and its changeable modes of appearance, the more pressing

becomes the question, what it is that constitutes the thing itself, in

abstraction from its properties* But I do not propose to dwell on the

more obvious dhswers to this question any more than on the occa-

sions which suggest it Such are the statements that the Thing itself

is that which is permanent in the change of these properties, that it is

the uniting bond of their multiplicity, the fixed point to which changing

states attach themselves and from which effects issue. All this is no

doubt really involved in our ordinary conception of the Thing, but all

this tells us merely how the true Thing behaves, not what it is. All

that these propositions do is to formulate the functions obligatory on

that which claims to be recognised as a Thing. They do not state

what we want to know, viz. what the Thing must be in order

to be able to perform these required functions. I reserve here the

question whether and how far we may perhaps in the sequel be com-

pelled, by lack of success in our attempts, to content ourselves with

this statement of postulates. The object of ontologicai thinking

is in the first instance to make the discovery on which the possi-

bility of fulfilling the ontologicai problem depends to discover the

nature of that to which the required unity, permanence, and stability

belong.

17. It is admitted that sensation is the single source from which

we not only derive assurance of the leality of some Being, but which

by the multiplicity of its distinguishable phenomena, homogeneous and

heterogeneous, first suggests and gives clearness to the idea of a par-

ticular essence 1 which distinguishes itself from some other particular

essence. It is quite inevitable therefore that we should attempt to

think of the required essence * of things after the analogy of this sen**

&ible material, so far at any rate as is compatible with the simultaneous

1
['Die VoisteUuag eines Was, das von einem andera Was sick nntcrsdheidet/]
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problem of avoiding everything which would disqualify sensations for

adequately expressing this essence 1
.

This attempt has been resolutely made in the ontology of Herbart.

To insist on the mere unity, stability, and permanence of Things, was
a common-place with every philosophy which spoke of Things at all.

It was then left to the imagination to add in thought some content to

which these formal characteristics might be applicable. Herbart

defines the content. A perfectly simple and positive quality, he holds,

is the essence of every single thing, i. e. of every single one among
those leal essences, to the combinations of which in endless variety
we are compelled by a chain of thought, of which the reader can

easily supply the missing links, to reduce the seemingly independent
*

Things
*
of ordinary perception. Now if Herbart allows that these

simple qualities of Things remain completely unknown to us ; that

nothing comes to our knowledge but appearances flowing from them

as a remote consequence, then any advantage that might otherwise be

derived from his view would disappear unless we ventured to look for

it in this, that his unknown by being brought under the conception
and general character of quality would at least obtain an ontological

qualification, by which it would be distinguished from a mere postu-

late, as being a concrete fulfilment of such postulate.

If however we try to interpret to ourselves what is gained by this

subordination, we must certainly confess that Quality in its proper
sense is presented to us exclusively in sensations, and in no other

instances. Everything else which in a looser way of speaking we so

call consists in determinate relations, which w,e gather up, it is true, in

adjectival expressions and treat as properties of their subjects, but of

which the proper sense can only be apprehended by a discursive

comparison of manifold related elements, not in an intuition. There

would be nothing in this, however, to prevent us from generalising

the conception of Quality in the manner at which, to meet Herbarfs

view, we should have to aim. Our own senses offer us impressions

Which do not admit of comparison. The colour we see is completely

heterogeneous to the sound we hear or the flavour we taste. Just as

with us, then, the sensations of the eye form a world of their own,

into which those of the ear have no entry, so we are prepared to hold

of the whole series of our senses that it is not a finished one, and to

ascribe to other spirits sensations which, Temain eternally unknown to

us, but of which, notwithstanding, we imagine that to those who are

ciapable of them they woold exhibit themselves with the same
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character of being vividly and definitely pictured, with which to

us the sensations of colour, for instance, appear as revelations of

themselves.

It is always difficult in the case of the simplest ideas by the help of

words about them to represent the characteristic trait, scarcely ex-

pressible but by the ideas themselves, in virtue of which they satisfy

certain strongly felt needs of thought Still I trust to be sufficiently

intelligible if I find in the character, just mentioned, of being present-

able as a mental picture or image immediately without the help of a

discursive process, the reason of our preference for apprehending

the essence of a thing under the form of a simple quality. Just as

the colour red stands before our consciousness, caring, so to speak, to

exhibit nothing but itself, pointing to nothing beyond itself as the

condition of its being understood, not constituting a demand that

something should exist tfhich has still to be found out, but a complete

fulfilment ; so it is thought that the super-sensible Quality of the

Thing, simple and self-contained, would reveal its essence, not as

something still to be sought for further back, but as finally found and

present. And even when further reflection might be supposed to

have shaken our faith in the possibility of satisfying this craving for

an intuitive knowledge and limited us to laying down mere forms of

thinking which determine what the essence of things is not ;
even

then we constantly revert to this longing for the immediate present-

ability of this essence, which after all can only be satisfied with the

likeness of the quantum to a sensible quality. We may have to

forego intuition; but we feel its absence as an abiding imperfection of

our knowledge.

18. That the demand in question must really be abandoned is not

in dispute. Whatever eternal simple and super-sensible Quality we

may choose to think of as the essence of the Thing, it will be said

that, as a Quality, it always remains in need of a subject, to which it

may belong. It may form a How, but not the What of the Thing. It

will be something which the Thing has, not which it is.

This objection, familiar as it is to us all, with the new relation which

it asserts between Subject and Quality, rests meanwhile on two

grounds of which the first does not suffice to render impossible the

previously assumed identity of the Thing with its simple quality. Iti

our thought and in its verbal expression, the Qualities red, aweet,

warm- appear as generalities, which await many more precise deter-

minations, in the way of shade, of intensity, of extension, and of form,

from something which belongs to the nature of the individual case in
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which they are sensible, and thus not to the qualities themselves. We
thus present them to ourselves in an adjectival form, as not themselves

amounting to reality but as capable of being employed by the real,

which lies outside them, through special adjustment to clothe its

essence ; as a store of predicable materials, from which each thing

may choose those suitable to the expression of its peculiar nature.

Then of course the question is renewed as to the actual essence which

with this nature of its own lies behind this surface of Quality.

But we must be on our guaid against repeating in this connexion a

question which in another form we have already disclaimed. We gave

up all pretension of being able to find out Low things are made and

we confessed that the peculiar affirmation or *

position,
1

by which the

real is eternally distinguishable from the thinkable, may indeed be

indicated by us but that we cannot follow its construction as a

process that is taking place. But it is precisely this objection that

may now be brought up against us, that we are illegitimately attempt-

ing to construe that idea of the Thing, which must comprehend the

simple supra-sensible Quality along with its reality, into the history of

a process by which the two constituent ideas which make up the idea

of the Thing or rather the objects of these ideas have* come to

coincide. For if we maintain the above objection in its full fopce

[the objection founded on the distinction between the Quality of the

Thing and the Thing itself] and refuse to keep reverting to the sup-

position that some still more subtle quality constitutes the Thing

itself, while a quality of the kind,just objected to merely serves as a

predicate of the Thing, the result will be that we shall have on the one

side a Quality still only generally conceived, unlimited, and unformed,

as it presents itself merely in thought and therefore still unreal ; on

the other side a 'position' which is still without any content, a reality

which is as yet no one's reality. It would be a hopeless enterprise to

try to show how these two such a quality and such a *

position'

combine, not in our thought to produce an idea of the Thing, but in

reality to produce the Thing itself.

This however was not what was meant by the view, whict sought to

identify the essence of the Thing with its simple supra-sensible Quality.

It was emphatically not in the form of a stfll undetermined generality

not as the redness or sweetness which we think of, but obvioudy

only in that complete detennination, in which red or sweet can be tile

object of an actually present sensation it -v^as only in this form that

the Quality, united with the 'position* spoken of, was thought of as

identical with the essential Being (the rf on) of Things. It was not
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supposed that there had ever been a process by which the realities

signified by these two constituent ideas had come to be united, or by

which the complete deteiminateness of the Quality as forming the

essential Being of the Thing, had been elaborated as a secondary

modification out of the previous indetenninateness of a general

Quality. It is true, that in our usage of terms there unavoidably

attaches to the word '

Quality' a notion of dependence, of its requiring

the support of a subject beyond it ;
and it is this notion which occa-

sions 'Quality* to be treated as synonymous with the German
*

EigenschaftV But in truth this impression of its dependence issues

only from the general abstraction of Quality, which we form in

thought, and is improperly transfened to those completely determined

qualities, which form the content of real feelings and constitute the

occasions of these abstractions.

19. But, true as this defence of the view referred to may be, we

still gain nothing by it. Undoubtedly, if a quality in the complete
detenninateness which we supposed, simple and unblended with any-

thing else, formed an unchangeable object of our perception, we should

have no reason lo look for anything else behind it, for a subject to

which it attached. But if we just now took this in the sense that this

quality might in that case pass directly for the Thing itself, we must

now subjoin the counter-remark that in that case, if nothing else were

given, we should have no occasion at all to form the conception of a

Thing and to identify that quality with it. For the impulse to form

the conception and the second of the reasons which forbid the identi-

fication of the simple quality with the Thing, lie in the given change*
The fact that those qualities which form the immediate objects of our

perception, neither persist without change nor change without a prin-

ciple of change, but always in their transition follow some law of

consecutivenessj has led to the attempt to think of the Thing as the

persistent subject of this change and of the felt qualities merely as

predicates of which one gives place to the other. Whether this

attempt is justified at all whether an entirely different interpretation

of the facts of experience ought not to be substituted for it is a

question which we reserve as premature. For the present our business

is only to consider in what more definite form this assumption of

Things, in case it is to be retained, must be presented to thought, if

it is to render that service to our cognition for the sake of which it i

made; if, i.e., it is to make the fact of change thinkable Without

*

*
pit, 'Property,']
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And in regard to this point I can only maintain that speculative philo-

sophy, while trying to find a unity of essence under change, was wrong
in believing that this unity was to be found in a simplicity, which m
its nature is incapable of being a unity or of forming the persistent

essence of the changeable. Change of a thing is only to be found

where an essence a, which previously was in the state <r\ remains

identical with itself while passing into the state a2. In this connexion I

still leave quite on one side the difficulties which lie in the conception,

apparently so simple, of a state. For the present it may suffice to

remark that we are obliged by the notion we attach to the term 'state
'

to say not that the essence is identically like
1

itself, but only that it is

identical with itself, in its various states. For no one will deny that a,

if it finds itself in the state a*, cannot be taken to be exactly like a3
,

without again cancelling the difference of the states, which has been

assumed. All that we gain by the distinction, however, is, to begin

with, two words. For the question still remains : In what sense can

that at different moments remain identical with itself, which yet in one

of these moments is not identically like itself as it was in the other?

It is scarcely necessary to remark how entirely unprofitable the

answers are which in the ordinary course of thought are commonly

given to this question; such as, The essence always remains the

same with itself, only the phenomenon changes ;
the matter remains

the same, the form alters ; essential properties persist, but many un-

essential ones come and go ; the Thing itself abides, only its states

are variable. All these expressions presuppose what we want to

know. We have here pairs of related points, of which one term cor-

responds in each case to the Thing a, the other is one of its states

a1, a
2
. How can the first member a of these pairs be identical with

itself, if the several second members are not identical with each

other, and if, notwithstanding, the relation between' the two members

of each pair is to be maintained, in the sense that the second member,
which is the Form, the Phenomenon, the State, is to be Form, Pher

nomenon, or State of the first member ?
,

So long as we are dealing with the compounded visible things of

1
['Gldchheit,' used here, and in 59 and a68, wiili a strict insistence on, all

that is involved in its meaning of equality; vk on the qualitative likeness, without
'

which comparison by measurement is impossible. Thus in the places, retoed to

the terms which are 'gleich
'
age and *, and neither ,' equal

f
nor 'like* translates

'gleich' adequately; it includes both! 'Identity' was used in Logic, 335 n%
but will not do here, because of the contrast with the continued identity,

'

IdeutitaV

imputed to a Mug**] ,, !'

'

!
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common perception, the pressure of this difficulty is but slight. In

such cases we look upon a connected plurality of Piedicates pqr, as

the essence of a thing. This coherent stock may not only assume

and again cast off variable additions, s and /, but it may in itself by
the internal transposition of its components in qrp, rpq,prq, experience

something which we might call its own alteration in opposition to the

mere variation ofthose external relations. Or finally it may be the form

of combination that remains the same, while the elements themselves,

p q and r, vary within certain limits. In these cases the imagination

still finds the two sides of its object before it, and can ascribe to one

of them the identity
1
, to the other the difference

f
. What justifies it

in understanding the fluctuations of that which does not retaain

exactly like itself as a series of states of the Identical, is a question

which i& left to take care of itself. The difficulty involved in it comes

plainly into view if we pass from the apparent things of perception

to those which we might in truth regard as independent elements in

the order of the Universe, and we think of each of these as deter-

mined by a simple quality, a. The simple, if it alters at all, alters

altogether, and in the transition from a to 3, there remains nothing
over to which the essence would withdraw, as to the kernel that

remains the same in the process of change. Only a succession, ate,

of different essences one passing away, the other coming into

being would be left, and with this disappearance of all conti-

nuity between the different appearances there would disappear the

only reason which led us to regard them as resting on subject

Things.

20. This inference cannot be invalidated by an objection which

readily suggests itself and which I have here other reasons for

noticing. It is to the instance of sensations that we must constantly

revert, if we would explain to ourselves what supra-sensible Qualities

really mean to us when we combine them with sensations under the

common idea of Quality. Let us then take a simple Red colour, a,

in whichwe find no mixture with other colours, still less a combination

of other colours, as representing the manner in which the simple

quality, a, of an essence would appear to us, if it were perceivable by
the senses. It will then be argued as follow : If this Red passes into

an equally simple Yellow, there still undoubtedly remains a common
element, which we feel in both colours, though it is inseparable from
A and 5, the universal C of colour. Neither the redness in the ted,
aor that which iwakes the yellow what it is, has any existence either in

''

fl

'['Ungleichhwt.']
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fact or in thought apart from the luminous appearance in which the

nature of colour consists, nor has this appearance any existence of its

own other than in the redness or yellowness. On the contrary its whole

nature shows itself now in one colour, now in the other. In the same

way the essence of the thing will now be the perfectly simple a, now
the equally simple , without this implying a disappearance of the com-

mon C> the presence of which entitles us to regard a and b merely as

its varying states or predicates* It would be idle to meet this argument

by saying that the common element C of colour is only a product of

our intellectual process of comparison ; nay, not even such a product,

but merely the name for the demand, simply unrealisable, which we
make upon our intellect to possess itself of this common element

presumed to be present in red and yellow, in detachment from both

colours* For the fact, it might be replied, would still remain that we

should not make this impracticable demand, if it were not felt in the

perception of red and yellow,
' There is something there, which wo

look for though we do not find it as anything perceivable or separate,

this common C, for which we have made the name colour/

Now since we readily forego the pretension of apprehending the

essence of things in the way of actual intuition, and confine ourselves

to enquiring for the form of thought under which we have to conceive

its unknown nature, we might certainly continue to look upon the

comparison just stated as conveying the true image of the matter in

hand, i,e. the image of that relation, in which the simple esee&ce

stands to its changeable states. We might at the same time regard

this analogy of our sensations as a proof of the fact that the demand

which we make upon the nature of things for an identity within the

difference does not, as such, transgress the limits of the actually

possible. In more detail the case might be put thu : What may to

the look of that persistent C, which maintains itself in the change of

the simple qualities of the Thing, of this it is true we have no know-

lodge, and we as little expect to know it A we insist oa seefftg tho

general colour C, which maintains itself in the trantition from Red
to Yellow* The mere fact, however, that in order to reader this

transition possible the continuous existence of this universal i not

merely demanded without evidence by our thought! but is immediately

testified to by sensation AS plainly pttseitt though not separable from,

particular sensible objectsthis proves to ttt that the cominuance ofa

common element it* a series of different and absolutely simple members

Is at any rate something possible, and not a combination of word* to

which no real instance could correspond ,

VOL, & x
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21. The above will, I hope, have *made plain the meaning of this

rejoinder. I should wish ultimately to show that it is inapplicable,

but before I attempt this, I may be allowed to avail myself of it for

the purpose of more exactly defining certain points so as to save the

necessity of enlarged explanations further on. When in our com-

parison we chose to pass from the simple quality red to another

equally simple, to point to yellow as this second quality seemed a

selection which might be made without hesitation. But sour or sweet

might equally have presented themselves. It was only the former

transition, however, (from red to yellow) which left something actually

in common between the different members ; while the second on the

contrary (from red to sweet) would have left no other community than

that which belongs to our subjective feeling as directed to those

members. Our selection therefore was natural, for we knew what

the point was at which we wished to arrive and allowed ourselves to

be directed by this reference. The fact however that the other order

of procedure is one which we can equally present to ourselves reminds

us that the transition from one simple quality to another is not in

every case possible without loss of the common element C. This

however is no valid objection. It will be at once replied that in

speaking of change it has always been understood that its course was

thus limited to certain definite directions. No one who takes the

essence of a thing to admit of change can think of it as changeable

without measure and without principle* To do so would be again to

abolish the very reason that compelled us to assign the succession of

varying phenomena to a real subject in the Thing ; for that reason

lay merely in the consecutiveness with which definite transitions take

place while others remain excluded. The only sense therefore that

has ever attached to the conception of change, the only sense in

which it will be the object of our further consideration, is that in

which it indicates transformations or movements of a thing within a

limited sphere of qualities* Beyond this will be another equally

limited sphere of qualities, forming the range within which another

essence undergoes change, but it is understood that in change the

thing never passes over from one sphere into the other. As regards

the more precise definition of these spheres, our comparison with

colours can only serve as a figure or illustration. As colour shifts to

wxd fro from one of its hues to another, without ever approximating

to sounds or padding into them, it serves well as a sensible image of

taw* limitation pf range which we have in view. But this does not

settle fee question whether the various forms a1 aa a8 . , ., into which
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the essence a might change now and again, are kinds of a common
C only in the same sense in which the colours are so, or whether

they are really connected with each other in some different form,

which logical suboidination under the same generic idea does not

adequately symbolise.

22. It is time, however, to show the unsatisfactoriness of this

attempt to justify a belief in the capacity for change on the part of

a Thing, of which* the essence was confined to a perfectly simple

Quality. If our imagination ranges through the multiplicity of sen-

sible qualities, it finds certain groups of these within which it succeeds

in arresting a common element C, while beyond them it fails to do so.

This was the point of departure of our previous argument. Passing
from this consideration of an intellectual process to consideration of

the Thing, we said; '^the essence of a thing changes, the limitation

within itself of such a sphere of states affords it the possibility of

completing its change within the sphere without loss of its abiding

nature <7. Only if it passed beyond these limits would all continuity

disappear and a new essence take its place/ Very well ; but what

correspondence is there between these two 'ifV which we allowed to

follow each other as if completely homogeneous ? The former refers

to a movement of our intellect. Meanwhile the object presented to the

intellect stands before it completely unmoved. The general colour,

of which we think, is not sometimes Red, sometimes Yellow, but is

always simultaneously present in each of these colours and in each of

the other hues, which we ckss together as equally external primary

species of colour. In the Thing, however, the supposed C cannot

be made so simply to stand towaids the manifold a* a* a* in the rela-

tion of a universal kind to its species. Even were it the case that in

respect of their nature o1 a* a8 admit of being regarded as species of C,

still, if the thing changes, they are not contained in it, as in a uni-

versal C, with the eternal simultaneity of species that exist one along
with the other. They succeed each other, and the essence a, if it i*

a1, for that reason excludes from itself a9 and a9. Thus it Is ju*t this ,

that remains to be asked, how that second ;/"can be understood ; how
we are to conceive the state of the case by which it comes about that

the thing moves moves, if you like, within a cirtnunscribed sphere of

qualities a1 a8 a8. . ., but still within it does move, and do passes ftotu

one to the other of the qualities as that, being in the one, it excludes

the others ; how it is that it so moves while yet these qualities are the

species of a universal C9 eternally simultaneous and only differing as

parts of a system. And, be it observed, we are at present not enquiring
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for a cause which produces this motion 3 but onlyhow the essence a is

to be thought of, in case the motion takes place. This question we

cannot answer without coming to the conclusion that the change is

not reconcilable with the assumption of a simple quality, constituting

this essence. At the moment when a has the form a1 and in conse-

quence excludes the forms a9 and a8
, it cannot without reservation be

identified with a C, which includes o1 aa a8 equally in itself. It would

have to be C 1 in order to be a1
, C8 in order to be a*, and the same

course of changes which we wished to combine with a persistent

simple quality would find its way backwards into this quality itself.

23, I could not avoid the appearance of idle subtlety if I pursued

this course of thought without having shown that it is forced upon us.

Why, it will be asked, do we trouble ourselves, out of obstinate

partiality for the common view, to give a shape to the idea of the

Thing in which it may include the capacity of change ? Why do we

not follow the enlightened view of men of science which finds no

difficulty in explaining the multiplicity of phenomena by the help of

changeable relations between unchangeable elements ? There is the

more reason for the question since this supposition not only forms

the basis of the actual procedure of natural science but is precisely

that for which Herbart has enforced respect on the part of every

metaphysical enquirer.

Let us pursue it then in the definite form which this philosopher

has given to it According to him, not only as a matter of fact do

elements, which undergo no change in the course of nature, underlie

phenomena, but according to their idea the real essences, the true

things which we have to substitute for the apparent things ot* percep-

tion, are unchangeably identical with themselves, each resting on

itself, standing in need of no relation to each other in order to their

Being, but for that reason the more capable of entering into every

kind of relation to each other* Of their simple qualities we have no

knowledge, but undoubtedly we are entitled to think of them as

different from each other and even as opposed in various degrees

without being obliged in consequence to transfer any such predicates,

Bupposing them to be found by our comparison, to the qualities

themselves as belonging to their essence ; as if, that is, some of the

qualities were actively negated by others, and some were presupposed

by and because of others, This admission made, let us suppose that

*WO wences, A arid J3
} come into that relation M to each other

wfci^tx HtrUrt describes as, their being together. I postpone my
remark* *tout the proper sense of this

'

together/ All that we now
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know of it is that it is the condition under which what Herbart con-

siders to be the indifference of essences towards each other ceases.

Supposing them then to be *

together^ it might happen that A and B
without detriment to their simplicity might yet be representable by the

compound equivalent expressions a+y and /3 y. In that case the

continuance of this state of being
c

together
' would require the simul-

taneous subsistence of +y and y; i.e. the continuance of two

opposites, which if we put them together in thought, seem necessarily

to cancel each other. But they cannot really do so. Neither are the

simple essences A and B according to their nature accessible to a

change, nor are the opposite elements which our Thought, in its

compaiing process, might distinguish in them, actually separable from

the rest, in combination with which they belong to two absolutely

simple and indivisible Qualities,
'

But, if this be so, nothing happens at all and everything remains

as it is I

'

This is the exclamation which Herbart expects to hear,

but he adds that we only use such language because we are in full

sail for the abyss which should have been avoided. I must however

repeat it. What has taken place has been this. We, the thinkers,

have imagined that from the contact of opposites there arose some

danger for the continuance of the real essences. We have then re-

minded ourselves that their nature is inaccessible to this danger.
Thus it has been we who have maintained the conception of the real

essence in its integrity against the falsification which would have

invaded it in every attempt to account its object capable of being
affected by any disturbance from without. This has taken place in

our thought, but in the essence itself nothing has in fact happened.
The name of self-maintenance, which Herbart gives to this behaviour

on the part of the Things, can at this stage of his theory as yet mean

nothing but the completely undisturbed continuance of that which in

its nature is inaccessible to every disturbance that might threaten it.

An activity issuing from the essences, a function exercised fcjr tjbemf

it indicates as little as a real event which might occur to them* And
just for this reason the multiplicity of hinds and mpdea, in which

Herbart would have it that this self-maintenance takes effect, cannot

really exist for it The undisturbed continuance ifi always the *ame,
and except the variation of the external relations, through which the

so-called
'

being together
'

of the essences is brought about add again

annulled, nothing new whatever in consequence of this being
'
to-

gether
'

happens in the universe.

24* Quite different from this sense of self-maintenance, which
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Herbart himself expressly allows in the Metaphysic, is that other

sense in which he applies the same conception in the Psychology.

Only the investigator of Nature could have satisfied himself with the

conclusion just referred to. For him the only concern is to ascertain

the external processes, on which for us the change in the qualita-

tively different properties of things as a matter of fact depends. It

is no part of his task to enquire in what way these processes, sup-

posing them to take place, biing it about that theie is such a thing as

an appearance to us. If it is the belief of the students of Natural

Science that the theory, which regards all those processes as mere

changes in the relations of elements themselves unchangeable, is

adequate for its purpose though in the sequel I shall have to deny
that according to this way of presenting the case any but an incom-

plete view even of the course of external nature is possible yet for

the present I am ready to allow that there may be apparent success

upon this method in the attempt to eliminate all changes on the part

of the real itself from the course of the outer world.

But this only renders the admission of change a yet more in-

evitable necessity, if we bear in mind that the entire order of the

universe which forms the object of Metaphysical enquiry includes the

origin of the phenomenon in us no less than the external processes

which are its Afacto conditions. Thus, if the physical investigator

explains the qualitative change of things as mere appearance, the

metaphysician has to consider how an appearance is possible. Her-

bart is quite right and I do not for the present trouble myself with

the reproaches which might be brought against this point of his

doctrine in assuming the simple real essence of the soul as the in*

dispensable subject, for which alone an appearance can arise.

Whereas in regard to no other real essence do we know in what

ite self-maintenance consists, this, according to him, is clear in regard

to the soul. Each of its primary acts of self-maintenance, he holds,

has the form of an idea, i.e. of a simple sensation. Between these

Aboriginal processes there take place a multitude of actions and

reactions, from, which is supposed to result, in a manner which we

need. not here pursue in detail, the varied whole of the inner life.

These acts of self-maintenance on the part of the soul, however con-

sisting at one time in a sensation, at another in the hearing of at

aouad; aow in ttoe, perception of a flavour, now in that of warmth

,
are manifestly no longer simple continuations of the imperturbable

etpeft* of the soul. Taking a direction in kind and form according
to the kind and form of tue threatening disturbance! they are fane-
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tions, activities, or reactions of the soul, which are not possible to an

unchangeable but only to a changeable Being. For it is not in a

merely threatened disturbance but only in one which has actually

taken effect that the ground can lie of the definite reaction, which

ensues at every moment to the exclusion of many others that, as far

as the nature of the soul goes, are equally possible for it In order

to be able to meet the threatened disturbance a by an act of self-

maintenance a, the other disturbance b by another act ft the soul

must take some note of the fact that at the given moment it is a

and not 6, or b and not a, that demands the exercise of its activity.

It must therefore itself suffer in both cases, and differently in one case

from the other. This change on its own part I say change, for it

would be useless to seek to deny that various kinds of suffering are

inconceivable without various kinds of change on the pait of the

subject suffering cannot be replaced by the mere change in the

relations between the soul unchanged in itself, and other elements.

Any such relation would only be a fact for a second observer, which

might awaken in him the appearance of a change taking place in the

observed soul, which in reality does not take place : but even for this

observer the appearance could only arise, if he on his own part at

least actually possessed that capability of change which in the ob-

served soul he holds to be a mere appearance.
It is therefore quite impossible entirely to banish the inner liability

to change on the part of the real from an explanation of the course

of the universe. If it were feasible to exclude it from a theory of the

outer world, it would belong the more inevitably to the essence of

that real Being, for which this outer world is an object of perception.

But, once admitted in this position, it cannot be a self-evident im-

possibility for the real elements, which we regard as the vehicles of

natural operations. That, on the contrary, it is a necessity even for

these, we shall try to show later on.

Our consideration of the question, however, so far rests on a cer-

tain supposition; on the necessity, in order to render the feet of

appearance intelligible, of conceiving a simple real subject, the soul.

There is no need for me here to justify this assumption against the

objections which are specially directed against it* It is no object
of our enquiry, so far, to decide whether the conception of Things is

tenable at all; whether it does not require to be superseded by
another conception. I repeat ;

it is only in case Things are to be

taken to exist and to serve to make the world intelligible, that we
then enqufre in what way they must be thought of. And to that
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question we have given the answer that Essence, Thing or Substance,

can only be that which admits of Change. Only the predicates of

Things are unchangeable. They vary indeed in their applicability to

Things, but each of them remains eternally the same with itself. It

is only the Things that change, as they admit of and reject now one

predicate, now another. This thought indeed is not new. It has

already been expressly stated by Aristotle. For us, however, it neces-

sarily laises at once questions that are new.



CHAPTER III.

Of ttie Real and Reality.

26. THE changes which we see going on, and the consecutiveness

which we believe to be discoverable in them, compelled us to assume

the existence of Things, as the sustainers or causes of this continuity.

The next step was, if possible, to ascend fiom that which needs ex-

planation to the unconditioned, in regard to which only recognition is

possible. For this purpose we tried to think of the Thing as un-

changeably the same with itself, and, impressed with the need of

assimilating the idea of it as much as possible to what is contained in

sensation, since sensajjon
alone actually gives us an independent

something instead of merely requiring it, we took its nature to consist

in a simple quality. We convinced ourselves, however, that an un*

changeable and simple quality is not thinkable as a subject of change-

able states or appearances, and thus we are compelled to give up the

claim to any such immediate cognition as might reveal the essence of

Things to us in a simple perception. I do not mean to imply by
this that we should have hoped really to attain this perception. But

we indulged the thought that, for such a spirit as might be capable of

it, there would be nothing in the essence of Things incompatible

with their being thus apprehended* This conviction in its turn we

have now to abandon. In its very nature that which is to be A Thing
in the sense of being a subject of change would repel the possibility

of being presented as an unmoving object of any intuition. A new
form has therefore to be sought for that which is to be accounted the

essence of any Thing; and in order to find it we again take our

departure from that natural theory of the world which without doubt

has tried answers of its own to all these questions that are constantly

reasserting themselves with fresh insistence.

26. In regard to the common objects of perception we answer the

question, What are they? in two ways, of which one soon reduces

itself to the other. Products of art, which exhibit a purpose on the
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part of a maker, we denote by reference to the end for which they aie

intended, setting aside the variety of forms in which they fulfil that

end. The changeable products of nature, in the structuie of which a

governing purpose is more or less obscure to us, we characteiise

according to the kind and order of phenomena into which they

develope of themselves or which could be elicited fiom them by
external conditions. In both cases by the essence of the thing

that we are in quest of we understand the properties and modes of

procedure, by which the Thing is distinguished from other things.

The other series of answers, on the contrary, exhibits as this essence

the mateiial out of which the things are made, overlooking the various

kinds of behaviour and existence to which in the case of each thing

the particular formation of this material gives rise. Yet after all this

second mode of answering the question ultimately passes over into

the former. It satisfies only so long as it consists in a reduction of a

compound to more simple components. Supposing us to have dis-

covered this simple matter, how then do we answer the question,

What after all is the simple matter itself? What for instance is the

Quicksilver of which we will suppose ourselves to have discoveied

that something else consists of it? So long as our concern was to

reduce this other thing to it, it was taken for something simple. But

itself in its simplicity, what is it? We find it fluid at our ordinary

temperatures, fixed at lower temperatures, vaporous at higher ones ;

but we could not say what it is in itself, supposing it not to be acted

on by any of these external conditions or by any of the other con-

ditions, under which its phenomenal properties change in yet other

ways.

We can in fact only answer, that it is in itself the unassignable

something, which under one condition appears as a1
, under another

as a*, under a third as , and of which we assume that, if these con-

ditions succeed each other in reverse order, it will pass again from a*

into a* and <i\ without ever being converted into #
l

,

s or 18* forms

which in a like mutual connexion exhibit the various phenomena of

another tiling, say Silver. Thus, it may be stated as a general truth,

that our idea of that which makes a Tiling what it is consists only in

the thought of a certain regularity with which it changes to and fro

within a limited circle of states whether spontaneously or tinder

visible external conditions, without passing out of this circle, and

without ever having an cgfctence on its own account and apart from

one of the forms which within this circle it can as&ume. This

the case, while My sufficient for the needs of
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ordinary judgment, has given occasion to various further metaphysical

experiments.

27. If attention is directed to the qualities by which one Thing

distinguishes itself from another, its essence in this sense cannot any

longer be thought of as object of a simple perception, but only in the

logical form of a conception, which expresses the permanently uni-

form observance of law in the succession of various states or in the

combination of manifold predicates. From this point a very natural

course of thought leads us to two ways of apprehending the Thing.
We may define it first by the collective marks, which at a given mo-
ment it exhibits, in their de facto condition. This gives us a state-

ment of what the essence is, rA r/ *<m according to Aristotle's ex-

pression. But it would be conceivable that, like two curves which

have an infinitely small part of their course in common, so two

different things, A and , should coincide in the momentary con-

dition of their marks, but should afterwards diverge into paths of

development as different as were the paths that brought them to the

state of coincidence. In that case the essence of each will be held

only to be correctly apprehended, if the given condition of each is

interpreted as the result of that which it previously was, and at the

same time as the germ of that which it will be. This seems the

natural point of departure from which Aristotle arrived at the for-

mula W fr ctvai, He did not complete it by the other equally valuable

rl Icmu Ji/a*, though the notion that might have been $0 expressed
was not alien to his way of thinking. In practice, it must be ad*

mitted, these determinations of the idea of the Thing, which theoreti-

cally are of interest, cannot be carried through. Even the actual

present condition of a Thing would riot admit of exhaustive analysis,

without our thinking of the mutual connexion between the manifold

phenomena which it exhibits, as already specifically ordered according
to the same law which would appear still more plainly upon a con-

sideration of the various states, past and to be expected* of the

Thing. The second formula therefore only gives general expression
to the intention of constantly gaining a deeper view of the essence of

the Things, in a progression which admits of indefinite continuance,

while a fuller regard is for ever being paid to the multiplicity of the

different ways in which the Thing behaves under different conditions,

to its connexion with the rest of the world, and lastly according
to a direction of enquiry very natural, though still out of place in this

part of Metaphysics to the final purpose of which the fulfilment ia

the Thing's vocation in the universe. As a means of setting aside the
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difficulties, which beset us at this point, the expressions refeired to

have not in fact been used, nor do they seem at all available for the

purpose.

28. We proceed to particularise some of these. Had we succeeded

in making the essential idea of a thing so completely our own, that

all modes of procedure of the thing under all conditions would flow

from the idea sclf-evidently as its necessary consequences, we
should after all in so doing have only attained an intellectual image
of that by which as by its essmtia the Thing is distinguished from

everything else. The old question would repeat itself, what it is

which makes the thing itself more than this its image in thought, or

what makes the object of our idea of the thing more than thinkable,

and gives it a place as a real thing in the woikL Just as the Quality
demanded a Subject to which it might attach, so still more does the

idea, less independent than the quality, seem to require a fixed kernel

to give its matter that reality which, as the material contained in an

idea, it does not possess* If we have once forbidden ourselves to

look for the essence of the Thing in a simple uniform quality that

may be grasped in perception ;
if we resolved rather to find an ex-

pression for it in the law which governs the succession of its pheno-
mena ; then that which we are in quest of has to fulfil for all things

the same indistinguishable function. Itself without constituent quali-

ties it has to give reality to the varying qualities constituent of things.

We are thus brought to the notion of a material of reality, a Real

pure and simple, which in itself is neither this nor that, but the prin-

ciple of reality For everything.

The history of Philosophy might recount numerous forms under

which this notion has been renewed ; but it is needless to treat them

here in detail. The natural requirements of the case have always led,

when once this path ban len entered on, to the same general deter-

minations as Plato assigned to tints vXi?. The consideration that ob-

ucrvation presents us with an indefinite number ofmutually independent

Things, permanent or transitory, caused this primary matter of all

things to be regarded by the imagination as divisible, in order that

there might be a piece of it in each single thing, sufficient to stiffen

the thing's ideal content into reality* But this conception of divisi-

bility in its turn had to be to a certain extent withdrawn* For it would

imply that before its division the matter has possessed * continuity,

and this would be unthinkable without the assumption of its having

properties of some kind, by which it would have been possible for

tbls mtttrW of reality td be distinguished from other thinkable mate-
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rials. But thus understood, as already definitely qualified, it would
not have disposed of the metaphysical question which it was meant to

solve. For the question was not, what quality of primary matter as a

matter-of-fact formed the basis of the individual things that fashion

themselves out of it, but what it is that is needed to help any and

every thinkable quality to be more than thinkable, to be real If

therefore the imagination did notwithstanding, as we do not doubt
that it did, present this ultimate Real to itself mainly as a continuous

and divisible substance, this delineation of it, occasioned by reference

to the observation of natural objects, strictly speaking went beyond
that which in this connexion it was intended to postulate. All that

had to be supposed was the presence in every single thing, however

many things there might be, of such a kernel of reality, wholly void

of properties. There were therefore according to this notion an
indefinite number of instances of this conception of the real, but they
did not stand in any connexion with each other any more than in any
other case many instances of a general idea, merely because they arc

all subordinate to that idea, stand in any actual connexion with each

other. But I will not continue this line of remark; for the obscurity
of this whole conception is not to be got rid of by criticism, but

by pointing out its entire uselessness.

29, It is manifest that a representation which has its value in the

treatment of ordinary objects of experience, has been applied to a

metaphysical question, which it is wholly insufficient to answer. In
sensuous perception we are presented with materials, which assume
under our hands such forms as we will, or arc transformed by ope-
rations of nature into things of the most various appearance. But
a little attention informs us that they are but relatively formless and
undetermined. The possibility ofassuming new forms and of manifold
transmutation they all owe to the perfectly determinate properties
which they possess, and by which they offer definite points of contact
to the conditions operating on them. The wax, which to the ancients

represented the primary matter on which the ideas wero supposed to

be impressed in order to their realisation, would not take this im*

pression, and would not retain the form impressed on it but for the

peculiar unelastic ductility and the cohesion of its minute parts, and

any finer material which we might be inclined, to substitute for It,

though it might possess a still more xrany-sided plasticity, would at

the same time be still less capable of preserving the form communi-
cated to it

.
It is therefore a complete delusion to hope by this way of asce&t
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to arrive at something which, without any qualification on its own

part, should still bear this character of pure receptivity, necessaiy to

the Real we are in quest of. After all we should only arrive at a
barren matter JR, which would be equally incapable of receiving a
definite shape, and of duly retaining it when received. For that which

was without any nature of its own different from everything else, could

not be acted on by any condition p at all, nor by any condition p
otheiwise than by another q. No position of circumstances therefore

would ever occur under which that indeterminate subject R could be

any more compelled or entitled to assume a certain form TT rather

than any other we like, *. If we supposed however this unthinkable

event to come about andR to be brought into the form *r, thcic would
be nothing to move it to the retention of this form to the exclusion of

any other, *, since every other would be equally possible and equally
indifferent to it, In this absence of any resistance, which could only
rest on some nature of JR'& own, every possibility of an ordered course

of the world would disappear. In every moment of time everything
that was thinkable at all would have an equal claim to reality, and
there would be none of that predominance of one condition over

another which is indispensable to account for any one state of things
or to bring about a determinate change of any state of things. But
not only would any origin or preservation of individual forms be re-

duced to nothing by the complete absence of qualities on the part of
the Real The relation itself, which at each moment must be sup-

posed to obtain between it arid the content to which it gives reality,

would from a metaphysical point of view be unmeaning. Words no
doubt may be found by which to indicate it metaphorically* We
speak of the properties which constitute the whole essence of a Thing,
as inhering in the unqualified substance of the Real, or as attaching
to it, or as sustained by iL But all these figurative expressions with

the use of which language cannot dispense, are in contradiction with

the presupposed emptiness and formlessness of the matter. Nothing
can sustain anything, or allow it to attach to or depend upon itself,

which does not by its own form and powers afford this other points
of contact and support. Or, to speak without a figure, it is impos-
sible to see what inner relation could be meant, if we ascribed to a
certain Real a property *r or a group of properties ir as ita own,
R would be as void of relation to the property or group of properties
M alien to it, aa any other S\

80* These shortcomings on the part of the conception or the Real
wouM make tfaemidves acutely felt as soon as an attempt was made,
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not merely to set it up in isolated abstraction, but to turn it to account

for the actual explanation of the course of things. It would then

become evident that nothing could be built on it which had any
likeness to a Static or Mechanic of change. But it will be objected

that we are fighting here against ghosts raised by ourselves, so long
as we speak of processes by which the connexion of the real with the

qualities it contains is supposed for the first time to have come about

This, however, it will be said, is what has never been meant. Even
the ancients, who originated the conception of matter in question, we
find were aware that at no place or time did the naked and unformed
matter exist by itself. It had existed from eternity in union with the

Forms, by means of which the different Things, now this, now that,

had been fashioned out of it In the plainest way it was stated that,

taken by itself, it was rather without being, a & fo, and that Being
first arose out of its indefeasible union with the qualitative content

supplied by the Ideas. This may be fairly urged, and in this ex-

planation we might perfectly acquiesce, if it were one that really

admitted of being taken at its word. If it were so taken, it would
amount simply to a confession that what the theory understood and
looked for under the designation of the Real is nothing more than
the 'Position,' throughout inseparable from the constituent qualities
of Being, by which these qualities not merely are thought of but art}
and that consequently it would be improper for this

'

Position/ which

only in thought can be detached as the uniform mode of putting
forth from that which is put forth by it, to be regarded in a sub-

stantive character as itself a something, a Real, the truly existing

Thing ; improper that, compared with it, everything which on other

grounds we took to form the essence of the Thing, should be forced

into the secondary position of an unessential appendage.
The doctrines, however, which speak of the real material of Being,

are far from conveying this unreserved admission even in the ex-

planation adduced. On the contrary, they continue to interpret the

distinction between the principle that gives reality and the real itself

as if it represented something actual When they ascribe to the

matter, which has no independent existence, successive changes Of

form, they do not merely mean by this that the inexplicable 'Posittott'

passes fiom the content n to the other content , In that ca&4 all

that would be attained would be a succession, regulated or unregu-
lated, of states of fact without inner connexion* Their object rather

is to be able to treat the matter R as the really permanent connecting
member which experiences v and *, or exchanges the one for the
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other, as states of itself, and which, in virtue of its own nature, forbids

the assumption of othei phenomena <f>
and ^-, or the realisation of

another order of succession. Without this last addition the conception
of the Real R would not, upon this view any more than upon other,

have any value. Foi I repeat, it is only under the obligation of ex-

plaining a particular consecutiveness in the course of the world,
which does not allow any and every thinkable variation in the

state of facts, that we are constrained, instead of resting in the

phenomena, to look for something behind them under the name
of the Real, however that is to be conceived. A flux of absolute

becoming without any principle, once allowed, demands no explana-
tion and needs no assumption to be made which could lead to such an

explanation, intrinsically impossible, as the one given. The doctrines

in question, therefore, under the guidance of this natural need which

they think to satisfy by the supposition of the Real pure and simple,

do not in fact make the admission which they seem to make. Al-

though their 'matter'R nowhere exists in its nakedness, this is, so to

speak, only a fact in the world's history, which need not follow from

the idea of R. Although as a matter of fact everywhere imprisoned
in variously qualified forms, still in all those forms R continues to

exist as the single self-subsistent independent Being and imparts its

own reality to the content which changes in dependence on it Thus
the matter, considered by itself and in detachment from the forms in

which it appears, is still not properly, as it is called, a /EM} &, but

according to the proper sense even of the doctrines which so designate

it, merely an ofa #P, if weight may be laid on the selection of these

expressions. And against this permanent residuum of the doctrine of

the At? the objections already made retain their force. It is impossible

to transfer the responsibility of providing for the reality of the deter-

minate content to a Real without content, understood in a substantive

sense, for none of the connecting thoughts are possible which would

be needed in order to bring this Real into the desired relation with

the qualities assigned to it.

81. I cannot therefore believe that interpreters, as they went deeper

into this ancient notion of an empty Real as such, of an existing

nothing which yet purports to be the ground of reality to all definite

Being, would find in it a proportionately deeper truth. To us it is

onjy aa example of an error of thought, which is made too often and

too easily not to deserve an often-repeated notice* If we ask whence

the ookrar of a body proceeds, we usually think at first of a pigment
whicix w* suppose to communicate the colour to it And in this we
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are often right ; for in compound things it may easily be that a pro-

perty, which seems to be spread over the whole of them, attaches

only to a single constituent. But we are wrong already in as far as

our phrase implies that the pigment communicates its colour to the

whole body. Nothing of the sort really happens, but a combination

of physical effects brings it about that in our sensation the impression

of colour produced by the pigment completely disguises the other

impression, which would have been produced by the other constituents

of the body, that have throughout remained colourless. But when we

repeat our question, it appears that the same answer cannot always
be repeated. The pigment cannot owe its colour to a new pigment
Sooner or later the colouring must be admitted as the immediate

result of the properties which a body possesses on its own account

as its proper nature, and does not borrow from anything else.

Our procedure has been just the same with reference to the things

and their reality. We desired to know whence their common pro-

perty of reality is derived, and :n imagination introduced into each of

them a grain of the stuff of rerlity which we supposed to communi-

cate to the properties gathered about it the fixedness and consistency

of a Thing. What actual behaviour, however, or what process this

expression of '
communication

'

so easily used, is to signify, remained

more than we could say. In fact, just as little as a pigment would

really convey its colouring to anything else, could the mere presence

of the Real convey the reality, which is emphatically held to be

peculiar to it, to an essence in the way of qualities, which, we are to

suppose, have somehow grouped themselves around it. Indeed, the

metaphysical representation is in much worse case than that which

we made use of in the example just instanced. For of the pigment
we did not dream that it was itself not meiely colourless, but in its

nature completely indifferent to the various colours that may be

thought of, and that it proceeded to assume one of them as if the

colours, before they were properties of a thing, already possessed a

, reality which enabled them to enter into a relation to bodies and to

let themselves be assumed by bodies* In this case we were awarte

that the Redness, which we ascribe to the pigment, is the immediate

result of its own nature under definite circumstances ; that it could

not exist, that nothing could have it, until these circumstances , acted

on this nature, and that it would change if the body, instead of being
what it is, were another equally determinate body. But in , our meta-

physical language, when we spoke of the properties in opposition to

the real essence of things, we in fact spoke as if the thinkable quail*

VOL. i, y
'

'

,
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ties, by which one thing is distinguished from another, before they

really existed as qualities of a Thing might already possess a reality

which should enable them to enter into a definite relation to an empty
Real a relation by which, without having any foundation more than

all other qualities in the nature of this Real, it was possible for them
to become its properties.

I leave this comparison, however, to be pursued on another occa-

sion. Apart from figure, our mistake was this. We demanded to

know what it is on which that Being of Things which makes them

Things rests. By way of answer we invented the Substantive con-

ception of the Real pure and simple, and believed that by it we had

represented a real object, or rather the ultimate Real itself. In fact

however real is an adjectival or predicative conception, a title belong-

ing to everything that in some manner not yet explained behaves as a,

Thing changes, that is to say, in a regular order, remains identical

with itself in Us various states, acts and suffers ; for it is this that we
assumed to be the case with Things, supposing that there are Things.
The question was, on what ground this actual behaviour rests. It is

a question that cannot be settled by thinking of our whole require-
ment as satisfied in general by the assumption of a Real as such, of

which after all, as has been shown, we could not point out how in

each single case it explains the reality which itself is never presented
to us as universal and homogeneous, but only as a sum of innumer-

able different individual cases.

The conception of the Real therefore is liable to a criticism similar

to though somewhat different from that which is called for by the con-

ception of pure Being. This latter we found correctly formed, but

inapplicable, so long as the definite relations are not made good
again, which had been suppressed in it by the process of abstraction,

Of the conception of the Real on the contrary it may be maintained

that it IB untiuly formed* That which is conceived in this conception

everywhere presupposes the subject to which it may belong, and
cannot itself be subject. For this reason it cannot be spoken of in

substantive form ad the Real, but only applied adjectivally to all that

is real. It would be well if the usage of language favoured this way
of tpeaking, more lengthy though it is, in order to keep the thought

constantly alive that it is not through the presence of a Real in them
that Things become or are real, but that primarily they are only called

real if they exhibit that mode of behaviour which we denominate

reatity. fct regard to this we have stated what we mean by it. The
mode tjjfltder which it maybe thinkable has still to be ascertained
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32, With a view to answering the above question we are naturally

led to the opposite path to that hitherto pursued. Let us see how
far it will take us. The two incomplete ideas, by the union of which-

we form the conception of the Thing that of the content by which it

is distinguished from other things and that of its reality cannot be any

longer taken to represent two actually separable elements of its Being.

The Reality must simply be the form in which the content actually exists,

and can be nothing apart from it. But the requirement that this should

be so meets at once with a serious objection. So long as we could

answer the question What the Thing is by calling it a simple quality, we

had a uniform content, apprehensible in intuition, before us, to which

it seemed, to begin with at least, that the * Position
*

of reality might
be applied without contradiction. We have now decided that this

essence is only to be found in a law, according to which the changeable

states, properties or phenomena, o1 a* a* of the thing, are connected

with each other. But how could a law be that which, if simply endowed

with reality, would constitute a thing ? How could it be gifted with

those modes of behaviour which we demand of whatever claims to be

a Thing?
This question involves real difficulty, but it also expresses doubts

which merely arise from a scarcely avoidable imperfection in our

linguistic usage. The first of these doubts is analogous to that

which we raised against the simple Quality as essence of the Thing,

and which we found to have no justification. As long as we thought'

of the Quality in the way presented to us in language by adjectives,

as a generality abstracted from many instances, distinct indeed from

other qualities but undetermined in respect of intensity, extent and

limitation
;

so long it could not be accepted as the essence of a

Thing. After all the determinateness still lacking to it had been made

good, it might have been so accepted, if the necessary requirement of

capability of change had not prevented this. In like manner the con-**

ception of law is at the outset understood in a similar general wnse.

Abstracted from a comparison between the modes of behaviour of 1

different things, it represents primarily the rule, according to whidn

from a definite general class of conditions a definite class of results'

is derived. The rule indeed is such that there is a permanent propor-
tion according to which definite changes in the results correspond to

definite changes in the conditions ; but thft cases in which the law will

hold good, and the determined values of the conditions which give rise*

in each of these cases to equally determined values on the part of

the effectsthese are not contained in the law itself or contained to
,
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it only as possibilities which are thought of along with it, but of

which it asserts none as a fact. In this shape a law cannot be that of

which the immediate reality, even if it weie thinkable, would form a

Thing. But this is not what is meant by the theories which employ

such an expression [which identify thing and law]. What they have in

view, to put it shortly, is not a geneial law but an instance of its

application. This latter expression, however, needs further explana-

tion and limitation.

38. If in the ordinary general expression of a law, for all quantities

left indefinite, we substitute definite values, it is not our habit, it is

true, to call the individual instance thus obtained any longer a law at

all, because unless we reveit to the general form of which it is an

application it is no longer fitted to serve as a ground of judgment

upon other like cases, and this assistance in reasoning is the chief

service which in ordinary thinking we expect from a law. Intrin-

sically, however, there is no such real difference between the in-

dividual instance and the universal as would foibid us from sub-

suming the former under the name of Law. On the contrary, it is

itself what it is in respect of its whole nature only in consequence of

the law, and conversely the law has no other reality but in the case of
'

its application* It is therefore a legitimate extension of the usage of

terms, if we apply the name of a law to the definite state of facts

itself, which includes a plurality of relations between elements which

are combined according to the dictates of the general law. It may
be the general law of a series of quantities that each sequent member

is the *b power of the preceding one. It is not, however, in this

general form that the law forms a series* We have no series

till we introduce in place of n a definite value, and at the same

time to give to some one of the members, say the first, a definite

quantitative value. Applying this to our present case, the general law

would correspond only to the abstract conception of a Thing as such;

the actual series on the other hand, which this laws governs, to the

conception of some individual Thing. And it is only in this latter

sense as corresponding to the actual series that it can be intended to

represent a law as being the essence to which ' Position
'

as a Thing

belongs.

Upon this illustration two remarks have to be added. In our

parallel the definite series appears as an example of a general law,

, pf which innumerable other examples are equally possible. It may
turn ottt in the .sequel that this thought has an equally necessary place

in the metaphysical treatment of things; but at this point it is still
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foreign to our enquiry. It does not belong to that essence of a thing
ofwhich we are here in quest, that the law which orders its content should

apply also to the content of other things. On the contrary, it is

completely individual and single of its kind, distinguishing this thing
from all other things. On this point we are often in error, misled by
the universal tendency to construct reality out of the abstractions,

which the reality itself has alone enabled us to form. The course,

which investigation cannot avoid taking, thoroughly accustoms us to

look on general laws as the /Vriw
,
to which the manifold facts of the

real world must afterwards, as a matter of course, subordinate them-

selves as instances. We might, however, easily remind ourselves that

as a matter of fact all general laws arise in our minds from the com-

parison of individual cases. These are the real Prius, and the

general law which we develope from them is primarily only a product
of our thought. Its validity in reference to many cases is established

by the experiences from the comparison of which it has arisen, and
is established just so, far as these confiim it. Had our comparison,
instead of being between one thing and other things, been a com-

parison of a thing with itself in various states and that is the sort

of comparison to which alone our present course of enquiry would

properly lead then it would by no means have been self-evident that

the consecutiveness and conformity to law, which we had found to

obtain between the successive states of the one thing, must be trans-

ferable to the relations between any other elements whatever they

might be, and thus to the states and nature of another thing. We
should have no right therefore to regard the essence of the Thing a*

an instance of a universal law to which it was subject. At the same*

time it is obvious that this law of the succession of states in a single

thing, wholly individual as it is, if it wcie apprehended in thought,
would continue logically to present itself to us as an idea, of which
there might be many precisely similar copies. It is quite possible to

attempt to make plurals even of the Idea of the universe and ofthe

supreme Being. It is considerations in a different region, not logical
but material, that alone exclude the possibility of there being each

plurals; and it is these alone which in our Metaptyslc c in the

sequel decide for or against the multiplicity of precisely similar thtog%
for or against the validity of universal laws which they have to obey*
To make my meaning clearer, I will supplement the previous itttt*.

tratioa of a numerical series by another. We toay compare the

essence of a thing to a melody. It is not disputed that the auccearfve

sounds of a melody are governed by a law of mthetie consecutive*
,
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ness, but this law is at the same time recognised as one perfectly

individual. There is no sense in regarding a paiticular melody as a

kind, or instance of the application, of a general melody. Leaving

to the reader's reflection the task, which might be a long one, of

making good the shortcomings from which this illustration, like the

previous one, suffers, I proceed to the second supplementary remark

which I have to make.

If we develope a general law from the comparison of diffeient

things under different circumstances, two points are left undeter-

mined one, the specific natuie of the things, the other, the par-

ticular character of the conditions under which the things will behave

in one way or in anothei. Let both points be determined, and we

arrive at that result, identical with itself and unchangeable, which we

represented by comparison with a definite series of quantities, but

which cannot answer our purpose the purpose of appiehending that

essence of the Thing which remains uniform in change. We have

therefore, as already remarked, only to carry out the comparison of a

thing with itself in its various states. The consecutivcness and con-

formity to law, that would thus appear, would be the individual law or

essence of the Thing in opposition to the changeable conditions that

have now to be left undetermined. One more misundeistanding I

should like to get rid of m conclusion. It is no part of our present

question whether and how this comparison and the discovery of the

abiding law is possible for us with reference to any particular thing.

Our problem merely is to find the form of thought in which its

essence could be adequately apprehended supposing there to be no

hindrance in the nature of our cognition and in its position towards

Things to the performance of the process. The same reserve is made

by every other metaphysical view. Even the man who looks for the

essence of the Thing in a simple Quality does not expect to know
that Quality and therefore satisfies himself with establishing the

general form in which it would appear to him, but denies himself

the prospect of ever looking on this appearance.

34. So much for those objections to the notion of a law as con-

etitptfog the essence of the Thing, which admit of being set aside by
an explanation of our meaning. In feet, if we thought of the
1
Position

'

which conveys reality as lighting upon this indivWoal law,

, It would form just that permanent yet changeable essence* of a Thing
which we are in search of. The reader, however, will find little satis*

to ill this., The question keeps recurring whether after all

1 L'Dw bwtfedig* uud dconooh voctoderlidw W**.']
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that ' Position
'
of reality, applied to this content, can in fact ex-

haustively constitute the essence of a real Thing ;
whether we have

not constantly to search afresh for the something which, while fol-

lowing this law, would convey to it convey to what is in itself a

merely thinkable mode of procedure reality? In presence of this

constantly recuiring doubt I have no course but to lepeat the answer

which I believe to be certainly true. Let us, in the first place, recall

the fact that in what we are now asking for there is something in-

trinsically unthinkable. We are not satisfied with the doctrine that

the Thing w an individual law. We believe that we gain something

by assuming of it that in its own nature it is something more and

other than this, and that its conformity to this law, by which it dis-

tinguishes itself from everything else, is merely its mode of procedure.

Can we however form any notion of what constitutes the process

which we indicate by this familiar name of conformity to law ? If

this nucleus of reality, which we deem it necessary to seek for, pos-

sessed a definite nature, alien to that which the law enjoins, how

could it nevertheless come to adjust itself to the law? And if we

would assume that there are sundry conditions of which the operation

upon it might compel it to. such obedience, would this compulsion be

itself intelligible, unless its own nature gave it the law that upon these

conditions supervening it should obey that other law supposed to be

quite alien to its nature ? In any case that which we call conformity
'

to law on the part of a Thing would be nothing else than the proper

being and behaviour of the Thing itself. On the other side : What

exactly are we to take the laws to be before they are conformed to ?

What sort of reality, other than that of the Things, could belong to

them, such as they must certainly have if it is to be possible for a

nature of Things, assumed hitherto to lie beyond them, to adjust

itself to them ? There is only one answer possible to these questions.

It is not the case that the things follow a mode of procedure which

would in any possible form be actually separable from them. Their

procedure is whatever it may be, and by it they yield the result which

we afterwards, upon reflective comparison, conceive as their mode of

procedure and thereupon endow in our thought with priority to the

Things themselves, as if it were the pattern jftfter
which they had

guided themselves. If we would avoid this conclusion by denying to

the required nucleus of the Thing any nature of its own, we shodd

be brought back to that conception of the absolute Real, R, which

we have already found so useless. Even if this real Nothing were

itself thinkable, it would certainly not be capable of distributing the
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reality, which it is supposed to have of its own, over the content

which forms the essence of a determinate Thing. It could not there-

fore represent our guaesz/um, the something of which we require a

so-called confoimity to a determinate mode of procedure. There is

therefore, it is clear, nothing left for us but to attempt to defend the

proposition, that the real Thing is nothing but the realised individual

law of its procedure.

35. T shall be less wearisome if I connect my further reflections on

the subject with an historical antithesis of theories. Idealism and

Realism have always been looked upon as two opposite poles of the

movement of philosophical thought, each having different though

closely connected significations, according as the enquiry into what

really ia, or the reference to that which is to be valued and striven

after in life, was the more prominent. The opposition was in the

first instance occasioned by the question which now occupies us. In

the inexhaustible multiplicity of perceivable phenomena Plato noticed

the recuncnce of certain uniform Predicates, forming the permanent
store from which, in endless variety of combination, all things derive

their particular essence or the nature by which one distinguishes itself

from the other and each w what it is. And just as the simple elements,

so the real combinations of these which the course of nature ex-

hibited, were no multiplicity without a Principle, but were subject on

their own part to permanent types, within which they moved.

Further, the series of relations, into which the different things might
enter with each other -ultimately even the multiplicity of that world

Which our own action might and should institute testified no less to

this inner order of all reality. The case wan not such as the Sophists,

hte predecessors in philosophy, had tried to make it out to be* It

wa not the case that a stream of Becoming, with no check upon its

waves, flowed on into ever new forms, unheard of before, without

obligation to return again to a state the same with or like to that

from which it set out. On the contrary, everything which it was to

be possible for Reality to bring about was confined within fixed

limits. Only an imtncaurable multiplicity of places, of times, and of

combination** remained open to it, in yhich it repeated with variations

Ihfe content of the Ideal world.

The full value of this metaphysical conception I shall have to bring

Ottt later. For the present I wish to call attention to the misleading

path, never actually avoided, into which it has drawn men astray* It

warju*t the multiplicity in space and time of scattered successive and

course of things -that properly const*-
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tuted the true reality, the primary object given us to be perceived and

known. That world of Ideas, on the other hand, which compre-

hended the permanent element in this changing multiplicity and the

recurrent forms in the transmutation of the manifold, was in contrast

with it something secondary, having had its origin in the comparisons

instituted by our thought, and, so far as of this origin, neither real

nor calculated to produce in turn any reality out of itself. However

great the value of the observation that Reality is such as to enable us

by the connexion of those ideas of ours to arrive at a correspondence

with its course ; still it was wrong to take this world of ideas for any-

thing else than a system of abstractions or intellectual forms, which

only have reality so far as they can be considered the modes of pro-

cedure of the things themselves, but which could in no sense be

opposed to the course of things as a Prim to which this course

adjusts itself, completely or incompletely, as something secondaiy.

In order to make my meaning quite clear, I must emphasize the

proposition that the only reality given us, the true reality, includes as

an inseparable part of itself this varying flow of phenomena in space

and time, this course of Things that happen. This ceaselessly ad-

vancing melody of event it and nothing else is the metaphysical

place in which the connectedness of the world of Ideas, the multi-

plicity of its harmonious relations, not only is found by us but along

has its reality. Within this reality single products and single occur**

renccs might be legitimately regarded as transitory instances, upon
which the world of ideas impressed itself and from which it again
withdrew : for before and after and beside them the living Idea re*

mained active and present in innumerable other instances, and while

changing its forms never disappeared from reality. But the whole of

reality, the whole of this world, known and unknown together, could

not properly be separated from the world of Ideas as though it were

possible for the latter to exist and hold good on its own account

before realising itself in the given world, and as though there might;

have been innumerable equivalent instances innumerable other

worlds besides this, in which the antecedent system of pure Ideas

might equally have realised itself. Just as the truth about the in-

dividual Thing is not that there is first the conception of the Thing
which ordains how it is to be, and that afterwards there cornea the-

mere unintelligible fact, which obeys this conception, but that thft
1

conception is nothing more than the life of the real itself; so none

of the Ideas is an antecedent pattern, to be imitated -by what Is,

Rather, each Idea is the imitation essayed by Thought of one of d&
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traits in which the eternally real expresses itself. If the individual

Ideas appear to us as generalities, to which innumerable instances

correspond, we have to ascribe this also to the nature of that supreme
Idea, into which we gather the individual Ideas. The very meaning
of there being such an Idea is that a stream of phenomena does not

whirl on into the immeasurable with no identity in successive

moments, without ever returning to what it was before and without

relationship between its manifold elements. The generality of the

Ideas therefore is implied in the systematic character of what fills

the universe, in the inner design of the pattern, of which the un-

broken reality and realisation constitute the world. It is completely

misinterpreted as an outline-sketch of what might be in impeachment
of what is of a possibility which, in order to arrive at reality, would

require the help of a second Cosmos, of a real and of movements of

the real that are no part of itself.

36, I shall have frequent opportunity in the sequel of dwelling

again on this system of thought; nor in fact can I hope to make it

perfectly clear till I shall have handled in detail the manifold diffi-

culties which oppose a return to it I say expressly a return to it;

for to me it seems the simplest and most primary truth, while to re-

presentatives of the present intricate phase of scientific opinion it

usually appears a rash and obscure imagination. Psychologically it

is almost an unavoidable necessity that the general laws, which we
have obtained fiom comparison of phenomena, should present them-

selves to us as an independent and ordaining Prius
9 which precedes

the cases of its application. For in relation to the movement of our

cognition they are realty so. But if by their help we calculate a future

result beforehand from the given present conditions, we forget that

what comes first in our reflection as a major premiss is yet only the

expression of the past and of that nature of its own which Reality in

the past revealed to us. So accustomed are we to this misunder-

standing, so mastered by the habit of first setting what is in truth the

essence of the Real over against the Real, as an external ideal for it

to strive after, and of then fruitlessly seeking for means to unite what

has been improperly separated, that every assertion of the original

unity of that which has been thus sundered appears detrimental to the

scientific jfcccuracy to which we aspire. True, the need of Wettdtag

t

Ideal and Real, as the phrase is, has at all times been keenly felt;

|

but Jt s**o}* to me that the attempts to fulfil this problem have some-

time* promoted the error which they combated. In demanding a

special fig* oJT speculation in order to achieve this great result, they
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maintain the belief in a gulf, not really there, which it needs a bold

leap to pass.

For the present, however, I propose to drop these general con-

siderations, and, if possible, to get rid of the obscurity and apparent

inadmissibility of the result just arrived at. One improvement is

diiectly suggested by what has been said. We cannot express our

Thesis, as we did just now, in the form :
* The Thing is the realised

individual law of its behaviour/ This expression, if we weigh its

terms, would contain all the false notions against which we were

anxious to guard. Instead of the 'realised law
7

it would clearly be

better to speak of the law never realised, but that always has been real.

But no verbal expression that we could find would serve the purpose
of excluding the suggested notion which we wish to be expiessly

excluded. For in speaking of a law, we did nut mean one which,

though real as a law, had still to wait to be followed, but one followed

eternally; and so followed that the law with the following of it was

not a mere fact or an event that takes place, but a self-completing

activity. And this activity, once more, we lopk upon not in the nature

of a behaviour separable fiom the essence which so behaves, but as

forming the essence itself the essence not being a dead point behind

the activity, but identical with it. But however fain we might be to

speak of a real Law, of a living active Idea, in order the better to

express our thought, language would always compel us to put two

words together, on which the ordinary course of thinking has stamped
two incompatible and contradictory meanings. We therefore have

to give up the pretension of remaining in complete accord with the

usage of speech.
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Of Becoming and Change.

87. WHEN I first ventured, many years ago, on a statement of

metaphysical convictions, I gathered up the essence of the thoughts,

with which we were just then occupied, in the following proposition :

*
It is not in virtue of a substance contained in them that Things are ;

they are, when they are qualified to produce an appearance of there

being a substance in them.' I was found fault with at the time on two

grounds. It was said that the proposition was materially untrue, and

that in respect of form the two members of the proposition appeared
not to coirespond as antitheses. The latter objection would have

been unimportant, if tiue : but I have not been able to convince

myself of its truth, or of the material incorrectness of my expression.

According to a very common usage the name * Substance
'

was

employed to indicate a rigid real nucleus, which was taken, as a

self-evident truth, to possess the stability of Reality a stability which

could not be admitted as belonging to the things that change and

differ from each other without special justification being demanded of

its possibility. From such nuclei the Reality was supposed to spread

itself over the different properties by which one thing distinguishes

itself from another. It was thus by its means, as if it was a coagu-

lative agent, which served to set what was in itself the unstable

fluid of the qualitative content, that this content was supposed to

acquire the form and steadfastness that belong to the Thing. It was

matter of indifference whether this peculiar crystallisation was thought

of as an occurrence that had once taken place and had given an

Origin in time to Things, or whether the solidifying operation of the

substance was regarded as an eternal process, carried on in things

equally eternal and without origin in time as an essential characteristic

Of their nature. In either case the causal relation remained the same.

ft.Iff* by means pf a substance empty in itself that Reality, with its

fbfcdnesa in the course of changes, was supposed to be lent to the

determinate content
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I believe myself to have shown that no one of the thoughts involved

in this view is possible. In going on, however, to supplement the

conclusion that it is not in virtue of a substance that Things are, by
the further proposition that, if they are qualified to produce an

appearance of the substance being in them, then they are, I did not

intend any correspondence between this and the other member of the

antithesis in the sense of opposing to the rejected construction of that

which makes a Thing a Thing another like construction. What I in-

tended was to substitute for every such construction (which is an im-

possibility) that which alone is possible, the definition ofwhat constitutes

the Thing. The notion which it was sought to convey could only be

this, that when we speak of something that makes a Thing, as such

('die Dingheit'), we mean the form of real existence belonging to a

content, of which the behaviour presents to us the appearance of a

substance being present in it; the truth being that the holding-

ground which under this designation of substance we suppose to be

supplied to Things is merely the manner of holding itself exhibited by
that which we seek to support in this impossible way.

38. There was no great difficulty in showing the unthinkableness of

the supposed real-in-itself. The denial is easy, but is the affirmation

of a tenable view equally easy? Setting aside the auxiliary conception

just excluded, have we other and better means are we left with

means that still satisfy us of explaining the functions which we
cannot but continue still to expect of Things, if the assumption of

their existence is to satisfy the demands for the sake of which it was

made? On this question doubts will arise even for a man who
resolves to adopt by way of experiment the result of the previous

considerations* I repeat : A world of unmoved ideal contents, if it

were thinkable without presupposing motion at least on the part of

him to whom it was object of observation, would contain nothing to

occasion a quest for Things behind this given multiplicity. Nor U It

the mere variety of these phenomena, but only the regularity of some
kind perceived or surmised in it, that compels us to the assumption of

persistent principles by which the manifold is connected.

Common opinion, under a mistake soon refuted, had thought to

find these subjects of change in the Things perceivable by the senses.

For these we substituted supra-sensible essences of perfectly simple

quality. But the very simplicity of these would have made any
alternative but Being or not-Being impossible for them, and would

thus have excluded change. Yet Change must really take place

pomewhere, if only to render possible the appearance of change, spma*
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where else. Then we gave up seeking the permanent element of

Things in a state of facts always identical with itself, and credited

ourselves with finding it in the very heart of change, as the uniform

import of a Law, which connects a multiplicity of states into one

rounded whole. Even thus, however, it seemed that only an ex*

pression had been gained for that in virtue of which each Thing is

what it is, and distinguishes itself from what it is not. As to the

question how an essence so constituted can partake of existence in

the form of a Thing, there remained a doubt which, being insufficiently

silenced, evoked the attempt to represent the real-m-itself as the un-

yielding stem to which all qualities, with their variation, were related

as the changeable foliage. The attempt has failed, and leaves us still

in presence of the same doubt The first point to be met is this : If
we think of change as taking place, then the law which comprehends
its various phases as members of the same series will serve to

represent the constant character of the Thing which persists through-
out the change ; but how can we think the change itself, which we
thus presuppose? How think its limitation to these connected

members of a series ? And then we shall have to ask : Would the

regularity in the succession of the several states a 1
, a*, a8

, . . really

amount to that which, conceived as persistence of a Thing, we believe

it necessary to seek for in order to the explanation of phenomena?
These questions will be the object of our next consideration.

89, Under the name 'change/ in the first place, there lurks a

difficulty, which we must bring into view. It conveys the notion that

the new real, as other than something else, is only the continuation of
: a previous reality* It tends to avoid the notion of a naked coming
into being, which would imply the origin of something real out of a

complete absence of reality. Yet after all it is only the distinctive

nature of the new that can anyhow be thought of as contained in the

previously existing. The reality of the new, on the other hand, is not

contained in the reality of the old. It presupposes the removal of that

reality as the beginning of its own. It thus beyond a doubt becomes

(comes into being) in that sense of the term which it is sought to

avoid. It is just this that constitutes the distinction between the

object of Metaphysic and that world of ideas, in which the content of

a truth a Is indeed founded on that of another 6, but, far from arising

out of the annihilation of t, holds good along with it in eternal

If ftjonr we enquire, bow this becoming, involved in every change, Is

to be tfaougbt of, what we want to know, as we naturally suppose, is
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not a process by which it comes about. The necessity would be too

obvious of again assuming the unintelligible becoming in this process

by which we would make it intelligible. Nor can even the notion of

becoming be represented as made up of simpler notions without the

same mistake. In each of its forms, origination and decay, it is easy
to find a unity of Being and not-Being. But the precise sense in

which the wide-reaching term Unity' would have in this connexion

to be taken, would not be that of coincidence, but only that of

transition from the one to the other, and thus would already include

the essential character of becoming. There is no alternative but to

give up the attempt at definition of the notion as well as at construc-

tion of the thing, and to recognise Becoming, like Being, as a given

perceivable fact of the cosmos.

Only on one side is it more than object of barren curiosity. It may
appear to contain a contradiction of the law of Identity, or at least of

the deductions thought to be derivable from this law. No doubt this

law in the abstract sense, which I previously stated 1
, holds good of

every object that can be presented to thought a will never cease to

- a till it ceases to be. That which is, never is anything that is not,

so long as it is at all. On the same principle that which becomes,

originates, passes away, is only something that becomes so long as it

is becoming, only something that originates so long as it originates,

only something that passes away so long as it passes away. There
does not therefore follow from the law of Identity anything whatever

in regard to the reality of any m. Let m be what it will, it will be * m>
in case it is and so long as it is. But whether it is, and whether, once

being, it must always be, is a point on which the principle of Identity

does not directly decide at all Yet such an inference from it is

attempted* Because the conception of Being, like every other

conception, has an unchangeable import, it is thought that the reality,

which the conception indicates, must belong as unchangeably to that

to which it once belongs. The doctrines of the irrcmoveaWUtjr and

indiscerptibility of everything that truly is are thus constantly re-

current products of the movement of metaphysical thought
But this inference is limited without dear justification to the sub-

sistence of the Things on which the course of nature is supposed to

rest. That relations and states of Things come into Being aad pass

away is admitted without scruple as a self-evident truth. It is true

that without this admission the content of our experience could not

be presented to the mind at all. If, however, it were the principle of
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Identity that required the indestructibility of Things, the same

principle would also require the unchangeableness of all relations

and states. For of eveiything, not merely of the special form of

reality, it demands permanent equality with itself. This consideration

might lead us to repeat the old attempts at a denial of all Be-

coming, or since it cannot be denied to undertake the self-contra-

dictory task of explaining at least the becoming of the appearance of

an unieal becoming. But if we refuse to draw this inference from the

principle of Identity, then that peisistency in the Being of Things,

which we hitherto tacitly presupposed, needs in its turn to be

established on special metaphysical grounds, and the question aiises

whether the difficult task of reconciling it with the undeniable fact of

change cannot be altogether avoided by adopting an entirely opposite

point of view.

40. This question has in fact akeady been often enough answered

in the affirmative. Theories have been advanced in the history of

Thought, which would allow of no fixed Being and reduced everything

to ceaseless Becoming, They issued, however, as the enthusiasm

with which they were generally propounded was enough to suggest

from more complex motives than we can here examine. We must

limit ourselves to following the more restricted range of thoughts

within which we have so far moved. Still, we too have seen reason to

hold that it is an impossible division of labour to refer the maintenance

of the unity which we seek for in succession to the rigid unalterable-

ness of real elements, and the production of succession merely to the

fluctuation of external relations between these elements. Change

must find its way to the inside of Being. We therefore agree with'

the last-mentioned theorists in thinking it worth while to attempt the

resolution of all Being into Becoming, and in the interpretation of its

permanence, wherever it appears, as merely a particular form of

Becoming ; as a constantly repeated origination and decay of Things

exactly alike, not as a continuance of the same Thing unmoved But

it would be useless to speak of Becoming without at the same time

adding a more precise definition* Neither do we find in experience

an origination without limit of everything from everything, xxor, if we

did find it, would its nature permit it to be the object of scientific

enquiry, or serve as a principle of any explanation* Even those

theorists who found enthusiastic delight in the sense of the un-

restraiixed mobility enjoyed by the Becoming which they held in

IftWWr as .contrasted with the lifeless rigidity of Being even they,

thoflgfa they have set such value on the inexhaustible variety of
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Becoming, and on its marvellous complications, have yet never held

its eternal flux to be accidental or without direction. Even in

Heraclitus we meet with plain reference to inexorable laws which

govern it. It is only, then, as involving this representation of a

definite tendency that the conception of Becoming merits further

metaphysical examination.

41. The thought just stated fiist had clear expression given it by
Aristotle in his antithesis of Mvapis and cvcpycta. The undirected

stream of event he encloses, so to speak, within banks, and determines

what is possible and what is impossible in it. For what he wishes to

convey is not merely the modest truth, that anything which is to be

real must be possible. It is of this possibility rather that he maintains

that it cannot be understood as a mere possibility of thought, but must

itself be understood as a reality, A Thing exists dvvdfut when the

conditions are really formed beforehand for its admission as an

element of reality at some later period, while that alone can exist

tvepyflq, of which a Mvapts is contained in something else already

existing eWpy/0. Thus all Becoming is characterised throughout by
a fixed law, which only allows the origination of real from real, nay
more, of the determinate from the determinate. We have here the

first form of a principle of Sufficient Reason, transferred from the con-

nected world of Ideas to the world of events. The first conscious

assertion of a truth, which human thought has made unconscious use
of from the beginning, is always to be looked on with respect as a

philosophical achievement, even if it does not offer the further fruits

which one would fain gather from it Barren in detail, however,
these two Aristotelian conceptions certainly are, however valuable the

general principle which they indicate. They would only be applicable
on two conditions

;
if they were followed by some specific rule as to

what sequent can be contained fowfywi in what antecedent, and if it

could be shown what is that C which must supervene in order to give
reality to the possible transition from Mwfus into Mpyita.
To find a solution of the first problem has been the effort of

centuries, and it is still unfound On the second point a clearer

explanation might have been wished for, The examples of which
Aristotle avails himself include two cases which it is worth while to

distinguish. If the stones lying about are dwwfywt the house, or tho
block of marble dwafui the statue, both stones and marble await the
exertion of activity from without, to make that out of them /w^y^
which indeed admits of being made out of them but into which they
do not develope themselves. They are possibilities of something

VOJU fc G
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future because they are available for that something if made use of by
a form-giving motion. On the other hand, if the soul is the activity

of the living body, it is in another sense that the body is fondjpa the

soul. It does not wait to have the end to which it is to shape itself

determined from without, as the stone waits for external handling to

be woiked into a house or into a statue. On the contrary it involves

in itself the necessary C, the active impulse which presses forward to

the realisation of that single end, of which the conditions are involved

in it to the exclusion of all other ends. Each case is metaphysically

important. The fiibt is in point where we have to deal with the

connexion between dififcient elements of which one acts on the other

and with the conveyance of a motion to something which as yet is

without the motion. The second case apait from anything else

involves the question, on which we propose to employ ourselves in the

immediate sequel; granted that a thing a, instead of awaiting ftoin

without the determination of that which it is to become, contains in

its own nature the principle of a and the principle of exclusion of

every ft how comes it about that this is not the end of the matter but

that the a of which the principle is picscnt proceeds to come into

actual being, and ceases to exist merely in principle ?

42. I shall most easily explain at once the meaning of this question

and the reason for piopounding it, by adducing a simple answer,

which we might be tempted to employ by way of setting the question

abide as superfluous. It is self-evident, we might say, that a proceeds

from a because a conditions this a and nothing but this a, not any 0.

Now it is obvious that this answer is only a repetition of the question-

able supposition which we just made. The very point we wanted to

ascertain was, what process it is in the thing that in reality compels

the conditioned to issue from that which conditions it, as necessarily as

in our thought the consciousness of the truth of the proposition which

asserts the condition carries with it the certainty of the truth of that

which asserts the conditioned. We do not in this case any more

than elsewhere cherish the unreasonable object of finding out the

* means by which in any case a realised condition succeeds further in

realising its consequence. But to point to it as a self-evident truth

that one fact should in reality call another into being, if to the eye of

thought they are related as reason and consequence, is no settlement
" f

<>f our question. I reserve for the present the enquiry into the manner

V in which we think in any case of the intelligible nature of a conse-

\ queued f as contained in the nature of its reason G\ Whatever

1
(<J ftoA/ rafer to tta Ctettttfta words used hare ' Grand' and '
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this relation may be, the mere fact that it obtains does not suffice to

make the idea of F arise out of G even in our consciousness. Were
it so, every truth would be immediately apparent to us. No round-

about road of enquiry would be needed for its discovery, nor should

we even have a motive to seek for it. The universe of all truths

connected in the way of reason and consequent would stand before

our consciousness, so long as we thought at all, in constant clearness.

But this is not the case. Even in us the idea of the consequence F
arises out of that of its reason G only because the nature of our soul, 4

with the peculiar unity which characterises it, is so conditioned by

particular accompanying circumstances, p, that it cannot rest in the

idea of G and, supposing no other circumstances, q, to condition it

otherwise, cannot but pass on account of its own essence to the idea

ofF to that and no other. In the absence of those accompanying

conditions, /, which consist in the whole situation of our soul for the

moment, the impulse to this movement is absent likewise ; and for

that reason innumerable ideas pass away in our consciousness without

evoking images of the innumerable consequences, F9 of which the

content is in principle involved in what these ideas contain. If

instead of the conditions, p, those other circumstances, q,
are present

consisting equally in the general situation of the soul for the

moment then the movement may indeed arise but it does not

necessarily issue in the idea of F. It may at any moment experience
a diversion from this goal This is the usual reason of the distraction

and wandering of our thoughts. It is never directly by the logical

affinity and concatenation of their thinkable objects that their course

is determined but by the psychological connexion of our ideas, so

far as these are the momentary states of our own nature. Of the

connexion of reason and consequence in Things we never recognise
more than just so much as the like connexion on the part of our own
states enables us to see of it.

It is not enough therefore to appeal to the principle, that the

content of G in itself, logically or necessarily, conditions that of F,
and that therefore in reality alsoF will ensue upon G% The question
rather is why the Things trouble themselves about this connexion

between necessities of thought; why they do not allow the principle

G which they contain to be for ever a barren principle, but actually

procure for it the consequence F which it requires ; in other words,

what addition of a complementary C must be supposed m order that

the Things in their real being may pass from G to F just as our
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thought not always or unconditionally passes from the knowledge
of G to the knowledge of F.

43, We are thus brought back to a proposition which I shall often

in the sequel have occasion to repeat : namely that the error lies just

in this, in first setting up in thought an abstract series of principles

and consequences as a law-giving power, to which it is supposed that

every world that may possibly be created must be subject, and in then

adding that, as a matter of self-evidence, the real process of becoming
can and must zn concrete strike only into those paths which that ab-

stiact system of law has xnaiked out beforehand. It will never be

intelligible whence the conformity of Things to rules of intellectual

necessity should arise, unless their own nature itself consists in such

conformity* Or, to put the matter more correctly, as I stated in

detail above (34) ;
it is just this real nature of things that is the First

in Being nay the only Being. Those necessary laws are images in

thought of this nature, secondaiy repetitions of its original procedure.

It is only for our cognition that they appear as antecedent patterns

which the Things resemble, It is therefore of no avail to appeal to

the indefeasible necessity, by which Heraclitus thought the waves of

Becoming to be directed Standing outside the range of Becoming,
this 'Awfyw; would have had no control over its course. It became

inevitable that Becoming should be recognised as containing the

principle of its direction in itself, as soon as we admitted the necessity

of substituting its mobility for the stationariness of things. Now if

we attempt to find the necessity in the Becoming, one thing is clear.

Between the extinction of the reality of m and the origin of the new

reality of ft no gap, no completely void chasm can be fixed. For the

mere removal of m would in itself be exactly equivalent to the removal

of anything else, p or g, that we like to imagine. Any other new

reality therefore, IT or *, would have just as much or as little right to

follow on the abolished m, as that /* ; and it would be impossible that

definite consequents should flow from definite antecedents* It is

impossible therefore that the course of nature should consist in

successive abolitions of one and originations of another reality. Every
effort to conceive the order of events in nature as a mere succession

of phenomena according to law, can only be justified on the ground
that it may be temporarily desirable for methodological reasons to

forego the search for an inner connexion. As a theory of the true

constitution of reality it is impossible.

,

But the theory of Becoming might with perfect justification admit

all this sod only complain of a misinterpretation of its meaning*
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Just as motion, it will be said, cannot be geneiated by stringing

together moments of rest in the places <7, 3, c, so Becoming cannot be

apprehended by supposing a succession of realities a> b, c, of which each

is detached from the rest and looked upon as a self-contained and

for however brief an interval motionless Being. On the contrary, to

each single one of these members the same conception of Becoming
must be applied as to the series, and just as the definitely directed

velocity, with which the moving object without stopping traverses its

momentary place a, necessarily carries it over into the place b and

again through it into another, so the inner Becoming of the real a,

as rightly apprehended, is the principle of its transition into b and into 6

only. For this is self-evident : that, just as it is not Being that is,

but Things that are, so it is not Becoming that becomes, but the

particular becoming thing; and that consequently there is no lack of

variety in the qualities a3 &,c, which at each moment mark out in advance

the direction in which the Becoming is to be continued.

I do not doubt that this defence would have expressed the mind of

Heraclitus, with whose more living thought that modern invention of

the schools which explains Becoming as a mere succession of pheno-
mena stands in unfavourable contrast. And we might go further in

the same spirit
'

You/ we might say,
* who treat a motionless content

as existing, have certainly no occasion to contemplate its change ; but

for all that we have nothing but your own assurance for it that the

"Position" by which you suppose a to have been once constituted will

endure for ever. In reality you can assign no reason why such should

be the case with it, unless you look upon the a of one moment as the

condition of a in the next moment and thus after all make a become
a. But in the nature of reality there may be contained the springs of

movement which are lacking to mere thought. If we think of an a,

of which the essence consists only in the motion to 6, we are indeed

as little able to state how this a and its efflux is made, as you would

be to state how your a and its rest is made* But your conception ha*

no advantage over ours. For the motion, which (as extended to

Things themselves) you find fault with, you after all have to- allow fax

regard to the external relations of your Things, where you are as little

able to construct it as in the inner nature of Things. To us, however,

if admitted (within Things) as a characteristic of the real, it affords

the possibility of explaining not merely the manifold changes In the

course of nature but also as a special case that persistency in it which

you are fond of putting in the foreground, without going into particu*

lars, as something intelligible of itself, but which at bottom you present
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to yourselves merely as an obstruction to your own thoughts. Your

law of Identity, moreover, would be equally suited by our assumption,

We could not indeed suppose a to become b and c in three successive

moments, unless it were piecisely i in the second moment and c in

the third thus at each moment exactly what it is. More than this

more than the equality with itself of each of these momentary forms

cannot be lequiied by the law of Identity. That the reality of the

one moment should be the same as that of the other, could not be

more properly demanded as a consequence of this law than could the

exact opposite of its meaning; namely that cveiything should be

amply identical with everything else/

44. If the view just stated wcic the true meaning of the theories

which maintained the sole reality of Becoming, their fundamental

thought would not be exactly expressed either by this conception of

Becoming or by that of Change. It would not be expressed by the

former, because when in connexion with such speculations we oppose

Becoming to Being we do not commonly associate with it in thought

any such continuity as has been described; a continuity according to

which every later phase in the becoming, instead of merely coming
into being after the earlier, issues out oj it. It would not be expressed

l>y the conception of change, because in it the later docs in fact aiise

out of the complete extinction of the earlier; because b is conse-

quently another than a and, apart from that constancy of connexion,

there is no thought of a pcimancnt residuum of a which would have

undergone a change in adopting b as its state.

We may go on to remark that, however much of the interpretation

given we may take to be of use, it is at once apparent that the theory

is insufficient to explain everything which we believe to be presented

to us in experience. It would be convincingly applicable only to the

case of a development which, without any disturbance fiom without,

gradually exhibited the phases <5, *, </, lying in the direction of the

moving a. In reality, however, we find no unmistakeable instance of

auch development. None but an artificial view, which we must

notice later, has attempted to explain away what seems to be an

obvious fact the mutual influence of several such developments on

each other, or the change that proceeds from the reciprocal action of

different things. The next point for our consideration will therefore

; be, what we have to think in order to apprehend this mutual influence,

taking it for the present to be matter of indifference how we judge of

metaphysical nature of the Things between which the influence is
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46. In the fiist instance we only find occasion for assuming the

exercise of an influence by one element a over another 3 in a change
to which occurs in b when a having been constantly present incurs

a change into a. It is not merely supposed that the contents of a. and ft

as they exist for thought, stand to each other once for all in the rela-

tion of reason and consequence ; but that a sometimes is, sometimes

is not, and that in accordance with this changeable major premiss the

change from b into $ sometimes will ensue, sometimes will not.

Now we know that it might be ordained by a law external to a and

b that b should direct its course according to these different circum-

stances : but it would only obey this ordinance if it were superfluous
and if its own nature moved it to carry out what the ordinance con-

tains. In order to the possibility of this that difference of conditions,

consisting in the fact that at one lime a is, at another is not, must

make a difference for b itself, not merely for an observer reflecting on
the two. b must be in a different state, must be otherwise affected,

must experience something different in itself, when a is and when a

is not : or, to put it in a short and gencial form
;

if Things are to take

a different course according to different conditions, they must tak? note

whether those conditions exist or no. Two thoughts thus unite here.

In order that a may be followed by j3 not by
1 or /3

s
, a and $ muftt

stand in the relation of piinciplc or ratio sufficient and consequence.
But in order that may actually come into being and not remain the

for ever vainly postulated consequence of a, the ratio suffictons must
become causa efficient the foundation in reason must become a pro-
ductive agency : for the general descriptive conception of the agency of

one thing on another consists in this that the actual states ofone essence

draw after them actual states of another, which previously did not exist.

Now how it can come about that an occuncnce happening to the one

thing a can be the occasion of a new occurrence in the thing 6, i just

what constitutes the mystery of this interference or 'tranaeunt* action,

with which we shall shortly be further occupied. We introduce it

here, to begin with, only as a demand, which there must in sow* way
be a possibility of satisfying, if an order of events dependent on C0tt

ditions is to be possible between individual things.

46. Supposing us however to assume that this unintelligible act has
taken place, from the impression which b has experienced as its own
inner state we look for after effects within itself; a continuation of Jta

Being or of its Becoming different from what it would have been
without that excitement. To determine in outline the form of thfo

continuation is a task which we leave to the sequel As regard* the
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question of its origin, we are apt to look on our difficulties as got rid

of when this point is reached. This immanent opeiation, which de-

velops state out of state within one and the same essential Being, we

treat as a matter of fact, which calls for no fuither effort of thought.

That this operation in turn remains completely incomprehensible in

respect of the manner in which it comes about, we are meanwhile

very well aware. For how a state a1 of a thing a begins to bring

about a consequent state, a*, in the same thing, we do not understand

at all better than how the same a1
sets about producing the con-

sequence jS
1

in another being I. It is only that the unity of the

essence, in which the unintelligible process in this case goes on,

makes it seem superfluous to us to enquire after conditions of its

possibility. We acquiesce therefoie in the notion of immanent opera-

tion, not as though we had any insight into its genesis, but because

we feel no hindrance to recognising it without question as a given

fact Conditions of the same subject, we fancy, must necessarily

have influence on each other : and in fact if we refused to be guided

by this fundamental thought, there would be no hope left of finding

means of explanation for any occurrence whatever.

47* Towards these notions the two theories as to the essence of

things, which we have hitherto pursued, stand in different relations.

On the preliminary question how it comes about that the inwardly

moving a attains an influence over the equally passing b the dofctrine

of Becoming must like every other admit ignorance for the present.

But supposing this to have come about, it will look for the operation

of this influence only in an altered form of Becoming, which a strives

lo impress on b. The next-following phase of 6 will consequently

not be 0, but a resultant compounded of ft and the tendency imparted

from without. Henceforth this new foim would determine the pro-

gressive Becoming of that original 3, if it continued to be left to

itself: but every new influence of a c would alter its direction anew.

If each of these succeeding phases is called a Thing, on the ground

that it is certainly capable of receiving influences from without and

of exerting them on its likes, then Thing will follow Thing and in its

turn pass away, but it will be impossible to speak of the unity of a Thing

which maintains itself under change. It is possible that the residuary

effects of an original b in all members of the series may far outweigh

the influence of action from without In that case they would all,

lifc/6 different members of a single pedigree, bear a common family

dn^cteristic in spite of the admixture of foreign blood, but they

would be no more one than are such members, It is another possible
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case that b without disturbance from without should develope itself

into its series b,
1
, jS

2
. Its members would then be comparable to

the successive generations of an unmixed people, but again would

form a real unity as little as do these. Even if b reproduced itself

without change, each member of the series b b b would indeed be as

like the preceding one as one day is like another, but would as little

be the preceding one as to-day is yesterday.

This lack of unity will afford matter of censure and complaint to

the theory which tieats the Thing as persistent; but it is time to

notice that this theory has itself no unquestionable claim to the pos-

session of such unity. Those who profess the theory rightly reject

the notion which would represent the vanishing reality of one thing

as simply followed by the incipient reality of the other without con-

necting the two by any inward tie
; but they think scorn of recog-

nising this continuity in an actual, though unintelligible, becoming of

the one out gAhe other and hope to make it intelligible by the inter-

polation of the persistent Essence. But this implies that they are in

fact reduced simply to the impossibility, on which we have already

touched, of attaining the manifold of change by a merely outward tie

to the unchangeable stock of the Thing. This is merely disguised

from them by the power of a word, the use of which we *have found

it impossible to avoid but are here called upon to rectify. When we
called a1

,
a2

,
a8

states of a, we could reckon only too well on the

prospect that this expression would remain unchallenged and would

be thought to contain the fulfilment of a demand, for which it merely

supplies a name. Quite of itself this expression gives rise incidentally

to the representation of an essence which is of a kind to sustain these

states, to cherish them as its own and thus to maintain itself as

against them. But what does this mean, and how can that be, which

under the impression that we are saying something that explains
itself we call the state of an essence? And in what does that

relation consista relation at once of inseparables* wad difference*

which we indicate by the innocent-seeming posaeflsivd pronoun?
So long as we maintain the position that a as in the state a1

is some-

thing other than what it is as in the state a3
; so long again as we

forego the assumption that there is present an identical residuum

of a in a1 and a9
, on which both alike might have a merely external

dependence ; so long as we thus represent a as passing to complete

integrity into both states while this is so, the expressions referred to

convey merely the wish or demand, that there should be something
which would admit of being adequately expressed by them, or whloU
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would satisfy this longing after identity in diffeience, after perma-
nence in change. They do not convey the conception of anything
which would be in condition to satisfy this demand*

In saying this I must not be understood to take it as settled that

this Postulate cannot be fulfilled, only as unproven that it can be.

Reality is richer than Thought, nor can Thought make Reality after

it. The fact of Becoming was enough to convince us that there is

such a thing as a union of Being and not-Being, which we even when
it lies before us aie not able to reconstruct in thought, much less

could have guessed at if it had not been presented to us. It is

possible that we may one day find a form of reality which may teach

us by its act how those umcconcilable demands are fulfilled, and prove,

in doing so, that in their nature they aie capable of fulfilment, and that

the relation, seemingly so clear, between Thing and state is other than

an empty combination of words, to which nothing in reality corre-

sponds. It will not be till a veiy late stage in these enquiries that we
shall have opportunity of raising this question again. For the present

we take the real permanent unity of the Thing under change of states

to be a doubtful notion, which is of no value for the immediate objects

of our consideration.

48. If & or a is to act on t, I must in all cases. be differently

affected by the existence of a and by its non-existence. The '
tran-

scunt' action of a on t would thus lead back to an operation
* imma-

nent' in 6. The proximate condition which brings about the change
of ^ must have lain in I itself. We usually distinguish it as an impres-
sion from the reaction a usage of speech on which we may have to

dwell below. For the present we satisfy ourselves with the reflection

that anything which b is to expciicncc through the action of a must

result from the conflux of two principles of motion ; from that which

a ordains or strives to bring about and from that which
, either in

self-maintenance or in self-transformation, would seek to produce, if

a were not Two principles are thus present in 3, of which in geneial

the one conditions something else than what the other conditions*

Neither of these two commands therefore could realise itself, if each

pf them were absolute. For neither the one nor the other of

them would have any prerogative, both being, to revert to the old

phrase, states of the same essence! & A determinate result is

only possible on supposition that not only a third general form of

conaaquence is thinkable, into which both impulses may be blended,

but that also the two principles have comparable quantitative values*

In & fov$&ig*tioBS of natural science it is not doubted that the deter-
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urination of a result from various coincident conditions always pre-

supposes, over and above the assignment of that which each condition

demands, the measure of the vivacity with which it demands it. It is not

merely in nature, however, but in all reality that something goes on
which has no place in the syllogistic system formed by the combina-

tion of our thoughts. In the latter, of two opposite judgments only
one can be valid. In reality different or opposite premisses confront

each other with equal daim to validity and both ask to be satisfied on
the ground of a common right. I am therefore only filling a gap
which has hitherto been left unfilled in Metaphysic, when I seek to

bring out the necessity of this mathematical element in all our judg-
ments of reality, leaving its further examination to the sequel.

49. '

Quo plus reahtatis aut esse unaquaeque res babet, eo plura
attributa ei competunt.

1 So says Spinoza
1

; and nothing seems to

foibid the converse proposition, that a greater or less measure of

Being or of reality belongs to things according to the degree of their

perfection I cannot shaie the "disapproval which this notion of there

being various degrees of strength of Being has often incurred. It is

no doubt quite correct to say that the general conception of Being,
identical with itself, is applicable in the same sense wherever it is

applicable at all, and that a large thing has no more Being in being
of large size than a little thing in being of small size. I do not find

any reason, however, for emphasizing in Metaphysic this logical equality
of the conception of Being with itself, since Metaphysic is concerned
with this conception not as it is by itself but in its application to

its content to the things that are. But in this application it should

not, as it seems to me, be looked upon as if the 'Position' which it

expresses remained completely unaffected by the quantity of that

on which the 'Position' falls. In the same way motions, the slowest
as well as the quickest, all enjoy the same reality. We cannot say
that they are, but they all take place, one as much as another. Neither
in their case does this reality admit of increase or diminution for any
single one of them. The motion with the velocity C cannot, while

retaining this velocity, be taking place either more or less* But for
all that the velocity is not matter of indifference in relation to the
motion. When it is reduced to nothing the motion ceases; and con-

versely no motion passes out of reality into unreality otherwise than

by the giadual reduction of velocity.

Now that which we admit in the case of the extreme limit the

connexion of Being, or in this case of taking place, with that which is

3

[Eth. i. Prop. ix.J
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or happens why should we not allow to hold good within that

interval, in which this quantity still has a real value? Why should we

look on the velocity as a secondary property, only accidentally attach-

ing to that character of the motion which consists in its being some-

thing that occurs, when aftei all it is just so far as this propeity

vanishes that the motion continuously approximates to the rest in

which nothing occuis ? The fact is that the velocity is just the degree

of intensity with which the motion corresponds to its own Idea, and

the occuirence of the quicker motion is the more intensive occur-

rence. If now we apply the term *

Being/ as is proper in Metaphysic,

not to the empty
' Position' which might fall upon a certain content,

but to the filled and perfectly determinate reality as alieady including

that on which the '
Position' has actually fallen, I should in that case

have no sciuple about speaking of different quantities or intensities of

the Being of Things, according to the measure of the power with

which each thing actively exerts itself in the course of change and

resists other impulses, Nor in this argument nm I by any means

merely interested in rescuing a form of expression that has been

assailed. I should seriously prefer this expression for the reason that

it helps to keep more clearly in mind what I take to be the correct

, view; viz. that Being is really a continuous energy, an activity or

function of things, not a doom thiust upon them of passive
*

posi-

tion '*. The constant reminder of this would be a more effectual

security against shallow attempts to deduce the Real fiom the co-

incidence of a still unreal essence with a c
Position

'

supposed to be

foreign to this content and the same for all Things indifferently.

1

['Passivibchcr Gcsetzheit.']



CHAPTER V.

Of the Nature of Physical Action.

OUR concern so far has been to give to the conception of Becoming
a foim in which it admits of being applied to the Real. In seeking

to do so we were led to think that the connexion between a cause

and its effects must be more than a conditioning of the one by the

other
;

that it must consist in an action on the part of the cause,

or require such an action for its completion. Only thus could it be-

come intelligible that effects, which in a woild of ideas are conse-

quences that follow eternally from their piemisses premisses no less

eternally thinkable, should hi the world of reality sometimes occur,

sometimes not Many and various have been the views, as the history

of Philosophy shows, which have been successively called forth by
the need of supplying this complement to the idea of cause and by
the difficulty of doing so without contradiction. Many of them, how-

ever, are for us already excluded, now that it becomes our turn to

make the same attempt, by the preceding considerations:

50. In the first place we meet at times with a disposition no

longer indeed admitted among men of science but still prevalent in

the untutored thoughts of mankind to ascribe the nature and reality

of a consequent wholly and exclusively to some one being, which is

supposed to be the cause, the single cause, of the newly appearing
event. The unreasonableness of this view is easily evinced* It con-

denses all productive activity into a single element of reality, while at

the same time it deems it necessary that the results of the activity

should be exhibited in certain other elements, which stand to the

exclusively causal element in the relation of empty receptacles for

effects with the form and amount of which they have nothing to d&
As we have already seen, everything which we can properly call a;

receptivity consists, not in an absence of any nature of a thing's own,
but in the active presence of determinate properties, which alone,

make it possible for the receptive element to take up into itself the!
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impiessions tendered to it and to conveit them into states of its own.

Deprived of these qualities or condemned to a constant inability of

asserting them, the elements in which the oidmance of the active

cause is supposed to fulfil itself, would contribute no more to its

realisation by then existence than by their non-existence. Instead of

something being wrought by the cause, it would rather be created by
it in that peculiai sense in which, according to a common but singular

usage, we talk of a creation out of nothing. I call it a singular usage
because we should piopcily speak simply of cieation, to which we

might add, merely in the way of negation, that the creation does not

take place out of anything in particular. Trained by experience,

however, to look upon new states meiely as changes of what is

already in existence, our imagination in this case gives an affirmative

meaning even to the c

nothing
'

as the given material out of which

something previously unreal is fashioned.

The same cxttaordinary process is repealed in that manner of con-

ceiving the action of a cause of which I have just spoken. The sup-

position is allowed to stand of things which the active cause requires

in order to fulfil its active impulse in them : but as these according
to the conception in question contribute nothing to the nature of the

new event, they are in fact inoiely empty images which serve to meet

the requirements of our mental vision. They represent imaginary

scenes upon which an act, wholly unconditioned by these scenes of

its exhibition, originates, out of nothing and in nothing, some new

reality, I leserve the question whether this conception of creation

admits any application at all and, if so, in what case. It is certainly

inapplicable in studying the course of the alieacly existing universe ;

inapplicable when the fact that requires explanation is this, that indi-

vidual things in their changing states determine each other's be-

haviour. Were it possible for one of these finite elements, A or B9 to

realise its will, a or ft in other elements after this creative manner,

without fuitherance or hindrance from the co-operation of any nature

which these other elements have of their own, there would be nothing

to decide upon the conflicting claims which any one of these omni-

potent beings might make on any other. The ordinances, a or or y,

would be realised, with equal independence of all conditions, in all

beings C9 D, 2 This notion, if it were possible to carry it out in

thought, would at any rate not lead to the image of an ordered course

Of jibe universe, in which under definite conditions different elements

art liable to different incidents, while other incidents remain impos-

sible to them, Any assumption that A or J5 can only give reality to
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its command upon C or Dt not upon E or F> would force us back

upon the conception that C orD are not only different from E andF9

but that in viitue of their own nature they are joint conditions of the

character and reality of the new occunence, which we previously

regaided as due to a manifestation of power on one side only, to a

single active cause.

51. Natural science, so long as it maintains its scientific character

is constrained by experience to recognise this state of the case. It

has reduced it to the foimula that every natural action is a reciprocal

action between a plurality of elements. It was apt to be thought,

however, that the proposition in this foim expressed a peculiarity of

natural processes, and it was a service rendered by Herbart to point

out its universal validity as a principle of Metaphysics in his doctrine

that every action is due to several causes. Though these things aie

ultimately self-evident, the mere establishment of a more exact

phraseology calls for some enquiry. In the first place Reasons l and

Causes a will have to be distinguished more precisely than is done in

ordinary speech. By
'

causes/ consistently with the etymology of the

Geiman term *

Ursache,' we understood all those real things of which

the connexion wilh each other a connexion that lemains to be

brought about leads to the occurrence of facts that were not pre-

viously present. The complex of these new facts we call the effect,

in Geiman 'Wirkung' an ambiguous term which we shall employ
to indicate not the productive process but only the result produced.
Wherever it shall appear necessary and admissible to take notice of'

this distinction, we shall reserve the infinitive
' Wirken

*
to express the

former meaning. The * Reason ' on the other hand is neither a thing

nor a single fact
8
3 but the complex of all relations obtaining between

things and their natures; lelations from which the character of the

supervening effect is deducible as a logically necessary consequence.
Now just because we do not think of the new event as issuing from

a creative activity independent of conditions, the explanation of, any
effect would require us, besides assigning the causes (Ursachen) to show
the reason (Grund) which entitles the causes to be causes of just this

effect and no other. Further, just because seveial constituents of this

reason (Grund) are not merely given as possible in thought, but are

embodied or realised in the form of real properties of real things and
of actually subsisting relations between them, the consequence does

not merely remain one logically necessary which we should be en-

titled to postulate, but becomes a postulate fulfilled, an actual effect

1
[' Crunde.'] [< Ursache.']

>
['
Nicht Ding noch Sache.']
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instead of an unreal necessity of thought. Finally, observation con-

vinces us that things, without changing their nature, yet sometimes do,

sometimes do not, exercise their influence on each other. It appears
therefore that it is not the relations of similarity

1 or contrast between

the things relations which upon comparison of their natures would

always be found the same that qualify them to display their pro-
ductive activity, but that, as a condition of this activity, there must

besides supervene a variable relation, C. I reserve the question

whether we are right in thinking of this relation as other than one of

those included in what we meant to be understood by the complete
Reason (Grund) of the effect. A doubt being possible on this point,

which will demand its own special investigation, we will provisionally

conform to the ordinary way of looking at the matter and speak of C
as the condition of the actual production of the effect a condition

which is something over and above the Reason (Grund) that deter-

mines the form of the ensuing effect.

52. According to this usage of terms the causes (Ursachen) of a

gunpowder-explosion are two things or facts, viz. the powder A and

the heated body which forms the spark JB. The condition, C, of their

action upon each other is presented to us in this case as their

approximation or contact in space. The reason (Grand) of the effect

lies in this, that the heightened temperature and the espansiveness of

the gaseous elements condensed in the powder are the two premisses

from which there arises for these elements a necessity of increase in

their volume as effect. The final question, how in this case the

efficient act takes place, we do not profess to be able to answer. Of

whatever conjecture as to the nature of heat we may avail ourselves

for the purpose, we find it impossible in the last resort to state how it

is that the heightened temperature operates in bringing about in the

expansive materials the movement of dilatation which they actually

undergo. It is only the effect, the result brought about, which in this

case is not a motionless state but itself a movement, that is open to

our observation*

In one respect this instance is unsatisfactory. In the case supposed
we have no experience as to what becomes of the spark which was

supposed to form one of the two causes of the total event. If on the

other hand we throw a red-hot body, ff, into some water, A, we
notice, over and above the sudden conversion of water into steam,

which fo thi$ instance corresponds to the explosion of the powder in

tlw otiwr, the change which B has undergone. Lowered in its tern*

''

'>,

!

,

'

,

*
['AehnHchkeif]
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perature, perhaps with its structure shattered, or itself dissolved in what

is left of the water, there lemains what was previously the heated body.

Thus even the effect in this case consists of several different changes

which are shared by the different concrete causes (Ursachen) that have

been brought into contact Finally, since the evaporating water dis-

sipates itself in the air, leaving behind it the cooled motionless body,

that contact between the two which previously foimed the condition

of their effect upon each other, has changed into a new relation in

space between the altered bodies. Combining all these circumstances,

we may say that, where a definite relation, C, gives occasion to an

exercise of reciprocal action between the things A and J&, A passes

into a, JB into & and C into y.

53. The particular forms and values which these tiansitions A af

B p, C y, take in individual cases, can only be detei mined by so

many special investigations, and these would be beyond the province

of Metaphysics. Even the task of merely showing that all kinds of

causation adjust themselves in general to the formula just given would

be one of inoidmate length, and must be left to be completed by the

attentive reader. The only point which I would bring into relief is

this, that alike the contributions which the several 'causes '(Ursachen)
make to the form of the effect, and the changes which they themselves

undergo through the process of producing it, admit of variation in a

very high degree. In view of this variety the usage of speech has

created many expressions for states of the case, of which the distinc-

tion is well-founded and valuable for the collective estimate of the

impoHance of what takes place but which do not exhibit any distinc-

tions that aie fundamental in an ontological sense. If chstic bodies,

meeting, exchange their motions with each other wholly or in part,

we have no doubt about the necessity of regarding both as meta-

physically equivalent causes of this result They both contribute

alike, though in different measure, to determine the form of the result,

and the effect produced visibly divides itself between the two*

It is otherwise in the instance of the exploding powder. Here

everything that conditions the foim of the result appears to He on cue

side, viz* in the powder, in the capability of expansion possessed by
the elements condensed in it The spark contributes nothing but an,

ultimate complementary condition the high temperature, namely
which is the occasion of an actual outburst on the part of the pre-

viously existing impulse to expansion, but which would not be qualified

to supply the absence of that impulse. For this reason we look upon
these two causes of the effect in different lights. It is not indeed as

VOJC*. L H
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if, in accordance with the reason given, we assigned the designation
* cause

'

par excellence to the powder. On the contrary this designation

is assigned by ordinary usage rather to the spark, which alone pre-

sents itself to our sensuous apprehension as the actively supervening

element in contrast with the expectant attitude of the powder. But

this usage at least we are ready to modify \^hen we enter upon a more

scientific consideration of the case ;
we then treat the spark as merely

an occasional cause which helps an occurrence, for which the prelimi-

naries were otherwise prcpaicd, actually to happen. Though it is

undoubtedly important, however, to note that peculiarity of the case

which is indicated by the cxpicssion 'occasional cause/ yet from the

ontological point of view the spark, even in its character as occasional

causCj falls completely under the same conception of cause under

which we subordinate the powder. For whatever tendency to expan-

sion we may ascrilxs to the elements united in the powder, taken by

itself this merely suffices to maintain the piescnt state of things. It

is only the introduction of a heightened temperature that produces

the necessity of explosion The 'occasional cause* therefore brings

about this result, not in the sense of giving to an event, for which the

reason (Giuiul) was completely constituted, but which still delayed to

happen, the impulse which projected it into reality, but in the sense

of being the last step in the completion of that 'reason* of the event

which was incompletely constituted before. Similar reflections will

have to be made in all those cases where one 'cause* seems only to

remove a hindrance which impedes the other causes in actually bring-

ing about an effect for which the preliminary conditions are completely

provided by them. The setting aside of an obstruction can only be

understood as the positive completion of that which the obstruction

served to cancel in the complete
* Reason.

1

Phenomena such as occur in the processes of life call for still

ftarthcr distinctions of this kind. The same occasional causes, Light,

Warmth, and Moisture, excite the seeds of different plants to quite

different developments. In whatever amounts we combine these ex-

ternal forces, though we may easily succeed in destroying the power of

germination in any given seeds, we never succeed in eliciting different

kinds of plants from them. The same rcmatk applies to the behaviour

of living things at a later stage, when fully formed. The form of

action which they exhibit, upon occasion being given from without, ia

determined by their own organization, and we look upon

J tto <>cewioofcl causes in this case as mere stimuli^ necessary and fitted

to excite or, check reactions of which the prior conditions are present

but ^ith no further influence on the form which
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the reactions lake. I do not pause to correct any inexactness that

may be found in this last expression, nor do I repeat remarks which I

have previously made and which would be applicable 'here. It is

enough to say that, in a natural history of the vaiious forms which

the process of causation may assume, all those that have been just

referred to, as well as many others, fully deserve to be distinguished

by designations of their own and to have their peculiarity exhibited in

full relief. It is the office of ontology, on the contrary, to hold fast

the general outline of the relation of reciprocal action, in respect of

which none of these forms contain any essential difference. In the

view of ontology all causes of an effect are just as necessary to its pro-

duction the one as the other. However great or small the share may
be which each of them has in determining the form of the effect, no

one of them will be wholly without such a share. Each of them is a

contribution without which the complete 'reason' (Grund) of the

actual effect cannot be constituted. No one of them serves as a mere

means of converting into fact a possibility already, without it, com-

pletely determined in kind and quantity. It is exclusively with this

ontological equivalence of the manifold causes of a fact that we are*

here concerned. It will only be at a later stage that it will become

necessary to refer to those other characteristics of the causal relation

of which the existence might even at this stage easily be established

by the farther consideration of the instances already given. Such

would be the fact that the effect produced does not attach itself ex-

clusively to any one of the co-operative causes but rather distributes

itself among them all, and, finally, the change, after the resulting action

has been exerted, of the relation which served to initiate it,

54. After all these remarks, however, the proper object of enquiry

has still been left untouched. How is this relation C> of which the

establishment was necessary to elicit the effect, to be understood

metaphysically? The need in which this question stands of special

consideration is most readily apprehended if we transfer ouraelve*

to the ontological position of Herbart His theory started expwsty
from the supposition of a complete mutual independence on the part

of the real Beings, of their being unconcerned with any Relation.

If it allows the possibility of their falling into relations with each

other, the readiness to make this admission rests simply on the sup-

position that they remain unaffected by so doing. At the same time

this metaphysical theory recognises a relation, under the name of the

coexistence 1 of the real Beings, which does away with their complete
1
['Zusammen,' lit.

*

together*']

H 2
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indifference towaids each other, and compels them to acts of mutual

disturbance and of self-maintenance.

In what, however, does this 'coexistence/ so pregnant with con-

sequences, consist? So long as we confine oui selves to purely

ontological consideiations, we can find in this expiession merely that

indication of a postulate, not the indication of that by which this

postulate is fulfilled. The 'coexistence
1

is so far nothing but that

relation, as yet completely unknown, of two real Beings, upon the

entiy of which their simple qualities can no longei remain unaffected

by each other but are compelled to asseit an active reciprocal in-

fluence. Thus understood, let us call the 'coexistence
1

r. The
tcim 'coexistence/ howcvci, with its spatial associations, having once

been chosen for this Quac\jtum, appears to have been the only source

of Herbart's cosmological conviction that, as a self-evident tiuth, the

only form in which the ontologicai
*
coexistence

'

r, the condition of

efficient causation, can occur in the woild, is that of coincidence in

space. At least I do not find any further proof of the title to hold

that the abstract metaphysical postulate r admits of realisation in

this and in no other imaginable
* form. I shall have occasion below

to express an opinion against the material tiulh of this assumption ;

against the importance thus attached to contact in space as a con-

dition of the exeition of physical action, lleie we may very well

concede the point to the common opinion, if appeal is made to

the many instances 'in which, as a matter of fact, the appioximatiou

of bodies to each other presents itself to us as a necessary pre-

liminary to their action upon each other. Assuming, then, that con-

tact can be shown universally to bo an indispensable preliminary

condition of physical action, even then we should only have dis-

covered or conjectured the empirical form C under which as a matter

of fact that metaphysical r, the tiuc ground of all physical action,

presents itself in the world* The question would remain as to the

law which entitles this connexion in space to make that possible

and necessary which would not occur without it.

We are all at times liable to the temptation of taking that in the last

resort to explain itself, of which continued observation has presented

us with frequent instances. It cannot, therefore, be matter of surprise

to me if younger and consequently keener intellects undertake to

teach me that in tins case I do not understand myself. Whatever my
error may be, I cannot get rid of it. I must repeat that, so far as

I Cftn *ee there is no such inner connexion between the conception

,

,

l
[* AnachtuHch/]
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of contact in space and that of mutual action as to make it self-

evident that one involves the other. Granted that two Beings, A and

3) are so independent of each other, so far removed from any mutual

relation that feach could maintain its complete existence without regard

to the other, as it were m a world of its own ; then, though it may be

easy to picture the two as '

coexisting
'

in the same point of a space,

it seems to me impossible to show that for this reason alone the

indifference to each other must disappear. The external union of

their situations which we present to our mind's eye must remain for

them as unessential as previously every other relation was. Inwardly

their several natures continue alien to each other, unless it can be

shown that this
' coexistence

'

in space, C\ is more than a * coex-

istence' in space, that it includes precisely that metaphysical co-

existence, which renders the Beings that would otherwise be self-

sufficing, susceptible and receptive towards each other. Not believing

myself in the coirectness, as a matter of fact, of this theory of contact,

I have naturally no reason to attempt such a proof, which, moreover,

would carry us prematurely beyond the province of ontology. As a

question of ontology, it only remains to ask what the r is, i. e. what

is the condition which we must suppose fulfilled, if in any relation Ct

whether it be out of contact in space or of some wholly different

form, we suppose things previously indifferent to each other to

become subject to the necessity of having respect to each other and

of each ordering its states according to the states of the other. This

question is the starting-point of the various views that have been held

on the problem, how one thing comes to act on another. None of

them could avoid enquiring for a mode of transition of some sort or

other from the state which is not one of coexistence to one that is so.

It is according as they claim to have discovered the mode of transi*

lion or to be entitled to deny that there is any such transition, that they

have resulted in notably divergent conceptions of the course of the

universe.

65. The transfer of an influence, E> is the process by which accord-

ing to the common view it is sought to explain the excitement of

Things, previously unaffected by each other, to the exercise of their

active force: and the process is generally conceived in a one-

sided way as ah emanation proceeding from an active Being only,

and directed upon a passive Being. That this representation only

serves to indicate the fact of which an explanation is sought, becomes

at once apparent if we attempt to define the proper meaning and

nature of that to which, under the figurative name of influence, we
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ascribe that transition from the one Being to the other. Only one

supposition would make the matter perfectly clear ; the supposition,

namely, that this E \\hich makes the transition is a Thing, capable of

independent reality, which detaches itself from its formfci connexion

with A and enters into a similar or different connexion with some-

thing else B. But precisely in this case unless something further

supervened, theie would be no implication of that action of one thing on

another, which it is sought to render intelligible. If a moist body A,

becoming diy itself, makes a dry body B, moist, it is the palpable water

E which here effects this tiansition. If, howcvei, what we under-

stood by moibture was mciely the piesence of this water, at the end

of the transition neithei A nor B would have undergone a change of

its own nature, such a change as it was our object to bring under the

conception of an effect attained by an active cause. The transition

itself is all that has taken place.

Tme, the withdrawal of the watci alters the drying body, its ac-

cession alters the body that becomes moist. The connexion between

the minutest particles changes as the liquid forces its way among
them* As they aie forced asundci, they foim a larger volume and

the connexion between them Incomes tougher, while the drying

body becomes more brittle as it shrinks in extent. These aie effects

of the kind which we wish to understand, but the supposed transition

of the water does not suffice for their explanation. After the water

has reached its new position in the second body 7?, the question

arises completely anew what the influence is which, so placed, it is

able to exercise an influence such that the constituents of B are

compelled to alter their relative positions. In like manner the ques-

tion would arise how the removal of the water from A could become

for this body a rcanon for the reversal of its properties. This illus-

/ tration will be found universally applicable. Wherever an element E>

\
capable of independent motion, pusses from A to B thus in all

cases where we observe what can propeily be called a ' causa transiens*

there universally this transition is only piclirninary to the action 1 of

one body on another. This action follows the transition, beginning

in a manner wholly unexplained only when the transition is com*

pletcd, Nor would it be of the slightest help if, following a common

, tendency of th<? imagination, we tried to sublimate the traiiseunt ele-

ment into something more subtle than a '

thing.
1

Whatever spiritual

,

. ttotttyt we might suppose to radiate from A to J?, at the end of its

ft would indeed be in J3, but the question how, being
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it might begin to exert its action upon constituents different from it,

would recur wholly unanswered.

56. This difficulty suggests the next transformation of the com-

mon view. Instead of the causative thing (Ursache), we suppose a

force, an action, or a state, E, to pass from A to B* We may sup-

pose these various expressions, which are to some extent ambiguous,

to have so fai a clear notion attached to them that they denote some-

thing else than a thing. They thus avoid the question how the

thing acts on other things after its transition has been effected. But

in that case they are liable to the objection, familiar to the old Meta-

physic :
e attnbuta non separantur a substantiis.* No state, E9 can so

far detach itself from the Thing A, of which it was a state, as to subsist

even for an infinitesimal moment between A and B, as a state of

neither, and then to unite itself with B in order to become its state.

The same remark would apply if that which passed from AloJ?
were supposed, by a change of expression, to be an action, and thus

not a state but an event. No event can detach itself from the A,
in a change of which it consists, and leave this A unchanged behind

it in order to make its way independently to B. According to this

conception of it, so far as it is a possible conception at all, the action

thus supposed to transfer itself would simply be the whole process of

efficient causation which it is the problem to explain, not a con-

dition, in itself intelligible, which would account for the result being

brought about.

And after all these inadmissible representations would not even

bring the advantage they were meant to bring. As in regard to the

transition of independent causative things, so in regard to the transi-

tion of the state or event JS from A to B the old question would

recur. Granting that E could separate itself from A, what gave it its

direction at the particular moment to Bt
rather than to C ? If we as-

surae that A has given it this direction, we presuppose the same

process of causative action as taking place between A and JS for

which we have not yet found an intelligible account as taking place

between A and JS. Nor is this all. Since it will not be merely on
B and C9 but presumably on many other Beings that A will put
forth its activity, we shall have to ask the further question what it it

that at a given moment determines A to impart to JS the direction

towards B and not towards , or towards C and not towards B. An
answer to this question could only be found in the assumption that

already at this moment A is subject to some action of , and not at

the same time to any action of C, and that there thus arises in it tbo
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counter-action, in the exercise of which it now enjoins upon E the

transition to B and not to C. Thus for the second time we should

have to presuppose an action which we do not undei stand before we
could piesent to ourselves so much as the possibility of that con-

dition which is no more than the preliminary to a determinate action.

Finally it is important to zealise how completely impossible is the

innocent assumption that the tiansferred -S'will all of a sudden be-

come a state of B> when once it has completed its journey to B.

Had this homeless state once anived at the metaphysical place which

J3 occupies, it would indeed be theic, but what would follow from

that? Not even that it would icmain there. It might continue its

mysterious journey to infinity and, as it was once a no-man's state, so

remain. For the mcie purpose of keeping it in its course, we must
make the yet further supposition of an arresting action of B upon it.

And given this singular notion, it would still be a long way to the

consequence that K, being an independent state, not belonging to

anything in particular, should not only somehow attach itself to the

equally independent being B> but should become a state of this B
itself, an affection or change of /?. Those accumulated difficulties

make it clear that the coming to pass of a causative action can never

be explained by the tian&fer of any influence, but that what we call

such a transfer is nothing but a designation of that which has taken

place in the still unexplained process of causation or which may be

regarded as its result.

57. Apart from its being wholly unfruitful, the view of which we
have been speaking has become positively mischievous through pre-

judices which very naturally attach themselves to it. It treats the

'transmitted effect K as one ready-made, and merely notices the

change on the pait of the things of which incidentally it becomes a

state. No doubt there is a tacit expectation that, upon its being
carried over to J), many further incidents will there follow in its train

of which no more explicit account is taken. But in order that the

view may have any sort of clearness, it must in any case assume that

JB will afford to #on its arrival the same possibility of reception and of

4 -existence in, it which was offered it by A. There thus arise jointly the

\
notions that the effect rwuat be the precise counterpart of its cause or at

least resemble 1
it, and that all beings, between which a reciprocal action

)te to be possible, must be qualified for it by homogeneity of nature,

'
[' (Hatch ooter doch ahnlich win mUfise,' Cp. note on *

Gleichheit,' 19 rapra,
,

'

. Sact. 59 make* it clew that the term '

gleich' does not merely refer to the alleged

*sr*4#(p rf c*uw *d effect]
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Our previous considerations compel us to contradict these
Nflfryfrjiy*

every point. No thing is passive or receptive in the sense of its being

possible for it to take to itself any ready-made state from without

as an accession to its nature. Foi everything which is supposed to

arise in it as a state, there is some essential and indispensable co-

operating condition in its own nature. Jt is only jointly with this

condition that an external impact can form the sufficient reason which

determines the kind and form of the resulting change. So long as

there is speaking generally a certain justification, owing to that pecu-

liarity of the cases contemplated which we mentioned above, for

treating one thing A par excellence as the cause, a second B as the

sustamer of the effect or as the scene of its manifestation, in such

cases we shall even find that the form of the effect produced by A

depends in quite a preponderating degree on the natuie of the B,

which suffers it. It is only to forms of occurrence which are pos-

sible and appropiiate to this its nature that B allows itself to be con-

stiained by exteinal influences. It is little more than the deter-

mination of the degrees in which these occurrences are to present

themselves that is dependent on corresponding varieties in the ex-

ternal exciting causes. This is the case not only with living beings,

but with inanimate bodies. Upon one and the same blow one

changes its form yieldingly, another splits into fragments, a third falls

into continuous vibrations, some explode. What each does is
the|

consequence of its completely determinate stiucture and constitution!

upon occasion of the outward excitement.

This being so, if it is improper to speak of a transmission of a

ready-made effect, it is still moie so to speak of a universal identity

in kind and degree
1 of cause with effect. It would in itself be an

inexactness, to begin with, to try to establish an equation between the
'
cause

'

(Ursache), which is a Thing, and the effect which is a state;

or an occurrence. All that could be attempted would be to maintain

that what takes place in the one 'cause* considered as active id

identical with that which will take place in the other considered *,$

passive; or, to put the proposition more correctly, considering the

number of objects which are equally entitled to be causes, each

will produce in the other the same state in which it was itself. Ex-

pressed in this form, we might easily be misled into looking upott it

as in fact a universal truth. The science of mechanics, at least, in

the distribution of motions from one body to another, puts a number
of instances at command which would admit of being reduced to this

1
[ Gleichheit,' v. note on p. 104.]
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point of view and which might awaken the conjecture that other

occurrences of a different kind would upon investigation be found

explicable in the same way. Against this delusion I must recall the

previous expression of my conviction ;
that even in cases where as a

matter of fact a perfectly identical reciprocal action, Z, is exercised

between A and B> it yet cannot arise in the way of a transmission of

a ready-made state, Z\ that what takes place in A and is even in

these cases always the pioduction anew of a 2T, conformably with the

necessity with which Z under die action ofB arises out of the nature

of A, and under the action of A aiises out of the nature of JB
; that,

while it is a possible case, which our theory by no means excludes,

that these two actions should be the same ; their equality is not a

universal condition which we arc to consider in the abstract as essen-

tial to the occurrence of any reciprocal action.

58. The fatal en or, on which we have been dwelling, is not one to

be lightly passed over. The conviction must be established that of

the alleged identity between cause and effect nothing is left but the

more general truth with which we are familiar. This truth is that

the natures of the Things which act on each other, the inner states in

which for the moment they happen to be and the exact relation

which prevails between them that all this foims the complete
1 reason

* from which the resulting effect as a whole issues. Even

that this consequence is containtd in its reason is more than we should

be entitled to say, unless we at least conceive as immediately involved

in the nature of the things and already in living operation those

highest grounds of determination, according to which it is decided

what consequence shall follow from what reason in the actual world.

And this tacit completion of our thought would emphatically not lead

back to the view whicli we are here combating. For of what is con-

tained in those highest conditions which determine what shall

emanate from what, in the actual world, as consequent from cause or

reason, we have not in fact the knowledge which we might here be

inclined to claim. There is nothing to warrant the assurance that it

is exclusively by general laws, the same in innumerable instances of

their application, that to each state of fects, as it may at any time

Startd, the new slate, which is to be its consequence, is adjusted. It

is an assurance in which the wish is father to the thought It

paturally arises out of our craving for knowledge, for it is doubtless

'

oaty upon this supposition that any consequence can be derived

analytically from its 'reason' or be understood as an instance of a
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But what is there to exclude 'in limine* the other possibility; that

some one plan, which in the complex of reality only once completes

itself and nowhere hovers as a universal law over an indefinite

number of instances, should assign to each state of facts that con-

sequence which belongs to it as a further step in the realisation of

this one history so belongs to it, howevci, but once at this definite

point of the whole, never again at any other point ? On that suppo-

sition indeed our knowledge would no longer confront reality with

the proud feeling that it can easily assign its place to everything that

occurs in it, as a known instance of general laws, and can prede-

termine analytically the consequence which must attach to it* The

series of events would unfold itself for us synthetically; an object of

wondering contemplation and experience, but not an object of actual

understanding till we should have appiehended the meaning of the

whole, as distinguished from that which icpeats itself within the whole

as a geneial mode of connexion between its several members.

60. We will not, however, pursue these ultimate thoughts. I

merely hint at them here in oider to dislodge certain widely- spread

prejudices from their resting-place, but cannot now work ilium out.

We will take it for granted that every effect in the world admits of
'

being apprehended in accordance with the requirements of know*

ledge as the conclusion of a syllogism, in which the collective data of

a special case serve as minor premiss to a major premitm formed by
a general law. Even on this supposition it would still be an ua*

warrantable undertaking to seek to limit the content of that general

law itself and that relation between its constituent members which in

supposed to serve as a model for the connexion between the facist

given in the minor premiss. Supposing this content of the law to be

symbolised by a-j-0==/; we are not to go out for ever attempting
1 to

deduce the title of a+0 to be accepted as the reason of/ from higher

and more general laws. Each of these higher laws which we might
have reached would repeat the same form ^-f fyss/i and would com*

pel us at last to the confession that while undoubtedly a conception
of the individual admits of being derived analytically from the general,

the most general laws are given synthetic relations of reason and con*

sequent, which we have simply to recognise without in turn making
their recognition dependent on the fulfilment of any conditions

whatever. No doubt, in the plan of the world as a whole these given
relations are not isolated, unconnected, data. Any one who was able

to apprehend and express this highest idea would find them bound

together, not indeed necessarily by a logical connexion ; bat by an
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aesthetic necessity and justice. From finite knowledge this actual

system of reality is hidden. It has no standard at command for

deciding with what combination a+j8 this system associates a con-

sequenceft
to -what other combination a^fa it forbids eveiy con-

sequence. In judging of particular phenomena the natuial sciences

confoim to this sound principle. It is to expenence alone that they
look for enlightenment as to all those simplest and most primary
modes of action of bodies upon each other, to which by way of ex-

planation they reduce the individual characteristics of the given cases.

This makes us \vondci the moie at the geneial inclination to ven-

ture recklessly, just at this most decisive point, upon an a priori

proposition of a kind fiom which science would shrink if it were a

question of the primary laws of matter and motion, and to make the

possibility of any icciprocal action depend on identity of kind and

degree
1
, comparability or likenoss on the part of the agents between

which it is to take place. Where this identity really exists, it does

not help to explain anything neither the nature of the effect nor the

manner in which it is hiought about. For our minds, no doubt, a

and upon coming together foim the sum 20, but how they would

behave hi reality whethei one would add itself to the other, whether

they would fuse with each other, would cancel, or in some way alter

each other is what no one can conjecture on the giound of this

piecisc likeness between thorn. As little can we conjecture why
they should act upon each other at all and not remain completely
indifferent In npitc of this likeness they were, on the supposition,

two mutually independent things before they came together. Why
their likeness 1 should compel them to become susceptible to each

other's influence is far less immediately intelligible than it would be

that difference and opposition should have this effect. These at

least imply a demand for an adjustment to be effected by a new event,

whereas from an existing likeness the absence of any reciprocal

action would seem the thing to be naturally looked for. Such con-

siderations however simply settle nothing. All that we can be certain

of is the complete groundlessness of every proposition which connects

the possibility of reciprocal action, between things with any other

homogeneity on the part of the things than that which is guaranteed

by the fact of this reciprocal action, To connect the reciprocal action

with /5& homogeneity is an identical proposition. #*the things act

upon, and are affected by, each other, they have just this in common
that they fall under the conception of substance, of which the essence

V v, note on ( tf,
<

Equity
'

would not wit the argument hrej
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is determined merely by these two predicates. But there is no other

obligation to any further unifoimity on theii part in order to their

admitting of subsumption under this conception of substance.

60. There have been two directions in which the mischievous

influence of the prejudices we have been combating has chiefly

asserted itself. One of its natural consequences was the effort to

reduce whatever happens to a single common denomination, to

discover perhaps in spatial motion, at present, for instance, in the

favourite foim of vibration, not one kind of event, but that m which

all events, as such, consist ;
the primary piocess, variations of which

none of them being more than variations in quantity had not only

to afford to all other events, differing in kind and form, the occasions

for their occurrence, but to produce them as far as possible entiiely

out of themselves, as an accession to their own being, though indeed

an unintelligible one. This impoverishment of the universe, by le-

ducuon of its whole many-coloured course to a mere distribution of

a piocess of occurrence which is always identical, was in fact scarcely

avoidable if every effect in respect of all that it contained was to be

the analytical consequence of its presuppositions. It is enough heie

to have raised this preliminary protest against the ontological prin-

ciples on which this reduction is founded. Theie will be occasions

later for enlaiging further upon the objections to it.

The other equally natural consequence of the prejudice in question

was the offence taken at the manifold variety in the natures of things.

This has been at the bottom of views now prevalent on many ques-

tions, and especially on that of the xeciprocal action between soul and

body. On this point ancient philosophy was aheady under the in-

fluence of the mibleading view. That 1
like can only be known by

like was an established superstition to which utterance had been given

before the relation of causality and reciprocal action became an object

of enquiry in its more general aspect. What truth there may be in

this ancient view is one of the questions that must be deferred for

special investigation ;
but I can scarcely pass it over at once, for do ,

I not already hear* the appeal, *If the eye were not of the nature of?

the sun, how could it behold the light
a
?' But the finest verses do

{

'

not settle any metaphysical question, and this greatly misapplied;

utterance of Goethe's is not an exception. To the logical analyst, ia'>

search for clearness, it conveys another impression than to the sensi~

1
['Gleidx']

*
['
War nicht das Attge sonnenhaft

Wie koiinte c& das Licht erblicken*' Zahme Xenien IV.]
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bility that demands to be excited. It is not the eye at all that sees

the sun : the soul sees it Nor is it the sun that shines, but the seen

image
1
, present only in the soul, that yields to the soul the beautiful

impression of illumination. Light in that sense in which it really

issues from the sun the systematic vibratory motions of the ether

we do not see at all, but there supervenes upon it owing to the nature

of our soul the new phenomenon, wholly incomparable with it, of

luminous clearness. What confiimation then could there be in Goethe's

inspired lines foi the assumption that like can only be known by like,

kin by kin? To the poet it is no rcpioach that he should have seized

and expicsscd a general truth of gieat interest in a beautiful form,

though the persuasive force of that form of expression lies less in its

exactness than in the seductive presentation to the mind's eye of a

fascinating image. Perhaps this, poet's privilege has been somewhat

too freely used in these chaiming veises, of which the matter is false

in every single fibre ; but wo must candidly confess what we all feel,

that at all events they express forcibly and convincingly the pregnant

thought of a universal mutual relativity which connects all things in

the world, and among them the knowing spirit with the object of its

knowledge, and which is neither loss real nor less important if it is

not present in the limited and onc-siiled foim of a homogeneity of

essence. The tiuth on the contrary is that there is no limit to the

possible number and variety of the ties constituted by this relativity,

by the mutual susceptibility and reciprocal action of things. The

metaphysician, who stands up for this wealth of variety against every

levelling prejudice which would attenuate it without reason, is cer-

tainly in deeper sympathy with the spirit of the great poet than are

those who use this utterance, itself open to some objection, as a

witness in favour of a wholly objectionable scientific mistake*

61, So much by way of digression. Let us return to the object

before us. It was impossible, we found, in the case of two causes

operating on each other, to represent anything as passing from each

to the other which would explain their reciprocal influence. Yet

it appeared to be only under this condition that* the conception of

causal action was applicable. The only alternative left, therefore, is

to tender the course of the universe explicable, without presupposing

thi& impossible action,

The first attempt in this direction is the doctrine of Occasionalism

*
[I know of no other word than '

image
'

by which ' Bild
'
con here bft rendered,

fctt it mutt be unctcntood that no meaning of '/*&WM' attaches to the word fa
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the doctrine which would tieat a relation C arising between A and B
only as the occasion upon which in A and JB, without any mutual

influence of the two upon each other, those changes take place into

a and ft which we commonly ascribe to reciprocal action between

them. In this simple form there would be little in the doctrine to

excite our attention. It is easy to see that an occasion which cannot

be used is no occasion. But in order to be used, it must be observable

by those who are to make use of it. IfA and B, upon an occasion C,

are to behave otherwise than they would have done upon an occasion

y, they must already in case C be otherwise affected than they would

have been in case y. That this should be so is only thinkable on

supposition that some action, wherever it may have come from, has

already taken effect upon them. The occasion, accordingly, which

was to make it possible for the active process to be dispensed with,

presupposes it on the contrary as having already taken place. Other-

wise die occasion could not serve as an occasion for a further reaction.

Occasionalism therefore cannot be accepted as a metaphysical theory.

The notion that it can is one that has only been ascribed to me by a

misinterpretation which I wish expressly to guard against. As I re-

marked above, I can only regard 'Occasionalism' as a precept of

Methodology, which for the purpose of definite enquiries excludes an

insoluble question one at any rate which docs not press for a solu-

tion in order to concentrate effort upon the only attainable, or only

desirable, end. If it is a question of the reciprocal action between

soul and body, it is of importance to investigate the particular spiritual

processes that are in fact so associated with particular bodily ones

according to generahules that the manifold and complex occurrences,

presented to us by our inner experience, become reducible to simple
fundamental relations, and thus an approximate forecast of the future

becomes possible. On the other hand, it is for this purpose a matter

of indifference to know what are the ultimate means by which the

connexion between the two series of events is brought about. Thus
for this question as to body and soul and it was this that, as a mat-
ter of history, the doctrine of Occasionalism was framed to tneet^it

may be as serviceable as for Physics, which itself is content to enquire
in the first instance into the different modes of connexion between
different things, not into the way in which the connexion

1

is brought
about. Metaphysics, however, having this latter problem for its ex-

press object, cannot be satisfied with passing it over, but must seek

its solution.

62. Meanwhile I may mention a special expression of this view,
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which is not without some plausibility.
'

Why,' it will be asked,
'
if it

is once allowed that the lelation C between A and B is the complete

reason of a definite consequent F9 do we go on to seek for some-

thing ftuther by which the sequence of this consequent is to be con-

ditioned? What power in the woild could there be which would l>e

able to hinder the fulfilment of a universal law of nature, if all con-

ditions are fulfilled to the realisation of which the law itself attaches

the realisation of its consequent?' Such is the argument that will be

used, and it may be supplemented by a previous admission of our

own, that whenever there is an appearance as if the occutrcnce of

a consequent, of which all the conditions are picsent, wcie yet de-

layed, pending a final impulse of realisation, it will always Ix.* found

on closer observation that in fact the sum of conditions was not com-

pleted and that it was for its completion, not for the mere realisation

of something of which the cause was already completely given, that

the missing detail lequired to be added 1
.

This argument, however, is only a new form of an old error, and

our rejoinder can do no moie than repeat what is familiar. The

assertion that there obtains a general law, which not only connoct*

necessary truths with each other but reality with reality, is simply an

expression of the recollection, observation, and expectation that in sill

cases where the condition foiming the hypothesis of the law IKIH been,

is, or will be realised, the event forming its conclusion has occurred,

is occurring, or will occur. We are therefore not entitled to treat the

validity of the law as an independently thinkable fa< t, to which it*

supervening fulfilment attaches itself as a necessary con*uquence.

Rather it is simply the observed 01 expected fulfilment itself, and \v*j

should have to fall back on the barren proposition that wherever the

law fulfils itself it docs fulfil itself, while the question how this result

comes about would remain wholly unanswered. Or, to express the*

same error in another way ;
were we really to conceive the law to to

valid meiely as a law, it would follow that it wad only hypothetical!/

valid, and was not in a state of constant fulfilment : for iu the latter

case it would be no law, but an eternal fact* Even on thin sup|x>,sitiott

it; will only fulfil itself when the conditions involved in ita antecedent,

which form the sole legitimation of its conclusion! have been actually

realised, If then the force compelling the realisation proceeded from

the law, this must be incited to the manifestation of its force by tba

, given case of its application, which implies that it must itnclf to

otherwise affected in that case than in the case where it i not"
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applicable. We should thus be clearly presupposing an action exer-

cised upon the law itself in order, by help of the power of the law, to

dispense with the action of the things upon each other.

If, then, we decide to give up these peculiar views in which the law

is treated as a thing that can act and suffer ;
if we allow that, whatever

be the ordinance of the law, it must always be the things that take

upon themselves to execute it, then A and , at the moment when

they find themselves in the relation C, must be in some way aware of

this fact and must be affected by it otherwise than they would be by

any other relation y, not at present obtaining. The upshot of these

considerations is that neither the validity of a general law nor the

mere subsistence of a relation between two things is enough to ex-

plain the new result thereupon arising without the mediation of some
action. On the contrary, what we call in this connexion the action

supervening in consequence of the relation, is in fact only the reaction

upon another action that precedes it and to which the things had

already been subject from each other. It was our mistake to look

upon this as a relation merely subsisting but not yet operative, a

relation merely introducing and conditioning the causative action.

The recognition of this truth is of fundamental importance. We
shall be often occupied in the sequel with its further exposition.

This preliminary statement of it may serve to throw light on the

complete untenableness of Occasionalism even in this refined form

and to show that it can as little dispense as can any other theory with

the problematical process of causative action, by help of which alone

it can explain how it is that a law is alternately fulfilled and not

fulfilled according as its conditions are fulfilled or no.

63, Another series* of kindred attempts may be grouped under the

name given by Leibnitz to the most elaborate of them, that of the

'Pre-established Harmony/ In laying down the principle that 'the

Monads are without windows/ Leibnitz starts from the supposition of

a relation of complete mutual exclusion between the simply essences

on which he builds his universe. The expression is one that I cannot

admire, because I can find no reason for it, while it summarily excludes

a possibility as to which at any rate a question still remained to be

asked That Monads, the powers of which the world consists, art

not empty spaces which become penetrated by ready-made

through openings that arc left in them, was a truth that did not

explanation, but this proved nothing against the possibility of a less

palpable commerce between them, to which the name 'reciprocal

action
1

might have been fitly applied. It would not therefore hav*

VOL.L l
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caused me any surprise if Leibnitz had employed the same ffyun* in

an exactly opposite way and had taught that the Monads liad windows,

through which their inner states were communicated to each other.

There would not have been less reason, perhaps there would haw
been more, for this assertion than for that which he preferred. To
let that pass, however, when once recipiocal action had been n*jV< ted,

there was nothing left for explanation of the de facto corrcspowlrm'tf

which takes place between the states of things but an uppral in a

higher all-encompassing bond, to the deity which had designed thrir

developments. Before the understanding of God there hovur innu-

merable images of possible worlds: each of them so ordered in the

multitude of its details as is required with consistent necessity by
certain eternal laws of truth, binding for God himself and not alter-

able at his pleasure. In this inner arrangement of each world Goti

can alter nothing. If in the various worlds his wisdom finite

various degrees of perfection, he yet cannot unite their statU'rwl

superiorities into one wholly perfect world. His will cun only gr.vnt

for that one which is relatively most perfect, just as it i, odmtatoti

to reality.

The further elaboration of the doctrine might be looked for tn

either of two different directions. It might have been exacted rfiher

to take the line of confining the original determination to the H'wral
laws governing the world that has been called into cxiMcnir, a*

distinct from the sum of the cases in which those laws may bo applied,
or that of supposing these cases of their application also to have k*tw
once for all irrevocably determined. The first assumption would only
have led back to the embarrassments of Occasionalism Jiut noticed.

Leibnitz decided unhesitatingly for the second Junt as in our first

parents the whole series of descendants is contained, with all <!*<t.til*

of their individuality, with their acts and destinies, m is uvury tutttiral

occurrence, down to the direction which the falling rain-drop ttke*

to-day in the storm, completely predetermined. But thin IN not to to
understood as if the manifold constituent agents of the worlrl by thdir

co-operation at each moment brought about what in contained hi tlio

$ext moment of the world's existence. For each winkle ontftUiwuft
the series of all its states is established from the beginning, ami the
toner developments of all take place after tho manner of a parallel
Independent course, without interference with each other, Th* car*

i^ondence which is nevertheless maintained between them is tta
tmftwJdabte consequence of their first arrangement, if we consider tho
,*orld as a creation of the divine design, or simply their
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chsu actor, if we consicici it merely as au unalterable object of the

divine intellect.

64. This notable theory impresses us in different ways, according
as one or other of its features is put in clearer relief. The docttinc

of a thoiough mutual relation between all elements of the universe,

and the other doctiine of the independence of those elements, are in

it alike carried to a degree of exaggeration at which both conceptions
seem to approach the unintelligible. The whole content of the

Univeise and of its history is supposed to be present to the divine

understanding at one and the same time as a system of elements

mutually and uimlierably conditioned in manifold ways, so that what

appears in time as following an antecedent is not less the condition of

that antecedent than is any antecedent the condition of that which it

precedes. Thus Leilmitz <ould suy that not merely do wind and

waves impel the ship but the motion of the ship is the condition of the

motion of wind imd waves, The immediate consequence of thus

substituting the, connexion of a system of coitohtciit ideas for a

connexion in the way of active causation is to take awty all intelli-

gible
1

meaning from the Rwtlity which God i nupposed to have vouch*

ftufcd to this world, while* he denied it to the other imaginary worlds

wliicii wore prewmt to his intttllucl a* fionsiHtent articulations of what

wan contained in other ideas. The development in time adds nothing
to the eternally predetermined order. It merely presents it as a

wicccflHion. What new relation then to constituted for God or the

world by thin reality, BO that it should count for something more and

letter than the previous presentation of the idea of a world to the

mind of God? It is of no avail to say that then the world was

mcroly thought of, whereas* now it /i. It is not open to us con*

ttiKUmtly with the Hytttem of f-oibnitz, as it might be chtcwhere, simply

to recognise this antithcato as one tiiut is given, however hard to define*

When the ttuppwition it thai of a wine will, which had the alternative

of allowing reality to an idea or of refitting it, the question, what new

Good could arise merely by the realisation of what previously was

pro*mt to Thought, must be plainly answered,

If the artist is not satisfied with the completed image of the work,

which hover* before his mind's eye, but wifthe* to see it in bodily form

with the bodily eye; or if the hearer of a tale betrays his Interest by

enquiring whether it is true; what Is the source of the craving for

totality hi these two coses, which we may compare with the catw in

question ? In the first co*e, 1 think, it is simply this, that there is a

tacit expectation of some growth in the content of the work of art

* *
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arising from its realisation, To walk about in the building as at luully

built is something different from the range of imagination through ili*

details of the plan. Not only the materials of the building, lnt Jin*

world outside it, among the influences of which influence** MttyVt I to

incalculable change the work, when realised, is plurd, CHMIU a

multitude of new impressions, which tho inventive fancy mijjlit ind^-il

hope lor but without being able to cicate the impiesMonK tliciu^'ivcm.

This advantage of realisation is one that Leibnitz could not h,i\v lud

in view since his theory of the Pre-establishmcnt of all th.it is <*on

tained in the world had excluded the possibility of tin) thin/; ti*'W H*

well as the reciprocal action from which atom" an) tiling tn iw i-rull

have issued. The other wish- the wish that u story Iwarrt tn.iy fx*

true or (in other casos) that it may not be trues, arivK from th"

which the heart feels in the depicted relations! of the fijiim**

on the scene. It is not enough that every happy moment of

life should merely be a thought of the Poet and an enjoyment ini*

parted to the hearoV, of which the exhibition of unreal foiins* is the

medium. We wish these forms themselves to live, in ordtr thai it

might be possible for them also to enjoy the good which dditflris u,,

in the imaginary tale. In like manner we console our,M'lvv with thr

unreality of what we hear or read, if we arc distressed by thr itmw**

presented to us of unbappinew or wrong.

This line of thought was not excluded by the conception with whit h

Leibnitz began, but it could only be worked out on our MijijwJtkm,
To give reality to an idea of a world wan only worth doin# if tht> *mn
or the Good was increased by the Hum of those who ttr^ht

independent centres of its enjoyment; if, instead of ili.it *lnVh

the object of God's approval remaining itnply Ilin tlKiught, lib*

beings, of whom the image and conception w<re iiuhul^d in tint

approved plan of a world, were enabled thcnnHtlwH to think it atnl

have experience of it in their lives* I n\scrvi* the f|tu*,*tlrn bow f.*r

this view correspomls with Lcil>nit/ theory, Alien to him it W;N wit,

Something at least analogous to qririttv&I life wan acu:jito| !*y hlm for

whatever reason, as the concrete import of the being which M*
, Monads possessed.

68* This line of thought, however, which alone HMIV* to HIP to

correspond to the notion of an admission to reality of a world

,,
;,

, >f$*0 6Wy present in idea to God, !H carccly coni*tent with tiw

jteti* p*<HM(SLblihmettt of all events. When we turn to the impttauioti*
of wturtl idencc, m find that ft too, if H allows tto iirniiH to it*

principte irf
tttfuiality and donle the t>owMity of any new
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point for events, cannot avoid the conclusion that cvcty detail in the

established course of the univcisc is a neeessaiy consequence of the

past, and ultimately, though this regress can never be completed, of

fcoine state of the universe which it decides to regaid as the primary
state. But it does not take this doctnne to mean that the sum of all

these consequence^ has been fixed in some primary providential

computation. The consequences arc supposed really to come into

being for the first time, and the validity of universal laws is taken to

bo sufficient to account for their realisation without any such pre-

anangumcxil. These laws arc enough to provide for limitation to a
definite diiection in the development of the new out of the old. In

their ultimate consequences the two doctrines coincide so far as this,

that they lead to the belief in an iucvocable arrangement of all events.

Yet in the actual put suit of physical investigations something else

seems to me to be implied. We shrink from sunendering out selves

to this lust deduction from the c.uml nexus. No natural law, as*

expressed by a universal hypothetical judgment, indicates by itself the

COM;* In which it comes to be applied. It waits for the requisite

points of application to be supplied from some other quarter.

\\V know, of course, that upon supposition of the universal

validity of the causal nexus neither accident nor freedom is admis-

sible; that accordingly what remains undetermined in our conception
of the law cannot be really undetermined; that thuK every later point

of application of a law if* itself only a product of earlier applications*

This is admitted without qualification In reference to every limited

section of reality, since behind it one still uninvcstigated may be con-

ceived in the past, us to which silenco may be kept. But with every

inclination to treat the spiritual life in its turn according to like

principles) we shrink from pronouncing flatly that the whole of

reality, including the hibtory of gpiritH, in only the mu;ccssive unfold-

ing of consequences absolutely predetermined That in the real
;

pamugc of events something should really come to fwss, something
new which previously was not ; that history should be something mor$|
than a translation into time of the eternally complete content, of *ti

ordered world ; this* it* a deep and irrepressible demand of our spirit,
'

under the influence of which we all act in life. Without its satis-

faction the world would be, not indeed unthinkable and self-contradic-

tory, but unmeaning and Jncre<ttble. When we admit the universal

validity of law*, it is at bottom only in the tacit hope that, among the

changing point* of application which are presented to those kws in

the course of events, there may turn out to be new ones introduced
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from which the consequences of the laws may take directions not

previously determined. Natural sympathy, therefore, is what the

Pre-established Harmony does not command. Even if it fulfilled its

metaphysical puipose, this hypothesis of Leibnitz would have an

artificiality which would prevent it from commending itself to our

sense of probability. I admit that this repugnance rests more upon

feeling than upon theoretical reasons ; more at any rate than upon
such reasons as fall within the proper domain of Metaphysics. It

remains, therefore, for us to enquire how far this view serves the pur-

pose of a theoretical explanation of the universe,

66, In each single Monad, according to Leibnitz, state follows

upon state though an immanent action, which is accepted as u fact,

unintelligible indeed but free from contradiction. It was only

'transeunt' action of which the assumption was to be avoided. If

this exclusion of transeunt action is to accord with the facts, the two

states a and j3 of the Monads A and B, which observation exhibits

to us as apparent products of a recipiocal action, must occur in the

separate courses of development of the two beings at the same

moment. If we had a light to assume thai a was separated from a

previous state a of A by as many intervening phases as ft from

a state b corresponding to a, we should not need to ascribe anything
but an equal velocity to the progress of the development of all

Monads. But since may be removed from a by a larger number
of phases than from j, we should be obliged to attribute to every
single Monad its special velocity of development in ordur to itmlor-

stand the coincidence of the corresponding states. Thia assumption
does not seem to me in contradiction with the fundamental view
which governs the theory in question. As was above remarked, ifo*

thought of Leibnitz approximates to that interpretation 'of becoming
which we conceived to be the pre-supposition of Hcraclitiui: once
grant that the being of every Thing, if the name 'Thing

'

is to be
accepted for a closed cycle of phases, consists in a constant effort to

pass from one state to another, then it is natural that different thingi
should be distinguished from each other not merely by the direction
but also by the velocity of their becoming, i.e. by an intensity of thrfr

being or reality which, if it is to express itself subject to the form of
time, will appear partly at least as velocity.

,

I cannot recall any explanation given by Leibnitz on till* point.
He might have refused any answer. He might have aid that the
o4ea rationality, without which no image of a world would have

'possible at all, had provided for this correspondence of *U
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occurrences that go together. Only in that case it would be difficult

to say how the whole doctrine was distinguished from the modest

explanation, that ever} thing is from the beginning so arranged that

the univeise must be exactly what it is. The feeling which Leibnitz

had of the necessity of accounting in some way for the correspond-
ence is betrayed, I think, by his reference to the example, borrowed

fiom Geulinx, of the two clocks which keep the same time; for it

was scarcely required as a mere illustration* of the meaning of his

assertion, which is simple enough. As an explanation, however, this

comparison is of no avail. Mutual influence, it is true, the two clocks

do not exercise. But in order that they should at every moment

I*>int to the same time, it was not enough that the artificer ordered it

so to be* And on the other hand the mechanism, which he had to

impart to them with a view to this end, is according to its idea pre-

cisely not tmusforable to the Monads, shut up in themselves as they

arc supposed to be. Kuch of the two clocks, A and J9, is a system

of diflTmmt, mutually connected parts. The materials of which they

arc constructed, an well us the movements which may be imparted to

dims arc subject to general mechanical laws, which apply to one as

much a& to the other. From them it follows that with reference to a

time, which is measurable according to the same standard for the rate

of motion of A and //, different quantities of
'

matter can be so

arranged that the entire systems, A and JB, can pass at the same

moment* into constantly corresponding positions, a and , and &
But that which in this case carries out the corresponding transition is

nothing but the 'transeunt' action, which one element by communi*

cation of its force and motion exercises on the other. The independ-

ence of mutual influence on the part of the two clocks is cotnpen-

Matacl by the carefully pre-arranged influence which the elements of

each of them exercise upon each other. It is merely the place,

therefore, of the
' tnmacuut

>
action that is shifted by this comparison.

It is not shown that it can be dispensed with in accounting for the

correspondence of the events.

All this indeed is of little importance. For it must oerUicly be

admitted that in this case of the clocks, as much as in any other,

Uibnitz would deny the * transeunt
'

action which appears to us to be

discoverable in it It is not, he would say, that one wheel of the

dock acts motivcly on the other j fc is ofits own impulse that the

Utter wheel puts itself in motion the motion which according to oar

ordinaiy apprehension is the effect of the former wheel Upon this

it may be remarked that comparisons are usually employed In order
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that some process which, as described generally, seems impiobablc

or cannot be brought befoie the mind's eye, may be illustrated by an

instance in which it is presented with a cleamess that allows of no

contradiction. The cases therefore which one selects for compaiison

are not such as, before they can supply the desired demon&tiation,

require, like Leibnitz' clocks, to be rendered by an effort of thought

into instances of the process of which a sensible illustration is sought,

Gi anting all this, however, our enquiry will have shown no more

than what was well known without it, that Leibnitz was never veiy

happy in his comparisons. The possibility in itself of what he main-

tains must nevertheless be allowed.

67. For the complete reconciliation of thcoiy and experience one

thing more is needed. That the connexion of occuirences accord-

ing to general laws is intelligible, we may, at least with reference to

all natural events, regaid as a fact It is a fact however which, like*

any other, would demand its explanation not indeed an explanation

of how it comes about, for that would be pre-established like every-

thing else, but an explanation of the meaning which its prc-cstabliKh-

ment would have in the Leibnitzian theory of the universe taken as si

whole. Images of possible worlds, to which God might vouchsafe

reality, we found distinguished from impossible ones, which must

always remain without reality. The advantage of consistency, which

distinguishes the former sort, we might suppose to lie in this, that

they not merely combine their manifold elements according to it

plan, but that at the same time the elements which, in so doing, ihe*y

bring together are such as are really connected with each other

according to general laws. It is obvious, that is to say, that every

imaginary world must appear as a whole, and its development in time
as the realisation of a preconceived plan, in which for all phases of
the internally moved Monads for a*, a3

,
a* , . . and ft ft ft as for

the several pieces of a mosaic, their sequence and their coincidence
are prescribed. But there was no necessity for any single one of
these phases to occur more than once in this whole. It was accord-

ingly no self-evident necessity that there should be gmfral laws
kws connecting the repetitions of a with repetitions of ft Without
any such repetition, these series of events might still be constantly
carrying out a predetermined plan. It is a somewhat arbitrary inter-

pretation which I take leave lo adopt, since Leibnitz himself given us

np .light on the matter, when I understand that rationality, which
hes the realisable images of worlds from the unrcalisable, to

not merely w agreement with logical truths of thought, but
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this definite chaiactcr of conformity to general laws, which in itself

is no necessity of thought : in other words, the fact that the demands

made by the realisation of the world-plan are met by help of a multi-

plicity of comparable elements, which fall under common generic

conceptions, and by repetitions of comparable events, which fall

under geneial laws.

But neither with this interpretation nor without it are we properly
satisfied. If m the last resoit it is the greatest perfection which de-

termines the divine choice between different rational images of

worlds, is it then self-evident that among the indispensable pre-

conditions of the perfection is to be reckoned above all this con-

formity to universal law, and that anything which lacked it was not

even open to choice ? For the coherence of our scientific effoits this

conformity to law, which is the sole foundation for our knowledge of

things, 1ms indeed attained such ovci powering importance, that its

own independent value seems to us ttlmost unquestionable. Yet,

alter all, is it certain that intrinsic ally a greater good is attained, if

every is always followed by the same ft, than if it were followed

sometimes by & sometimes by y* sometimes by ft, just as was at each

moment required by the constantly changing residue of the plan still

to be fulfilled? Might there not be as good reason to find fault

with those general laws as at bottom vexatious hindrances, cutting

short a multitude of beautiful developments which but for their

troublesome intervention might have made the system 6f tfy* moet

perfect world Htill more perfect ? If we pursue this thought, it be*

comes clear what is for UK the source of confidence in the necessary

validity of universal laws. In a dream, which needs no fulfilment,

we find a succession possible of the most beautiful events, connected

only by the coherence of their import : and the case would bo the

same if a realisation of thin dream could come about through the

instantaneous gpell of its admission as a whole to reality, without the

requirement by each successive constituent of a labour of produotfewx

on the part of the previous ones.

If, on tho other hand, we follow our ordinary conception of thfc

world which finds this labour necessary, the state of the case is differ-

ent Supposing that In the moment / an element a of the world

happened to be in the state a, and supposing it to be indispensable

that* in order to the completion of the plan of the world Or to tto

restoration of its equilibrium or to conseoutiveness in its development,

at the same moment /, b also should pass into the state ft then the

fact * of this necessity, i.e. the present state of the remaintoj;
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elements, Jt, of the world together with the change of a into a, must

exert an action upon b. But in order that only ]3 and not any other

consequence may arise in 3, a and jS therefore also a and ft must

merely in respect of their content, without reference to the phase of

development of the universe as a whole, belong together as members

that condition each other : and for that reason in every case of the

repetition of a the same consequence will occur, so far as it is not

impeded by other lelations that condition the state of the case for the

moment. Upon this supposition, therefore, which is habitual to u,

that the course of the woild is a gradual becoming produced by

active causation, its connexion accoiding to general laws appears to

us to be necessary. But this way of thinking is not reconcileable

with the views of Leibnitz. He looks upon the whole sum of reality

as predetermined in all the details of its course and as coming into

being all at once thiough that mysterious admission to existence

which he has unhappily done so little to define. No work i left to

be gradually done within it. But if this supposition is granted him,

the limitation of reusability to such projected worlds as have their

elements connected according to general laws is an arbitrary assump-

tion. Any combination whatever of manifold occurrences any

dieam might in this way have just as well obtained a footing in

reality. We have here therefore an inconsistency in Leibnitz' doc-

trine. If the necessity of general laws was to be saved from dis-

appearing, there were only, it would seem, two ways of doing it* Ho
should either have exhibited them as a condition of that perfection

of the world which renders it worthy of existenceand it is not

improbable that he would have decided for this alternative or we

should have given up the attempt to substitute for the unintelligible

action of one thing on another an even more unintelligible pre-

establishment of all things.
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The Unity of Things.

68 THERE is only one condition, as we have found, under which

the conception of a 'transeunt' operation can be banished fiom our

view of th<j world and replaced by that of a harmony between indepen-
dent innet developments of Things. The condition is that we make

up our minds to a thoroughly consistent I talerminiftm, which regards

all that tluk wo) Id contains as collectively predetermined to its minutest

details. So long, however, as we shrink from this conclusion, and

cling to the hope, for which we have in the meantime no justification

but which is still insupprcwrible, that the course of Things in which wo

live admits of events being initiated, which arc not the necessary con-

of previous development no long as this i the ciisc the

of 4 tranaeunt
'

operation cannot be dispensed with by

help cither of the theory of a predetermined sympathetic connexion,

or by that of an unconditioned validity of universal laws. Our final

persuasion, therefore, might seem to depend on the* choice wo make

between the two above-mentioned pre-supiwwitions (that of complete

determinim, and thut which allows of new beginnings) a choice

whit h theoretical re,usons are no longer sufficient to decide. But if

this wore really the case a point which I reserve for later investiga-

tionthe option left open to us would be a justification for developing,

in the first place hypothetical!/, the further conceptions which we

should have to form as to ' tramwunt* operation if having adopted the

wccmci of the Hupi>osit!oii8 stated we maintained the necessity of

a*imming such Deration. I cannot however apply myself to thia

tank without once again repeating, in order to prevent miaundeiv

standing, a warning that has already been often given,

My jnirpumi cannot t>e to give such * description of the process by
which every operation cornea about as may enable the reader to

gwment it to hi* mind'* eye, and thus by demonstrating how it happens

10 give the tmmt convincing proof that it can happen* The object In
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view is merely to get rid of the difficulties which make the conception

of a ' transeunt
'

operation obscure to us while, although in fact under-

standing just as little how an ' immanent' operation comes about, \ve

make no scruple about accepting it as a given fact. How in any case

a condition, if realised, begins in turn to give reality to Us effect, or

how it sets about uprooting a present state of anything and planting

another state in the real world- of that no account can be given.

Every desciiption that might be attempted would have to dopict

processes and modes of action which necessarily presuppose the very

operation that has to be explained as already taking place many time*

over between the several elements which are summoned to pci form

it. Indeed the source of many of the obscurities attaching to our

notion of opeiation lies in our persistent effort to explain it by images

derived from complex applications of the notion itsclfj which for that

reason lead necessarily to absurdity if supposed to have any bearing

on its simplest sense. If we avoid these unprofitable attempts, and

confine ourselves to stating that which operation actually consists

i in, we must state it simply thus : that the reality of one state is the

condition of the realisation of another. This mysterious connexion

we allow so long as its product is merely the development of one and

the same Being within the unity of that Being's nature. What seeniK

unthinkable is how it can be that something which occurs to ono

Being, A, can be the source of change in another, B.

69. After so many failures in the attempt to bridge a gulf of which

we have no clear vision, in the precise mode demanded by imagina-
'

lion, we can only hope for a better result if we make the point clear

in which the cause of our difficulty lies. In the couise of our con-

sideration of the world we were led, at the outset, to the notion of a

plurality of Things. Their multiplicity seemed to offer the moat con-

venient explanation for the equally great multiplicity of appearance*.
Then the impulse to become acquainted with the unconditioned

Being which must lie at the foundation of this process of the con-

ditioned was the occasion of our ascribing this unconditioned Being
without suspicion to the very multiplicity of elements which we found

to exist If we stopped short of assigning to every reality a pure

Being that could dispense with all relations to other Beings, yet even

.while allowing relations we did not give up the independence of

'Things as against each other which we assumed to begin with* It

"iftjk'M so many independent unities that we supposed them to enter

f&fc6,-$uch peculiar relations to each other as compelled their self-

iuffifcmg matures to act and react upon each other, But it was im
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possible to ^xte in what this transition from a state of isolation to

metaphysical combination might conswt, and it remained a standing
(oiilivHlic'lioii that Things having no dependence on each other should

yd e.uler into Midi a relation of dependence as each to concern itself

with the other, ami to conform itself in its own states to those of the

other. This prejudice, must lie given up. There cannot be a multi-

plicity of !nilf'iM*niliii Things, but all elements, if reciprocal action is

to liu possible between them, must be regarded as parts of a single
ami real Rein;;. The Pluralism with which our view of the world

bejjan hag to give place to a Monism, through which the 'transeunt*

opeiation, atway* unintelligible, passes into an 'immanent 'operation,
A first Mitigation of the impossibility of that unlimited pluralism

was fctrktly sjMMking, afforded as soon as \\e felt the necessity of

apprehending the events which form the course of the world, as

ConMequentft that ran b known from Antecedents. If no elements

of the world admitted of comparison unymoie than do our feelings of

hweel and rttd, it would bo impossible that with the union of the two

A and // in a certain relation C there should be connected a con-

sequence /' to the exclusion of all other consequences. For in that

case the relation of A to // which alone could justify this connexion,

would IKS the same- the two elements being completely incomparable
and alien to each other-* as that between any two other elements, 4
and Jft, Jl and N, M and N> There would Accordingly be no

legitimate ground for connecting the consequence with one rather

than another pair of related elements, or indeed for any definite con*

ncxion whatever, I Itmcc it appears that the independent elements of

the world, the many real essences which we supposed that there were,

could by no meutiH have had unlimited licence of being what they

liked a soon an each single one by simplicity of its quality had

satisfied the conditions under which its
'

position' was possible*

Between their qualities there would have hud to be throughout a com** .

mcnuurahUity of Home kind which rendered them, not Indeed membar*
,

of a single scries, but mcmt>or of a system in which various series * !

in some way related to each other. Ail however that this primary

unity nccehsarily implied on the ixrt of the element* of the woHd ww
r

ttttnply thin commmumbility. Their origin from a single root, or
'

thii |n-rni;i!tettt immanence in one Bdng^ ft only rendered probable-

It is not till we eome to the consideration of cause and effect that we ,

fwrt ny nwsHity t<> arlopt thte further view to hold that Thing* can

only exi*t M partM of a hlngle Helng, separate relatively to our appro*

hett*!',m, tmt not actually independent
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70. This conclusion of our considerations requires so much to be

,dded in the way of justification and defence that to begin with my
>nly concern is to explain it. Let -flfbe the single truly existing sub-

jtance, A, ,
and R the single Things into which, relatively to our

acuities of presentation and observation, the unity of M somehow

esolves itself A and B being those upon the destinies of which our

ittention has to be employed, R the sum of all the other things to

which has to be applied, by help of analogy, all that we lay down

about A and B. Then by the formula -flf= < (A B R) we express the

thought that a certain definite connexion of A B and R> indicated by

,
exhibits the whole nature ofM.
If we allow ourselves fuithei to assume that one of the individual

elements has undergone a transition from A into a however the

excitement to this transition may have arisen then the former

equation between <f>(aR) and Jfefwill no longer hold. It would only

be re-established by a corresponding change on the part of the other

members of the group, and <(aJ?
l

)
= AT would anew express the

whole nature of M. Lot us now admit the supposition that the

susceptibility, which we had to recognise in every finite Being a sus-

ceptibility in virtue of which it does not experience changes without

maintaining itself against them by reaction that this belongs also to

the one, the truly existing M\ then the production of the new states

b and J? 1
in and R will be the necessary consequence of the change

to a that has occurred in A. But this change a was throughout not

merely a change of the one element A, for such a change would have

needed some medium to extend its consequences to B and R. It was

at the same time, without having to wait to become so, a change of

M, in which alone, in respect of Being and content, A has its reality

and subsistence. In like manner this change ofM docs not need to

travel, in order as by transition into a domain not its own, to make it*

sigft in B and R. It too, without having to become so by such means,
is already a change of B and R, which in respect of what they
contain and are, equally have reality and subsistence only in M. Or-
if we prefer another expression, in which we start from the apparent

independesce of A B and R the only mediation which causes the

changes pf B and R to follow on those of A consists in the Identity
<rf At ^ith itself, and in its susceptibility which does not admit a

a wthout again restoring the same nature JfeTby production of

change t and X 1
. To our observation a presents

veat vhich takes place in the isolated element A
5
6 AS a

trbiclx befalls the equally isolated A In accordance
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with ibis appearance we tall lhat a 'transeunt
'

operation of A upon
JR, which in truth is only an immanent operation of M upon At. A
process thus seems to us to he icquisitc to bring the elements A and

j5, originally indifferent towards each other, into a relation of mutual

sympathy. In tiuth they always stand in that relation, for at every
moment thcj mility which they simultaneously possess has its con-

nexion in the import of Af, and A or a is the complement toB and JK
9

or to h and K l

(as the ca.se muy be), required by flf'm order to the

maintenance of its equality with itself, just as B or 6 is the comple-
ment requited to A and JK or to a and JK 1

.

Our earlier idea, therefore, of manifold original essences, un-

conditionally existing and
%
of independent content, which only came

afterwards to full together into variable actions and reactions upon
each other, passes into a different idea, that of manifold elements,

of which UK; existence and content is throughout conditioned by the

nature and reality of the one existence of which they aie organic

ntemixmt ; whose maintenance of itself placet} them all in a constant

relation of dependence on each other as on it
; according to whose

command, without pOKKibility of offering resistance or of rendering any

help which should be duu to their own independent reality, they o

order thiinwlves at every moment that the sum of Things presents a

new identical expression of the same moaning, a harmony not pro-

eslablirfwd, but which at each moment reproduces itself through the '

pow<ff of the one existence.

71. Before pawing to details, let me remark that I would not have

theft* RtatemcntH regarded as meant to describe a process which

needed to bet hit upon by conjecture, and did not naturally follow

from the metaphysical demand which it was its purpose to satisfy.

Or, to \w another expression, I do not imagine myself to have

stated whttt we have to think in order to render reciprocal action

intelligible, but what we* in fact do think as soon as we explain to

ourselves what we mean by it. If we suppose a certain Being A to

conform itself to the state b of another Being J? and to &11 into th*

state *, this thought directly implies the other, that the change J which

at first seemed only to befall K is also a change for the other Beihgi

A, There may be required investigation of the mode in which b is a

chang* also for A, but there can be no doubt that it has to be brought

unctor the same formal conception of 4 state of A which we at first

only applied to a. But the idea that the states of a Being B are at

the same time state* of another Being A, involves the direct negation

of ttte proportion that A and JS are two separate and independent
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Beings : for a unity of the exclusive kind by which each would set a

barrier between itself and the other, if it is to be more than verbally

maintained if it is to be measured according to what may be called

its practical value can only consist in complete impenetrability on

the part of the one against all conditions of the other.

Thus it was not necessary that the unity of all individual Beings

should be conjectured or discovered as an hypothesis enabling us to

set aside certain difficulties that are in our way. It is, as it seems to

me, a thought which by mere analysis can be shown to be involved in

the conception of reciprocal action. If we fancy it possible to main-

tain that Things are to begin with separate and mutually independent

Unities, but that there afterwards arises between them a relation of

Union in operation, we are describing, not an actual state of Things
or a real process, but merely the movement of thought which begins
with a false supposition and afterwards, under the pressure ofproblems
which it has itself raised, seeks in imperfect fashion to restore the

correct view which it should have had to start with,

12. Moreover, in the logical requisites of a theory, this view of the

original unity of all Things inM is by no means inferior to the other

view of their changeable combinations. It might be urged indeed

that our view represents all Things too indiscriminately as compre-
hended once for all in the unity of M9 and thus has no place for

the gradations that exist in the intimacy of their relations to each

other ;
that the opposite view, by recognising on the one hand the

progress from a complete absence of relation to an ever greater close-

,$ess
of relation, and on the other the relaxation of relations that

$jfcVio$sIy existed, alone admits of due adjustment to experience,
which testifies in one case to a lively action and reaction of Things
upon each other, in another to their mutual indifference, In truth th

reverse seems to me to be the case. So far we regard ^fas expressing
only the formal thought of the one all comprehensive Being. As to
the concrete content of that which is to occupy this supreme

nothing, and therefore can settle nothing as

,
in which according to its nature it at each moment

of finite realities, There is nothing, however, against
*e possibility of the various equations ; M=* <t>(AJK)9

*),Jft*t(*p&). Of these ftquttta*
the possibility of a change fa the sum 6f ft*

which is bftknce<} by * second * *&&'

compensatory chwsgtf Oft tbe p*H Of <4
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alteration of the rest of the world in which they are included. Of the

third equation the meaning would be that another change of R
9 viz.

into R\ only requires a change ft in -, to which A would appear in-

different
;
while the fourth would represent a reciprocal action which

exhiiusts itself between A and > leaving the rest of the world un-

affected.

It thus appears that our view is not irreconcileable with any of the

gradations which the mutual excitability of the woild's elements in

fact exhibits. There would be nothing to prevent us even from

ascribing to the unity, in which they are all comprehended, at various

moments various degrees of closeness down to the extreme cases in

which two elements, having no effect whatever on each other, have

all the appearance of being two independent entities ; or in which, on

the otlior hand, limited to mutual operation, they detach themselves

from all other constituents of the world as a pair of which each

belongs to the other. But the source of these giadations would not

Iw that elements originally independent were diawn together by

variable relations ranging in intensity from nought to any degree we

like to imagine. Their source would be that the plan of that unity

which holds things permanently together, obliges them at every

moment either to new reciprocal action of definite kind and degree

or to the maintenance of their previous state, which involves the

appearance of deficient reciprocal action. Thus the reason *hy

things take the appearance of independence as against each other is

not Unit the Unity M, in which they are always comprehended,,

Se ometim<tf more, sometimes less, real, or even altogether ceases to

be* but that the offices which M imposes on them vary: so that every

degree of relative independence which things exhibit as against each

other is itself the consequence of their entire want of independence

as against At, which never loaves them outside its unity- That rela-

tion^ on the other baud, which did not previously subsist between

independent things, can never begin to subsist, I have already pointed

out, nor is it necessary to revert to this impossible notice.

78. The next question to be expected is, not indeed utatM cba*

slsts in but how, even as a mere matter of logical relation, the

connexion assumed between it, the One, and the multiplicity of

elements deixmdent on it is to be thought of. W$ have contented 1

ourselves with describing these elements as part* of the inflate M.

We should find no lack of other designations if we cared to notice

all the theories which the history of philosophy records as having on

various grounds arrived at a similar Monism. We might read of!

VOfc* X*
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modifications of the infinite substance^ of its developments and dif-

ferentiations, of emanations and radiations from it. Much discussion

and enthusiasm has gathered round these terms. Their variety serves

in some measure to illustrate the variety of the needs by which men

were led to the same persuasion. Stripped of their figurative clothing

a clothing merely intended to serve the unattainable purpose of

presenting to the mind's eye the process by which the assumed rela-

tion between the one and the multitude of finite beings is brought

about all that they collectively contain in regard to the import of

this relation amounts merely to a negation. They all deny the inde-

pendent reality of finite things, but they cannot determine positively

! the nature of the bond which unites them.

This inability by itself would not to my mind form any ground of

objection to the view stated. The exact determination of a postulate,

whether effected by means of affirmations or by means of negations,

may claim to be a philosophic result even when it is impossible to

present anything to the mind's eye by which the postulate is fulfilled.

An intuition, however a presentation to the mind's eye of that

which according to its very idea is the source of all possibility of

intuition is what we shall not look for. Neither the One, before its

production of the manifold capable of arrangement in various out-

lines, nor the metaphysical process, so to speak, by which that pro-
duction is brought about, can be described by help of any figure, for

the possibility of presentation as a figure depends on the previous ex-

istence of the manifold, and the origin of the manifold world in the

befafc us is just the point at issue. But it does not follow that

fe no meaning in the conception of that relation of dependence
e way upon the one. Though unable to state what constitute*

j&e" persistent force of the bond which connects individual things in

J&ality, we can yet seek out the complex modes in which its un-

imaginable activity conditions the form of their connexion : and the

general ideas, ^hich I have already indicated on the subject, Jn their

application to our given experience, warrant the hope, on this aide,
*~'

unlimited growth of our knowledge.
this however I do not overcome the objection which

ate* It will readily be allowed that the relation of the

many does not admit of being exhibited in aay
ffl be urged however that it ought not to taiatf*

T It is to be admitted even a* a postulate } yet how te

I that what is one should not only oaoe a*"
r bet should continue to te ftfe maaiHbM?
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question has at all times formed one of the difficulties of philosophy
for the reason that in fact, whatever may have been the point of

departure, a thousand ways lead back to it I need not go further

back than the latest past of German philosophy. For the idealistic

systems, which ended in Hegel, not merely the relativity of everything
finite, but also the inner vitality of the infinite which projects the full-

ness of the manifold out of its unity, was a primary certainty which
foiced itself on the spirit with an aesthetic necessity and determined

eveiy other conviction accordingly. It must be allowed that this

prerogative of the so-called reason in the treatment of things, as

against the claims made by the understanding on behalf of an
adherence to its law of identity, has been rather vigorously asserted

than clearly defended against the attacks made on it in the interest

of this law. In the bold paiadox, that it is ju&t in contradiction that

there rests the deepest tiuth, that which had originally been con-

ceived as the mystery of things came to be transferred in a very

questionable way to our methods of thought. Theie ensued in the

philosophy of Herbart a vigorous self-defence on the part of formal

logic against this attack a defence which no doubt had its use as

restoring the forms of investigation that had disappeared during the

rush and hurry of '
dialectical development/ but which in the last

resort, as it seems to me, can only succeed by presupposing at the

decisive points the actual existence, in some remote distance, of that

unity of the one and the many, which in its metaphysic it was so shy
of admitting. On this whole question, unless I am mistaken, there is

not much else to be said than what is objected by the young Socrates

in the ' Parmenidcs
'

to the assertions of Zeno. c Is there not one

idea of likeness and another of unlikenes&P And are we not called

like or unlike according as we partake in one or the other ? Now
if something partook in each of the opposed ideas, and then had to

be called like and unlike at the same time, what would there be to

surprise us in that ? No doubt if a man tried to make out likeness

as each to be equivalent to unlikeness as such, that wodd ftp fcfc*

credible, But that something should partake in both Ideas a*d to ,

consequence should be both like and unlike, that I deem' afc Uttle
'

absurd as it is to call everything one on account of its participation-

in the idea of unity and at the same time many on account of its

equal participation in the idea of multiplicity. The only thing that

we may not do is to take unity for multiplicity, or multiplicity for

unity-'

75. It may seem at first sight as if Socrates had only pushed the

X 2
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difficulty a step further back. The possibility, it may l>c said, of

simultaneous participation in those two ideas is just what the laws of

thought forbid to every subject. With this objection I cannot agree.

I have previously pointed out the merely formal significance of the

principle of identity. All that it says is that A=A ; that one is one

and that many are many; that the real is real and the impossible

impossible ; in short, that every predicate is equivalent to itself, and

every subject no less so. By itself it says nothing as to the possibility

of attaching several predicates simultaneously, or even only ont;, to

a single subject For that which we propeily mean by connecting
two thinkable contents Sand P, as subject and predicate- -th<* meta-

physical copula subsisting between and P which justifies this mode
of logical expiession is what cannot itself bo expressed or con-

structed by means of any logical form. The only logical obligation

is when once the connexion has been supposed or reco^uiHt'd, to Iw

consistent with ourselves in regard to it Therefore the law of

excluded middle in Us unambiguous form asserts this, and only thin ;

that of two judgments which severally affiim and deny of the Mums

subject S the same piedicate P only one can be true. For even that

metaphysical copula, which unites S and P, whatever it may consist

in, must be equivalent to itself. If it is V, it cannot be mm-P;
if non-F; it cannot be V. Thus the propositions, S b />, awl .V it*

not P, aie irreconcilable with each other; but the proi^itions, A* in

P, and S is non--P, are reconcileable until it is catablihlunl as a
matter of fact that there is no non-.P=s0 which can to (oniiratifl

with S by a copula, W, that is reconcileable with V. No one there-

fore disputes the simultaneous validity of the pmpoftfticm*,
* the Itrwty

S is extended P,' and <S has weight Q! Logic finch them com-
patible. It could not however state the reason of their compatibility!
for the metaphysical copula, Vt between S and P~~I e. the ral be-
haviour on the part of the body which' constitutes its extension, or Ihc
mode in which extension attaches to its essence 5 as unknown as
the copula W the behaviour which makes it heavy. Still lea* rwld
we show

positively how it is possible for Fand ffto HubglKt un-
disturbed along with each other. That is and remain* a my*Ujry <*
,the part of(he thing.

Lot us now apply these considerations to the matter In hand If

one, then it is uatrae that it is not this unity, />. If it it* many,
it is impossibly that it should not be this multiplicity, Q. Ifit
oace unity and

multiplicity, then it is impossible that cither

foj, pone of it But from the truth, of one determination
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there is no inference to the untruth of the other. This would only

be the case if it could be shown that the concrete natuie of M\
incapable of uniting the two modes of behaviour in virtue of which

severally it would be unity and multiplicity. On the contrary, it might

be held that their reconcileability is logically shown by pointing out

that the apparently conflicting predicates are not applicable to the

same subject, since it was not the oneM that we took to be equi- ,

valent to many Jf9 but the one unconditionedM that we took to be

equivalent to the many conditioned m. But, although this is correct,

yet the material content of our proposition is inconsistent with this

logical justification. For M was supposed to be neither outside the

many m nor to represent their bum. It was supposed to possess the

same essential being, that of a real existence, which belongs to every

m. Not even the activity which renders it one would, upon our view,

be other than that which renders it many. On the contrary, by the

very same act by which it constitutes the multiplicity, it opposes itself

to this as unity, and by the same act by which it constitutes the unity

it opposes itself to this as multiplicity. Thus here, if anywhere, we

expressly presuppose the essential unity of the subject to which we

ascribe at once unity and multiplicity.

At the same time that other consideration must be insisted on;

that it IB quite unallowable to leave out of sight the peculiar significance

of the whole procedure which our theory ascribes to M> and to gene-

rate a contradiction by thinking of unity and multiplicity as united

with M in that meaningless way which the logical schemata of judg*

ment express by the bald copula, is. If this word is lo have an

unambiguous logical meaning of its own, it can only be the meaning

of an identity between the content of two ideas as such. The various

meanings of the metaphysical copula, on the contrary, it never
'

expresses that copula which, as subsisting between one content an<J
j

another, justifies us in connecting them, by no means always in the
j

same sense, but in very various senses, as subject and predicate. White \

It cannot be denied, then, that the one & the many, if we jauqt at*d

so express ourselves, still in this colourless expression It is Impossible

to recognise what we mean to convey. The one is by no mean* the

many in the same neutral sense in which we might say that Jt is the

one. It is the many rather in the active sense of bringing ,U forth f

and being present in it This definite concrete import of our pto-f

position the asseition that such procedure is really possible---!*

what should have been disputed. There is no meaning whatever to
,

objections derived from the treatment of unity and multiplicity, in
,
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abstract apart from their actual points of relation, as opposite con-

ceptions. That they are, and cannot but be so opposed, is self,

evident. Every one allows it the moment he speaks of a unity of

the manifold. For there would be no meaning in what he says if he

did not satisfy the principle of identity by continuing to understand

unity merely as unity, multiplicity merely as multiplicity. Neither

this principle, then, nor that of excluded middle, is violated by out

doctrine. On the other hand, they are alike quite insufficient to

decide the possibility of a relation, of which the full meaning cannot

be brought under these abstract formulae. In applying them we fall

into an error already noticed. From the laws which our thought has

to observe in connecting its ideas as to the nature of things, we deem

ourselves able immediately to infer limitations upon what is possible

in this nature of things.

76. I must dwell for a moment longer on this point, which I

previously touched upon. Reality is infinitely richer than thought*
k

It is not merely the case that the complex material with which reality

is thronged can only be piesented by perception, not produced l>y

thought. Even the universal relations between the manifold do not

admit of being constiucted out of the logical connexions of our idoaa.

The principle of identity inexorably bids us think of every A as = A.

If we followed this principle alone and looked upon it as an ultimate

limit of that which the nature of reality can yield, we should never

; arrive at the thought of there being something which we call Be-

\ coming. Having recognised, however, the reality of becoming, we

persuade ourselves that it at every moment satisfies the principle of

Identity, though in a manner which outrages it in the total result,

and that its proper nature* can be comprehended by no connexion,

which Logic allows, of elements identical or not-identical. For

certainly if a passes through the stages a1 a* a8 into 4, it is true that

at each moment a=0, o^sso1
,
os=a9

,
a*=a8

, =, and the principle

of Identity is satisfied; but, for all that, it remains the fact that the

same a which was real is now unreal, and the b which was unreal ta

real. How this comes about how it is that the reality detaches

, itaetf from one thing, to which it did belong, and attaches itself to

*' aaotter from which it was absent ^his remains for ever inexplicable

-.fel.thftught,
and even the appeal to the lapse of time does not make

,,tbe tfddle dearer. It is true that between the extremities, a and *, of

tofaain, our perception traverses the intermediate links,
l
,
<Pt and

,
iut each of these passes in an indivisible moment Into its *uc

/'
, If we thought of <f as broken up into the new chain

j
af a*
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each of these links in turn would be identical with itself, so long as it

icmained in existence, and even if the immediately sequent a
4 were

separated by an inteival of empty time from a,, still the transition of
os from being into not-being would have to be thought of as taking

place in one and the same moment, and could not be expanded into

a new series of transitions.

Undoubtedly therefore, if we want to think of Becoming, we have
to face the requirement of looking upon being and not-being as fused

with each other. This, however, does not imply that the .import of
cither idea is apprehended otherwise than as identical with itself and,
different from the other. How the fusion is to be effected we know
not. Even the intuition of Time only piesents us with the defacto
solution of the problem without informing us how it is solved. But

we know that in fact the nature of reality yields a result to us un-

thinkable. It teaches us that being and not-being are not, as we
could not help thinking them to be, contradictory predicates of every

subject, but that there is an alternative between them, arising out of a

union of the two which we cannot construct in thought. This ex- -

plains how the extravagant utteiance could be ventured upon, that it

is just contradiction which constitutes the truth of the real. Those

who used it regarded that as contradictory which was in fact superior

to logical laws which does not indeed abrogate them in their

legitimate application, but as to which no sort of positive conjecture

could possibly be formed as a result ofsuch application.

77. The like over-estimate of logical principles, the habit of re-

garding them as limitations of what is really possible, would oblige us

to treat as inadmissible the most important assumptions on which our

conception of the world is founded. All ideas of conditioning, of

cause and effect, of activity, require us to presuppose connexions of

things, which no thought can succeed in constructing. For thought

occupies itself with the eternally subsisting relations of that which

forms the content of the knowable, not with real existence, and with,

that which renders this existence for ever something more than tito
'

world of thoughts. In regard, however, to all the rest of these ,

!

assumptions the imaginings of '

speculation
9
have been busied, though

in our eyes ineffectually, in banishing them from our theory of the,

world. It was only Becoming itself that it could not deny, even

after reducing professedly every activity to a relation of cause and

effect, and every such relation to a mere succession of phenomena.

Even if in the outer world it substituted for the actual succession

Of events a mere appearance of such succession, it could not but
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recognise a real Becoming and succession of events at least in those

beings in and foi which the supposed appearance unfolded itself.

It is to this one instance, therefore, of Becoming, that we confine

ourselves in order to convey the impression of how much may exist

in reality without possibility of being reproduced by a logical con-

nexion of our thoughts. One admission indeed must be made, ( )f

the fact of Becoming at any rate immediate perception convinced iw.

It cannot similarly convince us that the connexion whi< h we assumed

between the one unconditioned real and the multiplicity of its con-

ditioned forms, is more than a postulate of our reflection, that it is a

problem eternally solved in a fashion as mysterious as ib Becoming
itself.

This makes it of the more interest to see how this requirement of

the unity of the manifold, in one form or another, is always pr<'*siti#

itself upon us anew. Even the metaphysic of Herbert, though so

unfavourably disposed to it, has to admit it among those '
accidental

*

ways of looking at things, by which it sought to make the {itttfruly

simple qualities, a and 6, of real beings, so far comparable with <tac!i

other as to explain the possibility of a reciprocal action taking place

between them. If the simple a was taken to =/ } #, the no IUM

simple b to s=~#, these substitutions were to IKJ called
*
accidental'

only for the reason that the preference of these to others dr|Miult<I

on the use to which it was intended to put them, not on tin; iUtuiv

of the things. If the object had been the explanation of another

process, a might just as well have been taken to =r-fj> in ordtT to

fa rendered comparable with (say) c*ss~y. However utuffrctcNl,

therefore, by these 'accidental' modes of treatment the uutftnce of

things might be held to be, their application always involves the pre

supposition that the perfect simplicity of quality, from which ajr
sort of composition is held to be excluded, may in respect of it* con-
tent be treated as absolutely equivalent not merely to om one toil

to a great number of connected multiplicities,

The ease with which, in mathematics, a complex expression can
be shown to be equivalent to a simple one, ha* made the application
of this view to the essence of things seem less questionable than it i*.

For that which is indicated by those simple mathematical expression*
nuke? no sort of claim to an indissoluble metaphysical unity of con-
teat w do the real essences. On the contrary, thj jKwibility of in*

tytasteWe equivalents being substituted for a rests to this cane OH
wtoited infinite divisibility of *, which allow* of it* being broken

e fragments recompounded> in any number of form*} or
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else, in geometry, on the fact that a is included in a system of re-

lations of position, which implies the possibility in any given case of

bringing into view those external relations of a to other elements of

space by which it may contribute to the solution of a problem pro-

posed without there being any necessity for an alteration in the con-

ception of the content of a itself. The essence of things cannot be

thought of in either of these ways. The introduction of mathe-

matical analogies could only serve to illustrate, not to justify, this

metaphysical use of *
accidental* points of view. Whoever counts

it admissible maintains, in so doing, the new and independent pro-

position that the unity of the uncompounded quality, by which one

real essence is distinguished from another, is identical with many

mutually connected multiplicities.

78. A further step must be taken. The '
accidental views

'
are

not merely complex expiesbions, by which our thought according lo

a way of its own contrives to present to itself one and the same

simple essence; not merely our different ways of aniving at the

same end. The course of events itself conesponds to them. In the

presentation of a a.s =zp+x and of b as -=zq-~x thexc was more than

a more view of ours. In the opposition that we assumed to take

place between -f x and x
9 which would destroy each other if they

could, lay the active determining cause of an effort of self-mainten*

ance on the part of each being, which was not elicited by the

mutually indifferent elements, p and q. Now whether we do or do

not fihare Herbert's views as to the real or apparent happening Of

what happens and as to the meaning of self-maintenance, this in any

case amountH to an admission that not merely the content of the

simple qualities in at once unity and multiplicity, but also that the

things, so far as they are things, in their doing and suffering are at

once one and many. It is only with that element x of its essence

that a ttHserts itself and becomes operative, which finds an opposite

element in 3. But for all that x remains no less in indissoluble con-

nexion with p, which for the present has no occasion for activity, arid

which would come Into play if in another being d it met with a

tendency, -/, opposed to it.

For reasons to be mentioned presently I cannot adopt this way of

thinking. I have only pursued it so far in order to show that it

asHcrte the unity of the manifold, and thai in regard to the real,

though in a different place from that in which it seemed to me

necessary. That which in it is taken to be true of every real essence

is what in our theory is required of the one Real; except that with
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Herbart that abrupt isolation of individual beings continue.* in whit h

we find a standing hindrance to the real explanation of the COUIM* of

the woild. Herbart was undoubtedly right in holding (hat ait un-

conditioned was implied in the changes of the conditioned. IHu thm*

was no necessity to seek this unconditioned straightway in \\w mini-

fold of the elements which no doubt have to bo pr'hU||>osctt us

pioximate principles of explanation for the course of events. The

experiment is not made of admitting this multiplicity, bin only *i* 4

multiplicity that is conditioned and comprehended In flu* unity f a

single truly real Being. Yet it is only avoided at the < u>f of admit-

ting in the individual real a multiplicity so conditioning iisrlf ax to

become one, of the vciy same kind as th.it whi< it is ostwiMltly de-

nied to the Real as a whole.

79. I return once more to Leibnitz, He too contvivis nuiiifiM

mutually-independent Monads as the elements of th* wnrlil, in an-

tithesis, however, to the unity of God, by whom* niufarMatii ling, ac-

cording to Leibnitz, is determined the content of what takr* jilicr in

the world, even as its reality is determined by his will. If wo <,in

make up our minds to abstain from at once dismissing fhr Miiipnrttf
drawn from a philosophy of religion, which Ii*iliitiu lu* iv<*n in

his theory, there is nothing to prevent UH from going lutk Mill

further to an eternally mobile Phantasy on the jurt of <Ji,| # \\w
creative source of those images of worlds which hover l*!i/r* Mis

undemanding. Those of the imuges which by the rationality
connexion justify themselves to this understanding arc b<*

worlds the best among which His will renders real. Now
a* we think of a world-image, A, as exposed to thin uniting i

tioaon the part of the divine Being, so long m can umlntanct
is meant by that truth, rationality or consistency, on \vhiU* tlm l,
biUty of its realisation is held to depend It IN the M,it of living
satisfaction on the part of God, which arises out of the felt frKtibmtaft

harmony between this image as unfolding itself in Gul'i, tohcioMi
ness and the eternal habits of his thought. In thin auiv* divine

intelligence which thinks and enjoys every feature of the wurlfl image
In its connexions with other features in it which known how to
hold everything together the several lines of th imafj* arc com*
Hried and form not a scattered

multiplicity but tlw wiv totality
tf a world which is possible because it forms such a emnpfot* wliate.
IE toye previously noticed the

difficulty of assigning any farther iteter*
wMion which .accrues to this world, already thought of an Double,Uk#* r**r*7 thought but by God's will odbd into reality, How-
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soever this may be, it could only enjoy this further something which

reality yielded under one of two conditions. It must either continue

within the inner life of God as an eternal activity of his Being, or

enter on an existence of its own, as a product which detaches itself

from him, in an independence scaiccly to be defined.

The first of these suppositions that of the world's Immanence in

God we* do not further purtue It will lead directly back to our

view that every single thing and event can only be thought as an

activity, constant or transitory, of the one Existence, its reality

and substance as the mode of being and substance of this one Exist-

ence, its nature and form as a consistent phase in the unfolding of

the same.

If, on the other hand, we follow Leibnitz in preferring the other

supposition that the leal \voild is constituted by a sum of develop-
ments of isolated Monads developments merely paiallel and not inter-

fering with each other, in what precise form has this worUl preserved

the very property on which rested its claim to be called into reality?

I moan that truth, consistency, or rationality, which rendered it

superior to the unrealisable dreams of die divine Phantasy? What

would be gained by saying that in this world, while none of its members

condition each other, everything goes on as if they all did so; that

accordingly, while it does not really form a whole, yet to an intelli-

gence directed to it, it will have the appearance of doing so; that, in

one word, its reality consists in a hollow and delusive imitation of

that inner consistency which was pronounced to be, as such, the

ultimate reason why its realisation was possible ? I can anticipate an

objection that will here be made ; doubtless, it will be said, between

the dements of this world there exist reciprocal conditions, though
it may not follow that the elements actually operate on each other in

Accordance with these conditions ; they exist in the form of a sum of

actually prenent relations of all elements to all, but the presence of

thcHe relations doe* not imply an Intelligence that coroprehttnde

them; like any truth, they continue to hold though no one thinks of

them.

The substance of what I have to say against the admtesibility of

Much views I postpone for a moment. Here I would only remind the

reader that all thin might equally be said of the unrealised world*

image A a* supposed to I* still hovering before the divine under-

nuuulinK- At the same time something more might be said of it*

For in thta living thought of God it was not merely the case that a

part a of thte image stood to another part 6 in a certain relation.
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which might have been discovciecl by the attention of a mind directed

to it. For in fact this consciousness actually was constantly directed

to it, and in this consciousness, in its relating activity, these relations

had their being. The piescalation of a was in fact in such an in-

stance the efficient cause which brought the piesentation of b into

the divine consciousness, or if this is held to be the office of the

Phantasy which at any rate retained it in consciousness and re-

cognised it as the consistent complement to <z. The active condition-

ing of b by a is absent from the elements of reality and is expressly

replaced, according to the theory in question, by the men* coexist-

ence, without any active opeialion of one on the olhrr, of things the

same in content \vilh the presentations of the divine consciousness.

Thus, to say the loast, the realised world, so far fiom being richer,

is poorer in consequence of its supposed independent existence as

detached from the Divine Being in consequence of its course re-

sulting no longer from the living presence of God but only from an

order of relations established by him. The requirement that God
and the world should not be so blended as to leave no opposition

between them is in itself perfectly justified But the right way to

satisfy it would have been not by this unintelligible second act of

constitution, by the realisation of what was previously an imago of a

merely possible world, but by the recognition that what in this theory

in presented UK a moie possibility and preliminary suggestion (to the

mind of God) is in fact the full milky, but that ueverthckm the one

remains different from all the manifold, which only exists in and

through the one*

80* I now return to the thesis, of which I just now postponed
the statement for an instant. It at once forms the eonelunion of a

course of thought previously entered on and has a decisive bearing
on all that I have to say in the sequel At the outlet of this dis-

cussion we came to the conclusion that the proposition, 'things

exist/ has no intelligible meaning except that they inland in relations

to each other. Bui these relations we left for the present wtlhout a

name, and contented ourselves, by way of a first interpretation of our

thought, with reference to various relations in the way of space, time,

and of cause and effect, of which the subsistence between things

constituted for our cvery-day apprehension tlwt which we call the

real existence of the world. But between the constituents of the

world of ideas constituentH merely thinkable as opposed to real

fcwtul a complex of relations no less rich. Nay, our mobile

it seemed, hod merely to will it, and the number of these
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relations might be indefinitely increased by transitions in the way of

comparison between points selected at pleasure. This consideration

could not but elicit the demand that the relations on which the being
of things rests should be sought only among those which obtain

objectively between them, not among such as our subjective process

of thinking can by arbitrary comparisons establish between them.

This distinction however is untenable. I repeat in regard to it

what I have already in my Logic
* had opportunity of explaining in

detail. In the passage referred to I started with considering how
a representation of relations between two matters of consciousness, a

and 6, is possible. The condition of its possibility I could not find

either in the mere succession or in the simultaneity of the two several ,

presentations, a and 3, in consciousness, but only in a relating activity,

which directs itself from one to the other, holding the two together.
* He who finds red and yellow to a certain extent different yet akin,

becomes conscious, no doubt, of these two relations only by help of

the changes which he, as a subject of ideas, expenences in the trans-

ition from the idea of red to that of yellow;
7

but, I added, he will

not in this transition entertain any apprehension lest the relation of

red to yellow may in itself be something different from that of the

affections which they severally occasion in him ;
lest in itself red

should be like yellow and only appear different from it to us, or lest

in reality there should be a greater difference between them than we

know, which only appears to us to involve nevertheless a certain,

affinity. Doubts like these might be entertained as to the external

causes, to us still unknown, of our feelings. But so long as it is not

these causes but only our own ideas, after they have been excited in
*

us, that form the object of our comparison, we do not doubt that the

likenesses 2
, differences, and relations which these exhibit on the part of

]

our preservative susceptibility indicate at the same time a real relation i

on the part of what is represented to us. Yet how exactly is this, *

possible ? How can the propositions, a is the same as a, and, 4 is dif-

ferent from 3, express an objective relation, which, as objective, iftmii

subsist independently of our thought and only be discovered or

recognised by it? Some one may perhaps still suppose Wm&elf to

know what he means by a self-existent identity
8 of a with #; but

what will he make of a self-existent distinction between a and t ?

and what objective relation will correspond to this
'

letmen} to which
,

we only attach a meaning, so long as it suggests to us the distance in

1
[ 337. 338.]

9
['Gleichheite<]

8
['Gleichheit. gleich/ v. note on \ 19*]
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space which we, in comparing a and 3, metaphorically interpolated

for the purpose of holding the two apart, and at the same time as a

connecting path on which our mind's eye might be able to travel from

one to the other ? Or to put the case otherwise since difference,

like any other relation, is neither a predicate of a taken by itself nor of

I taken by itself, of what is it a predicate? And if it only has a

meaning when a and b have been brought into relation to each other,

what objective connexion exists between a and It in the supposed case

where the relating activity, by which we connected the two in con-

sciousness, is not being exercised ?

The only possible answer to these questions we found to be the

following* If a and 6, as we have so far taken to be the case, are not

things belonging to a reality outside and independent of our thought,

but simply contents of possible ideas like red and yellow, straight and

curved, then a relation between them exists only so far as we think it

and by the act of our thinking it But our soul is so constituted, and

we suppose every other soul which inwardly resembles our own to be

so constituted, that the same a and b, how often and by whomsoever

they may be thought, will always produce in thought the same rela-

tion a relation that has its being only in thought and by means of

thought. Therefore this relation is independent of the individual

thinking subject, and independent of the several phases of that sub-

ject's thought Tiiis is all that we mean when we regard it as having

an existence in itself between a and 6 and believe it to be discoverable

by our thought as an object which has a peimanence of its own. It

really has this permanence, but only in the sense of being an occur*

ranee which will always repeat iUelf in our thinking in the same way

under the same conditions. So long therefore as the question concerns

an a and 3, of which the content is given merely by impressions and

ideas, the distinction of objective relations obtaining between them,

from subjective relations established between them by our thought, is

wholly unmeaning. All relations which can be discovered between

the two are predicable of them on exactly the same footing ; all, that

is to say, as inferences which their own constant nature allows to our

thought and enjoins upon it ; none as something which had an exist-

ence of 5ts own between them prior to this inferential activity on our

port The relation
1 of a to 6 in such coses means, conformably to the

etymological form of the term, our act of reference '.

81* We now pass to the other cose, which concerns us here as

Handlung d
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dealing no longer with logic but with metaphysics. Let a and b indi-

cate expressly Realities, Entities, or Things. The groups, a and
, of

sensible or imaginable qualities, by which these things are distinguished

from each other, we can still submit with the same result as before

to our arbitrary acts of comparison, and eveiy relation which by so

doing we find between the qualities will have a significance for the

two things a and & equally essential or unessential, objective or non-

objective. No relation between them could be discovered if it were

not founded on the nature of each, but none is found before it is

sought.

But it is not these relations that we have in view if, in order to

render intelligible a connexion of the things a and I which experience

forces on our notice, we appeal to a relation C, which sometimes does,

sometimes does not, obtain between a and b ; which is thus not one

that belongs to the constant natures, a and b, of the two things, but a

relation into which the things, as already constituted independently of

it, do or do not enter. In this case the conclusion is unavoidable

that this objective relation C, to which we appeal, cannot be anything

that takes place between a and b, and that just for that reason it is not

a relation in the ordinary sense of the term, but more than this. For

it is only in our thought, while it passes from the mental image or

presentation of a to that of b, that there arises, as a perception imme-

diately intelligible to thought, that which we here call a between*
,
It

,

would be quite futile to try, on the contrary, to assign to this between,

at once connecting and separating a and , which is a mere memorial

of an act of thought achieved solely by means of the unity of our con-

sciousness, a real validity in the sense of its having an independent
existence of its own apart from the consciousness which thinks it,

We are all, it is true, accustomed to think of things in their multipli-

city as scattered over a space, through the void of which stretch the

threads of their connecting relations
;
whether we insist on this way of

thinking and consider the existence of things to be only possible in

the space which we see around us, or whether we are disposed witft

more or less clearness, as against the notion of a sensible space, to

prefer that of an intelligible space which would afford the web com-

posed of those threads of relation equal convenience of expansion. But

even if we cannot rid ourselves of these figures, we must at least allow

that that part of the thread of relation which lies in the void between

a and b, can contribute nothing to the union of the two immediately
tut only through its attachment to a and 6 respectively. Nor does

its mere contact with a and b suffice to yield this result. It
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communicate to both a definite tension, prevalent throughout its own
length, so that they are in a different condition fiom that in which

they would be if this tension were of a different degree or took a dif-

ferent direction.

It is on these modifications of their inner state, which a and b sus-

tain from each other on these alone that the result of the relation

between them depends ; and these are obviously independent of the

length and of the existence of the imagined thread of relation. The
tcimini a and I can produce immediately in each other these reciprocal

modifications, which they in the last resort must pioduce even on

supposition that they communicated their tension to each other by
means of the thread of relation ; since no one would so far misuse

the figure as to make the thread, which was ostensibly only an adapta-
tion to sense of the relation between the termini, into a new real

material) capable of causing a tension, that has arisen in itself from

the reciprocal action of its own elements, to act on inert things, a and

&, attached to it* Let us discard, then, this easy, but useless and con-

fusing, figure* Let us admit that there in no such thing as this interval

between things4 in which, as its various possible modifications, we

sought a place for those relations, C, that we supposed to form the

, ground of the changing action of things upon each other. That

which we sought under this name of an objective relation between

tilings can only subsist if it is more than mere relation, and if it sub-

sists not IxHwceh things but immediately in them as the mutual action

which they exercise on each other and the mutual effects which they

sustain from each other. It is not till we direct our thought in the

way of comparison to the various forms of this action that we come

*to form this abstract conception of a mere relation, not yet amounting
to action but preceding the action which really takes place as its

'ground or condition.
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Conclusion.

82. WE may now attempt by way of summary to determine how

many of the ontological questions, so far proposed, admit of a final

answer. In the first place, to stand in relations appeared to us at

the beginning of our discussion to be the only intelligible import of

the being of things. These relations are nothing else than the im-

mediate internal reciprocal actions themselves which the things un-

remittingly exchange. Beside the things and that which goes on m
them there is nothing in reality. Everything which we regard as

mere relation all those relations which seem to extend through the

complete void of a '

fatween-ihingsj so that the real might enter into

them subsist solely as images which our presentative faculty on

its own account makes for itself. They originate in it and for it, as

in its restless activity it compares the likeness, difference, and se-

quence of the impressions which the operation of A, 9 C upon us

brings into being this operation at each moment corresponding to

the changeable inner states a, 6, c, which A^B^C experience through
their action on each other. To pursue this Thesis further is the problem
of Cosmology, which deals with things and events as resting or pass-

ing in the seemingly pre-existent forms of space and time, and which,

will have to show how all relations of space and time, which we are, .

accustomed to regard as prior conditions of an operation yet to

ensue, are only expressions and consequences of one already taiifcg;

place. .

'

,

We find an answer further to the enquiry as to that metaphysical
C3 that relation which it seems necessary should supervene, iq order,

that things, which without it would have remained indifferent to each-

other, might be placed under the necessity, and become capable, of

operation on each other. The question is answered to the effect that

such a thing as a non-C, a separation which would have left the things

indifferent to each other, is not to be met with in reality and that*

therefore the question as to the transition from this state into that of

,

VOL. t L '
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combination is a question concerning nothing. The unity ofM is

this eternally present condition of an interchange of action, unremit-

ting but vaiying to the highest degree of complexity. For neither

does this unity ever really exist in the general form indicated by this

conception and name of unity and by this sign M. It really exists at

each moment only as a case, having a definite value, of the equation

for which I gave the foimula 1
,
and in such form it is at the same time

the efficient cause of the actuality of the state next-ensuing as well as

the conditioning ground ofwhat this state contains. Thus the stream of

this self-contained opeiation propagates itself out of itself from phase
to phase. If a sensible image is needed to help us to apprehend it,

we should not think of a wide-spiead net of relations, in the meshes

of which things lie scattered, so that tightening of the threads, now at

this point, now at that, may draw them together and force them to

share each other's states. We should rather recall the many simul-

taneous 'Paits' of a piece of polyphonic music, which without being in

place aie external to each other in so far as they are distinguished by
their pitch and tone, and of which first one and then another, rising

or falling, swelling or dying away, compels all the rest to vary cor-

respondingly in harmony with itself and one another, forming a series

of movements that result in the unity of a melody which is consistent

and complete in itself*

83* Our lust considerations started from the supposition that in a

certain clement A of AT a new state a has somehow been introduced/

It is natural that now a further question should be raised as to the

possibility of this primary change, from the real occurrence of which

follows the course of reactions depicted. This question as to the

beginning of motion has been a recognised one since the time of

Aristotle, but it has been gradually discovered that the answer to it

cannot be derived from the unmoved, which seemed to Aristotle the

ultimate thing in the world. The most various beliefs as to the

nature and structure of reality agree upon this, that out of a con-

dition of perfect rest a beginning of motion can never arise. Not

merely a multiplicity of originally given real elements, but also given

motions between them, arc presupposed in all the theories in which

professors of the natural sciences, no less than others, strive to explain

the origin of the actual course of the world out of its simplest prin-

<?iple. To us* with that hunger for explanation which characterises

0r thought, U looks like an act of despair to deny the derivability

anything else of some general fact, when in regard to its
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individual forms one is accustomed to enquire for the conditions oftheir

real existence. We experience this feeling of despair if we find our-

selves compelled to trace back the multiplicity of changeable bodies

to a number of unchangeable elements. Yet the question, why it

is just these elements and no others that enjoy the prerogative of

original reality, does not force itself upon us. Our fancy does not

avail, beyond the elements given by experience, to produce images of

others, which might have existed but were in some unintelligible way
cheated of their equal claim to reality. Of the motions, on the con-

trary, of which these elements, once given, are capable, we see first

one and then another take place in reality according as their changing

conditions bring them about. None of them appears to us so

superior to the rest that it exclusively, and without depending in its

turn on similar conditions, should claim to be regarded as the first

actual motion of the real.

These considerations lead on the one side to an endless regress in

time. It is not necessary however at this point to complicate our

enquiry by reference to the difficulties connected with occurrence in

time. Our effort will be to exclude them for the present. But, no

matter whether we believe ourselves to reach a really first beginning

or whether we prolong the chain of occurrence in endless retrogres-

sion, the established course of the world is anyhow a single reality in

contrast with the innumerable possibilities, which would have been

realised if either the primary motion had been different, as it might

have been, or if, which is equally thinkable, the endless progression,

as a whole, had taken a different direction. For whether in reality it

be finite or infinite, in either case its internal arrangement admits of

permutations which, as it is, are not real.

All these doubts, however, are only different off-shoots of a general

confusion in our way of thinking and a complete misunderstanding

of the problems which a metaphysical enquiry has to solvfe. The 1

world once for all is, and we are in it It is constituted In fc pairtfct*-

lar way, and in us for that reason there Eves a Thbtight^ %fcick is afcte

to distinguish different cases of a universal Now that ail this is sfy ,

there may arise in us the images and conceptions of possibilities

which in reality are not; and then we imagine that we, wtth this;

Thought of ours, are there Before all reality and bare, the- business of

deciding what reality should arise out of these empty possibilities,

which are yet all alike only thinkable because there is a reality

from which this Thought springs. When once, in this Thought,

affirmation and denial of the same content have become possible, we
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can propose all those perverted questions against which we have so

often protested Why there is a world at all, when it is thinkable that

there should be none ? Why, as there is a world, its content is M
and not some other drawn fiom the far-reaching domain of the

non-JW? Given the real world as M, why is it not in rest but in

motion ? Given motion, why is it motion in the direction X and not

in the equally thinkable direction Z? To all these questions there is

only one answer. It is not the business of the metaphysician to

make reality but to recognise it ; to investigate the inward order of

what is given, not to deduce the given fiom what is not given. In

order to fulfil this office, he has to guard against the mistake of

regarding abstractions, by means of which he fixes single determina-

tions of the real for his use, as constructive and independent elements

which he can employ, by help of his own resources, to build up the

real,

In this mistake we have often seen metaphysicians entangled.

They have formed the idea of a pure being and given to this a

significance apart from all relations, in the affirmation of which and

not otherwise it indicates reality. They have petrified that reality

which can only attach to something completely determined, into a

rcal-in-itsclf destitute of all properties. They have spoken of laws

as a controlling power between or beyond the things and events in

which such laws had thdr only real validity. In like manner we
are Inclined to think at the outset of the truly existingM9 the complex
of all things, as a motionless object of our contemplation ; and we are

right in doing so as long a in conceiving it we think merely of the

function, constantly identical with itself, which it signifies to us. From
this function, it is true, simply as conceived, no motion follows. But

we forget meantime that it is not this conception of this function that

is the real, but that which at each moment the function executes, and

of which the concrete nature may contain a kind of fulfilment of the

function, which docs not/0//<we; from that conception of it. In what

way that one all embracing M solves its problem whether by main*

taining a constant equality of content, or by a succession of innu-

merable different instances, of which each satisfies the general equa-

tion preicribed by its plan tluit is its own affair. Between these two

thinkable possibilities it is not for us to choose as we will Oar'

business is to recognise whichever of them is given as reality* Now
what U given to us is the fact of Becoming. No denial of ours can

fctftfch it from the world. It ia not therefore as a stationary identity

with itself but only a# an eternally self-sustained motion that we have
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to recognise the given being of that which truly is. And as given

with it we have also to recognise the direction which its motion

takes.

84. I have referred to the theories which agree with my own in

being Monistic. In all of them motion is at the same time regarded

as an eternal attribute of the supposed ultimate ground of the world.

This motion, however, was generally represented as a ceaseless

activity, on the opposition of which, as living and animating, to the un-

intelligible conception of a stark and dead reality the writers referred

to loved to dwell Such language shows that the metaphysical reasons

for believing in the Unity of Being have been reinforced by aesthetic

inclinations which have yielded a certain prejudice as to the nature

of the Being that is to be counted supreme. It was not the mere

characteristic of life and activity but their worth and the happiness

found in the enjoyment of them which it was felt must belong in

some supreme measure to that in which all things have their cause and

reason. Such a proposition is more than at this stage of our enquiry

we are entitled to maintain. Life and Activity only carry the special

meaning thus associated with them on supposition of the spirituality

of the Being of which they are predicated. The only necessary

inference, however, from the reasoning which has so far guided us is

to an immanent operation, through which each new state of what Is

becomes the productive occasion of a second sequent upon it, but

which for anything we have yet seen to the contrary may be a blind

operation. I would not indeed conceal my conviction that there is

justification, notwithstanding, for a belief in the Life of that which is

the ground of the world, but it is a justification of which I must post-

pone the statement. I would only ask, subject to this proviso, to be

allowed the use of expressions, for the sake of brevity, of which; the

full meaning is indeed only intelligible upon a supposition, as we have

seen, still to be made good, but which will give a more vivid meaning

to the propositions we have yet to advance than the constant repeti-

tion of more abstract terms could do. ''>*,'
85. So long as all we know of M is the. function ''which ft.k

required to fulfil that, namely, of being the Unity which renders all

that the world contains what it is so long we can derive nothing

from this thought but a series of general and abstract deductions.

Every single being which exists, exjsts in virtue apt of any beiog of

its own but of the commission, given it, so to speat, by the ,oneM;

and it exists just so long as its particular being is required for the

fulfilment of the equation M=*M. Again, it is what it is not
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lutely and in immemorial independence of anything else ; it is that

which the one ^/"charges it to be. One thing, finally, operates on

another not by means of any force of its own, but in virtue of the

One present in it, and the mode and amount of its operation at each

moment is that prescribed it by M for the re-establishment of the

equation just spoken of.

To the fuither interpretation of these piopositions in detail I leturn

presently* That which is implied in all of them is a denial of any

knowledge antecedent to all experience a denial which goes much

deeper, and indeed bears quite another meaning than is understood by
those who are so fond of insisting on this renunciation of a priori

knowledge. It is not in philosophy meicly, but in the propositions

on which scientific men venture -that we trace the influence of the

prejudice that, independently of the content realised in this world,

,//= M, there are certain universal modes of procedure, certain rights

and duties, which sclf-cvidently belong to all elements, as such, that

arc to be united in any possible world, and which would be just as

valid for a wholly different world, N=sN> as for that in which we

actually live, There lias thus arisen in philosophy a series of piopo-

niliona which purport to set forth the piopertics and pierogatives of

substances as such independently of that course of the world in which

they are inwoven. They obviously rest on the impression that every

other order of a universe, whatever it might be, that could ever come

into Being, would have to respect these properties and preiogatives

and could exact no function from Things other than what, in virtue of

a nature belonging to them antecedently to the existence of a world,

they were fitted and necessitated to render. And no less in the

procedure of the physical sciences, however many laws they may
treat as obtaining merely in the way of matter of fact, there is yet

implied the nation of there being a certain more limited number of

mechanical principles, to which every possible nature, however hetero-

geneous from nature as it is, would nevertheless have to conform.,

The philosophers, it it) true, have imagined that the knowledge of the

prerogatives of Substance was to be attained by pure thinking, white

the men of science maintain that the knowledge of ultimate laws is

only to be arrived at by experience. But as to the metaphysical value

of that which they suppose to be discovered in these different ways

they aro both at one. They take it as the sum of pre-mundane truth, ,

vWch -different worlds, Ms* JJ/ancl N** N> do but exhibit in different

<**** of its application.

UWt t* the notion which I seek to controvert. Prior to the world,
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or prior to the first thing that was real, there was no pre-mundane or

pre-real reality, in which it would have been possible to make out what

would be the rights which, in the event of there coming to be a reality,

each element to be employed in its construction could urge for its

protection against anything incompatible with its right as a substance,

or to which every force might appeal as a justification for refusing

functions not imposed on it by the terms of its original charter.

There is really neither primary being nor primary law, but the

original reality, M or N. Given MQI N, there follows from the one

Jlffoi its world, M=M, the series of laws and truths, which hold

good for this world. If notM but N were the original reality, then

for the world N'= N there would follow the other series of regulated

processes which would hold good for this other world. There is

nothing which could oppose to these ordinances Mor jZVany claim of

its own to preservation or respect

86. Here the objector will interpose:
*

Granting this, aie you not

liable to the charge of having here in your turn given utterance to one

of those pre-mundane truths, of which you refuse to admit the validity?

Have you not of your own accord expressly alleged the case of two

worlds, M and N, which you suppose would both be obliged to

conform to the general rule stated?' Now I have purposely chosen

these expressions in order to make my view, which certainly stands in

need of justification against the above objection, perfectly clear. In

the first place, as regards the world N, which I placed in opposition

to the real world M, 1 have to repeat what I have already more than

once pointed out. The world M is, and we, thinking spirits, are in

it, holding a position which M in virtue of its nature as M could not

but assign to us. To this position are adjusted those general processes

of our Thought, by which we are to arrive at what we call a know-

ledge of the rest of the world. Among these is that very finportknit

one, no doubt corresponding to the plan on which the wqrjd ,M fo

ordered, which enables us not only to form general ideas as

to subsume any given manifold under any one of its marts,

a general idea has been formed, as a species or msta

This intellectual capability, once given, does not subject itself fy, any
limits in its exercise. Even that which, when we Consider it m^a-
physically, we recognise as in reality the aU-cohtaining and Tin/con-

ditioned, we may as a matter of logic tike for one- Of the variou&

instances admitting of subsumption under the general idea of the un

conditioned. Hence, while it is only of particular things that we
assert multiplicity as a matter of reality, we attempt on the othe^r
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hand to form a plural of the conception
'

Universe/ and oppose the

realM to many other possible Universes.

But the capacity of doing this we owe not to the knowledge of a

law to which M and N alike are subject, but only to that which

actually takes place in M, and to a certain tendency transfeired from

it to us as constituents of M\ the tendency to think of everything
real as an instance of a kind, of which the conception is derived by
abstraction from that thing, and thus at last to think even of the

primary all-embiacing Real, M itself, as an instance representing the

idea we form of it, and so to dieam of othei instances existing along
with it. Thus arises the notion of that world N, a perfectly empty
fiction of thought to which we ascribe no manner of zeality, and of

no value, except, like other imaginary formulae, to illustrate the other

conception jfl/j which is not imaginary. And I employed .Wexclusively

for this purpose. Further, when we said that, if N existed, the laws

valid for N would flow from the equation N =>N in just the same

way as those valid for M flow from the equation M^M9 this was

not a conclusion drawn from knowledge of an obligation binding on

both of them. On the contrary, it was an analogy in which what was

true of the realM was transferred to the imaginary N. In reality we

have no title to make this tiansfer, for to put it simply who can tell

what would be and would happen if everything were other than it is?

But if we do oppose this imaginary case to the real one in order to

explain the latter, we must treat it after the type of the real. Other-

wise, as wholly disparate, it would not even serve the purpose of illus-

trating the real by contrast with itthe only purpose for which it is

introduced

87* Yet a third objection remains to be noticed. The statement

that from M follows the series of laws that hold good for this world

MI obviously does not mean merely that these laws proceed anyhow
from M\ it means that they arc the proper consequences of its

nature. But what is meant by a '

proper consequence
' when it can

no longer be distinguished from an improper consequence as corre-

sponding to some rule to which the improper consequence does not

correspond? Have wo not after all to presuppose some law of the

necessity r possibility'of thought, absolutely prior to the world and

reality, which determine*, in regard to every reality that may come to

be, wW development of its particular nature can folbw consistently

", from the nature of the primary real, M or N, in distinction from such

. * development as would be inconsistent ?
,

lid* variation of the old error can only be met by a variation of tte
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old answer. At first sight it seems a pleonasm to demand that actual

consequences should not be inconsequent. Still the expression has

a certain meaning. Hitherto we have taken the idea of reason and

consequent to be merely this, that from a determinate something there

flows another determinate something. The question, what determinate

something admits of being connected with what other, by coherence

of this sort, has been left aside. The idea of reason and consequent, as

above stated, would be satisfied, ifwith the various reasons g* g* g* the

completely determinate consequences p q r were as a matter of fact

associated, without there being any affinity between / $ and r corre-

sponding to that between g*g*g*. We shall find that our knowledge

of reality is in fact ultimately arrested by such pairs of cohering

occurrences. For instance, between the external stimuli on which the

sensations of sight and hearing depend, we are able to point out

affinities which make it possible to present those several modes of

stimulation as kinds, g
l and ^Vof one piocess of vibration, g. But

between sounds and colours we are quite unable to discover the same

affinity, or to prove that, if sensations of sound follow upon g\ sensa-

tions of colour must in consistency present themselves on occasion

of^
a
.

This example illustrates the meaning of that consistency of conse-

quence which, in our view as stated above, can within certain limits

be actually discovered and demonstrated in the real world, but beyond
those limits is assumed to obtain universally in some form or other.

The Unity of Being, without which there would be no possibility of

the reciprocal action within a world of the seemingly though not really

separate elements of that world, excludes the notion of a multiplicity

of isolated and fatalistic ordinances, which without reference to each

other should bind together so many single pairs of events. There

must be some rule or other according to which the connexion of the

members of each single pair, g
*
andyj with each other determines that

of all the other pairs, gm and_/X It is only in reference to the com-

parison of various cases with each other, which thus becomes possible,

that there is any meaning in speaking as we did of '

consistency**

The expression has no meaning in relation to any single pair? #-$nd

/, which we might have made the point of departure for our pre-

liminary consideration, of the rest. The coherence between twp

members would at the outset be an independent fact of wftich

nothing could be known but simply that it was the fact For

1
['g' and f f

'
stand for Gnmd* and 'Folge' here, as on p. 83. Cp. also p. 96

where ' Grund '

(Reason) is distinguished from
' Ursache

'

(Cause)J
'
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supposing we chose to think of their adjustment to each other as

connected with the fulfilment of a supreme condition Z requiring

consistency, they would still only correspond to this condition. The
actual concrete mode in which they satisfied it, the content in virtue

of which they subordinated themselves to it, would be something
which it would be impossible to suppose determined by Z itself; the

more so in proportion as Z was more expressly taken to be an or-

dinance that would have to be fulfilled indifferently in innumerable

cases, nay even in the most various worlds. Supposing Z to be
neithei the determining ground of the content of^ and/ nor the pro-
ductive cause of their real existence, the pioposition that a connexion
between the two ensues in accordance with Z, cannot be a statement
of a real metaphysical order of supremacy and subordination : but is

just the reverse of the real order. The piimary independent fact of
the connexion between^ and/

1
is of such a character that the com-

parison of it with,?
3

and/
2
,^

8

and/
8
, enables us first to apprehend

a universal mode of procedure on the part of the various connexions
of events in the world a concrete procedure, peculiar to this world
.#/ -and then, upon continued abstraction, to generate the conception
of a condition Z, which would hold good for the organization of any
world, N, so long as the mental image of N was formed after the

pattern of the given reality, M.

^

88, At the present day few will understand the reasons for the per-
sistency with which I dwell on these considerations and so often
return to them. We live quickly, and have forgotten, without settling,
a controversy which forty years ago was still a matter of the liveliest

interest among the philosophers of Germany. The difficulties involved
in Hegel's system of thought were then beginning to make themselves
felt even by those who looked with favour on his enterpriseof
repeating in thought by a constructive process the actual development
of the woild from the ground of the absolute. It was not after

Hegel's mind to begin by determining the subjective forms of
thought, under which alone we can apprehend the concrete nature
of this giound of the Universea nature perhaps to us inaccessible.
From the outset he looked on the motion of out thought in its effort
to gain a clear idea of this still obscure goal of our aspiration aa the

ptopcr fcmrd development of the absolute itself, which only needed
be pursued consistently, in order gradually to bring into conscious

sOI that the universe contains. ,

;

tfce-, most abstract of objects came to, be thought of at the

conqrtti a way of thinking which it wa* soon found
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impossible to carry out. Even in dealing with the phenomena of

nature, though they were forced into categories and classifications

without sufficient knowledge, it had to be supposed that the process
of development, once begun, was carried on with a superabundance
in the multiplication of forms for which no explanation was to be

found in the generalities which preceded the theory of nature. All

that these could do was to make us anticipate some such sattus; for the

transition of one determination into its opposite, or at any rate into

an '

otherness/ had been one of the supposed characteristics of the

motion which was held to generate the world. The same difficulty

might have been felt when the turn came for the construction of the

spiritual and historical world, into which nature was supposed to pass
over* There are many reasons, however, even in actual life, for not

being content with the derivation of our ideas of the beautiful and the

good from the living feeling which in fact alone completely appre-
hends their value, but for giving them greater precision by requiring

them to satisfy ceitain general formal determinations. It is true that

they too undergo a sensible degradation if they are looked on merely
as instances of abstract relations of thought, but this was taken almost

less notice of than the same fact in regard to the phenomena of nature,

for owing to the latter being objects of perception, it could not be

ignored how much more they were than the abstract problems which

according to the Hegelian philosophy they had to fulfil.

Hegel himself was quite aware of the error involved' in thfe way, of

representing the world's course of development He repeatedly insists
,

that what appears in it as the third and last member of the dialectical !

movement described is in truth rather the first. And assuredly this

remark is not to be looked upon as an after-thought of which no

further application is made, but expresses the true intention of this

bold Monism, which undertook far more than human powers can

achieve, but of which the leading idea by no means loses its value

through the great defects in its execution, From the errors noticed

Schcllmg thought to save us, It was time, he told us, that the higher,

the only proper, antithesis should be brought into view the antithesis

between freedom and necessity, in apprehending which, and not other-'

wise, we reach the inmost centre of philosophy. I will not dwell on

the manner in which he himselfworked out this view in its application

to the philosophy of religion. It was Weisse who first sought to

develope it systematically* That which Hegel had taken for trae

Being, he looked upon merely as the sum of prior conditions without

Which such Being would be unthinkable and could not be, but whicty
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themselves have not being. Thus understood, they formed in his

view the object of a certain part of philosophy, and that compaiatively

speaking a negative part, namely Metaphysic. It was for experience

on the other hand the experience of the senses and that of the moral

and religious consciousness as a positive revelation to give us know-

ledge of the reality built on that abstract foundation.

Such expressions might easily be explained in a sense with

which we could agree. It would be a different sense, however,

from that which they weie intended to convey. According to that

original sense the general thoughts, which it was the business of

Metaphysic to unfold, were more than those forms of apprehending
true Being without which we cannot think. They were understood

indeed to be this, but also something more. In their sum they were

held to constitute an absolutely necessary matter for which it was

impossible either not to be or to be other than it is, but which, not-

withstanding this necessity, notwithstanding this unconditional being,

was after all a nothing, without essence and without reality; while

over against it stood the true Being, for which according to this

theory, it is possible not to be or to be other than it is, thus being
constituted not by necessity but by freedom. I shall not spend time

in discussing this usage of the terms, freedom and necessity* I would

merely point out that the latter term, if not confined to a necessity of

thought on our pait, but extended to that which is expressly hold to

be the unconditioned condition of all that is conditioned, would have

simply no assignable meaning and would have to be replaced by the

notion of a de facto universal validity. The adoption of the term

'Freedom' to indicate the other sort of reality expressly recognised as

merely de/acto the reality of that which might just as well not be
is to be explained by the influence of ideas derived from another

"sphere of philosophy the philosophy of religion which cannot be
further noticed here. Taken as a whole, the theory is the explicit
and systematic expression of that Dualism which I find wholly un-

thinkable, and against which my discussions have so far been directed,

In this form at any rate it cannot be true. It is impossible that there

should first be an absolute frius consisting in a system of forms that

cairy necessity with them and constitute a sort of unaccountable Fate,
awl that then there should come to be a world, however cwafce<

which should submit itself to the constraint of these laws for the

;
idealisation of just so much as these limite will allow. The red alone

/l^rpkd'it
is the real which by its Being brings about the appearance'

tff'Ihpft,Wing a necessity antecedent to
it, just as it is the living body
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that forms within itself the skeleton around which it has the appear-
ance of having grown.

89. We have not the least knowledge how it is that the seemingly

homogeneous content of a germ-vesicle deposits those fixed elements

of form, aiound which the vital movements are carried on. Still

less shall we succeed in deducing from the simple original character,

M> of a world, the organization of the necessity which prevails in it

There are two general ways, however, of understanding the matter,
alike admissible consistently with our assumption of the unity of the

world, which remain to be noticed here, I will indicate them

symbolically by means of our previous formulae, Jf=$ [A JB X],
and the converse

<j> [A BK\=M. By the former I mean to convey
that M is to be considered the form-giving Prius, of which the

activity, whether in the way of self-maintenance or development,
at every moment conditions the state of the world

f

s elements and the

form of their combination, both being vaiiable between the limits

which their harmony with M fixes for them. In the second formula

M is presented as the vaiiable resulting form, which the world at

each moment assumes through the reciprocal effects of its elements

this form again being confined within limits which the necessity,

persistently and equally prevalent in these effects, imposes. I might;
at once designate these views as severally Idealism and Realism,

were it not that the familiar but at the same time somewhat indefinite,

meaning of these terms makes a closer investigation necessary,

90. Availing ourselves once again, for explanatory purposes, of

the opposition between two worlds,M and N, we might designate

the form in which, according to the sense of the former view, we

should conceive the different characters of the two worlds to be alike

comprehended, so that of an Idea 1
or, Germanic^, as that of

a Thought
9
. It is thus that in JEsihetic criticism we are accustomed

to speak of the Idea or Thought of a work of Art, in the sense of

the principle which determines its form in opposition to the particular

outlines in which indeed the principle is manifested but to which it is

not so absolutely tied that other kindred means, even means wholly

different, might not be combined to express it. So again in active

life we speak of a project as an Idea or Thought, when we meau to

censure it for including no selection between the manifold points

\ capable of being related by the combination of which it might be

^carried
out If now we diop the imaginary world N> we cannot

^hereupon suppose that the real worldM lacks that concrete character

'['Gcdanke.']
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by which we distinguished it from N, although that character would

no longer be needed for the purpose of distinguishing it from some-

thing else now that it is understood that there is nothing external

to it It would therefore be incorrect to call the Idea, simply as the

Idea, the supreme principle of the world. Even the absolute idea,

although, in .opposition to the partial ideas which it itself conditions

as constituents of its meaning, it might fitly be called unlimited, would

not on that account be free from a definitely concrete content, with

which it fills the general form of the Idea.

In other cases it is more easy to avoid this logical error of putting
an abstract designation of essence, as conceived by us, in place of the

subject to which the essence belongs. We are more liable to it in

the present case, where the reality, being absolutely single, can only
be compared with imaginary instances of the same conception. We
are then apt to think that every determinate quality which we might
leave to this leality would rest on a denial of the other determinate

qualities which we excluded from it, and which, in order to the*

possibility of such exclusion, must at the same time be classed with

that which excludes them as coordinate instances of a wtill higher

reality. This reality can then only be reached by an extinction of
all content whatever. Thus the tendency, which so often recurs fn

the histoiy of philosophy, spins out its thread the tendency to look

on the supreme creative principle of the world not merely an un
definable by any predicates within our reach but as in itself empty
and indefinite. These ways of thinking arc only justifiable BO far as

they imply a refusal to ascribe to the supreme M, as a oit of pre-

supposition of its being, a multitude of ready-made predicate*, from
which as from a given store it was to collect its proper nature. It Is

no such doctrine that we mean to convey in asserting that the supreme
principle of reality is to be found in a definitely concrete Idea, M,
and not in the Idea merely as an Idea. The truth is rather this.M being in existence, or in consequence of its existence, it Incomes

possible for our Thought, as included in it, to apprehend ttKit which
Mis in the form of a summum genut to whichM admits of being

,
subordinated and as a negation of the non-vSf. It is not every deter-

mination that rests on negation. On the contrary, there Is an original
Position without which it would bo impossible for us to tpprehend
the content of that Position as a determination and to explain tt by
the negation of something else.

V,$t 'The mode of development, accordingly, which is Imposed on
the4*U ty }te Idea of which it is the expression, would depend on
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the content of the Idea itself, and could only be set forth by one who
had previously made himself master of this content. So to make
himself master of it must be the main business of the Idealist as much
as of any one else. The only preliminary enlightenment which he

would have to seek would relate to that characteristic of the cosmic

oider in the way of mere form which is implied in the fact that,

according to him, it is in the form of a governing Idea that the con-

tent just spoken of, whatever it may be, constitutes the basis of this

order. For himM means simply a persistent Thought, of which the

import remains the same, whatever and how great soever in each

instance of its realisation may be the collection of elements combined

to this end. The world therefore would not be bound byM either

to the constant maintenance of the same elements or to the main-

tenance of an identical form in their connexion. Not only would

ABR admit of replacement by air and afip, but also their mode of

connexion <f> by x or-^-, if it was only in these new forms that those

altered elements admitted of being combined into identity with M.
It would be idle to seek universally binding conditions which in each

single form of ATs realisation the coherent elements would have to

satisfy simply in order to be coherent. What each requires on the

part of the other in these special cases is not ascertainable from any

source whatever either by computation or by syllogism. We have

no other analogy to guide us in judging of this connexion than that

often noticed above of aesthetic fitness which, when once we have

become acquainted with the fact of a combination between manifold

elements, convinces us that there is a perfect compatibility, a deep-

seated mutual understanding, between them, without enabling us to

perceive any general rule in consequence of which this result might

have come about. The relation, however, of the Idea M to the

various forms, thus constituted, of its expression <I>[A JBJR], xfcir],

<tf[atp]
is not that of a genus to its species. It passes from one Into

the other not indifferently from any one into any other, but in de-

finite series from $ through x into ^. No Idealism at any.rate fas

yet failed to insist on the supposition a supposition which experience
1 bear* out that it is not merely in any section of the world which

,

might be made at any given moment, but also in the succession of its

phases, that the unity of the Idea will assert itself.
,

The question may indeed be repeated, What are the conations

which 4> and x have to satisfy in order to the possibility of sequence

upon each other, while it is impossible for ^ to arise directly out of

$? Of all theories Idealism is most completely debarred from an
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appeal to a supra-mundane mechanism, which makes the one sue-* ,

cession necessary, the other impossible. In consistency it must

place the maintenance of this order as unconditionally as the forma-

tion of its successive members in the hands of the Idea itself which

is directed by nothing but its own nature. On this nature will de- ,

pend the adoption of one or other of certain courses
; or rather it

will consist in one or other of them. It will require either a per-

fectly unchanged self-maintenance, or the preservation, along with

more or less considerable variations, of the same idea and outline

in the totality of phenomena ; either a progress to constantly new
forms which never returns upon itself or a repetition of the same

periods. It is only the first of these modes of procedure which

observation contradicts in the case of the given world. Of the others

we find instances in detail
;
but if we were called to say which of

them bears the stamp of reality as a whole, our collective expe-
rience would afford no guide to an answer. All that we know is

that the several phases of the cosmic order, whatever the nature of the

coherent chain formed by their scries as a whole, are made up of

combinations of comparable elements, that is, as we arc in the habit

of supposing, of states and changes of persistent things. This ia

the justification of our way of employing the equivalent Icttera of

different alphabets to indicate the constituents which in different

sections of the cosmic order seem to replace each other. If wo
allow ourselves then to pursue this mode of lepiesentation and con-

cede to Idealism that the Idea M determines the scries of its forms,

without being in any way conditioned by anything alien to itMlf,
!

still by this very act of determination it makes each preceding phase,
with its content, the condition of the realisation of that which follows.

It is no detached existence, however, that we
*

can ascribe to the

Idea, as if it*were an as yet unformed M apart from all the several

forms of its possible realisation. We may not present it to our-,

selves as constantly dipping afresh into such a repertory of forms,
with a definite series in view, for the purpose, after discarding tho

prior phase, of clothing itself in the new one which might be next in
the series. At each moment the Idea is real only in one of those

forms. It is only as having at this particular time arrived at this parti*,
cular expression of its meaning, that it can bo the determining (tywod

, for the surrender of this momentary form and for the rooliwuten of
tfre ftext succeeding one- The aesthetic or, if that term is preferred,

, dialectic connexion between such phases of reality as stand in ^
order of succession, which was implied in their being t&\
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garded as an expression of one Idea, must pass over into a causal

connexion, in which the content and organization of the world at

each moment is dependent on its content and organization at the

previous moment,

92. The difficulties involved in this doctrine have been too much

ignored by Idealism, in the forms which it has so far taken. In

seeking to throw light on them, I propose to confine myself to the

succession of two phases of the simple form $ [ASK] and [alJR],
which were treated in 72 as possible cases. This determinate

succession can never become thinkable, if each of these phases is

represented as an inert combination of inert elements : for in that

case each is an equivalent expression forM and the transition from

each into each of the innumerable other expressions or phases ofM
is equally possible and equally unnecessary. Either the included

elements must be considered to be in a definitely directed process of

becoming, or the common form of combination, <j>, must be con-

sidered u motion which distributes itself upon them in various definite

quantities. This assumption in not inconsistent cither with the prin-

ciples previously laid down, according to which a stationary being

of things could not be held to be anything but a self-mainte-

nance of that which is in constant process of becoming, or with

the spirit of Idealism ; for Idealism includes in its conception of .

every form of being the dialectical negativity, which drives the bffag* /

out of one given form of its reality into another. For these two

unmoving members therefore we should have at once to substitute

the one independent fact of a process by which A passes into a and

B into , while R remains the same. Now this fact is an equivalent

expression of that form of becoming which at this moment con-

ititutes the reality of Jlf, A~a and J!H accordingly, are two occur-

rences of which, in the expression of the idea which constitutes M,
one cannot take place without the other. Taken by themselves,

indeed, they would have no such mutual oonnexion. The ocm-
,

nexion does not represent any supra-mundane law, holding good
for the world N as well as for the real M. It is only in this real

/ which means for us in fact unccndtiionally-~fa& they belong

together as each the condition of the other, so long as there is no

change on the port of the remaining member K to affect the pure-

operation of the two on each other*

Supposing it, uow, to come about in the course of this world M,
that certain preceding phases once again gave rise to the occurrence

and along with it to an unchanged R or an R changed only ,

rot. x, M
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in respect of internal modifications without external effect, then we

should infer that in this case of repetition of A-a, the occurrence

B-l must also reappear as its consequence required by the nature

of M. If, however, the preceding phases necessitated along with

A-a a transition of R to r, then the tendency of the former occur-

rence to produce J3-&, while continuing, would not be able to

realise itself purely. What would really take place would Ixs a re-

sulting occurrence, the issue of those two impulses, determined by a

relation of mutual implication in M just in the same way as, in the

case of the indifference of JK, B-l is determined by A-a. Or-
to express the same generally the transition of the one phase into

the other x k brought about by the combination of the reciprocal

effects, which the several movements contained in $ once for ail exer-

cise in virtue of their nature, independently of the phase in which

they happen to be combined or of the point in the world's course at

which they from time to time appear.

We thus come to believe in the necessity of a mechanical system,

according to which each momentary realisation of the Idea is that

which the preceding states of fact according to certain laws of their

operation had the power to bring about. Nor i it, in any futaliHtic

way, as an alien necessity imposing itself on the Idea, that this

mechanism is thought of, but as an analytical consequence of our

conception of the Idea of the supposition that it enjoins upon
itself a certain order in its manifold possible motion of mswifcKtation

and by so doing makes the one an antecedent condition of that

which follows. So long, however, as Idealism continue* to regard

the import of the Idea as the metaphysical Prlua which determines

the succession of events, so long there lies a difficulty !n this twofold

demand -"the demand that what is conditioned by the Idea a frmU
should be always identical with that to which this rnedwniwu of it* re-

alisation impels a tergo* At a later stage of my enquiry I shall have

occasion to return to this question. It will be at the point, to which

the reader will have been long looking forward, where the appear-
ance within nature of living beings brings home to UB with Hpodal

cogency the thought of relation to an end as governing the course of

things, or of an ideal whole preceding the real part* am! their com-

bination. The question can then be discussed on more definite

premisses. In the region of generality to which I at prcwnt confine

myself Idealism could scarcely answer otherwise than by the mere

AtWtion; 'Such is the fact: auch is the nature of the concrete

We*, wid s&ch the manner of its realisation at every moment, that
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everything which it ordains in virtue of its own import must issue as

a necessary result in ordered succession from the blind co-operation

of all the several movements into which it distributes itself, and

according to the general laws which it has imposed on itsel'

98. It is not every problem that admits of a solution, nor every

goal, however necessarily we present it to ourselves, that can be

reached. We shall never be able to state the full import of that Idea

M
} which we take to be the animating soul of the Cosmos* Not the

fragmentary observation, which is alone at our command, but only

that complete view of the whole which is denied, could teach us

what that full import is. Nay, not even an unlimited extension of

observation would serve the purpose. To know it, we must live it

with all the organs of our soul And even if by some kind of com-

munication we had been put in possession of it, all forms of thought

would be lacking to us, by which the simple fulness of what was

given to us in vision could be unfolded into a doctrine, scientifically

articulated and connected. The renunciation of such hopes has

been prescribed to us by the conclusion to which we were brought
in treating of Pure Logic. It remains, as we had there to admit1

, an

unrealisable ideal of thought to follow the process by which the

supreme Idea draws from no other source but itself those minor

Premisses by means of which its import, while for ever the same, is

led up to the development of a reality that consists in a manifold

change. Here, however, as there we can maintain the conviction

that in reality that is possible which our thoughts are inadequate

to reproduce
9
. It is not any construction of the world out of the

idea of which the possibility is thus implied, but merely a regressive

interpretation, which attempts to trace back the connexion of what

is given us in experience, as we gradually become acquainted with it,

to its ineffable source.

To this actual limitation upon our possibilities of knowledge the

second of the views above 8
distinguished 'Realism* adjusts itself,

better than Idealism, though it has not at bottom any other or more

satisfactory answer to give to the questions just raised. Realism does

not enquire how the course of the world came to be determined ad it

is. It contents itself with treating the collective structure of the world at

any moment as the inevitable product of the forces ofthe past operating

according to general laws. On one poinl^ however, I think the ordinary

notion entertained by those who bold this view has already been

corrected. They commonly start from the assumption of an indefinite

f 151. Logic, loc. cit. [| 89.]
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number of mutually independent elements, which are only brought

even into combination by the force of laws. That this is impossible

and that for this Pluralism there must be substituted a Monism is what

I have tried to show and need not repeat. It is not thus, from the

natiyre of objects
1
, but from the nature of the one object

2
,
that we must,

even in Realism, derive the course of things. In fact, the distinction

between the two views would reduce itself to this, that while the

Idealist conceives his one principle as a restlessly active Idea, the

Realist conceives his as something objective
8
,
which merely j^rrthe

consequences of an original disintegration into a multitude of elements

that have to be combined according to law a disintegration which

belongs to the de facto constitution of its nature, as given before

knowledge begins. The mode of their combinations may become

known to us through the elaboration of experience : and this know-

ledge gives us as much power of anticipating the future as satisfies

the requirements of active life. An understanding of the universe is

not what this method will help us to attain. The general laws, to

which the reciprocal operations of things conform in the first in-

stance special to each group of phenomena are presented as limita-

tions coeval with knowledge, imposed by Reality on itself and within

which it is, as a matter of fact, compelled to restrain the multiplicity of

its products. The overpowering impression, however, which in made

by the irrefragability of these limits, is not justified by any value which

in respect of their content they possess for our understanding.

They would thus only satisfy him who could content himself with

the mere recognition of a state of things as unconditional matter of

fact But even within the range of realistic views the invincible

spiritual assurance asserts itself that the world not merely is but has

a meaning, To succeed in giving to the laws, that are found as a

matter of fact to obtain, such an expression as makes the reaon in

them, ihe ratio legis, matter of direct apprehension, is everywhere

reckoned one of the finest achievements of science. Nor can the

realistic method of enquiry resist the admission that the ends to which

events contribute cannot always be credibly explained as mere pro-

,

ducts of aimless operation. It is not merely organic structure* to

which this remark applies. Even the planetary system exhibits forms

of self-maintenance in its periodic changes, which have the appearance

of being particular cases especially selected out of innumerable

acjMftUy possible, or more easily possible, results of such operations. It

ia Uroe tfiat our observation is unable to settle the question whether
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these cases of adaptation to ends are to be thought of as single

islands floating in a boundless sea of aimless becoming, or whether

we should ascribe a like order in its changes to the collective universe.

Realism can find an explanation of these special forms only in the

assumption of an arrangement of all operative elements, which for all

that depends on the general laws might just as well have been another,

but which, being what it is and not another, necessarily leads in

accordance with those laws to the given ends. It thus appeals on its

part to the co-operation, as a matter of fact, of two principles inde-

pendent of each other which it knows not how to unite; on the one

hand the general laws, on the other hand the given special arrange-

ment of their points of application- In this respect Realism can

claim no superiority over Idealism, At the same time it is only enquiries

conducted in the spirit of Realism that will satisfy the wishes of Idealism.

They will indeed never unveil the full meaning of the Idea. But there

is nothing but recognition of the <k facto relations of things that can

make our thoughts at least converge towards this centre of the universe.

04. The conception of a Thing which we adopt has been exposed
to many transformation**, liitherto without decisive issue.* Doubts have

at last been raised whether the union of oneness of essential being

with multiplicity of so-called states has any meaning at all and is any-

thing better than an empty juxtaposition of words* In approaching
our conclusion on this point we must take a roundabout road. The

misgiving just expressed reaches further. In all the argument*
which we ultimately adduced, and in which we passed naif judgments
on tho innermost essence of the real, on what is possible.and impos-

sible for it, according to principles unavoidable for our thought, what

warranted the assurance that the nature of things must correspond to

our subjective necessities of thought ? Can such reasonings amount

to more than a human view of tilings, bearing perhaps no sort oflike-

nm to that which it ia credited with representing ?

Thte general doubt I meet with an equally general confession,

which it may be well to make aft against too aspiring an estimate of

what Philosophy can undertake* I readily admit that I take Phflo*

gophy to be throughout merely an inner movement of the human

spirit. In the hlatory of that spirit alone has Philosophy its history.

It is an effort, within the presupposed limit*, even to ourselves abso-

lutely unknown, which oar earthly existence Imposes on us, to gain a

consistent view of the world an effort which carries us to something

beyond the atifaction of the wants of life, teaching us to set before

ouroelvw and to attain worthy objects in living. An absolute truth,
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such as the archangels in heaven would have to accept, is not its

object, nor does the failure to realise such an object make our efforts

bootless. We admit therefore the completely human subjectivity of

all our knowledge with the less ambiguity, because we see clearly

moreover that it is unavoidable and that, although we may forego

the claim to all knowledge whatever, we could put no other knowledge
in the place of that on which doubt is thrown, that would not be open
to the same reproach. For in whatever mind anything may present

itself which may be brought tinder the idea of knowledge, it will

always be self-evident that this mind can never gain a view of the

objects of its knowledge as they would seem if it did not see them,
but only as they seem if it sees them, and in relation to it the seeing
mind. It is quite superfluous to make this simple truth still more

plain by a delineation of all the several steps in our knowledge, each

monotonously followed by a proof that we everywhere remain within

the limits of our subjectivity and that every judgment, in the way of

recognition or correction, which we pass from one of the higher of

these steps upon one of the lower, is still no more than a
ncccKtt'tjr of

thought for u* At most it is worth the trouble to add that -still, of

course, according to our way of thinkingthis is no specially preju
dicial lot of the human spirit, but must recur in every being which
stands in relation to anything beyond it*

Just for this reason this universal character of
subjectivity, belong-

ing to all knowledge, can settle nothing as to its truth or untruth.

In putting trust in one component of ostensible knowledge while
we take another to be erroneous we can be justified only by a con-
sideration of the import of the two components. We liave to reject
and alter all the notions, which we began by forming Iml which
cannot be maintained without contradiction when our thought** are

systematized, while they can without contradiction be replaced ty
others. As regards the ultimate principles, however, which we follow
in this criticism of our thoughts, it is quite true that we are left with

nothing but the confidence of Reason in itself, or the certainty of l*Hef
jn the general truth that there is a meaning in the world, and that the
nature of that reality, which includes us in itself, has given our jroirit

only such necessities of thought a* harmonise with it

& Ctf tb* various forms in which the scepticism to qucwtlrm
s tte last i that of a doubt not as to the genersa capacity for
the part of our cognition, but as to tha truth of on of it*

It rotates
to (ft* wk>le w?rld of thing* which so ftr, In conformity with the
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usual way of thinking, we have taken for granted. After the admirable

exposition which Fichte has given us of the subject in his
c Vocation

of Man/ I need not show over again how everything which informs

us as to the existence of a world without us, consists in the last resort

merely in affections of our own #0, 01 to use language more free

from assumption in forms which hover before our consciousness,

and from the manifold variations and combinations of which there

arises the idea and always as our idea of something present with-

out us, of a world of things. Now we have a right to enquire what

validity this idea, irrespectively of its proximate origin, may claim hi

the whole of our thoughts ; but it would have been a simple fallacy

merely on account of the subjectivity of all the elements out of which

it has been formed, to deny its truth and to pronounce the outer world

to be merely a creation of our imagination. For the state of the case

could be no other, were there things without us or no. Our know*

ledge in the one case, our imagination in the other, could alike only

consist in states or activities of our own being in what we call im-

pressions made on our nature, supposing these to be things, but on

no supposition in anything other than a subjective property of ours.

As is well known, Fichte did not draw the primary inference which

offensive as it is would be logically involved in the error noticed,

the inference, namely, that the single subject, adopting such a philo-

sophy, would have to consider itself the sole reality, which in its'own

inner world generated the appearance of a companion Universe. In

regard to Spirits he followed the conviction which I just now stated*

It is only by means of subjective effects produced upon him, like

those which mislead him into .believing in things, that any one can

know of the existence of other Spirits ;
but just because this must

equally be the case if there really arc Spirits, this fact proved nothing

against their existence. If theiefore Fichte allowed the exist-

ence of a world of Spirits, while he inexorably denied that of

a world of Things, the ground of his decision would only lie to the

judgment which he passed on the several conceptions in respect

simply of their content in the feet that he found the conception; of

Spirit not only admissible but indispensable in the entirety of his view

of the world, that of the Thing on the contrary as inadmissible as

superfluous. To this conviction he was constant. To have no longer

an eye for mere things was m his eyes a requirement to be made of

every true philosophy.

96* I proceed to connect this brief historical retrospect with the

difficulties which, as we saw, have still to be dealt with, We found
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it impossible for that to be unchangeable which we treated as a thing,

a. It did not even admit of being determined by varying persist-

encies on the part of different qualities *. We were forced to think

of it as in continuous becoming, either unfolding itself into the one

series, a1
,
a2

,
a8

,
or maintaining itself, in the other, a, a, a, by constantly

new production. Each of these momentary phases, however, we saw

must be exactly like itself, but o^a1
is different from every other.

Even the exactly similar members of the latter series, though exactly

similar, were not one and the same. For all that we asserted that in

this change the Unity of a thing maintained itself. We could not but

assert this if we were to conceive the mutual succession of the several

forms, which could not arise out of nothing but only out of each

othei. We weie not in a condition, however, to say what it was that

remained identical with itself in this process of becoming. We took

advantage of the term '
states

' a
, which we applied to the changing forms,

'but we came to the conclusion that in so doing we were only express-

ing our mental demand without satisfying it We saw that an im-

mediate perception was needed to show us this relation of a subject

to its states as actually under our hands and thcieby convince us of

its possibility.

Perhaps the reader then cherished the hope that there would be no

difficulty in adducing many such instances in case of need. Now, on

returning to this question, we only find one being, from the special

nature of which the possibility of that relation seems inseparable.

This is the spiritual subject, which exercises the wonderful function

not merely of distinguishing sensations, ideas, feelings from itself but

at the same time of knowing them as its own, as its states, and which

by means of its own unity connects the series of successive events

in the compass of memory. I should be misunderstood if this state*

xnent were interpreted to mean that the Spirit understands how to

bring itself and its inner life in the way of logical subsumption under
the relation of a subject to its states or to recognise itself as an
instance of this subordination. It experiences the fact of there being
this relation at the very moment when it lives through the process of
its own action. It is .only its later reflection on itself which thereupon
generates for it in its thinking capacity the general conception of this

jdation a relation in which it stands quite alone without possibility

Of another homogeneous instance being found. It is only in the

sensitive act, which at once repels the matter of sense from us as

that exists for itself and reveals it to us 'as our own, that
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we become aware what is meant by the apprehension of a certain a

as a state of a subject A. It is only through the fact that our atten-

tion, bringing events into relation, comprehends past and present in

memory, while at the same time there arises the idea of the persistent

Ego to which both past and present belong, that we become aware

what is meant by Unity of Being throughout a change of manifold

states, and that such unity is possible. In short it is through our

ability to appear to ourselves as such unities that we are unities. Thus

the proximate conclusion to which we are forced would be this. If

there are to be things with the properties we demand of things, they

must be more than things. Only by sharing this character of the

spiritual nature can they fulfil the general lequirements which must

be fulfilled in order to constitute a Thing. They can only be distinct

from their states if they distinguish themselves from their states.

They can only be unities if they oppose themselves, as such, to the

multiplicity of then states.

97. The notion that things have souls has always been a favourite

one with many and there has been some extravagance in the imagina-

tive expression of it. The reasoning which has here led us up to it does

not warrant us in demanding anything moie than that there should

belong to things m some form or other that existence as an object

for itself which distinguishes all spiritual life from what is only an

object for something else. The mere capacity of feeling pain or

pleasure, without any higher range of spiritual activity, would suffice

to fulfil this requirement There is the less reason to expect that this

psychical life of things will ever force itself oft our observation with

the clearness of a fact. The assumption of its existence will always

be looked on as an imagination, which can be allowed no influence

in the decision of particular questions, and which we can only indulge

when it is a question, in which no practical consequences are involved,

of making the most general theories apprehensible.

It is therefore natural to enquire whether after all it is necessary to

retain in any form that idea of an existence of Things whiqh fortpd

this assumption upon us. There are two points indeed \ribich I

should maintain as essential : one, the existence of spiritual beings

like ourselves which, in feeling their states and opposing themselves

to those states as the unity that feels, satisfy the idea of a permanent

subject
1

: the other, the unity of that Being, in which these subject*

in turn have the ground of their existence, the source of their peculiar

nature, and which is the true activity at work iu thert. But why over

1
[< Bines Wesens.']
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and above this should there be a world of things, which themselves

gain nothing by existing, but would only serve as a system of occa-

sions or means for producing in spiritual subjects representations

which after all would have no likeness to their productive causes?

Could not the creative power dispense with this roundabout way and

give rise directly in spirits to the phenomena which it was intended

to present to them ? Could it not present that foim of a world which

was to be seen without the intervention of an unseen world which

could never be seen as it would be if unseen? And this power being

in all spirits one and the same, why should there not in fact be a

correspondence between the several activities which it exerts in those

spirits of such a kind that while it would not be the same world-

image that was presented to all spirits but different images to dif-

ferent spirits, the diffeient presentations should yet lit into each other,

so that all spirits should believe themselves planted at different posi-

tions of the same world and should be able to adjust themselves in it,

each to each, in the way of harmonious action ? As to the effects

again which Things interchange with each other and which according
to our habitual notions appear to be the strongest proof of their

independent existence why should we not substitute for them a

recipiocal conditionedness on the part of innumerable actions, which

cross and modify each other within the life of the one Being that

truly is? If so, the changes which our world-image undergoes would

at each moment issue directly from the collision of these activities

which takes effect also in us, not from the presence of many inde-

pendent sources of operation bringing these changes about externally
to us.

In fact, if the question was merely one of rendering the world, as

phenomenally given to us, intelligible, we could dispense with the con-

ception of a real operative atom, which we regard only as a point of

union for forces and resistances that proceed from it, standing in

definite relations to other like atoms and only changing according to

fixed laws through their effect upon it. We could everywhere substitute

for this idea of the atom that of an elementary action on the part of
the, one Being -an action which in like manner would tand in

definite relations to others like it, and would through them undergo a
no less orderly change. The assumption of real things would have no
advantage but such as consists in facility of expression. Even lhi we
wdd secure if, while retaining the term '

things/ we simply established

tM* definition of it; that
c

things
'

may be accepted in the course of
our" enquiry as secondary fixed points, but for all that are not real
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existences in the metaphysical sense, but elementary actions of the

one Being which forms the ground of the world, connected with each

other according to the same laws of reciprocal action which we com-

monly take to apply to the supposed independent things.

98. For the prosecution of our further enquiries it is of little im-

portance to decide between the two views delineated. But a third

remains to be noticed which denies the necessity of this alternative,

and undertakes to justify the common notion of a Thing without a

Self. When we set about constructing a Being which in the change

of its states should remain one, it was the experience of spiritual life,

it will be said, which came to our aid, and by an unexpected actual

solution of the problem convinced us that it was soluble. What

entitles us, however, to reckon this solution the only one ? Why might

there not just as well be another, of which we can form no mental

pictuie only for the reason that we have had no experience of it as

our own mode of existence ? Why may not the '

thing
'

be a Being

of its own paiticular kind, defined for us only by the functions which

it fulfils, but not bound in the execution of these to maintain any such

resemblance to our Spirit as, with the easy presumption of an anthro-

pomorphic imagination, we force upon it ?

This counter-view is one that I cannot accept. So long as what we

propose to ourselves is to give shape to that conception of the world

which is necessary to us, we allow ourselves to fill up the gaps in our

knowledge by an appeal to the unknown object, to which our thoughts

converge without being able to attain it ; but we may not assume an

unknown object of such a kind as would without reason conflict with

tho inferences which we cannot avoid. Now it seems to me that the

suggestions juftt noticed imply a resort to the unknown of this un-

warrantable kind. In tho first place it is not easy to see why the

conception of the Thing, in the face of the duly justified objections to

it, needs to be maintained at the cost of an appeal to what is after all

a wholly unknown possibility of its being true. Secondly, white

readily allowing that anything which really exists may hair* 'ite own

mode of existence, and is not to be treated as if it followed the type

of an existence alien to it, we must point out that where such

peculiarity of existence is averted the further predicates wsifetted to

it must correspond* What manner of being, however, oould we coa-

siatentl/ predicate of that from which we had expressly excluded the

univerBal characteristics of animate existence, every active relation to

Itself, every active distinction from anything else ? Of that which had

no consciousness of its own nature and qualities, no feeling of its
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states, which in no way possessed itself as a Self? Of that of which

the whole function consisted in serving as a medium to convey effects,

from which it suffered nothing itself, to other things like itself, just as

little affected by those effects, till at last by their propagation to

animate Beings there should arise in these, and not before, a compre-

hensive image of the whole series of facts. If we maintain that in fact

such a thing cannot be said to be> it is not that we suppose ourselves

to be expressing an inference, which would still have to be made

good as arising out of the notion of such a thing : it is that we find

directly in the description of such a thing the definition of a mere

operation, which, in taking place, presupposes a real Being from

which it proceeds and another in which it ends, but ij not, itself, as a

third outside the two. That our imagination will nevertheless cling

to the presentation of independent and blindly-operating individual

things, we do not dispute nor do we seek to make it otheiwise ; but

in the effort to find a metaphysical truth in this mode of expression

we cannot share. It is not enough to try to give a being to these

things outside their immanence in the one Real, unless it is possible

to show that in their nature there is that which can give a real

meaning to the figure of speech conveyed in this 'outside!

As to the source of our efforts in this direction and their fruitless-

ness, I may be allowed in conclusion to repeat some remarks which in

a previous work 1 1 have made at greater length. We do not gain the

least additional meaning for Things without self and without conscious-

ness' by ascribing to them a being outside the one Real. All the

stability and energy which they ensure as conditioning and motive

forces in the changes of the world we see, they possess in precisely

the same defmiteness and fulness when considered as mere activities

of the Infinite. Nay it is only through their common immanence in

the Infinite, as we have seen, that they have this capability of mutual

influence, which would not belong to them as isolated beings detached

from that substantial basis. Thus fer the purpose of any being or

function that we would ascribe to things as related to and connected

with each other, we gain nothing by getting rid of their immanence,

It is true however that things, so long as they are only states of the

infinite, are nothing in relation to themselves : it is in order to make
them something in this relation or on their own account that we insist

,
on their existence outside the Infinite. But this genuine true reality,

',*rl4cb consists in relation to self whether in being wnttKing as

to self or in that relation simply as such is not acquired by

,

'

* Mtafcosmus, iii. 530.
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things through a detachment from the one Infinite, as though this

'Transcendence,' to which in the supposed case it would be impossible

to assign any proper meaning, were the antecedent condition on which

the required relation to self depended as a consequence. On the

contrary, it is in so far as something is an object to itself, relates itself

to itself, distinguishes itself from something else, that by this act of its

own it detaches itself from the Infinite. In so doing, however, it

does not acquire but possesses, in the only manner to which we give

any meaning in our thoughts, that self-dependence of true Being,

which by a very inappropriate 'metaphor from space we represent as

arising from the impossible act of 'Transcendence/ It is not that the

opposition between a being in the Infinite and a being outside it is

obviously intelligible as explaining why self-dependence should belong

to the one sort of being while it is permanently denied to another. It

is the nature of the two sorts of being and the functions of which they

are capable that make the one or the other of these figurative ex-

pressions applicable to them. Whatever is in condition to feel and

assert itself as a Self, that is entitled to be described as detached from

the universal all-comprehensive basis of being, as outside it : whatever

has not this capability will always be included as 'immanent' within

it, however much and for whatever reasons we may be inclined to

make a separation and opposition between the two.



BOOK II.

OF THE COURSE OF NATURE (COSMOLOGY).

CHAPTER I.

Of the Subjectivity of our Perception of Space.

IN the course of our ontological discussion it was impossible not to

mention the forms of Space and Time ; within which, and not other-*

wise, the multiplicity of finite things and the succession of their states

are presented to perceptive cognition. But our treatment did not

start from the first questions that induce enquiry, rather it pre-

supposed the universal points of view which have already been re-

vealed in the history of philosophy. We were able therefore to deal

with abstract ontological ideas apart from these two forms which are

the conditions of perception. Any further difficulties must look for

a solution to the Cosmological discussions on which we are now

entering. Among the subjects belonging to Cosmology it may seem
that Time should come first in our treatment 5 seeing that we substi-

tuted the idea of a continual Becoming for that of Being as unmoved

'position
1/ Accessory reasons however induce us to speak first of

Space, which indeed is as directly connected with our second require-

ment, that we should be able in every moment of time to conceive

the real world as a coherent unity of the manifold*

99. In proposing to speak of the metaphysical value of Space, I

entirely exclude at present various questions which, with considerable

interest of their own, have none for this immediate purpose. At present
we only want to know what kind of reality we are to ascribe to apace

/ as we have to picture it, and with what relation to it we are to credit

, 'the real things which it appears to put in our way. No answer to

this, nor materials for one, can be got from psychological discussion*
'

.

*
[v. Bk. L 380
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as to the origin or no-origin of our spatial perception. To designate

it as an a priori or innate possession of the mind is to say nothing

decisive, and indeed, nothing more than a truism ;
of course it is

innate, in the only sense the expression can bear 1
, and in this sense

colours and sounds are innate too. As surely as we could see no

colours, unless the nature of our soul included a faculty which could

be stimulated to that kind of sensation, so surely could we represent

to ourselves no images in space without an equally inborn faculty for

such combination of the manifold. But again, as surely as we should

not see colours, if there were no stimulus independent of our own

being to excite us to the manifestation of our innate faculty, so surely

we should not have the perception of space without being induced to

exert our faculty by conditions which do not belong to it.

On the other hand, one who should regard our spatial perception

as an abstraction from facts of experience, could have nothing before

him, as direct experience out of which to abstract, beyond the arrange-

ment and the succession of the sense-images in his own mind. He

might be able to show how, out of such images, either as an un-

explained matter of fact, or by laws of association of ideas which he

professed to know, there gradually arose the space-perception, as a

perception in our minds* He might perhaps show too, how there

originated in u$ the notion of a world of things outside our conscious-

ness as the cause of these spatial appearances. We shall find this a

t
hard enough problem, later on; but granting it completely solved,

still the mere development-history of our ideas of space would be in

no way decisive of their validity as representing the postulated world

of tilings, nor of the admissibility of this postulate itself. As was

said above, the way in which a mode of mental representation grows

up can be decisive of its truth or untruth, only in cases where a prior

knowledge of the object to which it should relate convinces us that its

way of growth muni necessarily lead whether to approximation or to

divergence. Therefore, for this latter view, as well as for the former

which maintain* the a priori nature of the space-perception, thete id

only one aense in which the question of its objective validity is answer-
1

able : namely* whether such a perception as we in fact possess and

cannot get rid of, however it arose, is consistent with our notions of

what a reality apart from our consciousness must be; or whether,

directly or in its renults, it is incompatible with them.

100, A further Introductory remark is called for by recent tavestiga*

tions, We admitted that our ideas of Space are conditioned by the

f s*4-
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stimuli which are furnished to op faculty for forming them. It is

conceivable that these stimuli do not come to all minds with equal

completeness, and that hence the space-perception of one mind need

not include all that is contained in that of another. But this indefinite-

ness in the object of our question is easily removed. Modes of

mental presentation which are susceptible of such differences of

development may have their simplest phases still in agreement with

the object to which they relate, while their consistent evolution evokes

germs of contradiction latent before. Therefore when their truth is

in question, we have only to consider their most highly evolved form ;

in which all possibility of fuither self-transformation is exhausted, and

their relation to the entirety of their object is completed,

We all live, to begin with, under the impression of a finite extension,

which is presented to our senses as surrounding us, though with un-

determined or unregarded limits ;
it is our subsequent reflection that

can find no ground in the nature of this extension for its ceasing at

any point, and brings the picture to completion in the idea of infinite

space. This then, the inevitable result of our mode of mental por-

trayal when once set in motion, is the matter whose truth and validity

are in question. But scepticism has gone further. It is no longer

held certain and self-evident that the final idea of a space uniform and

homogeneous in all directions, at which men have in fact arrived, and

which geometry had hitherto supported, is the only possible and

consistent form of combination for simple perceptions of things t>elde

one another* Some hold that other final forms are conceivable,

though impossible for men; some credit even mankind with the

capacity to amend their customary perception of space by a better

guided habitation of their representative powers. This last hojxj we

may simply neglect, till the moment when it shall be crowned with

success ;
the former suggestion, in itself an object of lively intercut, we

are also justified in disregarding for the present: for all the other

forms of space whose conceivability these speculations undertake to

demonstrate, would share the properties on which our decision depends
with the only form which we now presuppose; that, namely, whose

nature the current geometry has unfolded.

10L The kind of reality which we ought to ascribe to the content

of an idea must agree with what such a content claims to be; we
could not ascribe the reality of an immutable existence to what we

thought of as an occurrence; nor endow what seemed to be a

, property with the substantive persistence which would only suit its

substratum. Therefore we first try to define what space as represented
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in our minds claims to be; or, to iud an acknowledged category of

established existence under which if extended to it, it could fairly be
said to fall.

Some difficulty will be found in the attempt. The only point

which is clear and conceded is that we do not regard it as a thing but

distinguish it from the Ikiugs which are moveable in it ; and that

though many determinations which are possible in space are properties

of things, space itself is never such a property. Further ; the dcfini-
'

tions actually attempted are untenable ; space is not a limit of things,

but every such limit is a figure in space; and space itself extends

without interruption over any spot to which we remove the things* It

is neither form, arrangement, nor relation of things, but the peculiar

principle which is essential to the possibility of countless different

forms, anangcmcnts, and relations of things ; and, as their abso-

lutely unchangeable background, is unaffected by the alternation and

transition of those determinations one into another. Even if we
called it

* form
'

in another sense, like a vessel which enclosed things

within it, we should only be explaining it by itself; for it is only In

and by mcaiiH of Space that there can be vessels which enclose their

content* but arc not identical with them. These unsuccessful attempt*

show that there is no known general concept to which we can sub* ,

ordinate space ; it is sui generis, and the question of what kind its

reality in, can only be decided according to the claims of this ita

distinctive position.

102. AH the condition of possibility for countless forms, relation**

and arrangements of tliingn, though not itself any definite one of

them, It might seem that Space should be on a level with every

4niv(?rsal genus-eoncqrt, and as such, merit no further validity* Like

jt, a genuH -concept wears none of the definite forms, which belong to

itft Hubordinatc species; but contains the rule winch governs thd

manifold grouping** of niarka in them, allows a choice between certain

teombinationa as powrfblc, and exclude* others as impossible.

Ju*t mich i the position of Space* Although formless In comparison

with every outline which may be sketched in it, yet It is no passive

background which will let any chance thing be painted on it ; but it
\

contain* between its points unchangeable relations, which determine

the possibility of any drawing that we may wih to make In It It fft

not essential to find an exhaustive expression for these relation* at

thin moment; we may content ourselves, leaving much undetermined,

with tfeflniiig them thu far t that any point may be placed with any

other point in a connexion homogeneous with that in which any

VOL, f. N
i
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third point may be placed with any fourth ; that this connexion is

capable of measurable degrees of proximity and that its measure

between any two points is defined by their relations to others. No 1

matter, as I said, what more accuiate expression may be substituted

for that given, in as far as our perception of space contains such a1

legislative rule we might regard every group of manifold elements,

which satisfied this rule, as subordinate to the universal concept of

Space. But we should feel at once, that such a designation was

unsuitable ; such a group might be called a combination of multiplicity

in space, but not an instance of space, in the sense in which we regard

every animal whose structure follows the laws of his genus as a species

or instance of that genus. The peculiarities of what we indicated

above as the law of space in general
'
create other relations between

the different cases of its application, than obtain between the species

of natural Genera. Each of the latter requires indeed that its rule of

the grouping of marks shall be observed in each of its species ; but it

puts the different species which do this in no reciprocal connexion.

They are therefore subordinate to it; but when we call them, as

species of the same genus, co-ordinate with one another, we really

mean nothing by this co-ordination but the uniformity of their lot in

that subordination. Supposing we unite birds, fishes, and other

creatures under tiie universal concept
*

animal/ all we fiml is that the

common features of organization demanded by the concept occur in

all of them ; this tells us nothing of the reciprocal attitude ami be-

haviour of these classes ; the most we can do is, conversely, to attempt
afterwards a closer systematic union, by the formation of narrower

genera, between those which we have ascertained from other sources

of experience -to possess reciprocal connexions.

On the other hand, the character of Space in general \ requiring
'<

every point to be connected with others, forbids us to regard the'

various particular figures which may satisfy its requirements as isolated
-

instances; it compels us to connect them with each other under the*

same conditions under which points are connected with potato within ;

the figures themselves. If we conceive this demand HoliKfietl, as far,,

as the addition of fresh elements brings a constantly recurring pofcal*
'

bility and necessity of satisfying it, the result which we obtain I*
*

Space'*: the single and entire picture, that is not only promt by the

wufonnity of its nature in every limited part of extenBion, but at tho
time contains them all as Or parts, though of couwe it in not,

to be embraced in a single view : it is like an integral
*
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obtained by extending the relation which connects two points, to the in-

finite number of possible points. The only parallel to this condition,

is in our habit of representing to ourselves the countless multitudes of

mankind not merely as instances of their genus, but as parts united

with the whole of Humanity ;
in the case of animals the peculiar

ethical reasons which bring this about are wanting, and we are not in

the habit of speaking in the same sense of '

animality.'

103, Of course, in the above remarks, I owe to the guidance of

Kant all that I have here said in agreement with his account in Sect. 2

of the Transcendental Aesthetic; as regards what I have not men-
tioned here, I avoid for Jhe moment expressing assent or dissent, ex-

cepting on two points which lie in the track of my discussion.
'
It is

impossible,' Kant says
1
,

e
to represent to one's self that' there is no

Bpace, though it is possible to conceive that no objects should be met

with in space.' Unnecessary objections have been raised against the

second part of this asscition, by requiring of the thought of empty

space, which Kant consideis possible, the vividness of an actual per-

ception, or of an image in the memory recalling all the accessory

conditions of the perception. Then, of course, it is quite right to

pronounce that a complete vacuum could not be represented to the

mind, without at least reserving a place in it for ourself ; for what-

ever place, outside the vacuum which we were observing, we might

attempt, as observer, to assign ourself, we should unavoidably con-

nect that place in its turn, by spatial relations, with the imagined
extension. We should have the same right to assert that we could

not conceive space without colour and temperature; an absolutely

invisible extension is obviously not perceptible or reproducible as an

image in memory : it must be one which is recognised by the eye

at least as darkness, and in which the observer would include the

thought of himself with some state of skin-sensation, which, like colour,

he transfers as a property to his surroundings. But the question is

not in the least about such impossible attempts ; the admitted mobility

of things is by itself a sufficient proof that we imply the idea of cotah

plctely empty space, as possible in its own nature, even whik we are ;

actually considering it as filled with something real. This is most ;

simply self-evident for atomistic views ; if the atoms move, every point

of the space they move in must be successively empty and full
;
but

tnotion would mean nothing and be impossible, unless the abandoned

empty 'places retained the same reciprocal positions and distances

which they had when occupied ;
the empty totality of space is

[Trans. Acsih. a. (a).]
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fore unavoidably conceived as the independent background, for which

the occupation by real matter is a not unvarying destiny.

To prefer the dynamical view of continuously filled space leads l

the same result. Degrees of density could mean absolutely nothing,

and would be impossible, unless the same volume could ho con-

tinuously occupied by different quantities of real matter; but this too

implies that the limits of the volume possess and pieservc their

geometrical relations independently of the actual thing of which they

are the place; and they would continue to possess them, if w<; sup-

posed the density to decrease without limit and to appiotuh an

absolute vacuum. Therefore it is ceitain that we cannot imagine

objects in space without conceiving its empty extension as a luck-

ground present to begin with ; although no remembered image of a

perception of it is possible without a remembrance of the objects
which made it perceptible to sense.

104. With this interpretation we may also admit the first part of th<*

Kantian asseition. It is true that we cannot rrfrtstxt to ourselves the

non-existence of space as something that can Iw experienced, ami

re-experienced in memory. It is however not innmtviwUt to UH ttbM>

lutely; but only undei the condition that an aggregate of actual exU*
encc, capable of combination, in short a real world, is to ltr> given, and
that the subjects which have to bring it before them arc <mr niimk
Now this realwoild is given us; inctaphysic rests entire!) <m this diet,

and only investigates its inner uniformity without indulging in ron*

temptation of the unreal : it is enough then for her to < oiiMikr sjut ( to

be given, as the universal, unchangeable, and ever present environment
of things, just as much as things and their qualities aie, iftutfubwt in

be given as changeable and alternating.

In this sense I may couple Kunt'a assertion with another ayltijrj

of his;
*

apace is imagined as an infinite given magnitude. */ It Jm
been objected against thi too, that an infinite niugniituh* wnnot Iw

imagined as given; but no one knew this lMte,r than Katii. A
reasonable exposition can only take his e\prehsion to IWMII, tht
space is above all thing* ghw, and i not like a uniwMl of whl* l$

then can bo a doubt whether it applies to Anything or not ; and th U
further, in every actual limited perception apace l given, M H rnag-
nitude whose nature demand* and insnnitM, that, as internling
uniformly beyond eveiy limit, it *hould Ixs purnuctl to

infinity. Hfiwis
e fetoity of space clearly ta given; for there t no limit mir.h that

.boyoud it, although conceivable, yet would tint be r<j;U in

, (4),]
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the same sense as the interval left behind
; every increment of exten-

sion, as it is progressively imagined, must be added to the former

quantity as equally a given magnitude.

Finally, all these observations strictly speaking do nothing but

repeat and depict the impression under which we all are in every-day
life. The moment we exert our senses, nothing seems surer to us

'than that we are environed by Space, as a reality in whose depths the

actual woild may lose itself to our sight, but from which it can never

escape ; therefore while every particular sense-perception readily falls

under suspicion of being a purely subjective excitement in us, to doubt

the objectivity of Space has always seemed to the common appre-
hension an unintelligible paradox of speculation.

105. The motives to such a startling transformation of the ordinary
view weie found by Kant not in the natuic of space itself, but in con-

tradictions which seemed to result from its presupposed relation to the

real world. The attempt of the Transcendental Aesthetic, to demon-

strate our mental picture of space to be an a, priori possession of our

mind, does not in itself run counter to common opinion. For

suppose a single space to extend all round us and to contain within

it ourselves and all tilings ; precisely in that case it is of course im-

possible that the several visions of it, existing in several thinking ,

beings, could be the space itself; they could not be more than sub-
'

joctivc representations of it in those beings : so whether they belong ;

to us originally, or arise in us by action from without, there is no

prlma facie hindrance to their being, gua images belonging to cog-

nition, similar to a space which exists in fact

Nothing short of the antinomies in which we become entangled, if

we attempt to unite our ideas of the entirety of the world or of its

ultimate constituent parts with this presupposition of an actual Space,

decided Kant for his assumption that the space-perception was

mthing but a subjective form of apprehension with which the nature

of the real world that had to be presupposed had nothing in common.

With this indirect establishment of his doctrine I cannot agree ;

because the purely phenomenal nature of space does not properly

speaking refnove any of the difficulties on account of which Kant felt

compelled to assert it It is quite inadmissible, after the fashion

CHpccially of popular treatises of the Kantian school which exulted in

this notion, to treat Things in themselves as utterly foreign to the

forms under which they were nevertheless to appear to us
;
there must

IKS determinations in the realm of things in themselves prescribing the

definite .place's, forme, or motions, which we observe the appearance*
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in space to occupy, sustain, or execute, without the power of changing
them at our pleasure. If Things are not themselves of spatial form

and do not stand in space-relations to one another, then they must be

in some network of changeable intelligible relations with one another ;

to each of these, translated by us into the language of spatial images,

there must correspond one definite space-relation to the exclusion of

every other. How we are in a position to apply our innate and con-

sequently uniform perception of space, which we are said to bring to

our experiences ready made, so that paiticular apparent things find

their definite places in it, is a question the whole of which Kant has

left unanswered; the results of this omission, as I think it worth while

to show briefly, encumber even his decision upon the antinomy of

Space.

106. The real world, it is said, cannot be infinite in space, because

infinity can only be conceived as unlimited succession, and not as

simultaneous. Now how is our position bettered by denying all

extension to the real world, while forced, with Kant, to admit that in

all our experience space is the one persistently valid form under
which that world appeals ? I cannot persuade myself that this so-

called empirical reality of space is reconcilable with the grounds
which cause the rejection of its transcendental validity for the world
of Things in themselves.

In this world, the world of expeiience, if we proceed onwards in a

straight line, we shall, admittedly, never come to the end of the line
;

but how do we suppose that our perceptions would behavck

during
our infinite linear progress? Would there always be something to

perceive, however far we advanced ? And if there was, would there

be some point after which it would be always the same or would it

keep changing all through? In both of these cases there must be

precisely as many distinguishable elements in the woild of things in

themselves as there are different points of space in this world of per-
ception ; for all the things that appear in different places, whether
like or unlike, must be somehow diflerent in order to have the power
of so appearing, and so must at least consist in a number of similar

elements, corresponding to the number of their distinguishable places*

Consequently, on this assumption, space could only possess its em-
pirical reality if there were conceded to the real world that very
countle^ness or infinity the impossibility of admitting which was the
wason for restricting space to an empirical reality. I trust that it

WUiaotbe attempted to object that in fact the infinite rectilinear

can never be completed. Most certainly it cannot, and
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doubtless we are secure against advancing so far in space as to give

practical urgency to the question how our perceptions will behave :

but in treating of the formation of our idea of the world, we must

consider the distances which we know we shall never reach as in

their nature simultaneously existent, just as much as those which

we have actually traversed are held simultaneously persistent ; it is

impossible for us to assume that the former are not there till our

perception arrives at them, and that the latter cease to be, when we
no longer perceive them.

Now, one would think, the other assumption remains; suppose at

a definite point reached in our advance, the world of perception came

to an end, and with it, all transmission of perceptions arising from the

actually existing contents of the distances previously traveised. This

would give the image of a finite actual world-volume floating in the

infinite extension of empty space. Kant thinks it impossible ;
his idea

is that in such a case we should have not merely a relation of things

in space, but also one of things to space; but as the world is a

whole, and outside it there is no object of perception with which

it can stand in the alleged relation, the world's relation to empty

space would be a relation of it to no object. The note * which Kant

subjoins here, shows clearly what his only reason is for scrupling to

admit this relation of a limitation of the real world by space : he

starts with his own assumption that space is only a form to be ,

attached to possible things, and not an object which can limit other

objects. But the popular view, which he ought not to disregard as

up to this point* he has not explicitly disputed it, apprehends space to
;

be a self-existent form such as to include possible things, but clearly

in treating it thus by no means takes it for a form which can only

exist in attachment to things as one of their qualities, or for a simple

non-entity. Rather it is held to be a something of its own enigmatic

kind, not indeed an object like other objects, but with its peculiar
1

?

sort of reality, and such therefore as could not be known without;

proof to be Incapable of forming the boundary of the real -world.
'

But in any case we should have no occasion to expect of* eiapty spac& ,

a restricting energy, which should actively set limits to the world, as

if it were obvious that in default of such resistance the world nxu$t ,

extend into infinity. The fact is rather that the world must stop at

its limit, because there is no more of it; ^e ,may call this a elation '.

of the world 'to no object,' but such a relation is at least nothing

*
[Krilik d. r,V. p. 307, Hartea&tein's ed. 1868. Footnote, *der Raum ist bios

die Form/ etc] *[Cp. 105.]
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mysterious or suspicious ; moreover, it would have to remain true

even of our unspatial world of things in themselves ;
this also, the

totality of existence, would be in the same way bounded by Nothing.

So if in our progression thiough the world of experience, the coherent

whole of our observations convinced us that at any point the real

world came to an end, this fact alone would not cause us the difficulty

by which Kant was impelled to overthrow the common idea ; wcte

it but clear what is meant by saying of things that they are in space,

we should not be disturbed at their not being everywhere.

On the other hand it cannot be denied, that this boundedness of

the world in space would also be reconcilable with Kant's doctrine,

if this were once accepted, and supplemented in the way I suggest.

If the world of things in themselves were a completed whole ;
if they

all stood to each other in graduated intelligible relations, which our

perception had to transform into spatial ones; then the pheno-
menal image of such a woild would be complete when all these

actually existing relations of its elements had found their spatial

expression in our apprehension. But beyond this bounded world-

picture there would appear to extend an unbounded empty space \

all conceivable but unrealised continuations or higher intensities of

those intelligible conditions would like them enter into our percep-

tion, but only as empty possibilities. To indicate it briefly; every

pair of converging lines a I and c d whose cxtiemities we found

attached to impressions of real things, would require their point of

intersection to be in the infinite void, supposing them not to find it

within the picture of the real world. The boundedness of the real

world is therefore admissible both on Slant's view of space and on
the popular view, and so the choice between them is undetermined;
it is equally undetermined if we assume the unboundedness of the

world, as neither of the views in question by itself removes the

difficulties which are found in the conception of the infinity of exist-

ing things.

107. I intend merely to subjoin in a few words the conesponding
observations on the infinite

divisibility, or the indivisiblcness, of the

ultimate elements of real existence. If we abide strictly by the em-

pirical reality of space, then in thinking of the subdivision of extended

ejects as continued beyond the limits attainable in practice, we must
- cdme to one of two conclusions about the result

; either we must
'

at ultimate actual shapes, indivisible not only by our methods

nature;, or else the divisibility really continues to infinity.

a were infinitely divisible the difficulty which we should
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see in the fact would be no more removed by assuming space to be

purely phenomenal, than was the similar difficulty in the idea of

infinite extension : every real Thing, which presented itself pheno- .

menally to our perception as something single and finite occupy-

ing space, would have to be itself infinitely divisible into unspatial

multiplicities ;
for every part of the divisible space-image, must, as it

appears in a different point of space from. every other part, be de-

pendent on a real element which has an existence of its own and in

its unspalial fashion is distinct, somehow, from all other points.
If on the contrary we arrived at the conviction, that definite

minimum volumes of real tilings were indivisible, while the space they

occupied of course retained its infinite geometrical divisibility, we

might still think it obscure what could be meant at all by saying that

real things occupy space : but if we assume this as intelligible, we
should not be astonished that in virtue of its nature as a particular

kind of unit, each real thing should occupy just this volume and no

other, and allow no subdivision of it. Heie once more the obscure

point remarked upon is made no clearer by the assumption that space is

merely phenomenal. We should have to represent to ourselves that

every Thing in itself, though in itself unspatial, yet bore in Its in-

telligible nature the reason why it is forced to present itself as a

limited extension to any perception which translates it into spatial

appearance. This idea involves another ; that the real Thing, though

indivisibly one, Is yet equivalent to an indissolubly combined unity of

moments, however to be conceived
; every point of its small pheno-/

menal volume, in order to distinguish itself from every other and;

form an extension with their help, presupposes a cause of its pheno-

menality in the Thing-in-itself, di&tinct from the corresponding cause
,

of every other point, and yet indissolubly bound up with those causes.
'

How to satisfy these postulates we do not yet know; common opinion,'

which says that the Thing is actually extended in an actual space;

probably thinks that it is no less wise, and much more clear, about

the fact of the matter than the view of the unreality of space, which

common opinion holds to be at all events not more successful in 'com-

prehending it,

Here, as in the last section, 1 dismiss the objection that there Is a

practical limit
; that wo can never get so far in the actual subdivision

of what is extended, as to be enabled to assert either infinite divisi-

bility or the existence of indivisible volumes. One of the two riust

necessarily be thought of as taking place as long as the empirical

reality of space is allowed universal validity; that is as long ae we
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assume that however far we go in dividing the objects of our direct

experience, spatial ideas will find necessary application to all the

products of this subdivision ;
that there would never be a moment

when the disruption of what is in space would suddenly present us

with non-spatial elements.

108. The foregoing discussions have brought me to the conviction

that the difficulties which Kant discovers by his treatment of the Anti-

nomies, neither suffice to refute the ordinary view of the objectivity

of space, nor would be got rid of by its opposite ; but that other

motives are forthcoming, though less noticed by Kant, which never-

theless force us to agree with him.

The want of objective validity in the spatial perception is revealed

before we come to apply it to the universe or to its ultimate elements.

We have only to ask two other and more general questions ; how can
'

space, such as it is and must be conceived whether occupied or not,

have ascribed to it a reality of its own, in virtue of which it exists

before its possible content ? And how can what we call the exist**

ence of things in space be conceived, whether such occupation by
zeal things concerns its entire infinite extent, or only a finite part of it?

The first of our questions, more especially, but the second as well,

require a further introductory remark. We must give up all attempt

to pave the way for answering the two questions by assigning to space
a different nature from that which we found for it in our fomicr de-

scription. There is obvious temptation to do so in order to make the

substantive existence of space, and its limiting action on real things,

, seem more intelligible. Thus we are inclined to supply to space,

|

which at first we took for a mere tissue of relations, some substratum

- of properties, undefinable of course, but still such as to servo for

a substantive support to these relations. We gain nothing by doing
so ; we do not so much corrupt the conception of space, as merely
throw the difficulty back, and that quite uselessly. For the second of

our questions was, how real things can at all stand in relation to

, space. Precisely the same question will be raised over again by the

! new substratum in which space is somehow to inhere. Therefore

we must abide by this \ there is simply nothing behind that tittKue of

,' Delations which at starting we represented to ourselves as apace ; If

' we ask questions about its existence, all that we do or can want to

\ knp^r is, what kind of reality can belong to a thing so represented, to

f this empty and unsubstantial space.

,'
,- lOfl. No doubt, when go stated, the question is already decided In

! Day own coaviction by what I said above concerning the nature of all
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'relations
1
': that they only exist either as ideas in a consciousness

which imposes them, or as inner states, within the real elements

of existence, which accoidmg to our ordinary phrase stand in the

'relations.'

Still I do not wish to answer the present question merely by a

deduction from this previous assertion of mine
; but should think it

more advantageous if I could succeed in aniving at the same result

by an independent treatment But I do not hide from myself how liable

such an attempt is to fail ;
it is a hard achievement to expound by

discursive considerations the essential absurdity of an idea which

appears to be justly formed because it is every moment forming itself

anew under the overpowering impression of a direct perception ;
an

idea too, which never defines precisely what it means, and which

therefore escapes, impalpably, all attempts at refutation.

This is our present case. It is an impression which we all share

that space extends before our contemplating vision, not merely as an

example of external being independent of us, but as the one thing

necessary to making credible to us the possibility and import of

any such being. The idea that it would still remain there, even if

there were no vision for it to extend before, is an inference hard (o

refute ; for it does not explain in what the alleged being of that space

would any longer consist if it is to be neither the existence of a thing ,

which can act, nor the mere validity of a truth, nor a mental repre*

sentation in us. It is vain to repeat, that space itself teaches us with

dazzling clearness that there are other and peculiar kinds of reality

besides these; this is only to repeat the confusion of the given per-

ception with the inference drawn from it ; the former does find space

appearing in its marvellous form of existence ;
but perception cannot ,

go outside itself and vouch that there corresponds to this reality which

ia an object of perception a similar reality which is not; this notion -

can only be subjoined by our thought, and is primafacit * qnflttjwf*

able supposition.

I now wUh to attempt to show how little this hypothesis Ates to

make those properties intelligible, which we can easily understand to

to true of space if we conceive it merely as an image created fey our *

perceptive power, and forthcoming for it only.

110. Every point p of empty space must be credited with the same

reality, whatever that may be, which belongs to space as a whole ;

for whether we regard this latter as a sum of points, or as a product

of their continuous confluence with one another, in any case it could

l
[ 8*, end,]
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not exist, unless they existed. Again, we find every point p exactly

like every other q or r, and no change would be made if we thought

of^ as replaced by q or by r. At the same time such an interchange

is quite impossible, only real elements can change their relations

(which we are not now discussing), to empty space-points ; but these

latter themselves stand immovable in fixed relations, which arc dif-

ferent for any one pair and for any other.

Of course, no one even who holds space to be real, regards its

empty points as things like other things, acting on each other by
means of physical forces. Nevertheless, when we say

'

Space exists,'

it is only the shortness of the phrase that gives a semblance of settling

the matter by help of a simple
'

position
l '

or act of presenting itself,

easily assigned or thought of as assigned to this totality, which we

comprehend under the name of space. But, in fact, for space to

exist, everything that we have alluded to must occur; every point'

must exist, and the existence of each, though it is like every other,

must consist in distinguishing itself from every other, and determining
an unalterable position for itself compared with all, and for all com-

pared with it. Hence the fabric of space, if it is to exist, will have to

rest on an effectual rccipiocal determination of its empty points ; this

can in any case be brought under the idea of action and icaction,

whatever distinction may be found between it and the operation of

physical force, or between empty points and real atoms.

This requirement cannot be parried by the objection that as we
have not to make space, but only to consider it as existing, we have

no occasion to construct its fabric, but may accept it, and therefore

the position of all its points, as given. True, we do not want to

make space, as if it had not existed before, but this very act, the

recognition of it as given, means presupposing that precise action and
reaction of its points which I described. No points or Clements,
unless thought of as distributed in an already existing space, could

conceivably be asserted simply to be in particular places, without being
responsible for it themselves, and to share in the relation subsisting
between these places ; but the points of empty space cannot be taken

, as localised in turn in a previous space, so as to have their reciprocal

; relations derived from their situation in it ; it must be in consequence
\ of what they themselves are or do, that they have these relation*, and

\yy their means constitute space as a whole. Hence, if the two points
th$ir distance/? is something which would not be there

arid which they must make for themselves,
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I can imagine the foimcr objection being here repeated in another

shape; that we did not conceive the spatial relations as prioi, in',

order to place the points in them afterwards
; and so now, we aie

'

not to assume the points first, so that they have to cieate the relations
'

afterwards; the two together, thought in complete cohesion, the

points in these relations, put before us, at once and complete, the
'

datum which we call existing space. Granting then, that I could $
attach any meaning to points being in relations simply as a fact,

without cither creating or sustaining them by anything in themselves
;

still I should have to insist on the circumstance that every reality,

which is merely given in fact, admits of being done away and its

non-existence assumed at least in thought. Now not only does no
one attempt to make an actual hole in actual empty space ; but even
in thought it is vain to try to displace one of the empty space-points
out of that relation to others which we arc told is a mere datum of

fact
;
the lacuna which we try to create is at once filled up by space

as good as that suppressed. Now of course I cannot suppose that

anyone who affirms the reality of space will set down this invulner-

ability only to his subjective perception of it, and not to existing

space itself; obviously this miraculous property would have to be

ascribed to real extension as well.

This property is very easily intelligible on the view of the purely

phenomenal nature of space. If a consciousness which recollects its

own different acts or stales, experiences a number n of impressions
of any kind in a succession which it cannot alter at pleasure; if, '-,

in the transition from each impression to the next, it experience*

alterations, sensibly homogeneous and equal, of its own feeling ;
i

again, it in compelled to contemplate these differences not merely as

fccHngn, but owing to a reason .in its own nature, as magnitudes
of a flporc whose parts are beside each other; and if, finally^

after frequently experiencing the same kind of progression, it ab*
'

,

atracts from the various qualities of the impressions received ap<J

only calls to mind the form under which they cohered; then, for

their conaciousncss, and this only, there will arise before the mind's

eye the picture of an orderly series or system of series, ih each of

which between the terms mi and 02+1 it is impossible for m to
1

he miKKing. If there were no impression to occupy the place m,'

still the image of the empty place in the series would be at, once

supplied by help of the images of the two contiguous places and

by means of the single self-Identical activity of the representing con-
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AM is different if we require an existing apace, and emu five the

abftncc of this consciousness, which combines its inuiftes, evokes

gojMe to join others, and never passes from one to the othcih without

ate" representing the difference which divides thi'in. Then, the

;<*m(fty joints of space would have to take upon themselves what the

p#Uyc consciousness did; they would have to piescriin: their places
E

tp each other by attraction and repulsion, and to exert of themselves

ihe extraordinary reproductive power by which sp,iee healed its

mutilations* And in spite of all we should at once get into fte.sh

difficulties*

31L For, the relation or interval p ?, which the two existing points

/ and q would be bound accoiding to their nature U> establish between

them, ought at the same time to be different from every other sunilar

relation which p and r or q and r for similar reasons would s*Jt up
between thcni. But the complete similarity of all empty fwimb in-

volves, on the contrary, an impossibility of p awl // determining ny
other relation between themselves, than any other pair of point*

could between themselves ; even N, a number of connected f&>httH,

conceived with determinate relations already existing betwc&n them,

could assign no place in particular to another poim x which we might

suppose thrown in, because any other, I or //, wt/ulii have OH goot 1 a

right to the same place.

It is easy to foresee the answer that will at once- In. tmulo
; that it

is quite indifferent, whether the point is designated by x or / or u
; it

is in itself a yet undefined, and therefore, in fttfcineSH, a imrju-le^

point; it is only after N has assigned it a partfrular place ilut U
becomes the point s, which is now distinct from the points / .tml ut

%vhich are differently localised by N, But this observation, though

quite correct in itself, is out of place here. It would only apply if w<*

were regarding s as the mere idea of an extreme term ht'lonftiiig ro

a scries N begun in our consciousness; mich an idea (if s \voM Iw

created by our consciousness, in the act of requiring it, in the |*tr*

ticular relations to N which l>elonged to it ; there would tw no in*

ducemcnt to the production of any other image which had turf tlw wi

relations* Or again; our consciousncKH muy not rcftttici itM,-lf to iU

immediate problem, but recalling prcviouH experience may Tirnt form

the idea of an extreme term, t.g. for two twrics which converge, without

being aware what place it will hold in a nyatom of other ftufeitofttictit

terma which is to serve ad the measure of it* portion ; then m
a term #> ,which has a yet no name, and which IK not

as f /, or *, till we come accurately to consider tlie law according to
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which <#cJt series progi esses, and so the simultaneous determining

equations are both solved.

gut h a productive process of deteimination, realising what it aims

atj fo. r,jlalned in this case by the nature of our single consciousness,

wb>u< 'Omiccts with each other all the particular imagined points of

.us content; but if instead of mental images of empty points we are

, to tj*e,*k
of actual empty points, then we should really be compelled

to aas.ttae, titter that every existing number of points Ni& constantly

creatfo'lg
new points, which by the act of their production enter into

the relations appropriate to them ; or that by exerting a determining

activity
N imposes these relations on points already existing whose

own nature is indifferent to them. Obviously we should not conceive

cithcf pf il)f2sc constructions as a histoiy of something that had once
'

takcrt , place, but only as a description of the continually present

unmoving tension of activities which sustains in every moment the

apparently inactive nature of space. Having once got so far into

ihfo region of interesting fancies I wfoh to puisue the former of these

hypol^WW* one step further; tlie second, my readers will gladly

excu0im from considering.

We cannot seriously mean to regard a particular ready-made

*ai the core round which the rest of space crystallises. Not

'Jti whatever, but ultimately every individual empty point,

u the same right to possess this power of propagation, and

arrive at the idea of a radiant point in space, ftmdarnent-

lW same sense in which it is known to geometry. Then, the

point p would produce all the points with which its nature

* geometrical relation possible, and each of them in the precise

tolongs to it in respect of/; among others the point

;Jh
is determined by the* distance and direction p q. All this is

true of any other empty point; it would still hold good if

them wan a '/, ami then among the innumerable points which

aid create there would be one standing to g in the relation fp9

which was above denignated, in a different order, by ?$.
> now it might be supposed that we had done what we waot^d,

Obtained a construction of space corresponding to 'its actual

ftt P 9^ tP IwH^ ^e Same dte"

that tiius &* radiant activities of

^i^ tfMftoft ordinary exten-

| / /
- VW^'4

'
'

'
,

But this expectation U fot0^^^^^
'|il<itcd

our construction we knew uolhing mo** W the
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from which it was to start, than that they are all simila- to or. ?

another, and that the same reality attaches to all of them; btu beyond :

this they had no community with each other. It is therefo c by n >
,

means self-evident, that the pencil of rays which starts from ths*

existing point p will ever meet the other, emitted by the indooenden

point q\ both of them may, instead of meeting, extend as if iito U '

different woilds, and remain ever strange to each other, even mo *

naturally than two lines in space which not being in the same plant

neither intersect nor are parallel. The point 7, generated by tl

radiant point p, is not obviously the same q> with that which, as given

independently, we expected to generate/; the second/ generated

by the given q need not coincide with the first /, nor the line qp with

the previous line / q ; in a word, what is generated is not a single

space, in which all empty points would be arranged in a sy&tcta, Iwt

as many reciprocally independent spaces, as we assumed tkdiant

points; and from one of these spaces there would be absolutely no

I
transition into another. Our anticipation of finding that only a^single

>

space is generated, started with the tacit assumption that spaic wan

i present as the common all-comprehending background, in whifch the

radiations from the points could not help meeting. 1

Still, if all the resources of a disputatious fancy arc to be everted

in defence of the attempted construction ; there might be this escape.

Suppose there are countless different spaces, it might be ai<l ; still! jut
because they do not concern each other, for that very reason they do

not conceinus; excepting that particular one in which wo and alftour

experiences are comprehended, and with which alone, as the others

never come in contact with us at all, Mctaphysic has to do* Then; let

us confine ourselves to the space which is generated by the ratlin!

point p. The point q which it creates, has equal reality with /, tatl

so shares its radiant power; it must, in its turn, determine a p
towards which it imposes on itself the relation qp ; and this poi

will certainly be no other than, but the same with, that which

imposed on itself towards q the relation p q ; therefore the linen
'

and p q will certainly coincide.

But even this does not give us the result aimed at Aft

tigard a particular point p exclusively, but

whatever, as the starting-point of tWH

,our representation tmn*J*ted fw#* *& yBKaift of

A present tf,tety^\fyifa*$' this; that !t Is the fact

t

J

fjfts iu particular place, and that a 1

magnitude, taken in the opponito i
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tion qp, returns to its starting-point. No doubt this is correct; but

no one will affirm that this last construction fulfils its purpose of

explaining such a condition of things ;
there is something too extra-

ordinary in the notion that an existing point generates out of itself an

infinite number of points with equally real existence, and some-

thing too strange in the result that every existing empty point has as

it were an infinite density, being created and put in its place by every

other point, not merely by one; and finally, the whole idea is too

empty a fiction, with its radiant power which if it is not to lead to a

purely intensive multiplication of being into itself, but to an Extension,

must in any case presuppose a space, in which its effect may assume

this very character of radiation.

Nevertheless all these incredibilities appear to me to be un-

avoidable, as long as we persist in thinking of empty space with

its geometrical structure as actually existing; but the doctrine of

its purely phenomenal nature avoids them from the beginning;

and it is hardly requisite to prove this by a protraction of this.long

exposition.

One can understand how, for a consciousness which remembers its

previous progression through the terms pqr, there arises the expecta-

tion of a homogeneous continuance of this series in both directions,

which implies an apparent power of radiation, as above, in those

points ; only what takes place here is not a self-multiplication of some-'

thing existent, but a generation of ideas out of ideas, ie. of fresh states

of a single subject out of its former states, in accordance with the laws

of its faculty of ideas and the movement of Us activities which was in

progress before. It is on this hypothesis equally easy to understand,

that the converse march of the movement returns from q to the same

pt i.c, reproduces the identical image p from which it started ;
for the

image q has only such radiant power as it derives from representing

to the mind the purport of the series ; so that f by itself, as long as Jt

is represented as a term in the series, can never indu& a divergence

from the direction of that series.

On the other band, atartiag with a qualitatively determined tooprd**

gfon r, which fill* the geometrical place of the term p, there may be

an advance to other impressions and p, such that the differences

*-, K~/>, may be comparable with each other, though not COD&-

parablc with the difference of the series p> f, r. Then we have the

case which we mentioned above ; IT radiates too, but, so to speak,

into another world, and the series ir, *, p, finds in fact no place in

space-perception, and in respect to its relations within itself can only

t o
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be metaphorically or symbolically represented by constructions in

space, but cannot be shown to have a spatial situation.

113. I am sure that the whole of this account of the matter has

only convinced those who were convinced before, and will not have

done much to shake the preference for an existing space. Lot us

therefore ask once more where in strictness the diffcxence of the two

views lies; and what irapoitant advantage there is that can only be

secured by the assumption of this enigmatic existence, so constantly

reaffirmed, of an empty extension, and that must be lost by con-

ceding that its import is purely phenomenal? The clearness and

self-evidence, with which our perception sees space extended around

us, is equally great for both views; we do not in the least traverse

this perception, which is endowed with such self-evidence
;
but only

the allegation of a being that underlies it, which must be inaccessible

^to perception and so cannot share its self-evidence. No doubt for

common opinion every perception carries a revelation of the reality of

what is perceived ;
but in the world of philosophy Idealism claima the

first hearing, with its proof that what is perceived, in thin cases space,

is given to begin with merely as the subjective perception of our

minds. Now of course in common life we do not need to go through

the long toil of inference from perception before at/ahuag the kloa

that what is perceived is real ; but in the world of philosophy this

investigation is essential, to decide whether we may retain this idea ;

for I repeat that in this region it is not the primary datum, but re-

mains pioblematic till it is proved to be necessary.

Such a proof, in strictness, has never been attempted ; the burden

of disproof has been thrown on the opposite view, and its opponents
have taken their stand on the probability of their own opinion an im-

porting a valid presumption of its tmth. The probability Beem* to reat

on this; that a space, which exists by itself with all the properties

ascribed to it by our perception, makes the origin of this perception
seem much more natural than docs our more artificial doctrine;

according to which it arises from a combination of inner states of

our consciousness wholly dissimilar to it. But the artificiality here

objected to must be admitted, even if space were as real as could be
wished. The pictures which are made of it in the counties mind*
which are all held to be within apace, could not t>e more than

pictures of it, they could not h it\ and as pictures they could only
have arisen by means of operations on the mind which could not be

ttiboMpne, but could only be inner states corresponding to the nature

pf fta aubject operated upon. In every case our mental repreenta*
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tion of space must arise in this way; we cannot get it more cheaply,
whether we imagine beneath the picture presented to our mind an

existence like it outside us, or one entirely disparate.

What can be gained then by maintaining the view which we

oppose ? Men will go on repeating the retort ; that it is impossible
to doubt the reality of space, which is so clearly brought home to us

by immediate perception. But are we denying this reality ? Ought
not people at length to get tired of repeating this confusion of ideas,

which sees reality in nothing but external existence, and yet is ready
to ascribe it to absolute vacuity ? Is pain merely a deceitful appear-

ance, and unreal, because it subsists only for the moment in which it

is felt ? Are we to deny the reality of colours and tones because we
admit that they only shine and sound while they are seen and heard?

Or is their reality less loud and bright because it only consists in being

felt and not in a self-sustained being independent of all consciousness ?

So then space would lose nothing of its convincing reality for our

perception if we admitted that it possesses it only in our perception.

Wo long ago rejected the careless exaggeration which attaches to

this idea
; space is not a mere semblance in us, to which nothing in

the real world corresponds ; rather every particular feature of our spatial

perceptions corresponds to a ground which there is for it in the world

of things; only, space cannot retain the properties which it has in our

consciousness, in a substantive existence apart from thought and

perception. In fact, there is only one distinction forthcoming, and

that of course remains as between the two views; for our view all'

fipatial determinations are secondary qualities, which the real relations ',

jwl on for our minds only ; for the opposite view space as the
'

existing background which comprehends things is not merely secondary

but primary as a totality of determining laws and limits, which the

Being and action of things has to obey, so that the things and ourselves

are in space ; while our view maintains that space is in us. This brings ,

ua naturally to the second of the questions, which were proposed
1

above.

114, When I want to know what precisely we mean by saying that

things are in space, I can only expect to meet with astonishment, and

wond<kr what there is in the matter that is open to question ; nothing,

it will be said, is plainer. And in fact this spatial relation is given so
'

clearly to our |>erception, that we find all other relations, in them- ,

gelvcH not of the spatial kind, expressed in language by designations

borrowed from space. We even meet with philosophical views which

. 108,3

2
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not only demand constructions in space by way of sensuous elucidation

of abstract thought, but prefer to regard the problem of cognition as

unsolved till such constructions are found. I have no hope of

making clear the import of my question to such a '
scientific mind,'

But the assumption of a purely phenomenal space has little difficulty

in answering it.

Only I feel compelled to repeat the warning, that this assumption

does not any more than the other aim at denying or modifying the

directness of the overwhelming impression which makes space appear

to us to include things in it ; it only propounds reflections on the true

state of the facts, which makes this impression possible ;
and we

expressly admit of our reflections that they are utterly foreign to the

common consciousness. The power of our senses to see colours and

forms or to hear sounds, seems to us quite as simple ; we need, we

think, only to be present, and it is a matter of course that sensations

are formed in us, which apprehend and repeat the external world as it

really is; the natural consciousness never has an inkling of the

manifold intermediate processes required to produce these feelings ;

and one who has gained scientific insight into their necessity does

not feel them a whit more noticeable in the moment of actual

sensation.

It is the task of psychology to ascertain these intermediate pro-

cesses for the case in hand ;
its solution will not point to an image of

empty space, formed prior to all peiceptions, into which the mind Itad

, subsequently to transplant its impressions; it is rather the serieH of

peculiar concomitant feelings of homogeneous change of its condition,

experienced in the transition from the impression p to the other

impression q, that is felt by it as the distance p q\ and from the
'

comparison of many such experiences there arises, as I indicated juut
'

now, by help of abstraction from the content of the various im-

pressions, the picture of empty extension. After it has aricn, to

localise an impression q in a particular point of this space simply

means: taking an impression p as the initial state from which the

movement of consciousness starts, to contemplate the magnitude of

the change which consciousness felt or must feel in order to reach ?
under the form of a distance p q.

These different concomitant feelings, which distinguish the im-

pressions p and q, are independent of the qualitative difference of

their content, and may attach to like as well as to unlike impressions,

;^h|Aftee metaphysic can only derive the feelings from a difference

, la tlit effect* produced on the soul by the real dements which corre-
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spond to them, in conformity with a difference of actual relations m
which the realities stand to the soul, and consequently, with a deter^

minate actual relation in which they stand to each other. I reserve for

a moment my further explanations concerning these intelligible rela-

tions, as we may call them, of the realities, which we regard as causes

of our perceived relations of space ;
I only emphasise here the fact

',

that they consist in actual relations of thing and thing, not of things ,

and space ; and that it is not they, as merely subsisting between the
'

things, but the concentration in the unity of ourjaonsciousness of

effects of the things varying in conformity with them, that is the
\

proximate active cause of our spatial idea in which we picture their
}

locality, and their distance from each other.

115* From this point we may obtain a conspectus of the difficulties

which spring from the opposite view, that space has an existence of

its own, and that* things are in it. If space exists, and consequently

the point/ exists, what is meant by saying that a real element TT is in

the pointy? Even if^ itself is not to be taken to be a real thing,

still, between it as something existent, and the reality v, some

reciprocal operation must be conceivable by the subsistence of which ,

the presence of r in p is distinguished from its not being present in /.
>

But as regards n- we do not believe that its place does anything to it;
-

on the contrary, it remains the same in whatever place it may be ;

'

therefore there is nothing which takes place in it by which its being in *

p is distinguishable from its being in <?; the two cases would only be
*

distinguishable to an observer, who had reason on the one haod to
|

distinguish p from q, and on the other to associate the image of v in <

'

the moment of perception only with p and not with q*

If we go on to ask what happens to the point p when if is in it, we

should suppose that the nature ofp would be just as little changed as

that of TT; but no doubt the answer will be : the very fact that p is

'occupied by TT distinguishes it from ?, which is now not the place

occupied by IT. Against this answer I am defenceless. It is indeed

unassailable if we can once conceive, and accept as a satirfactoxy

solution, that between two realities, the pointy and the actual
ebment|

vt there should be a relation as to which neither of the related points?

takes note of anything except that it, the relation, subsists, while in

every other respect the two things are exactly as they would be if it did

not subsist I might add, that p would not be permanently filled by r,
I

but, in turn, by other real elements * or p ; surely the one case ought

somehow to distinguish itself from the other, and the point p to be

different when occupied by TT from what it is when occupied by K.
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But this would be unavailing; I should be answered with the same

acuteness : that in all these cases p remains just the same in every

other respect, and the distinction between them is constituted by the

simple fact, that the occupation of/, which does not affect it in itself,

is carried out by TT in one case and by K in another. As all this more-

over is as true of q as of p% I can only meet this leassertion by reas-

serting the opposite notion ; that the whole state of things alleged is

inconceivable to me as in real existence, and only conceivable as in

the thought of an observer, who, as I indicated, has reason to dis-

tinguish p from q and, at the moment, to combine either TT or K \\ith

p or q to make one combination and not another.

Finally, taking pq as the distance between the real elements TT and K

which occupy the points f and q, we do not in fact treat this localisation

as unimportant in our further investigation of things; for we believe

the intensity of reciprocal action between TT and K to be conditioned

according to the magnitude of the distance. But their action cannot

be guided by this changeable distance unless it is somehow brought

home to them
; how are we to suppose this to be done ? The distance

p q is not in the points p and q but between them
;

if we suppose the

empty point q represented at p by some effect produced by q on /,

which makes jthe distance / q always present to pt and consequently,

though I can see no reason for the inference, present also to the

element TT in p and determining its behaviour, still this would hold

equally good of any other empty point r or & All of them would be

represented at /, consequently they would all have an equal right to

determine the behaviour of the element at p ; the pre-eminence of

f which is at the moment occupied by the real element *, could only

depend on the latter, and would have to be accounted for thus : the

empty point q must undergo a change of state by becoming filled,

must transmit the change to / through qp and there transfer it to the

'/element ; a reaction between real existence and the void, which

f
would be as inevitable as it is inexplicable. The argument might be

pursued farther, but I conclude here, hoping that the mass of ex-

travagances in which we should be involved has persuaded us of the

inconceivability of the apparently simple assumption that space lias

independent existence and that things have their being in space*
110* The opposite view which I am now maintaining leads to *

series of problems which I will not undertake to treat at present; it

i* e&ough to characterise their import as far as is requisite to establish

admissibility of the doctrine. We may begin by ex-

ourselves thus; that we regard a system of relations between
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the realities, unspatial, inaccessible to perception, and purely in- <

telligible, as the fact which lies at the root of our spatial perceptions, -

'

When these objective relations are translated into the subjective lan-

guage of our consciousness, each of them finds its counterpart in one

definite spatial image to the exclusion of ail others. I should avoid

calling this system of relations an '

intelligible space
' and discussing

whether it is like or unlike the space which we represent to ourselves

by help of our senses. I start fiom the opposite conviction, that

there exists no resemblance between the two
;
for it would transfer

to the reality of the new condition of things all the difficulties which
'

we found in the reality of empty space.

However, it is not worth while to keep up the idea of such a

system of relations, which was only of use as a brief preliminary ex-

pression of the fact
;
we now return to the conviction expressed above ;

it is not relations, whether spatial or intelligible, between the things, but

only direct reactions which the things are subject to from each other, *

and experience as inner states of themselves, which constitute the real

fact whose perception we spin out into a semblance of extension.

LetP and Q be two real elements thought of as unrelated
;

let P * and

QIC indicate them when in the states of themselves which are set up

by a momentary mutual reaction ; these states of theirs contain the

reason why P and (?, or at the moment P* and Qir, appear in our

perception in the places p and q> separated by the interval pq. It

need hardly be observed that the mere fact of the reaction subsisting

between -Panel Q cannot by itself set up our perception ;
but can only

do so by means of an action of P and Q upon us, conformable to

their momentary states K and it ; and therefore other than it would

have been in the moment of a different mutual reaction. The '

meeting of these two actions in our consciousness causes, first, in

virtue of its unity, the possibility of a comparison and reciprocal

reference of the two ; secondly, in virtue of its peculiar nature the
'

necessity that the result of this comparison should assume the form

of distance in space to our perception ; and finally, the magnitude of *

the difference which is felt between the two actions on us, determines,/

to put it shortly, the visual angle by which we separate the im- ,

pressions of the two elements*

Thus the theory attaches itself to a more general point of view>

which I adopt in opposition to a predominant tendency of the

philosophic spirit of the age ; holding that thqugbt should 4wqtf$ go/

back to the living activities of things, which activities are to be!

considered aa the efficient cause of'all that we legard as external \
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relation between things. For in calling these latter
*
relations

' we are

in fact using a mere name ; we cannot seriously conceive them to be

real and to subsist apart from thought. I regret that there is an in-

creasingly widespread inclination in the opposite direction, namely, to

apprehend everything that takes place as the product of pre-existing

and varying relations ; overlooking the circumstance that ultimately,

even supposing that such relations could exist by themselves, nothing
but the vital susceptibility and energy which is in Things could

utilise them, or attach to any one of them a result different from that

attaching to the others.

117. As an elucidation, and more or less as a caution, I add what

follows. If the arrangement of perceivable objects in space were

always the same, we might think of them as the image of a sys-

tematic order in which every element had a right to its particular

place, in virtue of the essential idea of its nature. It would not be

necessary that the elements which presented a gieater resemblance of

nature should occur in closer contiguity in space, or that dissimilar

things should be more widely separated; the entire scheme of Jf,

which realises itself in the simultaneously combined manifold of

things, might easily necessitate a multitude of crossing relations or

reactions between them, of such a kind that similar elements should

repeatedly occur as necessary centres of relation at veiy different

parts of the whole system, while very dissimilar ones would have to

stand side by side, as immediately conditioning each other.

The movability of things makes it superfluous to go deeper into

this notion ; the ground of localisation is clearly not in the nature of
the things alone, but in some variable incident which occurs to them,

compatible with their nature, but not determined by it alone. This

tnight lead to the idea, that it was simply the intensity of the subsist-

ing reaction between them which dictated the apparent situation of

things in space; whether we presume that in all things what takes

place is the same in kind and varies only in degree; or, that the
inner states produced in things by their reactions are different in

kind, but so far comparable that their external effects are calculable as

degrees of one and the same activity*

It would be no objection to this that it is observed that tlrcre often
ane elements contiguous in space which seem quite indifferent to each

other, while distant ones betray a lively reciprocal action. No
efameat must be torn from its connexion with all others, and none of
its states from their cohesion with previous ones

; contiguous elements
we ^different are together not because they demand one
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another, but because their relations to all others deny them every

other place, and only leave them this one undisputed; the remote

elements in question act powerfully on one another, because the

ceaseless stream of occurrence has produced counteractions, which

hinder the two elements from attaining the state towards which they

are now striving.

However, it is not my intention to continue the subject now, or to

show by what general line of thought my view of space might be

reconciled with the particular facts of Nature. The following sections

will compel us to make this attempt, but they would entirely dis-

appoint many expectations unless I began by confessing that the

theory of a phenomenal space when applied to the explanation of the

most general relations of nature will by no means distinguish itself

for facility and simplicity in compaiison with the common view.

On the contrary; the latter is a gift which our mental nature gives

us as a means to clearness and vivid realisation. But I insist upon

it that my view is not propounded for its practical utility, but simply

because it is necessary in itself, however much it might ultimately

embarrass a detailed enquiry were we bound to keep it explicitly

before us at every step. We shall see that we are not obliged to do

so ;
but at present I maintain with a philosopher's obstinacy, that

above all things that must hold good which we find to be in its

nature a necessary result of thought, though all else bend or break.

In no case may we regard other hypotheses as definitive truth (con-

venient as they may be for use and therefore to be admitted in tise),

if they are in themselves as unthinkable as the indefinite species of

reality, which the ordinary view attributes to empty space.
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Deductions of Space.

118. AMONG the commonest undertakings of modern philosophy

are to be found attempted deductions of Space ; and they have been

essayed with different purposes. Adherents of idealistic views, con-

vinced that nothing could be or happen without being required by

the highest thought which governs reality, had a natural interest in

showing that Space was constrained to be what it is, or to be re-

presented as it is represented to us, because it could not otherwise

fulfil its assigned purpose, Self-evident as the belief fundamentally is,

that everything in the world belongs to a rational whole, there arc

obvious reasons why it should be equally unfruitful in the actual de-

monstration of this connexion in a whole
;
and even the deduction

of Space has hardly given results which it is necessary to dwell on.

The solidarity of the whole content of the universe was maintained,

in the dawn of modern philosophy, by Spinoza ;
but in a way which

rather excluded than favoured the deduction of Space. The reason

lay in an enthusiasm, somewhat deficient in clearness, for the idea of

Infinity, and for everything great and unutterable that formal logical

acumen combined with an imagination bent on things of price could

concentrate in that expression. Hence he spoke of infinitely nume-

rous attiibutes of his one infinite substance, and represented it as

manifesting its eternal nature by means of modifications of each of

them. Our human experience, indeed, was restricted to two only of

them, consciousness and extension, the two clear fundamental notions

under which Descartes had distributed the total content of the

universe; and the further progress of the Spinozistic philosophy

takes account of these two only. But it adheres to the principle

laid down at its starting about all attributes ; each of them rest*

'Wholly on itself, and can be understood by us only by means of

we find it expressly subjoined, that though it is one and the

sobfitance which expresses its essence as well in forms of
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extension as in forms of thought; yet the shape which it assumes in

one of these attributes can never be derived from that which it has

assumed in the other. This prohibits any attempt to deduce the

attributes of Space from what is not Space ;
but at the same time

Consciousness and Extension aic considered to be as manifestations

of the absolute quite on the same level; in assuming the shape of

extension, it does* a positive act as much as in giving existence to

forms of consciousness ;
neither of these is the mere result or sem-

blance of the other.

119, Those notions influenced Schelling. After Kant had des-

troyed all rational cohesion between things-in-theniselves and spatial

phenomena, it was natural to make the attempt to restore Space to

some kiwi of objective validity. If we may here eliminate the many

blight alterations which Schilling's views underwent, the following

will be found a pretty constant series of thoughts in him. Empty

Space is for him too only the subjectively represented image, which

remains to our pictorial imagination when it disregards tbe definite

form** of real exitence in Space, that is, of matter ;
it is not a prior

creation of the absolute which goes before the production of the

thingH to be realised in it, but matter itself is this first production, and

spatial extension IH only real in matter, but in it is actually real and

not a mere subjective mode of the spectator's apprehension. How

be represents the creation of matter as coming to pass, we need not

describe here; but in general it is easy to see how the desire to

explain by one and the same root the distinction which experience

preent between the material and spiritual world might lead to

denying the primary presence of the characteristic predicates of these

two worlds in the Absolute, the root required ;
while

conceiving,^
in

the complete indefiniteness thus obtained of this absolute Identity,

two eternally co-ex5tcnt impulses, tendencies, or factors, out of

which the distinction that had been cancelled might again artsk

Some interest attaches to the different expressions which Schelling

employs to designate them ; he opposes to the real objective producing ;

factor, which embodies the Infinite in forms of the finite, the ideal *

subjective defining factor which re-moulds ihe finite into the in-

finite; it ta the former whose predominance creates Nature, the

latter that creates the world of Mind; though the two arc sd.ft*-

separably united that neither can prdduce its result without th$ co-

operation, and participation
as a determining factor, of the other.

This account admits of no idea of a deduction proper of Space ;

still I tbUUt that Ute equal rank assigned to the above designations
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contains an indication of the reason which made the space-generating

activity of the absolute appear indispensable to the idea of it. It became

obvious not only that nothing could be generated out of the void of

absolute Identity, but it was also impossible for the determination*

which might have been held to be included in it as merely ideal, to

be more than unrealisable problems failing one condition; that

something should be forthcoming, given, with content, and for per*

ception ; such as the ideal forms could never create, and as applied

to which, qua forms of its relations, and so only, they would possess

reality. Thus, not without a reminiscence of Kant's construction of

matter out of expanding and contracting forces, Schelling makes the

one, that is the productive factor, provide above all things* for the

creation of that which the ideal factor has only to form and to deter*

mine ;
it is only by the activity of the first that results are made nra/,

which for all the second could do, would never be more than a

postulate, that is, an idea. Even the actual form which the creation

assumes is determined by the character of the productive factor; for

it is only this character that can, though under the control and

guidance of the other factor, create such shapes of reality as art

within its range.

120. The indefiniteness of the absolute Identity has disappeared

in Hegel, and the position of the two factors has altered ;
the com-

prehensive system of notions which forms his Logic msiy be regarded

as the interpretation of what the ideal factor, now the proximate and

primary expression of the Absolute, demands ; the consciousness

how strongly all these determinations involve and postulate that as*

determinations of which they must be presented in order to U* r*al,

appears as the urgency of the ideal factor or hitherto purely logical

idea, to pass over into its form of otherness ; that is, into a fthap*

capable of direct or pictorial presentation, such as can only exist in the

forms by which a multiplicity whose parts are outside one another is

connected into a whole. Therefore the logical idea, doing away Us

own character as logical, produces Space as '
the abstract universality

of its being outside itself
1/ Hegel says on this point",

'As our pro-

cedure is, after establishing the thought which is necessitated by the

notion 8
, to ask, what it looks like in our sensuous idea * of it; we go

on to assert, that what corresponds in direct presentation to the

thought of pure externality is Space. Even if we arc wrong in tbi%

'

,

'

,

*
['Die abstract* AHgexncinheit tores Ausseruichitehw/]

NatmphilotopMc. Sammtlichc Werkc, Ikl. VII. f 47.
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othernessJ

that will not interfere with the truth of our thought/ I refi

remarkable passage in order to indicate the limits which such \

tivc constructions of Space as this is can never overstep. They"'
of course derive in a general way, from the thought in which they
conceive themselves to express the supreme purpose of the world, a

certain postulate which must be fulfilled if the end is to be fulfilled;

but they are not in a position to infer along with the postulate what

appearance would be piesented by that which should satisfy it In

the passage quoted Hegel admits this; in pronouncing Space to be

the desired principle of externality he professes to have answered a

riddle by free conjecture; the solution might be wrong, but the

problem, he asserts, would still be there.

Just in the same way Weisse says
1 'That primary quality of what

exists, the idea of which arises from quantitative infinity being

specified and made qualitative by the specific character of trfplicity-

is Space ;' only that he, although in this sentence expressly separating

enigma and answer by a mark of interruption, yet regards the latter

as a continuous deduction of the space which is present to perception

from hi abstract and obscure postulate. It can never be otherwise ;

after, on the one hand, we feel justified in making certain abstract

demands which reality itf to satisfy, and after, on the other band, we

have become acquainted with Space, then it is possible to put the two

together and to show that Space, being such as it is, satisfies these

demands* But it is impossible to demonstrate that only it, and no

other form, can satisfy them
,*
we are confined to a speculative inter-

pretation of space, and any deduction of it is an impossibility on this

track, One would think that the opinion Hegel expresses could not

but incline him prima/acu to the view of the mere phenomenality of

the sensuous idea of space; but what he adds on the subject can

make no one any wiser as to liia true meaning; as a rule the

views of his school have adhered to extension 93 a real activity of

the Absolute.

12L Philosophical constructions, it was held, were under the further

obligation, to demonstrate not merely of Space as a whole, but fturttet

6f each and every property by which geometry characterises it, that It

is a necessary consequence of ideal requirements. Attempts have

Ixjen made on obvious and natural grounds to conceive the infinite

divisibility and the homogeneousnws of an infinite extension, as

antecedent conditions of that which the idea sets itself to realise

within space; but the most numerous and least fortunate endeavours
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have been devoted to the three dimensions. There are two points

in these innumerable attempts that have always been incompre-
hensible to me.

The first is, the entire neglect of the circumstance that space

contains innumerable directions starting from every one of its

points, and that the limitation of their number to three is only ad-

missible under the further condition that each must be perpendicular

to the two others. Accessory reasons, which are self-evident in the

case of geometry and mechanics, have no doubt led to the habit of

tacitly understanding, by dimensions of space, such par excellence as

fulfil this condition
; but the philosophical deductions proceed as if

the only point was to secure a tnplicity, and as if it was unnecessary
to find among the abstract presuppositions from which space is to be

deduced, a special reason why the dimensions which are to correspond
to three distinct ideal moments (however these may be distinguished),

should be at right angles to one another.

The second point which I cannot understand is the fastidiousness

with which every demonstration partaking of mathematical form, that

a fourth perpendicular dimension must necessarily coincide with one
of the other three, is always rejected as an external and unphilosophical

process of proof I think, on the contrary, that if we once supposed
ourselves to have deduced that certain relations which we postulated
in an abstract foim must take the shape of lines and angles between

them, then the correct philosophical progress would consist in the

demonstration that these elementary forms of space twing once
obtained were completely decisive of its whole possible Hlructurc*

As a whole subject to law it can have no properties but those

constituted in it by the relations of its parts ; if its properties are

to correspond besides to certain ideal relations then it ought to have
been shown that this correspondence demanded just those primary
spatial relations from which the properties must proceed as inevitable

result. However, it is not worth while to go at greater length into

these unsuccessful undertakings, which are not to the taste of lite

present time, and, we may hope, will not be renewed,
122. Our attention will be much longer detained by otlwr investi-

gations which are sometimes wrongly comprehended under the name
of Psychological Deductions of Space, In virtue of the title

'

Psycho-
logical' they would not claim mention till later

j but they treat in

,d$tftfl or touch in passing three distinct questions, the complete
, $tejfjwat!on of which seems to me indispensable.

-, irf Tfa* first, were it capable of being solved, would really belong
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to Psychology: it is this: what is the reason that the soul, receiving

from things manifold impressions which can only be to begin with

unextended states of its own receptive nature, is obliged to envisage

them at all under the form of a space with parts outside each other?

The cause of this marvellous transfiguration could only be found in

the peculiar nature of the soul, but it never will be found; the question

is just as unanswerable as how it comes to pass that the soul brings

before consciousness in the form of brightness and sound the effects

which it can only experience by means of light and sound vibra-

tions transmitted through the senses. It is important to make clear

to ourselves that these two questions are precisely alike in nature; and

that to answer the first is neither more essential nor more possible

than to answer the second, which every one has long desisted from

attempting. All endeavours to derive this elementary and universal

character of ideas of space, this externality, which appears to us in the

shape of an extended line, from any possible abstract relations, which

are still unspatial, between psychical affections, have invariably led to

nolliing but fallacies of subreption ; by which space, as it could not be

made in this way, was brought in at some step of the deduction as an

unjustified addition.

2. On the other hand, if we postulate as given the capacity and

obligation of the soul to apprehend an unspatial multiplicity as in

space, then there arises the second problem, which I hold to be

capable of being solved though a long way from being so ; What sort

of multiplicity does the soul present in this peculiar form of its appre-

hension? for there are some which it does not treat thus. And

under what conditions, by what means, and following what clue,

does it combine its occasional particular impressions in the definite

situation in space in which they are to us the express image

of external objects? As no perception of this variable manifold can

take place but by the instrumentality of the senses, the solution of this

question concerning the localisation of sensations belongs wholly to

that part of psychology which investigates the connexion of tfenas^

tion$ tnd the associations of these remembered images ;
which latter

are partly caused by the conjoint action of nervous stimuli, partly by

the activity of consciousness in creating relations.

3. There remains a third question, that of the geometrical structure

of extension which arises if we develope all the consequences that the

given character of the original externality necessitates or admits ; and

which is wanted to complete the totality of the Space-image in whose

uniformly present environment we are obliged to set in array the
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various impressions of sensation. This investigation, which has fallen

to the shaie of Mathematics, has hitheito been conducted by that

science in a purely logical spirit; it took no account of the play of

psychical activities, which bring about in the individual apprehending

subject a perception of the truth of Us successive propositions, a play

of which in these days we think we know a great deal, and leally know

nothing ; it attached the convincingness of their truth purely to the

objective
j

necessity of thought with which given premisses demand

their conclusions. But the premisses themselves, as well an that

combination of them on which the conclusion h.iH to rest, weie

simply accepted by Mathematics fiom what it called Direct or In-

tuitional Perception
2
. Nor could the word perception

''

be held to

designate any psychical activity, which could be shown to posKeas a

peculiar and definite mode of procedure; every impartial attempt to

say what perception
9
docs, must end with the admission that it really

does nothing, that there is no visible working or process at all as a

means to the production of its content ; but that on the contrary it in

nothing but a direct receptivity, with an entirely unknown psychical

basis, which meicly becomes aware of its object and the j>ccuHar

nature of that object. Obviously, an investigation cannot U^itt tofutti

the matter is given to which it is to refer; but again, it will only

consist, even when the matter is forthcoming, in prtifcuthig ow* |>y

one to this receptivity all the details which do not fall at one? in ita

line of our mental vision ; and defining their diffiTcnccH or simiiariiiw

by help of marks which make it possible to transfer from one to the

other of these features the judgments about them made by direct per-

ception, and to connect all such features systematically toother.
I shall return later on to what it is indispensable to *ay on thin

head; I will only add now that it was possible for the

geometry, which arose in the above way, to remain muumtiiU'd ft*

as no doubt was raised of the objective validity of space ; while it

believed, that is, that we had in it if not a real thing, at leust the

actual and peculiar form attaching to real things. It was not indeed

solely, as we shall see, but chiefly, the modern notion which HWW in it

only a subjective mode of perception, that dinturtwl this uriHU*pk:ioug

security and raised such questions* OH the ; of how much that t*

true about the world can we properly be naid to gft ctxiwriemtt by
help of this form of apprehension; could there not Ix? other

of perception that might teach us the name truth about Thing*
0r other truths quite unknown ; and finally, may not the whole fabric
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of our spatial perceptions be incomplete, perhaps charged with inner

contradictions which escape our notice for want of the empirical
stimuli which would bring them to light ? The diversity of opinions
propounded in relation to the above matters compels me in my meta-

physic to entrr upon the essential nature of space in its geometrical

aspect ; and I h-gin my tat>k by a vciy fiank confession. I am quite
unable to persuade myself that all those among my fellow-students of

philosophy, who accept tiie new thcoiics with applause, can really

uttdeiHtund with such case what is quite incomprehensible to me; I

fear, that from over-modesty they do not discharge their office, and
fail, on this borderland between mathematics and philosophy, to

vindicate their full u eight for the grave doubts which they should

have raised in the name of the latter against many mathematical

hpcculaf ions of the present day. I shall not imitate this proceduie;
I urt while on the contrary I plainly siiy that the whole of this specu-
lation secmR to nu 1 one huge coherent en or, I am quite happy to risk

Ulttg censured for a complete misapprehension, in case my remarks

should have the good fortune to provoke a thorough and decisive

refutation,

123. I begin with the firnt inference suggested by the doctrine that

space fa only the subjective form of apprehension which is evolved

from the nature^of our souls, though not dcducible by us. Then, there

is nothing to interfere with our thinking of beings endowed with mental

images as differing in nature within very wide limits ; or with out

ongoing to each of these kinds a mode of apprehension of its own,

which, us is commonly said, it holds in readiness to apply to its future

perceptions. Meantime we have convinced ourselves how little use

uch forma could be to these minds, if they were only a subjective

manner of behaviour and destitute of all comparability with the things

In Mhort, thingH would not be caught in nets whose meshes did not

fit them; fur less could there be in purely subjective forms any

ground of distinction which could compel things to prefer one

plow to appear in rather titan another* We must therefore n&tas** .

*arily give a fthare in our consideration to the connexion in which

ttte forms of apprehension are bound to stand with the objects

which they are to grasp. The following cases will have to be

distinguished.

Let X and K be two of those modes of perception, different from

0ttr space &, which we arbitrarily assign to two kinds of beings

ttwtowed with mental images, and organized differently from us.

Thti sumption would cause UK no difficulty as long as, (i.)
we sup-

YOt* t* *
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posed the worlds which are to be perceived by their means, to differ

from the worldM accessible to our experience, but to be such as to

admit of apprehension in the forms X and Z as easily as the world

M lends itself to our apprehension in the form of our space S. Only,

this assumption would not interest us much ; though free from in-

ternal contradiction, in fact, strictly, a mere tautology, it has no

connexion whatever with the object of our doubt ; the inteiest of our

question depends entirely on a different presupposition ; (ii.) that this

same world M, which we represent to ourselves as enclosed in the

fiame of Euclidean space S, appears to other intellectual beings in

the utterly heterogeneous systematic forms X or Z. On this sup-

position also there are two cases to be kept separate. The adtions

and reactions which the things of this worldM reciprocate with each

other may be extremely various ; it is neither necessary nor credible

that they only consist in such activities as cause us to localise the

things in spatial relations in accordance with them ; on the contrary,

much may go on within the things that is not able to find expression

in their appearance in space, even with the help of motion. Therefore

there is still this alternative; either, (a.)
the forms of perception X and

Z reproduce relations of things which cannot be represented in our

space and do not occur in it
; about this assumption we can have

no decisive judgment, but only a conjecture, which I will state

presently ; or (.) we assert that the same relations of things which

appear to us as relations in space S are accessible to other beings

under the deviating modes of perception X or Z\ and on this point

we shall have something more definite to say.

124. Let us begin with the former alternative
(ii. a). We are

justified in subordinating the idea of space *S to the more universal

conception of a system of arrangement of empty places, within which

the reciprocal position of any two terms is fully determined by a

number n of relations of the two to others. And there is nothing to

prevent us, as long as no other requirements are annexed, from con-

ceiving many < other species of this genus, in which the reciprocal

definition of the terms might be effected by other rules than those

valid for the space St
or might require a greater or smaller number of

conditions than are required in it, Still, it seems to me unfruitful to

refer for further illustration of such ideas to the well-known attempt
to arrange in a spatial conspectus either the whole multiplicity of

g,ei?jsatkms of musical sound, with reference to strength, pitch, quality,

, affinity; or the colours in all their variety on similar

, 'Nothing indeed is more certain than that (i) we here hav$
i. i .

i
i

*
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before us relations of the terms to be arranged for the adequate

representation of which our space S is unfitted ; but at the same time

I think nothing can be more doubtful than the implied idea by which,
whether furtively or explicitly, we console ourselves, that (a) there

may be other modes of perception X or Z which pfermit to beings of

different organization the feat which we cannot perform, I must

speak more fully of both parts of my assertion.

125. (i) We may arrange musical notes in a straight line according
to their rise of pitch ; but as there appears to be an increasing diver-

gence from the character of the keynote up to the middle of the

octave, and from that point again an increasing approximation to it,

having regard to this we may represent the notes still more clearly, by
arranging them as Probisch does in a spiral, which after every circuit

corresponding to an octave returns to a point vertically above the

starting-point. But in doing so we should bear in mind that all this,

like any other appropiiate device which might be added to the scheme,
is still a symbolical construction ;

the notes are not in the space in

which we localise them for the convenience of our perception, nor is

the increment-element A/ of the pitch / really the element A,r of a

line in space s, to which, for the purpose of our perception, we treat

it as equivalent No one refuses this concession
; but it is not pre-

cisely in this that the ground of my difficulty lies. Seeing that I have

asserted the phenomenal nature of space there is no longer any mean-

ing for me in distinguishing Things as in space, from sounds as only
to be projected into it by way of symbolism. When Things appear
to us in space, what we do to them is just the same as the treatment

to which we submit the ideas of notes in the above constructions ;

like them, things have neither place nor figure in space, nor spatial

relations ;
it is only within our combining consciousness and only to

its vision that the living reactions which Things interchange with each

other and with us expand into the system of extension, in which

every phenomenal element finds its completely definite plkce. 80 if

the innumerable mental representations of sounds compelled uS as

unambiguously to place each of them in definite spatial relations to

others, I should not be able to see how such an arrangement must be

less legitimate for them than for things, for which also it remains a

subjective apprehension in our minds.

It will further be observed, and quite correctly, that Things ar

movable in space, and their place at any time only expresses the sum
of relations in which they stand to other things, which subsists at the ,

moment but is essentially variable ; it tells nothing of the Thing's owtt
'
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nature ; whereas such constructions of the realms of colour or sound

aim at a completely different result
; they attempt to assign to each

one of these sensations conformably with the peculiar combination

in which each unites definite values of the univeisal predicates of

colour and sound, a systematic position between all others which it

can never exchange for another place. No doubt this difference is

important as regaids the nature of the elements which it is proposed
to systematise in the two cases ; still there is no essential obstacle to

copying the eteinal and permanent articulation of a system of con-

tents 1
fixed in the shape of ideas by means of the same mode of per-

ception which is used to repiesent the variable arrangement of real

Things. In fact, for every single indivisible moment the existing

arrangement of real things in space would be precisely the total ex-

pression of the complete systematic localisation appropriate to the

individual things in virtue of the actions which intersected each other

in them at that moment. The circumstance that within things there

is motion, which will not admit of being represented for ever by the

same fixed system, is a fact with its own importance, but not a proof
that the space foim is inadequate to express systematic relation*.

Therefore the felt inadequacy of the space-form S can only rest on the

fact that its articulation, though fitted for what we perceive in it, is

not fitted for such matter as these sensations which we project into it,

126. Things then obviously do not arrange themselves in apace
accoiding to a constant affinity of their natures, but according to

some variable occurrence within them, consisting of the reactions

which they interchange. We are not justified .in assuming an eji*

tirely homogeneous form of event as produced in all of them by
these actions ; but we cannot help regarding as homogeneous all thai

part of such events which has its effect in fixing their place in space ;

in designating it by the name of ' mechanical relations
'

of things wo
approach the common view of physical science, which consider* that
in every moment the place which a body occupies abandons or tends
to, is determined by the joint action of entirely comparable forces and
impulses.

Now it is just this comparability which is wanting to the musical
properties of sounds ; that is, the felt properties, for we are only
speaking of them, not of the comparable physical conditions of thofc

production* The graduated series of lou^ness
8 / and of pitch t may"

.

1

!

7

l have 3ret*incd * * because il Pwbably tfendft for InteulUtt
'
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no doubt be formed, each separately, by addition of homogeneous
increments

;
but when we come to the series of qualities q we find it

cannot be exhibited in this way; and in any case A*, A/, and Ay
would remain quite incomparable with each other. The lines t\p9 and q,

though we might suppose that each could be constructed by itself,

yet would diveige from any point in which they were united, as it

were into different worlds ; and if one of them were arbitrarily fixed

in space still there would be nothing to determine the angles at which

the others would cross it or part from it.

It will of course be said that this as well as the difficulties raised in

the last section, was known long ago ; but that no one can be sure

that (2) beings different from us have not at command forms of

apprehension X or Z, which attach themselves to the content to be

arranged just as unambiguously and perfectly, as our space S does to

its matter, the mechanical relations of things. Yet I cannot see how

this should be supposed possible as long as we ascribe to those beings

the same achievement as that in which we fail. If instead of the

qualitatively different colours and tones which we see and hear, they

perceived only uniform physical or psychical actions, from a mixture

of which those sensations arose in us, I do not dispute that in that

case they might have for such actions an adequate perceptive form X
or Z\ but the relations which they would have to arrange would again

be purely mechanical, only mechanical in a different way from those

which we reproduce in our space $.

On the other hand, if those beings are supposed to feel the same dif-

ference between red and blue as we do, or to feel the pitch of a note as

independently of loudness and quality as we feel it, then the different

progressions i, p, q> would be as incomparable for them as for us ;

though they might arbitrarily reduce the relations of tones and colours

to the foims X and Z by way of symbolism, with the same sort of

approximation as we obtain in our space S. But I hold that a special

colour-space X or tone-space Z is an impossibility; an impdatfbBfejr.

that is, as an endowment of the supposed beings with two fsw^iltfes of

the nature of empty forms of apprehension, prior to all coated fcfcd

so having none of their own, but able to dictate particular situations

to disparate elements subsequently received into them, solely in

virtue of the rules of connexion between individual places which

they contain. No form of perception X, be it, what it may; can

enable elements which remain disparate even for it to pre-

scribe their places in it definitely and unambiguously to each other.

And conversely; there may no doubt be rules of criticism for variously
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combined values of disparate predicates, which, being based on an

estimate of the efficient causes which produce such combinations,

show how to exclude impossible terms and to airange possible

ones in series according to their various aspects; but a form of

perception X such as to unite all these different series of ideas almtl

the material into a single image of the mateiial seems to me impos-

sible.

I cannot see how we lose much if we admit this ;
the many-sided

affinities, resemblances, and contrasts of colours and tones arc not

lost to us because we cannot satisfactorily symbolise ihem in space ;

we have the enjoyment of all of them when we compare the impiessions

with each other. Now it seems to me that no being can git l>cyon<l

this discuisive knowledge in respect of elements which in their sum of

predicates combine different properties that remain disparate even for

that being ;
a form of perception, in the sense of an ordered system

of empty places, can only exist for such relations of elements as arc

completely compaiable, and each of which is sepaiated from a second

by a difference of the same kind as separates this second from any
third or fourth. It is possible that things contain some system of

uniform occuirences which escape us, but form the object of percep-
tion for other beings, and are in fact apprehended by them in forms

of perception which differ from our space-form S and adapt them-

selves to the peculiar articulation of the occurrences
; but this idea

being motived by no definite suggestion need not be pursued further,
at least for the moment.

127. We are much more interested in the other of the cases dte*

tinguished above (iLjS)
1
. If the same relations of things which are

imaged by us as in space were supposed to meet with forms of a
different kind in other beings ; at least we know that there is nothing
in the nature of these relations to make them intractable to combina-
tion before the mind's eye into one entire image ; such an X or Z
undoubtedly might bear the character of perceptive forms, lief
would not need to be in the least like our space S; the difference
between two places of the system which appears to us in our space a*
the line s, would represent itself in them in the form x or *; both
of which would be as disparate from s as the interval between two
notes from the distance between two points* As long as we maintain
t^ese postulates, we have no reason to deny the possibility of ttiOBC

perceptions X and Z; but as we do not possess them their aasump-
ttoh remfcin* an empty idea, and we know absolutely nothing further
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of how things present themselves and what they look like under those

forms. Only we must not require more of them than our own space-

appiehension can achieve; not, therefore, that the beings which enjoy

them shall be enabled by them in each individual perception to appie-

hend the true relations of what is peiceived. This is more than even

our space S does for us ; for instance we have to assign ourselves a

place in it, with the change of which the whole constellation of our

impiessions is displaced; even to us, owing to the laws of the optical

impiessions made on us, parallel lines inevitably appear to converge

at a distance, magnitudes to diminish, and the horizon of the sea to

lise above the level of the shore, As we require the comparison of

many experiences to enable us to apprehend the true relations in

despite of the peisistcnt semblance of the false, no moie than this

ought to be demanded of the natuie of X and Z\ that is, that com-

bined experiences should give critcna for the elimination of the con-

tradictions and mistakes of isolated ones. We may say then, subject

to such conditions, that the same relations of things as appear to us

in space admit of other kinds of peiception completely unknown to

us but leading to equally true cognition. Still even this is by no

means what is as a rule in people's minds ;
it is expressly other spaee-

perceptions than ours that it is hoped to make conceivable in this

way. It is to be taken as settled that the relation of two elements

presented to perception is given by perception the shape of the ex*

tended line s, and the relation of two such relations that of the angle a;

and still even so there is to be a possibility that by help of other com-

binations this s and a may form not our space 5* but a diffeient one

Sl or S*9
like ours in respect of the character of its elements $ and a

as pictuied to the mind, but unlike in the fabric of the whole which

they generate* Perhaps it will not be too painful to the feelings of

philologists if I propose for these foims S1 or *S* the name of Rau*

molds 1

['quasi-spaces'].
I know no shorter way of expressing the

difference between these forms and our previous forms X and Z\ and

as I mean to maintain that there cannot be Raumoids, their nattto

will soon disappear again supposing I am right; if I am wrou#> I

make a present of it to my antagonists as the only thing I con do, for

their cause. For I shall hardly myself be brought to surrender 'tny

conviction that to accept s and a as elements of space is to decide its

total form and inner structure, fully, unambiguously, and quite in the

sense of the geometry which has hitherto prevailed.

128. I hold it, strictly speaking, unreasonable to require any other

i
[From 'Rattm/ 'Space/] ,

'

!
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proof of this than that which lies in the development of the science

down to the present time. That assuming the elements $ and a they

admit of other modes of combination than can be presented in our

space S\ and that these other combinations do not remain mere

abstiact names, but lead to kinds of perception Sl and *S*
a
;

all this

could only be pioved by the actual discovery of the perceptions in

question. But it is admitted that our human mode of representation

cannot discover S1 and *S
2
; nothing but S can be evolved out of it

;

therefore if the logical sequence of this evolution were established,

and we still believed in other beings who could form diveigent per-

ceptions out of the same elements s and a, we should have to credit

them with other laws of thought than those on which the truth of

knowledge rests for us. Such an assumption would destroy our

inteiest in the question ; though no doubt it would not in the least

run counter to the taste of an age whose tendency is so indulgent as

to take anything for possible, which cannot be at a moment's notice

demonstrated impossible*

But there is a point at which our geometry has long been thought

deficient in consecutiveness of deduction ;
that is in the doctrine of

parallel lines and of the sum of the angles of a triangle. Still it

appears to me as if philosophical logic could neither advance nor

propei ly speaking admit the peculiar claims to strictness of procedure
made at this point by the logic of mathematics. After all, discursive

proof cannot make tiuth, but only finds it; the perception of space
with the variety of its inner relations faces us as the given object of

inner experience ;
one which, if not so given, we should never be

able to construct by a logical combination of unspatial elements, .or

even of those elements of space which we assumed
;
all demonstration**

can but serve to discover certain definite relations between a number
of arbitrarily chosen points to be implied in the nature of -the whole*

For such discovery perfect strictness of reasoning is indispensable ;

and elegance of representation may also require that the multiplicity

of relations shall be reduced to the minimum number of directly

evident and fundamental ones; but it will always be fruitless to

assume fewer independent principles than the nature of the facts

requires, and always eironeous to presuppose that it does not require
a considerable number. We convinced ourselves in the Logic that

all our cognition of facts rests on our application of synthetic judg-
ments ; the law of Identity will never tell us more than that every A

< te Jjto saiae as itself; there is no^ formal maxim which gives us any
! h^p about the relation of A to B> except the one law which simply
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disjoins them because they are not the same ; every positive relation

which we assert between A and B can only express a content which

is given us, a synthesis ;
such as could be derived neither from A nor

fiom
,
nor from any other relation between them which was not

itself in turn given to us in the same way. It is impossible to pursue

this here in its general sense, but it will be useful to elucidate it in

relation to space in particular.

129. The first consequence of what has been referred to is that a

case is possible in which we are unable to give adequate definitions

either ofA or ofB without involving the relation C in which they are

given to us, and equally so to define this relation apart from A and B.

It would be impossible to say what a point of space is and how

distinguished from a point of time, unless we include in our thought

the extension in which it is, and treat it, for instance, as Euclid does,

as the extremity of a line ;
no more could we construct this line out

of points without a like presupposition. Two precisely similar and

co-existent points may have innumerable different relations of the kind

which we know as their greater or less distances from one another ;

but how could we guess or understand this unless the space in which

they arc distiibuted, being present to the mind's eye, taught us at

once that the pioblem is soluble and what the solution looks like?

Just as little can a line be generated by motion; it. can only be

followed ; for we could not set about to describe the track left behind

us without the idea of a space in general* which furnishes the place

for it ; again any definite line could only be generated in space if in

every point which we pass through the fuither direction which we

mean to take were already present to our imagination.

Again, in any line when we compare it with others we shall be able

to distinguish its length from its direction ; but we cannot make the

simplest assertions about either property without learning them from

perception. That the addition of two lines of the length a gives a

line of the length 2 a seems a simple application of an arithmetical

principle; but strictly arithmetic teaches only that such an addition

results in the sum of two lines of the length a, just as putting together

two apples weighing half an ounce each gives only the sum of these

two, not one apple twice the weight. The possibility of uniting th*

one Hue with the extremity of the other so that it becomes its m*-,

broken continuation and the two lengths add up into one only follow

from the mental portrayal of a space within which the junction can

be effected. I say expressly,
< of a sfae*'; for not even the considera-

tion that the things to be united are two lines is sufficient; on th$
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contrary, we know that a thousand lines
1
, if thought of as between

the same extremities, will form no more than one and the same line
;

they must be put together lengthways, and lo do this the image of

the surrounding space which gives the necessary room is indispensable*

Geometry only expresses the same thing in anothei form, when it says

that every line is capable of being produced to infinity.

As regaids direction, it is easily seen that it is a delusion to suppose
that we have a conception of it to which stiaightness and curvedness

can be suboidmated as co-oidmate species; its conception is only

intelligible as completely coinciding with that of the straight line

which is called fiom another point of view, in relation to its extremi-

ties, the distance between them; eveiy idea of a cuive includes that

of a deviation from the straight direction of the tangents and can only
be fixed in the particular case by the measurement of this deviation.

Thus we can it is tme assign a criteiion for any extended line which

is security for its straightness ;
the distance between its extremities

must be equal to the sum of the distances between all pairs of points

by which we may choose to divide the line
; but of couise we do not

by this get lid of the conception of stiaightness in principle; the

distance between the extremities and each of these intermediate

distances can only be conceived under that conception. So in fact it

is not proper to say that the straight line is the shortest distance

between two points; it is lather the distance itself; the different circuits

that may be made in going from a to b have nothing to do with
this distance which is always one and the same

; but their possibility
calls our attention to the circumstance that perception is in that fact

telling us something more than would follow from its teaching up to
that point taken alone*

130. If a straight line can be drawn between a and 6 and another
between a and c, it does not in the least follow from these isolated

premisses that the same thing can or must take place between b and
c

; the two lines might diverge from a as if into different worlds, and
their extensions have no relation to each other. But they have one;
our spatial perception and nothing else reveals to us the angle a, and
shows us that space extends between the two lines and allows a
connexion between the points b and c by means of a straight line te
of the same 'kind as ab and ac\ it teaches us at the same time that
there is this

possibility for all points of ab and at, and so creates the
ttord element of our idea of space, the plane p. This, after having BO
<JfodOV*red It, we are able to define as the figure in space any point of
'

'

'

s' of couise.]
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which may be connected with any other point by a straight line lying

wholly in that figure. This definition however, though I should think

it a sufficient one, contains no rule for construction according to

which we could produce for ourselves the plane / without having had

it before ;
for what is really meant by lequiring all connecting lines to

be contained in the spatial figure which is lo be drawn is only made

clear by the spatial perception of the plane. Now I will not deny
that it may be of use in the course of scientific investigations to

demonstrate even simple conceptions as the result of complicated

constructions ;
in cases, that is to say, in which it is our object to

show that the complicated conditions present in a problem must have

precisely this simple consequence; but I cannot comprehend the

acumen which seeks as the basis of geometry to obtain the most

elementary peiccptions by help of presuppositions, which not only

contain of necessity the actual elements in question but also more

besides them*

It is possible to regard the straight line as a limiting case in a

series of curves ;
but it would not be possible to form the series of

these curves without in some way employing for their determination

and measuiement the mental presentation of the straight line from

which they show a measurable deviation. Whoever should give it as

a complete designation of a straight line, that it was the line which

being rotated between its extremities did not change its place, would

plunge us into silent reflexion as to how he conceived the axis of that

rotation ;
and by what, without supposing a straight line somewhere,

he would measure the change of place which the curve experienced in

such a rotation.

I hold it quite as useless to construct the plane p over again, after

it has once been given by perceptive cognition ; no doubt it is also

the surface in which two spheres intersect, and reappears as the

result of countless constructions of the kind ; but every fair judge will

think that it is the perception of the plane which elucidates the ide* of

the intersection and not Dice versa. ,

'

'

,

And now, if we may let alone these attempts to clear up What {*

clear already, we are invited to a more senous defence of the lights of

universal Logic by the dazzling play of ambiguities which endeav6urs

to controvert and threatens to falsify the perception itself. 'A finite arc

of a circle of course becomes perpetually more Idee a straight line as"

the radius of the circle to which it belongs is increased ; but the whole

circle never comes to be like one. However infinitely great we ^inay

conceive the radius as being, nothing can prevent us from conceiving;
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it to complete its rotation round the centre ;
and till such rotation is

completed we have no right to apply the conception of a circle to the

figure which is generated; discourse about a straight line which,

being in secret a circle of infinite diameter, returns into itself, is not a

portion of an esoteric science but a proof of logical barbaiism. Just

the same is shown by phrases about parallel lines which are supposed

to cut each other at an infinite distance; they do not cut each other at

any finite distance, and as every distance when conceived as attained,

would become finite again, there simply is no distance at which they

do so ;
it is utterly inadmissible to pervert this negation into the posi-

tive assertion, that in infinite distance there is a point at which inter-

section occuis. Here again, however, I am not denying that in the

context of a calculation good service may be rendered within certain

limits by modes of designation which rest on assumptions like these ;

so much the more useful would be a precise investigation within what

limits they may be employed in every case, without commending to

notice absolute nonsense by help of pretentious calculation.

131. It is obvious that according to the above general discussion,

I cannot piopose to solve the dispute about paiallels by the de-

monstrative method commonly desiderated; I am content with ex-

pressing my conviction by saying that in presence of direct perception

I can see no reason whatever for raising the dispute. We call parallel

the two stiaight lines a and I which have the same diiection in space,

and we test the identity of their direction by the criterion that with a

third straight line c in the same plane fa the straight lines a and b

form on the same side of them j, the same angle a. In saying this

I do not hesitate to presuppose the pla,ne p and side s as peifectly

clear data of perception ; still they might both be eliminated by the

following expression ;
a and b are parallel if the extremities a and ft

of any equal lengths a a and b ft taken on the two straight lines from

their starting points a and 6, are always at the same distance from one

another. It follows from this as a mere verbal definition, that a b wilt

also be parallel to oj8; and at the same time from the matter of the

definition, that a and
, as long as they arc straight lines, must remain

at the game distance from each other, measured as above; every

question whether to produce them to infinity would make any change
in this is Otiose, and contradicts the presupposition which conceive*

identity of direction to infinity as involved in the direction of a finite

portion of a straight line. That the sum of the interior angles which

4',t&d 20 make with ab or with aj3 is equal to two right angles,

only requires the familiar elucidation.
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Now if a triangle is to be made between a a and bft both the lines

must change their position, or one of them Ms position relatively to

the other. If we suppose a a to turn about the point a so that the

angle which it forms with ab is diminished, our spatial perception

shows us that the interval between its intersection with a j8 and the

extremity 6 of that line must also diminish; if the turning is continued

this interval is necessarily reduced to zero, and then ab,a& and #,

enclose the requhed triangle. When this has been done the line a

and the line of its former position a a make an angle, which is now ex-

cluded from the sum of the angles which were before the interior angles

between the parallels a a and I ft ; but the vertical angle opposite to
,

this angle, and therefore the angle itself, is equal to the new angle \^hich

aft produces by its convergence with b ]3 ; the latter forms a pait of

the sum of the angles of the tiiangle which is being made, which sum
as it loses and gains equally, remains the same as it

4
was in the open

space between the parallels; that is, in every triangle, whatever its

shape may be, it is equal to two light angles. If this simple connexion

between the two cases will not serve, still we could attach no import-

ance to any attempt to postulate a different sum for the angles of

a triangle, except on one condition ;
that it should not only proceed

by strictly coherent calculations but should also be able to present the

purely mathematical perception of the cases which corresponded to

its assumption with equal obviousness and lucidity. For in fact it is

not obvious, why, if the sum of the angles of a triangle were generally

or in particular cases different from what we made it, this state of

things should never be discovered to exist or be demonstrated to be

necessary. But here we plainly have misunderstandings between

philosophy and mathematics which go much deeper. Philosophy

can never come to an understanding with the Attempt which it must

always find utterly incomprehensible, to decide upon the validity of

one or the other assumption by external observations of nature, So

far these observations have agreed with the Euclidean geometry ; but

if it should happen that astronomical measurements of great distances,

after exclusion of all errors of observation, revealed a less sum for the

angle of a triangle, what then ? Then we should only suppose that

we had discovered a new and very strange kind of refraction, which

had diverted the rays of light which served to determine the direction ;

that is, we should infer a peculiar condition of physical realities ia

space, but certainly not a real, condition of space itself which wou!4

cpntradict all our perceptive presentations and be vouched for by no

exceptional presentation of its own.
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132. However all this is the special concern of geometry, without

essential importance for metaphysic. There is another set of ideas

in which the latter has a greater interest. I admitted above that a

being endowed with ideas would not evolve forms of space-perception

which no occasion was given him to produce. Others have connected

with such an idea the conjecture of a possibility that even our

geometry may admit of extensions the stimulus to which hi human

expeiience is either absent or as yet unnoticed.

Helmholtz (Popular Scientific Lectures, III) in his fiist example

supposes the case of intelligent beings living in an infinite plane, and

incapable ofperceiving anything outside the plane, but capable ofhaving

perceptions like ouis within the extension of the plane, in which they

can move freely. It will be admitted that these beings would establish

precisely the same geometry which is contained in our Planimetry ;

but their ideas would not include the third dimension of space.

Not quite so obvious, I think, are the inferences drawn from a

second case, in which intelligent beings with the same free power of

movement and the same incapacity of receiving impressions from

without their dwelling-space, are supposed to live on the surface of

a sphere. At least, I suppose I ought to interpret as I did in the last

sentence the cxpiession that they
1 'have not the power of perceiving

anything outside this surface'; the other interpretation that even if

impressions came to them from without the surface, they nevertheless

are unable to project them outside it, would give the appearance of

an innate defect in the intelligence of these beings to what according
to the import of such descriptions ought only to result from the lack

of appropriate stimuli. Under such conditions the direct perceptions

of these beings would certainly lead in the first place to the ideas which

HelmholU ascribes to them
; but I cannot persuade myself that the

matter would end there, supposing we assume that the mental nature

of such beings has the tendency with which oar own is inspired, to

combine single perceptions into a whole as a self-consistent and

complete image of ail that we perceive.

For shortness' sake I lake two points JVand as the North and

South poles of the surface of the sphere, and suppose the whole net

of geographical circles to be drawn upon it. Suppose first that

$ being B moves from a point a along the meridian of this point
We must assume then that B is not only capable of receiving quali*

1 "
'*

(> Popular Lectures on Scientific Subjects;
1

Atkinson's translation, and terict,
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tatively different or similar impressions from East and West
;

it must

be informed by some feeling, by whatever means produced, of the

fact of its own motion, and at the same time have capacity to interpret

this feeling into the fact of its motion, that is, into the change of its

relation to objects which for the time at least are fixed; it must

finally have equally direct feelings which enable it to distinguish the

persistent and similar continuance of this motion or change from

a change of direction or a icturn in the same direction. However

these postulates may be satisfied in the being E, it is certain that if

we are to count upon any definite combination of the impressions it

receives, it can experience no change of its feeling of direction in its

continuous journey along the meiidian ; for by the hypothesis it is

insensible to the concavity of its path towards the centre of the

sphere. So if having started from a it passes through JVand S and

returns to a, keeping to this path, such a fact admits of the following

interpretations for its intelligence.

As long as a only distinguishes itself from b or c by the quality of

the impression it makes on B it will remain unestablished that the

a which has recurred is that from which its movement started; it

may be a second, like the first but not identical with it. On the

other hand, the feelings which arise in J?from its actual movement may

prove to it a change in its own relation to objects, but as long as this

is all it is not self-evident that the feelings can only indicate a change

of spatial relation to them ; the feelings are simply a regular series of

states, the repeated passage through which is always combined with

the recurrence of one and the same sensation a
; very much, though

not exactly, like running up the musical scale, when we feel a con-

tinuous increase in the same direction of our exertion of the vocal

organs, which brings us back m certain periods not indeed to the

same note, but to its octave which resembles it.

IfB can feel no more than this, no space-perception can be gene-

rated; in order that it should be, a further separate postulate te

required; B must be forced by the peculiar nature of its
intfelUg^ce

to represent to itself every difference between two of its felt states' as

a distance in space between two places or points. Under this oew

condition the interpretation of the experience gained is still doubtful,

until the identity of the two a*B is determined; as B does not

experience a deviation to East or West, and by the hypothesis does

not feel the curvature of its path inwards, it might suppose itself to

have moved along an infinitely extended straight line, furnished at

definite equal intervals with similar objects a.
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But it is not worth while to spend time on this hypothesis ; let us

suppose at once that B moves fieely on the suiface and is able to

compare in its consciousness innumeiable expenences acquired in

succession ;
then it will find means to establish not only the exact

resemblance * but the identity of the two a's If this has taken place

its journey along the meridian from a by N and S back to a will

appear to it to establish the fact that by following a rectilineal move-

ment in space, without change of direction or turning back, it has

returned to its stai ting-point. At least I do not know how its path

could appear to it other than icctilineai ; as it can measure the whole

distance fiom a to a by nothing but the length of the journey accom-

plished, it is of course equal to the sum of all the mtei mediate dis-

tances from point to point of this journey and so falls under the

conception of straightness which was detei mined above ; and on the

other hand we cannot assume that B would detect in every element

that made part of his journey, theiefore in each of the minimum

distances fiom point to point, the character of the arc of a circle;

it would then possess the power denied to it of peiceiving convexity

in terms of the third dimension; and theiein it would at once have

a basis for the complete development of the idea of that dimension,

its possession of which is disputed.

But such an idea must undoubtedly aiisc in its mind, not on

grounds of direct peiception, but by leason of the intolerable con-

tradiction which would be involved in this stiaight line returning into

itself, if this appaient result of expciicnce weie allowed to pass as an

actual fact. For a power of mental portrayal which has got so far as

to imagine manifold points ranged beside each other in a spatial

order the content of the experience which has been acquired is

nothing but the definition of a curve, and indeed, all things con-

sideied, of the uniform curve of the circle; but as it cannot turn

either East or West, there must necessarily be a thiid dimension, out

of which immediate impressions never come, and which cannot

therefoie be the object of a sense-perception for the being B in

the same way as the two other dimensions; but which neverthe-

less would be mentally represented by B with the same certainty

with which we can imagine the interior of a physical body although
hidden by its suiface. As soon as this conception of the third

dimension is established the being B would evolve from the com-

parison of all its experiences according to the most universal laws

of logic and mathematics precisely the same geometry that we acquire

'

['Gleichheit,']
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more easily, not having to call to our aid a dimension which for

our sensuous pciccption is imaginary, to reduce things to ordei ; the

being B \\ould by this time understand its dwelling-space to be \\hat

it is, a figure in space which is extended in three dimensions ; and

would be in a position to explain the extraordinaiy phenomena which

its experience of motion had presented to it by help of this form of

idea.

133 Parallel lines, Helmholtz continues, would be quite unknown

to the inhabitants of the sphere; they would assert that any two lines,

the stiaightest possible, \\ould if sufficiently pioduced, cut one another

not inuely in one point but in two. It depends somewhat on the

definition of parallelism and on the interpretation of the assumptions

which are made whethei we are forced to agree to the former asser-

tion. Movements along the meridians could of course not lead to the

idea of paiallel lines; but still, in case of fiee power to move, JJ

might traverse successively two circles of the some north and south

latitude; it would find that these circles have equal lengths fo then

icturn to the slai ting-point, that they never either cut 01 touch each

other; but that counting from the same meridian the extremities of

equal segments of the two have always the same distance from each

other. This seems to me sufficient ground for calling them parallel,

and in fuel we use the tcim parallel of the circumferences of similaily-

directod sections of a cylindei, which in this case the two circles

would ically l)e.

liut that would be, as I said, merely a question of names; I

mention these movements here for a different reason. The tan-

grntial planes of the successive points of the southern circle cut

each other in straight linos which convcige to the south; the cor-

icspomling sections for the northern cnclc do the same to the north;

the question is whethei the being B would be aware of this difference

or not If it weie not, then B would really suppose itself to traverse

two paths of precisely the same direction, which would in fact be

parallel in the same sense as the above cylinder-sections ; and then

it might, as long as no other experiences contiadictcd the idea, con-

ceive both paths to be in one plane as circles, the centre? of which

aie joined by a straight line greater than the sum of their radii.

This would not be so in the other case, which we must anyhow

regard us the more probable hypothesis. Of course it is hard to

obtain a i>erfc!ctly clear idea of what we mean by calling B sensitive

only to impressions in the surface of the spheic ; but we may assume

that it would become awaie of the slope of the tangential planes to

VOL. L
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North and South fiom the fact that the meiidians, known to it fiom

other experiences, make smaller angles with its path on the side on

which the plane inclines to the pole, and greatei on the opposite side.

However this might pioduce its fuithcr effect on J7's feelings of

motion, the only ci edible result would be that it would think its path

along the southern paiallcl concave to the south, and that along the

northern parallel concave to the north; in other i aspects it would

lake them for circles, icturning into themselves. These two ini-

piessions given by this second case would not be capable of being

reconciled with the experience above mentioned of the constant dis-

tance maintained between equal segments of the h\o paths, taking

these latter as transfcned into a plane, and this case also wouhi

necessitate, in order to icconcile the contiadiction it involves, ihc*

invention of the thud dimension though not diiectly perceptible

134. This result niust guide us in forming om opinion on tin*

vexed question of the fourth dimension of space. I omit all icfoicncc

to fancies which choose to iccommend to notice either time, or tin*

density of real things in space, 01 anything else as being this fourth

dimension; if we do not intend an unmeaning play i^xm \\ords \v<;

must lake it for gi anted at least thai any new dimension is fully

homogeneous and inlcichangc-ablo with those to the number of whidj

it is added; moreover if it IK to bo a dimension of ,i/w, ii must as

the fouith be peipcndicuhr to the Unco others, just us each of them
is to the remaining two.

It is conceded that for our pcieoplion this condition cannot be

fulfilled
;
but the attempt is made to invalidate this objection by re-

'

ferring to the beings which have been depicted, whose knowledge
stops short even of the third dimension of space localise perception
affords them no stimulus to represent it to their minds. Therefore,
it is argued, a further development of our receptivity might perhaps
peimit to us an insight into a fouith dimension, now unknown to UK
from lack of incitement to construct it, The possibility that Konto

beings content themselves with a pail of the space-perception attain-

able can of course be no pioof by itself that this form of pen cption
is not in itself a whole with certain limits

; 01 tlut it admits of per
pelual additions; oven beyond the bound uy we haw i< uc-heil; hut we
musl admit that for the moment the appeal to these imaginary raws
at least obscures Ihe Hmil at which we may suppose the menial ima^o
to have reached such a degiee of completeness as forbids any further

additions. This makes it all tho mote noeeasary to se what that

appeal can really ckim. The imaginary beings which could only
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receive perceptions from a single plane, would have been in the most

favourable situation, supposing changed life-conditions to bring them

impressions from outside it, for the utilisation of such new percep-

tions; they would have been able lo add the geometry of the newly
discovered direction to the Planimetry which they possessed without

having to change anything in their previous perceptions.

When we came to the beings on the sphere-surface, we at once

found a different situation ; they were forced to devise the third di-

mension by the contiadiclions in which the combination of their

immediate perceptions entangled them
; but yet they never found a

direct presentation of it given, and could not do so without ic-

modelling all their initial ideas of space.

If we mean to use this analogy to suppoit the possibility in our own
case of a similar extension of our perceptive capacity, I hope that atten-

tion will be given to the di(Terences which exist between our position

and that of those imaginary beings. In paiticular; they were com-

pelled precisely by the contradictions in their observations to postu-

late the new dimension ; we have no contradiction present to us, of

a kind to force us as in their case to regard our space-image as in-

complete, and to add a fourth to its three dimensions. At the same

time we aie not, at all events just now, in the position of the beings

in the plane, who were unsuspectingly content with their Planimetry

and never even conjectured the thiid dimension, which we know;
for the idea of a fourth dimension which is now mooted on all sides

is so far a substitute for the absent incitements of experience that it

does not leave us quite unsuspicious of the enlaigement of our space-

perception which may be possible, but draws our attention to it, more

seriously than in fact is worth while. If such an enlargement were

possible, things would have to go on very strangely for the examina-

tion of space as we picture it to oui solves not to reveal it to us

even without suggestions on the part of observation ; on the other

hand if the required observations came to us, without the possibility

of remoulding our space-image so as to reconcile their contradic-

tions, we should simply have to acquiesce in the contradictions.

Now the following difference subsists; the beings on the sphere-

surface were no doubt compelled by observations to alter their initial

geometrical images, but then they found the alteration practicable;

we are not in any way compelled to make the attempt, and besides,

we find it utterly impiacticable; in our space *? it is admittedly im-

possible lo construct a fourth dimension perpendicular to the other

three and coincident with none of them. This scc'tns to me to settle

Q 2
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the matter
;

for no one should appeal to the possibility that the space

Ss without itself becoming diffeient, may still admit of a different

appiehension, exhibiting a fouith dimension in it. As long as Ihe

condition is maintained that the dimensions must be at light angles

to each other, such an appiehension is impossible; if it is diopjicil,

what we obtain is no novelty, for in older to adapt our formula: to

peculiar relations of what exists 01 can be constiucied in space it hus

long been the practice to select a peculiar and appropriate system of

a\:es Nothing would pievent us fiom assigning to the plane alone

thice dimensions cutting each othci at angles of 60; which \\oulil

'give a moie convenient conspectus of many lelationh ol points ilU-

tiibuted in space than two dimensions at light angles.

Therefore only the othei question remains provisional!} ad-

missible; whether theic can be another form of appichcn.sion A" 01

Z, unlike the space *S, which presents four or more dimensions,

perfectly homogeneous, interchangeable, and having that impartial

j elation to each other which appears in the propeily of l>rin#

at right angles as known in the space V. I shall return to it

diicctly ;
meantime I must insist upon the logical objection for which

J have been cen&uied; it H absolutely unallowable to transfer ilw

name anil conception of a space V to {unnutions \vlm:h would only

be co-oidinate with it under the common title of u system of umin^e
ment capable of direct piesentatlon to the mind; but whose sj*e<ial

propeities are entirely incompatible with the clwrae! eristic, differentia

of the space S, that is with the line j, the plane />, the tingle </, :iud the

relations which subsist between these elements. It is this dangcrou*

use of language that produces the consequences which \\e Imvc before

us; such as the supposition that the space S
f

in which we live t willy

has a fourth dimension over and above its three, only is malicious

enough not to let us find it out ; but that perhaps in the future we

may succeed in getting a glimpse of it; then by its help we should

be able to make equal and similar Ixxlics coincide, as we now can

equal and similar plane figuies. This last reason foi the probability

of the fourth dimension is moreover one which I fail to understand
;

what good would it do us to be occupied with folding over each other

bodies of the same biac and shape, and what do we lo.se now by

being unable to do it? and further; must everything he true which

would be a fine thing if it were ? No doubt it would be convenient if

the circumference of the circle 01 any root with index raised to any

power in the case of any numbci could be expressed uitioiwlly ; hut

no one hopes for an extension of aiithmetic winch would make thin
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possible. What have we come to? Has the exercise of ingenuity

killed all our sense of probability ? The anticipation of such trans

figmations of our most fundamental kinds of perception can only

remind us of the dreams of the Founerists, who expected from the

social advance of man a coi responding regeneration of nature, ex-

tending to the taming of all savageness and feiocity in its creatures.

But perhaps the two processes may help each other; it will be a fine

thing when \ve can ride on tame whales through the fouith dimension

of the cau jor; /sea.

136. To leturn to the above question; I am convinced, certainly,

that the tnphcity of peipendicular dimensions is no special propeity

of our space S\ but the necessary propeity of eveiy perception R
which presents, however differently from our space, a background or

compiehending foim for all the systematic relations of a co-$xistenl

multiplicity. Still I could wish that I had a stronger argument to

sustain my conviction them what I am now going to add. To avoid

all confusion with ideas taken fiom existing space which of course

pi ess upon us as the most obvious symbols to adopt, let us con-

ceive a scries of teims X9 between which, putting out of sight their

qualitative character which we tieal therefore as wholly uniform, there

aie such relations, homogeneous in nature but now not otherwise

known, that every teim is sepaiated from its two next neighbours by

a difference .v. How in such a system of anangcmcnt JR this difFei-

cncc x would be imagined, or picluicd to the mind, wo leave quite

out of the question; it is meiely a foim or value of an unknown r,

and coiresponds to what appears in our space-perception as the

straight line s or as the distance in space between two points. Now
let O be the term of the series ,Y from which we stait; then the

differences between its place in the series and that of any other

term, that is the differences between the particular elements of the re-

quired perception R itself measuied in the unknown form r, will be

of the form mxt whcie m is to be replaced by the numbers of the

natural series. Now may be at the same time a term of another

scries Jf of precisely similar foimation, whose terms we will designate

by my so that each my is not merely like in kind but also equal to

mx.

Thcic are two conditions which these two series JCand-Twould have

to satisfy in order to stand in a relation corresponding to that of two

lines in space at right angles lo each other, Fiist, progression in the

series J", however far continued, should bring no increment of one-sided

resemblance in the terms wy so arising to -fmx or mx> but every
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my should have its difference from + mx equally gieat with that from

-m* in whatevei such difference consists. Secondly, this diffeience

should not consist in any chance quality, but should be comparable

both in kind and in magnitude both with x and with> This second

condition must be remaiked; obviously countless series like Fcan be

conceived, starting from a term common to it and X and extend-

ing, so to speak, into different woilds, whose teims tfould appioach

neither -f x nor * because quite 'mcompaiable with either; but

such suppositions would have nothing to do with our subject. In our

space S the diffeience between my and mx is a line s> just as mx and

my themselves are lines of the kind s\ in the other sybtem of places

R which we are here supposing this difference is of the olheiwise

unknown kind r, just as mx and my aie comparable foims or values

of r. *

Fiom this point we might proceed in different ways. We might

attempt to form the idea, still problematic, of several seiies -T, all of

which satisfy these conditions ; "but against this suggestion it is rightly

urged, that as long as we are without the conception of a space whose

plainly presented diffeiences of direction would show us how to keep

asunder these several J"s, so long they are all in their i elation to

X, (and so far they are defined by nothing else), to be considered as

one single series
; they would not be many, till the same diffeience

should subsist between them, as between them and X, and that

without mterfeiing with their common difference fzom X. Now let us

consider one of these .F*s as given; the othezs, which, in the abstract

sense which we explained, are as well as the given Y perpendicular

to the series X, may have the most diverse relations lo the foimer ;

theii progressive terms may approximate more 01 less to the + My
or my of the fiist given series ; but among all these series there can

conceivably be only one which we will call Z> whose successive terms

ms though commensmable with + my still have equally great differ-

ences from the positive and from the negative branch of F. It is true

too of this third series Z as long as it is defined by nothing but its

relation to JT, that it is only to be rcgaided as one; but of it too we

may form the problematic idea that it is foithcoming in a number of

instances, all of which stand in the same relation of being pezpen-
dicular to J7. If we now choose one of these many J*s, then the rest

may stand to it again in the most diverse relations,* but again only

one, which we will call F, could be such that its progressive terms

mv would have always equal diffeiences fiom the +mz and the

mz of that one determinate Z, Obseivations of this kind might be
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continued for ever; but theie is an absolutely essential and decisive

point which as they stand, they just omit.

We have so far only supposed the I^s peipendicular to *Y, the Z's

to JF", and the F*s to Z, but have not decided the question, how far

the relation of Zas at light angles toYbrings this Z into a necessanly
deducible relation with -Y, or that of V to Z has a similar effect upon
V as legaids jToi -Y. If we really added nothing furthei this would

be a case of what I have more than once expiessed in metaphoi ;
the

Z's would no doubt have the same i elation to the -Fs that the Jf^s

have to the JST's; only the iclation of the 2Ts as perpendicular to Y
would as it were point into another woild fiom that of the F's as

perpendicular to X; and though we should be able to have a per-

ception of each particular one of these iclations, that of the JTs

to the JL'S and that of the -Z's to the Y**9 yet we should not bung

together these two instances of one and the same i elation into any
definite mental pictuie at all, in spite of the common starting-

point 0.

Therefore in this way we shall never obtain the collective percep-

tion A*, which we wcie looking foi and within which we hoped to

distribute iu determinate places all the points we met with Jn its

alleged // dimensions; only the accustomed peiception of space S>

which we intioducc unawares, misleads us into the subreption that

it is self-evident that these successive perpendicular bianchings of

the X's fiom JT, of the F>* from Z, and of the Z's fiom V take

place in a common intuitional form R. But m fact, to secure this,

the particular condition must be added to which I diew attention

above. A Z which is perpendicular to a'JT, or deviates in a measur-

able degree from the perpendicular to it, must by this circumstance

cuter also into a peifectly definite iclation with X, to winch that JTis

peipendicular. At present we have only to do with one of these

various relations ;
which is this ; among the Z$ perpendicular to Y^

that one which is also to be perpendicular to X must necessarily be

one among the many J^s, as they included all the scries that had this

relation to Xy therefore even this thiid dimension cannot exist in R
without its coinciding with one, and taking X as given, with a par-

ticular one of the many instances of the second dimension all perpen-

dicular to -Y ;
still less can there be a fourth dimension V, at once

perpendicular to X, Y, and Z, and yet distinct from the one par-

ticular Z which stands alone in answering to the two conditions of

being perpendicular to X and at the same time to Y. 1 -maintain

therefore that in no intuitional foxm JR
t
however unlike our space
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S
3 provided that it really is to have the character of a compiehcnsivc

intuitional form for all co-existing relations of the content ai ranged
in it, can there be more than three dimensions perpendicular to each

other; taking the designation 'peipendicular* in the abstiact meaning
which I assigned it, and which refeis not only to lines s and angles a

but to every element r, however constituted, in such a foim of pei-

ception JR. Of couise this whole account of the matter is, and
in view of the facts can be, nothing but a sort of retianslation

from the concrete of geometry into the abstract of logic ; pcihaps
others may succeed better in what I have attempted. I believe that

I am in agieement with Schmitz-Dumont on this question as well as

on some of the points already discussed, but I find it haul to

adopt the point of view required by the whole context of his ex-

position.

136. Among the piopeities which our common apprehension
believes most indispensable to Space is the absolute homogeneous-
ness of its infinite extension. The leal elements which occupy it or

move in it may, we think, have diffeicnt densities of their aggrega-
tion and different lules for their i dative positions at different points;

space itself, on the other hand, as the impartial theatre of till these

events, cannot possess local differences of its own nature which might
mterfeie with the liberty of eveiything that is 01 happens at one of its

points to repeat itself without alteiation at any other. Now if we
conceive a number of leal elements either united in a system at rest,
or set in motion, by the leactions which then natuie makes them
exert on one another, then there arise sui faces and lines, which can
be drawn in space, but aie not a pait of its own structure; they
unite points in a selection which is solely dependent on the laws of
the forces which act between the real things. Mathematics can
abstract fiom the recollection of these causes of special figuicg iu

space and need not letain more than the supposition of a law,

(disregaiding its oiigin,) accoiding to which definite connected series
of points piesent themselves to our perception out of the infinite

uniformity of extension as figures, lines, or sui faces.

So far oidmaiy ideas have no difficulty in following the endeavours
of geometry when in obedience to the law of combination of a multi-

plicity given in an equation it searches for the spatial outlines which
unite in themselves the particular set of spatial points that correspond
to this law. But in the most zecent speculations we meet with a

notion, or at least imagine we meet with
it, which we cannot under-

stand and do not know how to justify. It is possible that the difli*
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cullies \\hich I am going to state are based on a misconception of the

purposes aimed at by the analytically conducted investigations of this

subject; but then it is at least necessaiy to point out plainly wheie

the need exists for intelligibility and explanation which has not been

in the least met by the expositions hitherto given.

To put it shortly, I am alluding to the notion that not only may
there be in infinite uniform extension innumeiable surfaces and lines

whose stiucture within the paiticular extent of each is very fai fiom

iniifoim, that is, vamnrtly formedfigures in space; but that also there

may be spates of a peculiai stiucture, such that uniformity of their

eiitne extension is excluded. It is cleat to us what we arc to think

oi as a splienuxl 01 pseudo-sphental surface, but not clear what can

be meant by a sphencai 01 pseudo-sphencal space; designations

which we meet with in the discussion of those subjects without any

help being given to us in compiuhending then meaning. In the

following remarks I shall only omplo) the foimei of these designa-

tions; the mention of fc

pseudo-spherical space/ which is haidcr to

present definitely to the mind, could only leinforce our impression of

inyslenousncss, without contributing to the explanation of the matter

tiny more than the allusion to the familiar spherical figure. The idea

of a spheiieal suiface, being that of a fi#uie in space, picsupposes the

common perception of space; the situation of its points is determined,

at least has been hithcilo, by soino system of co-ordinates which

measures their distance and the diiecticm of that distance from an

assumed point of oiigin accenting to the niles which hold foi a

uniform space. To pass from the spherical surface to a spherical

space, one of two assertions seems to me to be needed; either

this surface is the whole space whi<;h exists, really or to the mind's

eye ; or this totality of space artwf out of the spherical surface by

making the co-oidinates pass continuously through the whole series of

values compatible with the law of their combination. If we do the

lattei there aiises by the unbroken attachment of each spherical sur-

face to the previous one, the familiar image of a spherical Volume,

which we may either limit arbitrarily at a particular point or conceive

as growing to infinity, as the equation of the surface remains capable

of construction for all values of the radius ;
in this way we attain to

nothing mote than the admissible but purely incidental aspect, that

the infinite uniform extension of space is capable of a complete

secondary construction, if from any given point of origin we sup-

posed a minimum spherical surface to expand in all directions con-

formably to its equation, But in the interior of this spherical volume
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there is no further stiuctuie revealed than that of uniform space, on

the basis of which the co-ordinates of the boundary-surface at each

paiticular moment had been determined: the inteiior does not

consist peimanenlly and exclusively of the separate spherical shells

out of which in this case our icpiesenting faculty cieated its icpre-

sentation ; the passage from point to point is not in any way bound

to respect this mode of aeation of the whole, as though such a

passage could take place better or more easily in one of the sphciical

yuifaces than in the direction of a choid which should unite any

places in the inteiior. The conception of a measuie of curvature

has its pioper and familiar impoit for each of the sui faces, distmguish-

able in this space by thought, but wholly obliterated in the space

itself j but it is impossible to conceive a propeity of space itself to

which it could apply.

In the case of the sphere its law of foimation pei milled the con-

tinuous attachment of surface to suiface; but equations aie con-

ceivable which if constructed as a system of positions in space would

pioducc either a series of discrete points or one of clisciete surfaces,

perhaps partially connected or pelhaps not at all. We know such

constmctions piimanly as figures in space and nothing <'lse, un<I

conceive thcii pioduction as conditioned by equations between co-

ordinates whose power of being icciprocully defined by each oilier

coiresponds to the nature of unifoim space, now known *is liuclidrau

space; but let us assume that we had escaped fiom that postulate

and had employed co-oulhialcs which themselves partook of the

special natuie of the vaiiously formed space which is to be obtained

It may then be difficult to project an image of these strange figures

within our accustomed modes of space-peiccptiou; I attach more

weight to another difficulty, that of detenmuing what we properly

mean when we speak of them as spaces. Let us assume that the

fundamental law, being capable of algebraical expression, which pre-

vails in a system of ielated points not yet explicitly appichemU'd as

spatial, conditions a systematic order of them which could only l>e

represented in our space S by a number of curved sheets not wholly
attached to one another; then the fact, form, and degree of llk'ir

divergence could only be obscived by us through the medium of

distance measured according to the nature of the space; S, as existing

between particular points in the different sheets,

However, let us even put out of the question all idea of a space .S*

as the neutral background on which the figure A' was constructed, and

attempt to regard this X as the sole represented space; still the
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different sheets of it could not possibly extend as if into different

\voilds, so as to prevent there being any measurable transition fiom one

to another , just as little could that which separates them and makes

them diverge be a meie nothingness when compared to the space X
itself, and capable of no measurable degrees whatever , even in this

case that \\Lich gave the reason for their being separate could not

but be a spatial magnitude or distance, uniform and commensurable

\\ith the magnitudes which formed the actual space X Thus our

attempt \soulcl be a failme; we should not be able to regard that X
as space, but only as a stiucture in a space; we might no doubt

assume, for the moment, of this space that in each of its minutest

pai ts it had a structure other than that of our space S, but we should

have to admit at once that it foimcd a continuous whole with the

same innei structure in cveiy one of its paits. For, provided that

this tentatively assumed space X is not to be icgaided as something

real, but as the empty form of a system foi the leception of possible

lealilies, thcie can be no difference of reality 01 value between the

points contained in those sheets und the other points by the interposi-

tion of which their divergence arises ; they would all accordingly have

equal claims to be starting-points of the construction in question,

and fiom the intersection of all these constructions there would once

more be foi mud the idea of a space uinfonn through an infinite ex-

tension, and indifferent to the structure of the fabrics designed in it.

Not even a break in the otherwise uniform extension is possible;

such a break is only conceivable if in the first place theie is a some-

thing between the terms which keeps them asunder, and if moreover

that something is comparable in kind and magnitude with what it

bounds on both sides ol itself; hence space cannot consist of an

infinite number of intersecting Hues which leave meshes of \\hat is

uot space between them ; it uncontrollably becomes again the con-

tinuous and uniform extension which we supposed it to be at first ;

and the manifold confirmations of the kind X arc conceivable in it

only as bounded stiuctures, not as themselves foims of space.

137. 1 feel myself obliged to maintain the convictions which I have

expressed even against Riemann's investigations into a multiplicity ex-

tended in n directions. My objections are on the whole directed to the

point, that here again the confusion which seems to me to darken the

whole question has not been avoided ;
the confusion of the universal

localisation-system of empty places presented to the mind, a system in

which stiuctures of any shape or any extent can be arranged, with the

structure and articulation belonging to that which has to be ananged



CHAPTER III,

Of Time,

THE Psychologist may if he pleases make the gradual development
of oui ideas of Time the object of his enquiry, though, beyond some

obvious consideialions which lead to nothing, theie is no hope of his

arriving at any important result. The Metaphysician has to assume

that this development has been so far completed that the Time in

which, as a matter of fact, we all live is conceived as one comprehen-
sive form in which all that takes place between things as well as our

own actions are comprehended. The only question -which he has to

ask is how far Time, thus conceived, has any application to the Real

or admits of being pi cdicatcd of it with any significance.

138. In regaid to the conception I must in the first place protest

against the habit, which since the time of Kant has been prevalent

with us, of speaking of a direct perception of Time, co-oulinate with

that of space and with it forming a connected paii of primaiy forms

of our presentative faculty. On the contrary we have no primary and

proper perception of it at all. The character of direct perception

attaching to our idea of Time is only obtained by images which aro

borrowed from Space and which, as soon as we follow them out,

prove incapable of exhibiting the characteiistics necessary to the

thought of Time. We speak of Time as a line, but however largo

the abstraction which we believe ourselves able to make from the

properties of a line in space in order to the subsumption of Time
under the more general conception of the line, it must certainly be

admitted that the conception of a line involves that of a reality be-

longing equally to all its elements. Time however does not cor-

respond to this requirement. Thought of as a line, it would only

possess one real point, namely, the present. From it would issue two

endless but imaginary arms, each having a peculiar distinction from

each other and from simple nullity, viz. Past and Future, The dis-

tinction between these would not be adequately expressed by the
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opposition of directions in space. Nor can we stop here. Even

though we leave out of sight the relation in which empty Time stands

to the occun ences which fall within it, still even in itself it cannot be

thought of as at rest. The single real point which the Piesent con-

stitutes is in a state of change and is ceaselessly passing over to the

imaginary points of the Past while its place is taken by the realisation

of the next point m the Future.

Hence arises the familiar lepiesentation of Time as a stream. All

however that in this icpresentation can be mentally pictured originates

in recollections of space and leads only to contradictions. We cannot

speak of a stream without thinking of a bed of the stieam : and in

fact, whenever we speak of the stieam of Time, there always hovers

before us the image of a plain which the stiearn traverses, but .which

admits of no fuither definition. In one point of it we plant ourselves

and call it the Picscnt. On one side we repiesent to ourselves the

Future as emerging out of the distance and flowing away into the

Past, or conversely to make the ambiguity of this imagery more

manifest we think of the stream as issuing from the Past and

running on into an endless Future. In ncithci case does the image

correspond to the thought. For this never-ending stieam is and

remains of equal icality thioughout, whether as it alieady flows on the

side where we place the future or as it is still flowing on that which

stands for the past; and the same icality belongs to it at the moment

of its crossing the Present. Nor is it this alone that disturbs us in

the use of the image. Even the movement of the stream cannot be

presented to the mind's eye except as having a definite celeiity, which

would compel us to suppose a second Time, in which the former

(imaged as a stieam) might traverse longer or shoiter distances of

that unintelligible background.

139. Suppose then that we try to dispense with this inappropriate

imagery, and consider what empty time must be supposed to be, when

it is merely thought of, without the help of images presented to the

mind's eye. Nothing is gained by substituting the more abstract con-

ception of a series for the unavailable image of a line. It would

only be the order of the single moments of Time in relation to each

other that this conception would determine. It is, no doubt; involved

in the conception of Time that there is a fixed order of its constituents

and that the moment m has its place between m + 1 and m i : also

that its advance is uniform and that the interval between two of its

members is the sum of the intervals between all the intervening mem-

bers. Thus we might say that if Time is to be compared with a line
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at ail, it could only be ^ ith a straight line. Time itself could not be

spoken of as running a circular course. There may be a lecunence

of events in it, but this would not be a recurrence if the points of

Time, at which what is intrinsically the same event occurs, were not

themselves different. So far the conception of a sencs serves to

explain what Time is, but it does so no fuither. Time does not

consist merely in such an ordei as has been described. That is an

order in virtue of which the moment m would have its place eternally

between w+i and #2 i. The characteristic of Time is that this

Older is tiaversed and that the vanishing m is constantly replaced by
m 4 i, never by ;/z i. Our thoughts thus turn to that motion of our

consciousness m which it langcs backwards and forwards at pleasure

over a series which is in itself at rest. If Time were itself a real

cxistencfj it would coriespond to this motion, with the qualification of

being a piocess directed only one way, in which the leahty of every

stage would be the offspring of the vanished or vanishing reality of

the preceding one and itself in turn the cause of its own cessation

and of the commencing leahty of the next stage. We might faiily

acquiesce in an impossibility of learning what the moments properly

are at which these occurrences take place and what aic the means by
which existence is transfcncd fiom one to the other. In the first

place it would be maintained that Time is something sui generis, not

to be defined by conceptions piopcr to other realities : and secondly
we know that the demand foi explanation must have its limit and may
not insist on making a simplest possible occurrence intelligible by
constructions which would presuppose one more complex. But with-

out wanting to know how Time is made, it would still be the fact that

we were bringing it under the conception of a process and we should

have to ask whether to such a conception of it any complete and

consistent sense could be given.

We cannot think of a process as occumng in which nothing pro-

ceeds, in which the continuation would be indistinguishable from the

beginning, the result produced from the condition producing it. Tfiis

however would be the case with empty Time. Every moment in it

would be exactly like every other. While one passed away, another

would take its place, without differing from it in anything bxit its

position in the series. This position however it would not itself indi-

cate by a special nature, incompatible with its occupying another. It

would only be the consciousness of an observer, who counted the

whole series, that would have occasion to distinguish it by the number
of places counted before it was reached from other moments with
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\vhi< h it nihht be compared. Hut if *.o, there would not in Time itself

IK* any stream, hiinKUii? the nt?w into the place of the* old. Nor can

appeal be made to the view pzevioifel) stated, according to which

even the uiu handed duiation of a certain stalo is to ho legardcd as

the produt t of n prores of j-elf-maintenann: in constant exercise and

thua as a permanent event, though there would he no ouiwriid change

to make tin.* u 'ibh:. If thi- view were applied to Time, it would only

help us to the ide.i of a Tim*: for ever stationary, not flowing al ail

A distinction of <;ailit r and later moments in it \\ould only b<? possible

on the lisisNof tin; pre*cut.itu>u t< thought of a second Time, in which

we should b <ompelled to measute the extent m a definite direction

of the fir^t Time, the Time supposed to be at rest,

140. Sw h K the ob,*<;nnly whi/ it attaches to the notion of a stream

of empty Tims when taktii by it^lf, The >auc oltsjuiity meets UK

wli n w i-nijtiin* into the irbtinn of Time to the things and events

wlui h are siid to exi?f ,! Like \b.\\ j /// it. Hi-ie to the convenient

preposition onl\ di--} ni-" the \\\\\\\\\ JlifjiMehe^ji <>* the it*l,it<ou \vhuh

it has the tppiMMiiM* of Miubiiii^ us to pi< tuie tu tli*- wind. Then*

would be no weaning tit the '<.iu'eiM*nl thu thing, exist in Time if

they did not incur souw m<din<ution by SM rxihtinK uhidi they would

nut u ur if they wen* not in Tum'. Wlial is this? To say that the

tream of'I'ime carries them alou^ with it would Us a faulty inui^c.

Not only would it be impossible to underhand how empty 'J hat- could,

twrtisi' Mtr.h a foicu a^ to compel what in not empty but real to a

motion not its own. The result too Mould bo something impossible

to Mate. For even supposing the re;tl to !M* thus curried u!on# by the

stimuli of Time, it we mid be in }UM the MUHI? nmdifirm u.i before, au<l

thus our 4,'tpre"'iuu would loinriidicl what wi' meant it to convey,

Vnt it is not a mere ehanj'e in the pUe of MAnrsliiii;*, whuli through

out ri'Miiuf its jeality, but uu .uiiiihilsitiftn of one realty and an

<iritfii!.ition of .uifiiluT, that \ve rneau to *\wA\y iy the power at once

tli'-fiuchvc and creative, ttf the strcatn of Time, Itat, xo

thin jiuwwr wcsuH involve a tfmiter rld<H<' slilL It work of

ticm w<mld l* wiimellitfibk' in iN?lf, n<r would it bt? }K)hsiblo to con*

u'ivc* ih*r relation between it find tint vital power of thing* to which

inttHt IK* UNrrtliiul the greater or lean resiMiince whieh thi fc

y ofter to

tlnr ntmihiliUion, Krnpty Time would fe the hut thing that <'0uM

i uu e\plriution of the M-tactkm which wt* nlnukl have to wtp-

l to rxwiw 5u <'silliin events, with all their variety, into cxkU:uc,ti

in rt definite order of mice mlAH.

Hut if, aware (f this iinp<isibility,
w tratwfcr the motive caiiHim of
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this variety of events to that to which they ically belong, viz. to the

nature and innei connexion of things, what aie we then to make of the

independent efflux of empty Time, with which the development of

things would have to coincide without any inlemal necessity of doing

so? There would be nothing on this supposition to exclude the

adventuious thought that the course of events mns counter to time

and brings the cause into reality after the effect. In short, whichever

way we look at the matter, we see the impossibility of this first familiar

view, according to which an empty Time has an existence of its own,

either as something permanent or in the way of continual flux, in-

cluding the sum of events within its bounds, as a power prioi to all

reality and governed by laws of its own. But the ceitainty with

which we leject this view does no,t help us to the affiirnation of any
other.

141. Doubts have indeed been constantly entertained in regard to

the reality which is commonly asciibcd to Time and many attempts

have been made, in the intciests of a philosophy of religion, to

establish the real existence of a Timeless Being as against changeable

phenomena. A more metaphysical basis was first given to this

exceptional view by the labouis of Kant. He was led by the contra-

dictions, which the supposition of the icality of Time seemed to iutio-

ducc oven into a puiely speculative thcoiy of the woild, to icgtird it

equally with space as a mciely subjective foim of oui appiehension.

This is not the line which I have myself taken. It seemed to me a

safer course to show that Time in itself, as we understand it and as

we cannot cease to understand it without a complete transformation

of the common view, excludes every attribute which would have

to be supposed to Ixilong to it if it had an independent existence

prior to other existence. On the other hand I cannot find in the

assumption of its merely phenomenal reality a suminaiy solution of

difficulties, which only went to arise out of the application of Time to

the Real but in truth are inseparable from the intrinsic nature of the

Real, Ou this subject J may be allowed to interpose some remarks.

142. Weie it intrinsically conceivable that an independent existence

of any kind should belong to Time, and were it further possible to

conceive any way in which the course of the world could enter into

relation to it, then the difficulties which Kant found in the endlessness

of time would cause me no special disturbance. That the world has

of necessity a beginning in Time, is the Thesis of his antinomy, and

tins according to the method of airay&yfi he seeks to prove by dis-

proving the antithesis* It may be noticed in passing that for those
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\vho do not, to begin with, find something unthinkable in empty Time

as having an existence of its own, the reference to the world which

fills Time is even here leally superfluous The Thesis might ju&t as

well asseit of Time itself that it must have a begmnings and then

proceed as it does.
' Foi * on supposition that Time has no beginning,

befoie any given moment of Time there must have elapsed an eteinity,

an endless series of successive momenfs. Now the endlessness of a

seiies consists in this, that it can never be completed by successive

synthesis. An endless past lapse of Time is therefore impossible and

a beginning of it neccssaiy/

I confess to having always found something questionable in the

relative position which Kant here assigns to the thought of the end-

lessness of Time on the one hand, and that of the impossibility of

completing the endless senes by synthesis on the other. He thinks

it obvious that the latter constitutes a leason against the former,

wheicas one might be tempted on the contrary to consider it merely

an obvious but unmipoitunl consequence of this thesis. For un-

doubtedly, in contemplating an endless lapse of time, we suppose that

a regress from the picsent into the past would never come to an end,

and that accordingly we could not exhaust the elapsed -time by a

successive synthesis of the steps taken in this regiess. The two

thoughts are thus perfectly consistent, and the endlessness of the past

would not be found to involve any contradiction until we could

succeed in discovering a last stage in the i ogress. Presumably indeed

Kant merely meant by the second thought to exhibit more clearly an

absurdity already implicit in the first. But it is just on this point that

I cannot accoid him an unqualified assent.

143. To begin with, I propose to put my objection in the following

general foim: the right and duty to admit thai something is or

happens does not depend on our ability by combining acts of thought

to wake it in that fashion in which we should have to present it to

ouiselvcs as being or happening, if it weie to be or to happen. It is

enough that the admission is not rendered impossible by any inner

contradiction, and is rendered necessaiy by the bidding of experience.

By no effort of thought can ue learn how the world of Being is made ;

but there was no contiadiction in the conception of it, and experience

compelled us to adopt the conception. We have had no experience

how the world of becoming is made, on the contrary, the attempt to

construct it in thought constantly brings us to the edge of inner con-

1
[Altered from Kant's Kntik <1. r. Vcmunfl, p, 304 (Ilaitwisted c<l.). The

words in italics are Lotzc'H alterations j
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tradictions, and it is only experience that has shown us that there may
happen in reality what we cannot recreate in thought. We cannot

make out how the operation of one thing on another is brought about,

and in this case we found it impossible to overcome the inner contra-

diction implied in the supposition that independent elements, in no

way concerned with each other, should yet concern themselves with

each other so far that the movement of one should be regulated by
that of the othei. This conception of operation, accordingly, we

could not admit without discaiding the supposition of the obstructive

independence of things, and so rendering possible that mutual legu-

lation of their motions, which expeiience shows to be a fact. Could

the ascription to empty space of an existence of its own, independent
of our consciousness, be earned out without contradiction, the infinite

extension, inseparable from its nature, would not have withheld us

from recognising its reality, although we were aware that we could

never exhaust this infinity by a successive addition of its points or of

the steps taken by us in tiaversing it. It was no business of ours to

make Space. It is the concern of Space itself how it brings that to

pass which the activity of our imagination cannot compass. Certainly,

if a self-sustained existence, it was not bound to be small enough for

us to be able to find its limits. In its infinity no contradiction was

involved. From every limit, at which we might halt for the moment,

progicss to anothei limit was possible, which means that such pi ogress

was always possible. A contradiction would only have arisen upon a

point being found beyond which a further progress would not have

been allowed, without any reason for the stoppage being afforded by
the law which has governed the process through the stages pieviously

travel sed, and against the requirement of that law. From this infinity

of Space the impossibility of exhausting it by successive synthesis

would have followed as a necessary, but at the same time, unimportant

consequence: unimpoitant, because the essence of Space, as a com-

plex of simultaneous not successive elements, would have been quite

unaflecteil by the question whether a mode of origination, which is

certainly not that of Space, is possible.

In this respect the case is undoubtedly quite different in regard to

Time* It is by the succession of moments that every section of Time
comes into being. Therefore no wrong is done it by the question
whether its infinity is attainable by the method of successive synthesis,

which ceases in this case to be merely the subjective method followed
1

by our thought. But even here the impossibility of coming to an end

cannot be regarded as disproving the endlessness of Time, Kant
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speaks expressly of a successive synthesis, and of the ceitainty that the

infinite series can never be exhausted by it. If we insist on these

expressions, it is clear that the course of Time, the infinity of which is

alone ostensibly impugned, is itself already legarded as a real condition

antecedent of that activity of imagination, which attempts the synthesis

said to be fiuitless. The several steps of this activity follow each

other. Now whatever the celerity with which this task of adding

moment to moment may be supposed to be carried on, no one will

maintain that it is achieved more quickly than the lapse of the

moments which it counts. The mental reconstruction of Time in

time by means of the successive synthesis of its moments will take as

much time as Time itself takes for its own construction ;
therefore an

endless Time, if Time is endless. And this is in fact, as it seems to

ine, the real meaning of the word never in the above connexion. It

cannot have the mere foice of negation, noL It only asserts what is

in itself intelligible, that no succession in Time, neither that of oui

mental icpresentalion of Time nor thai of Time itself, can measuie

an infinite Time in a finite Time. liut no mnei contradiction lies in

this progiess from point to point. This is the moic appaienl from the

consideration that the piogiess must be supposed really to take place

if we aie to conceive the possibility of the successive synthesis, by

which we are said to learn that it continues so endlessly as never to be

completed. It is not with itself therefore that the endlessness of 'lime

is in contradiction, but only with our effort to include its infinite

progress in a finite one of the same kind.

144. In writing thus, 1 am not unaware of the possible objection

that this view admits of unforced applicalion only to the VuUne, which

no one would seriously doubt to be without limits. It may bo said

that the Future, as we conceive it, contains that which is coming to bo

but has not yet taken shape, and llws endlessness of its piogression

agrees with this conception : whereas the Past (if Infinity is* to be

ascribed to it) would compel us to assume a finished and ready-made

Infinity. I cannot help thinking, however, that we have here a con-

fusion of ideas.

In the first place, I would dispose of the difficulty which may be

suggested by Kant's expression, that 'nfto any moment of the present

an infinite series of Time must have elapsed.' It seems to me im-

propei to represent the Present as the end of this <;ries. It i not the

stream of Time of which the direction can be described by saying

that it flows out of the Past, through the Present, into the future. It

is only that which fills Time the concrete course of the world- -that
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conditions what is contained in the later by what is contained in the

earlier. Empty Time itself, if there were such a thing, would take the

opposite direction. The Future would pass unceasingly into the

Present and this into the Past. In presenting it to ourselves we

should have no occasion to seek the source of this stream in

the past
This correction, however, only alters the form of the above objec-

tion, which might be icpeated thus: If the Past is held to be

infinite, then theie must be considered" to have elapsed an infinite

icpetition of that mysterious process, by which eveiy moment of

the empty Future becomes the Present, and again pushes the Piesent

bcfoie it as a Past. The true ground, howcvei, of the misunder-

standing is as follows. Futuie and Past alike aie not; but the manner
of their not-being is not the same. It is tme that m regaid to empty
Time, though we would fain make this distinction, we cannot show
that it obtains, for one point of the elapsed void is exactly like every

point of the void that has still to come. But if we think of that couise

of the world which fills Time, then the Future presents itself to us as

that which, foi us at any late, is shapeless, dubious, still to be made,
while the Past alone is definitely formed and icady-made. Only the

Past which indeed is not, but still has known what Being is we
take as given, and as in a ceitam way belonging to leality. For every
moment of what has been the scries of conditions is finished the

conditions which must have been thought or must have bt en active in

order to make it the definite object which it is. This character of

what has been, since it belongs to every moment of the past, is

shared by the whole past of the world's history, and is Utinsferred by
us to empty Time. Thus, as a matter of course, when we speak of

an endless Past, we take it to be the same thing as saying that this

endless Past 'has fam n > But it is quite a different notion that Kant

conveys by his expression 'gone by'
8
. This is the term used of a

stream, of which it is already known or assumed that it has an end
and exhausts itself in its lapse. But theie is nothing in the essential

character of the Past to justify this assumption. Nothing is finished

but the sum of conditions which made each single moment what it

has been. To say, however, that this determination is in each case

finished is quite a different thing ftom saying that the series of icpe-
titions of this process is itself closed, and must be held to be given as*

a closed series or to have gone by, if it is to be equivalent to the series

of what has been. The latter it, indeed the assertion of Kant, but the
1

[Sei tfewesjcn.'] [ Vcrflossen/]
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thought so expressed is not one necessarily involved in the conception

of that which has been, so as to be alleged as a dispioof of the

assumption of an infinite past. All that can be said is that whoever

thinks of an infinite past, thinks of an infinite that has been. Why he

should not think this does not appear. He will simply deny that the

conception of what has been contains a presumption of its being finite.

But that, on supposition of an infinite past, we should nevei come to

an end in an attempt to leconstruct the past by the successive syn-

thesis of a piocess of imagination, is not anything to surprise us. It

is the natural result of our assumption. A contradiction would only

arise if the infinity asseited broke off anywhere.

145. The doctiine that our imagination can only approach the

infinitely gical by a pi ogi ess which can be continued beyond every

limit that may be fixed for the moment may he met with elsewhcic

than in Kant. I do not dispute the concctncss of this doctrine. But

if it is meant to convey a definition of the infinite I must object, thai

it would be a definition of the object only by one of its consequent t'H

which may servo as a mark of it, not by the proper nature from \vhicli

these consequences flow. For that the progress in question admits ol

being ooutinued beyond every limit is something that cannot have

been learned by any actual experiment. Any such experiment must

necessarily have stopped at some finite limit without any certainty thai

the next step in advance, which had unfortunately not been taken,

might not have exhausted the infinite. Rather we derive this certainty,

that the imagination with its posterior constructions will not exhausl

it, Com a prior conception which does exhaust it, were it only the

simple recognition that the infinite has not an emlt
and that therefore,

as a matter of couise, such an end cinuot be found.

The above definition by consequences may, notwithstanding, have

its use. What must, on the contrary, be disputed is the conclusion

connected with it, th-.it in the range of our thoughts about the real a

case cm never occur in which we might recognise the infinite an

actually piesent and given ; or, to put it otherwise, that an infinite

can nevej possess the same reality which we ascribe to finite* magni-

tudes of the same kind. If we continue the series of numbers by the

addition of units, the infinite cannot, it is true, be found as a number*

To require that it should be so found would be to contradict our

definition of it, But to every further number admitted beyond the Iat

which we presented to ourselves, we have to ascribe the same validity

as to this last. The scries docs not so break off where our synthesis

conies to
1

an end us that the further continuation should be in any way
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distinguishable from the piece already counted, as the merely possible

or imaginary fiom something real or given. On the contrary, to our

conception the series has undiminished validity as an infinite one,

although on the method of addition of units it could never be begotten

for our imagination. The Tangent of an angle increases with the

increase of the angle. Not only, however, do we continuously ap-

proximate to the case in which its value becomes infinite ;
we actually

arrive at it if the angle is a right angle and the Tangent parallel to the

Secant. This infinite length remains throughout unmeasuiable by

successive synthesis of finite lengths: but we aie at the same time

foiced to admit that as the concluding member of a scries of finite

Tangent-values, which admit of being stated, this infinite inexhaustible

Tangent presents itself with just the same validity as those that aic

exhaustible. We say with equal validity',
and that is all that we can

say, foi none of these lines are realities, but only images which we

present to the mind's eye. But I find nothing to prove that in the

conception of reality, as such, theie is anything to hindei us from

recognising, beside finite values which we aic foiced to admit, the

reality of the infinite, as soon as the necessary connexion of our

thoughts compels us to do so.

Now for those who consider a stream of empty Time, as such,

possible, such a necessity lies not mei ely in the fact that no moment

of this time has any bettei title than auolhci to form the beginning.

On the conliary, tiy as we may, an independent stream of Tune

cannot be regarded as anything but a process, in which every smallest

part has the condition of its reality in a previous one. There thus

arises the necessity of an infinite progression a necessity equally un-

avoidable if, on the other hand, we look merely to the real process of

events and regard this as pioducing in some way the illusion of there

being an empty Time. It is impossible to think of any first state of

the world, which contains the fust germ of all the motion that takes

place in the woild in the form of a still motionless existence, and yet

more impossible to suppose a transition out of nothing, by means of

which all icality, together with the motive impulses contate
rrj
.Mn it,

first came into being.

146. All these lemaiks, however, have only been made on suppo-
sition that a stream of empty Time is in itself possible. Since we

found it impossible, we will tiy how far we arc helped by the opposite

view, that Time is merely a subjective way of apprehending what is

not in Time. A difficulty is here obvious, which had not to be en-

countered by the analogous view of Space. Ideas, ex part* nostra, do
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not generally admit of that \vhich forms their content being predicated
of them. The idea of Red is not itself led, nor that of choler choleric,

nor that of a curve curved. These instances make that clear and

credible to us which in itself, notwithstanding, is most strange ; the

nature, namely, of every intellectual presentation, not itself to be that

which is presented in it. It may indeed be difficult for the imagination,
when the expanse of Space spreading before our perception announces

itself so convincingly as present outside us, to legard it as a pioduct,

only piesent for us, of an activity working in us which is itself to no

conditions of Space. Still, in the conception of an activity thcie is

nothing to make us look for extension in Space on the part of the

activity itself as a condition of its activity. On the contrary, had we
believed that the impressions of Space in oui innei man could them-

selves have position in Space, %\e should have been obliged to seek

out a new activity of observation which had convened this inner con-

dition into a knowledge of it, and to look to this activity for that

strange appiehrnsion of what is in Spsicx* which must do its work

without being in Space itself.

If, on the other hand, we try to speak in a similar way of u (unelcMS

presentation of what is in time, the attempt seems to bieak clown.

The thought that Time is only a form or product of our preaenta-
tivc susceptibility,' cannot take away from the presentation itself the

character of an activity or at least of an event, and an event seems

inconceivable without presupposition of a lapse of time, of which the

end is distinguishable from the beginning. Thus Time, unlike Space,
is not meiely a product of the soul's activity, but at the same time the

condition of the exercise of the activity by which Time itself as a pro-
duct is said to have been obtained, and the pi escalation to conscious**-

ness of any change seems impossible without the corresponding real

change on the part of the presenting mind. Now it must be borne in

mind that in no case could Time be a subjective fonn of apprehension
in such a sense as that the piocess of events, which we pimnt to our-

selves in it, should he itself opposed to the form of apprehension an

being of a completely alien nature. Whatever basis iti the way of

timeless reality we may be disposed to supply to phenomena in
\

Time, it must at any rate be such that its own nature and constitution
'

remain translateable into forms of Time. To this hidden timeless

reality, it may be suggested, that activity of thought would itself belong,
of wliicli the product in our consciousness would be tliat course of

occurrences and of our ideas which is seemingly in Time* Of it, and

by consequence of every activity as such, it must be nought to show,
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according to the view which takes Time to be meiely our form of

appiehension, that while not itself running a course in a time aheady

present, it may yet present itself to sense in its products as mnning
such a couise. Let us puisue the consideiation by which it may be

attempted to vindicate this paiadoxical notion.

147. No one will maintain that the stream of empty Time biings

forth events in the sense of being that which determines their cha-

ractei and the succession of the vaiious series of them. It would be

admitted that all this is decided by the actual inner connexion of

things. But although that which happens at one moment contains

the ground G of that which at the next is to appear as consequence
F

t it may be fancied that the lapse of Time is a comhtw sine qua non

which must be fulfilled if the Bounded consequence is really to follow

from its ground. A icfeionce to the general icmarks pieviously

made, upon the sevcial kinds of cause distinguished in common

parlance, may meanwhile suffice to convince us that what we call a

condilto sine qua nvn can stand in no other i elation to the effect lesult-

ing than does evciy other co-operative cause. The mere presence of

Ibal which in each case is so called is novel sufficient to diaw a

distinct event in the way of consequence aftci it. The case lather is

that the piesence of such a complementsy condition must always

manifest itself by an eiieet exercised on the othei ical elements

which without it would not have sufficed for the production of the

consequence /''.

Now if upon Midi ;i supposition we assume fast that at a ceitain

moment a state of things,
Y

,
is really given which forms the complete

ground of u neccssaiy consequence, l<\ there is no conceivable icspect

in which the lapso of an wnpty Time, 7\ should be necessary, or

could contribute, to bring nlxnu the production ofF by 0. Granted

that, during the time 7*, (} has continued without change, neither

producing /' nor a more immediate consequence, /, preliminaiy to

the other, then at the end of the interval 2' everything will be just as

at the beginning, and the lapse of time T will have been perfectly

barren. If, on the olhe.i hand, during the same interval G has passed
inlo the seiies oCcon8cqucncc

k

B/j, f*#ft each related to the next

following as ground to consequence, the same remark is applicable to

any two proximately related members of this scries. If,/^ is the sole

ground of/s , then the lapse of the smaller interval of empty Time /3 /a

can be neither contributoiy nor essential to the production by/9 of its

effect /p It will no doubt be objected that the flaw of our argu-

ment consists in this, that we fix a certain momentary state of things,
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G, and consider this fixed state of things, in complete identity with

itself, to act as the operative cause of an effect
;
whereas in fact G

only becomes such a cause through a lapse of Time duiing which it is

itself m continuous process of becoming. For this reason, it will be

said, the series of determinate Cc\uses and effects unfolds itself as a

piocess of events, while on our supposition it remains out of Time

and just foi that reason cannot form more than a system of members

which stand to each othei eternally in giaduated relations of depend-
ence without ever moving in these iclations. It must be admitted

that whoever puts this objection stiikes a most essential point. He is

peifectly right in insisting upon ceaseless motion or tminteirupted

becoming as constituents of the real. Foi undoubtedly, if once the

peifcctly unchanging fact G wcie recognised as given, then the con-

sequent /*, of which it contains the sufficient icason, would as spccu-

lativcly valid truth, subsist permanently along with G, while considered

as reality it would cither always exist along \\ith it 01 newr come

into being out of it. For then the addition of the lapse of an empty
Time / would not produce the motion absent from fr at all, at any
rato not pioduce it more or less than would the lapse of o . / or GO . A

This shall be more fully considered lx?low. For the present my
concern is to show that for the very piocess of Becoming in question

the mere lapse of Time can affbid no means, any possible appli-

cation of which could be necessary to bringing it about. The proof

of this, however, I hold to be involved in what has been already said.

For here it comes to the same thing in effect whether we only speak

of a series of distinct causes which produce their sevoial effects, so to

speak, by jumps, or whcthoi taking the case of continuity we understand

ty/v/wfz constituents of a continuous stieam of causation con-

stituents which aie only aibitiarily fixed in thought but of which

really each in turn moves. On the latter supposition it would bo just

as impossible that the internal motion, which results in the emission

of ./I fromy^, should be dependent on the lapse of the empty time

/5 /a in such a^vay as that it could not take place unless this lapse

of time preceded. Such an influence is unintelligible unless we nup-

pose that the lapse of empty time can announce itself toyi nay that

the completion of the period / /a makes itself felt as different from

that of the longer pciiod /< 4, in order that in the former there may
be occasion for the advance of the process of becoming fiomyj only

to/a . in the latter tof^ But the ends of the two pc
kriods are com-

pletely like each other and like every other moment of empty time.

The entry of the one has no such distinction from that of the other
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as can give tof^ the signal for this or that amount of advance. Foi

that reason the sum ofthe continuously flowing moments, which forms

the duration of each period, cannot make itself felt by the opciative,

power/a as a measuie of the work which it has to do in the way of pro-
duction of Becoming. On the contraty, it will only be in the same

way in which we measure a period ofTime for purposes of our know-

ledge that the length of this period can announce itself to/8 so as to

deteiminc the magnitude of the change which /^ has to undergo.
This is by the enumeration of the repetitions of a similar process,
which at the end of some period of Time exhibits a different state of

reality from what it did at the beginning. So far as our knowledge
is concerned, the peiception of the difleient positions which a

pendulum, for instance, occupies at the beginning and at the end of

its vibration, would suffice for the purpose. Foi a reality, which was
to take account of the lapse of Time in oidcr to direct its becoming
accordingly, there would be needed the constant summing of the

impressions received by it fiom another real process, by means of

which it itself or its own condition had been so changed as to be

able to seive as indicator of the length of Time elapsed. The con-
clusion plainly is that a process of becoming, B, which required a

lapse of time in Older to come about, must have already traversed in

itself a succession of different stages, in ordei to feel in that succes-

sion the lengths of the periods according to which it is supposed to

direct itself, and which it is supposed to employ foi the purpose of

effecting the tiansilion from one stage to another.

148. These considerations do not lead us at once to the end of
our tusk. For the piesont I may put their result, which I shall not

again discuss, as follows. It is quite unallowable to put the system of
definite causes and effects, which gives its character to any occurrence,
on one side and on the other side to suppose a stream of empty
Time, and then to throw the definitely characterised event into the

stream in expectation that its fabnc of simultaneous conditions will

in the fluidity of this stieam melt into a succession, ia which each of
the giacluatcd relations of dependence will find its appropriate point
of time and the peiiod of its manifestation. It is only in the actual

content of what happens, not in a form present outside it into which
it may fall, that the reason can be found for its elements being related

to each other in an order of succession, and at the same time for the

times^at which they succeed each other.

The other view therefore begins to press itself upon us the view
that it is not Time that piecedes the process of Becoming and
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Activity, but this that precedes Time and brings forth from itself

either the real course of Time or the appearance in us of there being
such a thing. The constant contradiction to this reversal of the

habitual way of looking at the matter which our imagination would

present, we could no more get rid of than we could of the habit of

saying that the sun rises and sets. What we might hope to do would

be to understand one illusion as well as the other. It is also our

habit to speak of general laws, standing outside things and oc-

currences and regulating their course ; yet we have been forced to

the conviction that these have no reality except in the various par-

ticular cases of their application. Only that which happens and

acts in determinate forms is the real. The general law is the

pioduct of our comparison of the various cases. After we have

discoveied it, it appears to us as the fiist, and the realities, out of

the consideiation of which it arose, as dependent on its antecedence.

In just the same way, after the manifold web of occurrence has

in countless instances assumed for us foims of succession in

Time, we misunderstand the general character of these foims, which

results from our comparison of them the empty flowing Time and

take it for a condition antecedent, to which the occunence of events

must adjust itself in order to be possible. That we are mistaken in

so doing and that the operation of such a condition is unthinkable

this 'reductio ad impossibile,' which I have sought to make out, is, it

must be admitted, the only thing which can be opposed to this

unavoidable habit of our mental vision.

149. The positive view, which we found emerging in place of the

illusion rejected, is still ambiguous. Is it a real Time that the pro-

cess of events, in its process, produces or only the appearance of

Time in us? In answering this question we cannot simply affirm

either of the alternatives. One thing is certainly clear, that the

production of Time must be a production sui generis. Time docs

not remain as a realised product behind the process that produces it.

As little does it lie before that process as a material out of which

the process can constantly complete itself. Past and Future are not,

and the representation of them both as dimensions of Time is in fact

but an artificial projection, which takes place only for our mind's eye,

of the unreal upon the plane which we think of as containing the

world's ical state of existence.

Undoubtedly theiefore Time, conceived as an infinite whole with

its two opposite extensions, is but a subjective presentation to our

mind's eye ;
or rather it is an attempt, by means of images bonowed
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from space, to lender so piesentable a thought which we entertain as

to the inner dependence of the individual constituents of that which

happens. What we call Pa&t, we regard primanly as the condition
*
sine qua noti* of the Piesent, and m the Present we see the necessary

condition of the Futuie. This one-sided relation of dependence,
absti acted fiom the content so related and extended over all cases

which it in its natuie admits of, leads to the idea of an infinite Time,
in which every point of the Past forms the point of transition to

Present and Futuie, but no point of Present or Future forms a point

of transition to the Past. That this process must appear infinite

scarcely needs to be pointed out. The condition of that which lias

a definite chaiacler can never lie in a complete absence of such

character. Every slate of facts, accordingly, of which we might think

for a moment as the beginning of reality, would immediately appear
to us either as a continuation of a previous like state of facts, or as a

product of one unlike; and in like manner every state of facts

momentaiily assumed to be an end would appear as the condition of

the continuance of the same state of facts, or in turn as the beginning
of a new one. If finally the course of the woild weie thought of as

a hu-toiy, which ically had a beginning and end, still beyond both

alike we should picscnt to oui selves the infinite void of a Past and

Futuie, just as two straight lines m space which cut each other at the

limit of the real, still demand an empty extension beyond iu which

they may again diverge.

150. It will be felt, however, that we have not yet reached the end

of our doubts. It will be maintained that though the piocess of Be-

coming docs indeed make no abiding Time, it yet does really bring
into being or include the couisc of Time, by means of which the

various parts of the content of what happens, standing to each other

in the relation of dependence described above, having been at first only

something future, acquiic seriatim the character of the Present and
the Past. If we chose to confine ourselves simply to highly deve-

loped thought, and to repaid the dimensions of Time merely as

expressions for conditioned-ness or the power of conditioning, then

the whole content of the wot Id would again change into a motionless

systematic whole, and everything would depend on the position which

a consciousness capable of viewing the whole might please to take up
facing, so to speak, some one part of it, m. From this point of departure,
m, the contcmplator would reckon everything as belonging to the Past,

# t, in which ho had recognised the conditions that make the con-

tent of m what it is, while he would assign to the Future, 01+ x, all the
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consequences which the necessities of thought compelled him to draw

from it : and this assignment of names would change according as m
or n might be made the point of departure for this judgment This

however does not represent the leal state of the case. This capa-

city of tracing out the connexion of occuirences in both directions

forwards and backwards would only be possible to a consciousness

standing outside the completed course of the world. It belongs to us

only in i elation to the past, so far as the past has become known to

us through tradition. Immediate experience is confined to a definite

range, and neither does the lecollection of the past reproduce for

expenence its actual duration, nor does the sure foresight of the

future, in the few cases where it is possible, take the place for ex-

perience of the real occurrence of the foreseen event.

What then is the proper meaning of tho Reality, which in this

connexion of thought we ascribe only to the Present? Or con-

vex scly, what constitutes this character of the present, which we

suppose to belong successively in unalteiable series to the events of

winch each has its cause in the other, and to be equivalent to reality ?

I will not attempt to prcpaic the way for an answet to this question,

or to lead up to it as a discovery. I will merely state what seems to

me the only possible answer to it. It is not the mere fact that they

happen which attaches tfiis character to the content of events. On
the contrary the import of the statement that they happen is only

explained by the expression
4 the Present,' in which Language aptly

makes us aware of the necessity of a subject, in relation to which

alone the thinkable content of the world's course can be distinguished
either as mcicly thinkable and absent on the one hand, or on the

other as ical and present. To explain this, however, I am obliged
to go into detail to an extent foi which I must ask indulgence and

patience.

151, Let us consider one of the finite spiritual beings like our-

selves, which shall be called S. In the collective content of the

woild, Jlf, which to begin with we will think of as we did before,

merely as a regularly arranged whole of causes and effects, S has its

proper place in the system at m between a past x, which con-

tains its conditions, and a future w-f x, of which il is itself a joint

condition. We will first assume that the place m, which S holds in

M> is without extension. By this I mean that it is only in this single

plane of a section m through the manifold interlacing series of causes

and effects which forms the content of .AA-not in any other #* i or

m+i that there lie the conditions of Si while at the same time
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every element ofMS among others may be supposed to have

knowledge, immediately and not by gradual acquisition, as to the whole

structure and content of M. All that would be implied in this sup-

position would be that would no longer be able at its pleasure to

seek out positions mdifFeient as concerned itself for its survey of the

whole ofM Being only able to plant itself in the position m, every-

thing in which it recognises a joint condition of its own being will

appear to belong to a different branch, m i, of the world's content,

from that in which it finds icactions from its own existence that

existence which is confined to m. At the same time this knowledge
on the pait of S, that it is merely co-ordinated in this entire system
of conditions with the other paits of the world's content that are in-

cluded in m, would zemain a mere speculative insight, which would

excite in no stiongcr interest m this m, and one of no other nature,

than the inteicst in the fact of the dependence of m upon m i and

of w+i upon m. Thus, although S would distinguish according to

their import the two branches of the system of conditions that have

their point of departure in w, it would yet have no occasion to

oppose them both to m as what is unreal and absent to what is real

and present. And this would still be the case, though we so far

alteicd our assumption as to suppose S to be not only contained in

the one section-plane m of Af, but also to be co-ordinated with the

contents of other planes m a and m + a, without undergoing any

change in itself, To us indeed, who are accustomed to the idea of

Time, this position of S in a system would present itself as a duration,

as the filling by S of the period of time, 2 a : but to itself, if *S"

continued to possess the immediate knowledge supposed, it could

only convey the speculative impression that S is interwoven in an

extended section of M, while S would still have no occasion to

oppose this section as present to others as absent.

All this would be changed on one supposition only, which indeed

for other reasons must be made ; the supposition, namely, that the

place of *S
W

in the system contains not only the conditions of its exist-

ence but those of its knowledge. In this is implied that only those

elements ofm- i can be an object of its knowledge which not only

systematically precede it as conditions but of which the consequences
are contained in m, and only as far as their consequences are so con-

tained. Of m f r on the contrary all that will be knowable will be the

impulse, already present in m, which is the condition of m+ i* Even
the entire content of m will not, merely as such, form an object of

knowledge to S. Even the fact of belonging to m is for each element
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of it only the condition of a moie special relation to S9 which we may
call its effect on S in the way of producing knowledge. If now we
return to our supposition that m is a place without extension, then

the knowledge possessed by S will be an unchangeable presentation

to consciousness, without there being any occasion for the distinction

of Present from Futuie in it. If on the contrary S found itself con-

tained in the whole extended section 2 a of A19 then it would follow

since we are now supposing its knowledge to rest upon the effect

produced in it by the content of this section that S is no longer
identical with itself in all points of 2 a, but has to be defined by

^i ^
3 corresponding lo the various conditions to which it is

subject in the various points of 2 a. But thus S would fall asunder

into a multiplicity of finite beings, unless something supervened to

justify us in adhering to the unity asserted of it, and this justification,

if it is not merely to establish an accidental view about s in us

but to constitute an essential unity on the part of j, can only consist

in an action of its own on the part of i by which it unites the

several /$,

This requirement however is not satisfied by the assumption of an

S having unity, which distinguishes the several A in itself as its

states. S as thus constituted would still never live through any

experience. The whole content of its being would be presented to it

just in the same way as on our previous supposition. There would

indeed be a clear insight into the plan upon which the elements

are foimcd into a connected whole, but the whole would be pre-

sented simultaneously, just as is the frame-work of theoretic pro-

positions which appear to us not as arising out of each other in a

course of time but as always holding good at the same tune, although

we understand their dependence on each other. Only one of the

/s can in any case be the knowing subject, but in it in sv let UK

say the content of ra must not only be contained by its conse-

quences, through which it helps to constitute the nature of Je, but

this content as presented to consciousness must be distinguishable

in the form of a recollection from that which belongs to jg as its

own feeling or perception. On this condition only is it possible for

, to distinguish this latter experience as present fiom that repre-

sented content as absent, and on the same condition, since the same

reproduction of s
1 in J

a has already taken place, the whole series of

these mutually dependent contents, as represented in consciousness,

while preserving its inner order, will be pushed back to various dis-

tances of absence. The question indeed as to the foundation of this

vox* i. s
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faculty of distinguishing a represented absent object from one ex-

perienced as present is a question upon which any psychological
or physiological explanation may be thankfully accepted in its place.

Here howevci it would be useless. What \\e are now conceined

with is merely the fact itself, that we arc able to make this distinction

and to icpie&cnt to ourselves what we have experienced without

expeiicncing it again. This alone rcndcis it possible for ideas of

a propei succession to be developed m us, in which the member n
has a diffeienl kind of reality from ;/+ i. It would have been moie
convenient to ainve at this result othei \\ise than by this tedious pro-
cess of development. I thought the pioccss indispensable, however,
because it leads to some peculiar deductions, which require further

patient consideration.

152. For instance; what has l>'en said uill be found veiy in-

telligiblenot to stiy, obvious if only we allow oui selves to inter-

polate the thought that J
a ceases to exist when it has produced s^\

that thus theic is a time in which those section-planes of ;7/or of 2 a
succeed each otlwsr. JUit it will be thought to be as impossible after

our discussion as il was before it, to look upon the content of the

world as out of time, a whole of which the members aie related

systematically lut not successively, while yet there arises in parts of

it the appejuunco of there being a lipse of time on the pail of the

periods ^hi<h those pnrts observe. For if there is no successive

alternation of Hcing and not-Being, then, it will be said, every stage
of development, *

a, which a subject, *, f believes itself to luive ex-

perienced in the past, will possess, as a ground of .? the same

reality as the consequence i-
a itself, Accordingly we should be com-

pelled, it would m*m, to think of all that is past
- all histories, actions,

and states of an earlier time as still existing and happening; and

every individual being ^ would have alongside of itself as many
doubles, ^,,

.v
a, ,v.,, completing themselves one after another, as it counts

various moments in the existence which it seems to have lived through.

Against this objection, however, we must maintain that such pecu-
liar views would not be the logical consequence of our denial of the

lapse of Time, but on the contrary of the inconsistency of allowing
the succession that has been denied again to mix itself with our

thoughts. For only this habitation of our imagination to the idea of

Time could mislead us into treating the elements of the world,

which arc of equal value all, that is to say, equally indispensable to

the whole -us if they must be contemporaneous unless they arc to

be successive, whcu all the while our purpose was to show that every
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determination in the way of time is inapplicable to them, as such.

We shall never succeed in ridding ourselves of this habit 'of fantasy.

Only in thinking shall we be able to convince ourselves, in standing

conflict with our demand for images presentable to the mind's eye,

that adherence to the assumption of timelessness does not lead to the

consequences in which we have just found a stumbling-block.

There would not indeed on our view be that kind of past into which

the conditioning stage of development would be supposed to vanish

instead of illegitimately continuing in the present alongside of the

consequence conditioned by it that consequence to which it ought
to have transferred the exclusive possession of the quality of being

present The histories of the past would not continue to live in this

present, petrified in each of their phases, alongside of that which

further proceeded to happen in the course of things. It would not

be the case that J
A really existed cailiei than ^ and strangely con-

tinued along with it, but rather that it had reality only so far as it was

contained in % and was presented by the latter to itself as earlier.

It will be with Time as with Space. As we saw, there is no such

thing as a Space in which things are supposed to take their places.

The case rather is that in spiritual beings there is formed the idea of

an extension, in which they themselves seem to have their lot and in

which they spatially present to themselves their non-spatial relations

to each other. In like manner there is no real Time in which occur-

rences run their course, but in the single elements of the Universe

which are capable ofa limited knowledge there devclopes itself thf* idea

of a Time in which they assign themselves their position in relation to

their more remote or nearer conditions as to what is more or less

long past, and in relation to their more rcmofc or nearer conse-

quences as to a future that is to be looked for more or less late.

It is not out of wantonness that I have gone so far in delineating

this paradoxical way of looking at things. It is what we must come

to if we wish to put cleaily before us the view of the merely subjective

validity of Time in relation to a timeless reality. It is vexatious to

listen to the mere asseveration of this antithesis without the question

being asked whether, when adopted, it intrinsically admits of being in

any way carried out, and whether it would be a sufficient guide to the

understanding of that experience from which we all start* The de-

scription which has been given will be enough to raise a doubt whether

the latter is the case. The reasons for this doubt however are not

all of equal value* In regard to them again, while passing to the con-

sideration of this contradiction, I must ask to be allowed some detail

S2
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153. In ordei to find a point of departuie in what is familiar, I

will first repeat the objection which will always recur. Pointing to

the exteinal world the objector will enquire 'Is it not then the case

that something is for ever happening ? Do not things change ?

Do they not operate on each olhei ? And is all this imaginable

without a lapse of time?' Imaginable it certainly is not, and we
have nevei maintained that it is so. But in what relation do the

lapse of Time and this happening stand to each othei, which might
enable us to maintain the correctness of this imagination of cms?
That it is only in \\hat is contained in a sufficient cause, G, that

thoie lies a necessity for the consequence, F that the necessity, if

otheiwise lacking, could not supeivene through lapse of a time, T-

this we found obviously true. It \\as admitted also that, G being

given, it would neither be* intelligible wheie the hindrance should

come from which should retail I its transition into /'', nor how the

lapse of empty Time could overcome that hindrance. Thus con-

strained to confess that our habit of thinking the effect as iifitr the

cause docs not point to anything which in the things themselves con-

tiibutcs to the pi eduction of the effect, what other conclusion can we

draw than thin, that succession in Time is something which our mode
of apprehension ulono introduces into things -intioduccs iu a way

absolutely inevitable for us, u> that our thought about things lemams

constantly in contradiction with our habit of pic'seuting them to the

mind'8 eye ?

One may attempt to make this thought clear to oneself by guulual

apptoxunatioo, To a definite period of Time it is our habit in

common apprehension to ancribe a certain absolute quantity. If we

ask ourselves, however, how long a century or an hour properly lasts,

we at once recollect that the time filled by one series of events we

always measure simply according to its relation to another series,

with the ends of which those of the fust series door do not coincide.

Our ordinary impression of the duration of periods of time is itself

ttie uncertain result of such a comparison, in which we are not clearly

conscious of the standard of our measurement. Hence the mime

period may appear long or ahoit in memory. The multiplicity of

the events contained in it gives it greater extent for the imagination.

Poverty of events makes it shrink into nothing. It lias itself no

extensive quantity which is properly its own. Therefore no hindrance

meets us in the attempt to suppose as short a time as we will for the

collective course of events* I lowever .small we think it, still it is not

in it but in the dependence of events on each other that the reason
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lies of the order in which events occur ; and the entire history which

fills centuries admits of being presented in a similar image, as con-

densed into an infinitely small space of Time through proportional

diminution of all dimensions.

With this admission however it will be thought necessary to come

to a stop. However small, it will be said, still this difTciential of

Time must contain a distinction of before and after, and thus a lapse,

though one infinitely small. But we want to know exactly why.

Undoubtedly the transition to a moment completely without extension

would depiive History of the character of succession in Time
;
but

then our question is just this, whether the real needed this succession

on its own part in order to its appearance as successive to us. And
in regard to this we must constantly repeat \\hat has been already

said
; that neither could the order of events be constituted by Time,

if it were not deteimined by the inner connexion of things, nor is it

intelligible how Time should begin to bring that which already has a

sufficient cause to icahty, if that reality is Mill lacking to it. On lh<*

othei hand, we believe that we do understand how a proscntative

faculty such as to derive from its own nature the habit of viewing the

woild as in time, should find occasion in the inner connexion between

the constituents of that world, as conditioning and conditioned by
each other, to treat its parts as following each other in a definite

order and as assuming lengths definite in relation to each other but,

apart fiom such relation, quite arbitrary of this imagined Time.

Thus even upon this method, by help of the idea of an infinitely

small moment, we should have mastered the thought of a complete
timclcssness on the patt of what fills tho world. For in that case we

should certainly not go out of our way to think of that extension of

time, within which this moment would seem of a vanishing srnullmm

and BO bring on the world the reproach of a slioit ami fleeting

existence, us compared with the duration which expansion into in-

finite Time would have promised it.

154. After all, it will be objected) we have not yet touched the

proper difficulty. If all that we had to take account of were an

external course of the world, then it would indeed cost UB little effort

to regard all that it contains as timeless, and to hold that it is only in

relation to our way of looking at it that it unfolds itself into a succes-

sion. But the motion, which we should thus have excluded from the

outer world, would HO much the more surely have been transferred

into our Thought, which, on the givcw supposition, must itself pass

from one of the elements which constitute the world to another, in
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order to make them successive for its contemplation. For the un-

folding, by \\hich what is in itself timeless comes to be in time, cannot

take place in us without a real lapse ofTime ; the appearance of succes-

sion cannot take place without a succession of images in conscious-

ness, nor an appaient transition of a into b without the real tiansition

which we should in such a case effect from the image of a to that of b.

But convincing as these assertions aie, they are as fai from con-

taining the whole tiuth. On the contrary, without the addition of

something further, the doctrine which they allege would he fatal to

the possibility of that \vhich it is sought to establish. If the idea of

the latci b in fact merely followed on that of the earlier a, then a

change of ideas would indeed take place, but theie would still be no

idea of this change. There would be a lapse of time, but not an

appearance of such change to any one. In order to a comparison in

which b sluill be known as the later it is necessary in turn that the

two presentations of // ami b should be objects, throughout simul-

taneous, of a relating knowledge, \vhich, itself completely indivisible,

holds them together in a single indivisible act. Ifiheic is a belief

on the part of this knowledge thai it passes from one of its related

points to another, it will not itself foim this idea of its transition

through the mere fact of the transition taking plsir<\ In order that

tht! idea may be possible, the points with which its com he severally

begins und ends 'wsing sepaiate in time, must again be apprehended
in a single picture by the mind as the limits between which that

course lies. All ideas of a course, a distance, a transition all, in

short, which contain a comparison of sever a! elements and the re-

lation between themcan as such only bo thought of as products of

a timelessly comprehending knowledge. They would all be im-

possible, if the presciUalive act itself weie wholly reducible to that

succession in Time which it regards as the peculiarity of the objects

presented by it. Nay if we go further and make the provisional
admission that we really had the idea of a before we had that of t,

still a can only be known us the cailier on being held together with b in

an indivisible act of comparison. It is at this moment, at which a is

no longer the earlier nor b the later, that for knowledge a appears as

the earlier and b as the later. In a&sigaing these determinate places,

however, to the two, the soul cau only be guided by some sort of

qualitative differences in their content by temporal signs, if we like

i
to say 80, corresponding to the local signs in aecordance with which

;
the *w#-spatial consciousness expands its impressions into a system of

spatial juxtaposition.
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Such could not but be the state of the case even if there were a

lapse of Time in which our ideas successively formed themselves*

The leal lapse of Time would not, immediately as such, be a sufficient

cause to that which combines and knows of the succession in Time

which it presents to itself. It would be so only mediately through

signs derived by each constituent element of the world from that

place in the ordei of Time into which it had fallen. But such various

signs could not be stamped on the various elements by empty time,

even though it elapsed, since one of its elements is exactly like every

other. They could only be derived fiom the peculiar manner in

which each element is inwoven into the texture of conditions which

determine the content of the world. But just for that reason there

was no need of a leal sequence in Time to annex them to our ideas

as characteristic incidental distinctions. Thus it would certainly be

possible for a prescntative consciousness, without any need of Time,

to be led by means of temporal signs, which in their turn need not

have their origin in Time, to arrange its several objects in an apparent

succession in the way of Time.

155. I am painfully aware that my reader's patience must be

neaily exhausted Granted, he will say, that in every single case in

which a relation or comparison is instituted this timeless faculty, of

knowing is active: it remains none the less true that numberless

repetitions of such action really succeed each other. Ycsteiday our

timeless faculty of knowledge was employed in presenting the suc-

cession of a and 6, to-day it picscnts that from c to d. There aic

thus, it would seem, many instances of Timeless occurrence which

really succeed each other in Time. I venture, however, ouce again

to ask, Whence are we to know that this is so? And if it were so,

in what way could we know of it? That consciousness, to which

the comparison made yesterday appears as earlier thcin that made

to-day, must yet be the consciousness which we have to-day, not

that which may have been yesterday and have vanished in the course

of Time. That which appears to us as of yesterday cannot so

appear to us because it is not in our consciousness, but because it

is in it
;
while at the same time it is somehow so qualitatively deter-

mined, that our mental vision can assign it its place only Ju the past

Inanch of apparent Time.

I will allow, however, that this last reply yields no result. The

Past indeed, of which we believe ourselves already to have had living

experience, one may try to exhibit as a system of things which has

never run a course in Time, and which only consciousness, for its
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own benefit, expands into a preceding history in Time. But how then

would the case stand with the Future, which we suppose ourselves

still on the way to meet? Let s
st accoiding to the symbols pre-

viously used, stand for this Ego, which s2 and s
l
never really preceded

but always seem to have preceded, what then is f
l
which s3 in turn

will thus seem to have preceded ? What could prevent s^ from being
conscious also of s

49 its own future, if the temporal signs which teach

us to assign to single impiessions their position in Time, depended

only on the systematic position which belongs to their causes in the

complex of conditions of a timeless universe ? It may be that the

content of s# which follows systematically upon $,# is not determined

merely by the conditions, which are contained in S
A and previously in

3
and jj, but jointly by otheis, resting on the states of other beings

which do not cross those of S till a later stage of the system. For

that reason ^ might be obscure to j, and this might constitute the

temporal character which gives it in the consciousness of &, the stamp
of something future. But if this were the case, the process would

have to stop at this point. It would only be for anothei being s
4 that

what was Future to j, could, owing to its later place in the system, be

present, On the other hand in a timeless system there would be no

possibility of the change by means of which $
8 would be moved out

of its place into that of ^4 : yet this would be necessary if to one and

the same consciousness that is to become Present which wan pie-

viously Future to it Tf one and the same timeless being by its time-

less activity of intellectual presentation gives to one constituent of its

existence the Past character of a recollection, to another the signi-

ficance of the Present, to a third unknown element that of the Future,
it could never, if it is to be really timeless, change this distribution

of cbsu actors. The recollection could never have been Present,

the Present could never become Past and the Future would have to

icmain without change the same unknown obscuiity. But if theie is

a change in this distribution of light ; if it is the case that the in-

definite burden of the Future gradually enters the presence of living

experience and passes tlnough it into the other absence of the Past;
and finally if it is impossible for the activity of intellectual presenta-
tion to alter this orclei of sequence ; then it follows necessarily that

not merely this activity, but the content of the reality which it pro*
scnts to itself, is involved in a succession of determinate direction.

This being so, we must finally decide as follows: Time, as a

whole, is without doubt merely a creation of our prcsentative intellect.

It neither is permanent nor docs it elapse. It is but the fantastic
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image which we seek, rather than are able, to project before the

mind's eye, when we think of the lapse of time as extended to all the

points of relation which it admits of ad infimtum, and at the same

time make abstraction of the content of these points of i elation. But

the lapse of events in time we do not eliminate from reality, and we

reckon it a pcifectly hopeless undertaking to regard even the idea of

this lapse as an a priori merely subjective form of apprehension,

which developcs itself within a timeless reality, in the consciousness of

spiritual beings.

153. Thus, at the end of a long and troublesome journey,-we come

back, as it will certainly appeal, to complete agreement with the

ordinary view. I fear howevei that remnants of an en or still survive

which call for a special attack remnants of an eiror with which we

are already familiar and which have here needed to be dealt with only

in a new foim, viz. the disintegration of the ical into its content and

its leality. We are unavoidably led by our comparison of the mani-

fold facts given to us to the separation of that on the one hand which

distinguishes one real object from another its pccuhai content which

our thought can fix in abstraction from" its existence and on the

other hand of that in which every thing real resembles every other

the reality itself which, as we fancy, has been imparted to it. For this

is just what we go on to imagine that this scpaiation, achieved in our

thoughts, represents a metaphysical history; I do not mean a history

which has been completed once for all, but one which perpetually

completes itself; a real relation, that is to say, of such a kind that

that content, apart from its reality, is something to which this reality

comes to belong. The prevalence of this enor is evidenced by the

abundant use which philosophy, not least since the lime of Kant, has

made of the conception of a 'Position/ which meeting with the

thinkable content establishes its reality. In an eailier part of this

woik we declared ourselves against this mistake. We were con-

vinced that it was simply unmeaning to speak of being as a kind of

placing which may simply supervene upon that intelligible content of

a thing, without changing anything in that content or essence or

entering as a condition into its completeness. As separate from the

energy of action and passion, in which we found the real being of the

thing to consist, it was impossible even to think of that essence, im-

possible to think of it as that to which this reality of action and

passion comes from without, as if it had been already, in complete

rest, the same essence which it is under this motion.

It is the same impossible separation that we have here once again,
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in consideration of the prevalence of the misunderstanding, carefully

pursued to its consequences in the form of the severance of the

thing which happens fiom its happening. It was thus that we weie

led to the experiment of seeking the essence 1 of what happens that

by which the actual history of the woild is distinguished from another

which might happen but docs not in a complex system of relations

of dependence on the pait of a timeless content of thought; while

the motion in tins system, which alone constitutes the piocess of be-

coming and happening, was regarded as a mode of setting it forth which

might sianply be imposed on this essential niattei, 01 on the other

hand, might be wanting to it without changing the distinctive character

of the essence. We could not help noticing, indeed, the great differ-

ence between reality and that system of intelligible contents. In the

latter the reason includes its consequence as etcinally coexisting with

it. In the former the cailier state of things ceases to be m causing
the later. Then began the attempts to under stand this succession,

which imposes itself like an alien fate on the system in its articula-

tion* They were all in vain. When once the lapse of empty time

and the timeless content had been detached fiom each other, nothing
could enable the set natuio of the latter to resolve itself into a con-

stant flux in the foimiT. Jt was clear that m this separation we had

forgotten something which foiced that content involving as it did,

ifii moved, the basis of an order of time -to pass in fact into such a

state of motion, I will riot suppose that crudest attempt to be made
at supplying the necessary complement the reference to a power

standing outside the woild which laid hold on the denial content

of things, as on a store of material, in order to dispose its elements

in Time in such a way as their inner order, to which it looked

as a pattern, diieeted it to do. Let us rather adopt the view that

in the content itself lies the impulse after icalisation which makes

its manifold mcmbeib issue from each other. Still, even on that view

it would be a mistake, as I hold, to think of the measure and kind of

that tuneless conditionedness, which might obtain between two ele-

ments of the woild's content, sis the antecedent cause which com-

manded or forbade that operative impulse to elicit the one element

Groin the other. What I am here advancing is only a further appli-

1
[This is still

* the content
' *

that which (Ustinjjulshcs one r<*al object from

another.* A verbal difficulty is caused by the distinction being here, jtor accUtn*,,

between the actual woilcl and an imaginary vtmld, HO that hut for the context we

might take 'essence' to be used in just the opposite bcnso to that of p. 365, and

to refer to that which dibtiugukhes what & real fiom what i unreal,J
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cation of a thought which I have previously expressed. Every rela-

tion, I have said, exists only in the spirit of the person instituting the

relation and for him. When we believe that we find it in things them-

selves, it is in every case more than a mere relation: it is itself already

an efficient process instead of being merely preliminary to effects.

On the same principle we say It is not the case that there is first

a relation of unchanging conditionedness between the elements of

the world, and that afterwards in accordance with this relation, the

productive operation, even though it may not come from without but

may lie in the things themselves, has to direct itself in order to give

reality to legitimate consequences and avoid those that aie illegiti-

mate. On the contrary fiist and alone is there this full living opera-
tion itself. Then, when we conjpare its acts, we are able in thought
and abstraction to present to ourselves the constant modus agmdi,

self-determined, which in all its manifestations has remained the same.

This abstraction made, we can subordinate each single pioduct of the

opeiation, as we look backward, to this mode of pioceclure as to an

ordaining pnus and regard it as determined by conditions which are

in truth only the ordinary habit of this operation itself. This process
of comparison and abstraction leads us in one diiection to the idea

of general laws of nature, which are first valid and to which there

then comes a world, which submits itself to them. In another di-

rection it leads to the supposition of an empty Time, in which the

series of occurrences succeed each other and which, in the character

of an antecedent conditio sine qua non, makes all operation possible. But

this last way of looking at the matter we have found as untenable

as would be the attempt to represent velocities as prior to motions

(somewhat as if each motion had to choose an existing velocity), and

to interpret the common expiession, according to which the motion

of a body assumes this or that velocity, as signifying an actual fact ;

whereas in truth the motion is nothing but the velocity as following a

definite direction*

In this sense we may find more correctness in the expressions that

may be often heard, according to which it is not Time that is the

condition of the operation of things, but this operation that pioduccs
Time. Only what it brings forth, while it takes its course, is not an

actually existing Time as an, abiding product, somehow existing or

flowing or influencing things, but only the so-called ( vision
'

of this"

Time in the comparing consciousness. Of this the empty total

image of that order in which we place events as a series it is thus

true that it is only a subjective form of apprehension ; while of the
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succession belonging to that opeiation itself, which makes this

arrangement of events possible, the reverse is tiue, namely that it is

the most proper nature of the zeal.

157. 1 bhould not be sui prised if the view \\hich I thus put forward

met with an invincible lesistance fiom the imagination. The un-

conquerable habit, which \\ill see nothing wondeiful in the primary

grounds of things but insists on explaining them after the pattern of

the latest effects which they alone render possible, must heie at last

confess to being confronted by a addle which cannot be thought out.

What exactly happens such is ihc question which this habit will

piompt- uhcn the operation is at woik or \\hen the succession takes

place, which is said to be clui actctistic of the operative process?
How does it come to pass -what makes it come to pass that the

reality of one state of things ceases, and that of another begins?
What process is it that constitutes what we call perishing, 01 transition

into not-being, and in what other different process consists origin or

becoming ?

That these questions are unanswerable that they aiise out of the

wish to supply a /*nus to what is first in the woild -this I need not

now iepeat : but in this connexion they have a much more serious

kickgiound than elsewheie, for here they an* ever anew excited by
the obscure pressure of an uninlclligibilily, which in oidnmry thinking
we are apt somewhat carelessly to ovetlook. We lightly repeat the

words 'bygones me bygones'; an: \ve quite conscious of their

giavity? The teeming Past, has it jeally ceased to be at all? I it

quite broken off from connexion with the world and in no way
preserved for it? The history of the woild, is it reduced to the

infinitely thin, for over changing, strip of light which forms the

Present, wavering Ix.'twcon a daikue.ss of tlui ?asf, which is done with

and no longer anything at all, and a daikness of the Future, which is

also nothing ? Kven in thus oxpicnsing these questions, I am ever

ugain yielding lo that imaginative tendency, which seeks to soften the
* monsiruw infiiudwn

'

which they contain. For these two abysses of

obscuriiy, however formless and empty, would still be there. They
would al\vay form an environment which in its unknown within

would si ill afford a kind of local habitation for the not-being, into

which it might have disappeared or from which it might come forth*

But let any one try to dispense with these images and to banish from

thought even the two voids, which limit being : he will then feel how

impossible it is to get along with the naked antithesis of being and

not-being, and how unconquerable is the demand to be able to think
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even of that which is not as some unaccountable constituent of the

real.

Therefore it is that we speak of distances of the Past and of the

Future, covering under this spatial image the need of letting nothing

slip completely from the larger whole of reality, though it belong not

to the more limited reality of the Present. For the same reason even

those unansweiable questions as to the origin of Becoming had their

meaning So long as the abyss from which reality draws its continu-

ation, and that other abyss into which it lets the precedent pass away,
shut m that which is on each side, so long there may still be a certain

law, valid for the whole realm of this heterogeneous system, according
to the determinations of which that change takes place, which on the

other hand becomes unthinkable to us, if it is a change from nothing

to being and from being to nothing. Therefore, though we were

obliged to give up the hopeless attempt to legard the course of events

in Time merely as an appeaiance, which foims itself within a systefn

of timeless reality, we yet understand the motives of the efforts which

are ever being icncwed to include the real process of becoming within

the compass of an abiding leality. They will not, however, attain

their object, unless the reality, which is greater than our thought,

vouchsafes us a 'Perception, which, by showing us the mode of solu-

tion, at the same time persuades us of the solubility of this riddle. I

abstain at present from saying more on the subject. The ground
afforded by the philosophy of religion, on which efforts of this kind

have commonly begun, is also that on which alone it is possible for

them to be continued.
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Of Motion.

THE perceived facts of motion an* a panicularly favourable subject

mallei for numerical calculation; but our present inteicst is not in

the manifold re*ults obtained by the mathematical treatment of accepted

relations of proportion between intervals of space and of time ; but

solely in the question which phoronomio and mechanical investigations

are able to disregard for their immediate purpose; the question what

motion implies as taking plate in the things thai move*

158. Common apprehension lakes motion, -\\hile it lasts, lo be the

traversing of an interval of space; nnd iis result at every moment in

wlw h we conceive it as arrested lo b< a change of place on ihc parl

of the thing moved. We shall be obliged (or the moment lo invert

this order of our ideas* in order to remain in agreement with our view

of tin" merely phenomenal validity of space. Things cannot actually

traverse a space which does not actually extend around them, and

whose only extension is in our consciousness and for its perception ;

what happens is rather that just as the sum *V of all the intelligible

relations in which an clement e at a given moment slands to all others

assigns it a place p in our spatial image ; exactly in the same way any

change of that sum of relations V into $ will demand the new place w

for the impression which is to us the expression, imago, or indication

of <", Therefore change of place is the first conception to which we

are led in this connexion ; and from that point we do not arrive quite

directly at the notion that a journey through space is essential to the

change; even an apparent journey, that is, for we no longer think a

real one possible,

It only follows from what was said just now that in every moment
the thing's situation p or v in apparent space in determined by the

then forthcoming sum <# or of its intelligible relations
; it is still

undecided in what way the transition takes place from one situation to

another. However, it only happens in fairy-tales that a thing dig-
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appears in one place and suddenly reappears in another, without

having traversed a path leading in space from the one place to the

other; all observation of natuie assumes as self-evident that the

moving object remains in all successive moments an object of possible

perception in some point of a straight or curved path, which unites

its former and subsequent position without breach of continuity. We
have no intention of doubting the validity of this assumption ; it

involves for us the further one, that in like manner the sum S of

intelligible lelations does not pass into another s without traversing

all intermediate values that can be intercalated, without break though
not necessarily with uniform speed. And this is what we really think

of all variable states which are in things, as far as our modern habit

of refening every event to an alteration of external relations will allow

us to speak of such states at all We do not believe that a sensation

comes suddenly into being with its full intensity ; nor that a body at a

temperature ^ passes to another /2 , without successively assuming all

intermediate tempeiatures ; nor that from a position of rest it acquires

the velocity 0, without acquiring in unbioken scries all degrees of it

between o and v. Thus we speak of a Law of Continuity to which

we believe that all natural processes are subject ; yet however familiar

the idea may be to us, and however ii resistible in most cases to which

it is applied, still its necessity is not so self-evident to thought that all

consideration of the ground and limits of its validity is wasted.

150. Of course the application of the law of Continuity is not

attempted where disparateness between two extremes excludes all

possibility of a path leading fiom one to the other in the same

medium. No one conceives a musical note as changing continuously

into colour ; a transition between the two could only be effected by
annihilation of the one and creation of the other anew ; but that

negation of the note would not have the import of a definite zero in a

sciics such as could not but expand into colours on the other side of

it ; it would be a pure nothing, of which taken by itself nothing can

come, but after which anything may follow, that we choose to say is to

follow. On the other hand, in what relation to each other are Being
and not-Being, the actual transition between which is put before us in

every instance of change ? Arc we to assume that because this transi-

tion takes place it too must come to pass by continuous traversing of

intermediate values between Being and not-Being ? We unhesitatingly

negative this suggestion, if it is to require for one and the same

content a a gradation of existence such as without changing a itself to

remove it by degrees from reality to unreality or vice versa
; we could
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attach no meaning to the assertion of a varying intensity of being
which should make a peimanent unvarying

1 a paitake of reality in

a greater or less degree. We should on the other hand assent to

this ; that the content of a itself could not disappear and could not

come into being without tiaversing all the values inteimediate be-

tween o and a, \vhich its natuie made possible; the not-being of a
is always in the liist place the being of an a, which is continuous

with a as the value immediately above or below it Theiefore the

transition from being to not-being of the same content is no con-

tinuous one, but instantaneous; still, no value a of a natural process
or state arises thus instantaneously out of absolute nothingness, but

always out of u leahty of its own kind, whose value a is the pioximate
increase or diminution of its own.

The case is diifeient with the increase or dcciease \\liich property,
for instance, is exposed to in games of < hauce or in commerce. A
sum of wontk

y which we have staked on a cast of the dice becomes
ours or not ours in its whole amount at once, and is whichever it is

immediately in the fullest sense. It was no one's property as long as

the game was undecided; our hopes of culling it onr own are a

mutter of degree, and no doubt might rise >r &r////,?, though not

continuously, us one die, aftei another came to rest; but neither this

nor any other intermediate process, own if some of them were

continuous, can alter the essential state of the facts ; on the one hand
our complete ri#ht of owxuriship begins instantaneously on the aggre-

gate result of th ihiuw becoming quite certain, and so fur from

existing to a less degree the moment before, had then no existence at

all On the other bund, this suddenly created right applies at once

to the whole sum in quest ion, without extending by degrees over more
and more of it. hi this instance and in innumerable similar ones

presented by human intercourse based on contract, a perfectly arbi-

trary oidinancc has attached to an absolutely peculiar tase *V a con*

sequence F of which 8 is not the obvious producing eause; therefore

by an equally arbitrary ordinance all the eases *, Va which naturally

belong- to the same scries as *V may be made completely ineffectual ;

and all equally so, irrespective of their greater or less approximation
to ihe favourable condition 8, Such relations can only occur in

artificial institutions, in which a covenant, quite foreign to the nature

of the thing, attaches anything we please to anything else, and at the

same time our loyalty to the covenant is the only pledge for the

execution of what was agreed on ; as it will not execute itself.

1
[v, uota on
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In all natural processes on the contrary the S to which a result F
is supposed to correspond is the actual and appropriate ground G of

this consequent F\ such as not only demands the result in question

but brings it about by itself and unaided by any ordinance of ours ;

hence the cases s^s^ which we have a right to regard as other

quantitative values of the same condition S cannot be without effect,

but must in like manner, produce the consequents/^^ proportional
to theii own magnitudes and of the same kind with F. Hence arises

the possibility of regarding the amount of a natural phenomenon ob-

tained under a condition F as the sum of the individual consequents

produced in succession by the successive increments of the condition.

But this possibility is at the same time in a certain sense a necessity.

We are not here concerned with a relation of dependence, valid irre-

spective of time, between the ideal content of F and that of G its

sufficient reason, but with the genesis of an effect F which did not

exist before; so that the condition S in like manner cannot be

an eternally subsisting relation, but can only be a fact which did not

exist before and has now come into being.

Now, if we chose to assume that S arose all at once with its

highest quantitative value, no doubt it would seem that F as the

consequence of this cause could not but enter upon its reality all at

once ; but in fact it would not still have to enter upon its reality, for

it would be in existence simultaneously with S\ nothing could con-

ceivably have the power to interpose an interval of time, vacant as in

that case it would be, between cause and consequence. The same

would hold good rcgressively ;
if arose all at once, the cause of its

reality too must have arisen all at once, and therefore, strictly speak-

ing, have existed contemporaneously with 4$* rather than arisen before it.

Thus we find that it is impossible to regard the course of the world

as a scries of sudden discrete states condilioning each other without

completely re-transforming it into a mere system of elements which

all have their validity or existence simultaneously; quite unlike reality,

the terms of which arc successive because mutually exclusive. I shall

not prolong this investigation ;
it was only meant to show that con-

tinuity of transition is not a formal predicate of still problematic

validity, which we might assign to Becoming after some hesitation as

true in fact; its validity is rather an indispensable presupposition

without which the reality of Becoming in general is inconceivable.

160, I have now to give a somewhat different form to the ideas

with which I began. In the artificial arrangements which we men*

tioned, the conscious deliberation of the parties to the agreement had

VOL. L T
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previously determined the result which was to follow from a par-
ticular occurrence in the future; and in the same way in all our

actions the representation in our minds of an aim that is not yet

realised, of a goal that has yet to be icached, may itself be present
and effectual among the conditions of the activities which arc set in

motion to attain our propose. We should be wrong in tiansferring
this analogy to our piesent subject-matter, by choosing to regard the

altered sum of relations s which by itself would be the cause of the

quiescence of the element *' at the point w, as being at the same time

the cause of its seeking and finding this new place. There cannot be
an inner state

//
of any thing such as to be for that thing the wnditton

of its king in another particular state r. Our leflexion might antici-

pate with ceitamty that this state r would contain no icason for

further change; but the thing itself could not feel that it was so until

the state begun, and turned out to he the condition of a more perfect
or quite perfect equilibrium.

Thus in our instance ; tint sum 2 of a thing's relations, if it had

ahvays existed, would ha\v conespondod to the place ir; but when

something new has to aitae out of the transition from ft to S, its

action cannot consist in assigning to the thing a new particular

place ir, as one which would suit the thing better, if it once were

these; it c;m only consist in expelling the thing from the place p
where its nature and conditions no longer hold it in equilibrium.
But in the real world the negation of an existing state can only l>e

the affirmation of another; besides, there can be no such thing as

want of equilibrium in general, but only between sprcific points in re-

lation, and between them only with a specific degree of vivacity.

Therefore, thck power of negation exerted by a state which is to act

as the condition of a fresh occurrence can only consist in displacing
the element ia question from its present intelligible relations in a

specific direction, which we have still in the first place to conceive as

unspatial, and with a specific intensity. The spatial phenomenon
com'spomling to this proc-css would be a specific velocity with which
the element departs from its place p in a specific direction, impelled
therefore a forgo without a predetermined goal but not attracted a

frmte by the new place *r; thi latter cannot act cither by retaining
or by impelling, till it i reached So what takes place in the things

themselves, and what we might call, of course in quite a different

seme from that recognised in mechanics, the vtt vwa of their motion,
it this velocity, with which in the intelligible syntcm of realities they
tefcve the place where they were out of equilibrium, or, to our percep-
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tion, appear to leave a situation in space ; what length of space they

may traverse, whether with uniform or varying motion, whether in

straight lines or in curves, is the zesult of the existing circumstances;

that is, of the new positions into which they are brought by the actual

motion which takes place, which positions react on that motion as

modifying factors.

161. In this way we have arrived directly at the law of Persistence,
'

the first piinciple of the doctrines of mechanics, according to which

every element maintains its state of rest or motion unalteied as long
as it does not come in contact with the modifying influence of ex-

ternal causes. The first part of the law, the persistence of rest, has

seldom caused any difficulty ; for it can hardly be urged as a serious

objection that the nature of an actual element e is quite inaccessible

to us and that element may contain inner leasons unknown to us for

setting itself in motion. Whatever unconjecturable states the inner

being of a thing may experience, still they can only set up a motion

which did not exist before by beginning at a particular moment to

manifest themselves as reasons for that motion. In that case they

presuppose a previous history of a Becoming within the thing; but if

there had once been a moment of complete lest, in which all states

of things were in equilibrium with each other, and there was no

velocity inherited from an antecedent process of Becoming with

which they might have made their way through the position of

equilibrium, such quiescence could never have given rise to a

beginning of change. Our ignorance of the real nature of things

only justifies us in assuming as a possibility that such a succession of

states remains for a time a movement within the thing, neither con-

ditioned by influences from without, nor capable of altering the

relations of the thing to external related points; and that, as a icsult

of this hidden labour, a reason sufficient to alter even those external

relations whether to other things or to surrounding space, may be

generated as a new factor at one particular moment. Bui even then

the movement in space would not be produced out of a state of rest,

but out of a hidden movement which was not of the same kind with

it; as is the case with animated bodies which initiate their changes of

place by independent impulse. In the first place, however, even

these owe the activity within them which generates their resolutions

to the stimuli of the outer world ; and in the second place their reso-

lutions can only give rise to movement in space by a precontrived

connexion of several parts which are accessible to the action of the

mind and under its influence move in the directions prescribed to

T a
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them by their permanent position in the plan of the organic structure

and their situation at the moment in external space.

This analogy is not transferable to a solitary element, to be con-

ceived as setting itself in motion in empty space. In animated beings
the element which is chaiged with the unspatial work within does not

set itself in motion, but only other elements with which it is in

interaction; and it does so by destio)ing the equilibrium of the

forces operative between thorn, and leaving the want of equilibrium
which results to determine the amount and direction of the motion to

be ^eneiatcd. The solitary element has none of these determining
reason-,; it could not move without taking a definite direction

thiough the point z of empty apace to the exclusion of all others;
to secure, this it would not he enough that the duectiou e z should be

geometrically distinct fiom any other ; .the distinction would have to

be brought to the cognisance of *'s inner nature, that is, z would
have to act on e differently from any other point in space* But as

an empty point it is in no way distinguished from all the other

points; it could only be given pre-eminence before* all the others by
the presence of a leal element occupying it. So even if we admit an
abundance of inner life in every thing, still we cannot derive the

initiation of a movement in space fiom that life, but only fiom ex*

lemtl determining conditions.

Still, this is an expression which we shall do well to modify.
Whatever attractive or repulsive fore we conceive to proceed from z\

it cannot determine a to motion by reason of its own starting from
,

but only by icason of its arrival at r, or rather through the alteration

which it tiffed* in the inner states of A It is therefore, in fact, this

UUe of inner want of equilibrium which hindeis from remaining at

real ; only this state cannot have arisen in a way to determine the

line of motion, unless f is conceived sis pait of a universe which by
the configuration of its other parts at any moment helps to determine

that of I's inner being,

163, The other pail of the law, the continuance of every motion

that has once begun, remains a paradox even when we are convinced

of it. If we separate the requirements which we may attempt to

satisfy ; in the first place ihe certainty of the law, or its validity in

point of fact, i vouched for both by the results of experiment and by
its place in the system of science. The bettor we succeed in ex*

eluding the resistances we are aware of as interfering with a motion

that has been imparted, the longer and more uniformly it continues ;

We rightly conclude that it would continue unvaryingly for ever, if it
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were permanently left to itself without any counteraction. And on
the other hand, however a motion that is going on may be modified

at every moment by the influence of fresh conditions, still we know
that our only way of arriving at the actual process in calculation is to

estimate the velocity attained in every moment as continuing, in order

to combine it with the effect of the next succeeding force.

If we go on to ask whether this doctrine being certain in point of

fact has also any justification as conceivable and rational, we can at

least see the futility of the assumptions which prevailed in antiquity,

when, under the influence of inappropriate analogies, men held that

the gradual slackening of all motion was the behaviour more naturally
to be expected. If they had said that all motion is wholly extin-

guished in the very moment in which the condition that produces it

ceases to act, the idea put forward would at least have been an in-

telligible one in itself; but by treating the motion* as becoming

gradually weaker they actually admitted the law of persistence for

as much of the motion as at any given moment had not disappeared.

Still, the more definitely we assume the ordinary ideas of motion, the

more remarkable does the law of persistence appear; if motion is

nothing but an alteration of external relations by which the inner

being of the moving object is in no way affected, and which in no

way proceeds from any impulse belonging to that object, why should

such an alteiation continue when the condition which compelled it

has ceased ?

We look in vain for more general principles which might decide the

question. I said above in the Logic ( 361) that the law 'Cessante

causa cessat effectus' cannot safely be held to mean moie than that

after the cessation of a cause we do not find the effect which the

cause would have had if it had continued ; but that it remains doubtful

whether the effect which is already produced requires a preserving

cause for its continuance. It appeared to me then that every state

which had in reality once been produced would continue to exist, if it

were neither in contradiction with the nature of the subject to which

it occurs, nor with the totality of the conditions under which that

subject stands towards other things. But even this formula is useless ;

for there is still this very question, whether motion which has been

generated in a thing not by its own nature, but only by means of

external conditions, is to count among the states which are conceivable

as going on to infinity without contradicting that nature and those rela-

tions* On the other hand, it has been suggested that the reason for

the persistence of states of motion in things must in every case lie in
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the actual nature of the things ;
I am convinced that no explanation

is to be found in this direction ; we should only be obliged, after

executing some useless circuits, to assert the principle of Persistence

about some motion 01 oihei \\ithin real things, with no more success

in deducing it than if wo had taken the shoiter way of gi anting its

\alidity at once foi motion in space. Instead of a direct demonstiation

of the law, J believe that nothing moie is possible than an indirect

treatment, \vhich I subjoin.

183. Let (\ be the condition which sets in motion an element e

with definite \elocity and diioction so as to traveise the distance fix

in the time <//. Let us suppose thnt the activity and effect of C
l

continue thiongh the tluuition of r//, but cease \\hen at the end of that

interval r 1ms traversed the shoit distance //.v, has thus changed its

{wsilion, and has for this season come under the influence of the new
condition (\2.

- This a^ain, if operative during an equal lime <//, will

make another equal journey /Ar possible foi
/',
and Mill cense \\heu e

bus traversed it. It is pin in tlr.it as long as we treat */.v as a real

distance* however small, the cloment
/',

ucteti upon by this series of

sticeessh cly nnnihiltitcd influences, will pass through a finite length of

space in the turn; /.

Hut our assumptions, us wt: made thorn just now, have to be

modified. (\ nuisl c.v.ise to act nol when* but A//v^f
f 1ms arrived at

the extreme point of the first distance r/.iv by the time <' has accom-

plished the smallest portion of Unit short distance its position would

IK* changed, and would no longei be llnit whicb acted upon it as the

motive impulse; CY ; if in spite of this we suppose e to ti averse the

whole distance */.v in < ous<rf|unce of the impulse (\^ the only possible

reason for its doing so will be the postulated validity of the law of

persistence; the motion produced by (\ will hive lasted after <\ itself

had ceasod to exist or act. But if we <!<> not regard this law as valid,

then not even the smallest portion of the short journey in question will

really be achicu'd; the moment that (\ so much as threatens to

change the place of/-, and so transform itself into <7
tf,

the determining
force wub which it purposed to produce this result must disappear at

once, und the mutter will never get as far as the entrance into action

of the fresh condition (\ which could maintain the motion; for the

motion never begins. Ify is a function of .v, there may be a finite

integral of the formula. v//.v as long as we regard r/,r an a real magni-
tude ; and the calculation would be more cwnct as this interval is less

fcr which we take u value (> m constant; but the whole integral

becomes o, if we regard ttx as vanishing entirely.
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In the piesent case we should apply this common mode of repre-
sentation as follows ; ify is the velocity generated by C

lt
or existing

along with some initial value ofx9 according to the law of Persistence

this y will hold good for the whole interval for which the integral is

required. The succeeding condition <7a will be partly satisfied, in

respect of what it has in common with Cv by the motiony which

already takes place in consequence of Cl ; only that in which <7a

deviates fiom Ci is a fresh active condition whose consequence dy, a

positive or negative increment of velocity, continues in like manner
from that moment through the entire interval of the integiation. It is

the summation of the initial value y, and of these continuously suc-

ceeding increases or decreases, that gives the total of the result

obtained between the limits in question.

The tendency of all this is obvious ; of course it cannot tell us how,

strictly speaking, it comes to pass that motion when once generated
maintains itself; but still we can see that the law of Persistence is not

a marvellous novelty of which it might be questioned whether it would

or would not be true of a given natuial motion
;
in fact its truth is an

integral part of our idea of motion. Either there is no such thing

as motion, or, if and as there is, it necessarily obeys the law of Per-

sistence, and could not come to pass at all if really and strictly the

effect produced had to end with the cause that produced it, For the

law holds good not merely as applied to motion, but with this more

general significance. No condition can act without having a result

which is, speaking generally, a modification of the state of things that

contained the stimulus or impulse to action ; and therefore apart from

the principle of Persistence no result could ever be reached ; the exci-

tation would begin to be inactive at the moment m which it began
to act.

164:, If two elements change their distance from ono another in

space, real motion must in any case have occurred; but it remains

doubtful which of the two moved or whether both did so, and in the

latter case the same new position may have been brought about either

by opposite motions of the two, or by motions in the same direction

but of different amount. This possibility of interpreting what to our

perception is the same result by different constructions continues to

exist most obviously as long as we look exclusively to the reciprocal

relations of two elements without regard to their common environ-

ment ; nor does it cease when we consider the latter also ; only in

that case the possible constructions will not all seem equally appro-

priate* We should prefer to regard as in motion the clement which
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is alone in altciing its position relatively to many which retain their

reciprocal situations; still there is nothing to pievent us from con-

ceiving that one as at iestt ami the whole system of the numerous
others as moving in the opposite direction. I need not pursue the

advantages which we gain in practice fiom this pli&licity of our ideas;

but the casuistic difficulties which metaphysic attaches to this Rela-

tivity of motion, seem to mo to jest on meie misapprehensions.

Let us conceive to begin with a solitary clement in a perfectly void

woild of space; is thuio any moaning in saying that it moves, and
that in a paiticiiUi diicction ? Again, in \\liat can its motion consist,

seeing tli.it the element cannot b> moving alter its relations to i elated

points, as there are none, while w< should not even be able to dis-

tinguish the direction in which it \\ould move from the other diiections

in which it would not movuf I think we must answer without

hesitation : us long as we udhcu* to ordinary ideas by speaking of

real s-paee, and by wtlinjj down the traversing of it under whatever

condition as a possible oututrcnu*, there is no reason against re-

garding the motion of this solitary clamant us one which actually takes

place, and none llierefoie u^iinst recognising so-called 'absolute

motion" arf u
re.ilify. If perfeuly empty space is wholly devoid of

related points for purposes of compan'son, even of dUtinetiouH between
the quarters of Ihv heavens, still this dors not plunge the motion itself

into any <tu< h ambiguity or inddiniteness of IUKUIC us to prohibit it

from actually fuciming; only we low all possibility of designating
what octurs. However little we may be in a position to distinguish

intelligibly between tlm point a which i in the direction of the moving
object

' and other points which are not, still it would bt distinct from
all others as long us we icgard an real the extension of space which

by its definite position towards ull other points it helps to constitute*

And however little we cwild distinguish the direction fs in which *

moves from other directions, before we had a given line in a par-
ticular plane which would define Ihe position of ss by help of the

angle formed brivvecii them, still ex would fa in itself a perfectly
definite direction; for siuh an angle would not to capable of being
ever anccrtahicd ami determined, unless the position of es were

already unambiguously fixed at the moment when we applied our
standard of comparison in order to define it,

So the assertion that a motion is real is certainly not dependent for ad

mtewbUily on the implication of ji change of relations in which the real

element in motion stands to others like it, Indeed, during every moment
for which WQ conceive a previously attained velocity to continue ac*
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cording to the law of persistence, the moving element moves with

precisely the kind of reality which is held in the above case to be of

doubtful possibility. True, in this case we are in a position to assign
the direction of the motion, within a world in which it took place, by
relations to other realities and to the space which they divide and

indicate. Still all these relations in this case only enter into considera-

tion as interfering or modifying causes ; the persistent velocity of the

element, which we must not leave out of our calculation, is in itself, in

fact, simply such a motion of a solitary element that takes no account

^of anything else. Thus, so far from being a doubtful case, it is truer

to say that absolute motion is an occurrence which is really contained

in all motion that takes place, only latent under other accretions. On
the other hand, if we intended to acknowledge no motion but what is

relative, in what way should we suppose it to take place? Ifwe under-

stand by it one which involves a real and assignable change of relative

position on the part of the elements, how can this change have arisen

unless one or several of the elements in order to approach or to

separate from each other had actually traversed the lengths of space
which form the interval that distinguishes their new place from their

old? But suppose we understood by relative motion one which was

merely apparent, in which the real distances between pairs of elements

underwent no change* Still it is clear that such an appealance could

not itself be produced apait from motion really occurring somewhere,
such tliat the subject to whom the appearance is presented changes
its position towards one or more of the elements in question.

165. Our conclusion would naturally be just the same about the

other case which is often adduced ; the rotation of a solitary sphere
in empty space. No doubt it would be absolutely undefinable till a

given system of co-ordinates should determine directions of axes, with

which its axis could be compared* But there is also no doubt that

the specific direction of the rotation is not made by these axes which

serve to designate it ; the rotation must begin by being thoroughly
definite in itself, and different from all others, that it may be capable

of being unambiguously reduced to a system of co-ordinates. All that

such a reduction is wanted for, is to make it definable; but what

happens happens, whether we can define it or not; of course a

capacity for being known demands plenty of auxiliary conditions,

whose absence no one would conceive as destjoying the possibility of

the occurrence itself. Suppose we had the clearest possible system
of co-ordinates at our disposal, and saw a sphere in a particular place

of that system ; still we should fail to ascertain whether it was turning
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or not, or in what direction, if it consisted of perfectly similar parts a

distinguished to our eye neither by colouring nor by variable reflex-

ions of light. At every moment \\e should observe the similar

appearance </ m tiic same point of space ; s\e should have no means

of distinguishing one instance of the impression fiom another
; aie we

to infer fiom this that a sphere of unifoim colour cannot turn round

in space, but only a chequered one ; and even this only with a limited

velocity, for fc.ir the different impulsions of colour should blend into

an undislingmsliahlt; mixture to out eyes?

Home \\e ma} IH sure thnt such absolute intation about an axis
is.

perfectly conceivable; in fact it is not in the least a problematic case,

hut is continually going on. We liu\e no pi oof of any action of the

htMVtn of the fixed siars on the motions \\ithin our planetary system,

nor is it jequired to explain those motions; both it and the influences

fif the other planets can never claim to be regarded as more than

disuniting causes when \v< aro considering the, revolution of the earth

iind sun round their common centre of gravity; these two bodies

therefore actually wove as a solitary |>nir in universal space. And

again* the earth, by ifs< 1A continues its existing rotation about its axis

nilhont help 01 hindrance in it iroiu its relation to the sun* So in fact,

jottiiiou oi this kind, ihe possibility of uhuh is doubted, really oeonrs,

only cntteeuleii by un essory < iieumstiuic'cs which have no influence

on it; indeed the instance of ti spinning top which maintains its

jiUne of rotation and opposes resistarue t< any vhange of it, presents

it strikingly to our senses.
r

rii idea of the reality of an infinite

uwfity sp;tce sind the other of au absolute motion of real elements in

spare are thus most naturally united and ;tre equally justifiable; nor

will it ever be feasible to substitute loi this mode of representation

another which could fonn as clear a picture in the mind

1<J6. As we Iiavi* surrendered the forwei of these ideas, we have

now to reconcile the latter with the contrary notion which we adopt

Our observations up to this point could not do more than prove that

the absolute motion of an element in empty space was conceivable as

a process already in at lion; what still appeared impossible was ite

beginning stud fhe choice of a direction and velocity out of the infinite

number of equally possible ones. Thin alone would give no de-

cisive argument against an existing space and an actual motion

through it ; whatever inner development wv choose to substitute for

thte apparent state of fae,l UK the real and true occurrence, the im-

of n first beginning will always recur. We should have to

setting down the fact of motion with its direction and
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velocity along with the other original realities which we have to look

on as simply given, and which we cannot deduce from a yet unde-
cided choice between different possibilities. In fact, every permanent

property of things, the degree of every force, and all physical con-

stants whatever, might give rise in infinite recurrence to the same

question; why are they of this specific amount and no other, out of

the innumerable amounts conceivable ?

I need only mention in passing once more, that the unavoidable

relativity of all our designations of such constants is not to seduce us

into the mistake of considering the constants themselves as indefinite.

The units to which we refer the measurement of a certain force ^,
and in which we express it, are arbitrarily chosen ; but after they are

chosen it results from the peculiar and definite intensity of the force

that according to this standard its measuicment must be g and can-

not be ng. A semicircular movement which goes fiom right to left

when looked at from the zenith, will go from left to light \vhcn

looked at from the nadir of its axis. This docs not prove that its

direction is only deleimined iclatively to our position, but just the

reverse ; that it is definite in itself independently of that position, and

therefore to suit the observer's different points of view must be ex-

pressed by different definitions relating to those points.

Undoubtedly therefore, the real world is full of such constants,

perfectly definite, yet taken by themselves incapable of being desig-
nated

; they must be set down as definite even while they vary in

value according to a law, under varying conditions ; for, to adhere to

the example of the force above mentioned, its intensity under a new
and definite condition will always be measuied by a function of #,

and never by the same function of ng. It is, as has been obseived

more than once already, only by application of our movable thought,

with its comparisons of different real things, that there can arinc

either the idea of countless possibilities, which might equally well

have existed but do not ; or the strange habit of looking on what is

real as existent to some extent before it exists, and as then proceed-

ing to acquire complete existence by a selection from among possi-

bilities. Theiefore, if we recognise that the first genesis of real

tilings is altogether incapable of being brought before our minds by
us, though we find their continuance intelligible, we may accept
absolute motion in space and its direction as one of the immemorial

data from which our further considerations must start

167. But it cannot be denied that one thorny question Is left.

We admit all constants which, speaking generally, form the essence
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of the thing whose Author behaviour is to be accounted for; but here

we have on one side an empty space which is absolutely indifferent

to all ical things and could exist without them, and on the other side

a world of real things which, even supposing it to seem to us in need

of a spatial extension of its o\\ n, is yet expressly conceived as wholly

indifferent to the place which it occupies, and therefore just as in-

diffeient to the change of that place, and incapable of determining

by its own resources the direction of any motion to be initiated,

although actually engaged in one motion out of infinitely many.

Sensuous pert option may find no difficulty in such a fundamental

mcoheiencc between & 'terminations which nevertheless do cohere

together; but thought must pionounee it quite inci edible; for the

cndcuvouis of thought will always be diiected to deiiving the causes

which determine the destiny of existing things from the nature of the

things themselves* To snv that motion is the natural slate of things

is utteily worthless us a philosophical idea; nothing is natural to a

thing but to b what it is ; slates of it may bet railed matter of fact,

but cannot be culled ii.ifur.il ; I hey must always have their conditions

either in tin* things 01 without tin in. Much particular thing, on the other

hand, cannot he in motion weiel) in general, but its motion must have

a certain diiection and velocity; Anther, the whole assumption of

original motion is onh of t^e by ascribing different directions ant!

velocities to different elements; but as, sit the sumo time, it persists

in regarding the elements *'is uniform, it is all the less able to conceive

such differences as natuiul states, and is compelled to trent them simply

as mutter of fact, an<l indeed as alien to the nature of iho thing.

lu reality it was this causelessness thul was the principal obstacle

to the recognition of absolute motion; for what, strictly speaking,

docR happen if the advancing clement ** traverses one empty space-

point after another, without Ix'ing in itself at all different when it

reaches the third from what it was when in the first or second? or,

fruitless us the transition is, without so much as receiving an indica-

tion of the fact of its fruitless (xcunence: finally, without making it

possible for even an observer from without, wore it only by help of

relations to other objects, HO much an to give a bare designation of

the supposed proceeding? And arc we to supi>ose that a process so

unreal an ibis, a becoming which brings nothing to pass, must of

nccrefibity !o*t for ever when once stimulated to action, though to

begin with incaimble of originating without external stimulus? Thcae

toconceivabiliticH have at all times led to some rebellion against the

vfow adopted by inccluinics (though it yields so clear a mental picture
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and is so indispensable in practice), which makes the moving ele-

ment merely the substratum of the motion, without any peculiar

nature which is affected by the motion or generates it by being

affected. It is objected that motion cannot consist in the mere

change of external relations, but must in every moment be a true

inner state of the moving body in which it is other than it would be

iri a moment of rest or of different movement. Then can the view

which concedes to space no more than a phenomenal validity offer

anything satisfactory by way of a resolution of this doubt?

168. Let us suppose a real element e to be in inner states which

we will sum up in the expression /. Then the question for us could

not be whether cp would produce a motion in space, but only
whether e9 could form the ground of an apparent motion of e within

space for a consciousness which should possess the perception of

such space. We will begin by making the same assumption as we

made in the discussion of time 1
; that the consciousness in question

is an absolutely immediate knowledge of everything, including there-

foze ep ; and is not based on the acquisition of impressions by means

of any effect produced by ep on the knowing subject ; and therefore

does not compel us to attribute to this subject any specific and

assignable relation to ep.

Then, I think, we may consistently conclude as follows. Such a

consciousness has no more ground for ascribing a particular spot in

the space of which it has a mental picture, or motion in a particular

direction, to the ep of which it is aware, than e9 has power in an

actual empty space to prefer one place to another as its abode, or one

direction to others for its motion which has to be initiated. If we

want to bring befoie ourselves in sensuous form what appears the

reasonable icsult under such imaginaiy conditions, we can only

think of a musical note, to which we do no doubt ascribe reality in

space, but localise it most imperfectly, and then only in respect of

its origin : or we must think of a succession of notes, which we do

not exactly take to sound outside space, but which still remains

a purely intensive succession, and has definite direction only in the

realm of sound, and not in space.

I should not adduce such utterly fictitious circumstances, were they

not about on a par with what is usually put forward by popular

accounts of the Kantian view ; a ready-made innate perception of

space, without any definite relations between ,the subject which has it,

and the objects which that subject has to apprehend under it But

1
[Cp. p. 256 sup.]
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in reality we find the consciousness in question invariably attached to

a definite individual being c, and in place of immediate knowledge
we find a cognition which is always confined to the opeiations of

e on f. Besides this postulate, however, something more is requited

for the genesis of phenomena of motion in the experience of *.

Whatever the inner state p within may be, and in \ihatevei way it

niuy altei into q and its effect ?r on * into K, still, for an * that is simple

and uiuliffoicntiated in itself all this could only be the ground for a

peiception of successive contents, not foi their localisation in space
and for ihcir apparent motion. Moio is rcquiied than even a plurality

of elements, c^ t\p <Vt in different states of excitation, operating

simultaneously on a simple <. No doubt, the felt clifleicnccs of their

action might fuiuish , supposing it able and obliged to apprehend
them by spatial perception, with a clue to the determination of the

relative positions which thuir images would have to occupy in space.

And alterations of their action would then lead to the perception of

the relative motions by which these images changed their apparent

places as compared with each other. Hut the whole of the collective

mental picture which had thus arisen, whether at rest or in motion,

woulil still bo without any definite situation relatively to the subject

which perceived iU The complete homogeneousness of this latter

would make it analogous to a uniform sphere, so that it could turn

round within the? multiplicity which it pictured to itself without ex-

periencing, in doing so, any alteration in the actions to which it is

subjected, or any, therefore, in its own perceptions. To make one

arrangement of phenomena a be distinguishable from another ar-

rangement rta or a downward motion to the right from its counter-

part in an upward motion to the led, it is essential that the directions

in question should be unmistakably distinguished in the space-image
for t itself by a qualitative mark ; then * will bo able to refer every

action or modification of an clement to that direction to which it

belongs according to the qualitative nature of the impression made or

of the modification of that impression.

The result of the argument comes to this, after the insertion of

some intermediate ideas which I reserve for the psychology. It is

true that a simple atom, endowed with* a perception of space, might
find occasion in the qualitative differences of the impressions received

from innumerable others to project a spatial picture of phenomena
with a definite configuration of its own. But for this same atom there

would be no meaning in the question what place or direction in

absolute apace such images or their motions occupied or pursued.
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What could be meant by such an expression in general would not

become intelligible to it till it had ceased to be an isolated atom

endowed with knowledge, and had come into peimanent union with

a plurality of other elements, we may say at once, with an Oiganism ;

such that its systematic fabric, though still to be conceived as itselfim-

spatial, should supply polar contrasts between the qualitatively de-

finite impressions conducted from its different limbs to the conscious

centre. The directions along which consciousness distiibutes these

impressions as they reach it, in its picture of space, and in which it

disposes such images as appear to it of its own bodily organism,

would alone furnish consciousness with a primary and unam-

biguous system of co-ordinates, to which further all impressions
would have to be reduced which might arise from variable intercourse

with other elements. * the subject of perception may then gain

further experiences in this intercourse, such as prove to it that per-

manent relations exist between the other elements towards the totality

of which * can give itself and its body varying positions; and then

the inducement arises to look in the spatially piescnted picture of the

outer world for a fresh system of co-ordinates belonging to that

world, to which both its permanent relations and 's varying positions

shall be most readily reducible.

But it will again be essential to any such fresh system that it should

be defined by a qualitative distinction between the perceptions

which are assigned to the opposite extremities of one of its axes *

;

though on the other hand what place this whole system with its inner

articulation holds in absolute space, or in what direction of absolute

space this or that of its axes extends, arc questions which on our view

would cease to have any assignable meaning at all For (his is just

what does not exist, an absolute space in which it is possible for the

subject of spatial perception with all the objects of its perception, to

be contained over again, and occupy a place here or there. Space

only exists within such subjects, as a mental image for them ; and is

so articulated for them by the qualitative difference of their impres-

sions, that they are able to assign the appearances of other elements

their definite places in it ; and finally, it is the thorough coherence of

all reality which brings about that each of these subjects also presents

itself in the space pictured by every other in a station -appropriate to

the totality of its relations with the rest of what the world contains;'

and thus it happens that each of them can regard the space which is

1
[This alludes to the distinction of '

up
'

and * down '

furnished by the feeling of

resistance to the force of gravity. Cp. 387.]
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in its own perception as a stage common to all, on which it can itself

meet with other percipient subjects than itself, and can be in relations

which agree with theirs, to yet another set of subjects.

169. But it is still necessary to return expressly to the two cases

given above, in order to insist on the points m them \vhich remain

obscuie. \Ve saw that they piesent no special difficulties on the

common view ; if \\ e have once decided to accept empty space as a

real extension, and motion as an actual passage thiough it, then

rectilinear progress and lotation of a solitaiy element might be

accepted into the bargain as processes no less real although undc-

fmiible. .Bui we should now have to substitute foi both of them an

internal condition of r, say />,
whose action ir on an c endowed with

perception pi educes in this latter the .spectacle of a motion of e through
the space menUlly represented by c. Now accoirling to the common
view the absolute motion of/ 1

, whether progressive or lotalory, though
it really took place, yet was undefinuhle. The reason was that the

observing consciousness whith had to define it was treated only as an

omnipresent immediate knowledge, possessing itself no peculiar relation

with its object which helped to define its perception; therefore the de-

signation of the actual occui rente would have been effected in (his case

by co-ordinates independent of the obsciver; and as none Mich were

found in empty spticc tho problem of designating this occurrence re-

mained insoluble, though its reality wus not theteby made less real.

For UK the ease i different What we want to explain is not a real

movement outside us, but the semblance of one, which does not take

place outside, within us ;
therefore for us the presence of the observing

subject for whom the semblance is supposed to be forthcoming, and

the definite relation off to the external efficient cause of tin's semblance,

Is not merely the condition of a ponsible designation and definition of

the apparent motion, but is at the same time the condition of its

occurrence, as apparent. So we too, within the phenomenal world

which we represent to our minds, may accept the progress or rotation

of a solitary < for a real occurrence, if we do not forget to include

ourselves in the conception as the observer c, in whose mind alone

there can lie a semblance at ull. For then there must in any case

be a reaction and a varying one between f and c as elements in one

and the same world, and it is the way in which the action of* on us

change* from it to * while i is itself undergoing an inner modification,

that will define the direction of the apparent motion in question with

reference to some system of co-ordinates with which we must imagine

the space-perceiving * to be equipped from the first if its universal
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perception is to admit of any method of application to particular

things.

17O. Still I feel that these doctrines are inadequate, as strongly as I

am persuaded that they are correct ; they leave in obscurity a particular

point on which I will not pretend to see more clearly than others. It

concerns that tiansition of e from one inner state to another which in

acting on us produces for us the semblance of a motion of <?. It must of

course be conceived as going on at times when it does not act on us, or

before it begins to act on us; and at those times it can be nothing but an

inner unspatial occunence which has a capacity of appearing at some

later time as motion in space by means of that action upon us which it

is for the moment without. Here we are obstructed by an inconvenience

of our doctrine which I regret, but cannot zemove ; we have no life-

like idea of innei states of things We are forced to assume them in

order to give a possibility of fulfilling certain postulates of cognition

which were discussed above ;
but we cannot poitiay them

;
and any-

one who absolutely scoins to conceive them as even analogous to the

mental states which we experience in ourselves, has no possible image

or illustration of the constitution by help of which they accomplish this

fulfilment of essential requirements.

This lack of pictorial realisation would not in itself be a hindrance

to a metaphysical enquhy; but it becomes one in this particular case

where we are dealing with the conceivability of the motions in question.

When the element e traverses an apparent path in our perception it is

true that the beginning of the series of inner states, whose successive

action on us causes this phenomenon, must be looked for not in e itself,

but in the influence of other elements ; but still the undeniable validity

of the law of persistence compels us to the assumption that an impulse

to motion when it has once arisen in e becomes to our perception

independently of any further influences the cause of an apparent

change of place of the sense-image, with uniform continuance. The

same assumption is forced on us by another instance, that of two

similar elements e which unceasingly travel se the same circle, being at

the opposite extremities of its diameter.

We can easily employ the ordinary ideas of mechanics to help out

our view so far as to assume an inner reaction between the two

elements, which, if left to itself, would shorten the distance between

their sense-images in our perception ;
then there would still remain

to be explained the rectilinear tangential motion, which, continuing

in consequence of the Law of Persistence, would counteract this

attraction to the amount needed to form the phenomenal circle.

VOL. L U
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Now what inner constitution can we conceive e to possess, capable of

producing m our eyes the phenomenon of this inertia of motion ?

Considered as a quiescent state it could never condition anything but

a permanent station of c in our space, considered as a piocess it still

ought not to change ep into ^ in such a way that the new momentary
state q should remove the iciison for the continuance of the same

piocesa which took place during ep ; we should have to suppose an

event that never ceases occurring, like a river that flows on evei the

same without stopping, 01 an unicsting endeavour, a process which
the result that it generates neither hinders nor prohibits fiom con-

tinuing to produce it afiosh. This conception appeals extiaoulinary

enough, and justifies a mistrust which objects to admitting it bcfoie

it is proved by an example to signify something that does happen,
and not to be a mr-re creation of the bzain.

It is certainly my belief, though I will not attempt a more definite

proof, that mental life would present instances of such a elf~

pcrpetuatiug process, ^hieh would correspond in their own way to

the idea, extraonlinaiy us it is though not foreign to mechanics, of
a jr/rf/i' of motion. Perhaps there may even be someone who cares to

devote himself to pui suing these thoughts furthei ; after we have been
so long occupied with the unattainable* purpose of reducing all true

occurrence to men- change of external relations between substrata
which are in themselves unmoved, even fashion might require a
transition to an attempt at a comprehensive system of mechanics of
inner states; then we should perhaps find out what species arc
admitted as possible or excluded as impossible by this conception of
a state as such, which lias hitherto been as a rule rather carelessly
handled. Till then, our notions on the subject have not the clear-

ness that might be desired, and the law of persistence remains a
paradox for us as for others ; I will only add that it presents no more
enigmas on our view than on the common one. The Aict of such an
eternal continuance of one and the same process is actually ad-
mitted by mechanics; the strangeness of the fact is what it ignores
by help of the convenient expression which I have quoted, '&,& of
motion,'

171. I may expect to be met with the question whether it would
not be more advisable to abstain from such fruitless considerations

;

it is not, however, merely the peculiarity of the presuppositions that
we happen to bave made which occasions them. Poisson, in rxa
of bis *

Mechanics/ in speaking of unifonn motion according to the
law of i*robtoucc, observe^ 'the space traversed in a unit of time
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is only the measure of velocity, not the velocity itself; the velocity of

a material point which is in motion, is something which resides in

that point, moves it, and distinguishes it from a material point \\hich

is at rest
;

'

and he adds that it is incapable of detailed explanation.

I am better pleased that the illustrious teachei should have expressed

himself somewhat cavalierly on a difficult problem, the solution of

which was not demanded by his immediate purpose, than if he had

philosophised about it out of season. He, however, is not open to the

cfearge of taking a mere formula of measurement furnished by our

compaiing cognition for a reality in things; on the contrary, he

justly censuies the common notion as overlooking a reality to which

that foimula should only seive as measure. Velocity and accelera-

tion are not merely the fiist and second differential quotients of

space and time; in that case they would only have a leal value in as

far as a length of space was actually traversed ;
but it i& not only

within an infinitely shoit distance, but in every indivisible moment
that the moving body is distinguished from one not moving ; although

if the time is zero, that which distinguishes them has no opportunity
to make itself cognisable by the body describing a path in space and

by the ratio of that interval to the time expended.

It is impossible to deny this while we speak of the law of per-

sistence. If an element in motion, that passes througli a point, were

even in the unextendcd moment of passing precisely like another

which merely is in the point, its condition of lest would according to

that law last for ever. Therefore, we shall not indeed conclude with

Zeno that the flying arrow is always at rest, because it is at rest in

every point of its course. But we shall maintain that it would have

to remain at rest for ever if it were at rest in a single point, and that

so it would never be able to reach the other places in which, accord-

ing to Zeno's sophism (which rather forgets itself at this point), the

same state of rest is to be assigned to it. Now if that in which this

essence of motion consists cannot exist in an indivisible moment as

velocity, i.e. as a relation of space and time, but nevertheless must

exist with full reality in such a moment, then of course nothing

remains but to regard it as an inner state or impulse of the moving

object which is in existence prior to its result We may admit too

that this impulse moves ihc clement; for however it may itself have

arisen by the action of external forces, still Poisson and we were only

speaking of the impulse which has arisen, in as far as it is for the

future the cause of the persistence of the motion.

172. The parallelogram of motions teaches us the rc&ult of the
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meeting of two impulses in the same movable raatciial point. Its

validity is so certain that all proofs which only aim at establishing its

ceitamty have merely logical inteicst; we should here l>e exclusively

concerned with any which might adduce at the same time the mean-

ing of the doctiine, or the ratw kgis which finds in this pioposition

its mathematical cxpiession as applicable to facts.

If a subject S has a predicate p altnbuLed to it under a condition v

this same S as detci mined by TT could possess no other predicate </;

foi every condition can be the ground of one consequent only and <if

no othei. Thus, the two propositions $ is /, and iS^ is #, each of

\\Iuch may be concct in itself, speak of two diftcicnl cases 01 two

different subjects; meic logical consideration gives no determining

principle to decide for what predicate ground would be given by tho

coexistence of the two conditions and K in the same case 01 in the

same subject The real woilcl is constantly presenting this problem;
different conditions may seize upon an element, which they can deter-

mine, not meiely in sucn'ssion, but at once ; and us long as no

special presuppositions are made no one of them cm be postponed
or piefened to the others. Just as little can the conflict of tlleir

claims remain undivided; in ever) case a result must be generated

which is determined by the two conditions together.

I thought this characteristic of the reul world woith a few words of

expiess notice; it is generally piesupposed as gulf evident and atten-

tion turned at onre to doU-ramiing the form of such a result. If we

are to attempt lliis in an absolutely general way, we slull tost have to

reflect on the possibility that the conditioning force of the two may
depend on their priority 5n time, and consequently there may be a

different result if K follows v and if v follows K. In the <.ase of

motion this doubt is solved by the law of persistence. The element

moved by the condition v is at every moment in the exact state of

motion into which it was thrown at the moment in which the motion

was first imparted. Therefore at whatever moment the second con-

dition K begins to aet all the relations are just the same as if TT was

only teginning to exert its influence simultaneously with K, and so the

order of the two conditions in time is indifferent- But even o it

remains doubtful whether K will endeavour to give an element 6 acted

on at the same time by the condition the same new movement

q which it would have imparted to it in the absence of r. If we con*

ceivcd p as the motion produced first by *r alone, then the motion

resulting from the two conditions might possibly be not merelyp+ q or

p }, but ak> (p f q) ( i 3) or / ? (i a) ; if, first, y had been produced
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alone by *, the addition of TT would turn it into qp (ie) or (p + g)

(* + *) & is obviously indifferent which of the two formulae we

choose ;
the only function of the mathematical symbol is to designate

p and q as absolutely equal in Tank j the result which is produced is

stiictly speaking neither sum nor product. Now as the order in

time of the conditions is indifferent, p q (r 8) must =p q (i +e) ; and

this equation is satisfied by either of two assumptions ;
that d = *, or

that both = o. I do not think it possible to decide on general grounds
for one or other of these assumptions with reference to the joint

action of any two conceivable conditions however constituted ; on the

contrary, I am convinced that the first has its sphere of application as

well as the othei
; therefore though it is a familiar fact that the second

holds good for motions and their combinations, I can only regard

it, in its place in my treatment of the subject, as a fact of the real

world, such as is easily interpietcd when established on other evidence,

but such as in default of that confirmation could not be reliably proved
a priori. The meaning of this fact then is, that n simultaneous

motions produce in the element c in a unit of time the same change
of place which they would have produced in n units of time if they had

acted on e successively, each beginning at the place which had

already reached. It is unnecessary to observe how the final place of e

and also, as the same relations hold good for every infinitely small

portion of time, the path of e as well, determine themselves by this

piinciple in accordance with the parallelogram of forces.

This behaviour of things is akin in significance to the law of per-

sistence ; just as by the latter a motion once in existence is never lost

if left to itself, so too in its composition with others none of it is lost,

in so far as the collective result completely includes the result of each

separate motion. Only, the process by which this collective conse-

quence is attained must be single at every moment and cannot contain

the multiplicity of impulses as a persistent multiplicity; it is the resultant,

which blends them. The expression p+q would correspond to the

former idea by indicating the two motions which may be allowed to

succeed one another with a view to obtaining the same result ; the

other, / ^, would express the latter, the process by which Ibis result is

reached
; namely that the motion in the direction p would be con-

tinuously displaced parallel to itself through the condition q.

173. In declining the problem of a deduction of the law of the

parallelogram I expressly said that I only did so in its place in my
discussion. But if we make the ordinary assumptions of mechanics I

believe that the restriction of it to mere empirical validity is quite
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baseless. I find it maintained that all attempts to piove it as a neces-

saiy tiuth of the understanding have to meet the argument that there

is nothing in oui reason to compel us lo assume precisely this, arrange-

ment to exist in nature. There would be, it is said, no contiadiction

to the natuie of our reason in such an assumption as that the physical

01 chemical quality of the material points and the mode of generation

of the forces bi ought into play had an influence on the amount and

direction of the resultant. For instance, forces of electiic origin

might influence degiee and diiection of the resultant differently from

foices of gravitation, or attractive foices difleiently fiom lepulsivc ; it

is admitted that this is not the case, but alleged that it is only expe-
rience that tells us so. As against this argument I must remind my
leaders that the general science of mechanics treats of forces only
in as far as they arc causes of peifectly homogeneous motions, dis-

tinguished by nothing but direction, velocity, and intensity, and not

with reference to other and secret properties. The law of the paial-

lelogram applies directly to none but the above motions, and to them

only as already imparted and so brought under the uniform law of

persistence ;
and this application excludes all reference to the history

of what precedes their origin. In the same way the movable elements

are taken to be simply and solely substrata of motion, and peifectly

indifferent to it. That component, with respect to which they are

purely homogeneous masses posseting a quantitatively measuiable

influence on the couise of their motions only by the resistance of

inertia, is conceived as standing out separately to begin with from the

rest of their qualitative nature.

Granting these postulates our reason has no longer a number of

possible cases before it ; on the contrary, it is certain that two motions

which arc nothing but changes of place, and have no force behind them
which can influence their persistence, can produce no morw than their

sum if they arc similar, or their difference if they are opposed. Tins

determines the maximum and minimum of the change, because no
increase or diminution ofwhat exists can take place without a reason.

But supposing that there are other relations between two motions

besides complete agreement and complete opposition, it is equally
certain that if the nature of the case admits of both impulses being

obeyed at once both will have to be satisfied as far as it admits ;

for again, nothing can l>c subtracted from their complete satisfaction

unions the new phenomenon of subtraction has a compelling cause

that hinders the complete continuance of what already exiats. Now
it 1$ the nature of space which in virtue of the infinite variety of
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directions possible in it admits of these lelations of impeifect oppo-
sition between motions. And this same nature of space, by permitting

the diffeient directions to be combined, and compensated by each

other, makes possible the complete and simultaneous fulfilment of the

different impulses ;
and therefore the determination of the result in

accordance with the law of the parallelogram is of course a necessity

and there is no alternative which can be treated as equally possible.

This was the proper occasion to notice the objection just refuted ; for

as long as the question was how the inner movements of things modify

each othei it was possible for the total result of two simultaneous

impulses to be an increase or diminution of the phenomenon in

question dependent on the qualitative peculiarities of the impulse

itself. But when it comes to be decided that their results in the e

which is acted on aie nothing but two homogeneous motions, and when

these motions come to be regarded as already produced or as commu-
nicated to c, then the fuither composition of the motions can only

result according to a simple law that regaids what they are at the

moment and not the uttcily extinct history of their past.



CHAPTER V.

The theoretical construction of Materiality.

374. THE elements of Real Existence have hitherto been spoken
of only in so fai as rcgauls the positions occupied by them in Space
and the changes in those positions; as rcgauis the foim and nature

of that which takes up and changes Us positions, we have been silent.

This latter question, \\hich at the point we have now reached we
shall be called on to consider, is usually stated as the theoretical con-

struction of Matter. If I \vcic to give this name to the following

investigations, it could only be with the reservation that I under-

stand the philosophical problem which is commonly designated by
it in a changed s<*nse. For this Matter, the construction of winch

is requaed, is not a ready-made lad open to operation. Real

"Existenceas known to us in Space consists merely of an in-

definite nunilxi of individual objects variously distinguished by
inherent differences in their sensible qualities. At the same time,

however, we learn by observation and comparison of these objects to

perceive a numbei of common propeitics in which they all, to a

greater or less extent, participate. They are all alike extended in

space; all alike show a certain tendency to maintain their positions

against any attempt to change them
; they all oppose a certain w/i

incrtiae to any efforts to move them. These common properties of

things, which are consistent also with the most manifold differences,

may be classed together under the generic name Materiality, and
Matter would then be a general term standing for anything which

participated, to whatever extent, in the alx>ve-mcntioned modes of

behaviour. The problem of philosophy would be to determine what
is the subject of which these are the attributes, and under what con-
ditions there arise in their successive grades the forms of existence

and of action which we comprehend under the name of 'Materiality.'
A general consideration of these questions must have regard to two

powrtblts modes of answering them. Conceivably the Real Existence

which appears to us under forms of action so homogeneous, may be
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not merely of like, but of quite identical nature throughout, and may
owe the differences which characterise it to subsequent accessory con-

ditions. But it is equally conceivable, that Beings originally distinct,

and such as cannot be comprehended in the totality of their nature

under any one notion, should yet be bound by the plan of the \\orld,

in which they are all included, to express their own inmost and hetero-

geneous Being, where they come into mutual relations, in a language
of common currency, i. e. by means of the properties of matter.

175. I shall not now attempt to determine, whether the present

age with its more extended knowledge of nature has discovered

grounds decisively favouring the first of these suppositions what is

certain is, that the ancients, who fiist propounded this view, proceeded
on no such sufficient grounds. The conception of an attribute

admitting of being applied to things diffeiing from each other, they

hastily transformed into the conception of a real identical subject

underlying the varieties ofphenomena. This example has unfortunately

been very generally followed by Philosophy in subsequent times, and

the days are still quite recent when the most strenuous attempts were

made to construct this universal substratum, though even if it had

been shown to exist, it would have been most difficult, if not altogether

impossible, to deduce from it the different material bodies to the

explanation of which it was supposed to be necessary. In any case,

this universal matter could not have been adequately deteimined by
reference to those piedicates which constitute its materiality. For, all of

them, extension, reaction, vis inertiae, denote merely the manner or mode
in which a thing behaves or is related. They do not in any way touch

the nature of that to which these changes of behaviour are attributed.

There arc two ways in which it may be attempted to get the better

of this difficulty. As we are under no obligation 'to lay claim to

universal knowledge, so it may simply be granted, that Matter is a

real deteiminate thing, but known to us and intelligible only in respect

of its behaviour. This is roughly the point of view which is adopted

by Physical Science. Science distinguishes that which is extended

and opeiative in space from the empty environment in which it

appears. But it leaves the original nature of this substratum unde-

fined, or ascribes to k only such general characteristics as are forced

upon it by the analysis of individual objects. By so doing, Science

gives up the attempt to construct a theory of a universal matter, pre-

ferring rather to examine into the nature of phenomena singly, whilst

assuming the existence of a common basis underlying them. On the

other method, if we attempt to deduce the general properties of
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matter fiom the nature of the leal thing of which they are predicates,

we are met by a well-known difficulty. We convinced oui selves,

when treating of ontology, that to look foi the essence of a thing in a

fixed quality and then to leprcsent the modes of its activity as con-

sequences derivative fiom this, was a method which could ncvci be

successful 1
. We saw, that all those foims of insight which seemed

to explain the inner natuie of things wcie only possible because they

were nothing but foims of vision, appearances such as a consciousness

may piesent to itself. What Liy at the bottom of such perceptions, in

external icality, always convcitcd itself into some kind of activity

or process 01 mode of i elation* And however stiong may be the

impulse to attribute these living piocesses to some subject, we had to

give up the attempt to explain the mai vellotis fact of active being, by

representing us activity as the meie predicate of an inactive subject.

Similmly, in the piesent en so, it would be labour mis-spent to attempt
to describe the icality underiying the forms of material existence pre-

vious to and independent of these its manifestations. There does

however still remain something to be dono, viss. to determine the place

which this inaccessible substratum occupies iu the sum-total of exist-

ence, At any zate we must be clear as to whether we ineun to legard

it as sonujthing absolutely original and specific, standing iu no con-

nexion with other forms of reality, or as itself, no less than its pro-

perties, an intelligible part of the oider of the universe. The attempt

to explain the origin of matter mechanically is now regarded as im-

possible; no theoiy of a universal matter can show how the existence

of matter first became possible and then actual All that can be

done is to indicate the manner of its existence and its pliu,c in the

order of the world. Not until the nature of matter had been thus

explained, and so could be taken for granted, could the attempt be

renewed to derive individual phenomena by mechanical laws from the

universal fact of matter,

176. There has never been a deaith of such attempts ; I shall con-

lent myself with a brief mention of only a few; confining myself to

those which stand in the closest relation to existing opinions on the

same subject. According to Descartes, extension and conscious**

ness constituted together the two ultimate facts of perception, both

being equally clear and neither admitting of being merged iu the other.

Having made this discovery, Descartes proceeded with a light heart

to treat alo the m exfrttsti and the res cogitons as equally simple

and door* He considered that these were the two original elements

[Cp. Bk.l.Chap.2, f a i.]
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of the world, and he maintained that they had no further community
of nature than such as followed from their having both sprung from

the will of the creator, and being involved in a relation of cause and

effect, which the same will had established. Doubtless, an advance

was made upon this view by Spinoza, in so far as he conceived of

conscious life and material existence not merely as springing from the

arbitrary will of the creator, but as two parallel lines of development,

into which, by reason of its two essential attributes, the one absolute

substance separated itself. At any late, it was established that the

material world does not proceed from any principle peculiar to itself,

and of undemonstrable origin : the Reality underlying the forms and

relations of matter in space is the same as the Reality, which in the

intelligible world assumes the form of Thought.
But I cannot convince myself that Spinoza got further than this

point towards a solution of the questions now before us. Though

insisting on the necessary concatenation of all things, even to the

extent of denying every kind of freedom, ho hindered the development
of his view, by introducing banen logical conceptions of relation, the

metaphysical value of which remained obscure. A logical expression

may often be found for the content of a conception by enumen ting a

number of attributes co-oidinated in it. All that this really means is

that every such detcimination a is imposed upon the single object

in question by the given condition p, with the same immediate neces-

sity with which in another case the determination b would follow upon
the occurrence of . But we cannot tell in what consists the unity of

a substance, which apart from all such conditions exhibits two original

disparate sets of attributes, leaving it open as to whether these are

eteinal foims of Being (essentia), and as such help to constitute the

nature of the substance, or whethci we aie to undei stand by them

merely two modes in which the nature of this substance is apprehended

by us. The fact that in respect to the infinite substance every influ-

ence of external conditions must be denied, makes it all the more

necessary that the innei relations which are contained in its essential

unity, issuing as they do in such very different modes of manifestation:,

should be explained and harmonised. The striking peculiarity of the

circumstance that Thought and Extension should be the attributes

thus colligated, is not explained away, it is only hidden from view by
the suggestion that besides these attributes, there are an infinite

number of others, which though inaccessible to our knowledge are

yet co-oidinated together in the nature of the absolute after the same

incomprehensible fashion.
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Again, every individual existence in the material woild may be

logically subsumed under the universal attnbule which is called by the

not very appropriate name extension, as species or subspecies ; but,

in the merely formal conception of absolute sub&tance, there is nothing

whatever to determine why out of the infinitude of possible modifica-

tions of the ab&olute substance which are logically conceivable, one

should exist in reality and anothei should not or, supposing it to be

held that in the infinite unexploied totality of existence all these

numberless possibilities as a matter of fact an 1

realised, there must still

be some reason why the events -\\iihin the limits of oui oun experience

take place in the order in which they do and not in anothei. Those

two attributes of the infinite substance would, if left to themselves, be

able to dcvelope merely the system of all possible consequences

derivable fiom them; but such is not lh reality which we find before

us; in order to arrive at that wo neeil either a plurality of uwlerivcd

existences, or a simple plan capable] of being the reason why of the

possible consequences of those principles some oecur often, others

but rarely, and all in such infinitely various combinations.

Once more, it is liue that no modification of the one attribute can

be derived out of a modification of the other, and theicfore thought

cannot be derived from extension nor extension Iioin thought. But

the logical impossibility of deriving one ironi tho other analytically

cannot invalidate the possibility of their synthetic combination in

actual reality, except on u view which ticats logical subordination as if

it were tho same with dqKJWlence, in fact, uncl confuses a condition

with a cause. The necessary admission that in JJoiag there are

elements which cohere and mutually affect each other, though in

thought they are incommensurable, cannot be replaced by the weaii-

Bome repetition of the assertion,
* ordo et connexio rerum idem est

atque oulo ct connexio idcarum.' Whatevei refcicucc this proposition

may be supposed to have, whether to the parallelism of the forms of

JJeing in the totality of the woild, or to the combination of physical

and psychical functions in the life of each individual, as long us

consciousness and extension have admittedly no common term, there

can be no common term between the order and connexion of their

respective modifications. Their alleged identity can only be under-

stood in the restricted sense that always and in every case the modifi-

cation b of the attribute B corresponds with the modification a of the

attribute A, and that the change of a into a is followed always by a

corresponding change of l> into 0. But there is no proof that the

correspondence which is exhibited as a matter of fact between a a
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and b rests on any identity of nature; or, in other words, that the

transition between two modifications of the one attribute is or expresses
or lepeats the same thing in a diffeient form as the corresponding
transition in the other. I cannot, theiefore, discover that Spinoza has

advanced the explanation of the material world in its relation to the

spiritual. Instead of a metaphysical theory, what he gives is scarcely
more than a logical classification. According to this, material and

spiritual existences may be ranked under two disparate categones7

which, both as real determinations in the nature of the absolute, and
in all that is pioduced from it, aie, not indeed by any inner necessity,
but always as a matter of fact, combined. It is quite possible that we

may not be able to make any advance worth speaking of beyond this

point ; but, in that case, we must admit that we have arrived at a

icsult which is woith almost nothing, and we shall not feel bound to

make any profession of enthusiasm on account of such a trifling

addition to our knowledge.

177. I shall touch only bnefly on the kindled speculations which

our own idealist philosophy has developed moie recently. Schelling
contented himself at fust, as Spinoza had done, with the recognition
of that Law of Polarity, which as a fact constrains the absolute to

develope itself under the twofold form of Ideality and Reality, He
interested himself more, however, in showing the constant presence of

these two elements in every phenomenon, and explained the manifold

differences of things as arising from the preponderance of one or other

of them. But it soon became evident (as would have appeared even

more clearly if his demonstration had been successful) that he intended

to regard this duality not as a mere fact, but as a necessary process
of differentiation involved in the onginal nature of the Absolute, At a

later period, he was dominated, as was Hegel, by the thought of a

development within which the material world appears as an anticipa-

tion of the higher life of the Spirit. Of this development Hegel
believed himself to have discovered the law.

It would be impossible, without going to extreme length, to give a

representation of the governing purpose of Hegel's account, which

should be at once faithful to the original, and at the same time

adapted to our present habits of thought. I shall confine myself,

therefore, to attempting to show that he has confused two classes of

questions which ought to be kept distinct After satisfying oneself

that the purpose of the world is the realisation of some one all-

comprehensive idea, and after being further assured that the arrange-

ment of the forms of existence and activity in a fixed system is re*
'
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quired as a means to this realisation, one may proceed to ask, what is

the place of matter in such a system ? what necessary and peculiar

function is served by it ? It would then be natural to speak first of

matter in its most universal foirn, itf. materiality as such; and we

might hope to find that the same innei process of development,

following which the original idea of matter bieaks itself up into

certain definite postulates of exigence, necessitated by the cone-

spondence of the idea \\ilh the vhole sphere of icality, would be

followed in like maunei by the concrete foims winch diffcicnt objects

assume in filling in the common outline, and that these would be

Mmilaily developed. No one now believes in the pleasant dicam that

this project is realisable, still less thai it has been icalised. Still, there

is nothing unintelligible in the notion itself. What tioubles us is the

obscuiity of the connexion between tins project and the second of the

problems 1 alluded to, that of showing how the postulates dictated by
the Idea arc satkfied both in existence us a whole, and in the complex
rouise of actual events in pailicular. As regards the foimcr point, it

may be sufficient to bear in mind that the self-developing idea is no

mere system of ronceivable possibilities of thought, but itself living

lenlity. The same reflexion cannot, howevct as often it is wrongly
nmrie to do, seive the place of a system of mechanics, determining in

reference to each coiiciete existence in Space and Time why piecisely

hero and now this lathci than some othci manifestation of the idea

should necessarily be realised.

178. More in accordance with the scientific views at present held

is the teaching of Kant. I can remember how a few decades ago the

student used to hear it said that of till Kant's epoch-making works

the deepest were those which treated of the Metaphysical basis of

Natural Science. While admitting the worth of what Kant hatt written

on this subject, I cannot value it quite so highly. I lament, in the first

place, the gap which separates the icsults of these speculations from

those of the Critique of the Reason, The ideal uatniu of space which

is asserted in the Critique is here: left almost out of account ; the con-

struction of matter is attempted exclusively from the oidinary point of

view, according to which there in a real extension, and there muwt be

activities adapted to fill it. I lament no less what has previously been

observed by Hegel, viz. that there should remain such uncertainly as

to the subject to which the activities thus manifesting themselves in

Space, and so constituting matter, arc to be attributed* That this

aubject is what moves in Space, and that it is the reality which under*

'He* our sensations, these seem to be the only determinations of it
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which aie not derived from what the properties of matter show them-

selves to be by their subsequent effects. Who or what this is that is

thus movable or real remains unexplained. Taking into considera-

tion the fact that Kant used to speak of things in themselves in the

plural, it seems probable that his thoughts on this subject did not pass

beyond the conception of an indefinite multiplicity of real elements,

an obvious hypothesis, which was likely to recommend itself to him

for the puiposes of Physical Science. This view is confirmed by his

mode of deriving the differences of individual existences fiom com-

binations of the two l
primary forces in vaiying degrees of intensity,

which is his invariable explanation of matter as a phenomenon. Now
these diffeiences of combination would have nothing to stand upon if

they are not based on specific differences of nature in the r.eal elements

which they combine. Although 3 theiefore, it is not explicitly laid down
that the Real elements are originally distinct, still this mtciprctation is

quite as little excluded, and it may be admitted that what Kant is

endeavouiing to explain is not a universal matter, but lather the

universal form of materiality, together with the special manifestations

which are developed within this form in consequence of the character-

istic natuie of the Reality which the form contains. But, supposing
this to be admitted, we should still be at a loss to explain how this

real existence is related to Space, in uhich it thus makes its ap-

pearance. If we refer back to the Ciitique of the Reason, we find one

thing settled, but only in the negative. True Being can neither be

itself extended, nor can the lelations m which it is expressed be other

than purely intelligible ones. The problem would then have been to

show how the elements of Real existence are able to present them-

selves to our consciousness 2
in which alone space is contained in

such a way that they not merely take up definite positions, but also

have the appearance of being extended in Space. Kant never really

handled this question. The forces of attraction and repulsion which he

mentions can only be understood on the supposition of certain definite

points from which they are put in operation ITy the ultimate elements.

Moreover, if Space which is continuous is to be continuously filled with

matter, differing indeed in degrees of density, but still such that no

smallest particle of it can be absolutely driven out of Space even by the

greatest pressure, and if matter is to an unlimited extent divisible into

parts which still remain matter, there seems to be nothing left for our

imagination but to conceive of extension in Space and impenetrability

as original and fixed characteristics of the real substratum, which

1
[I.e. attraction and repuls'on.]

*
['Anschauung.'J
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thus becomes the basis of further enquiiy. But in that case, what we

should have would be neithei a univeisal matter nor the universal

foim of materiality. The latter would be meiely assumed as the

common chaiactciibtic in ical elements otheiwise diveise 3 in ordci

that it might serve as a basis for investigation into the relations

subsisting between different material existences. This result would

not be very unlike that which is soon i cached by the ordinary

reflexion upon Nature, Diflcient kinds of unknown elements are

assumed, which owing to causes also unknown we come upon, each

of them in numeious specimens, at difleient points in Space. At

the.se different points each fills a ceiLiin volume with Us piesence;

their presence is manifested by the changes of position which they

originate, and by the resistance which they offer to any attempts

coining fiom without to temovc them from their occupancy or to

lessen its extent. In other words, we think that thoie are many
different kinds of mailer which aie distinguished foi us by the different

coefficients which wo arc compelled to assign in each of them to

the action of certain foiccs or inherent tendencies common to

them ail

370. The application of this conception of foice in order to

explain the fundamental qualities of multci 1ms always been regarded

as the most valuable advtmec of Kanl's Philosophy of Nairn e, though

to some it has seemed to go fuilher than experience would warrant.

Kant himself does not appear to me to have allowed the motive

clearly enough to emerge which lot! hint to this view, though thete can

be no doubt as to what it was, and we may trace it thus. He mentions '

Lambert's account of Solidity as a necessary property of all material

existence. According to Lambert, it follows from the veiy concep-

tion of Reality, or, in other words, it is a consequence of the IAW of

Contradiction, that the mere fact of the piescuce of a thing in Space

makes it impossible that any other thing should occupy the same

position at the same time. Against ihis it was contended by Kant

that the Law of Contuidiction could not by itself keep back any part

of matter fiom approaching and making its way into a position

already occupied by nomo other part This objection fa not quite

fair* We should not expect the physical impossibility referred to

to be produced ^ the Principle of Contradiction, bul only in ac-

cordance with that principle and iy the fact of solidity which for

practical purposes; we assume as an attribute of Real Existence, And

*
[Kant. Metaphytdsche Anfongsgrliude dcr Naturwis*. Dynamik. Lchrsatz; I*
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why should we not make this assumption if there is nothing

with it in experience ? It is no sufficient reason against doing so to

uige, as Kant does in the course of his
' Pioof of this 'Piecept No. i*

of his 'Dynamic,' that to make way into a position is a motion; and that

in order for theie to be a decrease or cessation of motion theie must be

a motion proceeding fiom an opposite quarter, or rather a something
which can pioduce such a motion, a motive force. For the view of

atomism according to which the smallest particles of matter are pos-

sessed of solidity, though it would admit that motion makes its way

up to the surface of a body, would not admit that it makes its way
into the body; yet, accoidmg to this view, the effects of the impact
communicated would not vanish without producing an effect at the

suiface of the solid matter, but would be distributed fiom one atom

to another, 01 to" several atoms, and so become imperceptible,

Whatever difficulties may attend the explanation of the phenomena

by this method, at any rate a closei investigation than has bce.i

entered on by Kant would have been requucd in older to exhibit

them.

Again, what Kant adds in his note is not to me convincing. lie

admits that in constmcting a conception it is allowable to assume any
datum to stait with, e.g. solidity, without attempting to explain what

the datum itself is. This, however, he says, gives us no right to affinn

that the hypothesis is altogether incapable of being explained by
mathematics. It seems to him that such a view would only hinder us

in the attempt to penetrate to the first principles of science. But

supposing we weie willing to go so far with Kant as to assume the

force of expansion, to which he gives precedence, would this be more

than a datum, which could be used certainly to explain subk-qmit

manifestations, but was itself taken foi granted and would not admit

of being deduced fiom the natuic of real existence as such? The

point at which a man will declare himself satisfied iu this matter really

depends in each case on his individual taste. There could be no real

necessity to follow Kant in assuming something more than solidity as

a fact puie and simple, unless it could be shown that solidity itself

is either impossible or inadequate. Now the question whether it is

impossible must for the present be left out of account ; inadequate,

however, it certainly is. The fact that no visible body is of unvary-

ing extension, but all are susceptible of compression or expansion,

would, it is true, apart from Kant's assumption of a continuous

plenum in space, form no immediate disproof of the solidity in

question, though this obviously implies the allegation of unvary*
VOL. I. X
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ing volume. The atomic thcoiy, postulating empty spaces between

its solid elements, \voulcl have a different explanation for the varying

size of substances. But all the phenomena of elasticity, in which

bodies lesume their foimer shapes so soon as the external agencies

which detei mined them to change have ceased to opeiate, piove

beyond question that there must he in the ver} natuie of real exist-

ence conditions capable of producing states of Ijoing which as yet

are not The foim and extension, con*equcntly, which an object of

sensible peiception assumes, cannot attach to it us an original and

fixed pioperty, but aie lathei a vaiying staU- of its existence, determined

by innei conditions inhciont in its Being. Sometimes, the object is

permitted to appear in its tme foim, sometimes it is hindered fmm

doing so ; in the Litter eas>, however, i, e. whore the inner states of

Being arc picventcd fiom giving themselves expression, they make
known their existence by the resistance which they offer to the adverse,

influences. These inner determinations may be spoken of itsyft/rvjr,

in order to distinguish them fiom /vv^v///'jr. It will then l>e s<*cn not

to be enough to ascribe solidity, as a piopeity, though it weic only to

the smallest panicles of matter. The atoms themselves must have

certain moving foirei, attaching to them, in order to nuke the ever-

changing volume even of composite bodies intelligible.

Thus we may say provisionally that Kunt regarded as fundamental

in this problem of Science, that principle which we cannot dis-

pense with even though we prefer the other principle ; but which may
very well help to explain that other principle. This solid matter was

not a fact open to observation ; it was not so even as applied to the

smallest particles; it was an hypothesis. Hence, it could lu- denied,

and every occupation of space not merely by large visible bodies, but

by their smallest elements, could be regarded as a perpetually changing
state produced by the force of expansion, according as its action was
fire or impeded. Stated in a few words the ease stands thus. If

every inate.nal existence, remaining always indivisible, occupied the

same space at one time as at another, solidity might be predicated of

it as an original quality which it must not be attempted further to ex-

plain. But, now, inasmuch as extension, though a thumbr imkklilis,

is not a tharwttr fnwriabilh of matter, the extension which a thing
has at any moment is the result of conditions which though present
at that moment may vary at other moments ; one of these conditions

lies in matter itself, and oflers a resistance, though not an insuperable

one, to those which come from without.

ISO* I wish to dwell for a moment longer on the difference to
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which I have leferrcd between a fixed quality and a fcite. \\V luve

been long convinced that what we ordinarily call piopeities of tiling

are leally only modes which they assume, or manifestations which

become known to us as the result of their interact ion. Things do

not have colour except as seen by us, and at the moment wlwn in

combination with waves of light they stimulate tho eye. Thcj an

not haid, except in relation to the hand which attempts to move or

pierce them. As a matter of fact, then, we should be at a lo>< l<>

point to an indubitable instance of what we mean by a quality of *i

thing. All \\e can say is, that we are clear om selves us to what

we mean. By a quality is meant that \\hkh a thing is for itself and

independently of any of its relations to other things. Hem e, in order

to exist, a quality neither icquires these othei things, nor U interfered

with by them. A foice, on the other hand, is not, like a quality,

something belonging to things as such. In orL;r, thi'iufcm*, fi u

thing to be \vhat it is, we do not attribute to it ;my fon<; of bein; ,

though we do speak of its hsiviug u force of s'lf-ct)i^eivati<u, in

opposition to cei tain conditions which we assume to be t.ip.iMe of

changing it Oui conception of a force, (heiefure, involves ihe thought
that the character of a thing is neither undhuj^iiift, nor )vl on tin*

other hand detcnninable to an unlimited extent from without. Ruthcr,
it implies that when the two things meet, they both undergo a rwil

change, the change of the one depending on the nature of ihu other,
but each at the same time by its own nature forbidding a change
without limits or one which would amount to a sum ntler of its e,/,s(?n-

tial Being. If qualities attach to things hi their isolation, fortes can

only belong to them In consideration of their relation to melt other \

they are, in fact, conditions which enable one tiling to aflaif another
and to place itself to it in different relations, H is in this sense ihat

Kant speaks of the foices which fill spate; th'j belong to the , epar.ittj

paits of matter, and aie biought into activity by these? parts in their

mutual relations; their appropriate effects they cither succeed in pro-

ducing, or else show to be present by the resistance which they offci

to other forces tending to hinder them. Here, however, it may Ie

objected that Kant did not confine himself to the exposition of
this process, but that taking this for Drained an a univtTKilly pre-
supposed fact, he imported iulo the discussion considerations of quite
a different order, attaching to the .term 'Force/ which he Heleeted.
I do not believe that Kant himself to liable to the charges here nmcfo

against him; but the popular view of nature which wa suggested hy
x a
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his doctrines, has given lise to a iiumbci of fake opinions, and the^e

therefore \\e shall now proceed to examine more at length.

181. It is no doubt most useful to be able to expicis the import
of an intiicate iclation between seveial connected points, by means
of a single woid; at the same time, thoie ib dangti in doing
th s. Aftei the void has been called into existence, not only aic \\c-

able to combine it with othei uouls, but ue aie led to suppo*e that

eveiy such grammatical combination lu- something leal couespond*

ing with it in fact. Thus, we speak fust of all of fin to, and then of

Jhe force of mattei. The use of the gi naive in this insuncf, implying
as it docs that inaltei is possessed of foiee, or, that ibicc is txriciscil

by mattei, has suggested tin-so iultiiuin.ible question* concerning the

natuic of ioice us siu h, an<l its j elation to mailer of \\hich it is a

Junction. Such questions cannot U; <
,!M!> answered at onee, \\hen

sUtted in this fonn. To undt island, howevei, the //y*//fr//j//r ol

which tliis eoncn ptinn of foict 1

uduiiLs^ \\o have only to obscive the

oidintuy uwiflfe of J'liyskul Su*"ur. Physics makes no mention oi

Foice in itseli, but onl) of its clfi'cLs, i.e. of the clianftrb to whuh it

^ives lise, or which it hmdm. It is niotuovcr aft;tiu.st the Luw c^l

Pci'MStcncL* th.u an eli'iih'iit should of Itself modify iu -t\\u ,.lutes
; tho

impulse (o ch.in,'^
1

iiiti. I i.oinc fiom sonu oth*T fLim-nt. Tiuin, an

a is not po?s<'Sffd ol ,t fort
1

*
1

// until a stroiid t'lcnu'itt /MS

to it on uhhh it m.ty tale otlVct. The foiu: is
it-ally pto-

dunxl in r/ by the U'lulion io If ; and it chun#** to ^ or / if either the

n.itun* of the second clement or the relation of u to it is changed.

Now, observiitiou shows that there is nothing impossible in the

.Uicnipt to tloU-nuine the nature of the dements, the relations in wlii< h

they may tumd to each other, and the changes which tiiey ua-

deigo in consoquence of these ielatioii& We can umlerstand how,
vben eltments cc;ntaiuing specific amounts of generic pioperlics entci

into specific fonus of some general relation, then* are general tffean

which follow and vary proportionally according to definite lavs, Tho

proposition, & is possessed of the force/, when all that it implies is

fully Hinted, in the first instance merely conveys the assurance that

wlenevei a is brought into a specific relation
'

with a given dement

A changes of state will be experienced both by // and by 6 which will

go together to form the now occurrence, of fixed character and

amount, v, Having arrived at this result we may then go on to

speak of ibis fixed determinate foice in another way, as if, i, c, it weie

present hi a hi an ineffective and imletci initiate foim, its definite effect

being ftuppobed to depend on buUequent conditioning chcuinstances,
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c. g. the nature of the elements I or c which come into contact \vith a

the peculiarity of the relation m or n into which a is bi ought, the pre-

sence or absence of some third circumstance. To all these causes

the actual realisation of the result *r or /c might be ascribed. Even

this mode of statement, however, expi esses no more than a presump-
tion as to what will necessarily happen in a given supposed case. It

follows in accoidance with the geneial law which connects the changes
of things with one another, that the cncumstanccs being such as they

are, no other icsult could have happened. Each of the elements, in

virtue of its own nature, contributes to this lesult, and it is an allow-

able mode of statement first of all to represent them as containing

severally and individually all the required conditions, and then to

aectify the ciror of such an assumption by adding that the force

potentially inherent in each element cannot become active until

the element enteis into some specially deteimined relation. As

a matter of fact, it is this special i elation winch gives rise to the

foice. If we desire a definition of foicc, we may ,say that it is

that quantitatively and qualitatively detennincd result, which mtiy or

must ensue, whenever anyone element enters into a specific i elation with

any othei. It is only for convenience of speech that this future result,

which under given conditions we are justified in expecting, is ante-

dated as a property already present though inopeiativc in the clement,

This being understood, there can be no harm in thus speaking of a

force as being asleep and awaiting the moment of its awakenment,

accoiding as the conditions, which together with the specific nature

of the element constitute all thai is neee&saty to produce the result,

aie present or absent. We shall perhaps make the matter clearer, if

we adduce other instances besides those of physical forces with

which we arc mojte immediately concerned. Thus, it is the same

conception of foice which we have in view, when we speak of the

powers of the mind, the revenue-yielding power of a country, or the

purchasing power of money. In this last case, no one seriously

believes that the cuncni coin contains some latent property which

gives it its value. The possibility of obtaining a given quantity of

goods in exchange for so much money depends on highly com-

plex relations which men enter into for purposes of traffic ; and the

value of the money changes not owing to any change in the substance

of the metal, but to a change in some one of the conditions by which

the value of the money is for the time being determined. There would

be no power of purchase in money if there were no market in which

to exchange it. Similarly we are quite justified in speaking of the
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Power of Judgment as a piopeily of mind. When we make an asser-

tion in legaid to any given matter before us, which is what pioperly

constitutes a judgment, it is certainly our intellectual nature that is

called into exercise ; at the same time, however, it would be nonsense

to speak of a power of judgment, which belonged to us before ue

came to make use of it, 01 one \\hich was constantly being exeicised

without refeicnce to any distinct object-mallei. It is impossible to

say more than that we aie constituted by natuie in such a way that

the mind, when it is acted upon by impressions fiom without, not only

ii'ccives the imptessions singly, Iml i carls upon them in that way of

companion of thcii difleicnl contents which \ve call judgment. It is

"only at the moment vhcn it is exciciscd thai the Powei of Judgment
is living and present, and this applies nol only to the reality of the

activity, but also to its natuie and content; these likewise being

dependent on the conditions which bring them into existence for the

time being* We may s.iy the same as regards the conception offeree

which obtains hi Mechanics. Thus when we speak of centrifugal force,

\vc do not menu lhat this force; is possessed by Bodies as such, when they

me at rest. We at once see that w< are speaking of effects which may
01 must take place when bodies aie rotating 01 being swung lound.

If we distinguish from these forces ceilain others, such viz. as the

attraction which bodies exercise upon each other, and call the latter

primary foites inherent In the bodies ns such, all lhat we mean is that

the conditions under \\hich such forces arise an* cxtictndy simple and

always fulfilled. In oidcr for two elements to be drawn to each other

by the force of attraction, all that is required is that they should exist

at the same time in the same world of space. This one condition,

however, is indispensable ;
it would have no meaning to say that an

element guwilalcd, if there wore no second element to determine the

direction of its motion.

We shall not, therefore, attempt to determine what actual relation

subsists between foices and the bodies which aie ihtrir substrata, be-

lieving as we do that the problem itself results fiom a misunderstand-

ing. No such relation exists in the sense that a force can in any

way be separated from the body which we call its substiatum. Its

name 'force* is only a substantive-name employed to express a pro-

position, the sense of which is, lhat certain consequences follow upon
certain conditions, Whal il signifies is neither a thing, nor any exist-

ing property of a thing, nor again is il a means of which a thing could

avail ilelf in order to produce any given result, It merely affirms the

certainty that a given result will happen in a given case, supposing all
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the necessary conditions to be complied with. Nor can we ourselves

attach any meaning to those hastily-conceived maxims* \\liicli uro

popularly held to expiess the tiulh on this subject, **uch e.g. ;t.s thul

there can be no foice without mattei ; and, no nutter without fnico.

These equally stale propositions merely add a small gium of truth to

the old enor in a more pci verted form. It is rathei true that then; is

no force inherent in any mattei, and no matter which by it.vlf has or

brings with it any kind of force. Every force attaches to some

specific iclation between at least two elements, On the other haud

no opinion is here expiessed with reguid to tho question as to uhc ther

it is possible for two elements thus to be brought in relation without

some foice being engendeied. It is tlaugcious to attempt lo lay

down propositions by the way with regiud to matters of Urt, m<-U'Iy

for the sake of making a verbal antithesis.

182. If these cousideialions aie ieganle<l as conrltifcive, the term

force will be uiulcistood, not indeed in the si-i^e in nlhdi it i>

sometimes used, viz. us a Law juxonlmg to \vhic h lii.ii;
1> i.il,e \\ u %

but as an asseition in regard to each single c.i'f to \\hii h ihe term i>

applied that we have m that cuso un instance of the d|ier,uim t*l

the Law. Thus understood, the term will not suggest um* wu
physical explanation as to why the partieuiai fuln ////w/ fUll uii'liT

the gcneial Law.

It is this sense which Physical science is rontent to ti'tojit \\h"ii

making use of the tenn. For the practical aim of sru'wv, that of

connecting events in uch a way as will enable u*> <*n th In^is of

present facts to piedict the Future or unriddle the I*si'.t, it is

amply sufficient to know the geneial Iiw of tin* siu cession <i p
mena and by inserting tho -sprcial inotliiu'.ition,-, of iti^ (o

which occasion prescribes to determine the nutuu* ni tiie rcMilt,

Science can afford to be indiffrrfut as to tin; inner iuniH'Kion hy

which results are made to follow antecedents. It nuinot b*' in;tin>

tained that this was all that Kant intended to he understood by his

conception of force. He everywhere speaks an if he miunt to ex*

plain extension not as a simple consequence of the <*xi*U'mv of

matter, but rather as due to the action of a foice. Tln i a, very

different conception of fozcc from that according to which it is

regarded simply as the connexion of phenomena in itcumUuce with

Law. Clcaily he means by Force something which in ticiivc in th<*

stiict sense of the word, something which, he believes, will jiioduru

real changes of state; whereas, the counter-theory, confining it^'ll

within narrower limits, asserts only that tlic*y follow each oilier in
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orderly succession. The popular view of nature which based itself

on Kant's doctiine ixnpoited into the idea of physical foicc all those

associations which are suggested by leflexion on our own conscious

activity. In order foi this doctiine not to seem to be at variance

with the observed facts of the outer woild, it had to be toned down,

and, in spite of the manifold contradictions \\hich the idea involved,

the activity was regarded as Will or Impulse unconscious of itself.

These latter-day developments of Kant's view I shall for the present

leave to take "care of themselves. It will, however, be undei stood

after what I have urged in the ontologkal portion of my woik

as regards the relation of cause and eflect, that this view \\liieh has

been made to beai so heavily on Kant, is one in which I fully agree

with him I agiee Milh him in the g<-neial recognition of an inner

process and activity, in virtue of which tilings are able to be that

which, according to the frequent expression of Physicists, it alone

belongs to them of light to be, via. interconnected points serving as

the basis of over-varying combinations, centres fiom which forces

proceed and to which they icttim, points of intcisection at which

different converging processes meet and cross each other in fixed

succession. I do not icgrct (hut Kant should have refused to put
this view on one side. I regret lather thixt he should not have

bi ought us to closer quarters with it The general position for which

I have already contended docs not requiie to be further elaborated

in reference to this special case of Physical causation. An element a

cannot produce the effect/ merely because theio is a general law /),

wlit.li pi escribes that when a stands in the relation /;/ to h the result

p shall follow. No doubt this result docs follow in the given case,

i.e. we who arc the spectators sec and know that it does so. But, in

order for the change itself to take place, in order for a to gives birth

to an activity under these new conditions which it did not pieviously

produce, it must undergo an experience through being placed in the

relation m which otherwise it would not have undergone, and,

similarly, the effect p could never be brought home to &, merely
because the relation /// existed Iwtween i and a. The existence of

the relation m must have l)een /// by b before it could have been

acted on. Hence, the results which arise in each case are not con-

sequences of mere rtlaltws which subsist between a and & These

relations, as we call them, are really inner states of Bring, which

things experience as the result of their mutual activity. It is not to be

expected that this theory of an unceasing activity of the inner life of

things will be of much real assistance in the explanation of each
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separate fact of nature. It is a supposition, however, which it is

necessary for us to entertain if we arc to cease to icgard the woild

fiom a point of view, which however useful it may be foi piactical

puiposes is full of inconceivabilities, the view, viz. that the elements

of existence are without individuality and without life, endowed with

reality merely because a network of relations is established between

them by the agency of geneial laws. The usefulness of this lattei

point of view, if considered merely as a half statement of the

tiuth, I shall not dispute, whilst at the same time I .shall point out

how far it is applicable and justifiable, and when and where it is

nocessaiy to recur to what actually takes place in the nature of

things.

183. Out of the multitude of opinions which offer themselves for

consideration at this point I shall make mention, fust, of Kant's view,

according to which there arc two foiccs necessaiy to c-vciy male-rial

existence, the foice of atti action, by which things an* made to cohere,

and the force of icpulsion by \\hich they aic expanded; the two

together foiming a standing element in the cnunilesw attempts at

explanation which have been made since Kant's time. I must confers

myself that I do not feel much interest iu these two forces. When
the point is raised as to how it can be that a given mutter has

definitely fixed limits of extension, it is easy to see that theie must be

some reason why it is what it is neither more nor less- -i.e. there

must be an atti action of the parts, which if it weie allowed to work

alone would reduce the extension to nil, and there must also be*

icpulsion, which similaily, if it were the only principle at woik, would

make the extension infinite. This is simply a logical analysis which

might be applied to the conception of any real existence \\hicli 1ms

a definite magnitude in space. The enquiry does not becomo meta-

physical until it deals with two further questions ; how, that is, those

two mutually opposed forces aie possible, both attaching a they do

to the same subject; and what that is which produces and main*

tains them in such varying proportions as are required in order to

give rise to the manifold differences of material things in point of

extension?

The fust of these two questions has been made a subject of in-

vestigation by Physics. It was considered that to ascrilxs to matter

two equally original opposed forces would involve a contradiction in

terms. The attempt was therefore made to assign the two forces to

different subjects. The mutual attraction of the parts proceeded from

the ponderable elements, the repulsion was regarded tus confined to
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particles of imponderable ether; and thhdly, an intcichange of ac-

tivities between the two classes of elements was admitted, m oidei to

explain those vaiying states of equilibrium between attraction and

repulsion which the facts icquircd. Whcthei this last result was

secuied by the hypotheses is foi our piesent puipose mdiflfeienl. It

may be admitted that the icasonmg is logically sound, though the

conclusion is only necessaiy, if, in compliance with the usage of

language, both foices aie concerted as ouginal and essential attubutcs

of the subjects to which they attach. How the whole matter may be

regaidecl fiom a different point of view, for which the couise of my
argument will aheady have piepaied the way, I shuli now piocecd

gradually to unfold, ignoung piovisionally arguments denved from the

alleged ideality of space. Even if we adopted the oulinaiy view of

the natme of space, it would not ically become any less difficult to

explain, why the mutual relation between two elements, belonging to

the same woild, should btj outs of absolute repulsion, when this fact

would seem rather to show that the world to which they belonged
was ml the same; nor would it be loss womlciful that two other

elements, both of them, sinnluily, supposed to belong to one and the

sumo woild of extended matter, should be duuu) towards each other

by such an absolute fuiec of atti action, as that if llieie weie no

counteracting principle, the whole possibility of theii extension

would be annihilated. Once giant that the woiM is a single

whole, and not a mcie confused aggregate of existences, and it

will follow that its comjXMient elements cannot be governed by

any ubstiact principles of attraction or repulsion, driving them

continually out of or into one another, but mu^t aim at the conserva-

tion of the whole ordei, which, in accordance wilh the intention of

the whole, assigns to each one of them its place at each moment of

time. The foice which pioceeds from the collective mass of the

elements, is one wlm.h detci wines the position of those elements and

which, while it seems to reside in each individual element, really sets

itself against any deviation fiom the law imposed on all it sets

limits to the nearness 01 lemoteness of objects as regards each other,

appearing in the one case as the foree of repulsion, in the other, as

that of attraction
;

in both cases acting as a corrective wherever there

is a tendency in the object to oppose the i equipments of the whole.

1 wish to see the order of our thoughts on this subject reversed.

We are accustomed to regard the position of a thing as the result of

certain forces) acting upon it. The first consideration, as I think, on

the contrary, is precisely the position which a thing occupies, as deter-
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mined by its nature and character, in the woi Id-system, and the fiist

and only function which a thing as an individual has to peiform,

seems to me to be to retain this position ; while atti action and re-

pulsion we may lepresent to ourselves as the t\\o elements into which

this self-conservation of things admits logically of being analysed.

In reality however what happens is that the self-conservation assumes

one or other of these forms according as the needs of the moment

give occasion to it. We must postpone the consideration of the

question, as to what takes place m the innei nature of things when

the place in which they find themselves at any given moment is out of

harmony with the place marked out for them. As a phenomenon in.

space, the tendency to return to an equilibrium must necessarily appear
in its simplest foim, either as the appioximation or as the separation of

two elements. Hence it is possible to refei all physical piece-uses to

motive forces consisting of attraction or icpulsion. But it is not the case

that on all other occasions things aie empty of content, and thut

these foiccs attach to them merely foi the time being. Rather, lik<?

the gestures of living beings, the fozces are merely the outward ex-

pression of what is going on within.

184. Thus far, no doubt, the statement of our views has conveyed
the impression that we regarded the world like a picture having fixed

outlines, within which cveiy single point invariably occupies the same

position and clings to it with equal tenacity. Such a picture would

be little in accordance with the facts. We have long known that the

woild is never at rest and that the picture which it presents is for

ever changing. Yet, the whole case is not stated even when we have

grasped this tiuth. Admitting that the picture of reality is what it is

at any given moment in viitue of its essential connexion with the

anangement that prevailed the moment before and that which is to

prevail the moment after, the forces emanating from the different,

points of space must still derive their power to act on each separate

occasion from the law which pervades the whole. The connexion

between the whole and the part is peculiar to each case, and is very

difFeient from a mere instance of the operation of law in general,

such as is known to us by observation and makes it possible to us

to apprehend the process of the woild as the result of innumerable

individual forces working by invariable rules. I have, however,

aheady
1 endeavoured to show that this plan or idea cannot be made

real in this off-hand way of itself and without means ; rather indeed

that it picsupposcs unifoimity of action on the part of the element**,

1

IK g. \ *7-]
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so that under like conditions like consequences flow from them, quite

independently of the place which each occupies in the univeisal plan.

Hence, even assuming that the woild is ceaselessly in a slate of flux,

our view that the permanent tendency of each thing is to maintain

the place which belongs to it in the system of the universe, and that

this is what ghes to it its foice, does not exclude the opposite or

physical view according to which the couisc of events in the woild is

explained as due to varying combinations of constant foiees. I

may add that the supposition of a number of ff >rct s attaching to the

same elements at the same time, but acting in different directions,

docs not seem to me lo be liable to any of the objections which are

commonly urged against it. No doubt, it would be unintelligible as

applied to t\\o dements woiking in isolation, but il is not so as

applied to elements between which a connexion has been established

owing to their belonging to one and the same woild Wo may learn

to comprehend this by (he experience of our o\vn lives. Oin actions

are conditioned by many different systems of motives, which operate

on us at the same time. The satisfaction of our physical wants may
e.g. be inconsistent \\ilh the social good. What family-affection

requires of us may conflict \\ilh our duly as citixens, and within this

lust sphere we find oui selves parts of many different institutions whose

claims it is not sihvuys easy to harmonise. A like intei pi elation

must be given of the woild in which we live. When we speak of a

systematic connexion between things, we do not mean a single uni-

foim classification in which we could find any given member by

following out one principle of division. Rather, there are many

cross-purposes at woik, each of which requires that the elements

should be distributed exclusively with reference to Us own satisfaction,

Kach element may bo stationed at the intersecting point of several

different tendencies which unite and divide the woild. As long,

therefore, as two elements are considered as belonging to such a

wotld, there is no reason why their mutual activities should not be

rcgasdcd as the icsult of a plurality of forces acting simultaneously,

and differing
1

entirely in the effects they produce in response to each

change in the circumstances of the environment; owing to the

diffeicnt points ofviewimdei which they bring lite same set of cir-

cumstances, and to the consequent variety of the reactions set up.

185* Tiure still remains to bo considered the question as to

whether it is allowable to speak of forces which take effect from

a distance, or whether those arc not right who regard the possibility

of at thing's acting where it is not as inconceivable. I cannot help
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adding to the two conflicting views which are held on this question,

a third one of my own. It seems to me that motion can only be an

effect of foices acting at a distance; to speak of action when the

elements are in close contact, I regard as a contradiction. Let us

suppose two spherical bodies of equal diameter and density to be

placed so as exactly to contain each other. If, then, the nature of

the materials of which the bodies are composed is such as to admit

of their recipiocal action, and if we aie to disiegard all possibility of

effects taking place at a distance, it will follow that every point a

of the one body will produce an effect on the point I of the other body,

with which it coincides. Now, I do not dispute that the two elements

may be affected in a very ical way by reason of this coincidence at

the same geometiical point. But, whether the effects thus pioducod

aie such as to intensify 01 such as to dimmish the condition in

which the elements find themselves, i.e. whcthoi they tend to at-

traction or icpulbion, in no case can these inner oecuirences result in

motion, a and b being already stationed at the same point of spuco

cannot by any attraction be bi ought nearer; nor could any loicc </i

mutual icpulsion, howevei actively manifested in other ways, avail to

part them asunder, there being no reason why the initial movement

tending to scpntale them should take any one diiection nilher than

another.

Nor need we confine ourselves to bodies perfectly coincident in

extension. No matter what foim the two bodies assume, they would

never be able to affect each other's motions, if there were no distance

inteivcning between them ; for those parts of the two bodies which

were coincident would admit only of being aifected internally by their

mutual action, and thus there would be no external motion. It maLuii

no difleiencc as rcgaids this conclusion, that effects are bpokou of as

taking place between contiguous bodies, and that the ambiguity to

which this mathematical conception so easily lends itself, is made to

yield a perplexing solution of a difficulty which ib one of fact* If ue

confine ourselves to the case in which the two bodies ore spheres,

their volumes can only* meet at one point. Now, we must be

sure that what we have in view is a teal contact of the bodies in

question, and we must banish from our minds all thought of thcie

being any distance, even an infinitesimal cue, intervening beUeui

them. As long as we have any such idea we have in principle

admitted the action of force at a distance, though without any reason

restricting the distance to an mfmitesimally small one ;
a conception

which, be, ides othei difficulties, it is, to say the least, not easy to
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explain on physical principles II is equally inadmissible to substitute

for a point of contact an infinitely small surface^ or, supposing the

contact to be between flat surfaces, to imagine that the layers which

are in contact and which thus produce the effect, can have any, even

the smallest conceivable degree of thickness It must be taken as

settled that the bodies which are in contact have their boundaries

common 01 coincident, in the fust case, in a point without extension,

in the second, in a surface without thickness. Whatevei way we may
try to tum these ideas, the fact will always leniain, that ical elements

which occupy tho same position in Space will exercise no effect as

regaids the production of motion, and such eftecf as does take place

will spring only from those paits of the bodies which are really

sepaiatcd from each other by intervals of Space, As for a contact

which dors not involve either sepaiation or coincidence at the same

point in Space, the idea is intelligible enough as applied to the whole

volume of each of the two bodies brought into contact, but it has no

meaning as applied to a possible inteiaction of single points such as

we have been here considering.

This same observation holds good as regards the attempt to

substitute, instead of forces operating between different elements, a

reflexive power of expansion or conti action, in virtue of which a thing

assigns to itself a greater or less space of iu o\\n accoid. If the

*

thing' heie spoken of is understood as a material existence extended

and divisible, this power of self-extension belonging to the whole must

in every case bet capable of being finally icfencd to the rccipiocal

repulsion of the parts, these being already distinguished in Space. If,

on the other hund, the thing is held to be endowed with this power
in consequence of a real metaphysical unity prior to its multiplication

in Space, we shall then have to face another enquiry, which is for the

most part overlooked in these attempts to construct a theory of

matter, vi/,. this, flow did this reality first get foim and extension in

Space thai form and extension which are always presupposed, in

Older that forces of the kind mentioned above may be furnished with

points to which to attach themselves ? This question we propose to

consider in the next chapter*

186. All that the above demonstration proves is that mere contact

of elements cannot produce motion. If, however, it should be found

to be equally inconceivable that effects should take place at a distance,

we shall be compelled to deny that motion is a result of force iu any

shape whatever, and our task will then be limited to the attempt to

conceive of physical effects as taking place owing to the supply of
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motion already in existence being peipetuated. But it soon appeals that

the expression, communication or distribution of motion^ though enabling
us to picture to ourselves results which are constantly passing before

our eyes, does not give any tenable conception of the process to which

the results in question are due. Take, e.g. the familiar instance

of the effects of impact on inelastic bodies. Suppose I to be a body
in motion and a a body at rest, then, when I stukes against a, we say
that it communicates to it a ceitain part of its own motion, and this,

no doubt, is an extiemely convenient way of signalising the new fact

which has taken place, in consequence of the two bodies having been

brought together. We cannot, however, seriously suppose that the

motion pioduced the result by changing its place. If we may repeat
what has before been said 1

, it is for ever impossible to conceive that a

state
<7, by which a real thing I is affected, should loose itself fiom

,

and pass over to a ; yet this is such a case ; before the motion could

transfer itself from the limits of I to <?, it would have to ti averse, no
matter in how shoit a time, a ceitain space intennedialc between the

two, and during this time it would be a state which was the state of

nothing. The absurdity of this notion is heie even further increased

by the fact that it is only by a fiec use of language that we arc able to

speak of motion as a date at all. Motion, in fact, is not a quality

permanently attaching to anything ; it is an occurrence merely, or a,

change which the thing moved undergoes. I Fence, the veiy concep-
tion of a motion, which is itself set in motion in order to pass from

one thing to another, is ipso facto impossible. But what should we
have gained, supposing that this inconceivability were a fact ? If the

motion has passed over to #, it is now wheie a is, but that would not

make it a state of a, nor would it explain why it shonM ever move a.

Inasmuch as it was possible for the motion to become detached from

1
9 either wholly or in part, why should it not continue on its course

accoiding to the same law of Persistence which it followed whilst on
the way from I to a? Why should it not leave a at rest, and again
become a motion belonging to no one as before, and so on ad infiiii*

turn? It results, therefore, that this theory fails to give any reason for

the motion of the body which receives the impulse, and it gives only
an obscure reason for the decreased motion of the body fiom which
the impulse proceeds, Of course, it will be argued that both these

facts are due to the impenetrable nature of bodies, which makes it

impossible for one of them to find a passage for itself through the

space occupied by the other. But this impossibility taken by
1

[I 56.3
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itself rather suggests a dilemma than furnishes us with a solution

of it.

If two bodies cannot both occupy the same position in Space, and

if nevertheless it is this at which one of thorn aims, the question arises

as to how these Uo conflicting propositions aic to be reconciled.

How they aie icconciled as a matter of fact we see befoie us , wo see

motion originated m the one case, and a eoiresponding deciease of

motion in the oilier. But we cannot suppose that thus happy solution

conies to pass of its o\\n accoid because it is un ingenious* idea
; it

must lather be the n< cessaiy consequence of what the bodies are in

themselves, and of \vhat they pass through at the time. If, fuither, \ve

bear in mind that in oulei adequately to estimate the icsult, account

must be taken of the mass of the two bodies, \\e shall be led back to

the conclusion that this inipeneti ability, \vliich the eominunii'alion of

motion requites, is an effect pioduced by the conflicting tendencies ol

\arious forces, \\hich thus give lise to motions in opposite directions,

so that bodies at rost are supplied with motion which befoie they were

without, whilst the bodies set in motion lost; some of then velocity

owing to the resistance of the bodies tit u*i>t. Hut it is impossible to

lepiesent such ii lepulsion as arising \\heu the bodies aiu in tontaet,

and not In-fore. Foi, if at the poin! of couMd tlufie is no inter-

penetration of llie h\o surfaces, the contact instead of bring a leal one

becomes a mere gconu truul lelatiuti; it can have, no influent e on the.

bodies themselves, but only on the limits by whit h they aic bounded.

If, however, we suppose thul the bodies <fa inteip*neUate radi other

at the point of contaU, it \\ill follow fiom out previous conclusions

that the forces proceeding from tin: two bodies can only affect each

other's motions at those points \\hich aie still .vpiuated by an inteival

of space. Nor cau it be said that the motion q, which is communi-

cated to a body at rest a by a body m motion b, determines what

would othmviso be umlctri mined, vix. tlie diieclion of the two

bodies sit the moment of tln-ir divergence. For, from the mere fact

that the mutual repulsion takes place at the moment that the body />,

whilst tending in the diic-ctiou q, comes into immediate contact with

it, it could only be argued, in opposition to all experience, that b w<mid

pass through a in its former direction
r/
with aeceleiated speed, whilst

# would begin to move in the direction
//*

It seems to me, therefore,

that under these eircuniHUnces' we cannot but conclude that even the

communication of motion is an effect dependent on the action of

wovmg forcen, and that, in this case a in all others, forces can only

produce motion when the bodies arc removed from each other, while,
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contrariwise, they are powerless to pioduce it when the bodies aie

in contact.

187. All this reasoning would be to no purpose, if theie was really

any insuperable difficulty in conceiving of forces as taking effect at a

distance, But I must say for myself that it quite passes my compre-
hension to understand on what grounds it can be maintained to be the

most self-evident of facts that a thing can only act where it is. What^
we may ask, is the meaning of the assertion, a is at the point a ? Can
there ever be any other evidence or manifestation of a thing's Being,
than by means of the effects which are transmitted from a to the point

/, where we ourselves are ? Of course, it will be instantly objected :

' No doubt, the effects of a and the directions which these follow in

the course of their transmission to us, are the only sources of the

knowledge which justifies us in concluding that a is at the point a
;
the

fact itself, however, is independent of the means by which we come
to know it/ But what conception can be formed of this fact itselfj if

we abstract all the effects which the given form of existence a emits

from the point a, where it is stationed ? Is the existence of a in

general a conception which has anything definite corresponding with

it ? and how can the limitation of a to the point a be understood, if it

does not give rise to any effects at that point distinguishing that point

from all other similar points of Space, where a is not present ? It is

an illusion to believe that the mere being at a certain place can give a

thing any determinate character, and that it acquires subsequently to

this the capacity to produce the effects which seem to be diffused

around that point. We ought rather to say, on the contrary : Be-

cause, in the disposition and systematic arrangement of the world as

a whole, and in the world of Space which is its counterpart, a is a

meeting point for zelations of the most various kinds, and acts upon
the other elements as these relations prescribe, for this icason and for

no other, it has its fixed place amongst them
;
or more correctly it

is this which justifies us in making use of the common forms of

speech, a is at the point a and acts from thence.

This, however, will form the subject of further investigations.

Putting this question as to the relation between real existence and

Space for the present aside, we shall make use of a very simple idea

to expose the fallacy of the doctrine here refeired to. Let us suppose
that at the commencement of their existence things were stationed

each at some one point of Space, e.g. a and ft : what reason would

there be why the interval a between them should prevent them

from mutually affecting each other? 'It is obvious and self-evident

VOL. L Y
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that it would do so;' it will be replied, 'the body set in motion docs

not feel the impulse to move, until the impelling body reaches it.

There can bo no sense of vision until the nei ves have been touched by
the moving particles of the ether. That which is incapable of trans-

mission has no effect, and is for us as if it had no existence/ These

instances, houevei, may be met by otheis. The stone falls without

requiring fust to be impelled; an electric icpulsion takes place to all

appeal ance quite independently of any connecting medium. If any-
one wishes to refei thi'se phenomena to the communication of motion

alicady in existence, he mny do so j but he will he appealing not to

obseived facts, but to his own hypotheses ; he will be employing
without any just icason the piuticul'u form which one class of effects

assumes, as if it weie the univcisal form which must necessarily be

assumed by all other effects. And yet even these hypotheses, which

aim at the avoidance of all distant effects in the case of large bodies,

cannot help interposing Spaces between the infinitesimal particles of

the media which arc held to explain the transmission of the impulse.

There could bo no presumption in favour of the above interpretation

unless it coulil be shown that contact in Space wus as obviously a con-

dition favourable to the action of force, as separation in Space is

maintained to be* unfavourable to it. But this is not true with regard

to contact in Space. For, it cannot be concluded that anything must

of necessity happen from the mere fact thai two elements touch at the

same limit, or arc stationed at the same point of Space ; nothing can

come of the contact of the elements if they are not fitful by Nature

mutually to affect each other, and when this condition is wanting,

spatial contact cannot produce it. As for the assertion flint elements

which have this capacity to affect each other, require contact in Space
in cider to make its exercise possible, it rests on that arbitrary selec-

tion of instances mentioned above ; with those in whom 5t has become

a cherished piejudice it is ineradicable, but it is not in itself neces-

sary, noi capable of being shown by the evidence of undoubted facts

to hold good universally. We ourselves, it is true, are not endowed

with any capacity for pioducing effects at a distance. The objects

on which we attempt to bring our activity to bear, we, no doubt, set

in motion by means of a continuous succession of intermediate effects,

which serve to bring us and them together. But thin is not enough to

make us conclude that two elements, between which there is art

interval of Space, belong, as it were, to two different worlds separated

by a gulf which nothing can bridge over. We arc compelled, in order

to understand their subsequent effects, to conceive of them both as
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subject to the same laws ;
a fact which we are accustomed to consider

as self-evident, without enquiring into the presuppositions which il

involves. This fact obliges us to regard, without exception, all things

thioughout Space as interconnected parts of one world, and as united

together by a bond of sympathy to which separation in Space acts as

no hindrance. It is only because the elements of the world are not

all of the same kind, and, instead of being simply co-ordinated, are

related in the most various ways, that this unfailing sympathetic

rapport, by means of which all things act on each other at a distance,

is not in all cases equally apparent, but differs in degree of intensity,

being in some cases widely diffused, in others contracting itself within

narrow and scarcely perceptible limits.

y a



CHAPTER VI.

The Simpk Elements of Matter.

THE confused notions which the difleieni theoretical consti actions

showed to exist in regard to the tiuc nature of M.itter, led us in the

fiist place to examine into tho conception of the forces, the operation
of which gives lise to the changing qualities of material things. Theic

remains now to be considered the question as to the form in which

the real thing, from which these forces themselves emanate, takes up
Us position in Space. The subject lo which we shall be introduced

by this question is tin; antithesis between atomism and tho theory of

a continuous extension in Space.

188, What appears to be the evidence of immediate per<eplion on

this point must not be misrepresented at starting by a slovenly mode
of statement. Of a singlo continuously extended Mutter it tells us

nothing; all that it presents to us is a vast vaiid} of different material

objects 'which for the most part are separated from each other by

clearly defined limits and are but rarely blended and confused together.

This multiplicity of things is all that can be affirmed at starting-

many, however, even of these things the naked eye ut once perceives
to be composed of patte existing sido by side, but differing in kind.

Others, which appear to be extended in Space with unbroken con-

tinuity, are seen by means of the microscope to fall asunder into a

distinguishable variety of divergent elements. It is not proved by
this, but it is made probable, that the apparent continuity of the rest

merely conceals a juxtaposition of discrete elements. But, what ft

proved for everyone who has eyes to sec IB, that substances composed
of atoms may produce on the BCIIRCH the impression of perfect con-

tinuity of extension. The frequently-urged objection, that a com-

bination of discrete parts would never account for the coherent surface

and the solid interior structure of material bodies, docs not really

require any metaphysical refutation. The sharp edge of a knife,

when placed beneath a microscope, appears to be notched like a saw,
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and the surface, which feels quite smooth, becomes a region of moun-

tains. Spots of colour again, even if seen only from a short distance,

take the form of a continuous line. These recognised facts are a

sufficient proof that the nature of our sensible organs makes con-

sciousness of what intervenes between successive vivid impressions

impossible for us, when the intervals are either empty of all content,

or such that they only faintly affect us. Though, therefore, the

appearance of continuous extension, no doubt, may coirespond with

a real fact, it arises none the less certainly and inevitably from a suf-

ficiently close approximation of discrete parts. Now, what induces

us to adopt this last hypothesis in explanation of the whole is this,

that even substances which seem to be continuous admit of being

divided, to an apparently unlimited extent. For, as the parts which

spring from this division retain unimpaired the same material qualities

which belonged to the undivided whole, it would seem that they cannot

owe their origin simply to the division of this whole
;
but that they

existed before it, and formed it by their combination. Later on, I

shall give reasons for suspecting the soundness of this conclusion ;

but, at first sight, it is convincing enough, and in all ages it has given

rise to attempts to exhibit the parts of Matter as elements whose

metaphysical unity of nature expressed itself in terms of Space as

indivisibility.

I shall offer some remarks not intended to be historically ex-

haustiveon the forms of Atomism which thus arose. Two points I

shall mention here in advance. Fiist, let it be remembered that this

hypothesis of a multitude of interconnected points admitting of change-

able and precisely detcrminable relations and interactions, is the only

practical means of satisfactorily explaining the extremely complex

phenomena for which an explanation is sought ; and that in contrast

with this explanation, the bate general supposition of the uniformity

of Matter, not less than the special one of its continuity in Space, has

never led to any fruitful solution of the facts given in experience. To

prove this would be only to repeat what has been so clearly and con-

vincingly stated by Fechner (cp. his
' Doctrine ofAtoms '), Taking it

then for granted that the real world of nature is presented to us pri-

marily under the form of an infinite number of discrete centres of

activity, I shall confine myself merely to a metaphysical investigation

into the nature of these centres. This is a question which Physics in

not practically called upon to decide, nor is her certainty about il at

all equal to the ingenuity with which she avails herself of the advant-

ages which the hypothesis offers to her. Again, I am entirely at one
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with Fechner in icgard to his second conclusion. I believe with him

that the atomic view of the Physical woild is peculiaily adapted to sa-

1isfy the aesthetic needs of the mind. For what we long to see exhibited

eveiywhere and in the smallest paiticulars, is precisely this, organiza-

tion, symmetric and harmonious iclationss order visible throughoui the

whole, and a clear view of the possible transitions from one definite

form into another. The demonstration of this point" I likewise do not

repeat. I wish only to say that I have never been able to compre-

hend the reason of that tendency, which for a long time past our

Gciman Philosophy has shown, to look down upon atomic theories as

of an inferior and supei final charactci ;
whilst the theory of a con-

tinuous matter was opposed to them as quite incontrovcrtibly a truth

of a highei kind. If fhcie were pi oofs at hand to establish the neces-

sity of Una latter conclusion, they should have been set forth in a more

convincing form than they have >et received. There is, however,

really nothing to admire in the theory of continuity, cither when con-

sidered in itself, or in regard to (he results which have been derived from

it. It seems as il a mystical powei of attraction had been given io it

merely owing to the mathematical difficulties in which the whole con-

copliou is involved.

180. The following arc the thief characteristics of general interest

\\hirh distinguished the atomism of antiquity, as icpiesented by
Lucretius, Theorotir knowledge of the chunges of tilings would In

impossible for us, if we weie restricted to obscivalion of the co-exist-

ence of qualities, and the modes of theii succession ; there being no

fixed standard, by which to estimate their relationship, opposition, and

quantitative difference. We cannot be in a position to deduce from

such conditions any conelusion of real value, unless we are able to

exhibit tlie states which succeed each other as comparable forms of a

homogeneous existence and occurrence, 01 unless, at any rate, we

can show how cflects disparate in themselves can yet be annexed to

comparable relations of compaiablc elements. "Hie conviction that

this was what had to be shown, led by steps of reasoning which can

easily be supplied to the attempt to refer the varieties of sensible

phenomena to differences of shape, sixe, combination, and motion, in

certain absolutely homogeneous aud unchangeable elements. The

working out of the theory in detail was extremely defective and rudi-

mentary. It was not so much that it was left unexplained how the

sensible appearances which attach to these mathematical groupings
can arise out of them, but the impossible assertion was made that the

sensible qualities are nothing but these very mathematical dctertnina-
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tions themselves. Setting aside, however, these imperfections, the

general conception of Atomism is one of the few Philosophical

Speculations of antiquity which have hands and feet belonging to them,

and which, therefoie, live on and lead to ever ficsh results, whilst

other theoiies, \uth perhaps moie head, find a place now only in the

History of Ideas. The hard and fast line of distinction that was

drawn between the equality of the seveial parts of Being, as opposed
to the inequality of their relations, excluded all oiiginal differences

from the ultimate elements themselves ; these latter, however, if they

had been so completely equal, could never have served as a basis for

the manifold appearances which spring out of them
; they had, there-

fore, at any rate to be assumed to differ in size and shape.

But this admission was no sooner made than it was seen to be in-

consistent with the uniform oneness of all existing things. Hence, ihoe

differences weie held to obtain merely as facts, which in the order of

natuie as it now exists cannot be reversed, but which aie not in them-

selves original, having come into Being only at the commencement of

the present age of the world's history. At any into, T think I havo

shown that Lucretius distinguishes between the multifont* atoms,

which are the unchanging causes of the prcwnl order of phenomena
in the woild, and those infinitesimal and essentially unifoim partu'l< s,

from the combination of which the atoms are themselves ultimately

foimed. He supposes that there are different ages of the world,

duiing each of which the combination of the atoms for the time Iwing
is dissolved by the stream of change. It is only the combination of

the atoms which is dissolved
;
the atoms themselves do not change,

but are combined afresh. At ih&end, howevei, of each age the atoms

likewise are reduced back to their homogeneous fust elements, and

these latter being again united so as to form new atoms, are whai

constitute the material substances out of which are met the demands

for the phenomena of the next succeeding age. We see here a recog-
nition of the metaphysical difficulty mentioned above, though not a

solution of it
;

it still remains that the form which the atoms arc to

assume is detexmined by an arbitrary cause.

The further elaboration of the system presents little that can

interest us. The common nature of what is real, which was declared

to be the true substantive existence contained in all the counties*

atoms, might, one would have thought, have suggested the hypothesis
of an inner relation existing between them, and from this might have

been developed the conception of forces by which they mutually afloet

each other ; forces, which would assume different modes of operation,
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according as the ultimate component panicles of the atoms were

differently combined. But no use was made of this thought. The

communication of motion by impact remained as the sole form in

which things affect each other ; and the resistance which they oppose

to the falling asunder of their parts was no less inadequately explained

than the invincible tendency of the ultimate elements to combine in the

form of an atom.

190. Passing over the various forms which Atomism assumed after

it had been revived by Physical Science, I shall mention only the last

of them. As long as extension and shape were ascribed to the atoms,

no matter whether all were supposed to be the same in these icspects,

or, some to be difleicnt fioni otheis, it could not but appear that a

question was being solved in reference to the larger bodies by the

assumption of the smaller ones which was left unsolved as regarded

those smaller ones. It was impossible to go on foi ever deriving each

atom from atoms still smaller ; some point of spare must at last be

reached which is continuously filled by the Real tiling. But here a

doubt suggested itself. How can the continuous substratum be indi-

visible, if the space which it occupies is infinitely divisible ? That a

poition of space should be held intact against all attempts to encroach

upon it, would seem to be conceivable only as the combined effect

of activities piooecding from points external to each other, and

prescribing to oath its fixed position in relation to the rest. Such

active points, however, would inevitably come again to be regarded as

so many discrete elements, from which the whole is formed only by

aggregation. It seems to me that the regression into infinity which

would thus result, could not be escaped fiom by any appeal to the

metaphysical unity of the essence which forms the real content of an

atom, and which preserves it from the division of its appearance in

Space. This distinction between the real essence and its apjttarance

in Space would be a meaningless rhetorical phrase if it did not suggest

questions far deeper than any of those with which Atomism is con-

cerned and quite indifferent to it-

Atomism considers extended and tangible matter as reality pure
and simple, not as a mode in which Reality manifests itself, and

which requires a process of intermediation to connect it with Reality.

Now it is most difficult for many reasons to apply to this extended

Real thing the conception of unity* I do not mean to maintain that

the question is at once decided by the fact that in order for a form of

matter to remain unaffected by all external forces, it would have to be

credited with a simply unlimited power of resistance, such as would
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be veiy little in harmony with the first principles of our knowledge of

mechanics. I do not say this; for in the last resort there would be no-

thing to prevent us from conceiving of the atoms as elastic ; and then

each atom would really undergo a change of form proportioned to

the force acting upon it
; only that there would be an accompanying

reaction, sufficient to restore to the atom its original outline, and pre-
serve it from disintegration. No doubt, in a sense it is true that the

atom would require to have an unlimited power of cohesion in order

to admit of this process. But there is nothing in it inconsistent with

what we know about mechanics in other respects. The force inherent

in an atom would not be indifferent to all external influences; rather,

it would react with a degree of intensity precisely corresponding with

the original stimulus.

But another requisition must be complied with if the metaphysical

unity of an extended real thing is to make itself felt as an actual fact

and not be a mere name. Essential unity of nature cannot contain

parts, which are affected by experiences peculiar to themselves, and

not shared by the rest. Every impression by which the point a of

any such unity A is affected, must at once be a state or impression of

the whole A, without any process of intercommunication being re-

quired, to transmit the impression from a to b, or to the other points

contained in the volume. At all events, if the parts of A are so dif-

ferent that what each experiences has to be transmitted to the rest, I

fail to see in what would consist its essential unity, or how, since a

system of discrete elements would necessarily proceed m precisely the

same way, there can be any difference between the two. Before pro-

ceeding further, I must guard these statements against a possible

misunderstanding. I cannot find that there is anything incompatible

between the essential unity of A and the existence at the same time

of different modes of its Being a )3 y, which are necessitated by different

influences acting upon A simultaneously: I only wish to maintain

that both a and are equally states of the whole A 9 and therefore

that they are neither of them produced by influences which merely

affect themselves, but are both modified by 'the fact of their contem-

poraneous existence in the same essential unity. Let us suppose o

and j3 to be motive stimuli affecting two points a and b in the same

atom. The result would not be two separate movements of these two

points, which at some later period merged in a common result; but

in the point a, which was the part affected by o, the whole Real thing

would be present in the same complete fulness as in the point &,

which is affected by 0. The immediate effects of both impulses
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would be felt equally at both points, and the resultant p would be but

one motion which would at onpe lay hold of the whole extended sub*

stance. Fuither, since every change requires for its occuirence a cer-

tain space of time, and according to the la\v of Persistence, leaves a

trace of itself behind, it is quite intelligible that a prinurj stimulus

a should not till after some inteival show itself as the condition of the

next stimulus /5 ; and that a new impiession of the kind a should make

itself felt in modifying the stales connected \\ith it befoie it modifies

those thai are connected with #. When this happens, we are act us-

tomt'd to say: 'only one side of the \vhole Being of the thing was

affected ; the othei lemiuned untouched/ But by the use of this figuic

derived ftom Space, we expiess most mappiopuately oui belter and

truer meaning. At each moment, the whole essential Being is both

acting and being acted upon; only it belongs to the natuie of tins

indivisible unity that the seveial activities which exUMii.il conditions

elicit fioni it should, as they succeed each other, exhibit UK* most

various degrees of mutual dependence, and should be some more and

some less closely associated together.

Let us apply these legitimate ideas to the case before* us. What we
should be entitled to sa} would be, not that the atom A responds
so immediately to the stimulus <t by piodm'iny, the icsult a that

(here is absolutely u<> intervening interval of time, but rather tltut the

reaction in it does always follow upon the stimulus, at however in-

fnutesimally small an inUtival of time; so that what takes phw.e here

too Ls that A is fust affect* -d on Us receptive side, and only after-

wank and in consequence of this on its side of reaction. This

imagined splitting up of the substance into pints has nothing in

common with the false notion of there being in fad any such separa-
tion between them, as would be the case, if \ve meant that an im-

pression pioduccd upon an atom in confined to a point <t, from

which point it docs not pass on to the remaining points 6 and <, until

after some lapse of time. In such a case, there would, an 1 have

before icmaiked, be nothing left to distinguish the pretended unity of

this A fiom the communication of effect* which takes place in every

assemblage of discrete and independent elements when brought into

active contact. If we arc serious in supposing this unity to exist, we
mnst assert that every motion communicated to a point a in an atom,

ajso literally a motion of the* point <*' at the other end of a diameter

of the atom. The motion, consequently, would have to be trans-

mitted all along the intervening line a a1
in absolutely no time at all ;

and tho ordinary rule according to which the intensity of a force varies
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with its distance, would have in this case to be suspended ; the effect

produced upon the remoter point a 1 must be as strong as that pro-

duced upon a. These consequences which, as it appears to me,

are inevitable, cannot be reconciled with the oidinary principles of

Mechanics. But if they are to be avoided, either the unity of the atom

or its extension must be given up.

191. Physical theoiies in favour of the latter of these two alterna-

tives have assumed a variety of forms. Though they have not

been expressly based on the above-mentioned arguments, which have

led me to infer that extension is not a predicate of a simple or single

substance, but the appearance assumed by many different elements

when combined, they have oiiginated in a geneial feeling that the very

thing which it was intended to explain in composite bodies by means

of the atoms, could not be consistently assumed as alieady existing in

the atoms. The extension of the simple elements was not a fact given

in experience ; nor was there any necessity for assuming it All that

was lequhed was, certain points in space, from which foices of

alti action and repulsion could operate with a certain intensity. The

unextended atoms, as the vehicles of these forces, served quite as well

to explain phenomena, as they would have done on the almost

inconceivable hypothesis of their extension. Hence, since all that

was needed was a working hypothesis, it became the custom for

Physicists to describe the atoms simply as centres, to and from which

Forces and Operations are transmitted, leaving it unexplained how

these real points are distinguished from the empty points of space

which they fill This omission may easily be supplied. A real thing

could never by being extended in space produce an effect which it

was not in virtue of its natuie capable of producing when in relation

with the other thing in question. At most, the space which it occu-

pies could only presciibe the sphere of opeiation, within which

capacities due not to extension but to the inherent nature of what the

thing is, are exercised. If, further, it is impossible to conceive of

motion as produced under conditions of actual contact and if

distance is necessary to the operation of force, actual reality becomes

independent of extension in space, and the elements, though they

have indeed positions in space, are without either volume or shape.

This point of view grew up not merely as a conclusion arrived at

by Physics ;
it is an ancient possession of Philosophy. Herbart refers

back to Leibnitz ; for myself, I prefer his own definite exposition to

the doctiines of his forerunner, which can only be arrived at by a

somewhat dubious interpretation, Herbart's ontology staits from the
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assumption of countless simple substances without parts or extension,

which form the elements of the world His construction of matter

could, therefore, only lead to Atomism : and, he tells us quite cleaily

what are the original subjects from which the activities formative of

matter proceed, and as to which we found Kant's explanation un-

satisfactoiy. Herbart distinguishes his own theoiy fiom the theories

of the Physicists, by calling it
*

Qualitative Atomism.' lie gives it

this name, not only to show that his simple substances owing to their

qualitative differences are endowed with distinct cone i etc natuies,

and not merely substantiated abstractions of a single homogeneous

reality; he uses the teim in a far moie imjtoitant signification than

this to imply that from the inner experiences to \\luch these differ-

ences of nature give rise, all these Forces and Laws of relation arc

derived, which the common modes of speaking and thinking in

Physical Science represent, without any fuither attempt at explana-

tion, as predicates inherently attaching to the ultimate1 elements.

Being, as I am, quite at one with Herbail in regard to this general

conception, I regret that owing to a certain ontologicul doctrine,

which I do not myself share with him, he should have been

depiived of the ftuits of these conclusions in constructing his theory

of matter.

The entiie independence which he ascribed to each of the essential

elements prevented him from holding the doctrine of a pervading

connexion, in virtue; of which the states by which one is affected

become the immediate rendition for what is experienced by the rest

Another of his assumption**, the origin of which I sun ignorant of, led

him to regard contact in space as the only cause capable of disturb-

ing the mutual indifference of the elements and forcing them into

active relations-ship. As, on this view, it was impossible for the

essential elements to act on each other from a distance, Herbart

became involved in the hopeless attempt to show how points un-

extended, though real, are brought into contact in order that they

may act upon each other, but yet not absolutely into contact, in order

that their combined effects may endow a multiplicity with an extension

which attaches to no single one of its component parts. It is a view

which requires to be changed only in a single point, though this no

doubt is a vital one* The simple dements of reality, on which the

constitution of the world primarily depends, must be regarded as con-

ditioned, not independent, and therefore as in unceasing relation to

each other. By making forces which act at a distance emanate from

the simple elements, elements not empty but of a definite internal
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character, we can frame an intelligible picture of the forms of matter,

as systems of real unextended points, limited in space, and endowed

with forces of cohesion and resistance in very various degrees.

192. Now, at this point we might stop, if it were not for another

assumption which these theories commonly contain, that viz. of an

actually extended space, in which the real elements take up their

positions. The contrary conviction, in support of which I have con-

tended, compels me to introduce some further modifications into the

view which I have first stated in order to arrive gradually at the idea

which I wish ultimately to establish. I continue for the present to

make the assumption of an indefinite number of individual existences;

an assumption from which the explanation of the vaiiety of pheno-

mena must always make its fust start. Not much need be added to

what hafc been already said as to the general relation of these exist-

ences to space. These simple elements, having as such no connexion

with space, stand to each other in a vast vaiiety of relations, which

only for our modes of apprehension assume the foims of position and

distance in space. It is for Psychology to supplement the suggestions

which have been already made by telling us how this mode of appre-

hension is originated; here, we aie only concerned with the ideas which

we must form of the natuie of Real existence, in order to make in-

telligible the particular mode in which it presents itself to our sub-

jective consciousness.

In the first place, then, to repeat what I have>lready mentioned, it

is requisite that we should reverse one of our ordinary ways of think-

ing. When a certain element a is in a certain position a, we think of

this fact as if it was something in itself, as if it was in virtue of this

that the element had the power to produce effects on other things in

certain definite ways. But, according to all the results at which we

have so far arrived, we ought contrariwise to say : That the element

a 'is in the position a,
9

can only mean for it, that it has received so

many and such impressions from all the other elements which belong

to the same world to which it belongs, that, if we regard the whole

mass of existing facts of that world under the form of space no place

except a corresponds to that which is assigned to a in the universal

order. Hence, the position which an element occupies must always

be regarded by us as the result of the forces that determine it, and in

so determining it, are in a state of equilibrium. This conclusion the

Science of Mechanics only half admits. It admits, no doubt, that

during every moment that an element remains at rest, the forces

working upon it must be in a state of equilibrium. But the con-
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ception slill remains possible that an element might occupy a position

in space without any action of force whatever, and that forces arising

subsequently might find it there and act upon it.

Further, I have abundantly sho\\n that by this systematised arrange-

ment of unextended points, which I believe to be what constitutes the

world as a whole, I understand not the oidei of a ligid classification,

but an order \\hich, incessant as is the movement of things, and

manifold and \arious as aie the forms which the sum of conditions

at each moment assumes, maintains throughout a continuous and

unchanging puiposc. The position, therefore.', \\hich an element

assumes, when it appeal s in space, docs not simply indicate the

place which it occupies from all eternity in a classification of the

woild's contents, but, lather, the place which, at that moment, was the

only point at whuh the changing conditions to which it is subject

came to a changeable equilibrium. It would be too simple an ex-

planation of what takes place, to suppose that \\hen iwo elements

a and b make their appeal ance at two points of .space in close prox-

imity, and ft they have been accredited to these positions owing to

the special sympathy of their natures or the intimacy of their Jnter-

arlion. Rather they may have been quite iudifleieijt to each other, and

yet have been forced into this juxtaposition, simply because the

demands made by all the rest of the elements and their motions

can find no belter satisfaction than in the moweniaiy pioximity of

these two elements, though it may not answer to any vital con-

nexion between the elements themselves. Reflexion upon this

constant motion of the world will cause us to modify our previous

view, or, at all events, to define it more accurately. The position a

of an clement a
t though always no doubt it expresses the balance of

the several forces for the time being affecting a> may also at the same

time be the expression of an unavoidable want of equilibrium between

the present state of a, and that state to which its nature gives it a

claim in the totality of existence ;
an expression, therefore, of a dis-

cordant Tension, which remains until, in the course of events, the

causes which occasioned it again disappear.

I make these lemarks, in order to give an idea of the complex

kinds of relations which here present themselves, and in order to

remove the impression that there is any correspondence between the

appearance of the world in space at any given moment and an intel-

ligible order of things, in which the position of each element would

correspond with the conception which permanently represents its

nature* But I hasten to add that this reference to a disproportion of
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states, in the above-mentioned sense, must not be mixed up with any

secondaiy associations of c that which ought not to be,'
c
that which is

out of place/ or 'which contradicts the purpose of the whole/

Whether anything of this kind ever happens, whether, i. e. there is

anything in the world's course which can be compared with discords

in a musical progression, we shall not here enquire. The dispro-

portion of which we have been speaking is primarily nothing but the

impulse to a change of state which is suggested by the couise of

events, and which tends to or accomplishes the transition to posi-

tions according as it is impeded or unimpeded. Turning now from

these general considerations, we will apply ourselves to the solution

of certain special questions, which acquire from our piesent point of

view either the whole of their significance or a different significance

from that which is commonly assigned to them.

193. Let us start as before from the supposition of a given plurality

of active elements; remembering at the same time how frequently

it happens, as has been proved by experiments, that apparently

different properties are really only the result of different combina-

tions of a single homogeneous substance. The question will, then,

obviously be, must we, in order to explain the facts, assume the exist-

ence of a multiplicity of originally distinct materials? or, shall we

explain even the chaiacteristic differences between the chemical Ele-

ments as mere modifications of a single homogeneous matter ? The

eagerness which is now shown in favour of the attempt to explain

away these differences seems to me to be based to some extent on a

false principle of method. For practical purposes Science is, of

course, always interested in reducing the number of independent

principles upon which to base its explanations, and in making calcu-

lable the course of events by subordinating the complex derivative

premisses to a few primary ones. But not less certain is it that

Science cannot desire any more complete unity than actually exists,

and until the point is decided by experience, a unity which remains

still unknown must not be presupposed as certainly existing except

in cases in which without it a contradiction would be introduced

into the nature of the subject-matter.

Now, our idea of Nature implies three things, (i) A system of

univeisal laws, which determine the sequence of cause and conse-

quence. (2) A multitude of concrete points to which these laws may
attach and so find their application. (3) Lastly, a purpose to realise

which these actual existences are combined together. Every theory of

Science admits the two first of these postulates ; the last is, no doubt,
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the subject of conflicting opinions. But wherever the thought of a

purpose in nature is cherished, it stands to reason that there can be

but one, and that all seemingly independent tendencies must be leally

subordinate to this unity and appear as moments in its Being, Not

less necessary is the unity of the supreme laws which govern the

connexion of events. These consist not so much in the rules to

which various foiccs vanously conform, as in the universal truths of

mathematics, to which any self-consistent woild, even though it wcie

quite otheiwi&c constituted than the existing one, would always have

to submit throughout its whole extent alike. It is impossible to con-

ceive an order of nature, unless it can be determined accoi cling to the

same mles of ineasmement in every instance what results may be

deduced fiom the present c of active elements in given piopoitions,

and from their reciprocal hitei actions in calculable devices of in-

tensity. On the othor hand, the actual existence, which has to

furnish tlu*sc laws with uises in \\hieh they will apply, has to fulfil no

requirement but the primaiy ono of being manifold Nor is there the

slightest reason why a theory which takes no exception to the doctrine

of an original plmality of homogeneous atoms should regard with

suspicion the hypotheses of original difloiences of quality. No furthei

likeness of zuiwe need be attributed to the atoms than such as is

required to enable them to combine toother in the same order of

things. It must be possible in so far as they affect each other by way
of interaction, to exhibit their natures as combining in definite degrees
of intensity certain universal modes of activity. JJut tlu re appears to

me to be no necessity for regarding the group of specific coefficients

which these general modes of action are found to Uko in any par-

ticular clement, as attached to a substance of like nature through-

out, or, more strictly, as attacked to what is merely the substantiated

abstraction of reality. The group may equally well be regarded
as the expression of a specific quality, so far us such expression
is allowed by the mutual intercour&o of the various forms of

matter.

Practically the importance of the difference between these two

views would consist in this, that the latter would altogether exclude

the possibility of one chemical element passing into another, whilst,

according to the former view, this would be at any rate conceivable.

It would indeed be more than conceivable. It would rather be in-

explicable that throughout the endless process of combination, dis-

solution and transformation to which the parts of matter are subject,

no clement should ever lose its identity or merge its own individuality
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in that of some other. If the essential character of each element

depends merely on a peculiar arrangement of homogeneous particles,

it may be conjectured that the same course of events which gave

birth to one of the forms thus composed, might again produce the

conditions which would lead to its being either dissolved or trans-

foimed into some other shape. But if it was meant that it could

be shown that there are certain forms of combination which having

once originated can never by any possible conjunction of forces

be dissolved, it would still be open to ask, Why at any rate there

is not, through a further composition of the simpler structures, a

constant increase in the number of these irrevocable combinations ?

Finally, if it is to be regarded as an eternal fact that these com-

binations are all alike indestructible and at the same time incapable

of further development, it would be difficult to say in what would

consist the difference between this view and that which assumes an

original diffeience between the elements. As regards the practical

explanation of nature there would be no diffeience between the two

ideas; it would be a diffeience merely of theoretical view. The

piobability of all reality being homogeneous in essence, unless con-

firmed by future experience, could only be maintained upon con-

siderations of a diffeient and more indirect kind.

194. To this class of considerations belong the views commonly

held in regard to the mass of matter, its constancy, and its influence

in determining the character of different kinds of effects. It is now

quite superfluous to recur to what was once a mistake of frequent

occurrence in philosophy, by pointing out that the idea of mass is

not exclusively associated with that of weight and heaviness ; but, that,

as applied to the reciprocal action of any two mateiial bodies, the

term expresses the intensity of the force which each contributes to

the common result Let us suppose that we have formed two bodies

from m and ft numbeis of units of the same matter, and have ob-

served their behaviour to a third bodyV in regard to a certain effect of

the kind /. If having observed this, we then find that two other

bodies, both demonstrably foimed from the same material, behave

in the same way towards c as the two first in respect of the same

effect^, we rightly conclude that they also contain m and /* number of

units of the same matter. Suppose, however, these two latter bodies

exhibited divergent properties, so that their consisting of the same

matter was open to doubt, and yet that, in regard to p, they were

affected towards c precisely as those two substances had been which

we had ourselves formed from a demonstrably common matter, it

VOL. i. 2
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would no doubt be a natural and obvious conjecture that their

behaviour was also due to the presence of m and p, units of a homo-

geneous substance, though this likeness was hidden in their case by

secondary diffeiences of quality. At the same time, this conjecture

would go beyond the facts. All that the facts teach is that in respect

of the effect f, the t\\o bodies in question are equwahnt to m and /*

numbers of the before-mentioned matter; not that they actually

tfWM/^thcm. Thcie is nothing to prevent them from being in all

other respects different in original quality from each other, and from

t, and yrt being capable of a special interaction of the kind p
between them and *,in i\huh their contribution to the common result

admits of a numnioal expression m and /*, as identical 01 comparable
with lh.it of tht: lwo bodies fust 'Considered. If now, assuming them
to have the above specific quality, we proceed to consider their inter-

action with a fresh bmly <! icsulting in a different kind of effect ^ we
shall not be justified in assuming that, the proportion in which they
contribute to this jesult is the same, viss, m :/*, as that in which they
contributed to produce /. Ruthcr, it is conceivable that in their new
relation fo //. blinking into piny as it would new forces, they would be

like where they had before been unlike, and unlike where they had
been like ; or, in a word, that in regard to the effect 7, they would

assume llie quantities w t
and ^ different fiom the pievious quantities

m and /. In point of furl, at any rate at fust sight, this is how the

several effects />, p, r, produced by the reciprocal action of the bodies

in question, are related, and it is never certain that a which in regard

to/ is greater in quantity than 6, will still remain so in regard to q.

Whether these differences can be intelligibly explained on the

hypothesis of a homogeneous matter, as secondary effects due to

different modes of combination, must here be left undecided. Owing
to the extreme variety of the phenomena to be taken into account,

such a conclusion could only be established, if at all, in the distant

future. On the other hand, it is of course always possible to express
each of the new quantitative determinations that arise, c.g, m i

and j u
by means of the old ones, i,c. by km and K/I, and so by assigning for

each kind of special effect a specific coefficient to bring the fiction of

a homogeneous mass into harmony with the given facts. In a meta-

physical point of view this would decide nothing. The possible

qualitative difference txitwcen the parts of matter is as little made to

disappear by this icduciion, as corn and meat cease to be two

different things after their value has been expressed in the common
term of money. The doctrine then which 1 am maintaining is not
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open to any general objection on these grounds, though it cannot be

applied to explain the particular facts. It, at any rate, does not oblige

us to think of the different elements as differing without any principle.

Belonging as they would to one and the same woild, their qualities

would be mutually related members of a single interconnected system,

within which they would be combined in different directions, in dif-

ferent senses, and with various degrees of intimacy. Stationed at the

meeting-point of many opposing tendencies, an element might on

one of its sides display a greater degree of force than its neighbour, on

another an equal degree, whilst on a third side its force might be

less ; and, if we knew the purpose of the whole system, which we do

not know, we should be able to deduce from the mass which an

element exhibited in the production of the effect /, the specific co-

efficients which belong to it for the actions q9 r, &c., and to exhibit

those coefficients as a series of mutually dependent functions.

195. I have made these observations, still proceeding on the as-

sumption that a plurality of individual elements is what forms the ulti-

mate constituents of the world. We shall see, however, that they have

equal force, if viewed in connexion with a result established by our

ontological investigations, according to which these multitudinous

elements are but modifications of one and the same Being
1
. To

hold this latter opinion, seems at first to be equivalent to repeating

the very view against which we have been contending. It appears as

if we could have no real interest in establishing the fact of difference

amongst the elements, if this is not to be regarded as ultimate and

irremovable. But the doctrine here maintained, is essentially dis-

tinguished from the doctrine of Physics. I understand by this abso-

lute Being, not a Real existence infinite in quantity and of like

nature throughout, which has no other inheient capacity than that of

falling into countless homogeneous parts, and which only is in a

secondary sense, by means of the various possible combinations of

those parts, the ground of a diversity existing in the content of the

world. I conceive it rather as a living idea, the import of which,

inaccessible in its essence to any quantitative measurement, is no

mere homogeneous aggregate of ideas, but a self-articulated whole

of variously interwoven parts ;
each one of these parts, as well as the

several elements which compose it, acquiring a determinate quantity

according to its value and position in the whole.

Let us give an illustration. If this idea could be expressed in terms

of our thought, it could only be so by means of a number of propo-
1
[Cp. Chapters vi. and vii. of Book I.]

Z 2
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sitions which would be towards one another in those extremely
various modes of dependence in which the different parts of a

scientific system are connected together. But these principles would
be meaningless, if they were not again composed of woids words of

which the meanings while different and unchangeably fixed, are still

not immeasuiably different, but so piecisely detet mined in relation to

each other that they admit of being joined together in very various

syntactical combinations, to serve as vehicles by which the Idea is

aiticulated into its parts. With these wonls I coinpaic the ele-

mentary matciials of nutuie. In themselves they are nothing; they
AIC meicly foinis of a common principle underlying the woild,
u principle, howevci, which maintains them as constantly uniform

activities, so thut in evciy case in which they occur and enter into

mutual relations they nbseive, the same laws of behaviour. But,

although thus involved from all eternity in a network of relations,

they still remain different as regards each other, and incapable of

being ri'fcni'd to mere division and re- combination of a uniform
Mitotiatum. The mathematical mode of regarding the question
which favours this latter view, mid which has very extensive rights in

the treatment of nulmv, is still not the only way of conceiving its

unity, nor does it penetrate to the ultimate ground of things.

Merely, within the limits of our obseivation, this mathematical con-
nexion of things, Mcnndtiiy though it is, parents itself first. That
whole world of quantitative and numerical determinations is itself

based on an order of things, the synthetic connexions of which we
could never have arrived at by any logical analysis. We have called

thin order '

systematic,' and now we may replace this imperfect ex-

pression by another, that of the 'justhetic' unity of purpose in the

world, which, as in some work of art, combines with convincing
justice things which in their isolation would seem incoherent and

scarcely to stand in any relation to one another at all. Or, lastly, we
might prefer to uso the term dialectical unity,' in memory of a late

phase of our German Philosophy, which was thoroughly alive to the
truth of this doctrine, but failed, aK it wcing to me, because it be-

lieved itself ablo to apply to details of fact principles which ean only
in a rough way prescribe a general direction to our thoughts.

198. This transformation of our views introduces us to a further

question, which to Physical Atomism appearo to be no question at all.

It U assumed that a countless number of individual atoms fill the

world Now, be they the same or be they different in kind, whence
comet their plurality? If they are regarded aa starting-points to be
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assumed, beyond which we cannot go in thought, no doubt their

dispersion throughout space can also be included in the number
of facts to be taken for granted, which we must recognise without

attempting to explain. But, to us, who have conceived every qualita-

tively distinct element as one of a connected series of acts emanating
from the supieme principle of the universe, it is necessarily perplexing
to find that the instances in which each element occurs are scattered

over a countless number of different points in space. Nor is this an

enigma merely from our point of view. We can, no doubt, by an
act of thought easily represent to ourselves the same content a
a thousand times over, and we can distinguish the thousand creations

of our imagination, by localising them at different points of space,
or by enumerating them according to the different moments of time

when they first suggested themselves to us. But how, strictly speak-

ing, can it be conceived that, in actual fact, the same a occurs several

times over? Must not the mere fact that theie are several, make it

necessary that a should be in one case something different from what

it is in another, though it ought in eveiy case to be the same ? What
constitutes the objective difference between them, which makes a truth

of fact of the logical assumption that they are so many like instances

of a general notion or a common nature ? We remember what a

stumbling-block this question was to Leibnitz, It seemed to him to

be impossible that two things should actually occur, unless their duality
was based on a difference of nature between them. He would not

even allow that two leaves of a tree could be exactly alike. This

difficulty scarcely attracts any attention now. I must say, however,
thai it seems to me to have been somewhat too hastily passed over

by those who have followed in the footsteps of Kant. What Thought
could not achieve, was held to be made possible by spatial per-

ception. It was m and thiough space that it was clearly shown
how things could be at once like and manifold ; they might differ

in position, but be perfectly identical in the nature which occupies
the position.

Certainly, this is clear enough ; but I cannot see in this clearness a

solution of the difficulty. All that it does is to bring the problem itself

vividly before us; but for this phenomenon, indeed, the difficulty

would scarcely have been suggested. Now, if science admitted to an

unlimited extent the possibility of things acting upon each other at a

distance, it might no doubt be granted that one atom is never subject

to precisely the same sum of external influences as another. And,
if it were further granted that the atoms experience changes of inner
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state corresponding with these external influences, it would follow

that an atom a would be in some way different at each moment of

its existence fiom a second and othciwise similar atom, since its

internal states at any moment aie not an extraneous appendage to

its nature, but an actual constituent of what it is at that moment.

But this mode of statement would still involve the latent supposition,

that though the states by which an atom is affected change, yet

thiough all this change the atom itself icinams as a constant

quantity, which would have maintained itself in its position even if

thcie had been no forces acting on it, and winch only becomes

distinguished from other atoms of the same kind as itself oving to

internal influences wlmh might not have been opeiiUiu- Thus \ve

are hiought back to the question, What does it really meim that an

clement occupies a point in space? smd ho\\ cin it be thul in viitue

of its position it is distinguished from other elements, seeing thai all

points of space, both in themselves and in their efforts on the

elements, aic precisely alike? I have tried to give nn answer to this

question. Its vciy terms art* meaningless from the point of view

which icgtmls space us something actually existing by iefi'ien<c to

\\hidi things lire determined. Things do not fust find themselves in

(ertain positions, and then become rn;ibl<*d to take cffw I, but it us

the kind and degii-e of the efleets which they alreiuly exercise upon
each other tluit makes them otcupy those positions for tlio per-

ceptive consciousness, which seem to us to be those whkh originally

belong to them.

This answer, however, does not at once remove our present dif-

ficulty. In Older to find a leiuson why these qualitatively-distinguished

elements should assume the form of a scattered multitude of in-

dividual atoms, it seems UH if we should be compelled to suppose
thai In the intelligible world, which reflects itself in spaco, that action

or thought which we designated us the; nature of an element, must

icpeat itself as often us its phenomenon. Is such a repetition Ies

unaccountable than the easy' hypothesis of a plurality of utoms with

which Physics is content? I Jeel myself able to answer in the

affirmative. It is merely owing to the effect of constant association

with the forms of space, that when we come to represent to ourselves

these 'repeated' actions, we conceive them as falling into a number

of disconnected groups separated from one another by empty intervals

just (is the parts of space are Hcpaiatcd by their lines of distance.

There is really no such relation between them. Just as in our own

inner experience the self-same principle or the same conception recant
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in the most various connexions, and exeicises a limiting or deter-

mining influence of many different kinds on any other of our thoughts
with which it happens to be associated, just so the idea, which detei-

mines the qualitative nature of an element of mattei, serves in the

order of the universe as a point of intersection for the different

tendencies which make that universe into a connected whole ; con-

nected, as I must again insist, not merely as a rigidly classified system,
but as an eternally piogressive history. We are, therefore, not called

upon, nor are we interested to maintain that there aie distinct special

existences corresponding in number with the functions which the

same idea must fulfil when thus associated with otheis in these

vauous combinations. The number of scattered atoms is merely the

number of the separate appearances which an element assumes to

our perception of space owing to the manifold :elations in which it is

involved with other elements.

197. The extremely paradoxical nature of this conclusion shall not

prevent me from mentioning also a certain corollary which follows

from it. We have now arrived at a point of view from which the

atomic theory can no longer satisfy us, not even after that transforma-

tion of its fundamental idea, to which it seemed not to be disinclined.

So long as the unextended points, from and to which forces proceed,

points which have indeed positions in space but no volume, were con-

ceived as having, not less than the extended atoms had previously

been conceived as having, an obstinately indestructible nature, there

could of course be no mention of a further division into parts ; since

that which was to be divided was, as its very name implied, indivisible.

This mode of representation no longer holds good. If the single real

idea which determines the nature of a qualitative element necessarily

manifests itself under a number of distinct forms, and if theie is no

limit to the multiplication of the relations which it may assume towards

other ideas, why should it be specially attached to just those points in

space where it happens to be active at any given moment ? Why should

not the positions which it may occupy also admit of being multiplied

indefinitely, seeing that none of the manifestations of the element

have any other claim to a separate existence except such as depends

on the mandate of the whole order which assigns to them this and no

other position ?

Not that I have any desire to return to the notion of a continuously

extended, infinitely divisible matter, nor to that other notion, accord-

ing to which the real atom, at least in its spatial phenomenon, is

quite continuous in the sense that it is equally present at eveiy point
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within its own narrow volume. I would rather not in any way de-

part from the results of Atomism most recently arrived at, according

to. which an atom is conceived as developing Us activity fiom a

geometric point. But I can sec no reason for regaiding the amount

of force which is thus diffused a force \\hich is now no longer in

any sense an indestructible metaphysical unity as eteinally attached

to this one point. Rather, it would admit of partition in space, just

as it is itself only a paitial manifestation of a single identical function

of the whole. In propoition as new combinations of phenomena
wcie required to exist by the course of the woild, each centre of

activities would have the powei of bieaking itself up into bevcial

centres, winch would then assume different positions in space ac-

cording as the new conditions to which they were subject pieseiibed.

These condition*; may be veiy diifcicut. Their effect may be not

merely to compel the new centres of activity to combine with atoms

belonging to other elements, but ulso to cause an increase in the

volume of any particular atom by forcing its constituent elements to

expand and fall asuiulm. Thoie would Urns come to be differences

in the density of the atoms. Owing to this constant process of inner

dissolution, now points of departure for effects would be multiplied,

and there would anso the appearances which wuie fonnerly believed

to be ouly capable of bein#*expkime<l on tins hypothesis of a con-

tinuous and ieal extension m space, and which are only a< counted

for at the cost of u permanent improbability by those who believes

with ordinary atomism, that all things are ultimately aiwlysable into

real existence and empty space, lu this way we should be brought

to the idea of an infinite dynamic divisibility of unextended atoms,

ati idea which, it is to bo hoped, will seem less frightful than the

barbarous name by which, in order to distinguish it from the tra-

ditional theories, 1 believe that it may most briefly lw described, it

will no tloubt have been taken for granted that the degree of intensity,

or, to put it shortly, the muss of each of the parts will be diminished,

while the sum of these masse* remains the same. I have nothing to

say against this addition, but the principle on which it is made will

require further discussion in our next chapter.
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T/ic Laws of the Activities of Things.

OF the inner movements of things we know nothing. Still less do

we know what are the constant modes of co-operation which the

order of the Universe requires them to assume. Hence, experience

alone can discover to us the motive forces into which the course of

natuial events can be analysed and the law according to which each

of these several forces may be conceived as taking efiVct. But a

sufficiently careful and comprehensive observation has long since

established ceitain general results, which deserve, by way of supple*

ment at any rate, lo receive an intei pi elation in connexion with

metaphysical views, and which suggest the question whether they

are really nothing but the expression of what has been observed to

take place, and not rathei of necessities of thought to which ex-

perience has directed our attention only subsequently? I shall

attempt to investigate this point, though well-knowing beforehand

that my labours arc not likely to produce any considerable result.

They will serve merely to draw attention to the ambiguity of those

speculations, philosophical no less than scientific, which will never

cease to be directed to tins unpromising subjt ct.

198. Jn the fust place, it is universally admitted that the intensity

of the effects which a force produces at a distance, is dependent <m
the interval between the elements between which it operates* Ami
to this conclusion the doctrine which is here maintained must al<>

lead, though it remains to be seen later by what steps. If the

positions of things in space are merely expressions of the forceH

which are already acting upon them, a fortiori every impulse to

further activity will depend upon these interactions between the ele-

ments and on the distances in which those interactions manifest

themselves. This merely general characterisation is not, however,

enough to determine precisely the nature of the connexion between

forces and the (balances of elements. Hut the other assumption,
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which is asseitcd with almost as much assuiance as the last, viz.

that the intensity of the effect is in an inverse latio to the distance,

has nothing to recommend it if we exclude the familiar instances

furnished by experience, except the inadmissible idea that space acts

as an obstacle which cannot be oveicome except by a paitial sacrifice

of foice.

Other preconceived notions combine with this one to pioduce an

impression that this deciease of force is a fixed law, holding good in

all cases in which fences act at n distance. That a force, emanating
Horn a coitain stai ting-point, diffuses itself thiough space, is not

merely our mode of expressing the fact that its effects differ in degree

at different distances. Unfortunately, we believe ouisehes to be

desci ibing not only a fact but an actual process by which the neces-

sity of this difference is explained. As the force is transmitted to

laigcr and larger spherical shells it seems as if its tenuity must

increase* in tin* same ratio as the area which it occupies, the ratio of

the square of the distance from its starting-point. This coincidence

of a simple geometric relation with a geneuil law \\hrch we see illus-

trated in the effects produced at a distance by gravitation and by
electric and magnetic agencies, is too tempting not to invite often-

repcalcd attempts to establish the dosest connexion bct\vccn them.

None of the assumptions, however, which are required as links in the

lonncxion can be admitted. A force cannot be supposed to proceed

from a point (, without at onre being regarded as an independent

fluid medium. That its tenuity .should inciease with its increasing

extension, would no doubt not be altogether inconceivable. But still

we should have to discover to what the motion of the fluid was due.

Tins could only ultimately arise from a new force, a force of repul-

sion, exerted upon the fluid by the thing pieseut at t. We should

have also to show what becomes of the force thus diffused, if it

meets with no object on which to take effect, and further from what

source the constant supply of force at t is derived These questions

cannot be evaded by supposing that the force doe,s not tftjf/usr itself

around <\ but is, as it were, a permanent atmosphere already diffused

around it, To deny the fact of the movement of radiation, would be

to take away the only justification for the principle that the density

decreases with increase of distance, whilst it would contribute

nothing towards the explanation of the effect eventually produced.

Ixftt us, then, suppose that a given force whilst proceeding from r,

meets in the point p with an object which it in to act on* How is

this action possible? and how can the force impart to the body
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motion in any particular direction? All that could be concluded

from the arrival of the force at p, would be that it was now present at

that point not, that a body situated at that point must, owiftg to the

action of the force, be set in motion. But, even granting that it were

thus set in motion, what direction could the motion take? The

motion as such could stand in no relation to the point c
; for, if the

activity of the force is made to depend on this process of its diffusion,

it follows that it only acts at p just as far as it is there ; it makes no

difference whether it was there always or whence it came there.

Supposing it then to coincide exactly at p with some real element,

it could not impart any motion to that element, for there would be

no reason why it should prefer one direction to another \ If, on the

other hand, we suppose that at the first moment of its beginning to

exercise its activity, the foice is separated fiom the element by evei

so small an interval, we aie making action at a slight distance serve

as an explanation of action at any and eveiy distance, though we

cannot bring the former under any definite law, and must therefore

fail in the attempt to deduce the law of the latter.

Even if these difficulties could be got rid of, it would still remain a

question whether the resulting motion will take the direction cp> or the

opposite one / c. For this piocess of radiation would be just the same

for an attractive and for a repulsive force. Each smallest particle of

the fluid would, in such a case, still have to exert attraction or repulsion

upori whatever it might meet with at the point to which it had come,

as a property peculiar to itself and not admitting of further explana-

tion. But, if that were so, there would be no longer any occasion, for

confining these effects to the parts of the force which come before p
in the line c p; the parts on the other side of /, which lay in the

course of this line when produced, or which had come there, would

exercise an influence on the element at p, of the same kind though

in a contrary direction. The ensuing motion would then be the

result of these different impulses; at any rate it could not correspond

with the simple law which it was hoped could be deduced from it.

Finally, the attempt may be made to get rid of these difficulties, by

supposing that the radiating force imparts its own motion to the

element which it lights upon, and determines by its own direction

that which the element in its turn is to take. Putting aside, however,

that this is a transition fiom one idea, that of a force acting at a

distance, to another, the idea of communication of already existing

motion, all that would be explained by this method would be the

1
[Cp. 185,]
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centrifugal effects of repulsion ; every case of attraction would require

a centripetal pressure, such as has, indeed, often been assumed, but

has not kithcrto had any intelligible explanation gi\en of it.

199. On these gtounds I not only hold that these attempted de-

ductions have failed to establish their own special conclusions, but the

spirit in which they have been undertaken seems to me to be incon-

sistent with itself. Of course, many of the occunences \\hieh take

place in the woild are of a compound character, and arise fiom

mechanical combination of otheis. Jt is possible that giavitation

ami other similar phenomena \\hich seem to us to be the expressions*

of the simplest piimaiy forces, may roally be compound results pro-

duced by forces still moio simple. An claboiation of experience so

advanced as to show this to be the case would really have succeeded

in famishing us with a genetic thorny of the Law of Gravitation. If,

on the other hand, these and all cfiec.is of a like kind are regarded as

the expie&sion of simple and primary forces, we must not attempt, as

is done by these theories, to give a mechanical explanation of their

origin, by referring them to a diffusion and attenuation of force.

Th fc

only proof that can be \ xpcctcd of these elementary processes

and theii Luws is the speculative one, that they have a necessary

pl.uc in (he rational order of things. The fat/in /</>/* might be given,

but not the machinery by which it is curried into efl'eeU The treat-

ment, then* of tills problem belongs, without doubt, to Philosophy,

nor do T complain that there should have boon such innumerable

attempts to solve it, though unfortunately I know of none that has

been successful. I do not therefote continue my own investigation

with any hope of arriving at a result that can be final, but merely in

order to bring out more clearly some of the distinctive features of my
general view.

200. Owing to the doctrine which 1 have already expounded in

regard to the natuie of forces, I do not feel touched by an objection

which Physicists have urged against the absolute validity of the Law

of Gravitation, an objection which, if it held good, would render un-

tenable the whole of this doctrine which simulation so obstinately

attempts to deduce A priori \ where the distance a= o, the atti acting

force must according to this law, it is said, be infinite, I will not

now stop to enquire whether this result is altogether inadmis&ible.

It would l>e opon for those who maintain the ordinary hypothesis of

a eoutimiouhly extended matter to urge that contact takes place only

between points, lines, or surfaces without thickness, and consequently

that the masses whose distance as o, must in every case themselves as o
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also. If the hypothesis of unextended atoms conceived as points be

prefeired, we should certainly have to ascnbe to them an infinite

power of resisting separation, in case they had once got united in the

same point by attraction. But all that would be necessary would be

to take care that such a case never aiose. It would be easy indeed

so to alter the formula of the law, that in case of all observable dis-

tances, even the smallest, it should correspond as neaily as possible

with the results of observation, while in the case of vanishing dis-

tances it should still not imply the infinity of the force of attraction*

But, I think we can achieve the same end, without introducing a

modification of the law such as would be purely arbitraiy and in-

capable of ever being proved. All the seveial forces which Physics
is led by experience to assume, stand in our view merely for the

various components into which the single power of interaction in-

herent in the nature of things admits of being analysed. It is not

therefoie at all surpiising that a law which expresses with perfect pre-

cision the operation of one out of this number of components should

nevertheless yield infinite degrees of intensity or other inapplicable

values if the component is supposed to continue its operation isolated

and uncontrolled. These cases of isolated action are precisely those

which are never met with; they express merely what would occur

under ceitain imagined conditions, but what under existing con-

ditions, never does occur
;

Hence it is not necessary to modify the

foimula of the well-known law of gravitation, considered as simply

claiming to indicate the variations of the attractive action; in this

sense the formula may be perfectly precise; only the limiting case

.
never occurs for which alone it would yield such problematical values.

In proportion as the^elements which are attracted approach each

other more nearly the tendency to repulsion will be found to grow
even more rapidly, and if any one of the proposed modifications of

the law could be shoifai to hold good in actual experience it would

not be a more correct expression of the attraction taken by itself so

much as of the total effect in which attraction and repulsion are

already united. Moreover, it is easy to see that without this sup-

position this partial law expressing mere attraction would yield results

which would be not so much inconceivable as merely inapplicable in

our view of nature. Let us suppose two elements a and b between

which there is attraction but never repulsion, to approach the point

c from opposite sides. They would then at the moment of meeting

have not only an infinite attraction #-,
but also infinite though

opposite velocities v. Now as the velocity last reached, , has
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arisen by the summation of all fhe accelerations which have been

increasing infinitely up to the value #, we cannot but regaid the

infinite quantity v as gi eater than the infinite quantity g. Hence, if

there were no repulsion, # could not pi event the two elements fiom

passing with opposite velocities tlnough each other's midst and thus

distance would be icstoied between them and the amount of their

attraction would become finite again.

20L A special objection to the received views has been urged by
Herbarl, He will not himself admit the opciation of fom s at a dis-

tance , but for those who do admit it, he holds that the only legitimate

assumption is this, that the intensity of each foicc is diminished in

proportion as it is satisfied by the attainment of its result. That a

impulsion, therefore, should decrease with the distance which it has

produced, requiies no explanation. On the other hand, the force

of attraction, which becomes always more intense in pioportion as it

has <Ira\in its object nearer, remains a paradox for him. This

objection is plausible enough if the object is to explain the observed

effects of the law by reference to its inner meaning; but I cannot

think that the paiticular psychological analogy, to which it owes its

eonclusiveness, will admit of this general application. I entirely agree
with I lei bait that there arc inner processes in things, from which the

forces moving them arc derived, and I will roucedo to him that in

both the cases which are here brought together psychical endeavour

and physical motion the impulse to what is done lies in a differ-

ence between a thing's actual stitte of being and some other state,

which, if it could be realised, would be more in correspondence with

its nature. But I dispute the conclusion which is so hastily drawn

from these premisses* Ilerbart shows himself in this matter to be

influenced by his main conception, according to which each changing
state of a thing is a disturbance of its original nature, so that

the only manifestation of activity which can *fairly l>e attributed to

real existence, is that of self-conservation or recurrence to the

status quo an/e. In thai case, no doubt, supposing Jlf to be this

permanently fixed aim, and q the state which is a departure from it,

the result to be achieved at each instant would correspond to this

difference &f- y. Strictly speaking, it docs not at once follow from

this, that the intensity of the force which exerts itself to recover the

former state, must vary directly as the amount of divergence repre-

sented by g, and inversely as the result already obtained. All that would

be measured by Jlf-yiu the extent of what is required in order to

attain the given end. But there would be nothing to prevent the
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force from continuing to operate with unvarying intensity until this

difference had been made to disappear, just as a labourer in filling up
a pit does not at first work more rapidly and afterwards with less

energy, because the space to be heaped in was at the beginning

larger and has since become smaller, but he works throughout at

the same pace.

Even, however, admitting this assumption, insufficiently proved as

it is, I doubt the relevancy of the analogy which would make the

occurrence of a physical effect correspond with the satisfaction of a

psychical impulse. If, taking an imaginary case,we compare a supposed

quantity M^ of which we have an idea, with a smaller given quantity 7,

no doubt we know that M q expresses the amount which must be

added to #, in order to make it = M. In this case, M9 though not

present before us in external reality, was as adequately lepresented by
its idea as q was, and the estimation of the difference between them

was thus made possible. If, however, we experienced a state ^, and this

were merely a manner or mode of our consciousness, some form

perhaps of feeling, this feeling would not be able by itself to produce

in our minds the idea of the absent M. Knowledge of the chaiacler

and extent of the difference between q andM could only arise if we

had had a real experience ofM as well, and it were to enter into our

consciousness in the form of a feeling or the xemembrance of a feel-

ing similar in kind to q. Although, therefore, the disturbed state of

our feelings may depend upon the difference Mq>yei this difference

only exists primarily for the comparing mind of an onlooker ; it is

not a real element in the experience of the being who is affected by
the state q> at any rate not unless there is some remembrance of the

state M. It cannot therefore be the obvious standard by which such

a being, with a sort of preference for what is reasonable and just,

determines the intensity of the effort which it has to make. However

far, then, we may go in assimilating the inner states of things to

processes of mind, so long as we do not believe that the physical

operations of things are regulated like acts of our own by rules drawn

from experience, as long as we believe rather that there is a necessity

imposed on them to come to pass as they do, the difference between

an actual and a better state of things cannot be the determining reason

by which Physical effects are regulated.

On the other hand, there is no reason, we at least can see none,

why the order of the universe which prescribes to all things their

nature and mode of working, should not have attached to q a blind

and unpurposcd activity, which was as a matter of fact measured by
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the diflerence M~ g, though the individual thing which was affected

by the difference was itself unconscious of it. But, as theie is nothing

to hinder this supposition, so theie is nothing to make it necessary ;

it remains a possible though but an arbitrary assumption that the

course of things is nothing but a constant effort to attain to an

equihbiium and to reproduce a state M> which can only be effected by

Retting i id of their piesent state. There is equally nothing to prevent

us from admitting the claims, though not the exclusive claims,

of the opposite view, according to which the attainment of a state

q moans a change in the condition of things, which tends to reproduce

itself in a moie emphatic and intensified foim. That other theory,

the* watchwoid of which is 'disturbance/ has thought only of pain;

tuui then it seems quite naluial that the self-conservative activity

directed to the removal of pain, should deciease in proportion as it

succeeds. It has taken no account of plcasme, which just as

naturally creates a stimulus to the intensification of the state which

was desired ami is pleasant. For it is not true, except in those

cases in which the souice of enjoyment lies paitly in the body, that

pleasure Is dulled with wuisfaetioru The body, no doubt, is forbidden

by the habits of its action from contributing to the intensification of

feeling, and interrupts it by Nscarincss and satiety. It will not, however,

Ixs maintained that the put suit of knowledge and its results, or the

aspiration after beauty and goodness, is lessened by approximation

to the ideal.

But we will leave these analogies, which decide nothing. The

general conclusion to which we come is this: there is a blind

tendency in each thing, owing to its place in the all-embxacing order

of the woild, whenever it is in any given state 7, to produce an

effect* The character anil extent of this effect are not regulated by

any law inherent in the nature of substance or force, and binding

things without regard to the purport of this universal order. It is

this order and this alone, which, in accordance with its own aims,

connects reason and consequent, and it is as able to determine that

the force of reaction should increase with the attainment of results,

as that it should dimmish in projkortiou as they are attained.

&Q2, It is easy to see the consequences that follow from this

conviction* As we do not know the idea which is endeavouring

to realise itself iu the world, it is from experience only, as I have

before remarked, that we can derive our knowledge of the recurrent

operations of things according to general laws. We cannot, therefore,

take it amiss that Physics, following the lead of observation, should
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assign to the different forces, the assumption of which is found to

be necessary, laws of action of the most various kinds. These Laws

Physics regards merely as expiessions of the facts, without attempting

any metaphysical interpretation of them, and every idea of this kind,

serving to clear up a group of inteiconnected phenomena, and enabling

us to infer the future from the piesent, deserves respect, as an enlarge-

ment of our knowledge. Philosophy is altogether in the wrong, when

she depreciates results obtained in this way, merely because they do not

penetrate to the ultimate truth; but she is ceitainly within her right,

when, staiting from her own point of view she attempts to supply the

interpretation which is still lacking to those lesults. Whatever may be

thought of space and ofexistence in space, if once the intensity of inter-

action between two elements is made to depend on the distance sepa-

rating them, and just so far as it is made to depend only on this, it seems

to be impossible that different forces could be determined by this cause

to act in different ways ; the same distance, it would *seem, could

only make itself felt by the elements and determine all their reciprocal

effects in the same way. It is this which has prepossessed philo-

sophers in favour of the view that the diffeicnt modes of action which

Physics assumes, when it makes different foices dependent on dif-

ferent powers of the distance, cannot have a primary right of existence,

but that there must be one fundamental law for the relation of action

to distance, and the deviations from it which experience compels us

to admit must be due meiely to the complexity of the cucumstances.

By an easily understood transition, this fundamental law then came

to be identified with the Law of Giavitation, this being a Law which

is obeyed by many familiar effects, differing from each other and

occurring under appaiently very simple circumstances. I cannot

myself share this prepossession, except with gieat nervations. It is

necessaiy first of all that a certain assumption from which all such

attempted explanations start, should be clearly stated. That assumption

is made by thinkers, by whom perhaps in their ultimate essence all

things are mysteriously merged in the unity of an infinite substance

and a single cieative plan, when they afterwards leave out of sight

the continuous operation of this single principle, and explain the

whole course of the world meiely from the permanent qualities

and the changing relations of individual existences, and the con-

sequences which, by common logic, seem to follow from these two

premisses.

208. Upon this assumption we are not jubtified, according to all

that has preceded, in regarding the interval of distance itself as that

VOL. i, A a
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which determines the amount offeree exercised between t\\o elements,

a and 1. This is due only to the inner states of the elements which

concspond to the distances between them. Every mode of treating

the question must admit so much as this. Even if we adopt the

oidinary view of space as objectively existing, the distance of things

will still only be distance between them; the distance and its measuie

is, thciofore, a leality pnmafacie only for an observer who is able to

icpresent to himself the **pace which must be traversed in oider to

pass fiom (f to />. If a and b arc to be guided by it in what they do,

it must be possible foi them and not foi an observer only to take

note llul llu' distance between tlKim is in one case d and in another

case ft; thus in order to act they must fust be acted upon by the very
same condition \\hich is to n'gnlate their activity. This would lead

us- supposing the merely phenomenal (hatacter of space to be

assumed -to ilw* conclusion, that every actual distance between a

and b is not1im but the manifestation in space of the sum of the

C'ffbcis whi( li they experience at the moment from one another and

from the whole, and which are also the cause of their effect upon us.

Tho nniveis,l oniei is, however, neither according to our view, nor

according to th<? ordinary vi<*\v, a rigidly classified systtm, such that

each <I<*mt'!i( pusislcufly occupies the place which coiresponds
with its conception. Such a system no doubt exists, but its parts

winch urc in ,t constant state of chaotic flux, are evciy moment

falling into relative positions which do not correspond to the per-

manent affinities of their natures,

W<t know \\hat this mc.ins in terms of ordinary spatial perception/

it is not the elements which aro by their nature most fitted for active

intercourse which arc always the nearest neighbours ;
the action of

w>mc third or fourth element may separate those which are coherent,

or bring together those which are indiflfarunt. H is indeed impos-
sible to give a piclme of what things undergo or experience in their

inner nulim: when they enter into those changing intelligible relations

with uhidt wo air fimiiliar in spatial perception as distances of

greater or less extent. As objects of such pciccption, i.e. as dis-

tances, these relations w?em to us obviously to imply a greater or less

amount of estrangement or of sympathy in the things, and upon this

the degree of their reciprocal action is naturally supposed to depend.
Yet our previous investigations have shown that we cannot account

for th manner and degree in which things act upon each other from

the mere fact of their being outside one another ; it is only from

what Uwjy get or experience from this fact, or from the way in which
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it connects them, that we can do so. We cannot, therefore, say that the

distance between things itself exercises an influence on the intensity of

their foice ; it is merely the mode in which the greater or less degree

of their metaphysical affinity is manifested to us, varying as this does

with the different combinations into which they are brought by the

course of events. Throughout this piocess the things remain what

they are, and continue to act upon each other conformably to their

natuies. At the same time, the different degrees to which they are

temporarily displaced from their position in the system, cannot but

have some influence on their behaviour; a change in the closeness

of their metaphysical affinity involves a corresponding change in the

amount f of the intensity/ with which they stimulate those mutual

actions for which their nature has fitted them. If these very

abstract considerations have so far inspired any confidence, we now

stand befoie a conclusion which seems certain, and before an alter-

native which we are quite unable to decide. No reason can be any-

where discovered why this metaphysical affinity should conespond to

any but the fiist power of the distance, which is the distance itself. On
the othei hand, after what has been said above, it seems quite as

possible that the effect of this affinity should vary directly as that it

should vary inveisely, with the distance. The two formulae

i =/(f and **=
d

would be the only formulas in which this point of view could result,

and they would be of equal validity.

204. In making use of these expressions, I wish it to be borne in

mind that as I understand them they have not the same meaning as

any of those quantities to which the ordinary mechanical view of

Physics leads us. We do not use i to designate any kind or degree

of outward performance, but merely the intensity of the stimulus with

which, in virtue of the relation at the time being subsisting between

two elements, one of them excites and is excited by the other lo any
or all of those possible foims of reciprocal activity which spring from

their affinity, their difference, or generally their respective places in the

system. As regards what follows from the stimulus a fresh and specific

deteimination is required to decide whether it is to be attraction or

lepulsion, and yet another to decide its amount. The first require-

ment, however, may perhaps be assumed to be already fulfilled by the

coefficient/. For though we havehilheito spoken of this merely as a

quantity, it is dependent on the natuie of the interacting elements,

and therefore, strictly speaking, could only be a concrete number.
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On the other hand, as icgards the amount of the initial motion,

1 can sec no reason why it should not be conbidcied as simply pro-

poitionatc to the stimulus /, which is its motive cause. I shall

not, thcrefoie, make any further companson between the foimula

i SB
pi?, which would indicate a sou of metaphysical elasticity, and

what we meet with under the same name, though geneially under

highly complicated conditions, in the spheie of Physics. As rc-

#auls the second formula, I do not M.C how ihe desiied result,

vix. dependence upon the squaie of the distance, could be shown

necessanly to follo\v fiom it.

I \vill hew ever mention the a&sumption which \vould have to be

made in onlcr to biiu& this law into ullunnlc hunnony with the othei

or meUiphyhical vi<:\v. J cannot esteem us of any value ior such a

purpose the appeal to the reciprocity of nil oil eels, which some

distinguished authorities luive inlioduied into the discussion. If

/ =^ is the intensity \vith which one element is utluu.lod by another

and at the same lime tonds of ilself imvauls it, 1 cannot see any

teason for supposing the lesult to cipwl lh" prodnet of the two

activities; like evei> other result aul, t \\onld IHJ the sum of them;

ii is only tlio intousity of th: cifccl, not llw iiuiclion of the distance

u|m \vhich it dt'pruds, tlml wonld be affctted IVihups, how-

ever, it will bo ur#r<l, iluit tbc ff**4
H

l of a fono dopetuls not merely

on what UK: force intend* to do, but also on how much it is

able to do, i.<*. in tbo case before us, not iw'ivly on the amount

of mutual excitation, but ulso on the conditions which promote or

check the satisfaction of the tlc-inaiuis. To put the matter shortly

and clearly ; the distance d between a Jtntl /' indicates a degree of

estrangement Ixslwucu them, and their willingness to act upon each

other is thercfotc inversely pioportioual to that distance. But, the

weakci will is not only weaker, but has opposed to it the greater

obstu< le, in the slupe of tluj greater distance which weakened it. The

active foice, tberefoie, whidi can be exerted, is found by multiplying

the eifoit by the loeipunal of the resisUuue to be overcome; and

accordingly is inversely proportional to the wiuare of the distance.

Such a mode of expression could indeed only serve to indicate briefly

the essence of the idea ; in real truth, the distance d even if it were

a really extended space between a and 6, could not be regaidcd as an

obstade to the effect According to the view which we have main-

tained, it couUI not actively condition the incipient process, except in so

for as it wan represented within the elements a and b by means of that
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hidden state of excitation which we found ourselves obliged to assume

in all cases. But perhaps it is precisely to this inner state of things

that an argument of this kind may seem to be most rigorously

applicable. It may perhaps seem incredible that when two elements

a and b aie separated by the distances d or 8, they should in both

cases alike, though not excited to action to the same degree, yet m
spite of this difference aim at producing one and the same effect It

may be thought that the object of their effort as well as its integrity

would vary, and vary proportionately to the degree of their excitation.

The amount of the actual external result would then be found by

multiplying i into a quantity proportional to z, and would thus vary

inversely with the square of the distance.

I shall not attempt to decide whether there is anything of value in

this suggestion: I wish only to point out that this new way of

characterising an intended result, as one which increases in pro-

portion to the stimulus, is just one which cannot be decisively

established, if nothing is assumed but individual elements with their

natuies and the relations subsisting between them. There is no

umveisal Metaphysic of Mechanics, capable of showing that eveiy

time any two existences combine in a relation, they must have so

combined. Whenever any such relation occurs, it is a matter of fact,

which, from a Metaphysical point of view, can only be regarded as an

effect of the all-embracing M, i.e. the idea of the whole. It must be

this idea which is present and active in all individual elements,

assigning to each its mode of manifestation in relation to the rest,

which otherwise would not flow necessarily fiom the mere con-

ception and the nature of the elements. But, as we do not know the

content of this idea, we cannot affirm positively that it imposes a

necessity on things to assume these forms and no others ;
and hence,

the whole attempt to establish the existence of a single, original, and

only legitimate law for the operations of all forces is entirely fruitless.

205. Nothing is left to us, but to accept with thanks the empirical

rules which enable Physics to express, in conformity with observation,

the effects actually produced by the several forces on each occasion

of their activity. Philosophy should not turn away from assumptions,

unless they aie inherently absurd, and those made by Physics are

seldom that. Thus, no one has ever attempted to explain an increase

or diminution in the intensity of force as depending on mere Time ;

where observation seemed to confirm such a view, the Time was in

every instance occupied by actual occurrences, each of which con-

tained in itself the efficient cause of that which was to follow ;
these
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piocesses, then, and not the mere lapse of Time, must have deter-

mined the vaiying intensity of forces. On the other hand, there is no

reason on philosophical grounds to deny that the amount of force

which results fiom the intei action of two elements, depends to some

extent also on theii motions. Foi according to oui view motion is

not merely a change of external lelations, which takes no effect on

the things themselves; as those lelations depend on irnvaid states of

the things, so the upidity \\ith which they change them is also an

inwaid cxpencnce, and one which at eveiy moment may help to

detenuine then subsequent behavioui. "Besides the degree of intensity

which a ioicc would have, couosponding \\ith the distance at the

moment between the two elements fiom which if.pioeeeds, (here

would thus be a positive or negative inciease of the Ion e, dependent
on the rapidity with which the elements tiavel through the spaco

which they at pu*seut occupy. But il is not expedient to continue

the discussion ou this point; for while the hypothesis has been

employed by Physicists oul) with extreme reserve, iu regard to the

interaction of electric currents, a case iu which it seemed to be

requhed, there would be no limits to its application when Ue.ited,

as \ve should have to tieut il, ;is a geneial piiuciple,
< hice admitted,

the dependence of foue upon velocity of motion, and upon its suc-

cesshe acceleialions, v,ould appiueutly have to be re^aulcd us a

univeisal characteristic, of physical action.

200. Connected with ibis question is the othei one: Do forces, in

order to tukc effect, require Timet
1 Stated iu this form, indeed, as it

occasionally is, the question is ambiguous. It is a iiniver.^illy ad-

mitted truth that, every effect, in its final result, is ionned by the

successive and continuous addition of infinitesimal pjirts which go on

accumulating fiom cro up to the final amount. In this sense suc-

cession, in other words, expenditure of Time, is a characteristic of

every effect, and this is what distinguishes au effect fiom a mere

consequence, wlmh liohis g<od sinmltanoously with its condition,

Vain, howcvci, would it be-a wt: saw in our invest Ration of Thn
to seek to go further than thin, and to discover the inscrutable process

by means of which succession of events in Time comes to pass at all.

The question we are considering was proposed on th assumption of

the diffusion of force in Space. Supposing it wen* possible to

instance a moment of Time in which a pioviously non-existent force

came into Keing, would all the various effects which it was calculated

to produce in different places, both near and nmiott?, be at once

realised? Or, would a certain interval of Time be required, just us it
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is in the case of Light, which transmits itself to different objects

rapidly, but not instantaneously, and must first come into contact

with them before it can be reflected by them

It is not necessary to embellish the question by introducing con-

ditions which make any decision impossible. Theie is no need to

imagine either the sudden appearance out of nothing of some new

body in the woild, or the disappearance of one already existing, and
then to enquire, whether the addition of gravity, as in the first case

(the new body being likewise supposed subject to the law of giavita-

tion), or the subtiaction of gravity, as in the second, would make
itself felt by distant stais immediately, or not till after a measurable

interval ? The action of force in its beginnings may he illustrated by
examples neaier to hand. Each smallest increase in the velocity of

two elements, which are working upon each other whether by attrac-

tion 01 repulsion at a distance, by the very fact that the elements are

bi ought nearer to or are pailed from each other, brings about an

increase of atti action or repulsion, in other words, a new force,

though no new vehicle of it. Similarly, the electrical actions of

bodies, depending as they do upon a condition which is not always

present, fuinish an example of a beginning of force in Time. It

makes no difference that this condition itself does not come into

existence at once and with a permanent intensity, but only by degrees ;

at any rate, a moment can be assigned for every one of its degrees
before which it did not exist, and from which its effect must begin.

Having regard to such cases the question that has been raised can

only be answered in the negative ; theie could be no possibility of an

affirmative answer, except on that supposition of a diffusion of force

which we found to be impossible
1
. But even on that supposition,

it is the passage through space which, stiictly speaking, would have

to be legarded as the first woik of the diffused force ; the work done

upon its arrival at the distant object would be only second and sub-

sequent, for its presence as foicc would not be felt by the object until

it had come into the necessary contact with it. It must not however

be supposed that after the fozce has come into Being, a blank space
of time / is requued to pass before the motion begins to be tians-

mitted; nor again, that after the foice has reached its object, and so

secured its control over it, it should require a similar space of

Time /, in order to take effect. If this space of Time / were

leally blank, everything would remain at the end of it as it was

at the beginning, and the effect might just as well be expected to

i
[Op. 198.]
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occur at the end of some other space of Time = n /; if, on the other

hand, any positive change in the phenomena takes place during this

time, this change is a link, by means of which C, the impeifectly

icalised condition of the result F, is completed and perfected: that

part of C, however, which was already piesent has, at the moment

of its coming to be, immediately produced that coi responding part of

F which il \vns adequate to produce

207. It will be objected that ical events aie, as T stated above, not

i elated to each other in the same way as conditions to their conse-

quences, because the icsult in the foimcr case always follows the

cause which pioduces- it; but for this succession, events would be

transformed into a system of colempoianeous parts, which would diffei

only in the different de^ieos (if their dependence upon the first of the

series : C and A* therefore, though it is true tbeic could be no blank

interval of Tnno between them, would alwajs come into contact hi the

order C /'', not in the order t'(\ This true remark again suggests an

enigma, the insolubility of which we have aheuly admitted. Koi suc-

cession in time could never arise Horn these contacts which occupy no

time, bowevei often lepeatcd, between members whieh follow out of one

another ; wr should still have merely a systematic onler if d and /'Mid

not each fill a ceiuiin extent oi time ol its o\\n; if they did, then, it

seems, /''would have to wait till (! had completed its interval of time.

But even tbis is not a \\ay out of the difficulty. Suppose <1 and F
both to consist of a series of parts following oaeh other in unbroken

succession, o. g* < t^ <vfvfwf& Ai we then to suppose that the

occurrence of F is conditional on the completion of the group (7?

that it cannot, i.e. commerce*.', until A, is rearhed, and that nothing of

the nature of A' takes phue until this term is realised? There are

facts enoxigh which seem to confirm this view, and indicate that the

lesult /''is ailmhcd to a specific determination of 6\ A closer

examination will, nevertheless, not fail to show that the force (\ all

the time that it seemed to be increasing in amount without producing

any effect, was really already occupied with the removal of hindrances

which stood in the way of the occurrence of anything of the nature

of f\ When, at last, the amount r
s

is reached, this removal in com-

pleted, and from this point its first positive and visible effect com-

mences, though not absolutely its first efi'cct. As regards this effect,

again, we do not l>elievo that a finite amount of it,/j, arises suidtnly

so soon as C is ended. Rather, each smallest addition which is made

to JBf involves a corroaponclingly small addition to /''; but between

these two occurrences there is no blank interval of Time \f% corre-
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sponds to cn immediately. But the assumption we have made as

regards C itself involves the same difficulty. If C remains unchanged
during the whole space of Time /, which it is supposed to fill, theie

is no better reason why F should follow at the close of that time than

at its commencement. If however we assume, as was assumed, that

C traverses the series C
L
c
2
r
s , then, as the order of the series is sup-

posed to be fixed, each term must be the condition of the succeeding
one, and as in the previous case, if they are to form a succession in

time, two adjacent terms can neither have any blank interval of time

between them, nor can they be simultaneous.

The conclusion to which this points is clear. The whole nature of

Becoming is unknown to us, and we cannot reconstruct the origin of

it m theory. In this quite geneial sense, it is true to say that every

operative condition and every foicc draws its consequences and its.

effects after it But in order to do this, it is not so much the case

that they need a lapse of time, as that they are this lapse of time

itself, only because they are themselves m a process of becoming can

they convey that same process to theii consequences. But there is no

measurable interval of Time between the condition cn and its tiue and

immediate result f^ ; there is nothing but the enigmatical fact of

their contact, a fact which cannot be ignored any more than it can be

explained.

If we now leave these general considerations, and return to the

subject which first suggested them, that of forces acting at a distance,

it must follow from the doctrine which has been stated, that, at the

same moment that the foice which is active in the element p passes
from r

a into <r3 , there will be a similai transition in the clement ?, no
matter how remote it may be, from/a to/y provided that c and/ aie

causally connected thiough that innei sympathetic affinity upon
which all action depends. Moreover, just as c^ m the element p
can only change into C

Q continuously, that is, by passing through all

the intermediate values, in exactly the same way in the element q,f*
will pass by succession into/

8
. But the idea that a lapse of Time is

required in order that p should transmit its force to q at all, is barred,

among other considerations, by that of the reciprocal action of the

two elements, which is universally admitted to be a necessary as-

sumption. No force could be diffused from p towards q, nor could

any force even originate in ^, unless it were awakened and solicited

in / by q ; on the other hand, q could not produce this excitation,

unless it was invited by p. No action, therefore, could ever take place

between/ and q, if it were required that a force should first pioceed
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to#; for the only thing which could excite this foice to set

out fiom p would be the stimulus of anothei force suiting from/?;

and this stimulus it would never have, because q would be waiting for

an invitation fiom/>. This connexion of mutual affinity between the*

elements, the souice of theh action upon each other, does not at one

time or another come into existence through a diffusion of forces in

space; it always IVW'A/S\ thus rendering it possible that changes of

state cxpcucuccd by one dement should involve coircsponding

changes in anothei.

208 Owing to the boundless complexity of the manifold con-

ditions \\hich meet in the coiuse of natuie, we cannot expect to be

able to explain eveiy event directly from the joint action of the foiccs

which combine lo produce it, I fence, the desiie has often been felt

to discover certain cus'toimuy uilcs by which, at any late, the eouisc

of tli*
1 natural woild is i emulated. It was hoped that in cases where

kno^led^e of the special Connexions between things is wanting, we

might thus lie enabled to establish equations expressive oi general

conditions wilh which the* results, however unknown may be the

wanner in which they are brought aboul, must certainly enirt.spond,

Kxptiicnrc itself also leads us to the Mime it leas \\ hether, as some

believe, it is fioin this source that they are derived exclusively, or that

lliey aie pi ew inceptions which c:\perience moiely confirms, and which,

as it then seems, we must have ainvecl it independently,

Opinions aic divided between these two alternatives. The Realistic

view inclines to li*ul general principles of this kind either us designa-

tions of mcie maUcis of iiut, whi,h mi^ht have occuned differently,

or else their universality is explained by what is called their self-

evident truth, though its opposite is noi regarded as strictly incon-

ceivable* On the other hand, the Idealist view, which is that which

we hero adopt, can recognise no HUpicmc law except the one uu-

chtmging purpose nndei lying the multiplicity of phenomena, and

seeking for its realisation in them. At the same time, the Idealist,

bring unable to cxpzess the nature of this purpose, or the laws to

whi<h it requires that things should conform, cannot regard these

universal principles, in so far as they arc borne out by experience, as

more than habits of nature on a great scale, valid within the circle of

our okseivation, but not infallible as regards the fur larger sphere of

reality which lies beyond the limits of Time and Space to which our

investigations arc confined. Hence, instead of establishing any

positive truth**, the duty which lies before me in the less grateful

one of calling in question the unlimited validity of principles, the
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limited validity of which is one of the most important and unfailing

aids to scientific enquiry.

209. One of the simplest of these truths appears to be the in-

variability and the conservation of mass. Though not especially, or,

ac any rate, not invariably confiimed by the appearances of every-day

life, this doctrine leceives such univeisal support from the systematic

view of science, that it would be^ superfluous to adduce any detailed

arguments for its certainty. But now that it has been fully established,

I cannot see in it any necessity of thought the late discovery of which

need cause surpiise. It may indeed be self-evident for a theory

which regards the woild as composed of individual and mutually

independent atoms. Out of the absolute void, which would be all

that would lie between these atoms, obviously no new real existence

could aiise; the principle that out of nothing comes nothing, would

hold good absolutely. But this point of view we have been compelled

to abandon. In oider to conceive recipiocal action, without which no

course of natuie is intelligible, we wcie led to legard the individual

elements, not as self-conditioned, but as depending for the beginning,

continuance, and end of their existence on the determination of the

one Being, fiom which their nature and capacities of action arc

derived. Now, it is certainly a tempting conclusion, but it is no

necessity of thought, to go on to suppose that this one Being at

least is a sum of reality which cannot be increased or diminished, and

which changes only the forms of its manifestation. And we ourselves

inclined above to this idea, when we admitted it to be natural that

each individual qualitatively-distinguished element, i. e. each activity

of the one existence, when conformably with the plan of the woild it

splits itself up into various elements, should have a diminished intensity

in each of the parts so arising.

But all this woild of quantitative deteiminalions has no significance

outside that complexity of things and piocesses which the one and only

true reality creates to express itself. It is only their meaning and

function, and the value which they thus acquire, that give to the

individual elements and forces the particular magnitudes they possess

and exhibit in comparison with others. But what lies beneath them

all, is not a quantity which is eternally bound to the same limits, and

can only represent the same sum in different ways, however variously

divided. On the contrary, there is no reason why, if it is required by

the Idea which has to be realised, one period of the world should not

need the efficient elements to be more, and another less, and why in

the former case each pait of the whole should not also exert itself with
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a greater degree of force on the rest. The history of Nature would
then resemble a musical melody of vaiying strength of tone, the

swellings and varyings of which do not spring fiom nothing, noi yet

from one another, but ench in its place results fiom the requirement
of the whole. I do not mean to affiim that this actually ts what takes

place in Natuie. Quite conceivably it may be part of the hidden

purpose of the supreme Idea, that all its iequipments should depend
for thcii realisation on a fixed sum of ical elements, and that the pro-
duction of vaiicly should be icstrictetl to different adaptations of the

same nuilcnal. Still less ought we to be surprised if the course of

Natuie, so far as we can obscive it, sho\\s this to bo practically the

case. For, as far as w<j can sc<* with clearness, \\e find Natuie moving
in a cycle*, which makes it certain that forms once in existence will

maintain themselves in existence. Tin* only phenomena which suggest

a progress wholly new, a progress which would ^o ncaiest to pioving
tluil the materials as well sis the results arc changed, aic those which

come fiom an antiquity so remote JN to preclude exact investigation*

It would, thi'icforc, be men; folly to call in question the pundple of

the consciviition of mass, so lonj; as we confine oiu view to the world

of accessible f.iets, suul to what we niny cull the retail dealings of the

physical elements in it. Hut it is ihc business of Philosophy to be

constantly reminding us how limited is that section of the universe

whu.h is op<n to our obseivsition, and that (he whole which compre-
hends it is a reality, though not one which we can make an object of

positive knowledge.

21O. Similarly, the attempt has been made to conceive of the sum

flfiiwtivm in the world as a constant quantity. The general state of

knowledge at the time when this idea was first enfct laincd, did not

admit of its being substantiated or even rendered probable by evidence

derived from experience. For, a long as the effects which things

exercise upon each other weie explained as due merely to com-

municated motion, the conclusion could not be evaded that contrary

velocities of elements tending in opposite directions would neutralise

each other cither wholly or in part, and consequently that motion

disappeared from the world without any compensation. And ordinary

experience seemed to confirm this conclusion by an abundance of

examples, which w> one knew how to explain in any other way. On
the otlwjr hand, it was seen that living Beings were centres from

whic h fresh motions were initialed at every instant, which could not

but bo taken for really now beginnings. So that wither was there

anything in experience which was inconsistent with the indefinite
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multiplication of motions. Nor, finally, did experience suggest at all

that this increase and diminution must balance each other, so as to

maintain a constant sum of motion. Such a conception originates m
an hypothesis as to the general character of the course of natwe.

Such an hypothesis was furnished by the idea of a system, having no

object but the maintenance of itself, and furnished with fixed icsources

to this end . one of these means was the sum of motion, as it once for

all exists, which in the economy of nature might not be spent, but

only differently dispensed.

Recent physical speculations tend to revert to this same idea. So

many apparently fixed qualities and conditions of things have been

already demonstrated to be a ceaseless process, that it maybe doubted

whether there is such a thing as Rest at all, except in the indi-

visible moments of reversal in the minute oscillations with which all

things are vibrating. Philosophy can have no motive for objecting to

the assumption of such eternal motion as a matter of fact ;
it is a

mere prejudice to infei, that because from our point of view an

element must be first supposed at rest in oidei that the results of

varying motions which condition it may be understood, this quiescence

must have been pnoi in reality, and that the impulse to motion is an

addition for which it has to wait. At the same time, it is only as a

fact, and not in any other light, that we can regard this perpetual

motion. It implies, not merely that motions already in existence may
be communicated, but also that fresh motions must be produced in

cases where two motions are opposite, and their communication

could only result in the neutralisation of both. This elasticity of

things, without which it would be impossible for them to counteract

the self-annihilation of motion, is only conceivable if there aie

inner states of their being capable of developing the forces from

which motions spring, It is possible, though not piobable, that effects

produced at a distance against which there exists an unfounded

prejudice are conveyed in this way by means of motions transmitted

from point to point of some connecting medium. But, even in that

case, not only the conception of force, but also in a special sense that

of force producing effects at a distance, is still indispensable, in order

to explain each one of those countless communications of motion, the

sum of which is usually held lo compose the effects of force at

measurable distances. If, however, force alone gives a sufficient

reason for expecting that the motion will be replaced, which mere

communication would permit to be lost in its antagonism, it cannot

be supposed that force itself is the constant quantity which is in
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request; its intensity vaiies with the distance, though this is itself

determined by foice. The constant element in the course of Nature

can only be an inner connexion between the circumstances which give

use to the operation of forces, a general law governing all combinations

and connected successions of effects. It was thus that that most

comprehcn&ive principle, the one which dominates our whole estimate
'

of physical piocesses, that of the Conservation of Foice, fust suggested

itself, in icspocl to which I proceed now, though only so far as the

connexion of my views inquires, to offer the following considerations.

211. The simple pimciple, that out of nothing comes nothing,

roqtiin'S to bo moie piccisely defined by the* addition that even from

something no icsult can follow, so long as that something, the event

/>*, is only the* condition or occasion of \\hat is to take plice, and

remains just the sume after the consequence /''hns been produced as

before. On the coutiary, /? must be sacrificed, either wholly ot in

purl, in onl<T to piodure f\ This is the difference so constantly

referred to between a causal nexus of events and the meiely formal

connexion of conditions and consequences. Our ontolojical dis-

cussions proved 10 us that, in the simplest disc of ciwsution, at least

two fact 01 s, </ and b, must entei into a relation r, and that the result

uhich lakes place consists in this, that a becomes changed into
<i, 6

into ft
' into y- Kveiy effect, therefore, is the effect of two elements

acting upon each other, neither of which can indict upon the other a

change in its condition, without paying a definite puce for it by a

coi responding change in its owu. If a wishes by acting at a distance,

whether in the way of attraction or of repulsion, lo change the place

of*, it csm only do so by displacing itself in the opposite direction to

a corres{Kwdiug distance. There is no reason for excepting any

single operation of nature from this general law; it hoick good even

in those cases of communicated motion when the* process cannot be

observed in all its deUils. It is not possible for a motion of one

clement, after imparting a certain velocity to a second, lo jwrsmt un-

changed in the first, ready to produce the same result again, and so

increase its effect to infinity; its influence i exhausted in proportion

to the degree in which it hat* been exerted.

212. Celtaw corollaries, of different degrees of certitude, arise out

of this* general conclusion. If we assume that the course of nature

includes occurrences differing in kind from each other, and not

admitting of being represented as mere quantitative or formal modifi-

cations of a single homogeneous process, we shall not be justified in

averting that every occurrence, ./J, culls into existence every other, C,
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or admits of immediate application to its production. It would be

quite conceivable that there was no way from A to C except through

the medium of a third, Jf, A and C remaining unsympathetic to each

other. If therefore it cannot be said that there is necessarily any

reciprocal action between every A and every C, it is equally 'clear on

the other hand that if such a relation does take place, a specific

amount of A must be sacrificed in order to produce a specific amount

of C. Nor is it logically necessary, or self-evident, that every con-

nected succession of two occurrences A and C must be convertible.

No doubt, whatever is lost to A in the process of producing C, testifies

to an effect of C upon A\ but this effect is merely to impede A, and

it is not a matter of course that every C which is able to do away
with an A should therefore be able to call into existence an A which

does not exist. That none the less it seems natuial to us that this

should be so, is due to the assumption which unconsciously we make

to ourselves, that the economy of nature has no othci object than

self-conservation. In a process which implied piogiess, the order of

events might easily be so determined as that A should lead to C, but

that there should be no way back fiom C to A.

It cannot therefore be asserted a priori^ and as a self-evident truth,

that all the processes in Nature must be mutually convertible back-

wards and forwards ; how far this convertibility extends can only be

learned by expenence. But, even in those cases in which it holds good,

it is still by no means ceitain that the same amount c of C, which was

produced by the amount a of A, and which therefoie caused a to dis-

appear, would now Reproduce exactly the same amount, tf, as was

spent in its own production. That could not be unless it had been

previously proved that theie is in Natuie no tendency towards progress;

if there is progress, there can be nothing to make it impossible that

each stage in a series of occuirences, a r, cav a ( c# c^ #a , should contain

the condition of an advance in the next stage. This assertion is at

variance with ordinary ideas
; as, however, I do not intend to apply it

to explain the actual details of the course of Nature, I shall merely

repeat by way of justification what has previously been suggested, viz.

that the nature of being and process is not limited by any premundane

system of mechanics, but that it is the vciy import of this pioceas

which determines all the quantities in which the elements make them-

selves felt, and the consequences which their relations entail.

Finally, if, proceeding on the assumption of the unlimited converti-

bility of mutually productive activities, we suppose that a and I enter

into a varying relation c
9 the sum of the effects which one is able to
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exercise on the other will be, within certain determinate values of c
9 a

constant quantity As each intermediate amount of c is reached, the

capacity for action continues as regards that pait of the possible total

amount which it has not yet produced ;
on the other hand, it has lost

so much of its force as was requned to produce the result thus far

achieved; this loss can only be made good by icstoiing the elements

to their original state, that is, by doing away with the results already

obtained. If we call tins capacity foi future action potential energy
!

,

m contiastwith kinetic eneigy* \\hich is active at the moment, the

bum of these two foices, when the U\o elements aie i elated as above,

foims a constant quantity.

In the same way a sum of moru*y jJ/", so long as it lemains

unspent in our possession, has a piucluismg power, and loses this

power in proportion lo the purchased jjoods which it acquires. Its

original purchasing power can only be resided and applied to othei

objects by uj-solling
1

the goods. This example thiows light upon
the difficulties raised above* It would be impossible foi us to know

a ptiwi that the potential loice which the possession of the money
would imply, could put us in possession of other objects by being

itself got lid of; this exchangeability d< 'ponds, in fact, on highly

complex iclalionri of human society. Nor should we be any more

justified in taking for granted that the goods, (f, by being similaily

got rid of, would put us again in possession of the money ; and as a

matter of fact, this convertibility, which in like manner presupposes the

connexion of human wants, has its limits; for it is well known that

by buying goods and Helling them again, we are equally likely to gain

iiiui to lose, it is not the case*, then, that in the conversion of trade

every quantity reproduces the same quantity as that by which it was

produced. It is of course obvious, and need not be uiged as an

objection, that this result in due to conflicting circumstances, and to

the influence which the nature of human business has in determining

the relation of M to (} ; it is to these- dealings of men with each

other, not to any essential peculiarity ofM and 0, that the fact of

their standing in any relation is due. But this is the very point

which 1 woultl uigc against the over-confident procedure of natural

science. It does not appear to me self-evident that a perfectly

adequate ground can be found for the mutual relations of the elements

of Nature cither, merely by considering their fixed characters M and

G ; here, too, their exchangeable value may depend partly on some

larger commerce of the world. At the same time, I have no doubt

*
[Spnnnkraft ]

*
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as to the piactical truth of the principle of the Conservation of Force,

within the limits of oui experience. Meiely in the interests of

Metaphysic I felt compelled to speak of these difficulties, and I wish

now to make mention also of some accessory notions which have

formed round this geneial pimciple.

213. We are often told with enthusiasm how it has at last been

shown that all the various processes of the natural world are pioduced

by a single indestiuctible force never varying in its intensity, and thai

nothing changes except the form in which the ceaseless transformations

of this force are presented. It is especially the impoitant corres-

pondence between mechanical woik and heat, which, by a somewhat

hasty generalisation, has given nsc to this idea of a transition of

foices into one another, and of a univeisal piimitive force to which they

aie all subordinate. The satisfaction thus given to that feeling which

compels us to comprehend the infinite multiplicity of things and

events under some single principle, seems to me to be illusoiy.

Lichtenbeig once contrasted the eaily ages of the woild, when man-

kind was equally ready to believe in God and in ghosts, with the

present age, which denies both ; he feared compensation in a future

when all that would be believed in would be the ghosts. Something

like this seems to have happened in the case before us. For after all

we are only doing honour to a ghost, when we dream of an ab-

solutely nameless primitive force, which, foimless in itself, and

consisting of nothing but an unnamed number of constant amount,

assumes, as a trifling addition that needs no explanation, the changing

names under which it is manifested. If, however, we reflect upon
and realise the fact that this original force never exists in this naked

and nameless shape, but is continually passing from one to another

of the forms which it assumes, we are again admitting that what

really gives to each phenomenon its character is the concrete nature

of that which embodies the quantum of foice, eithei wholly or partly,

for the time being. The same icflection would show that what

makes the succession of changing phenomena possible, is a unity

of meaning which pervades and connects all those concrete forms of

being with one another. Finally, it would appear that the persistence

of quantity through all this play of forces is only a mode in which

the already existent reality manifests itself, and cannot be the source

from which that reality with all its various forms originally springs.

The latter view, which would icverse the true order and mistake

the shadow for the substance, scarcely needs any fuither refutation ;

more serious are the objections which may be raised against the

YOL. x. B b
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general assertion which we admitted above, that the conservation

of the same sum of force is as a matter of fact the rule of ex-

perience. In as far as we can ieduce two physical processes A
and C to comparable primary occurrences consisting in comparable

velocities of comparable masses m
t

so far it may be shown

that C which is produced by A, contains piecisely the same

amount of energy which A, by producing it, has lost. Wheie, how-

ever, the two elements do not admit of this exact comparison, and

we have before us merely the fact that the specific amounts ofA
pioduces the specific amount c of C, and, if may be, wee versa, it is

an essentially arbitrary course to conclude that c and a contain

the same amount of encigy, merely distributed in each rase in a

different form. All that can be said is, that a and c aie equivalent,

not that they are *////. It is possibly a just expectation that all the

various piocesses of external nature will admit of being ultimately

referred to variously combined motions of infmitcMnul dements, and

as regards these paiticular processes, the aibitrary intci pi elation re-

ferred to might bo defender! on this ground ; but the gencial con-

ception which underlies the principle of the conservation of Force

must without doubt apply to one case in which no such expectation

cm be enteiUined; I allude to the interconnexion of physical and

piyrhioal pro* e^ses.

Whatever efl<vt is produced on the organs of sense by an outwaid

irritation /, whether it is simply received, or transmitted, or diffused,

or changed, there must always IK* left over fiom the physical process

a residuum /,
to which the psychical process of the sensation ,r will

succeed immediately ;
nor can we doubt that the sljcngth of the

Refutation will change with the changes in the strength of /". Again,

no matter what constitutes an act of will IF, or how it may act

upon other states of consciousness, or l>e limited by them, theic must

be, ultimately a part of it w> from which the first motion, / of the

body and all its consequences lab* their rise* and in this case wo do

not doubt, any more than in the other, that the extent of the physical

effect is determined by the varying intensity of w. Now according

to all ordinary vie vs ol what happens in such cases, by itself the mere

fact that there is an i or w, considered as an opportunity or occasion,

JH not enough to entail the existence of j or f, In order that the

reaction may vary with the varying amount of the stimulus, the

stimulus tnust be perceptible by that which it affects, in other words,

must produce in it a change of slate of definite amount In the two

cases before u, as in all others, it will be found that no effect can
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take place, i. e. neither that of the last physical movement upon the

sensitive subject, nor that of the last mental excitation upon the first

nerve-element which it acts upon, without a corresponding loss ;

here, too, the productive energy is consumed, in whole or in part, in

bringing about the result. But never will it be possible to refer

i and s, or w and/, physical and psychical processes, to a common
standard ; the members of each of the two groups may be com-

pared with each other, but the unit of measurement in the one has

nothing in common with that in the other. Granting, then, that here

is compensation for physical energy by psychical or for psychical by

physical, still in such a case as this there ceases to be any meaning in

saying that one and the same quantity of action or work is maintained

thioughout ;
all that is open to us is, to speak of an equivalence of

two activities, such that a specific amount s /* of the one, measured

by the unit /*, coi responds to a specific amount im of the other,

measured by the unit m. No one, however, can say whethei these

two activities are equal in quantity, nor which of them is the

gi eater.

214. These considerations suggest certain others. In the first

place, we may attempt to generalise fiom what has been discovered

as regards these processes; in all cases, we may say, the simplest

fact, the fact which fust meets us in experience, is this relation of

equivalence between two processes or forces. We do not first dis-

cover that two forces are equal and like 1
,
and therefore produce

equal and like
1
effects; but what we do fiist is to observe that they

balance each other, 01
, that under the like circumstances they produce

the like motions. From this equivalence which has been found to

obtain between them in certain special cases we infer their quanti-

tative equality ; at the same time we assume for the elements to which

the forces in question belong, the qualitative identity which enables

us lo apply to them the same standard of measurement. I have no

motive for entering here into all the indirect reasons and proofs which

show in what a number of physical processes this assumption holds

good ;
I would lefer especially to the idea of homogeneous mass and

of its conservation understood as it has been above. Confining

myself to the metaphysical aspect of the question, I wish merely to

point out that the principle of the conservation of Force, or, as I

prefer now to say, the equivalence of different effects, does not impose

on us any obligation to reduce all processes in Nature to the single

class of material motion. So far as the principle applies to this latter

1
1/GIeicV cp- "ole on 19.]
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class it is only a special instance of that moic p.eneial concspondence,

existing between heteiogeneous things as well, \\hich we express by
this wider teim of 'Equivalence.' Far, therefore, fiotn being a

monotonous tiansmission of the same unchanging process, it might
be that the couise of natuic is for e\ci pioducing unlike by unlike;

though the eqimaluicc which the sovereign purpose of the woild

has established between these seveial disparate activities, would make

the 'incidental \iew' piactkable and fiuitful, accoidmg to which we

i educe the < oncieto varieties of phenomena to meic quantitative values

of a single, abstuu t, unifoim pimciplc, just as we deteiminc the value

of the most diflfeient things by the same aitificial btandaid of money,
F know well how stubbornly this view v>iil be contested. The veiy

analogy we ha\e used will appear defective ; the prices of things, it

will be said, only admit of companson because the things all serve

uioie or less to satisfy hunuin wants which themselves admit of com-

parison ; ami this implies that the effects of the things on us, and

ultimately th 'refine tlut which is the soiuce of those eifects, must be

homogeneous* I on my side am not less stubborn in the defence

of my own view. I do not deny that in so far as different things

have like eReels ujx*n us, we sue able by means of uu aitilice to

ignuic their sperilie diift retires fur the time luring, and to regaui

them as differing only quant ilatively; but the things themselves arc

not iherefnjo lik** Iwnause they admit of thU justifiable fiction. Evea

if till qualitative differences are pronounced lobe mere appearances,

yet the difference of this appu.u.tnce still remains, and belongs no

l<ss to the sum-total of reality; tin; utmost, therefore, that we can

do will bu to exhibit the external world as a mechanism of homo-

geneous parts "which produces in us these appearances ;
but by no

proceRH of MsUhenulit or Medianits would it be possible to deduce

analytically concrete magnitudes fiom absliael ones, or magnitudes of

different denomination fiom magnitudes of the sume denomination.

The process of the woild is no mere voiubinatiou of identical ele-

ments, hut a synthesis of element** differing in quality and only

connected by unity of pl.uu

215. But are we really correct in what we have laid down with

regard to physual and psychieal processes? Is it true that lu this

case also, tbe activity which occasions the result must necessarily be

sacrificed in the process ? Long before the principle of the Con-

servation of Fora; had excited its present interest, I had pointed to

this conclusion ;
but it is not self-evident except upon the assumption

which we adopted above, vix, that isolated elements can only be
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influenced by one another if they are capable of acting upon one

another, and that no one element will adapt itself to another without

requiring compensation fiom its amenability. But, it may be said,

if all the elements, a and
,
must be xegarded as moments of the one

Jlf with no independence of their own, why should not the change of

a into a suffice to give the signal, which is simply followed by the

change of b into ft according to the theory of Occasionalism ? Why
should any special effort be required in order to bring about aa

affinity between the elements which already exists ? Still it is cleai

that if what this theory demands is conceded it cannot apply ex-

clusively to the interaction of physical and psychical piocesses as an

exceptional case. The same consideration would apply also to all

that takes place between the elements of the external world. Even

the atoms would find in M a constant bond of union, and \Uiat was

experienced by one atom would be the simultaneous signal for

changes in another, which would follow like premisses from their

conclusion, without involving any self-sacrifice on the pait of the

first. If, however, we find that this sacrifice docs as a matter of fact

take place, as it certainly does in the external world, though it can

scarcely be proved by experience in the case of physical and

psychical processes, all that icmains to us is to suppose that thin fut

too, is a constituent element in the purpose which finds or ought to

find expression in the real world; at the same time, we must not

represent it as a condition imposed by borne inset utable necessity,

without which the world as it is would not be possible. My only

object in making this remaik was to repeat, that if all conditions

continued to exist simultaneously with their consequences (which is

what would follow from the piinciples of Occasionalism), the world

would appear again as a merely systematic whole, from which all

change was absent. If, however, Becoming, the alternation between

Being and not Being, is the very characteiistic of the real world,

it appears to me that the absorption of the cause in the effect is

quite as necessary to that world as persistence if* necessary to the

conception of motion. For those signals which we spoke of could

themselves have no signals for their occurrence except in the SUCCCH*

sion of effects
; they would be produced by one set of effects, they

must disappear again in pioducing another.

216. Amongst the general habits described as characteristic of the

course of Natuie, it is common to hear Principles of Parsftnww
mentioned. The conception is a very vague one, and even in the

principle of least action the way in which it has been formulated i
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not without ambiguity. What it signifies is only clear in cases where

ihcie is some end in view which admits of being equally lealised by
different means, each however involving a difleient amount of

expenditure. But the standaid by which this amount is estimated

is still dependent on circumstances, which make in one case the

saving of Time, in another that of distance, in another that of

material, the moie hnpoitant, 01 cause us to piefer an habitual

method to the trouble of learning a new one. In oidei, therefore,

to settle with any certainty the question as to the piocedure which

involves the least expendituie of means, a statement of the direction in

\\hich economy is most valuable must be included in the original

definition of the end

This alone is enough to show what ambiguities aie likely to be

involved when this conception is transfcired to the operations of

Nature. Assuming that Nature follows ceitain ends, %\c do not know
what these arc, nor can we determine \\hat duection hei pai simony
must take. The one thing which w<* should peihaps assert would be

this, that nature is not sparing in matter or in force, in Time, in

distant c, or hi velocity, all ol which <ost her nothing, but that she is

sparing in principles. Jt is this kind of parsimony which we do in

fact beliovo to exist in Nutuie, especially in the organic woild
;

by vsin.it ions of a few original types, by countless modifications of a

single organ the vauety of organic beings, we bcliw, is produced, and

their different wants supplied. Hen? Nature seems to us, if it maybe
peunitted to our short -sighted wisdom to say so, to be wasteful of

material and Time, and to reach many ofhei ends by long chcuitous

routes which it would have been possible, by depaiting from her

habitual and typical course, to have shortened. These ideas do not hold

good of mechanics, since mechanical laws apply, not to any particular

type of effect, but to any and every type. We know that, within

certain limits, the various dements hi a mechanical effect are con-

vertible; thus mcicuso of velouty may make up foi clccieasc of

mass, and increase of Time for denease of force. There cannot

therefore be an economy in all elements at once ior the attainment of

a given end t\ we must look for the least expenditure in that com-

bination of all the different elements which amounts to less than any
other combination equally possible under the circumstances.

But this gives rise to a fresh ambiguity. If we look at the matter

fairly, it appears that *, which we just now described as the end or

aim, I* nothing more than the particular occurrence e, and it need not

be said that the modes of activity which led to this xesult must have
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been exactly adequate to produce it. But, under the special chcum-
stances in the given case, the modes of activity were at the same time

the only possible ones which could give rise to e. For in order to

follow a given path, it is not enough that it presents no obstacles,

there must also be a positive impulse to follow it. Il is therefore quite

idle to excogitate different methods by which, theoretically, the end e

might have been arrived at; that would require that we should analyse

piecisely the starting-point A from which the effect is supposed
to pioceed, and then, after considering all the several possibilities

contained in A
9 that we should be able to determine that in this

particular case the other methods were still equally possible. But

this we shall never succeed in doing, for it involves a contradiction ;

it is true that the other methods may be, even in this particular case,

all equally fiee fiom impediment, but theie could not be positive

inducements to follow them all equally; otherwise what would

eventually take place would be, not e> but JS, the resultant of all

these different inducements. If therefore we find on compaiison that

the method m by which the result e is actually icached, is the

shortest of many conceivable methods, what makes the possibility

actual reality is not that this method has been chosen out of many
others equally possible; rather we should say that m was in this

case the only possible method, because any other dnect method M,
which might have led to the same result, lacked the conditions for

carrying them into effect
;
in a different case, where these conditions

were present, the result E would be different and the shoitest way to

it would be M. We must not theiefoie speak of parsimony in the

sense of an act of choice, the exercise of which is merely a peculiar

habit, not a causal necessity, of natuie. The utmost that we could

venture to assert is, that the Laws of Nature are so devised that

the shoitest way to any given result is in cvciy case a necessary
result of the laws themselves.

Yet even this statement would be no better than ambiguous.
For the new truth which it seems to contain, and which makes it

appear more self-evident than the preceding one, is similarly de-

pendent on our arbitrary determination to regard as an end what is

really only a result It is true that according to the known law of

reflexion a ray of light transmitted from the point a and reflected by
the surface , takes the shortest way to a point b which lies in the

line of its reflexion, or again that according to the known law of

refraction, if lefracted by an intervening body, it takes the shortest

way to a point b in the line of its exit from the refracting medium.
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But by whose command did the ray proceed from a piecisely towards
this point b and no othei ? That it anivcs at this point is not to be
\vondeied at, since it lies in the line of direction which the laws above
mentioned presciibe to light; but for this very reason the ray is not

transmitted to any of the other innumerable points c, which he outside

that direction, and which might yet deserve to be illuminated no less

than 3. If \\e conceive the attainment of the point b as a soit of end
which in some way or other reacts upon the means to its attainment

the shortest way would have been for the lay at once to change its

direction at a and tia\erse the straight line ab\ this, however, was
forbidden by tho geneiol laws to which it is subject, and the ray was

compelled to follow a com so not absolutely the shortest, but only the

shortest conditionally upon the necessity of its icflcxion. If, again,

by an equally arbitiaiy assumption, we suppose a point c as that

which has lo be illuminated, those same laws of inflexion now appear
in the light of hindrances which do not allow of the attainment of the

end except by a longer way, not peihaps until the ray has been
several times leflccted upon many different suifaccs. IJence, the

only thing quite ceiloin is -this. In passing from any fully detei mined

point A to tin* consequenee K \vhieh flows fiom it, Nature makes
no circuits to which sh* is not compelled but always takes the way
which under the given conditions is the only possible but therefore

also the necessary one. The p;ir.siinony of Nature consists in the

fact that groundless piodigahty is a mechanical
impossibility.

Something more, however, reiiiaiim. We can conceive laws of

reflexion, . g. which would require that each of the points on which
a ray of Uht is lo (ouch, though lying in the line of its projection,
should yet be reached by a longer way than that by which they arc

reached us a matter of fact. That reflexion, once assuming its neces-

sity, takes* place according to the known law of nature in the shortest

IKissible geometrical line, this and other like considerations may
confhm the opinion uhove expressed, that the conciete laws of
Nature are so constituted that it is a necessary characteristic of
their operation lo effect their results at the smallest cost, it will not,

however, be doubted that the law of reflexion in question is itself a

mechanically iu;ceHary consequence of the motion of light, not a

codicil Kulflequemly imposed upon that motion by Nature from free

choice and prefeience for parsimony, All that we come lo finally,

therefore, is the quite general conclusion, which is also perfectly

obvious, that the order of Nature does not rest on a disconnected

heap of isolated ordinances. There is contained in the fundamental
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properties of reality, taken together with the necessary truths of

Mathematics, a wonderful rationality which at countless different

points gives the impression of an elaborately concerted plan and fixed

aims. That even the most axiomatic principles serve a purpose, is

due not to any property implanted in them, as in some strange soil,

after they have come into being, but rather in these axiomatic prin-

ciples themselves there is a deep and peculiar adaptation to purpose,

which might well furnish an attiactive subject for further enquiry.



CHAPTER VIII.

The forms of the Course of Nature.

217. I GAVK to tliN second book the name 'Cosmology/ intending

to show that it would be devoted to the consideration only of those

general forms uud modes of behaviour, which enable us to represent

to ourselves how manifold phenomena an* connected together so as

to foim an ordered universe
,

it remained for the facts themselves to

determine with whh amongst the various possible formations the

outlines thus sketched should be filled in, and these facts which aie

what constitute reality in the full sense, it was proposed, therefore, to

leave to Naluial 1'lnlosuphy, Yet after all, how easy is it to invent

well-founded titles loi sciences of the future. If only it were as easy

to discover the fa<ts whuh would fill up then fiamewoikl But

indeed we have not been able to establish much, even as regaids

those general tendencies of Nature, in spite of their seeming to be so

near to the legion of necessary truth. We found that they too were

really dependent on the plan which is working itself out in the world.

Still less shall we be able to show as long as we are in ignorance of

that plan, that concrete processes and products, which can depend on

nothing but it, are elements and stages in a systematic development.

Such a hope was once entertained by Idealism; light and weight,

magnetism and eiectr icily, chemical processes and organic life were

all made to appear us necessary phases in the evolution of the

Absolute, the innermost motive of whose working was supposed to be

known; nol only so, but bold attempts were made to represent the

varieties of plants and animals as following each other in a regular

succession, and where a link was missing, to deduce it from the pre-

supposed order of development, explaining the previous oversight of

it an an accident* 1 see no reason for repeating the criticism that

history has passed upon these attempts. It was a delusion to suppose

that the forms of reality, while still inaccessible to observation, could be
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deducedfrom a single fundamental principle : all that could be done

with such a principle was to reduce to it the material already given by

experience, with its attendant residuum of peculiarity which cannot be

explained but must be simply accepted as a fact. It did not of course

follow that the interpretation of given facts which these theories had to

offer were wrong throughout, and they gave rise to many fruitful

suggestions which subsequent science has thankfully followed, though

they had to be put in a new light before it could utilise them. At the

same time, there is one direction in which even the scientific views

now prevalent require to be on their guard against the continuance of

a similar illusion.

The later exponents of those Idealist doctrines lived, like our-

selves, under the influence of the cosmographical views which recent

scientific enquiry had developed ; far from participating in the fanatic

notions of antiquity, according to which the earth was the centre

of the Universe, and all things besides weie merely subsidiary to

it, they admitted the Copeimcan discoveries, and realised that they
and all the exeicise of their obseivation were fixed at an cccentiic

point in the small planetary system. Yet in spite of this they per-
suaded themselves that the spiritual development of their absolute was
confined to the shores of the Mediterranean, and that its plastic force

in the physical world was exhausted in producing the forms of plants
and animals, neithei of which, as they knew, could exist except upon
the earth's surface. Now it is ceitainly an idle and profitless task to

attempt really to imagine what the foims of existence and life might
have been, had the circumstances been wholly different ; all such at-

tempts result in mere clumsy reduplications of the forms of existence

which experience piesents to us. The just genexal conviction that

Spintual Life, the ultimate end of Nature, does not stand or fall with

the earthly means which it uses for its realisation, cannot call to its aid

any creative imagination capable of actually picturing another life of

which we have had no experience. But, however mistaken may be
the attempts which are made in this direction, the gcncial conviction

which inspires them will always remain valuable
; supposing physical

science to be justified in assuming that certain physical pioccsses

prevail without variation over the whole universe, it would still be

premature to assert a universal uniformity, which excluded any idea

of forces peculiar in character and unexampled on the earth. So
much the less ground is there for placing the concrete forms of

reality, which no man can number, on the same fooling with con-

ceptions which, under the head of cosmology, we endeavoured to
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form of the univeisal rules of action to which Nature conforms. The

former, theicfore, I leave to be dealt with by natural philosophy, and

renounce the prevailing fashion of relieving the dryness of Meta-

physical discussion by picturesque illustrations selected from the

experimental sciences.

218. It might, howovei, be truly objected, that though it may be

impossible to deduce the conciete forms of nature, the reduction of

them to the universal laws mentioned above is just one of the duties

of mctaphysic, I admit this duty, and only regret that it is one which

no one can fulfil, not at least to the extent which the objection would

icquiic. The two points in which wo seemed to mn most counter to

the ordinaly view arc, firstly, that of the phenomenal character of

Space, secondly, that of tho inner activity of Things, to which, instead

of to exteinal changes of relation between fixed elements, we ascribed

the 01 igin of events. Now, I have not neglected to insist in general

terms on the necessity of starling from these inner states in order to

explain even the possibility of that causative force which external

circumstances appear to exercise. A more minute investigation of

them, however, seemed to be forbidden, by ihe admitted impossi-

bility of knowing them; and this would be the same even if moic use

were mado than has yet been (lout* of the hypothesis that their nature

is spiritual. But this practical inapplicability does not impaii the value

of an idea which we found to be necessary, and to which no objection

can be found either in itself or in the facts of experience. With re-

spect to the Phcnomcnttlity of Space, I haw argued at equal length

and with a minuteness which has probably seemed tedious, that the

appearance both of Space itself and of the changes which take place

in it, is lo 1x relem-d to real events which do not take place in Space,

and I reserve foi the Psychology what remains to be said by way of

supplement to this ; but, in this ease also, it seems to me quite unfair

to require my view to be worked out in detail Such a requisition, if

it applied to the purtirular perceptions of everyday life, would be as

extravagant as the demand not merely to sec what lakes place before

us, but at tho same time to know the physical causes which make all

that we sec pirKcnt itself to sight just as it does ; only that here what

we* should ask to see through would be not physical causes but the

superftensuous relations which the elements assume in the universal

plan, and to which their appearance in Space is due.

Perhaps, however, no more is required than that in the case of the

various main groups of natuial processes, the hypotheses which had

been constructed to explain them on the supposition of the reality of
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Space, should now give place to others equally capable of ex-

plaining the facts, on the understanding that true being does not

exist in Space. If this is what is meant, I think the demand will

in the future certainly be complied with, but at present this is im-

possible, or, if approximately possible, is not to be regarded as

a slight addition to what has been already done. In older to make
such a translation of physics into metaphysics possible we should

require first of all to have the whole text which is to be translated,

incontrovertibly fixed and settled. Nothing can be further than

this is from being the case at present. As things stand now, every

hypothesis which is used in explanation of the several branches of

natural phenomena, is compelled, in order not to ignore any pecu-

liarities of the object in question, to assume a plurality of original

facts, which, though they may not be mutually inconsistent, exist only

side by side, and are not derivable the one from the other. Still

more untrustwoithy is our knowledge of the border-lands in which

these various spheres of natuial phenomena meet. What use then

would it be to show what would be a difficult task in itself that

these hypotheses can be replaced in all points, with equally fruitful

results, by a view which substituted for the supposed objects and

motions in Space, deteiminate supersensuous relations and excitations

in the inner elements of true being ? We should still have no other

way of determining these internal states than that by which physics

discovered the corresponding external ones: we should have to as-

sume them as primary facts, which the phenomena in question re-

quired for their explanation. But Metaphysic, if once she set herself

to this task, would have to do more than this ; she must be in a

position to show that all these necessaiily assumed individual facts are

at the same time the logical consequences of those inner states, and

that the nature and character of true being justifies the attribution of

those states to it. As long as tins, which is again in fact a kind of

deduction of reality, is impossible for us, there can be little good and

small hope of reward in the attempt to reduce sensible facts to super-

sensible ones. Leaving theiefore any such attempt for another occa-

sion, I will merely add a few general observations on the relation of

speculation to the ordinary methods of experimental science,

219. Man must make the best of what he has, and not decline

valuable knowledge merely because it does not at once ofTpr him the

Whole truth which he wishes to know. In every science there will

always be a considerable gap between the most general points of

view from which we should wish to regard the given objects, and the
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actual knowledge which we can possibly acquire about them; and

this gap proves nothing either against the Tightness of those ulti-

mate points of view or against the value of the methods by which

we succeed in investigating particular facts. We must beware of that

doctrinairism, which will allow no conclusion to he valid, unless it is

reached by the method of a logical parade-ground, reminding us

of Molibie's physician, who only demanded of his patient, 'qu'il

mourftt dans les formes/ In respect to applied Logic it must be

granted that theie is some truth in the cynical lemark of the Emperor

Vespasian. Every method is praiseworthy which leads to a suie

result ; even the most monstrous hypothesis, if it really enables us to

connect the facts together and to explain theii mutual dependence, is

better than the neatest and trimmest theory, from which nothing

follows. Holding these views, I can have no sympathy with the

often repeated attempts of philosophers to show that the fundamental

ideas of Physical Science are inadequate, disconnected, and fre-

quently inconsistent. Without attempting to determine how much

there is of justice or injustice in this indictment, I readily admit that

it is in the main true
;
but I am not so much struck by these defects,

as filled with sincere and unmixed admiration at the manifold variety

of consistent and reliable results, which, with such imperfect moans ai

her disposal, science has established by unwearied obscivulion and by

brilliancy of invention.

I hope and believe, also, that if science continues to work with the

same conscientiousness, many truths, which now appear only in

sary juxtaposition, and many others which are seemingly

will enter into a neaiei and better relation, as different results of on

and the same original process ; in fact that, as at the end of a Ion# and

complicated reckoning, a simple total will be left over, which th<*

philosophy of the future will be able to apply to the satisfaction of its

own special wants. This much to be desired result, however, can

only be obtained in the first instamc by means of clearly outlined

hypotheses, fiamed so as to meet the observed facts, and modified

and transformed so as to keep pace with each fiesh discovery: it

matters not that the expression which our suppositions assume in this

intermediate stage of discovery is imperfect in form ; the wished for

simplicity and clearness of statement can belong only to the finished

result. Nq other method can be substituted for this; not that of

Positivism, which bids us be content with gencial formula? for the

observed connexion of facts without introducing ideas about the iimw
connexion of things, advice which at first sight commends itself, but
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which is entirely fruitless in practice : not a lofty philosophic intui-

tion which only a great poetic genius could delude men into regard-

ing as an actual means to the discovery of truth
; not any speculative

deduction, which hecXrs only part of the evidence before rushing to its

conclusion. These leave us where we weie: Moses may stand on
the mountain of speculation and pray that the laws of thought may
be faithfully observed f but facts can only be brought into subjection

by what Joshua is doing in the valley. After this confession, my
piesent object can only be to analyse those conceptions by the help
of which philosophy distinguishes the wealth of natural processes into

gtoups, seeing in each group either the opeiation of a specific prin-

ciple, or a paiticular application of general principles, and regarding
them at the same time as contiibuting in diffeient ways to the realisa-

tion of the all-embiacing plan of Nature.

220. The word mechanism, which has so many meanings, is used

by modern schools of thought to describe sometimes a paiticular

mode of action, sometimes a class of effects pioduced by this action :

in cither case, the mechanical aspect of Nature is spoken of in terms

of marked dispaiagcment, as compared with another and different

aspect, to which it is deemed inferior. What the word means is more

easily learned from the customary use of language than from the con-

flicting definitions of the schools. All modern nations speak of the

mechanism of government, of taxation, of business of any kind.

Evidently, what is signified by it is, the organization of means either

with a view to realising a particular end, or to being prepared for

carrying out different but kindred objects, We do not, however,

speak of a mechanism of politics; we expect political ends to be

effected by an art of statesmanship* and this we should blame, if we
saw it working by mechanical rules. This distinction in the use of

the KJim clearly expresses the limitation that the mechanical organiza-

tion of means is only calculated for general conditions, common to a

number of kindred problems, and meets the requirements in question

by working according to general laws.

Now, it is impossible to conform to a law in a merely general way ;

every application of the law must give rise to a determinate result

depending on a determinate condition, whereas the law in its general

expression makes the dependence only general It seems, therefore,

up to a certain point to be part of the very essence and conception of

a mechanism to take account of the differences in the particular in**

stances to which it applies. In the first place, the laws themselves which

it obeys require that its effects shall be pioportionate to the given cir-
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cumstances ; next, the circumstances themselves, their peculiar nature,

resistance, and icaction, modify the action and combination of the

forces which it sets in motion also accoiding to fixed Iaw~;incl so

enable it to produce the designed effect even uudci unforeseen condi-

tions. The technical industry of the present day furnishes many < x

amples of this self-regulation of machinery ;
but whatever advances it

may make in many sidedness and delicacy, it never escapes tint limi-

tations which popular language, as we saw, imposes upon the capa-

bilities of mechanism. It is the ingenuity of the inventoi to which

alone the handmess of the machine is due ; it is his cal< illation, !

comparison of the end with the means and the hmdianees to its

realisation, which has enabled him so to combine the forces of Nature,

that they must now lead of themselves to the desired result nrcoidiug

to universal laws of their own which aie independent of him. His

penetration may have enabled him to see disturbing causes in advance

and to meet them by a combination of the means at his disposal so

that the disturbances themselves libeiate the reacting forces which an?

to compensate them; even disturbing causes which he has* not fore-

seen may by good luck be neutialised by the internal adaptation and

power of self-adjustment of a machine. But all these favotnahle

results have their limits. If they occur, they aie the necessary < on^

quences according to universal law of the joint action of the machine

and its circumstances ;
if they fail to occui, the machine is destroyed ;

the power of resisting the conditions has not beet) given it from with

out, by the genius of its inventor or by a lucky chance, am! it i?i

incapable of generating such a power of itself.

Here lies the difference of statesmanship and eveiy other prac-

tical art from what is mechanical. Every art, following as it dor*

ends which cannot be icalised of themselves, is confined to the UM of

means which it cannot make but can only find ; it cannot compel

anyone of these means to produce effects which are impossible or

extraneous to its nattue
;

it can only combine together th<? nu-ans *tt

its disposal in such a way that they will be compelled by the universal

laws of their action to produce necessarily anil inevitably the de

sired result. Every higher form of activity, consequently, whu h we
are inclined to assume in Nature, even the most perfectly unrestraiwMi

freedom must, if it would be operative in the world, take just tlmt

mechanical form which is supposed at first to l>e inconistenl with itn

nature. The only privilege that distinguinhes it, in the jjowisr of

varying according to its aims the combination of the several mtschuu-
ical elements, and of taking first one and then another part of the
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mechanism for its base of operations, thus making each part yield its

own results. But its capabilities come to an end as soon as its object
is one which cannot be produced by any combination of mechanical

operations, or as soon as it can no longer bring about that particular
combination which would have the result in question,

221. As regards the special meaning attached to the term 'mech-
anism' in their explanation of natural phenomena, philosophers un-

doubtedly understood by it piimarily a peculiar mode of activity, the

range of which was still undetermined. But it was distinctly believed,
at the same time, that there was a certain special class of natural

products, which wan subject to the single and undisputed sway of the

mechanical principle. I cannot subscribe to either of these two

theories, except with essential reservations. Mechanism could only be
defined in the sense in which it is employed in current language.

Always determined by the given circumstances and general laws

which lie behind it, never by the nature of an end which lies before it,

it was contrasted (I shall leturn to this contrast later) as a concatena-

tion of blind and i irevocable forces with those organic activities which

su'cmcd to follow ends with a certain freedom though they were also

liable to fail in their attainment* But even within the limits of what was
called th*j inorganic world, mechanism was opposed and deemed in-

ferior to cht'tuhfiu. While in the chemical sphere, owing to the elective

aflmiiies of the elements, the specific qualities of bodies were continually

destroying old forms and properties and creating new ones, thus co-

operating decisively in determining the course of events, mechanical

action was depreciated as a mere external process, which never gives

a hearing to the distinctive nature of things, deals with them all as

mere commensurable mass-values, and therefore produces no other

effects but various combinations, separations, movements, and arrange-

ments of inwardly invariable matter.

But Philosophy ought never to have believed in the reality of a

mode of activity which it regarded in this light. A man or an official

might be reproached for executing general laws and regulations with-

out regaol to exceptional cases, which deserve special consideration

and forbearance* Such action, which we blame as mechanical, only

succeeds t)ccause the combined force of human society deprives the

ill-treated exceptions of the power of resisting- But things are not

hindered from defending themselves by any such considerations, nor

can there be anything in nature to prevent them from asserting their

special peculiarities in the production of each effect, to the precise

extent to which, if we may speak of them as human beings, they have

VOL. i. c c
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an inteiest in so doing. It will be objected, however, that it is not

meant to conceive of this mechanical agency, aftei the analog} of tl*

inflexible official, as an authority of natuie imposing ithdf auto-

cratically upon things from without; what is meant is merely a proems
which is indeed developed from the intei action of things thenisehvs,

but which derives its character from the veiy fact that the things Iu\v

no interests of their own, that they have not reached the point of

letting their individuality be seen and heard, but aie content to be-

have as samples of homogeneous mass; so fai as this imlitfenwi' of

things extends, so fai does mechanism extend. But even when slaietl

in this impioved form, the doctrine is not tenable unless 'ith*r a

physical pioccss can be pointed out which takes place without Iwinsjf

in any way influenced by the distinctive idiosyneiacies of things <i it

can be shown that results in the final form of which such in(luruc,rs

though really operative seem to have vanished, are to be uwsuteti-tl

as pieconceived elements in the plan of Nature. All attempt* t<

establish the first case are from our point of view boned on a \\ionj*

foundation. After having maintained that a change of outer rela-

tions is only possible as a consequence of mutual solintalionH in the

inner nature of things, we can only xcgard a mechanism whieh coin

bines things in mutual action without taking account of this iwirr

natuie and its co-opcialion, as an abstraction of St iencc, not ;us a

reality. Science, no doubt, has need of this abstraction. WIutoviT
distinctive difFeiences there may be between tilings, at any ruitj the

contributions which they make to the production of a single * vent

must admit of being expressed in values of comparable action. In
order to be able to estimate their effects, we must icfcr the laws which

govern them to certain ideally simple instances, ssero values or mwtat,
of then effective differences, and then, after calculating onr result upon
this basis, subjoin such modifications as the concomitant conditions
of the given case lequirc.

It is in this way that we arrive at the indispensable conceptions of

mechanics; the conception of a rigid immutable atom, from which

eveiy qualitative change is excluded; the conception of an aloolutoly
fixed body, from which we have eliminated any alteration of form and
all other effects of composition; at the principle, lastly, which way
serve to express in the shortest form what we mean by* itmchatiiMti,
the principle that, if several forces act together upon the same objitu,
o one of them has any effect on the tendency to action of the rent, but

each continues to operate as if the rest were not present, and it to only
these several and singly calculable effects which combine to form a
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if-uUant. Nmv none of these conceptions expresses anything which

\\e can jegaid a-, ore lining in actual fact, not even the principle last

twined. Hut frujipoMiitf that this principle were not valid and indeed

the limits \\ithin vlrnh it holds good cannot be fixed a priori sup-

Io,.in# (hat the tendency to act of a fozce were altered by its relation to

other forces \ioikiitg simultaneously, we should still require to make

use of the principle, for we could not estimate the natuie of the altera-

tion, unfcss we first knew what the action would be unaltered; for

e\en though it does not occur in its unaltered form, it would still help

to condition the variation which does occur. So far, howevei, as the

principle does hold good, it merely allows us to measuie lesults when

they take place, it does not tell us how they take place : it is not the

cuse that the forces have been indifferent and taken no account of

otiis iiiiothet : the tinth rather is that they, or the inner movement of

things which <onespond to them, IHWC taken this account of each

other, only it happened that the ^resolution at which they arrived in

this jiaiticular case was to the effect that each should maintain

its former triidency to ad, just as in another case it might have been

thstt this tendency should be changed. From this it appears that

the,xe very processes which, as far as the fonn of their result goes, ex*

hibil all ll < Imracteristics of mechanism, are not produced mechani-

cally in ibis sense at nil, and the whole conception of mechanism as a

distinct type of action, based on the mutual indifference of things,

must b<{ banished entirely from the philosophical view of Nature.

Nor docs it receive more than a semblance of support from obser-

vation* Kwn in cases of impact, to which most of the so-called

mechanical processes arc reducible, there are produced along with

the imparted tmnslatory motion permanent or clastically neutralised

changes in the form of the body impinged upon, besides inner vibra-

tions which make themselves known as Sound or Heat. The number

of these secondary effects, and the completeness with which the

Irunnlatory motion is imparted, depends in every case on the inner

interactions which hold together the ultimate elements of the bodies,

depends, i.e. on forces which have their origin in the heart of things,

and which differ from each other according as things themselves

differ in quality. These inner effects we are accustomed, and for

purposes of science obliged, to regard as secondary, and as dis-

turbances of the theoretically perfect instance; but in taking account

of them as corrections to be added to the result which strict rules

would give us, we arc really correcting our own abstract conception
*
of a pure mechanism, which, sis such, has no real existence in Nature,

cc a
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222. As this is the case with regard to the first of the two alterna-

tives
1
proposed, it remains that the Philosophy of Nature can only

undertake the second. Looking only at the ultimate form in which

piocesses result, it would be possible to ariange the facts of Nature

in groups according as the qualitative natuie of tilings, which is a

constant factor in each process, was more or less appaient in the

results. And this is naturally the course which Idealism would haw

followed, had it been consistent with itself. Its object being to point

out phenomena in which as a seiies the ends of Nature weie succes-

sively realised, it might have entirely disiegaiclcd the question how
all these phenomena are produced, and have considcicd them solely

fiom the point of view of their significance, when once m existence.

All the misunderstandings which have arisen between Idealism and

the Physical Sciences, have been occasioned by this error of confound-

ing inteipretations of the ideal significance of phenomena with expla-

nations of the causes which have led to their existence. Imposing on

ouiselves, then, this restriction, we might seek, in the first place, foi a

department of processes whore there seethed to be no trace at any

point of the constant silent influence of the qualitative differences of

things; or where, in case the elements producing the result \vere

homogeneous, there was no bign of the pcxpctual return of the pi<>-

cess into, and its icproduction out of, the inner natuie of things. It

would be in such a group of activities that we should have to look for

the semblance of a perfect mechanism.

In the small events which every day pass before us in changing

succession, in the motions which partly at our instance, partly owing
to causes which lemain unobseived, bodies communicate to each

other we do not find this mechanical action exemplified In these

cases, though varying in distinctness, those secondary effects arc

never wholly absent, in which the diversity of the co-operating
elements manifests itself. We find what we are looking for only in

the process of gravitation, or, more properly, in the revolutions in

closed curves, which result from the attraction of the heavenly bodies

and an original tangential motion. Attraction itself cannot be con-

sidered as an external appendage to the constituent elements of the

planets : as these elements are different, the degree of attraction

would have to vary to suit the nature of each part. But the different

distribution in different planets of elements varying in the <lcgr<te$ of
their reciprocal action, determines what we call the mass of the planets;

1
[The treatment of ' Mechauism '

a as a mode of Action, & as n, kind of Effect,
Y, Sect aao huU]
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and so after having included in the conception of this unchanging
mass everything which related to the qualitative nature of the elements,

we find ourselves able to calculate the subsequent motions of the

heavenly bodies without assuming anything beyond their original

velocities and directions, and the general law of the variation of force

with distance ;
and without being obliged to recur again to the inner

nature of the elements, though it is from this that the whole result

springs. It was this great spectacle of the universe maintaining
itself perpetually the same, that claimed the attention of Philosophy,
which saw in it the first stage of the self-development of thought in

Nature, the exhibition of the universal order, which remains undis-

turbed by any inner movements of the particular.

Next and in contrast to Gravitation or Matter, which was strangely

identified with it, was placed Light, or rather (since a name was

wanted which would include not only Light but also Sound) those

undulatoiy piocesscs, by means of which impulses diffuse themselves

on all sides, without any considerable translatory motion. It was

not allogethej without reason that in these phenomena of Nature an

analogy was found to Mind
;
for it is through them, no doubt, that

things convey to each other their fluctuating inner experiences, each

as it were icflectmg itself m the other; so that a communication

between them is established, similar to that which exists between the

knowing subject and its object. It was owing to a misconception that

speculative Philosophy refused to allow these processes to be classed

under mechanism and licated mechanically. The equal diffusion of

light compels us, no doubt, to explain the force with which each

particle of ether communicates motion to the adjoining particle, as

due to inner experiences arising from their constant and sympathetic

relationship : but as it also leads us to assume that the ether consists

of none but homogeneous elements, the further progress of this

occurrence of transmission admits of being treated in precisely the

same way as the motions of the heavenly bodies. It is only when

these undulations come into contact with material bodies, i.e. when

they are reflected, refracted, dispersed, that the quality of particular

bo<1icb makes itself felt in effects, which necessitate a number of new

truths derived from experience, and serving as starting-points for

analytical deductions. I have no intention of discussing in this

place the validity of Ih'ose fruitful hypotheses, on the basis of which

optics has raised her imposing edifice 5 nor do I wish to replace them

by others. I wi&hed merely to justify to some extent the older specu-

lation in its view, that these phenomena exhibit a new, characteristic,
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and important form of Natuie's activity, a form in which the influences

of the specific qualities of things are not indeed quite neutralised, but

do not appear to dominate the whole process : the gencial foim, in fact,

of a still inoperative affinity between diveise and changing elements.

223. A different impiession was produced by the phenomena of

electricity and chemistry. Philosophy heie encountered the doctrine

of the two electric fluids, which had already been fully developed by

Physics, and was thus conQrmcd in regarding this as the fust case iu

which the qualitative opposition of things appears as ically detei mining
the course of events. The fuither development of this bianeh of Physics

will certainly not be able to dispense with the special presuppositions,

which have been framed in consequence of this view. Theie seems

at any late no piospect at present of explaining that peculiar notion

of absorption or neutralisation, in which forces, once in full activity,

evanesce without leaving any trace of themselves, as due to a mcie

opposition of motions, similar to the absorption of Light by inter-

ference. Such an explanation would still leave the question, what is

the principle on which these conflicting motions aie distributed

amongst the bodies, fiom which the electric appeal ances are elicited?

And this question could hardly be answeicd without ieinstatin#

though perhaps in a diffeient foim and connexion the conception of

a polar opposition of a qualitative kind. But this also does not con-

cern us here: it is sufficient that electric phenomena, whatever may
be their origin, in the form of their manifestation expiess precisely
this idea of an opposition inheient in the natuie of things.

This influence of the specific natuie of agents wis believed to U?

much more distinctly appaient in the case of ihcmual phenomena,
which had likewise been ahcady connected by Physics with cleclncity.
The idea that in chemical as opposed to so-called mechanical action,

the individual nature of things foi the first time awoke, co-operated,
and underwent inner transfoimations, was not, strictly speaking, sup-

ported by obscivation. Striking changes wcie fiequently seen to

take place in the sensible qualities of things, in consequence of IWMV

changes in their composition. Ileuee it was possible to suppose
that other changes, the origin of which was not similarly open to

experimental proof, might also be due lo diffeirnces not directly

perceptible in" the armngcinent of the ultimate pm tides and their

resulting interactions. But the chemical process, according to tlmt

view of it which was favouied by Philosophy, was that, out of a and 4,
a third new and simple product c resulted, in which both a and 6 are

merged, though by levcrsing the process, they may again be produced
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out of it. This view, which obviously implies a constant and complete

interpenetration of the active chemical elements, expressed the idea

of which the phenomena of chemism furnished sensible illustration.

As a Physical theory it remained barren, because it failed to explain
how similar combinations of elements can give rise to permanently
different products, as also because it left out of account the manifold

analogies between combinations of essentially distinct elements.

To this view, there succeeded an exclusively atomic conception of

chemistry. The elements a and 6 were supposed to subsist unchanged
in the zesult c, and the piopeitics above-mentioned were accounted

for by the different positions which the various samples of a and I may
assume in the product c of their combination. I do not understand

why the pictures which we often see of the structure of such chemical

combinations should be accompanied by the warning that they are not

to be undci stood litcially. If they are only symbols, they at once

lead to a metaphysical view, accoiding to which we should speak, not

of positions in Space, but of intelligible relations of vaiying intensity

between the actions of the absolute, which present themselves to us

singly as chemical elements. If we shrink from making use of these

certainly impracticable notions, of which I have spoken previously,

and make up our minds to follow the oidinaiy view of the reality of

Space, it seems to follow that cither these graphic representations

must bo understood quite literally, or that they have no intelligible

meaning at all. It is not, however, my purpose to describe the

consequences which the atomic view of chemistry has had in geneial,

and especially of late the hypothesis of Avogadio, in itself an entirely

improhible one. 1 would only call attention to the fact that after all

that can bo said, our knowledge is limited on the one hand to the

elements which enter into composition, on the other to the actual and

probable typical foims which the composition finally assumes; the

process by ivhich the combination takes place, i.e. the true chemical

process, still escapes us* Our conceptions of it cannot be made to

fit with the rest of our mechanical notions, unless we admit as new

data both the original difference between the elements, not reducible

to physical modifications of a common matter, and the special elective

affinities of these elements, which determine thcii general capacities

of combination and the proportions in which they will permanently

combine.

Kven then one phenomenon still remains dark, that which gave to

chemistry its old name ' Schcidckunst
'

(art of division), the analysis

of the combinations, Let us suppose that between all the elements,
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a b c . . . 0, the only affinity that exists is that of attraction in varying

degrees of intensity. In that case, if there is no new condition intio-

duced, any reciprocal action between the two paiis a I and c d can

only lead to their amalgamation a I c d, never to their fresh distribu-

tion into a c and b d. And even if the affinities between a and ^,

and 4 be ever so much closer than those between a and b, c and </,

there cannot be any separation of the elements : the most that can

happen is this, that an external force, if it were brought to bear upon
the whole combination a be d which would be the necessary result

of mere foices of attraction would detach a fiom b or c from d more

easily than a from c, or b from a. Any repulsion, therefore, must

come from elsewhere than the results of attraction ; and as there is

no evidence of direct repulsion between the single elements it can

only be looked for in the circumstances which accompany the chemical

process, or, as is probable, actually constitute it. These may consist

in motions which disconnect the elements, or in the affinity of the

elements to the different electricities, the polar antagonism of which

may require them to move in these particular ways.
But however that may be, my only purpose was to show that

Philosophy was right in ascribing to the qualitative differences of

things a decisive influence in the sphere of chemistry, wiong in deny-

ing any such influence in that of mechanics: and that therefore though
the opposition between these piocesses of nature is not without some
reason in "it, it is practically impossible to draw a sharp line of dis-

tinction between them, such as would separate their spheres, and

assign to them two different piinciples of action.

224.' But all this has now scarcely moie than an historical interest
;

the relation of forces to organic activities is still the subject of con-

flicting opinions. In an essay on 'Life and Vital Energy/ which
forms the introduction to Rudolph Wagner's Hand-Dictionary of

Physiology, I defended, six-and-thirty years ago, the claim of thfc

mechanical view to a place in the science of Physiology, a claim
which was at that time still much disputed. Scientific taste has now
to some extent changed ;

at present, not merely all the practical in-

vestigations of Physiology, but to a great extent also the formulation
of its theories are dominated by the mechanical spirit; those who are

opposed to it, repeat the old objections, for the most part in the old
form. If, though weary of going back to these matters, I proceed
now to recapitulate shortly the conclusions which were developed in
the above-mentioned essay, and subsequently in the General Phy-
siology of Corporeal Life' (Lcipsic, 1831), it is chiefly for the sake
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of a icmjirk which has been often overlooked, at the end of the

essay, and which is to the effect that it necessarily contained only

the <w half of flic principles which a complete biological theoiy

implied. The other half would have touched on the question, how

the mechanical treatment of vital phenomena, necessitated by
tin* facts, harmonises with those requhements of an opposite kind,

which the piimaiy instincts of philosophy will never cease to make,

us in limes past. For this dispute is, in fact, an old one. I

should ha\e been able to go back to Aristotle, whose 'substantial

forms
'

extended the dominion of the activity of Thought far beyond

living things, to which in the modern controversy it is confined,

while already in antiquity the Aristotelian view was elaborately

opposed by the Kpicurean physics, which denied the activity of

thought, no less unrestrictedly. The question did not, howevei, be-

come one of pressing impoitance, until, with the development of

modern science, a definite formulation had been given to the group of

ideas* the applie.Uion of which to explain life meets with bo much

opposition. Putting aside the more ethical, ajsthelic, and religious

grounds for this aversion, which it is not necessary here to examine,

Ihc theoretical motive which has prompted it has always been the

name. The wanly knowledge which we posscwt of the formative in-

fluences active throughout the rest of nature, did not seem sufficient

to explain the complex and yet fixed forms of organic life \ their

germs at any rate, it was thought, must have an independent origin,

even if in their subsequent development they were subject to the

Universal Laws of Natute. But further, the peculiar phenomena of

growth, nutrition, and propagation, the geneial fact of the interde-

pendence of continuously active functions, and that of self-preservation

in presence of repeated disturbances, all this seemed to demand the

continued presence and operation of that highei principle, to which

had been attributed at first only the initial formation of the germ.

Finally, the undefined but overpowering general impression of per-

vading adaptation, witnessed to the presence of an end which guided

organic nature, rather than to a past which blindly compelled it* The

conception of a vihdforc* was the first form in which these ideas

were united.

2215. As long, however, an this expression was merely thrown out

in a general way, it could not serve to solve the difficulty, but only

to indicate its existence* It was not allowable to follow the example

of Trevirauu* and explain everything from the byssus to the palm,

from the infusorium to the monster of the sea> as living by Vital
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Force : the difference between the palm and the byssus had also io be

taken account of; every species of living things required its own special

vital force, and every individual of the species needed its own share or its

paiticular sample of the force. The general name Vital Force indicated,

therefore, merely a formal chaiacteiistic, which could attach to many
different real principles yet to be discovered. It was besides an im

pioper use to make of the term force, which had been applied by

Physics in quite a different sense; the appiopnate woid was impulse

(Trieb), For when the general characteristic in question had to be de-

scribed, the contrast was obvious. Every physical force always pi oclucc.s

under the same conditions the same effects, under diffcient con-

ditions, diffeient effects ; it is always conditioned by a genual law,

irrespectively of the ensuing result; eveiything that under given cir-

cumstances the force can effect, it must necessarily effect, nor can any

part of the effect be kept back, nor any addition be made to it which

would not have been inevitable under the existing circumstances. To
Impulse, on the other hand, we ascnbe the power of changing its

manner of operation, not indeed without regard to existing ciicum-

stances, but with zegard at the same time to a result which does not

yet exist ; a powei of leaving undone much that it might do, ami
of beginning something new instead \\hieh it is not bound by the

given conditions to do at all. It had to be admitted, however, that

the vital impulse never pioduces anything in a vacuum, but only
works with the materials supplied to it by natuie

; and thus arose the

oidinaiy view of vital force as a power, which, though dependent iu a

general sense upon matenal conditions, is superior to the physical and
chemical laws of matter, and gives rise to phenomena which those

laws will not explain.

226. I must take permission to refer to the above-mentioned essay
for many details, which hcie I can only lightly touch on, but could

not altogethei omit without leaving constantly recurring
1

fallacies only
half-refuted. We are continually being told thai no application of the

improved means which we now have at our command will enable us
to manufacture artificially a pioduct which even remotely resembles a

living organism. The fact must simply be granted. Neither cellulose

nor albumen, nor any other of the lissuc-foiming substances of

organic bodies can be produced by chemical ail, although the dis-

tinction between the ternary and quaternary combinations of organic
life and the binary combinations of inorganic nature, which was once
so much insisted on, has long since lost its meaning: nor arc we any
longer under the delusion that these combinations lust only so long a*
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the vital force lasts, a delusion which any thoughtful student might
have been disabused of from the first, if he had only thought of the

wood of the table, at which he was writing, or of the pens and paper.

Still, it is true that in none of our artificial pieductions is there any
such connected series of chemical transformations, form-modifications

and functions as could be compared with the giowth, nourishment,

and propagation of an oiganic Being: even the lecently observed

formation of cells out of inorganic substances, though worthy of all con-

sideiation, is not likely to prove the stai ting-point for new discoveries

in this direction. But all that this proves is that in the present course

of Natuie, Life is a system of processes self-maintaining and self-

propagating, and that outside its sphere theie is no combination of

materials, such as would make the development of such phenomena

possible. Nothing is thus decided as to the conditions under which

this play of forces is sustained after it has begun, and yet these must

first be known befoie it can be determined what icquirements a

thcoiy as to the first oiigm of Life has to meet. But neither the

question concerning the origin of the whole organic woild, nor, the

consideiation whether in the future it may not be possible to add to it

by artificial means, must be allowed to confuse the discussion here,

The only point to be considered is, whether the vital force which

organic beings as a matter of fact exercise in developing themselves

and icsisting external injuiy, requires us to assume a principle of

action, which is strange to the inorganic world; and whether that

other vital force, which such a principle of action is assumed to be,

is conceivable in itself, and adequate to explain the given facts ?

227. We shall require, in the first place, for the sake of clearness,

to be definitely infoimed as to the nature of the subject, to which the

activities included under the name of vital force are supposed to

belong. There has been no lack of theories which endeavoured to

meet this question faiily. Some have spoken of a universal sub-

stance of Life, which they found either in a ponderable matter, or

in electricity, or some other unknown member of the more refined

family of ether. Others regarded the soul as the master-builder and

controller of the body, assuming at the same time that plants had

souls, which was, to say the least, not a fact of observation. I will

only mention briefly the common defect in all these theories. It is

impossible to deduce difference fiom a single homogeneous principle,

unless we have a group of minor premisses to show why the one

principle should necessarily develop a at one point, b or c at another.

As has alicady been said, we should always have to assume as many
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different material bases of life as there are different kinds of living

things; or else it would have to be shown to what subsequently

aiising causes it was due that such different forms as an oak tiec and

a whale could be pioduced out of the one substance. In the latter

case the development of Life would be at once brought again under

the general conception of a mechanism. For mechanism in the

widest sense of the term may be said to include eveiy case in which

effects are produced by the reciprocal action of diffeient elements, of

whatever kind, working in accordance with univeisal Laws; and such

conformity to law would have to be assumed by all these theories ; they

could never leave it open to doubt that, under the influence of an

accessory condition a, the single piinciple of life would lake shape in

the product a rather than in I.

But metaphysic has no interest in maintaining the claims of the

mechanical principle, except in this very general sense ; nor, on the

other hand, will physics be so nairow-mincled as to insist that it is

precisely fiom these materials and foices which we now know, and

according to the exact analogy of inorganic processes, that \ve are

to conceive of the phenomena of oiganic Life. All that physics

claims, is, that whatevei kinds of matter, force, or energy remain yet

to be discoveied, must all fall within the compass of her investigations,

must all be connected togcthci accoi cling to Univeisal Laws.

Further, however, experience did not at all show that the choice

between these accessory conditions was so unrestricted. It in not the

case that every organic kind requires as the basis of its existence peculiar

kinds of mattci which it places at the disposal of the one vita! foicu.

The most different products of Nature are all constructed from the

same storehouse of material elements, which are found on the mufacu

of the earth. Hence, however peculiar the piinciple of Life may Iw in

itself, it can never have been free ffom interaction with that sumo mat tar

which we know to be also controlled by physical laws of its own.

The principle might issue what commands it pleased, but could only

carry them out (supposing the materials in question not to <>l>ey them

spontaneously) by exciting those foices to which the mutter is naturally

amenable. We know that in all cases the contribution which is matle by
the several co-operating factors, to a result in the final form, way be of

the most different amounts* Thus it may be that the form which Life

is to assume in any given case is already traced by anticipation in some

specific kind of substance ;
but the actual existence of this life b

always the result of mechanical causes, in which the original gub&tance

would be only prima inter jtem, contributing just so much to the
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result as can arise according to general laws from its coming into

contact with the other factors. But that that is actually the case, at any
rale in the sense that there are certain kinds of matter specially privi-

leged in this respect, could not in any way be proved; the natural con-

clusion which the facts suggest is, that the phenomena of Life arise

out of a special combination of material elements, no one of which has

any claim to be called exclusively, or, in the degree suggested above,

preeminently, the prinqple of life. The very fact which has been taken

to imply a special vital principle, the fact that Life is only maintained

by successive self-propagation, ought rather to lead to the conclusion

that the germ of its development can only be found in a certain peculiar
combination of material elements, which maintains and reproduces
itself in unbroken continuity. It is, theiefore, quite a matter of

indifference, whether we shall ever succeed in giving a name to the

geneial form, or in exhibiting in detail the development, of such a

material combination in which life is implicit ; the point is, that the

supposition of a single Real pimciple of Life is both impossible in

itself and quite banen of results, whilst on the other hand, the only thing
which the mechanical view leaves unexplained is the ultimate origin

of Life. I will reserve what I have to say on the Soul till later; as

it neither creates the body out of nothing, nor out of itself, it can have

no special dignity as regards the construction of the body (whatever
other dignities it may have) except that of being prima inter pares ;

it must work jointly with the material elements which are supplied to

it. The conception of mechanical action, however, is wide enough to

include that of a co-operation, according to universal laws, between

spiritual activities and conditions of matter.

228. It is the way of mankind to meet a theory not by direct refuta-

tion, but by expiessing general dislike and pointing out the defects

m the working out of it, and to magnify striking though unessential

differences until they seem to be impassable gulfs. I should certainly

never of my own motion speak of the living body as a machine, thus

nullifying the distinction between the poverty of even our most in-

genious inventions and the mighty works of Nature ; but those who

are so morbidly anxious to leave out of account in their consideration

of life all those operations which they can stigmatise as mechanical,

need to be reminded that the living body and not inorganic Nature

furnishes the models of the simple machines, which our ait has imitated;

the pattern of pincers is to be found only in the jaws of animals ;
that of

the lever in their limbs which are capable of movement Nowhere else

are there instances of motions produced in articular surfaces by cords
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such as the muscles aie, and of their guidance by ligaments in definite

directions : it is the living body alone which utilises the production

of a vacuum and the consequent inhalation of atmospheric fluids,

the pressure of containing walls
1

upon their contents, and the valves

which prescribe the direction of the resulting motion. How little docs

all this resemble that mysterious power of immediate agency which is

most eagerly claimed foi the vital force 1

The exaggerated pictures of the superiority of living machines to

artificial ones do nof rest on any better foundation. The comparison

of an organism to a self-winding clock altogether ignoies the droop-

mg plant which can find no substitute for water, if watci will wot come

to it, and the hungry animal which is indeed able to seek its own

food, but yet dies of want if none is found. Iiritability, or the power
of responding to impressions, is said to be a distinguishing character*

istic of organisms; when a given stimulus is applied to them, they arc

supposed to react in ways which are not explicable from the nature of

the stimulus ; at the same time, it has been assumed that in me-

chanical action the cause and effect are precisely equal and similar,

though not even in the simple communication of motion is this really

the case, while organic life has been contiasted with it on the ground
of a supposed peculiarity which is in fact the universal foim of nil

causative activity. For it is never the case that an impiession is

received by an element ready made, merely to be passed on in the

same form ; each element always modifies by its own nature the effect

of the impulse experienced. In a connected system of elements, the

effects which will follow a stimulus will be more various and striking

in proportion as the intermediate mechanism is more complex, which

conducts the impression from point to point and changes it in the

process. The same must be said of the power of recovery from

injury which is supposed to belong peculiarly to organisms, and to

prove clearly a continuous adaptivity superior to anything mechanical

But if it were really the case that this force of resistance raised

organic Beings out of the sphere of physical and chemical necessity,

why was it ever limited? If once it had become independent of

mechanical influences there was no task which it need fail in accom-

plishing. But the numberless cases of incurable disease indicate plainly

enough its limits. No doubt, when once its combinations of elements

and forces have been fully matured the body is so well furnished for

its purpose that even considerable changes in its environment producd
reactions in it which avert or remove the disturbing influences which

1
[Of the heart and blood vessels,]
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threaten or have begun to act upon it. But as in every mechanical pro-

duct, there aie limits to this powei of self-preservation. There is no
such power, where the body has not been blest at starting with these

paiticular provisions, noi do we ever see the want supplied by the sub-

sequent cication of fresh means ; we much more often see the means

already at its disposal forced into a reaction, which under the special

conditions of the moment can only lead to further dissolution.

228. I shall not continue this polemic further, having devoted

sufficient attention to it before. I simply adhere now to the decision

which I then expressed. In older to explain the connexion of vital

phenomena, a mechanical method of treatment is absolutely necessary;
Life must be derived, not from some peculiar principle of action, but

fjom a peculiar mode of utilising the principles which govern the

whole Physical world. Fiom this point of view, an oiganic body will

nppcai as a systematic combination of elements, which, precisely

because they aie airanged together in this foim, will be able by

conforming lo fixed laws in their reciprocal action, and by the help

of external nature, to pass tlnough successive stages of development,

and within certain limits to preserve the regularity of its course

ngainsl chance clistuibances. This makes me the more sorry that

Physiologists should regard this view, which embodies the necessary

regulative principle of all their investigations, as being also the last

word upon the subject, and should exclude eveiy idea which is not

rcquiicd for their immediate purposes, from all share in the formation

of their ultimate conclusions. But they will never remove from the

mind of any unprejudiced person the overwhelming impression that

the forms of organic life serve an end; nor will men ever be per-

suaded that this marvellous fact docs not call for explanation by a

special cause. I know full well that as a thesis it may be maintained

that every result which presupposes mechanical agency presupposes

nothing more than this* Nor is this new ; long ago Lucretius de-

clared that animals were not provided with knees in order to walk,

but that it was because the blind course of things had formed knees,

that they were able to walk. It is easy to say this, and it may be

that it sounds particularly well when expressed in Latin verse \ but

it is impossible to believe it; there is no more tedious product of

narrow caprice than such philosophy of the schools, Yet it is

unfortunately true that the conviction of a higher power working for

an end, and shaping life with a view to it, has too often intruded itself

rashly and confusingly into the treatment of special questions ; and this

explains the unwillingness of conscientious enquirers to recognise
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what to them must seem a barren hypothesis. It cannot, however, be

ignored that many of our contemporaries are animated by a piofound
hatred of everything that goes by the name of Spirit, and that, if a

principle were submitted to them which seemed to bear' traces of this,

even though it was not opposed to any postulate of science, they

would, none the less, turn away from it in indignation to enjoy theii

feast of ashes, and delighted to feel that they were products of a

thoroughly blind and inational necessity. Such self-confidence it is

impossible to icason with; we can only consider the difficulties

which stand in the way of the acceptance of the opposite view.

230. We must not stop short at those general accounts of the

matter, which merely represent a higher power in any indefinable

relation of supenority to mechanical laws without making the obe-

dience of those laws intelligible ;
in speaking of this, as of all other

forms of rational activity diiected to an end, the first tiling to do fc

to give a name to the subject from which the action is supposed to
<

proceed. Now we ccitainly cannot speak of 'ends' with any clear-

ness, except as existing in a living and willing mind, in the form of

ideas of something to be realised in the future. Ilenec it waft

natural to look for this highest wisdom in God ; and not less natural

was the desire to biing again into an intelligible relation the unlimited

ficedom of action involved m the conception of the divine essence,

and the fixed course of Nature which soems to bear uo tiao-s of that

freedom. Thus arises the theory upon which sooner or later Philo

sophy ventures, the theory that the woild was created by God and
then left to itself, and that it now pursues its course simply accord-

ing to the unchangeable laws originally impressed upon it. I will

not urge the objection that this view provides only a limited satis-

faction to our feelings ;
in its scientific aspect it is unintelligible to

me. I do not understand what is meant by the picture of God

withdrawing from the world that lie has created, and leaving it to

follow its own coin se. That is intelligible in a human artificer,

who leaves his work when it is finished and trusts foi its maintenance
to Universal Laws of Nature, laws which he did not make himself,

and which not he, but another for him, maintains in operation. Hut
in the case of God I cannot conceive what this cunningly-contrived
creation of a self-sustaining order of Nature could be ; nor do I fie

what distinction there can be between this view and the view that God
at each moment wills the same order, and preserves it by this very

identity of will. The immanence of God in the course of Nature

not, therefore, be escaped from by this theory 5 if Nature
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follows mechanical laws, it is the Divine action itself, which, as we are

accustomed to say, obeys those laws, but which really at each moment
creates them. For they could not have existed prior to God as a
code to which He accommodated Himself; they can only be the

expression to us of the mode in which He works.

This unavoidable conclusion will not be at once nor willingly
admitted : however much the world may be primarily dependent on

God, the desire will be felt, that it should contain secondary centres

of intelligent activity as well, not entirely deteimined in their effects

by the mechanical system of things, but themselves supplying to that

system new motives for developed activity. It was this wish which
was expressed by Stahl's theory of the soul, when he spoke of it as

moulding the body to its own ends. This theoiy was in so far

coirect that it conceived of the soul as a living and real Being,

capable of acting and being acted upon with effect : but it missed its

mark, because the formation of the body, in its most essential and

irreversible fcatuies, is concluded at a time when the soul may
peihaps have some dicam of its futme aim, but certainly cannot as

yet have knowledge enough of the external world to be able to adapt
the body to the conditions which life in that world imposes. Thus

the advantages which the soul might seem to derive from its

consciousness and power of taking thought for the proper develop-

ment of the organism, are all lost; and the only power of adaptation

which it remains to ascribe to it is an unconscious one. Though this

conception is very frequently misapplied, it does not seem impossible

to attach to it a definite meaning. All along, we have considered

things as distinguished from each other by manifold differences : and

although we cannot fully icalise to ourselves what constitutes the

essential character of any single thing, there is nothing to prevent us

from assuming a certain difference of lank between them, such that

when two things were subjected to the same external conditions,

the one would manifest its nature in simple and uniform reactions,

the other in complex and multiform ones ; and these latter reactions

might be such that each gave rise to some entirely new capacity in

the thing, or that they all united to foim a single development directed

to a definite end. In that case, we shall possess in the soul a real

principle at once active in the pursuit of ends and yet unconscious,

such as would not be at variance with mechanical laws ; for none of

the possibilities that lie latent in the soul would be realised, except

through stimuli acting upon it according to fixed laws, and eliciting

its development step by step.

VOL. L r> d
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Clearly, however, in this case, the soul will no longer imply any-

thing peculiar or characteristic; once get rid of consciousness, and

it becomes a mere element of reality like othei elements; and that

superioiity of nature, which made it so pregnant a centre of manifold

forms of life, might equally well be ascribed to any other element

(making allowance for diffeiences of degicc) even though it possessed

none of the chaiactenstic piopcities of the soul. The question as to

the true origin of the soul, leads to the same conclusion. If it is

conceived as etemally pie-existent and piior to the Body, it must still

be confined \\ithin the limits of the couise of Natuic ,
^\hat then is it,

and where? For to suppose that it suddenly becomes a purt of

Nature without having pieviously been so, is vhtoilly to assign it

an origin. If then it is always a part of Natuic, we cannot help ic-

garding it as one among othei natuial elements; and as there is no

reason for supposing the other elements inferior, we must ascribe to

them too, and in a woid to all elements whatuvci, the same inner

capacity for organic development. And here it seems as if we were

once again brought back to the unfruitful idea of a common material

basis of life. For the manifold foims which these elements assume,

would depend on the diffeiont modes in which they were combined by

the couise of Nature , hence, the fonn which is actually icalised at any

given moment, must be either the result of mere mechanical agencies

though these may be of a higher type than any with which we are

familiar in Physico-Chemical procebses 01 else, supposing thai traces

of an independent activity still remain, the soul, which conceutiaU'h

the different active elements upon this particular development, must

come into existence afre&h at the moment that they unite ; and the

question then arises, Whence does it come ?

23X. This difficulty of finding a real subject, capable of fornwtivw

activity for an end, has led to attempts to dispense with a subject

altogether; it was thought that the generic Idea 01 Type would be

sufficient to account for buch activity. Aristotle set the example with

the unfortunate but often. repeated rcnuik, that in living things the

whole precedes the parts, elsewhere, the pmts precede the whole.

This saying, no doubt, gives utterance to the mysterious impression

which organic life produces,* unluckily, it has been regarded as a

solution of the mystery. And yet wlut tiuth can bo more simplu

than this, that Ideas ate never anything else but Thoughts, in which

the thinker gathers up the peculiar nature of an already existing

phenomenon ; or of one which he knows will necessarily exist in the

future as soon as tho data exist which are required to produce it? It

may be allowed that Reality is so constituted, that from our point of
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view it is always exhibited in subordination to certain Ideas, general

notions, or Types ;
and we may accordingly go on to say that these

Ideas hold good in reality and dominate it
;
but their dominion is

only like that of all legislative authorities, whose commands would

remain unobserved if there were no executive organs to carry them

out. Never, therefore, in Organic Life is the whole before the parts,

in the sense that it is before all parts ; it only has existence in so far

as an already formed combination of parts guarantees that existence

in the future as a necessary result of the germ here present, and not

of the geim only, but also of favourable external circumstances acting

upon it. Anyone who is not satisfied with this development of the

whole from the parts, and desires to reverse the relation, will be

required to show who the representative of the generic Idea is, who

stands outside the parts and gives to the Idea, which in itself is meiely

potential, a real power in the real world. It must be shown where

these Ideas reside, befoie they initiate a development, and how they

find their way thence to the place where they aie attracted to an

exercise of their power.

Quite iccently, an attempt of a different kind has been made by

K. E. von Baer. We could have wished that this deservedly popular

investigator had succeeded in making out his point to satisfaction ;
I

cannot, however, persuade myself that his proposal to conceive of

Nature as striving towards an end, really carries us any farther. If

all that it means is, that the different forces, which are active in the

construction of organisms, converge in different directions towards a

common result, this fact has never been doubted; nor, considered

merely as fact, is it the subject of the present controversy. The

question at issue is rather this \ is the cause which determines this

combined action to be found merely in the course of things after they

have once been set in motion? i.e. does the convergence occur when

there is this motion to produce it, and not occur when there is no

such motion? or is there anywhere a power not subject to this con-

straint of antecedent conditions, which, on its way to the attainment

of an end, brings together things which but for it would exist apart?

Naturally, it is this latter view which is preferred here. Yet it is not

clear, how this supposed tendency to an end would differ from that

which might be ascribed, e.g. to falling stones, which, while converg-

ing from all quarters of the globe towards its centre, move merely in

obedience to a universal law, It is the presence of purpose alone

which could constitute that difference, converting the mere end of a

process into an aim, and motion to that end into an impulse. Such

D d 2
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a purpose Baer's theory accepts, and yet by banishing consciousness,

which is presupposed by it, at the same time rejects. Finally, to

whom is this tendency in the diiection of an end to be asciibed ? It

would not suit the character of the individual elements, which, varying

as they do in capability, tending now to one end, now to another,

need some power outside themselves to inform them upon what point

they have to conveigc in any given case ; and it is, in foci, from Sfntuic

that such a tendency is supposed to proceed. But, whcic is this

Nature? It is allowable in oidinaiy discourse, no doubt, to use this

term in such a meiely general sense ; but in the particular cases in

which the designation of Nature as an efficient cause is intended to

decide in its favour the choice between it and other agents, there

should be some moie accmate determination of the conception of it,

as well as of the metaphysical relation in which, as a whole, it Btands

to its subordinate parts. We propose now to supplement the theory
in this point, and thus to bring our investigations to a close,

232. The grounds which have led me to my final conclusion have

been expounded at such length thioughout my cntiio work, that what
I shall now add \vilh icgard to this much debuted question will be

only a shoit coiollaiy. Men have created foi themselves a f.iUr #ulf,

which it has then seemed impossible to budge over. It is not with

any special icfcrcncc to the oppoation which has to be icwmtUcd
between living Beings and inanimate Miittci, but on much fiiithe.r-

reaching and more general grounds that I have all along maintained

the inconccivableuesb of a wo* Id, in which a multitude of independent
elements are supposed to have been brought together subsequently
to their origin, and forced into common action by Universal Lawn.

The very fact that laws could hold good in the same w.vy of different

elements, showed that the elements could not be what they ploawed.

Though not directly homogeneous, they must be moml>crs in a system,
within which mcasuwble advances in diffeicnt directions lead from
one member to another ; on this condition only could they and their

states be subsumed under the general Laws, as instances of their

application* But the validity of general Laws, so established, WSLH

not enough to explain the possibility of their application in particular
cases ; in order that they should necessitate one event at one time
and place, another at another, the changing state of the woild an a
whole had to be reflected at each moment in those elements, which
are working together for a common result. It would be idle, however,
to suppose that the elements, being originally separate, required the

mediation, of some '

transeunt
'

agency which should convey to them
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the general condition of the world and stimulate them w'/urther
activity: rather, what is experienced by one element must became **

immediately a new state of another. Hence we saw that every action

that takes place nccessaiily picsupposes a permanent and universal

relation of sympathy between things, which binds them together in

constant union, and which itself is only conceivable on the supposition,
that what seems to us at first a number of independent centres of

energy, is, in essence, one throughout. It is not, therefore, to bring
about any specially privileged and exalted lesult, that the assistance of
the infinite Being Jf, which we have represented as the ground of all

existence, is required; every effect produced by one element on another,
even the most insignificant, is due to the indwelling vitality of this

One Being, and equally requires its constant co-operation. If there is a
class of processes in Nature, which, under the name of mechanical,
we contrast as blind and purposeless with others in which the forma-

tive activity of the One Being seems to stand out clearly, the contrast

is certainly not based on the fact that effects of the former kind are

left to be govcined by a peculiar piinciple of their own, whilst only
in the latter does the one universal cause attempt after some incom-

prehensible fashion to subdue this alien force. In both cases alike

the effects proceed solely from the eternal One itself; and the dif-

ference lies in what it enjoined in each case, in the one case, the

invariable connexion of actions accoiding to univeisal Ia\\s which

constitute the basis of all particular conditions, in the other, their

development into the variety of those particulars. But, instead of

repeating this line of thought in its generality, I shall endeavour to

show how it applies to the special question now befoie us.

233. The germ of an organic giowth is not developed in empty

Space, in other words, not in a world of its own which has no con-

nexion with the whole of Things. Wheicver the plastic materials are

present, theic the absolute One is likewise present 5 not as an idea

that may be conceived, not as an inoperative class-type, not as a

command passing between the elements of a group, or a wish without

them, or an ideal above them; but as a real and potent essence

present in the innermost life of each element. Nor is it, like divisible

Matter, distributed among them in different proportions. It manifests

itself in each one in its totality, as the unity that embraces and

determines them all, and in virtue of the consistent coherence of its

cntiic plan, assigns to each of these dependent elements those

activities which ensure the convergence of their operation to a definite

end. But the Absolute is no magician; it does not pioduce Things
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in appropriate places out of a sheer vacuum, merely because they

coirespond to the import of its plan. All particular cases of its

operation are based on a system of management according to law,

adapted to its operation as a whole. But I must repeat : it is not

here as it is with man, who cannot do otheiwise; lather this con-

formity with geneial piinciples is itself a pait of what is designed to

exist. Hence it is, that each stage in the development of oiganic

Life seems to arise step by step out of the leactions which aie made

necessaiy for the combined elements by their peisistent nature ; nor,

is there anywheie an exception to the dependence of Life on

mechanical causes.

At the same time, we aic never justified in speaking of a merely

mechanical development of Life, as if thcie were nothing behind it.

There is something behind, viz. the combining movement Jof the

absolute, the true activity that assumes this phenomenal form. We
may even admit that it appaiently breaks through the limits ordinarily

assigned to mechanical action. I have before mentioned, and I now

repeat, that the principle of mutual indiffeiencc, which Mechanics has

laid down in lespcct to forces working concuncntly, is, if stiictly taken,

by no means justified as a univeisal law. It should lather be laid

down as tiue universally that an element a when it is acted upon by
the dcteimining circumstance />, has, by this veiy fact, become some-

thing different, an which = a?9 and that a new foicc q \vill not exer-

cise the same kind of effect on this modified element, which it would

have excited on it if unmodified; that the final result, therefore, will

not be av<1
9 or 0(m)

but, <f. But this r could never be obtained ana-

lytically out of any mere logical or mathematical combination of /> and

#; it would be a synthetic accession to those two conditions, and thus

not deducible except from the import of the entire course of things.

This is expiessed, according to oidinary views, thus the combina-

tion of several elements in a simultaneous action may be followed by
effects, which are not mere consequences of the single effects produced

by the reactions between eveiy pair of them. That which we now

wrongly regard as the universal and obvious mlc, via. that effects

should be summed up in a collective result without reciprocally influ-

encing* each other, would be only one special case of the general
characteristic just mentioned. I shall not now enquiic whether and
in what direction Biological science will find itself compelled to

recognise the possibility of this modification of effects ; we must,

however, leave a place for it in our own theory. Its admission would
not in any way invalidate our conception of the mechanical order,
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but only extend it further. For it would be our first position even with

regard to these new giounds of determination, which intrude upon
the course of events, that neither did they arise without a leason, but

accoiding to rules, though rules which aie more difficult for our

apprehension to grasp. But at the same time we should escape from

regarding Life as a mere after-effect of a Power, which having formed
the mechanism, had left it to run its course* The Power would
lathei continue to manifest its living presence and constant activity,

as operative in the phenomena of Life.

What direction our thoughts might have to take beyond this point,
I am not now called on to decide. There is nothing more to be

added, which could be urged with absolute certainty of conviction

against those who regard the whole sum of the effects produced by
this ultimate agency, not less than the inner activities whence they

pioceed, as still but mere facts of Nature, a tendency which the course

of things has followed fiom all eternity; but which includes no

element resembling what we understand by intention, choice, or con-

sciousness of a purpose. Our view, it must be admitted, is no such

very great advance upon the mechanical explanation of Nature, from

which a refuge was sought. The development of the world

would on it be no less a necessary concatenation of cause and

effect; excluding all fiee initiation of new occurrences. Only the

most extreme externalism would be avoided. The mechanism

would not consist, at starting, of an unalterably fixed complement of

foices, which would only suffice to effect changes of the position

of existing elements. The mechanism would itself produce at

certain definite points those new agencies which would be the

proximate principles governing organized groups of connected phe-

nomena. For my own part, I cherish no antipathy to the opposite

view, which insists that this whole world of forces, silently anayed

against each other, is animated by the inner life of all its elements and

by a consciousness which is that of an all-embracing spirit. I shall

not even shrink from attempting, in the proper place, to show that

theie is a real Fieedom which can give rise to truly new'departures,

such as even this latter belief docs not necessarily involve. But such

a demonstration would transcend the limits of Metaphysic. It would

lead us to consider a mysterious problem, which our discussions

down to this point have bordered upon. I have already expressed

the opinion that we must not merely credit things with a persistent

impulse to self-preservation; but are justified in assuming (as an

hypothesis, and in order to explain the phenomena) an impulse to
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the improvement of their state. Now, if this hypothesis is conceivable

in regaid to the individual elements, it becomes almost necesbary

when we no longer speak of them as individuals, but conceive of them,

both in their nature and in theii actions, as manifestations of a single

and all-embracing supieme cause whose mandates they execute. I

should at the same time most unquestionably admit that this assumed

tendency towards improvement, though it may be the ultimate ratio

legis from which all special laws of action of things are denved, could

never furnish us (since we cannot define this *impio\ement*) with

anything more than the final light and colour of our view of the

woilcl; it could never seive as a principle ftom \\hich those laws

could be deduced. But heie, the same question which we asked con-

cerning the vital encigy, suggests itself once mure If this endeavour

after improvement is a fact, why does it not everywhere achieve its

end? Whence come all the hurls and hindrances by which the couise

of Nature, as it is, so often prevents from being fully satisfied the im-

pulses which it nevertheless excites? The conflict of forces in Nature,

like the existence of evil in the moral woild, is an enigma, the solution

of which would tequiie perfect knowledge of the ultimate plan of the

world. Metaphysic docs not pietend to know what this plan is ; nor

does she even asseit that it is & phui that rules the couisc of events ;

for this would be insepaiable fiom the idea of the puipose of a con-

scious being. But, if it limits itself to the belief, that existence has

its cause in a single real piinciplc, whatever its concrete nature may
be, no considei aliens concerning these ultimate enigmas can affect

the certainty of such conclusions. For, i wish heie most distinctly to

assert, that though T am old-fashioned enough not to bo indifferent, to

the religious interests which are involved in these problems, the views

for which I have been contending rest on a purely scientific basis,

quite without reference to Religion. No coune of things, whether

harmonious or discordant, seems to me conceivable, except on the

supposition of this unity, which alone makes possible the leciprocal

action of individual existences. The distuthing effects which things

exercise upon each other witness to this unity, not less clearly than

the joint action of forces with a view to a common end
234. Similaily, the limits within which metaphysical enquiry is con-

fined compel us to exclude from its sphere the much debated question
as to whether the conception of a kind has really that objective validity

in the organic world which we oidinarily ascribe to it* It will not bo

supposed that we aic going to fall back into thinking that the type of

a kind is a real self-subsistent principle, which makes its influence fell
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in the world by its own inherent force. The only question is does

the disposition of things fcs a whole require that the forms of combina-

tion which the forces active throughout the world assume in the pro-

duction of Beings capable of existence and growth, should be limited

to a certain fixed numbei ? or, on the other hand, may there not be

innumerable forms inteimediate between these types, and partaking

in different degrees of their perfnanence and power of self-preservation,

while the types only represent points of maximum stability? We must

leave this question to be decided by the sober evidence of Natural

History. Philosophy will do well to regard every attempt at an

a priori solution of it as a baseless assumption. The bias of our

minds in this case is determined by our own preconceived unvenfiable

opinions regarding the course of the world as a whole. Suppose,

however, we assume that not merely self-conservation, but also

Piogress is a characteristic of the world as a whole, yet, even then,

it would be conceivable that in the age of the woild's history in which

we now live, and of which we cannot see the limits, the forms of Life

established by Nature might be incapable of addition, just as the

quantities of those permanent elements which Nature uses in order

to construct her products, are incapable of addition. Accoidmg to this

view, any forms in which things combined, owing to the influence of

circumstances other than the forms determined by Nature, would

have only a passing reality, and would be subsequently dissolved owing

to the influence of the same circumstances which had produced them.

On the other hand, nothing hinders us from introducing the alleged

development withm the limits of the epoch which we can observe, and

regarding it as possible that new forms may come into Being and old

forms pass away, and that what went before may gradually be trans-

foimcd into what follows. The present aspect of the discussion on

this subject forms part of a larger and more general question, the

question, as to whether the world is finite or infinite.

235. It is needless to discuss at length the question as to whether

the succession of events in lime is finite or infinite. We cannot

represent to ourselves in thought, either the origin of reality out of

nothing, or its disappearance into nothing, and no one has ever

attempted to take up this position without assuming, as existent in

the Nothing, an originating principle or agency, and ascribing to it

previous to its cieative act a fixed existence of its own which has had

no beginning in Time. Hence, whatever difficulties may be involved

in the attempt to conceive of the course of events in Time as without

beginning or end, the idea itself is inevitable. Nor need we occupy
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ourselves at any greater length with the question as to the limits of

the woild in Space. If Space is to pass for a real existence, the only

difficulty is in the infinity of Space itself, which in that case is the

infinity of something real I leave this assumption, therefoie, to be

dealt with by those who are intciested in maintaining it. On the

othei hand, it does not at all follow, even if Space is infinite, thut the

world need occupy the whole of it, as long as the content of that

world admits of the predicate
'
finite

*

It would be quite sufficient to

say with Heibait that Space sets no limits or conditions to the woiltl,

but that it occupies just so much room in Space as it requites foi its

movements, and that thus its boundaries aie peipetually shifting. My
own view of the matter is almost to the same effect. F-veiy change

in the tiuc leactions of leal elements must find room within the

infinity of our Space-perception for its phenomenal manifestation as

shape, position, and motion, But theie is nothing to compel the ical

existences to fill up at every moment all the empty places which our

Space-pei ception holds in readiness foi impressions that may require

them.

The question therefore resolves itself into this, whether the sum of

real existence in the woild is limited or unlimited, a question in

reference to which we follow alternately two opposite impulses. Oa
the one hand, the idea of infinity giatifies us just because we cannot

exhaust it in thought, by enabling us to marvel at the immensity of

the univeise, of which we then leaclily acknowledge Unit we are but a

part ; though, at the same time, by making it impossible for us to

comprehend the world as a unity 01 whole, this infinity perplexes us.

On the other hand, by conceiving of the world as finite, we arc indeed

enabled easily to grasp it as a whole; but it vexes us to think that a

hindrance to its being greater than it is should have been imposed
fiom without. This last supposition, at any rate, is plainly absurd.

The world of icality is the sole source from which, in the minds that

form a part of it, the notion of those countless unrealised possibilities

spiingB. Hence arises the false idea that the Real world is limited

and conditioned by what it does not pioduce, though it is the Real

woild alone that docs pioduce this empty imagination in our minds*

And this misconception has then absolutely no limits. What would

be the use of assuming an infinity of real elements, if eaeh one of

them was finite ? Surely it would be still better that each element

should be infinite. Yet even then we should still have only ant

infinite number of infinite elements. Why not, in order to get rid

of all limitation, assume the existence of an infinite number of
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\voilils, both of infinite magnitude themselves, and composed of

Clements whose magnitude was infinite ? There is therefore pnma
facie no objection to the finite chaiacter of real existence whereas,

the character of infinity is opposed by Physics, not meiely as inex-

hauhlibh* by thought, but also as involving certain special mechanical

difficulties. The unlimited distribution of matter would make im-

possible a common centic of gravity. No one point would have any
better claim to be regarded as such than the rest. But what is our

motive in looking for a centre of gravity? and what exactly do we
mean by it? The supposition could not be enteitained, unless it were

icgaidcd as self-evident that the same laws of reciprocal action which

obtain between the pai tides of matter in our planet, and which we

call Laws of Gravitation, obtain also throughout the whole range of

existence. I well know how little precedent there is for doubting this

fact. It is, indeed, ordinauly taken for gianted without the slightest

misgiving. And yet, in the absence of positive proof deiivcd from

observation, it can only be a bold argument fiom analogy. It seems

to me by no means a self-evident fact, that all the real elements which

are contained in the infinity of space, including even those which are

stationed at the furthest points, aie held together according to a

single law by the uniting foice of gravity, just as if they were mere

sampled of the mass to which it applies, and without individuality of

their own. The Law of Gravitation is only known to apply to the

bodies of our own planetary system. Besides this, there is only the

conjVcluic, which may be a true one, that certain of the binary stars

aie kept in theii courses by a similar mutual attraction, the law of

which we do not as yet know. But that the same influence by which

one system of material elements is made to cohere, extends as a

matter of course to eveiy other coheicnt system in the Universe of

Space ; this is by no means such an established and irrefutable truth

as is, c, g. the uniform diffusion of the undulations of light through

all Space,

For a reason which has already been several times touched upon, I

am forced to proceed at tliis point by a different path fiom that which

is Qnlinarily followed in the physical Sciences. If I really thought

that the number of the real elements, or of the systems which are

formed fr.om such elements, was infinite, then, though I should

certainly not regard them as having no connexion with each other, I

should just as certainly not imagine that the relation subsisting

between them was so monotonously uniform that they should be

treated as mere samples of homogeneous mass endowed everywhere
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with the same force, so as to raise the question of their common

centre of gravity. In each of these several systems the inner relation

of the paits might be essentially peculiar, depending on the plan

which governed its stmctuie. Similarly, the several systems might

be united by different kinds of relations into the one universal plan.

Not that, in insisting on this point, I have any wish to maintain that

Real existence M infinite, any moie than I wish to maintain that it is

finite. I have no sympathy with the point of view fioin which this

question thus conceived seems to be one of ical impoi lance. I have

more than once expressed my conviction that eveiything is subject to

mechanical Laws
;
but I have at the same time asserted the essentially

subordinate character of these Laws, when consideicd with reference

to the Univeise as a whole, I do not know if my expressions have

been understood in the sense in which they weie intended. Certainly

they were not meant to imply that picvious to the creation of the

world there existed a fixed sum of real elements, along with a code of

absolute mechanical Laws, and that an organizing powei then entered

oh the scene, and had to make the best of these rcsouices. I have

throughout taken as my staiting-point the living natuie of the real

existence, that unity whose essence can only be expicssccl, if we arc

to attempt to lealise it to our intelligence, as the impoil of a thought,

Out of this import there arose (what was not pnoi to it) the funda-

mental system of most geneial laws, as a condition which Reality

imposes on itself and its whole action. But just because dependent
on this import, the system possessed a wealth of meaning and power
of accommodation, adequate to provide not meiely for the unifoimity
of processes which never vary, but also for the manifold variety of

activities which are required by the animating idea of the Whole. I

should be the last to deny the necessity and value of the other point
of view which, as represented by modem mechanics, conducts calcu-

lations based on the abstract conceptions of Mass and its constancy :

Force, and the conservation of Force, the inertia and invariability of

the elements Not only do we owe to this method the greater part
of our present knowledge of Natuie, but we may also safely assume
it as a guide throughout the whole range of our possible observation.

At the same time, I should be the last to ascribe to these notion**,

being as they are abstractions out of the fraction of the world's course

which is accessible to us, that metaphysical ceilainty which would fit

them to serve as a key to the solution of questions which are such as

to transcend H experience of this kind.

What I have now to say in regard to the question of infinity has>
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been already indicated in seveial passages of my work. If the reality
of the woild is to be found in a thought which fulfils itself m every

moment, the question as to the finite 01 infinite character of this

thought is as meaningless as the question as to whethei a motion is

sweet 01 sour. As regards, however, the different and ever-changing
related points, by means of which the thought realises itself, we would

rcmaik, in the first place, that their number is not absolutely either

finite or infinite. It is not, indeed, a fixed quantity at all It is, at

each moment, precisely what the realisation of the thought demands
and its living activity produces. This heterodox asseition I have

already ventuied on, thereby placing myself in opposition to the

dogma of the constancy of Mass. Supposing we fancied that we
had a standard in terms of which the sum of real existence at any

given moment of its history = m> it might very well at the next

moment be found to ^ In the same way as the world might
take up just so much space as it should require at any given

moment, so the Idea which animates it would cieate foi itself

just so many elements as are needed in older to accomplish its

development. Not as if there had been some material substance

piest-nt fiom all eternity, which was afterwards merely differently

distributed accoiding as the Idea might require, nor yet as if the Idea

created new elements out of nothing. These new creations would

spring fiom the Idea itself, which is the cause of all things. Enough,

however, has been said on this point It would be hopeless to

attempt to biing these thoughts home to anyone who was convinced

that a fixed quantity of matter had been oidained to exist fiom all

eternity. Whether, at any given moment, the number of the leal and

active elements is unlimited, or whether there are certain fixed limits

within which the numbers vary, I confess myself unable to say. The

question itself involves confusion, xmtil we have fixed on the unit the

number of whose recurrences is sought. It could have absolutely no

meaning for those who have admitted the infinite divisibility of matter.

It would be intelligible only, if it were held to apply to individual atoms

or to separate and distinct groups of elements, as, e. g. the number of

the stars. Here I will only say quite shortly that I am content to

assume that the number of material existences is limited, provided it

is understood that this number must suffice to enable them to carry

out the behests of the Idea, and that if this same condition is fulfilled,

I am equally content to conceive of their number, as infinite. In this

latter case, the impossibility of reckoning their number would be due
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merely to a defect in us. It would not be a fault on theii side, or in-

consistent with their reality.

233. The progress of observation has led us to the conviction that

the foimation of the earth's crust took place giadually, and that

organic life could not have existed throughout the stages of this

process in its present state. This imposes on us the necessity of

attempting to show how the foims of life at piesent existing were

developed out of earlier and simpler ones. In the heat of the con-

troversy on this subject, care should have been taken not to confuse

two questions which ought to be separated. Only one of them

belongs to Metaphysic, that, viz. as to the determining principles

which have been active thioughout the course of this development.
I feel all the less inducement to make any addition to the rapidly

increasing liteiature which the discussion *of this question has called

forth, inasmuch as, before this controversy had begun to rage, I en*

deavoured to bring together whatever seemed to admit of being said,

with any claim to respect, in favour of explaining all cases of

adaptation as due to a fortuitous concourse of accidents, a view which
has a recognised place in the History of Philosophy. In the second

chapter of the fouith book of the Microcosmus, I treated expressly of

this derivation of the Cosmos from Chaos, and I cannot convince

myself that the more recent arguments from the same point of view
add anything of importance to those well-known ones of former
times which are there mentioned. I content myself with icferring to

what I then said in regard to the details of the question, My
conviction on the matter as a whole needs not again to be stated

here. The controversy will become milder with time
; at least this

will be so, in so far as it is conducted in the interests of Science and
not from a feeling of invincible repugnance to every Idea which is

suspected of favouring the cause of Religion. An improvement in

this respect is alieady to some extent visible. Those who pray too

much are destined, says the proverb, to pray themselves through
heaven and to keep geese on the other side. A better fate has
befallen those who, out of a conscientious regard for the interests of

Science, have felt themselves compelled to derive Organic Life from
blind chance and purposeless matter. They have invested their

original principles with so much reason and power of internal

development, that nothing but the caprice of their terminology which

keeps to the names of Matter, Mechanism, and Accident, for what other

people call
Spirit, Life, and Providence, seems to prevent them from

relapsing into notions which they have before strenuously opposed*
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237. On the other hand, as regards the second question to be

distinguished, that, viz. as to the actual development of Organic Life,

this is purely a matter of Natural History. Philosophy is not con-

cerned to dispute or to deny any results of observation on this subject,

which are based on sufficient evidence. Not even Religion should

presume to prescribe to God the course which the world's develop-
ment must have followed subsequently to its creation. However

strange the path may have been, we might be sure that its strange-

ness could not remove it from His control. Consideiing that the

human body requires to be kept alive each day by absorbing into

itself nourishment derived from common natural substances, there can

be no reason in claiming for it a manner of origin so exceedingly

distinguished. And with regard to the whole matter we would say
that man esteems himself according to what he is, and not accoiding
to that whence he arose* It is enough for us to feel that we are now
not apes. It is of no consequence to us that our remote and

umemembeied ancestors should have belonged to this inferior grade
of life. The only painful conclusion would be that we weie destined

to turn into apes again, and it was likely to happen soon. It seems

to me, thcrefoie, that from the point of view of Philosophy these

scientific movements may be regarded with the most perfect in-

difference. Each icsult, so soon as it had ceased to be a favourite

conjecture and had been established by convincing pioof, would be

welcomed as a real addition to knowledge. The very remarkable

facts of Natuial History accumulated by the unwearied research of

Darwin, might bo provisionally welcomed by Philosophy with the

warmest satisfaction, whilst, on the other hand, the pretentious and

mistaken theories based on those facts might be not less completely

disregarded. All that Philosophy herself can contribute towards the

solution of those questions is, to warn us against making unfounded

assumptions, which, whilst they are themselves to some extent of

philosophical origin, rob Science of its fairness. Whatever may have

been the state of the earth's surface, which first occasioned the

production of organic life, it cannot but Be improbable that the

required conditions should only have been present at a single point ;

equally improbable, considering the diversity of the teirestrial elements

which were subjected on the whole to uniform influences, that organic

germs of the same kind only should have been generated at all

points ;
and finally, it is extremely improbable that this productive

period should have lasted only long enough for the occurrence of an

instantaneous creative act, instead of being so protracted that the
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conditions, slowly altering while it still lasted, might superadd fresh

creations to the earlier ones instead of merely developing their further

phases. Nor is there any difficulty in imagining that these various

organic beings, though produced at different times and on different

spots of the earth, would still present numberless analogies of structure.

The equation which contained the conditions of the union of elements

so as to be capable of life would restrict all possible solutions within

determinate limits. Hence, according to what is at any rate the

most probable supposition, Oiganic Life is dciived from an onginal

multiplicity of simple types having a capacity for development,

Heie we break off. We cannot puisue further the attempts which

are now being made to arrive at an explanation of the fust beginnings

and the final destiny of things. Our knowledge of the present state

of the globe and of the forces that act upon it, docs enable us to

foim an idea, imperfect indeed, but not contemptible, with regard

to its fate in the future; and it is of impoitance for Science to con-

sider to what end the piocesses which wo now sec in operation would

lead, supposing them to continue unchecked and to follow the same

laws. Fiom this point of view, we aic able to appicciate those

ingenious calculations which draw conclusions as to the finul state of

the woild from our expciimcntal knowledge of the economy of heat.

They are, however, nothing moie than the indispensable computations

which diaw out this portion of our physical knowledge into its results.

For this purpose we are obliged to assume the continuance of the

conditions which are opeiativc at present. Whether this hypothesis

will be verified, or, whether the end towaids which things now seem

to point, will not sooner or later be shown by fresh discoveries in a

new light, no one can decide. At the same time, however, the fate

which most attempts to forecast the future by means of statistics have

hitherto met, has been of the latter kind. Hence, we must be on our

guard against ciediting as a prophetic announcement with rcgaid to

the future, conclusions which follow, no doubt, necessaiily on the

arbitrary assumption that the given conditions are the only ones to bo

taken into account. Still less do we intend to busy ourselves with

the fancies of those who relate to us, just as if they had been them-

selves present, how things were fiist produced; how, e.g. the

inorganic elements of the earth's crust found themselves united in the

form of crystals capable of imbibition, and in systems endowed with

life and growth; or, again, how the atmosphere of the primitive

world settled upon the earth in the shape of protoplasm, and there
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stiuck roots of the most various kinds. This insatiable deshe to get

beyond the general principles which still admit of being applied to

the investigation of these problems, and actually to conjecture those

special circumstances which are simply inaccessible to our knowledge,

may, by way of palliation, be considered to be characteristic of that

historical sense by which the present age is distinguished, thus con-

trasting favourably with former ages, when, owing to their speculative

bias, men sought for truth not in matters of fact but in ideas that had

no reality in Space and Time* Yet I do not know in what the worth

of history would consist, if facts were in truth only described as

having occurred in this or that place, without any attempt being made

to pass beyond the facts and their succession, and to lay bare the

nerves which govern the connected order of things always and every-

where. But for this purpose history must above all things be true.

Every fact of the Past wliich can be demonstrated by certain proof we

shall esteem as a real and valuable addition to our knowledge. On
the other hand, those rash anticipations of knowledge, entertaining at

first, but wearisome in their recurrence, have nothing to do with this

laudable
'

historical sense/ but spring from the dangerous inclination

to anecdote Bimply for its own sake. It is thus that our own gene-

ration, maintaining its opposition to Philosophy, endeavours to con-

sole itself for its want of clearness in respect to general principles by

a vivid exercise of the sensuous imagination. If we come upon pile-

dwellings m some forgotten swamp, we piously gather together the

insignificant remains of a dreary Past, supposing that by contemplating

them we dioll grow wiser and learn that which a glance into the

affairs of everyday life would teach us with less trouble. Compared

with ftuch objects as these how small a chance of notice have the

Philosophical ideas, which represent the efforts of long ages to

obtain a clearer insight into eternal truth. If only these ideas could

bo stuffed ! Then it might be possible that beside a fine specimen

of the Platonic idea and a well-preserved Aristotelian entelechy even

the more modest fancies which in these pages I have devoted to

tipeedy oblivion, might attract the attention of a holiday sight-seer.

VOL, b



BOOK III.

ON MENTAL EXISTENCE (PSYCHOLOGY)-

*~

CHAPTER I.

The Metaphysical Conception of the SouL

THK old Metaphysic of the Schools reckoned among its problems
the construction of a Rational Psychology. This name was not

meant to imply that the science in question could dispense with such

a knowledge of its object as should agree with experience ;
the design

was merely to bring the general modes of procedure which wore

observed in that object into connexion with metaphysical convictions

as to the possibility of all being and happening. I will not ask here

how much or how little the science accomplished ; but I accept the

end it set before itself as a limit for my own discussions. There

is at present a strong inclination towards the empirical investigation

of psychical phenomena, in all their manifold complexity, and I am
not opposing this inclination when I confess some want of confidence

in the trustworthiness of Us results. Speaking generally no great
doubt can be felt as to the nature of those associations of impres-

sions, by means of which the whole of our sensuous view of thfagg
as well as the riches of our mental culture are in the last resort

acquired; but the ingenious attempts which have been made to

demonstrate the way in which particular portions of this total sum

actually came into our possession, have not the same certainty. Often,

instead of being founded on empirical evidence, they are merely

descriptions of the modes in which we can without any great difficulty

imagine the material in question to have originated; sometimes

they are accounts of processes of the possibility of which we persuade
ourselves only because we use as self-evident means of explanation
mental habits which it is really our first business to explain. It h not my
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puipose, however, to lessen the deserved sympathy which these valuable

efforts have won
; but this book must come to an end somewhere,

and therefore they are excluded from it ; and my wish here is simply
to oveicome, for a moment at least, the disfavour which any meta-

physical treatment of these subjects is apt to encounter.

When we say that we adopt an emphical stand-point we must
mean more than that we wish to stand still at this point ; we really
intend it to be no more than the staiting-place from which we may
appropriate the field of experience aiound us. Now, considered as

such a point of departure, the knowledge of those facts which are

furnished by experience is indispensable to every psychology alike ;

and even those attempts which have been especially stigmatised as

tianscendent, are in the end simply interpretations of the matenal

supplied by obseivalion. The divergence of opinion does not really

begin till we ask by what method we are to appropriate in the

form of theory that which, from the empirical position, we all see with

the same eyes. In speaking of the physical investigation of nature I

pointed out how slight and how auluous its progress would be if it

confined itself to bare observation and refused to connect the given
facts by framing hypotheses respecting that nature of things which

cannot be observed. And I may now appeal for confirmation to the

excellent attempts which have been made in psychology to reach, at

leant at one point, the beginnings of an exact science the point I refer

to is the question how the strength of a sensation is related to that

of its external stimulus. For these attempts have at once become
involved in a mass of theoretical and speculative problems, to the

settlement of which a future experience may perhaps contribute much
but which it will certainly never completely solve. If then we are com-

pelled to use as a basis some hypothesis respecting the connexion of

physical and psychical phenomena, why are we to lake the first

hypothesis that comes to hand? Why not go back to the most

general ideas that we necessarily form respecting all being and

action, and so attempt to define the limits within which we can

frame suppositions, sometimes trustworthy and at other times at all

events probable? But, furlhers even supposing it were possible, in

the investigation of this special subject, to find a point of departure

which should be productive of results and yet should imply no fixed

pro-judgment as to the nature of the subject, a difficulty would

still remain: for though this freedom from pfe-suppositions would

be possible for this particular investigation, it would still be un-

acceptable to us as men. We may be warned to abstain from discussing
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questions which do not seem to be soluble by the special methods of a

particular science ; but the warning will never deter the human race

from returning to these riddles ; for a consistent opinion alx>ut them

is not less important and indispensable to it than are those explana-

tions of obseived facts which in this field can never be more than

fragmentary. I shall Iheiefore attempt to extend these metaphysical

considerations to the sphere of Psychology, and so to bring them to a

conclusion. For the elaboration of many paiticular points I may
refer to the corresponding sections of the Slikrokosmus; hcie I wish to

bring together the essential points treated in the JUet/utwuAe Psytho-

logte, (Leipzig, 1852), which I shall not reissue, and to show the

metaphysical connexion which in those two woiks could not be

sufficiently brought out.

338. Let us leave out of sight, to begin with, anything which tin*

earlier part of this enquiry might offer by way of foundation for what

is to follow. If we do this, we shall have to confess that mental life

is given us, as a fact of observation, only in constant connexion with

bodily life. Accordingly the supposition at once suggests itself that

this mental life is nothing but a product of the physical organization,

the giowth of which it is observed to accompany. Yet such a view

has never been more than a doctrine of scientific schools. Wo nwt
with the word ' soul

'

in the languages of all civilised peoples ;
and

this proves that the imagination of man must have luul reasons of

weight for its supposition that there is an existence of some social
nature underlying the phenomena of the inner life as their subject or

cause. It is, I think, possible to reduce these reasons to three, of

very different value. The fiist I will refer to, the appeal to the

freedom which is said to characterise mental life, and is distinguished
from the necessity of nature, has no weight It is a conviction with

which we begin our enquiry and to which we hold, that all events in

external nature form an uninterrupted series of causui connexion

according to universal laws; but this necessity is not a fact of obser-

vation. There remain always vast tracts of nature, the inner con-

nexion of which is simply unknown to us and which can therefore

furnish no empirical verification of that presupposition. But, when
we come to mental life, not even those for whom freedom is in itself a

possible conception can regard it as the universal characteristic of that

life. They can demand it only at one definite point, viz. the resolutions

Of the will. EverythJhg else, the whole course of ideas, emotions, and
1

efforts, is not only, in the souls of animals and men alike, manifestly

sribjpct to a connexion according lo universal laws, but the denial of
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that connexion would at once destroy the possibility of any psycho-

logical enquiry ;
since it, like every other enquiry, can be directed to

nothing but the discovery of conditions univei sally valid.

239. The second reason which led to trie conception of the soul

was the entire wcompardbihty of all inner processes sensations,

ideas, emotions, and desires with spatial motion, figuie, position, and

energy; that is, with those states which we believe we observe in

matter, or which we can suppose it to experience if we see in it only

what the physical view of nature gives it out to be. It is a very long

time since philosophy recognised this incomparability, and it needed

no new discovery or confirmation. It has escaped no one except

those who, out of their prejudice in favour of a desired conclusion,

have not been afraid of the logical error by which two different things

are held to fie of the same kind simply because as a matter of fact

they are connected with one another. We may imagine a quantity of

movements of material elements, and we may attiibute to them what-

ever degree of complexity we choose ;
but we shall never reach a

given moment at which we can say, Now it is obvious that this sum

of movements can remain movements no longer but must pass into

sweetness, brightness, or sound. The only obvious change we could

ever anticipate from them would be into a fresh set of movements.

We shall never succeed in analytically deducing the feeling from the

nature of its physical excitant ;
we can only connect the two syntheti-

cally ;
and the physical event does not become a condition of the rise

of the feeling until the sum of motions in which it consists meets with

a subject which in its own nature has the peculiar capacity of pro-

ducing feeling from itself* In this fact a limit is at once placed to all

physiological and psychological enquiry. It is utterly fruitless to

attempt to show how a physical nervous process gradually transforms

itself (as we are told) into sensation or any other mental occurrence,

There remains only the different but extremely important task of dis-

covering what psychical event and what physical stimulus a are as

ji matter of fact universally connected in the order of nature, and of

finding the law by which a undergoes a definite change and becomes

0, when a by a change equally definite (but definable only by a

physical standard and not a psychical one) becomes 6. This is a point

at which the professedly empirical method and the metaphysical change

their rtilts. The former, in pursuing the dream of an identity of

physical and psychical processes, leaves the field of experience far

behind it and docs battle with our most immediate certainty that they

arc not identical : the latter, when it refrains from describing an event
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which cannot occur at all, is not denying the connexion between the

two series of events; but it limits itself to a moie useful enquiry, it

investigates the laws according to which the results of that connexion

change, and it foibears to ask questions, which to begin \uth at any

iate cannot be answered, legaiding the mode in which that connexion

is in all cases brought about.

240. On the olhei hand we must bewaie of drawing conclusions

too definite fiom this incompai ability of physical and psychical pio-

ces&es. All that follows unavoidably fiom it is that we should leseivc

lor each of these two gioups Us own special giound of explanation ;

but it would be going too far to asseit that the two pnncipl*s, whit li

we must thus sepaiate, necessarily belong to t\\o diflfeient sorts of

substances. There is nothing to be said at starting against the otlu-r

supposition, according to which every clement of reality unites iu

itself the two primitive qualities, from one of which inentul hie may

arise, while the other contains the condition of a phenomenal appear

ance as matter. On this view, instead of having, on the one side,

souls destitute of all physical activity and, on the other, absolutely

self-less elements of matter, we' might suppose that the latter, like

the former, possess in various giades an innei life, though a lift*

which we cannot observe nor even guess at, so long as it lias no form**

of expression intelligible to us. And uith regaul to the <ausr uhich

would unite these two attributes in what exists, this theoiy would be as

much within its right in refusing to discuss it as otas was in simply

appealing to the fact of a connexion tatween two series of incom-

pai able processes. It seems to me thut every mode of thought,

which calls itself Materialism, ultimately icsts on this supposition, or

on a, little reflexion must be led to it ; the matter from which such

modes of thought would deduce mental phenomena, is privately

conceived by them as something much better than it looks from

outside. So it comes about that it can be held a fair problem, to

deduce the mental life of an organism fiom the reactions of ihr

psychical movements of the coipoieal elements in the same sense in

which its bodily life arises as a resultant from the eoniluence of the

physical forces of those elements. And if we were confined to the

external observation of a psychical life not our own, I do not know of

anything perfectly decisive that could be alleged against this supposi-
tion, But, according to it, every psychical manifestation would be

merely the final outcome of a number of components destitute of any
centra : whereas our inner experience offers us the fact of a unity of

Here then is the third and tiic unassailable ground, on
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which the conviction of the independence of the soul can securely
rest The nature of this position I proceed to explain.

241. It has been requiied of any theory which starts without pre-

suppositions and from the basis of experience, that in the beginning
it should speak only of sensations or ideas, without mentioning the

soul to which, it is said, we hasten without justification to ascribe them.

I should maintain, on the contraiy, that such a mode of setting out

involves a wilful departure from that which is actually given in experi-

ence. A mere sensation without a subject is nowhere to be met with

as a fact. It is impossible to speak of a bare movement without

thinking of the mass whose movement it is
; and it is just as im-

possible to conceive a sensation existing without the accompanying
idea of that which has it, or, rather, of that which feels it

; for this

also is included in the given fact of experience, that the relation of the

feeling subject to its feeling, whatever its othei characteristics may be,

is in any case something different from the relation of the moved

element to its movement. It is thus, and thus only, that the sensation

is a given fact; and we have no right to abstiact from its relation to

its subject because this relation is puzzling, and because we wish to

obtain a starting-point which looks more convenient but is utterly un-

warranted by experience. In saying this I do not intend to repeat

the fiequcnt but exaggeiated assertion, that in every single act of

feeling or thinking there is an express consciousness which regards

the sensation or idea simply as states of a self; on the contrary,

eveiyonc is familiar with that absorption in the content of a sensuous

perception, which often makes us entirely forget our personality in

view of it. But then the very fact that we can become aware that

this was the case, piesupposes that we afterwards retrieve what we

omitted at first, viz. the recognition that the perception was in us, as

our state. But, further, there are other facts which place in a clearer

light what in the case of single sensations might remain doubtful.

Any comparison of two ideas, which ends by our finding their con-

tents like or unlike, presupposes the absolutely indivisible unity of

that which compares them : it must be one and the same thing which

f*rst forms the idea of a, then that of *, and which at the same time is

conscious of the natuie* and extent of the difference between them.

Then again the various acts of comparing ideas and referring them to

one another are themselves in turn reciprocally related; and this

relation brings a new activity of comparison to consciousness. And

so our whole inner world of thoughts is built up; not as a mere

collection of manifold ideas existing with or after one anothcra but as
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a world in which these individual members are held together and

arranged by the relating activity of this single pervading principle.

This then is what we mean by the unity of consciousness ; and it is

this that we xegard as the sufficient ground for assuming an indivisible

soul. As compared with the thousand activities of this unity involved

in every act by which two ideas are referred to each other, it is a

matter of indifference whether at every moment that particular act of

relation is explicitly performed by which these inner states are appre-

hended in their true character, as states of this active unity. Although

this reflexion is possible, we can think of many conditions which

frequently prevent it taking place. But that it can take place at all

proves to us the unity of the active subject which performs it.

242. Further discussion is, however, needed, in order to show the

necessity of our conclusion and to explain its meaning. First, as to

its necessity : even if we admit the unity of consciousness, why are

we bound to trace it back to a particular indivisible subject? why
should it not resemble a motion which results from the co-operation

of many components; seeing that this resultant, like the unity of

consciousness, appears perfectly simple and gives no indication of the

multiplicity of elements fiom which it arose? I answer: such an

idea seems possible only because we state the mechanical law, to

which we appeal, in slovenly short-hand. We must not say,
* From

two motions there comes a third simple motion :' the full formula is,

When two different impulses act simultaneously on one and the same

material point, they coalesce at this point into a third simple motion

of this point; they would not do so if they met with different elements,

nor would the resultant have any significance if it were not a motion

of that very same element in which they met. If we wish then to

make an analogous construction of consciousness, it is indispensable
that we should mention the subject whose states we have to combine.

Thus if a, j, i, , . . * are the elements of a living organism, each of

them may have at once a physical and a psychical nature and each

of them may be capable of acting in accordance with its two natures ;

but the fact still remains that these actions cannot stream out into the

void and be states of nobody9 but must always consist of states which
one element produces in other elements. Supposing this reciprocal
action took place equally among them all, then the impressions received

and imparted would be equalised, and the end of the process would
be that each one of the elements would reach the same final state #,
the,resultant of all the single impulses. If then Z were a conscious-

nfcss, this consciousness would be present as many times as there were*
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homogeneous elements : but it would never happen that outside, side

by side with, or between these elements a new subject could be formed,

privileged to be the personified common spirit of the society of inter-

acting units. Doubtless, however, the homogeneity we have assumed

will not be found to exist; the constituents of the organism will

differ from one another; they will be conjoined in accordance with

their nature, and will have different positions, more or less favourable

to the spread of their interactions ; and at whatever moment we sup-

pose the course of these interactions to be finished, the result will

probably be that the different elements will have reached different

final states -4, B9 . . . Z, depending on the degree of liveliness with

which each element has received the influences of the others, and on the

measure in which it has succeeded or failed in concentrating those

influences in itself. In this case it becomes still more impossible than

before to say which of all this array of resultant consciousnesses is

the object of our search, the soul of the organism : but in this case as

in the former, it is certain that theie cannot arise, outside of and

beyond all these elements, a new subject which in its own conscious-

ness should bring together and compare their states, as we who are

investigating can compare them in the unity of our consciousness.

Our only remaining resource would be to fall back on the idea of

Leibnitz and to say that although the countless monads which com-

pose the living creature are essentially homogeneous, there is never-

theless among them a prima inttr pares^
a central monad, which in

virtue partly of its superiority in quality and partly of its favourable

position between the rest, is capable of the intcnsest mental life and

able to over-master all the others. This central monad would be

what we call our soul, the subject of our one consciousness; the

others, though they too have psychical movements of their own, would

be for our direct inward experience as inaccessible as the inner life of

one person in a human society is for that of any other. Thus the end

at which this attempted construction would arrive would not be that

it set out to reach. It too would have to recognise the absolutely

indivisible unity of that which is to support our inward life : and,

instead of the hope of showing this unity to be the resultant of many

co-operating elements, there would remain the more moderate as-

humption that these many elements stand to the one being in manifold

relations of interaction. Such a view has no longer any special pecu-

liarity, beyond, first, the idea that all elements of the body have a soul-

life, although this soul-life has not much significance for ours ;
and

secondly, (though this applies only to the hypothesis I am describing,
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and not to Leibnitz) the doubtful advantage of being
1

able to attiibute

to the one element which is the soul not only psychical predicates but

the piedicates of an element which is operative after the fashion of

matter.

243. I said that the meaning of the unity of consciousness, as well

as the necessity of assuming it, needed some further explanation.

My remarks on this meaning ought to be saved by their connexion

with the icst of a metaphysical work like the piesent from the mis-

undei standing with which my pievious accounts of the subject have

met. The conclusion we have now i cached is usually expressed by

saying that the soul is an indivisible and simple substance; and

I have used this foimula in all innocence, as an intelligible name.

How it can be misunderstood I have learned fiom the way in uhich

my esteemed friend Feclmer in his Aiomerilchte characterises my view

in opposition to his own. It ^as natural to him as an investigator

of Nature, and piobably his intimacy with the most eminent represent-

atives of the Heibartian philosophy made it still more natural, to

understand by substance a physical atom or one of the simple leal
' existences

'
of that school. But I had given no special occasion for

this misunde*! standing: on the contiary I had put forward the pio-

position which was censured and theiefoie could not have escaped
notice )

'
It is not through a substance that things have being, but

they have being when they arc able to produce the appearance of a

substance present in them/ I have discussed this point at sufficient

length in the Ontology, and have now only to show its consequences
for our present question. When from the given fact of the unity of

consciousness I passed on to call the subject of this knowledge exist-

ence or substance, I could not possibly intend by doing so to draw a

conclusion which should deduce from its premisses something not

contained in them but really new. For my only definition of the idea

of substance was this, that it signifies everything which possesses the

power of producing and experiencing effects, in so far as it possesses
that power. Accordingly this expression was simply a title given to a

thing in virtue of its having performed something; it was not and
could not be meant to signify the ground, the means or the cause

which would render that perfoimance intelligible. Was substance to

be one or many ? It would have been too absurd to suppose thin

power of producing and cxpeiiencing effects in general to have its

gpround in one univeisal substance, and then to expect that a grain of

this substance, buried in each individual thing, would quicken this

general capacity into the particular ways of producing ami ex-
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periencing effects which distinguish that thing from all other things.

On the other hand the supposition that each thing, instead of being
carved out of the matter of the universal substance, is a substance on its

own account would have at once led us back to our staiting-point,

and we should have recognised the name substance to be, what it

leally is, simply the general formal designation of every way of pro-

ducing and experiencing effects, but not the real condition on which

in each particular case the possibility of doing so and the particular

way of doing so depends. I was therefore very far from sharing the

view of those who place the soul in the mid-current of events as one

hard and indissoluble atom by the side of others or as an indestructible

real existence, and who fancied that its substantiality, so understood,

offered a foundation from which the rest of its phenomena could be

deduced. The fact of the unity of consciousness is eo ipso at once

the fact of the existence of a substance : we do not need by a piocess

of reasoning to conclude from the former to the latter as the condition

of its existence, a fallacious piocess of icasoning which seeks in

an extraneous and superior substance supposed to be known befoie-

hand, the source from which the soul and each particular thing

would acquiie the capacity of figuring as the unity and centre of

manifold actions and affections.

The reason why, in spite of this, I thought it worth while to desig-

nate the soul as substance or real existence, I shall mention here-

after when I come to oppose the pluralistic view suggested by

Feclmer : my point was not so much the substantiality as the unity

of the soul, and I wished to emphasize the idea that it is only an

indivisible unity which can produce or experience effects at all, and

thai these woids cannot be applied in strictness to any multiplicity,

an idea which I attempted to biing out more clearly in the

Mtkrokosmus, (i. p. 178). But, relying on the fact that the imagination

is accustomed to connect this idea of unity with the name *
substance*

or 'real existence/ I considered that these two expressions, even in

that meaning of them which I have described' and repudiated, might

still, when once the true account of the matter had been given, be

used as serviceable abbreviations of it.

SMWu It is natural at this point to think of Kant's treatment of that

Paralogism of the pure Reason which seeks to establish the sub-

stantiality of the soul. We may sum up his criticism thus : It is a

fact that we appear in our thoughts as the constant subject of our

states, but it does not follow from this fact that the soul is a constant

substance ; for even the former unity is in the end only our subjective
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way of looking at things, and there are many things %\hich in them-

selves may be quite different from what they must needs seem to us to

be. This last idea is certainly incontiovertiblc, but it docs not aflVa

the point which constitutes the nerve of our argument, I repent nm r

more, we do not believe in the unity of the soul because it appears as

unity, but simply because it is able to apj>ear or manifest itself in

some way, whatever that may be. The meie fact thut, conceiving

itself as a subject, it connects itself with anv predicate, proves to us

the unity of that which asscits this connexion; and, supposing the

soul appealed to itself as a multiplicity, we should cm the saw*'

giounds conclude that it was certainly mistaken if it look itself really

to be what it appeared. Exeiy judgment, whatever it may assert,

testifies by the mere faci that it is pronounced at all, to the indivisible

unity of the subject which utters it.

But, I am well aware, I shall still be reproached with having

neglected the fine abd subtle distinction which Kant dmus between

the subject of our inward experience and the unity of the Soul ton-

sidered as a thing in itself ; he admits the unity of the former, but

prohibits any conclusion to that of the latter. It is a difficult ttikf

and one in which I have no interest, to dissect Kant's final idoan in

this section of the Critique ol Reason ; I shall content myself with

explaining clearly the difference between my view and that which I

conjecture to be his. Kant is without doubt right when he is opposing
that traditional aigumcnt for the substantiality of the soul, the object

of which was to make that quality, when it had been infrired, a m&tius

terminus for fresh consequences, as, for instance, that of immortality;

but he was mistaken when he looked on this inference as a further

goal which it is our misfortune that we are unable to attain. In

the very prohibition he utters against a conclusion from the unity of

the subject to that of the substance, he admits that this conclusion

would have an important bearing, if only it could l>e drawn ; and all

that seems to him to be wanting is the links of argument which might

justify us in bringing the soul under this fruitful conception of

substance and all the consequences it legitimately involves. That
Kant cannot free himself fiom this idea, is shown by a foot-note

which in the first edition of the Critique is appended to the doctrine

of the Paralogisms. It runs as follows: 'An clastic sphere which
collides with another in a direct line, communicate* to it Us whole
motion and, therefore, (if we regard nothing but their position in

space) its whole state. Now if, on the analogy of auch bodies, we
suppose substances, one of which imparted to the other ideas together
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vuth the consciousness of them, we can imagine a whole series of

those substances, of which the first would impart its state, together

with the consciousness of that state, to the second, the second would

impait its o\\n state, together with that of the preceding substance, to

the thiul, and this again would communicate to another, not only its

own state with the consciousness of it, but also the states of all its

predecessors and the consciousness of them. Thus the states of all

the substances which had undergone changes, together with the

consciousness of these states, would be transferred to the last sub-

stance : and in consequence this last substance would be conscious of

all these states as its own, and yet, in spite of this, it would not have

been the same person in all these states/ In this way, according to

Kant, the identity of the consciousness of ourselves in different times

would lx possible even without the numerical unity of the soul.

The various assumptions; which are made at starting in this note,

are so stmngc that a criticism of their aclmissibility would be un-

bearably piolix: one can only s,ay of them, Certainly, if it were so, it

would be so. Hut if the communication of a completed state together

with the consciousness of it is possible, why should we not go further

and mukc an approach to the actual state of affairs by assuming that,

over and above this, the fact of this communication will be an object

of consciousness for the soul receiving it? In that case the process

would resemble the piopagation of culture by tradition and instruc-

tion. It is in this way, at least, that the busy soul collects by industry

the thoughts of its predecessors ; but then it is at the same time

conscious that the thoughts it receives are not its own, but what it

has received Antl fortunately there is another point at which the

comparison fails ;
for the original possessor docs not lose his thoughts

by comtnunlcalittg them. All this, however, matters nothing: but

what in the inclining of the conclusion,
e and yet there has not been

the same pt-racto in all those states
*

? The fact is the very reverse ; it

was not the same sphere that served an abode for the personality; but

the person is one, in the same sense in which it is possible for any

uubstance capable of development to be one, although at the beginning

of its history it is naturally poorer in recollected experiences than it

afterwards becomes: and what Kant maintains is nothing but a

strung* transmigration of the soul, in which the personality, while

it growH in content, passes from one substratum to another. I will

not dwell longer on the oddities of this unfortunate comparison; but

it shows and this is its only serious interest that there seemed to

Kant to be some meaning in the idea, that beneath the concrete
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nature or content of anything thcie lies in the intelligible world a

thing in itself, destitute of content, but serving as a meant* <f con-

solidating the reality of the concrete thing, or useful to it in ,voims

other way, I know not what ; and that it makes some clitlVivntv to

the unity of consciousness, whether its substiatum coiiMsts of thr

first, or second, or third of these things in themselves, whether it is

always the same one, or whether it is many of them in sue n^sion r

and this although there were even Ie*s difference beta ecu them than

there is between those elastic spheies, the positions of which in Kp;ic<-

at least gives a reason for supposing that there is more than one of

them. Nor was this at all the object which the I'aiaiopsm * riiirisetl

sought to reach. No one who wished the doctrine of immoitality to

be assured, could concern himself with anything but lh;tt continuity of

his consciousness which he desired not to lose; he would be homily
indifferent to the question whether the thing in itself which wan to Iw

the substratum of that continuance occupied in the series th<: position

n or (-M).
I come back then to the point, that the identity of the subject of

inward experience is all that we inquire, So far as, and so long as,

the soul knows itself as this identical subjVef, it is, am! is tmnu'rt,

simply for that reason, substance. Hut tin? am-mpt to fin<I its r,i|,i< iiy

of thus knowing itself in the nuiwiicul unity of unoihtT underlying
substance is not a process of wisoning which twit'ly fails to jrjuh an

admissible aim
; it has no aim at all. Tlu which in not only con*

ceivcd by others as unity in multiplicity, but knows and makes itself

good as such, is, simply on that account, the tnuwt and most in

divisible unity there can be. But in Kant's mind, so ut haul it Mcnr*
to me, the prejudice is constantly recurring, that a thing may in u

certain peculiar sense to unity, and that this i metaphysically sv much
prouder achievement than merely to make itself good as unity, mm*
this last capacity may perhaps also belong to that whiVh i not really
or numerically one.

246. A further question now becomes inevitable. On what elms
this living unity of self-consciousness rent? Or, to put tlut problem
in its customary and shorter form, what Sa the soul, and how are we
to decide respecting its destiny, if our decision can no lowgi-r tw
drawn from the claims which might be advanced in favour of wry
substance as such, according to its traditional conception ? Here again
I need only answer by recalling the preliminary conviction* to which
oUr ontology has led us. We know that when wo ak ' what* any-
thing i$,w commonly mean by this word two different thlngK ; ftrwtly.
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that which distinguishes it from other things, and, secondly, that which

makes it a thing, like other things. The error which it was our object

to avoid lay in the belief that, corresponding to these two constituents

of our conception, there exist in reality two elements capable of

entering into an actual relation to each other. But we found our

most serious obstacle in the habit of adding to these two constituents

of our idea a third, which though foreign to them is supposed to

guarantee their connexion: this third constituent is that empty 'matter*

of existence on which the content of things is supposed to depend
To anyone who is disposed to agree with me in these ontological

conclusions, it must seem utterly inconceivable that we should ask for

the ' what '

of a thing, and yet look for the answer in anything except

that which this thing is and does; or that we should enquire as to

its
*

being/ and yet seek this anywhere except in its activity. And in

the same way here it must seem equally unintelligible that we should

suppose we do not know the soul, because, although we know all its

acts, we aie unluckily ignorant of the elastic sphere to which, ac-

cording to Kant's comparison, the nature manifested in these acts is

attached ; or that instead of seeking the living reality of the soul in

its production of ideas, emotions, and efforts, we should look for it in

a nameless '

being,' from which these concrete forms of action could

not flow, but in which, after some manner never to be explained, they

are supposed to participate. But I have already disposed of these

generalities, and will not return to them. Every soul is what it shows

itself to be, unity whose life is in definite ideas, feelings, and efforts.

This is its real nature : and if it were alone in the world, it would be

idle to ask how this reality is possible, since we have long ago decided

that the question how things are made is not admissible. It is only

the fact that the soul is involved in a larger world, and meets with

vanous fortunes there, that makes it necessary to seek within this

whole the conditions on which its existence, and the origin or

preservation of that existence, depends. Within this sphere the soul

shows itself to be to a certain extent an independent centre of actions

and re-actions ; and in so far as it does so, and so long as it does so,

it has a claim to the title of substance : but we can never draw from

the empty idea of substance a necessary conclusion to the position

which the soul occupies in the world, as though its modes of action

had their ground and justification in that idea.

It will be obvious against what view this remark is directed. A

pluralism which consideis the order of the world derivable from a

number of elements, peifeclly independent of one another, and subject
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only to a supplemental? connexion through laws, naturally includes in

its idea of the original nature of these elements indestiuctibility and

immutability. Unless then the soul is to be connected with the juxta-

positions of these stable atoms as a perishable side-effect, the only

resource of this view is to include it among the number of such

eternal existences. Thus the soul can rely upon its rights as a pro-

mundane substance, and rest assured that in no changes of the woikl,

whatever they may be, can either an origin or an end be ascribed

to it.

The fact that this reasoning leads to a double result is, on the face

of it, inconvenient. We might be glad to accept its guarantee for

immoitahty, although no great satisfaction is given to our desires by
a mere continuity the nature of which remains undecided ; but the

"

other conclusion which is forced on us at the same time, the infinite

pre-existence of the soul befoie the earthly life we know, remains, like

the immoitality of the souls of all animals, strange and improbable.
Our monistic view has long since renounced all these ideas. The
order of the world, the existence of all things and their capacity for

action, it has placed wholly and without reseive in the hands of the

one infinite existence, on which alone the possibility of all interactions

was found to rest; and it lias nowhere ieco#nised a piior \\oild of

ideal necessity, from which things might derive a claim to any other

lot than that which the meaning of the whole has given them in order

that they may serve it Our first and foremost icsult is therefore this ;

the question of the immortality of the soul docs not belong to Mcta-

physic. We have no other principle for deciding it luyond this

general idealistic conviction; that every created thing will continue, if

and so long as its continuance belongs to the meaning of the world ;

that everything will pass away which had its authorised place only in

a transitory phase of the world's course. That this principle arlmitK

of no further application in human hands hardly needs to be
mentioned. We certainly do not know the merits which may give
to one existence a claim to eternity, nor the defects which deny it

to others.

246. We cannot pass quite so quickly over the question of the

origin or genesis of the soul. How it can be brought about, or how
the creative power of the absolute begins to bring it about, that an
existence is produced which not only in accordance with universal

laws produces and experiences effects and alterations in its con-
nexion with others, but also in its ideas, emotions, and efforts,

separates itself from the common foundation of all things, and
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becomes to a ceitain extent an independent centre, this question
we shall no moie attempt to answer than we have others like it.

Our business is not to make the world, but to understand the inner

connexion of the world that is realised already; and it was this

problem that fenced us to lay down our limiting idea of the absolute

and its inner creation of countless finite beings. This idea we found
it necessary to regaid as the conception of an ultimate fact; and we
cannot explain the possibility of the fact by using the images of pro-
cesses which themselves spiing from it in a way we cannot explain.
But when the life of the soul does arise, it arises before our eyes in

constant conjunction with the physical development of the organism :

and thus questions are suggested as to the reciprocal relations of two
scries of events which, as we have already remarked, cannot be com-

pared, and which theiefore might seem inaccessible to one another.

Where, we may be askstl, does the soul anse, and in what way does

it come into this body which is just beginning to be, and which was
destined for it; since wo aie foibuldeu to regaid it as a collateral

effect of the physical forces, and as having its natural bhthplace in

this very body? The question may seem natural, and yet it is only
an imagination accustomed to stiange images which can ask it. We
are not to pictuie the absolute placed in some remote region of ex-

tended space, awl separated from the woild of its creations, so that

it influence lias to retravcrse a distance and make a journey in order

to reach things ; for its indivisible unity, omnipresent at every point,

would fill this space as well as others. Still less ought we, who hold

this space to be a mere phenomenon, to imagine a cleft between finite

beings and the common foundation of all things, a cleft which would

need to be bridged by miraculous wanderings. Wherever in apparent

space an organic germ lias been formed, at that veiy spot, and not

removed fiom it, the absolute is also present Nor, I must once more

repeat, is it simply this class of facts which compels us to assume such

an action of the absolute. We may regard the process by which

things that possess a life and soul are formed as something unusual

and superior ; but the presence of the absolute which makes this

process possible is no less the basis necessarily implied in the most

insignificant interaction of any two atoms. Nor again do we think of

its presence as a more uniform breath which penetrates all places

and this particular spot among them, like that subtle, formless, and

homogeneous ether from which many strange theories expect the

vivificaticm of matter into the most various forms ; but the absolute is

indivisibty present with the whole inner wealth of its nature in this

VOL. X* f *
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particular spot, and, in obedience to those laws of its action which it

has itself laid down, necessarily makes additions to the .simple con-

junctions of those elements which are themselves only its own con-

tinuous actions, simple additions where the conjunctions aic simple,

additions of greater magnitude and value where they are more compli-

cated. Everywhere it diaws only the consequences, which at every

point of the whole belong to the premisses it has previously realised at

that point It is thus that it gives to every oiganism its fitting soul ;

and it is therefore needless to devise a way or make provision for the

correct choice which should ensure to every animal germ the soul

wh'ch answers to its kind. Again, so long as the soul \\as icgarded

as indivisible substance, it could only be supposed to enter the btKly

at a single instant and in its entirety : wheieas, if we renounce these

ideas of an external conjunction, we need no longer wish to fix the

moment at which the soul enters into a development which at first is

supposed to produce only physical actions.

We have all along regaided the interaction of the absolute with all

the elements of the world as eternal and incessant. It is present just

as continuously in the fiist development of the germ ; and in the

same way there is nothing to prevent us from looking at the formation

of the soul as an extended process in time, a process in which the

absolute gradually gives a further form to its creation. Doubtless we

shall never be able to picture this process to ourselves ; but ut any
rate there is no force in the possible objection that such a gradual

development contradicts the unity of the soul. For we arc speaking,

not of a composition of pieces already present in separation, but of

the successive transformations of something established at the be-

ginning of the process. And if this again should seem to contradict

the idea of one unchangeable substance, I recur to my previous
assertion

;
it is not because the soul is substance and unity that it

asserts itself as such, but it is substance and unity, as soon as, and iu

so far as, it asserts itself as such ; and if it docs this gradually in a

greater degree, and with a glowing significance, I should not hesitate

to distinguish in its substantiality,.and in the intensity of its unity,

countless different grades which it traverses by degrees when first it i

being formed, and the last and highest of which it may perhaps be

incapable of reaching during the whole of its terrestrial and super-
terrestrial existence.

And now, after our picture has been thus altered, collecting its

various traits, I may return to an earlier statement; if anyone were
in a position to observe the first development of the soul, just as with
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the microscope \ve can observe the physical development of the germ,
the result would infallibly be that everything would look to him

i'.\actly as materialism believes it actually to take place. As the

structure progressively differentiated itself, he would see appearing,

not all at once, but by dcgiees, the faint and gradually multiplying

tiaces of psychical activity; but nowhere would he meet with the

sudden inuption of a power, which seemed foreign to the play of the

elements active before his eyes : he would see the whole condition of

things which has been thought to justify the view that all psychical

life is a side-effect of the physical process of foimation. This con-

dition of things \\e admit; and the view bused on it we reject. Ail

the single manifestations which could thus be observed might no

doubt be regarded as products of the interaction of the physical ele-

ments
;
but the unity of consciousness, to which at a latoi time our

inward experience testifies, cannot, in the absence of a subject, be the

mere result of the activities of a number of elements, and just as

little can this subject be created by those activities. Nor again is it

out of nothing that the soul is made or cieated by the absolute ; but

to satisfy the imagination we may say it is from itself, from its own

real nature that the absolute projects the soul, and so adds to its one

activity, the course of nature, that other which, in the ruling plan of

the absolute, is its natural completion.

247. I know well that our metaphysical enquiries are constantly

and jealously watched by certain side-thoughts of oui own ;
and here

thoy niiso the question whether we are not in the interests of the

intellect laying down poftitions which will afterwards prove fatal to

the requirements of the emotional side of our nature. In subjecting

the origin of psychical lift* to the dominion of law, arc we not once

more reducing the whole course of the woild to that necessary evolu-

tion of a mere nature in which no place remains for any free beginning

and, therefore, none for any guiding providence? I admit that there

is ground for such doubts, but not that it is my duty to meet them

here. If the need that is expressed in them is a justifiable one, still it

i only where its justification is successful that we can attempt to

satisfy it without cancelling what we have previously found to be

necessary for the theoretic intelligibility of the world. So long then as

{Mythical life to realised in countless instances after the same universal

jwtternB, and so long as the same processes are repeated countless

times in every single soul, we cannot refuse to admit a connexion

which follows uuivenal laws and which here, as elsewhere, shows

Jikc results following on like conditions, and the same changes in the

Ff*
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former following on the same changes in the Litter. We may put

aside the question whether this connexion is all that the icality of

things conceals or includes : whatevez may be necessary to complete

it, it cannot itself be denied.

There are two directions, therefore, in which a mechanical point of

view may extend its claim over these subjects. It has been attempted

long since in the case of the inward life of the soul, and the concep
tion of a psychical mechanism is no longer unfamiliar to us : I have

met with less sympathy for that other idea of a physico-psychu;al

mechanism, the object of which was to base the commctcc between

soul and body on a series of thoughts similar to those which wo

apply to the interaction of physical elements. Accepting with gratitude

the pleasanter name
'

psycho-physical mechanism/ which by Kcdmer's

ingenious attempts has been introduced into science, I will ow;e

more attempt to defend those outlines of my theory which I sketched

in the Medumiscke Psychobgie (1852). According to some views my
proposal is impossible ; ami according to others it is supeifluous. The
essence of it lay in the attempt to regard the soul as an existence

possessing unity, and the body as a number of other inter-connected

existences, and to zegarrl the two as the two sulen, neither identical

nor disconnecter!, from the interaction of which mental life proceeds,
that life being in pom based on the proper naturo of the soul, but

stirred to actual existence by the influences of the external world.

248. I need not be prolix in opposing those who adduce the

^comparability of things psychical and material as an objection
against the possibility of any interaction between them. Admitting
this ^comparability, it would still be an unfounded prejudice to

suppose that only like can act on like, and a mistake to imagine that

the case of an interaction of soul and body is an exceptional one, and
that we are here to find inexplicable what in any action of matter upon
matter we understand. It is only the false idea that an action or
effect

1
is a complete state, transferable from one substrate to the

other, which misleads us into demanding that any two things which
are to influence one another should be homogeneous : for, if that idea
were correct, it would of course follow that 6, to which the effect

passes, and a, from which it issues, must be sufficiently similar to

give it admittance in the same way. But, as a matter of fact, the
form of any effect proceeds from the nature of that on which the

external cause acts, and is not determined exclusively by the latter ;

and no species of conditions can be adduced, the piesenee of which
1
[Cp. 57>
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is indispensable to enable one thing a to excite another thing 3 so to

manifest its own nature. To our sensuous imagination, it is true, no
inteiaction but that of similar elements (similar at least in their

exteinal appearance) presents itself as a connected image ; but it is

only our sensuous imagination that seeks to retain for every case of
action the homogeneous character which it fancies it understands to

be an essential condition in this particular case. And this is just
where it deceives itself. I have frequently pointed out how often we
suppose ourselves to understand something, when our senses are

simply occupied with a vaiiegated and unbroken series of phenomena.
So long as we are merely looking at the outside of a machine we do
not imagine that we comprehend it : but when it is opened and we
see how all its parts fit into one another, and how at last it brings out

a Jesuit utterly unlike the impulse fiist imparted, we think that we
undcistand its action perfectly. And it really is clear to us, in so far

as the explanation of a complicated process means its reduction

to a concatenation of very simple actions which we have made up
oui minds to consider intelligible ; but the action which takes place
between each pair of the simplest links of the qfrain remains just as

incompiehensible as before, and equally incomprehensible whether

those links are like one another or not. The working of every
machine yet known rests on the fact that certain paits of it are solid

and that these parts communicate their motions
;
but how the elements

manage to bind one another into an unchanging shape, and how they
can tiansmit motions and this is what is essential in the process of

the action of matter on mattei remains invisible, and the similarity

of the parts concerned in the action adds nothing to its intelligibility.

When then we speak of an action taking place between the soul and

material elements, all that we miss is the perception of that external

scenery which may make the influence of matter on matter more

familiar to us, but cannot explain it. We shall never see the last

atom of the nerve impinging on the soul, or the soul upon it
;
but

equally in the case of two visible spheres the impact is not the

intelligible cause of the communication of motion ; it is nothing but

the form in which we can perceive something happening which we
do not comprehend*
The mistake is to desire to discover indispensable conditions of all

action ; and we are only repeating this mistake in another form when

we declare the immaterial soul, as devoid of mass, incapable of acting

mechanically on a dense material mass, or conceive it as an in-

vulnerable shadow, inaccessible to the attacks of the corporeal world*
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We might without hesitation take an opposite point of view, and

speak of the soul as a definite mass at every moment when it produces

an effect measurable by the movement of a corporeal mass. And

in doing so we should be taking none of its immateriality from it ;

for with bodies also it is not the case that they aie first masses and

then and therefore produce effects or act; but according to the degree

of their effects they are called masses of a ceitain magnitude. The

soul again is no less capable of receiving effects through the stimulus

of material elements than they are from one another, although it docs

not stand face to face with them in an equally perceptible shape ;

for as between those elements themselves shape and movement,

impact and piessure, determine nothing but the external appearance

behind which, and the scene on which, the impeiceptible prows* of

action goes on.

And, lastly, in our present metaphysical discussion we need not

have entered on these objections at all We have given up that

simple and thoiough division of reality, which places matter on one

side and the mind on the other, confident and full of faith in regard

to the former, timid and doubtful about the latter. Everything wo

supposed ourselves to know of mattci as an obvious and independent

existence, has long since been dissolved in the conviction that mallet

itself, together with the space, by filling which it seemed most con-

vincingly to piove its peculiar nature, is nothing but an appearance'

for our perception, and that this appearance aiises from the reciprocal

effects which existences, in themselves super-sensuous, {>io<iu<e on

one another and, consequently, also upon the soul. There may,

therefore, be some other way in which the soul is separated from

these existences; but it is not paited from them by tin* gulf of

that incoinparability which is supposed to be a bar to all inter-

action.

249. So long as we believe this gulf to exist, we naturally try to

bridge it, and tlicrefoie raise the pointless question respecting the

bond which holds body and soul together. What is the use of a bond

except to hold together things which, being perfectly iwliffricnt to

each other and destitute of all inter-action, threaten to fall rounder ?

And how is a bond to do its work except though the connexion of

its own parts, a connexion which one cannot suppose to be in its

turn effected by new bonds between these parts, but which muHt rest

in the end on their own interactions? And if in this instance it is

clear that the binding force of the bond consists simply in the inter-

actions which flow from the inner relations of its parts to one another,
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why should the case be different between the body and soul? Their
union consists in the fact that they can and must act on one another,
and no external bond which embraced them both could supply the

place of this capacity and necessity, unless its inclusion of them were

already based on their own natures. Besides, how poverty-stricken
is the idea of this single bond, which in our parsimony we fancy will

suffice us ! Even supposing it to exist, where are we to find the

positive ground of the nature and form of those actions or effects

which, as a matter of fact, take place? The reason for their existence

cannot be found by another appeal to the indifferent bond; it would
have to be sought in the peculiar natures of the things connected.

Whatever number of different intei -actions body and soul can effect in

virtue of the i elation of their natures, so many bonds are there which

unite them and hold them together : but to look for the one nameless

bond which should take the place of all these, is vain, absurd, and

wearisome. Even, if we undeistand it to be meicly a conditio sine

guanon for the cxeicise of capacities based on something else, we
still must refuse to admit it; for the body and soul were never

scpaiated from one another like two bodies which cannot act on one

anothei chemically until they arc brought together. One word, lastly,

on the sarcasm which reproaches us with forming the personality of

man by adding two ingredients together. It is jubt this addition

that is made by the one cxteinal bond
;
and what we want is not it

but the multiplicity of a complex double and united life. But in spile

of this unity we do not look for man's personality in body and soul

alike, but in the soul alone* We seek in the body only the echo or

appearance of its action
;
for the body is and lemains for the soul

a part of the external world, though that pait which it can most

directly rule and to whose influence it is most immediately susceptible.

250. Theie is anothei question on which I wish to touch, and

these remarks at once suggest it If the inter-action of body and

soul is an easy matter, why not go a step Anther, instead of still

maintaining a separation into two interacting sides ? At how many
points have we come close to an opposite view I We did not regard

the soul as something steadfast in itself from eternity, something

which enters as an indissoluble substance into the machinery of the

body's formation ; we admitted that they arise together. Even the

supposition that J,he soul arises gradually accoiding as the bodily

organization approaches its completion, did not seem to us impossible*

What is there now to hinder the confession that it is simply a

consequence of this physical concatenation of atoms ? And if on
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the other side it is conceded that, so long as we abide by the

customary physical ideas, we cannot deduce the origin of a psychical

process from the co-operation of material atoms, why need we hold

to those ideas ? Why not adopt that -wider view, which holds that if

a number of elements meet together, then, according as the number

of the connected parts and the multiplicity of their relations

increases, peifectly new effects 01 actions may be connected with

those meeting elements, effects which do not follow on the intci-

action of two atoms alone, and which therefoie we never can discover,

so long as we try to find the conclusions of such complicated pre-

misses by merely adding together the inter-actions of each pair

of them?

In answeiing this question I must first go back to an earlier state-

ment. Even supposing we could unreservedly approve of these

ideas, still the only purpose wo could put them lo would be to deduce

from them what is given us in expeiicnce ; that must not be put
aside as a matter for doubt, on the ground that our presupposition**

are not found to lead to it. Now what is connected with these

associations of many elements is not merely psychical states, phono*

mena, events, 01 whatever we like to call them. For each of those

results inexorably demands a subject, whose stale or stimulation it is ;

and psychical life, so far as it is a given object of inwaul experiences
includes for us the fact of a unity of this subjVu, to which the

events we have spoken of are or can be referred aa something that

befalls it, I will not repeat my demonstration that the analogy of the

formation of physical resultants can never lead us to this unity,
unless we take befoichand as a fixed point the unity of the subject in

which a variety of elements is to combine : I will only add that the

ideas I have been mentioning offer no new expedient which could

lead us beyond that deduction of resultants. Since so much that J8

new has to arise from the combination of the atoms, it secmn to me
that we should have to make up our minds to the final stop, and
maintain that from a ceitain definite form of this combination there

also arises, as a new existence, that one subject, that very soul which
collects in itself the states previously scattered among the subjecu
of the individual atoms. But the mere admission that psychical unity
springs from physical multiplicity is no merit in the theory; it simply
states the supposed fact^ and so gives expression to a very familiar

problem, but it offers us no further explanation of it. On the other

hand, the expression employed is scarcely peculiar to the view in

question ; for the psychical unity of which it speaks is simply what we
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mean by the word substance. It is under this title then, as substance,
that the soul would become the foundation on which our account
of the rest of its life would be based ; for by nothing short of this

should we have complied with the postulates which experience im-

poses on our attempts at explanation. And at this point I should

take leave to pursue the same point of view still further. According
to it, it is possible that a certain state of things may be the real

ground of a consequence which we cannot analytically deduce from
it but can only conjoin to it as something new

; but if this is so, it is

possible that the soul, once arisen, may go its own way and unfold

activities which have their sufficient ground in it alone (when once it

has come into being), and not in the least in those other facts which

led to its creation. There would remain therefore not a shadow of

necessity for the proposal to connect with every activity of the soul

as its producing condition a corresponding activity of the body, and

we should simply come back to that psycho-physical mechanism

which allows each side a sphere of intei -action, but at the same time

accords to each a field for an activity of its own in which the other

has no constant share.

251. I have still something to add to our hypothesis.
* When the

elements pt q^ r . ., are combined in the form F an effect or action Z
is conjoined with them, which does not follow fiom the single effects

of the elements when taken in pairs': this is a pleasing expression,

and one that satisfies the imagination. But who has conjoined the

effect with them ? Or, not to insist unfairly on the words, how are we

to conceive the fact that a law holds good for the various elements

p,$,r.. 9 which determines the effect Z for their form of combina-

tion F1 How are we to conceive this other fact, that those elements

take notice that at a given moment this F is present, i, e. that a case

has arisen for the application of the law which was not present the

moment before ? Or lastly, if we recollect that that form of combination

signifies nothing but an affection of those elements already present in

them, in consequence of which they are no longer /, $, r , .,
but

TT, K, p , ., still the question would remain, how did this change in the

state of each become noticeable by every other, so that they could all

conspire lo produce the further action Z? I have already raised

these questions more than once, and the pecessary answer to them

has seemed to be that the course of the world is not comprehensible

by a pluralism which starts with an original multiplicity of elements

reciprocally indifferent, and hopes afterwards through the mere

behest of laws to force them to take notice of each other. Apart
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from the unity of the encompassing Reality which is all things at

once and which determines their being and nature, it is impossible to

conceive the arising of any action at a given place and time, whether

that action be one of those the content of which we believe to be

deducible from the given circumstances, or one of those which can

only be regarded as a new addition to them. I repeat this here in

order to defend the hypothesis of the preceding paiagraph. For

I should certainly never set anyone the task, out of ten elements to

make an eleventh anse equally real with them. It is not from them

that, on this hypothesis, the substance of the soul would spiing ;
nor

would it aiise above them, between tbcm, or by the side of them,

out of nothing. It would be a new creation, produced by the one

encompassing being from its own nature as the supplement of its

physical activity there and then operating.

262. To a certain extent no doubt I should be merely disputing

about words, if I insisted on these statements still furthei in opposition

to Fechtfei, considering that his works testify so fully to his enthusiasm

for a unity of all things which should be at once ideal and effective. Yet

it would not be altogether a veibal quanci ;
I am anxious to take this

opportunity of declaring against a point of view which may be at any

rate suimised fiom the expiessions he has chosen. After what I have

said I need not repeat that, in my eyes, nothing is gained in the way
of clearness by the invention of the name psycho-physical occur-

ience,' or 'psycho-physical piocess.' I admit that the expression

may have a meaning ^hen applied to a single clement, in which, as

I said befoie, we conceive physical and psychical stimulations to exist

together. But when it is used to explain that life of the soul, which is

supposed to develope itself from the co-opeiation of a system of

elements, it seems to me to be attractive only because of its indistinct-

ness. Where we find it difficult to define the connexion between two

membeis of a lelation which must be kept apart and distinct, we

all feel some weakness for ideas which represent the two as an

original unity and thereby dismiss the object of our enquiry from the

world. In the present case I can find no clear account of the definite

single subject to which each single instance of thib process is as-

cribed, and no statement of the manner in which these actions or

effects work into each other and form a composite whole. What is

more important, however, to me is the difference between the lights

in^tohich we view what is perhaps the same set of ideas. I allude to

th$ general remarks at the end of the second volume of Fechner's

der Psychophysik (p. 515). In thib passage 1 find that he
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observes upon and supplies though m a peculiar form, what I looked

for in vain in other statements of the pluralistic hypothesis. I do not

doubt at all that, for those who are accustomed to the terminology,

the waves and principal waves of the psycho-physical activity, like its

sinking oz its lismg over ceitain thresholds, aie something more than

shoit and pictoiial designations of actual facts in the life of the soul ;

that they are signs which, through their capacity of taking a mathe-

matical foim, may lead to more definite formulations of reciprocal

relations of those facts. But I cannot help feeling that in these

descriptions of what happens the real condition of its happening
is also looked for ; or, if this is a misundei standing, that at any rate

there is much provocation for it. For if no idea of this kind had had

a hand in the matter, many of the explanations that are given would

be in reality nothing but elegant transcriptions of familiar thoughts

into this sign-language, transcriptions which do not directly advance

the enquiry; and the reader will not suppose that he has gained

anything by them unless he is allowed to take these images for the

discovery of something hitheito unknown, of the instrumentation, so

to speak, on which the realisation of the psychical processes rests.

One of the last sentences of this celebrated book (p. 546) may

explain what it is I object to. The substrate of what is psychical, we

are told, is something diffused through the whole world and con-

nected into a system by universal forces ;
the quantity of conscious-

ness depends simply on the quantity, and not on the quality of the

psycho-physical motion ;
and this quality should rather be connected

only with the quality of the phenomena of consciousness. Thus

every motion, whatever its form and whatever its substrate, would, on

reaching a ceitain specified value, contribute something to conscious-

ness, whether that consciousness be our own or that of another

person or a general consciousness; and every particular form of

motion i. e. every particular collocation and series of velocity-com-

ponents would carry with it its appropriate psychical phenomenon

of the appropriate form, so soon as the components entering into

that form all exceed a certain quantitative value.

'In this way we dispense with the magical charm, the qualiias

wculte, which is supposed to qualify for psychical effects only this or

that exceptional form of motion.'
* What is unconscious and what is

conscious in the world will represent merely two cases of the same

formula, which is the standard at once of their relation and of their

transition into one another/

I maintain nothing respecting the meaning intended in these
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words : I maintain only that they may easily be understood, 01 mis-

understood, to recommend a view, the admissibility of which I

certainly contest. However much we may bring the phenomena of

two different series of events under one and the same formula and

I do not deny that it is possible to do so still all that the foimiila

in any case does is to describe the phenomena after they are a( tually

there
; it is not the reason why they are actually there. If all the

hopes here expressed of the psycho-physical calculus were fulfilled,

we should nevertheless still be unable to dispense with that qwlitas

occu/fa, which brings, not to an exceptional kind of motion, but to

every motion the capacity for an activity which docs not lit* in the

motion itself. I may be told that what I miss is already included in

the character of the motion as psycho-physical ;
and indeed it in not

so much the meaning of these sentences that I wish to nhjVrl to as

the manner in which it is expressed. Still there appears everywhere
as something first and foremost a univeisal mechanism, which of itself

is supposed to produce this result, that, in relation to certain forms
of motion, there arises, as their natural and necessary consequence
and as the consequence of nothing beside them, a mental activity ;

foi even the general foimula which is to include conscious and un-

conscious as two cases, must obviously, as the common clement ttf

which they aic cases, mean not the mciu abstract formula, but always
in the last resoit that which is itself unconscious, nuim-ly, motion.
The beautiful thoughts in which Fechncr contradicts this interpreta-
tion will be put aside by most of his renders as excusable day-
dreams ; but there arc many who will make u<t<s of his fatpnttftionn
in order to shelter under a great name their favourite doctrine of

ttegtneratio aequivoca of everything rational from that which ia devoid
of reason*
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Sensations and the Course of Ideas.

253. OUR mental life is aroused anew at every moment by sensa-

tions which the external woild excites. But the things without us

become the cause of oui sensation not through their meic existence,

but only through effects which they produce in us
; thtough motions,

in which either they themselves approach the surface of our body
until they touch it, or which they from theii own fixed position com-

municulc to some medium, and which this medium in turn propagates

from atom to atom up to that suiface. And therefore, though lan-

guage dcscrilws tilings as objects which we see and hear, we must

not allow these transitive expiessions to suggest the idea that our

senses, or our soul by means of them, exercise some activity which

goes out to seek for the external objects and brings them to percep-

tion. Our attitude is at first one of simple waiting ; and although

when we strain our eyes and ears in listening or watching we may
seem to feel in those organs something of such an outgoing activity,

what we really feel is not this but a different activity, one by which

we place them in a state of the utmost sensitiveness for the impres-

sions we expect.

Now it is self-evident that sensations, which we have at one time

and not at another, can only arise from the alteiation of a previous

states and therefore only through some motion which brings about

this alteration- The old idea therefore that the mere assumption of a

specific sutratance or caloric was sufficient to account for our feeling

of heat was, apart from all other objections, intrinsically felse ; for

thin caloric, even if it were present, could not, in the absence of any

motion, produce either the sensation of heat or those other effects which

would prove that it itself was present. But that is one objection which I

fear will be raised against the doctrine that all our sensations and per-

ceptions depend on motions of the things which are to be their objects.

From an oulological point of view I regarded a certain sympathetic r<#-
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/&0r/as the ultimate ground of eveiy possible inter-action. But, T may

be asked, if this idea is sound, why should not tilings exist for one

another apart from any physical intermediation ; and why hhould not

we perceive things immediately, without having to wait for the

impact of their propagated motion on iis? That sympathy, I answer,

the name of which was borrowed fiom a dubious quaiU-n was not

such a community of all things as is destitute of oider and decree.

On the contrary, we found that the elements of the whole stood to

one another in relations varying widely in their closeness 01 distance;

and it was to these elements we ascribed an immediate sympathy

which needs no artificial means for its piocluction. The degree of

this closeness or distance determines foi any two elements the num-

ber of intermediates necessary fox their iutoi action; necessary, not

because the laws of a pre-mundane system of mechanics would render

the interaction impossible in the absence of those intei mediates, hut

because, in theh absence, it would be in contradiction with the degree

and nature of the relation on which it is founded, and with that

meaning of the whole which again is the foundation of whatever

mechanical laws hold good in the world. Thus in our view, the

motions in question, the physical stimuli of the senses, arc not the

instiumcntal conditions, which place all things (or the firsl time in

relations to one another and to us, but expwMimi of that existing

and irremovable network of conditions which the meaning oi the world

has established between the slates of those things. We know that

in any chain, along which an action or eflett is propagated, there is

necessarily presupposed in the last lesort a wholly immediate, action

between each link and that which lies next to it. The fantastic idea

which extends this direct reciprocal influence to anything and every-

thing, and would accordingly place the soul in a communion, free

from all physical intermediation, with distant objects, cannot therefore

be thcoietically proved impossible. But inability to controvert a {xrint

of view lies a long way from belief in its validity. Considering that

the whole of the known and waking life of the soul is based through-

out upon that physical inicz mediation, we can only answer asserted

experiences of an interruption of this connexion by the mo.st decided

disbelief, and thene experiences could call for attention only if occa-

sioning,causey could be assigned, adequate to pioduce such rvnuukubki

exceptions in the course of nature.

254, On their arrival in the body the external ntimuli meet with the

gystem of nerve-fibres prepared for their reception* The change which

they act up in these nerve-fibres becomes the internal
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which is the more immediate cause of our sensation. We leave it to

physiology to ascertain exactly what takes place in this neivous process.

The answer to that question could have a value for psychology only if

it were so complete as to enable us to deduce from the vaiious modifi-

cations of the process the corresponding modifications of the sensa-

tion and to express the relation in a universal law : whereas the mere

subordination of the neivous process under a specific conception is

only of impoitance for the question whether we have to consider it

as a meie physical process or whether it is itself something psychical.

The latter view is frequently met with. The sensation is said to be

formed already in the nerve, and to be transferred by it to conscious-

ness. If this assumption is to have any clearness it must name the

definite subject to which it ascribes the act of sensation; foi sensations

which nobody has cannot be realities. Now this subject of sensation

could not be found in the whole nerve, as such, which is an aggiegate

of unnumbered parts : it is only each single atom, however many of

them we suppose to be stiung together in the whole nerve, that could

be, by itself, a feeling thing. But to this difficulty must be added a

familiar fact. The external sense-stimulus does not become the cause

of a sensation in us, unless the neive remains uninterrupted through-

out its whole course, fiom its peiipheral point of stimulus up to the

central portions of the nervous system. If its continuity is bioken by

a cut, the influence of the external stimulus on consciousness is re-

moved. Whether the idea, to which this fact naturally gives rise, is

correct or not, the idea that the soul has its seat in a particular spot

to which the incoming impression must be diiected, or in what other

way we are to explain the truth that this integrity of the neive-fibre is

an indispensable condition of our sensation, we need not here discuss.

In any case there is a propagation of the stimulation in the nerve

itself, and all its parts cannot be at once in the state of sensation pre-

supposed. But it is impossible that one and the same sample of

sensation can be handed on from one atom of the nerve to another

like a packet; all that can happen is that each single element of the

nerve becomes, in virtue of its own state, a stimulus to the next to

produce the same state in itself. Now that this excitation is not pro-

duced by a direct sympathy, is proved by that interruption to its

prop.igution which results fiom any mechanical breach of continuity.

Such a sympathy would pass undisturbed across the point of section,

and would feel no effects from changes in physical relations of which

it would be from its very nature independent.

We are therefore compelled to introduce a physical connecting link
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for the effect we have presupposed, Thiough the external sense-

stimulus there is produced in the first nerve-element the physical state

r and, in consequence, in the same element the state of sensation s.

By this change the first element is compelled to awake in the second,

its neighbour, the same state r and, in consequence, the sensation s.

Thus, through the physical impact of one element on another there

would be propagated at the same time the creation of the correspond-

ing sensation. But where would this end ? Wherever and however

this chain of atoms with their internal excitations may at last connect

itself with the soul, the sensation of the soul, our sensation, would

arise out of the soul itself simply through the influence of the last r

with which the last neive-atom stimulates it, in precisely the same way
in which this sensation was pioduced in link after link of the chain.

Whatever service then can be rendeied by the neive in aid of the

production of our sensation, it can render just as well by transmitting

a merely physical change, as if each of its atoms experienced the same

psychical state which is to arise in us at the end of the whole process.

A piece of news which passes in the form of a letter fiom hand to

hand along a series of messengers, reaches the recipient no more

securely and is no better understood by him if each of the intermediates

knows and feels it Doubtless we shall nevei be able to poitray the

action of that final r on the natuie of the soul; but we cannot do so

any the more by adding to the physical process r the sensation j. This

s in its turn could only occasion the production of oui sensation S in

some perfectly indemonstrable way; it could not itself pass over into

us. On the other hand the piopagation in the nerve of a physical

process r up to this mysterious moment, is something which the fact

of experience alluded to compels us to assume. It is sufficient, there-

fore, to regard the nervous process as a propagation of something,

taking place in space and time hi a definite direction and with a

definite velocity; the piecise nature of that which is propagated con-

cerns us but little, and, since these are the only foims of its propagation

which are of importance, it may be described as merely physical.

265. The conscious sensation itself, the led or blue that we see,

the sound that we hear, is the third and last link in this scries of

occurrences, and it is familiar to us. We know that this content of

sensation admits of no comparison either with the external sense-

stimulus or with the nervous processes. There is nothing in the red-

ness of red, the blueness of blue, or the sound of the heard tone,

which suggests d larger or smaller number of vibrations of a medium ;

yet science has indirectly discovered such vibrations to be the occa-
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sion of these sensations. In the same way they give us no informa-

tion respecting that which directly occasions them, the process which

goes on in the optic or auditory nerve at the moment when these sen-

sations are produced in us ; they are consequences, not copies, of

their stimuli. Thus they are internal phenomena in the soul, and in

this sense of the words the doctrine of the subjectivity of all sensations

has long been the property of philosophy and required no acquaint-

ance with the functions of the nerves.

There is another sense of the words, according to which the sen-

sations are held to be merely internal phenomena, and the external

world to be neither resonant nor silent, neither bright nor dark, but

to possess only mathematical predicates of number and magnitude,

of motions and their complications ; and in this sense of the words

the doctrine was in antiquity an insufficiently proved inference, and

it remains so for Ihe physiology of the present day. None of the

proofs which are commonly appealed to in support of it, can close

every way of escape to the opposite view. Anyone who wishes to

maintain that things themselves remain red or sweet, will affirm, as we

do, that it is not through their being that they can appear to us as

they are, but only through effects which, in accordance with their

nature, they produce on us. These effects or actions, which pioceed

from them and are sense-stimuli to us, are no doubt only motions and

themselves neither red nor sweet; but what is there to prevent our

supping that, by acting through our nerves, they make that same

redness or sweetness arise, as our sensation, in our souls, which also

attaches as a quality to the things themselves? Such a process would

be no more wondeiful than the performances of the telephone, which

receives waves of sound, propagates them in a form of motion quite

different, and in the end conducts them to the ear retiansformed into

waves of sound, Anything which deprives things of the medium

through which their excitations could reach us ; anything again which

has beforehand imparted to the medium motions which prevent the

passage of those excitations, would of course either hinder things

from appearing to us at all or would make them appear with other

qualities, and so would lead us to suppose that none of these qualities

belong to things themselves at all.

There are no individual proofs by which these assertions could be

controverted ;
and yet the doctrine of the mere subjectivity of the

qualities of sensation is certainly sound. Their own nature makes it

impossible for us really so to represent them to ourselves as qualities

of things, as we profess to do. There is no meaning in speaking of

vot. x. Q S
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a brightness seen by nobody at all, of the sound of a tone uhich no

one hears, of a sweetness which no one tastes : they are all as impos-

sible as a toothache which nobody has got. There is only one place

in which what is meant by these woids can possibly exist, the con-

sciousness of a feeling being : and there is only one way in \\hich it

can exist, the way of being felt by that being. Without doubt then,

things are red only so far as they appear to us ; in itself a thing could

only have a particular look if it could look at itself.

258. According to a theorem of the doctrine of specific energies,

every nerve, by whatever stimulus excited, invaiiably calls foith sen-

sations of one and the same kind, the special sensations of its own

sense; and it makes no difference whether the stimulus is one appio-

priate to the neive or not. If this weie a (act, its physical leason

would not be hard to imagine. Let us take a composite system of

parts, External stimuli, so long as they are not so violent as to

destroy the internal connexions of this system, will cause a motion

followed by an effort to return to equilibrium ;
and these will take

place in foims which essentially depend on the structure of the

system, which in that case icmains unchanged. So with the nerve;

distuibances of a certain magnitude would injuic it; but to less

violent stimuli it would ahvays lespond with the same leactinus, and

these reactions would depend on its peculiar stiuetme, Uut iht'U, if

these leactions are to be different in the case of every single nerve,

the structuie of the various iicivcs must be different; and this variety

of stiucture we do not find in the neivcs themselves, though we may
perhaps look for it in the cential poi lions to which they lead.

But in any case the facts themselves are generalised in this theorem

to an extent which actual observation does not justify. We know

nothing of waves of sound which pioduce in the t>ye a sensation of

light, nor of waves of light which produce tones in the car. The main

support of the hypothesis lies in the sensations of light which fre-

quently arise in the eye fiom impact or pressure, as well as from

electrical stimulation. But there are other considerations which

compel us to assume in the media of the eye the presence of the same

ether which serves for the diffusion of the light outside; and accent*

ingly, when in consequence of impact the ponderable elements of the

tense eyeball fall into oscillation, we can scarcely help supposing thai

they impart this oscillation at the same time to the ether. Thug the

*ame objective motion of light which commonly, as an adequate

; Stimulus, conies from without, may be excited in the eye by this oscil-

lation of the eyeball, and a similar motion might be excited by electric
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currents; such motion not being sufficient to cast any observable

rays outwards, but strong enough to stimulate the nerve to produce a

sensation of light. Again, in the case of the inadequate stimuli which

actually do create a sensation of sound, the question is prudently

avoided whether they may not do so by accidentally exciting such

vibrations as form the natural stimulus of the auditory nerves. The

excitation of taste by electricity certainly depends on the adequate

stimulus, the chemical processes which are here set up ; the notion

that it can also be produced by laceration of the tongue seems to have

been an illusion, and it will be useless for insipid dishes to look for

help in this quarter : and as to the remaining sensations, we do not

know at all what the adequate form of the stimuli is which actually

must reach the nerves in order to produce them.

We may leave it therefore to physiology to decide whethei the real

meaning of the present widely-spread doctrine of the division of labour

is not rather this ; that every nerve is excited to its function only by
'

its own adequate stimulus, and that other stimuli either leave it un-

affected or else interfere with it, but that at the same time there are

stimuli of various kinds which, along with their own effects, frequently

produce the adequate stimuli as side-results. The only interest psy-

chology has in the question lies in opposing the fondness for a

mysterious psychical activity which, on the authority of the facts I

have mentioned, is attributed to the nerves and not to the soul, to

which it really belongs. To speak of a substance of the sense of

sight, and to say that this substance converts every possible motion

that reaches it into a sensation of light, is not to describe facts but to

use a piece of physiological metaphysic ;
of which I am not sure that

it is at all more elegant than the metaphysic of philosophy.

257. However complete the separation may be between sensations

jand the stimuli which occasion them, these two sezies of occurrences

are, as a matter of fact, connected, and we shall not suppose that this

connexion of fact is destitute of any principle* We shall always find

ourselves presupposing that like groups of sensations correspond to

like groups of stimuli, and different groups of the one to different

*

groups of the other ; that the difference of these classes of sensation

is proportional to the difference which exists between the classes of

stimuli; that wherever the stimuli of a given group are arranged in a

progressive series or, in their progress, reach marked points of

eminence, the corresponding sensations are arranged in a similar

series and accordingly reproduce both the progress and the points of

eminence ; that, lastly, in the unity of the soul its various kinds of
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sensation not only are together as a fact, but in their meaning are

coherent according to some rule, though that rule may not be expres-

sible in mathematical terms.

But of an 'empirical confirmation of this presupposition we find but

faint traces. Not only is it impossible to say why waves of ether must

necessarily be felt as light ; but, even if this fact were given as a

starting-point, no theory, however much it emphasized the unity of

the soul, could prove that this same soul must in consistency perceive

waves of sound as tones, and other affections as taste or smell. So

fai as we can see, that unity produces, from a natme of its own which

is quite unknown to us, the vaiious classes of sensation, each for itself

and apart from the otheis; and, even after we have come to know

them, all that we can connect with their impressions aie vague and

fantastic ideas respecting the organization of a universal icalm of

sensations. Again, when we come to the individual gioups, the only
one which confirms our supposition is the group of sounds, Ileic

the increase in the height of a tone corresponds to an increase in the

number of waves within a given unit of time. The ascending scale,

which is just as clearly an ascent as is the increase in the number of

waves and yet is quite unlike that increase, repeats in its own specific
form the piogress in the series of stimuli. Whercvei this scries attains,

through the doubling of a pievious number ofwaves, a marked import,
there the sensation follows with the marked impression of the octave

of the key-note, and thus again in its own particular way represents

sensuously the likeness and difference of the two scries. On the other

hand the colours, though their prismatic order icsts on a similar in-

ciease in the number of waves, give no one who is unprejudiced the

impression of a similar progress ; and the reason of this possibly lies

in the peculiar nature of the nervous piocess which intervenes between
the stimulus and sensation, and which we cannot take into considera-
tion because we do not know it. In the cases of the remaining senses
we have no exact knowledge of the nature of their stimuli, nor have
we succeeded in discerning any fixed relations between their individual

sensations. We do not possess even names for the various smells,

except such as describe them by their origin or thcii incidental effects ;

and among the multitude of tastes the only ones that can bo dis-

tinguished as well-defined arc the four forms of acid, alkaline, sweet,
and bitter. Hypothetical theories carry us no further. In the case
t>f right and hearing alone we know that each sensation rests on the
'total effect of a very large number of successive impulses, and changes
'i& (hp alterations of this number within the given unit of time ;
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whether the single impact of a wave of light or sound would be
observable by our senses, and if so in what way, is utteily unknown
to us. Still we can generalise this fact with some probability. Perhaps
it is true of all our sensations that they lest not on a constant and
indiscriminate stream of excitation, but on the number of alternations

of excitation and non-excitation included in a certain time ; the nature

of the piocess, which thus in the foim of oscillation stimulates the

soul, might be a matter of less importance, and the same perhaps for

all the nerves. But then again this supposition makes it no easier to

connect the various kinds of sensation with one another in a progres-

sive series ;
and we have further to admit the possibility that our

human senses do not include the whole lange of sensible existence,

and that other living beings may have other forms of sensation un-

known to us and answering to processes which entirely escape our

perception.

258. There is at any rate one point at which the modern psycho-

physical investigations have resulted in the beginnings of an exact

knowledge regarding the relation between sensation and stimulus.

The commonest observation of a brightening light or a rising sound

shows us that our senses can detect very slight alterations in the strength

of an impression. But we never reach a moment at which, judging

merely by the direct impression, we could say that one brightness was

twice or thrice as strong, or one sound half as strong, as another. In

consequence of this inability to reduce to numerical equivalents the

more and less which we perceive, it is impossible for us to place a

series of values of stimuli side by side with the values of the corre-

sponding sensations, and so to formulate a universal law according to

which the intensity of the latter would depend on the strength of the

former. There is however one judgment we can pronounce, if not

with absolute yet with sufficient certainty, viz. that there is or is not

an observable difference between two sensations. To this point

accordingly were directed those experiments, the object of which was

to discover, first of all, what amount of increase a stimulus requires

in order that the sensation which belongs to it as increased may begin

to distinguish itself from the sensation of its previous strength \ or,

again, to discover the limit of slightness down to which the difference

between two strengths of the stimulus can be diminished without

removing the possibility of the sensations being distinguished With

regard to the moderate stimuli which are strong enough to excite a

distinct sensation, and yet do not approach the point at which their

intensity disturbs the function of the nerve, Fechner and many others
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since, following E. H* Weber's example, have made a very large

number of experiments ;
and these experiments lead with sufficient

unanimity to the result that that difference between any two stimuli

which makes it possible to distinguish the corresponding sensations

from one another, is not a constant quantity, but, in the case of each

class of sensations, amounts to a definite fraction of the intensity

already possessed by that one of the two stimuli from which we start.

We are not interested in following the various mathematical foimula-

tions of Weber's Law, or the corrections which its application has

appeared to lender necessary; we may ascribe the latter to the

influence of the particular circumstances which, as in the case of

most natuial laws, prevent the phenomena from answering precisely

to a law which in itself is valid.

The experiments themselves give no further result than that

described above; they do not tell us in what way the difference

between the stimuli makes it possible for us to distinguish the re-

sulting sensations whether it is by pioducing a diffeiencc tfslrmglh

between these sensations, or whether we aie aided by qualitative

changes set up in the content of the sensation and dependent on the

difference of the stimuli. Nothing but our direct impression can

decide this point, and it certainly does not seem to rm that this im-

pression speaks quite cleaily in favour of the fust alternative. A
concentrated solution of an acid does not simply give us the same

taste in a stronger foim which a more diluted one gives us in a

weaker form
; it also tastes different. Two degrees of heat, though

they rest on differences of intensity in the same stimulus, are felt as

different sensations and not merely as different degtocs of strength

in the same sensation. If this is not so clear in the case of slight

differences, the fact is all the clearer that our direct impression makes
us speak of heat and cold as two positive opposite^, and docs wot load

us to recognise in them mere differences of degree. Lastly, no one

who experiments on degrees of brightness by means of shadows com-

pared with the ground on which they are thrown, feels sure that he is

merely comparing differences of intensity in the same sensation 5 the

shadow is not only a less degree of illumination, but it looks different

from the brighter ground black if it is on a white ground.
I do not wish to lay any great stress on these doubts; still they

would have to be removed before we could follow with entire security
the theory which deduces from the experiments I have alluded to a law

topping the strength belonging to the sensation, and its dependence
on tbf , strength of the stimuli. Supposing them removed, we should
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then regard the transition from the point at which two sensations are

indistinguishable to that at which their diffeience is just observable, as

an increase, the same m amount in all cases, in the strength of the

first of the two, and so the law in question would take this form :

Where the intensity of a sensation increases ly equal difference^ that

is, in arithmetical progression, it implies in the strength of the

stimulus an increase in geometrical progression. Thus the activity of

sensation would be one of those activities which it becomes in-

creasingly difficult to heighten as the degree of liveliness already
attained increases.

269. Our present result, according to which the sensation does not

follow the growing strength of the stimulus at an equal speed, would

not, if taken by itself, present any extraordinary problem. But none

of the theoiies which have been formed on this point explain why the

continuous cuive of growth in the strength of the stimulus is not

continuously followed by the slower augmentation in the strength of

the sensation, why, on the contrary, there remains an interval

throughout which the stimulus stiengthens without showing any

result, until at last, on its reaching a final degree of strength, it

produces an observable difference in the sensation- This difficulty, I

think, is most easily met by the physiological view which attempts to

explain it by reference to the mode in which the nerves are excited*

It is a problem soluble in mechanics, so to construct a system of

material parts that a force which impels continuously is nevertheless

prevented by internal hindrances from exerting its influence except

intermittently at certain moments. Following this analogy we should

have to suppose a structure of the nerve of such a kind that, given a

certain attained degree of excitation, a definite concentration and

heightening of that excitation is necessary befoie such a motion of

the ncive can be produced as will afford a stimulus to the rise of a

new sensation ;
thus the sensation would increase in intensity pro-

portionally to these intermittent excitations. On the other hand, we

do not in the least know how and where such an arrangement is to

be presumed in the nervous system. There is less probability to my
mind in the second hypothesis, according to which the nervous excita-

tion increases proportionally to the stimulus and continuously. This

hypothesis has to look to the nature of sensation itself for the reason

l>th of the slower rate and of the want of continuity in its increase ;

thcie i nothing in the mere idea of sensation which could with any

probability be supposed to take the place of the machinery which

must, M Jwtwttmi) be absent. Nor is the solution offered by the
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third view more convincing. The sensation, it tells us, inci eases in

strength proportionally to the stimulus and the nervous process, but

peiception biings the actually increased intensity of the sensation to

consciousness in a different relation and discontinuously. The sepaia-

tion of these two processes, the sensation and the perception of what

is felt, we shall be able to justify later on ;
but we ceitainly slull not

be able to find in the nature of a perceiving activity, as such, ,iuy

reason for its not peiceiving something. If the idea coulil be nmde

plausible, that the act of distinguishing two impressions an uct which

is always at the same time an act of comparison is guided not by

single differences between them, but by then geometrical i elation, still

the only deduction we could diaw fiom this idea would be that, given

two pairs of impressions, this act would find an equally great diiteicncu

between the membeis of each pair, supposing that in both cases these

membeis stood to one another in the same ratio. But I do not know

why that act should fail to distinguish at all those which did not stand

in that ratio.

260, No method has yet been discovered of experimentally deter-

mining the consequences which result fiom simultaneous impressions
on diffcient senses ; it is even doubtful what #o<?s on \\liun tho same

sense is excited in scvcial ways at once. Wo uro accustomed to tho

notion of a mechanism of ideas ; but the attempt to go further and to

oppose to it the notion of a chemistry of ideas, am be mot only with

the utmost distrust. As long as two external stimuli a and // are pro-

ducing effects in the same neive-elemcnt, there must CIIHUC, iu tlim

physical spheie, the formation of that resultant t> which the con-

junction of all the mechanical conditions lenders possible and there-

fore necessary. To this resultant t, which alone reaches the soul as

an exciting motive, corresponds the simple sensation y ; and this y is

not the resultant of the two sensations a and ft which the two stimuli,

if taken scpaiately, would have produced, but appean uu/M///thcm,
since they are unable to aiiso. If, on the other hand, we suppow
that a and <}, either because they aie transmitted in diflVrrul uvrvu-

elements, or because they do not foim one indistinguishable resultant

withiu the nerve, have actually produced the two sensations a and &
the result will be that the contents of the two sensations do not blend
in consciousness into a third simple sensation, but remain upjirt and
form the necessary prerequisite of every higher activity of mind in

the way of comparison and judgment.
At the same time I must allow that there arc objections to this lant

view. For though the theoretical assertion that the soul IB compelled
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by its own one-ness to attempt to fuse all its internal states into an

intensive unity, could decide nothing so long as our inward experience

offered no example of such a result, it is on the other hand indubitable

that the simultaneous assault of a variety of different stimuli on different

senses, or even on the same sense, puts us into a state of confused

general feeling in which we aie certainly not conscious of clearly

distinguishing the different impressions. Still it does not follow that

in such a case we have a positive perception of an actual unity of the

contents of our ideas, arising fiom their mixture; our state of mind

seems to me lather to consist in (i) the consciousness of our inability

to separate what has really remained diverse, and (2) in the general

feeling of the disturbance pioduced in the economy of our body by
the simultaneous assault of the stimuli. As to the first point, I recur

to that aistinction of sensation and perception, to which we found the

psycho-physical theory obliged to appeal. The act of distinguishing

two sensations is never a simple sensation
;

it is an act of refemng

and comparing, which may supervene on those sensations, but need

not always do so. Where it is prevented, the result is not that the

sensations mcll into one another, but simply that the act of dis-

tinguishing them is absent; and this again certainly not so far that the

fact of the difference remains entirely unpeiceived, but only so far as

to prevent us from determining the amount of the difference, and from

apprehending other relations between the different impressions. Any-

one who is annoyed at one and the same lime by glowing heat,

dazzling light, deafening noise, and an offensive smell, will certainly

not fuse these disparate sensations into a single one with a single

content which could be sensuously perceived ; they remain for him in

separation, and he merely finds it impossible to be conscious of one of

them apart from the others. But, flutter, he will have a feeling of

discomfort what I mentioned above as the second constituent of his

whole state. For every stimulus which produces in consciousness a

definite content of sensation, is also a definite degree of disturbance

and therefore makes a call upon the forces of the nerves ;
and the

sum of these little changes, which in their character as disturbances

'are not so diverse an the contents of consciousness they give rise to,

produce the general feeling which, added to the inability to distinguish,

deludes us into the belief in an actual absence of diversity in our

sensations* It is only in some such way as this, again, that I can

imagine that state which is sometimes described as the beginning of

our whole education, a state which in itself is supposed to be simple,

and to be afterwards divided into different sensations by an activity of
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separation. No activity of separation in the world could

diiferences where no real diversity existed ;
for it would have nothing

1

to guide it to the places \sheie it was to establish them, or to indicate

the width it was to give thorn, A separation can only pioceed from a

mixture of impressions which continue to be divcise, and then only if,

owing to favourable circumstances, the single constituents of the

mixture aie, one after the other, raised abo\e the icst by an access of

strength, so as to facilitate comparison and the appieln'iisiou of the

width of the individual differences : if ideas of the single impressions
have once been acquired, it may then IK* possible to dissociate them

even m the unfavourable case of such a mixture as that desrritnjd

.above. It this way it might perhaps happen that many apparently

simple sensations may be dissociated into several sensations of tlu;

same kind; for example, in a colour we might separate tin; other

colours which fozmed its constituents, 01 in a tone the partial tones of

which we wcie unconscious at fust, or in tastes and smells the elemen-

tary sensations which were4 combined in a variety of difterent ways and

of which at present we have no knowledge. Thus within these narrow

limits a real chemistry of sensations, combining different dements
into a now quality of sensation, is not iuoonroivjible. Hut after all

our expezience up to the piescni time it remains uncertain whether

this intermingling into new resultants has nol in all eases already
taken place among the physical excitations in the new* or in the

ccntial portions of the nervous system.

From these promises again, a conclusion might be drawn respet ting

those sensations which attach to others in the way of contrast, and do
not need a particular external

1

stimulus I do not think they nut be

considered reactions of the KOU! unou-asionod by anything physical
It might be possible to take that view of the false estimates of magni-
tude which make a sudden silence ensuing on deafening noise, or a

darkness ensuing on darling light, appeal extra-ordinarily deep; for

these ate not sensations, bul eompausons. And yet even in these

cases the probable cause of the judgment is tlw distance between the

degieos of excitation in the nerve, a distance just a great as that

between the sensations. But a colour ft cannot attaeh to another
'

by way of contrast or complement through a men? reaetion of the

aouL Even if we imagine in the soul a disturbance which seeks* a

compensating adjustment, the aim of that search can be no more
than an opposite Nw , the whereabouts of which in unknown. .That

it is ft and nothing but # which given tho desired Hatinftuttion we
know only from experience ;

to seek the reason of the fact in a cunt-
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paiison of the* two impiessions a and ft is to seek it in something far

from self-evident, it must he in the way in which the nerve acts, and

this activity of the nene must attach the excitation which leads to /3

to the excitation which produces a, in the character of an effort to

attain equilibrium.

261. Neithei observation nor theory have so far thrown any light

upon the interval which intervenes lietwcen the occuircnce of a

sensation and its disappearance from consciousness. If we say that

it gradually diminishes in strength until at last it reaches zeio or dis-

appears below the threshold of consciousness, we merely describe

what we think we can imagine to be going on
;
no one can olserpe the

process, since the attention necessary for observing it makes it im- .

possible. Whethoi this hypothetical view has a sufficient theoietical

justification, is doubtful. Beside the presupposition that a diminution

of th* activity ol icprescnfation, from Us strength at a given moment

do\\n to its disappearance, must be continuous, the physical law of

jXTMhlcuce is called in, in ordei to make the undmiinishod continuance

of the sensation appear as the natural course of events, and its dis-

appearance from consciousness an the problem to be explained. This

last idea in not free from difficulty. A material atom undergoes no

internal change during its motion, at least according to the ordinary

view of that motion, and its state in any now place q is exactly what

it was imits former place/; it follows therefore that it itself contains

nothing which would at ny point resist a further motion, and that

the cause of the change or the chocking of this motion must come

from outside. The soul, on the other hand, when it feels , falls into

an internal state differing from its state when it feels #: if we consider

it capable of reacting against stimuli at all, we must admit that theic

may lie in its own nature the permanent motive which stirs it to

oppose every one-sided manifestation of its capacity that may be

forced on it, and therefore stirs it also to eliminate the state of sensa-

tion forced on It by the external stimulus. If indeed it were able

rmplrtely to annul what has occurred, it would bo wholly impassive

and therefore incapable of interaction ;
but might not its opposing

effort be sliong enough to repress the sensation into a condition of

permanent unconsciousness ?

If we leave this question, which cannot be decided, we may seek

the causes of hindrance or checking partly iii the new impressions

\vlrn li arrive from outside, partly in those far less familiar ones which

are constantly being brought to the soul by the changing states of the

Ixnly. The first of these, the struggle of ideas with one another,
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seived as the foundation of Hcibart's theory of the intorn.il iue< hitinsm

of the souWifc. I put aside at present the doubts which an- suggested

by the metaphysical basis of tins thcoiy; the imchangeubilily of a soul

which yet experiences changing internal states; its dlurt it* fu*e them

all into a unity, and the shipwreck of this effort on the tlillneiu es of

the ideas; the assumption, lastly, that the soul find* a satisfaction in

at least lessening the strength of UK- parlies who^c opposition it has

to toleiate. We accept simply as a hypothesis what I feibait ntft-i.s us

as the foundation of his theory, the hypothesis that idtas eheck one

another according to the degree of their strength and of theii oppo-

sition; and we utilise his just rejection of ilguialivv imuU'S ol speech.

, Consciousness, as he tells us, is not a space in which ideas appear

side by side. Kven if it were a space, still the ideas ate not extended

things which require a definite place to exist in, rigid bodie* which aie

incapable of condensation, and therefore push one another from this

narrow singe. Nor, lastly, is there any original lepulsiou oi ideas

against ideas ;
it is only the unity of the soul in which they attempt to

exist at the same time, that turns their mere difference into a Htrutfgb**

The question now is, Does our internal obscivatiou confirm these

h}potheses?

262. We have in though! to f.epurute tuo things with h neiei

appear apart in the i?*il wojld; I!KJ content to whit U the .tetivity

of representation or sensation is diiecled, and (his at livil) it* If

which makes the content something repiesciitcd or fell : to both of

these we might attempt to apply tin* conceptions (it)
oi opposition

and (//)of variable stiengLh. (<*) Now I cannot find anything

in internal ohseivation which testifies to a checking of iile.ts

to the degree in which lhc*ir wntMfa arc opposed. huubili'Si we holtl

a siumltaneouH scnHiition of opposite contents thiou;;li th* ' ,um* nervu-

clement to be impossible; but I do not know that th* n!e.i (*f the

positive and of ulfiriuatiou exei<-ises any special uipuMon ui^iinM th:

idea of the negative and of negation ; on tin: eontraiy, i*veiy ]w*i*ib|<;

comparison (f opposites implies that Uu; two niembrrs of th* toiu-

parison do not cheek on; another. If, on the other luml w* apply

the opposition to the representing n<lMt\\ it i doubtless '
(rlf-videiil

that two of Us acts which ar< opposed in respect of their aeiioii will

cancel one another; but thin proposition, if self*evidnit in ;tKo

fruitless, for we have no right whatever to prmtpposc that the ideas

of two opposite contents rest on an opposition of the repainting
in rcapcct of their mode of action. Thus we do not know
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where in Futh action we aie to find oppositions which are to have a

me< hank ,il value,

(h) The conception of a variable strength of ideas suggests similar

doubts. In th<* case of the sensations of an actually operating sense-

stimulus, it did not wem woith while to diaw the distinction I have

just uswl ; the homing of n louder noise, or the seeing of a brighter

li#ht, is always at the same time a greater activity, excitation, or

affection
;
and it is not possible to hear loud thunder as loud and yet

to IHMI it wtraKly, or to feel a brighter light to be brighter and yet to

feel it less Miongly than a dimmer light. But the case may well be

different with our ideas ; by which name I understand, in accordance

wilh usage, the ima#c in xnemoiy of an absent impression, as

opposed lo the sensation of the present impie&sion. The difference

between the two is clear enough. The remembered light does not

shine as the wen light does; tho icmembi'icd tones do not sound as

heard tones do, although they reproduce in their succession the most

d*lit :it leUlinns of a melody ; the idm of th* intensest pain does not

huil* and is nothing compared to the least real injury. I will not

emjuiie whether this difference is due to the fact that an idea, as a

renu'wbraiKe having its origin in the soul only, is not accompanied by

any bodily excitation, whereas such an excitation accompanies every

sensation and is the cause of its beginning and continuance; or

whether (hat view is correct which, in spite of its not receiving much

support from the direct impression of internal experience, assumes

Uut in Musution and idea alike there is always a physical nervous

excitation, mid that the difference in the two cases is only one

of degree.

Now whatever we remember we can certainly represent in idea in

all th<i degrees of which UK content is capable ;
but it is not so clear

that th<: representing activity directed to this content can itself ex-

perienee the Minus changes in magnitude* We cannot represent

more or rqiretunt lews to ourselves one tone of a given height and

fiiteiigth, or one shade of a colour ; the attempt to do so really intro-

duces a change in the content, and we arc representing a stronger or

weaker tone, a brighter or duller colour, instead of merely representing

more or representing less the same tone and the same colour. Nor

does internal observation give us any more justification for regarding

thto activity of representation, like the activity of sensation, as pro-

portional to the content to which it is directed. The idea of the

stronger does not call for or cause any stronger excitation or greater

effort than tlus idea of the weaker. The images of memory resemble
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shadows, which do not differ in weight like the bodies that cast them.

Thus it appears so far as if the conception of a variable strength,

when applied to our ideas, may hold good of their content, but not of

the psychical activity, to which the mechanical theory at stalling

certainly intended it also to apply.

263. To this it may be objected that the capacity of being

heightened, possessed by the representing activity, cannot be dis-

closed by a trial made on purpose. Such an experiment, it may be

said, naturally brings before us the maximum attainable by that

activity in reference to the content chosen, and does not bring to our

notice the lower degrees to which it sinks, and through which it

passes on its way to extinction. It cannot be denied, we may be

told, that the distinction of clearer and dimmer ideas signifies some-

thing which really exists in consciousness and which confiims our

belief that the activity has various grades although we cannot directly

observe them. To this objection I should give the following answer.

I cannot convince myself that internal observation testifies without

more ado to the reality of dim ideas in this sense of the word.

If the image of a composite object in our memory is dim, the reason

is not that the image is piesent, with all its parts in their order, and

that consciousness sheds only a weak light over the whole. The
reason is that there are gaps in the image; some of its parts arc

entirely absent ; and, above all, the exact way in which those parts

that aie present are connected, is usually not before the mind, and is

replaced by the mere thought that there was some connexion or other

between them; and the wideness of the limits within which we find

this or that connexion equally probable, without being able to come
to a decision, determines the degree of dimness we ascribe to the

image. Let us take as an example the taste of a rare fmit, We
either have a complete idea of this taste, or we have none at all : and
the only reason why we suppose that we really have a dim idea of it

is this; we. know from other sources that fiuits have a taste, and
the other characters which are present to our memory and which

tell us the species of the fruit, move us to think only of that parti-

cular class of tastes which belongs to this species ; the number of the

tastes which lie between these limits and between which we hesitate,

determines again the degree of the obscurity of the idea, which

we suppose ourselves to possess though we are really only looking
for it.

- To take another example ; we try for a long time to remember
a mune, and then, when one is suggested to us, we at once recognise
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it to be the right one. But this does not prove that we had an

obscure idea of the right one, and now recognise it as the right one

by comparing it with the name that is uttered. For on what is this

recognition to rest? The name that is uttered might be wrong; so

that, before we could proceed, we should have to show that the

obscure idea with which that name was found to be identical, is the

same idea we arc trying to find ? Now this idea we arc trying to find

is distinguished from others for which we are not looking, by its

connexions with remembrances of some qualities or other in the

object whose name it is or whose content it signifies ; for we cannot

try to find the name of something, unless this something can be

distinguished from other things which we do not mean. When, then,

the right name is uttered, the sound of it fits these other remem-

biances of the object without trouble or resistance, and in its turn

calls them up anew or extends them ; and this is the reason why it

seems to us the right one ; whereas any wiong one that is uttered

would be foreign to the othei ideas that come to meet it* And

supposing that the word we wanted to remember were one we did

not understand, .still thorc must be some memory or other even of it

remaining behind, with which the uttered word must agree; whether

it be tho number of syllables, or the quality of the vowels, or some

prominent consonant, or merely the ciicumstanccs in which we heard

it, or die momcntaiy general feeling with which its sound was

once connected. In none of these cases therefore have we an

obscuic idea ; we aic mciely looking for the idea which we have not

got at all, and helping ourselves in the way I have mentioned. But

no idea that we really have, whether simple or complex, can be

heightened in the strength with which it is represented; and the
*

complex idea only seems to be so, so long as it is imperfect, No
one who thinks of all those ideas of parts which together form the

idea of the Triangle, and also of the way in which they are really

connected, can further strengthen his activity of representing this

complete content- If the geometrician seems superior to the be-

ginner in this point, it is not because he represents this content more,

but because he represents more than this content, viz. the innumer-

able relations which aie conjoined with this figure in connected

knowledge,

264, I am not rejecting what we all regard as a correct inter*

prctation of the facts, the assumption, I mean, that ideas push one

another out of consciousness, and change one another into permanent

unconscious states of the soul. For these states we retain a name
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which is really self-contradictory, unconscious ideas, in order to in-

dicate that they arose from ideas and are capable, under ceitain

circumstances, of being re-transformed into ideas. But all that this

assumption actually says is that the ideas have exercised a certain

power against one another, and that some of them have come off

victorious over the rest
;

it does not follow as something self-evident,

though we naturally infei it, that they must have owed their power
to a degree of strength which belongs to them as such. In fact we
had no means of measuring this strength of theirs at all before the

struggle took place; we only attribute it to them by reasoning back-

wards after we have seen the issue of the struggle. And further, the

victory does not always fall to that side which in itself is the stronger ;

favourable circumstances may give it to the weaker. Since then

this assumption of a variable stiength is found to apply not to the

activity of representing but only to the content of the ideas lepre-

sented : and since on the other hand, if we follow experience, we
cannot maintain that the idea of the stronger content always overcomes

that of the weaker, but meet with numberless cases of the opposite

event, the result is that we must look foi the source of the power
exerted in something that attaches to the lepresenting activity and is

in its nature capable of degrees of intensity.

I may say at once that this power rests neither on any strength in

the activity itself nor on that of the content represented, but on the

amount of our interest in the latter. If we could observe the first

stirrings of a soul still destitute of experience, we should certainly find

that that sensation *
which, in its total effect, is the greater agitation

of the soul and therefore the stronger in respect of its content, over-

comes the others which, measured by the same standard, arc the.

weaker. But in the developed life, which alone we can observe, the

strength of the sensation is of far less moment than that which, in the

connexion of our memories, intentions, and expectations, it means,
'

indicates, or foretells. Many external stimuli, theiefore, are unregarded

by us, if the stiong sensations which they would naturally produce
have no relation to the momentary course of our thoughts. Very
slight stimuli attract our attention if they are intimately connected

with these thoughts. And this is still more the case with our

mere remembrances which are unsupported by any present bodily
excitation.

This interest of our ideas, which constitutes their power, has a

1
['Sinnliche Empfindung' translated merely 'sensation/ to avoid the use of

-'wn*fttion of sense/ and 'feeling
'
which hat been reserved for

'

GefUhl.']
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constant clement and a variable one. I cannot suppose that any
sensuous impression could be originally entirely indifferent to us.

Each, it seems to me, as being an alteration of our existing state,

must create an element of pleasure or pain; the foimer, if it occa-

sions an exercise of possible functions within the limits in which this

exercise answers to the conditions of the well-being and continuance

of the whole
;
the latter, if it sets up changes which in their form or

magnitude contradict those conditions. The general economy of the

vital functions may be assumed to be nearly constant ; and therefore,

when the impression is repeated at later periods, the same element of

emotion will always attach to it, just as the same kind of light-waves,

repeated thousands of times in succession, always calls forth the same

sensation of colour. But this fixed component of the interest is

far outweighed by the variable one which an impression acquires in

the course of our life thiough its various connexions with others,

connexions which enable it to recall these others in memory. One

impression, which in itself is accompanied by an insignificant constant

clement of emotion, may, if it is connected with a second, the ac-

companying emotion of which is strong, excite a more lively interest

than a third impression, the feeling of pleasure or pain attached to

which comes between the two. But this interest of an impression

changes not only with the number of those with which it is connected

and with the constant emotion attaching to them, but also with our

momentary state of feeling at the time when it occurs. And for this

state of feeling the total content of the impression has more or less

value, according to the closeness or distance of its relationship to that

which is moving our feeling at the moment. If in the case of the

representing activity as such it was difficult to point out different

degrees of stiength, it seems not less self-evident that all emotions,

on the other hand, have various degrees of intensity. The force

of ideas therefore seems to me to rest on their concatenation

with emotions ;
and if I spoke of their strength I should use the

word merely to express the fact that tlfty are victorious over others,

and the understanding that their victory occurs in this way and in

no other.

265. Respecting the connexion of ideas, a point to which these

remarks have already led us, we have little to recall. We know that,

on the renewal of an idea a, another idea 6 which we have had before

may return to consciousness without requiring any separate external

reason for its reappearance, This fact, which alone can be directly

observed, we interpret as a reproduction of the idea b by the idea a,

voi i* Kb
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without meaning by our use of the word to give any account of the

process through -which a succeeds in lecalling 6. But then from this

fact we infer that, even in the time during which both a and b had

vanished from consciousness, there must have been a closer con-

nexion between them than is given alike to them and to all other

ideas by the fact that they belong to one and the same soul. This

specific connexion we call the association of the ideas a and
,
a name

again which denotes a necessary presupposition but gives no ex-

planation of the exact nature of this connexion, i. e. of that which

distinguishes it from the more iemote connexion obtaining between

all the states of one subject. Any attempt to find such an ex-

planation would be fruitless : but there is another question, which

ought to be answered, viz. What are the universal rules accord-

ing to which this inexplicable junction of ideas takes place?

It is customary to distinguish four kinds of association. Two of

them I hold to be fictions of the brain, and the other two I reduce to

one. The former consist in the assertions that similai or like ideas

on the one hand, and on the other hand opposite ideas are pre-

eminently associated ; and to these assertions I find nothing in in-

ternal obseivation to correspond. I do not know, at least, that the

idea of one tone usually recalls all other tones to memory, or the idea

of one colour all othei colours ; or again, that the idea of brightness

suggests that of daikness, or the sensation of heat the remembrance
of cold. Where anything of this kind seems to occur, it is plainly
due to different causes from the simple association of these ideas as

such. If we are calculating, and at a given moment are engaged in

comparing quantities and referring them to one another, there is a

special reason why the idea of the plus we affirm should make us

think of the minus we i eject. In the night we who are busied with

plans for the future have abundance of leasons for thinking of the

day we long for : and so on in many cases not worth counting up.
The third and fourth classes aie composed of the associations of those

impressions which are perceived either at the same time as parts of a
simultaneous whole, or one dizectly after another as parts of a suc-

cessive whole ; and their existence is testified to in a variety of ways
at every moment of our daily life, the connected guidance of whrch

rests wholly on them. But the separation of these processes into two
classes seems to me needless. Not because the apprehension even of
a epatfal whole takes place, as is supposed, through a successive

movement of the glance which traverses its outlines : I shall have
later pa tp mention the reason why thfe movement is necessary in
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order to make reproduction secure ; but it is none the less indubitable

that the momentary illumination of an electric spark makes it possible
to perceive objects and gives us images of them in memory. What
is of more importance is that in temporal and spatial apprehension
it is just the absence of observable connecting links between a and 3

which joins these two together so closely and in so pre-eminent
a degree, that we give the name of association to their conjunction

alone, although there must be some conjunction between a and c,

b and d, as well. I shall return to this point immediately; but,
before going fuither, I will merely point out how superfluous it is to

distinguish fiom the indirect reproduction of one idea b by another a

the case so far considered the direct recalling of the same a by a.

We should know nothing whatever of this fact, the reproduction of a

former a by the present <z, if the two wre simply present, with no
distinction between them, at the same time. To know the present a

as repetition of the former a, we must be able to distinguish the two ;

and we do this because not only does the repeated a bring with it

the former one which is its precise counterpait, but this former one

also brings with it the ideas cd which are associated with it but not

with the piescnt a, and thereby testifies that it has been an object of

our perception on some former occasion but under different cir-

cumstances.

266. Respecting the great ease with which a successive series of

ideas is repioduced in the order of their succession, a fact which it

would be superfluous to illustrate, an attractive theory has been de-

veloped by Ilcrbart, Let us suppose that the external impressions
ASC ... follow one another in time, and that the first of them

awakens the idea A ; on its appearance in consciousness, which is

never empty, this idea A will at once sustain a check from the con-

tents already present in consciousness; and, owing to this check, its

strength will have been reduced to a at the moment when the new

idea B is aroused. The only association formed therefore will be

between a and B the association aJB and there will be no asso-

ciation AS in consciousness at all. The combination aJ3, again,

sustains the same check, and will be weakened to the degree o b at

the moment when C makes its impression C: the association that

arises will be abC, and no other will arise. Again, when D acts, it

finds abC checked into ape: it is this therefore, and only this, that

connects itself with D. If now the series of external impressions, or

that of their ideas, is repeated, A will not call up all the rest forth-

with, nor will it call them up with the same degree of liveliness, for it

aha
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never was in actual fact connected with them : not until it itself has

sunk to the strength a, will it reawaken B with which alone it was

associated; not until <z 2? in its turn has sunk to a
,
will it reproduce C;

and in this way the series is repeated in memory in its original order.

The advantages of this view are not indissolubly connected with

the conception, which we were unable to accept, of a vaiiable strength

of our ideas. Associations aie not formed between those impressions

alone which we hold apart as separate ideas, each having its distinct

content; but every idea connects itself also with the momentary
tone G which characterizes our univeisal vital feeling, or the general

feeling of our whole state, at the instant when the idea appears ; and,

as many expeiiences testify, the recurrence of the general feeling G
reproduces with no less liveliness the ideas which were formerly con-

nected with it. But, again^the arrival of a new idea A changes this

feeling G into gl
: then the second idea B connects itself with this

association Aglt and in its turn changes g^ into g^ : with this new as-

sociation, and with it alone, is connected C\ and in this way the

succession of these g&g* becomes the clue by help of which the

reproduction of the ideas, in then turn, arranges itself; G must be

changed again into g before B can be again produced by the asso-

ciation gB.
In the next chapter I shall mention other considerations which

recommend this point of view to us ; I content myself here with the

remark that it promises to be of use when we come to consider the

reproduction of the component parts of a spatial image by one an-

other. If we assume that the perception of the spatial image
ABCD is brought about by the eye traversing this whole succes-

sively and repeatedly in various directions ASCD, A CDB, ADCB,
. . , , the question will still remain, how does it come about that a
later consciousness understands the various series, arising from these

voluntarily chosen directions, to be merely various subjective appre-
hensions of the single objective order ABCD ? If this undei standing
is to be attained, it will be necessary that, at every step we choose to

take within A.,.D, the position of each element relatively to its

neighbour should be indicated by a definite general feeling g arising
in the cou.rse of this movement ; and this feeling must be of such a
kind that the various ^s, which arise in the different directions of the
movement from part to part, when compared and adjusted, give as

their result these fixed actual positions of the single ideas in the total

order A BCD. How we are to conceive this process more in detail;
I shall show later on.
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I close here these brief remarks on the forces which are active in

the course of our ideas. I have not noticed the more general share

taken in it by the body. Highly significant as that share is, I should

seek it in a different direction from the present one, There are no

physical analogies either for associations or for reproductions; and

although it is asserted that they too are merely products of co-

operating nervous currents, those who make this assertion have not

yet been able to show, even in a general way, what we should require

to have shown, how these processes can be mechanically construed

at all. But this again is a point to which we shall have to return at

a later time,
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267. IF we glance at a number of coins laid side by side in no

particular order, each of them produces its image in the eye, and

each image produces the corresponding idea. And yet it often

happens that, when we look away, we cannot tell how many coins we
have seen. That, nevertheless, we have seen each and all of them,

and, therefore, that their images have been conscious ideas, we know
from the fact that sometimes we succeed in counting them over in

memory, without needing to have the external impression repeated.

This and countless similar experiences convince us that we have

some ground for distinguishing between feeling and the perception of

what is felt
8
; but at the same time they show that we must not press

this distinction further than the statement that the consciousness of

the relations existing between various single sensations (among
which relations we reckon here the sum formed by the sensations

when united) is not given simply by the existence of these relations

considered as a fact. So far we have considered only single ideas,

and the ways in which they either exist simultaneously in conscious-

ness and act on each other, or else successively replace one another ;

but there exists in us not only this variety of ideas, and this change
of ideas, but also an idea of this variety and of this change. Nor is

it merely in thought that we have to distinguish that apprehension of

existing relations which arises from an act of reference and com-

parison from the mere sensation of the individual members of the

relation
; experience shows us that the two are separable in reality,

and justifies us in subordinating the conscious sensation and repre-

1
[' V<m dem btziehemkn VorsUlhn? Cp sect. 80, end. There is no English

verb for to put in relation ;

'

to
'
refer' has been used wheie a verb seemed indis-

pensable.]
*

[In this sentence Empfittdimg, elsewhere translated 'sensation* to distinguish
it from Gef&M, -which is translated 'feeling,' 'emotion' (see 266), is rendered

feeling,' because we have no verb in English corresponding to the substantive

'sensation.']
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scntation of individual contents to the referring or relating act of
representation^ and in considering the latter to be a higher activity,

higher in that definite sense of the word according to which the

higher necessarily presupposes the lower but does not in its own
nature necessarily proceed from the lower. Just as the external

sense-stimuli serve to excite the soul to produce simple sensations, so

the relations which have arisen between the many ideas, whether

simultaneous or successive, thus produced, serve the soul as a new
internal stimulus stirring it to exercise this new reacting activity.

268. The possibility of all reference and comparison rests on the

continuance in an unchanged form both of the members which are

to be referred to one another, and of the difference between them.

When once two impressions a and b have arisen, as the ideas
'
red' and

'

blue/ they do not mix with one another, disappear, and so form the

third idea c, the idea
*
violet.' If they did so, we should have a

change of simple ideas without the possibility of a comparison
between them. This comparison is itself possible only if one and

the same activity at once holds a and b together and holds them

apart, but yet, in passing from a to b or from b to a, is conscious of

the change caused in its state by these transitions : and it is in this

way that the new third idea y arises, the idea of a definite degree of

qualitative likeness and unlikeness in a and b.

Again : if we see at the same time a stronger light a and a weaker

light b of the same colour, what happens is not that there arises, in

place of both, the idea c of a light whose strength is the sura of the

intensities of the two. If that idea did arise, it would mean that the

material to which the comparison has to be directed had disappeared.

The comparison is made only because one and the same activity,

passing between a and 6, is conscious of the alteration in its state

sustained in the passage ;
and it is in this way that the idea y arises,

the idea of a definite quantitative difleience.

Lastly : given the impressions a and a> that which arises from them

is not a third impression = 20; but the activity, passing as before

between the still separated impressions, is conscious of having sus-

tained no alteration in the passage : and in this way would arise the

new idea y, the idea of identity.

We are justified in regarding all these different instances of y as

ideas of a higher or second order. They are not to be put on a line

with the ideas fiom the comparison of which they arose. The

simple idea of red or blue, as it hovers before us, does not suggest to

us any activity of our own which has contributed to its existence ;
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but, in return for this loss, it gives us a directly perceptible content

The ideas y, on the contrary, have no content at all of their own

which can be perceived by itself. They axe therefore never repre-

sented in the stiict sense of the word, as the simple idea is; never

represented, that is, so that they stand before us now as resting per-

ceptible images. They can be represented only through the simul-

taneous reproduction of some examples or other of a and 3, and

through the repetition of the mental movement from which they

arose.

269. I may look for the objection that this description of the way
in which the relating activity proceeds is strange and incapable of

being clearly construed. I admit the objection, but I see no re-

proach in it. It is possible that better expiessions may be found, to

signify what I mean : my immediate object is to indicate what hap-

pens at least with such clearness that every one may verify its reality

in his own internal observation. It is quite true that, to those who

start from the circle of ideas common in physical mechanics, there

must be something strange in the conception of an activity, or (it
is

the same thing) of an active being, which not only experiences two

stales a and b at the same time without fusing them into a resultant,

but which passes from one to the other and so acquiies the idea of a

third state y, produced by this very transition. Still this process is a

fact ;
and the reproach of failure in the attempt to imagine how it

arises after the analogies of physical mechanics, falls only upon the

mistaken desire of construing the peifeclly unique spheie of mental

life after a pattern foreign to it. That desire I hold to be the most

mischievous of the prejudices which threaten the progress of psy-

chology ; and at this point, which seems to me one of the greatest

importance, I once^moie expressly separate myself from views which

are meeting now with wide-spread assent : fiist (a), from the attempts

to construe the life of the soul materialistically, psycho-physically,

or physiologically, without regard to its specific peculiarities; and,

secondly (j8),
from a view which must always be mentioned with respect,

that view of the psychical mechanism, by which Herbart rendered, up
to a certain critical point, great services to science.

As to the first point (a), these attempts either persistently pass over

the problem whence that unity of consciousness comes, which is testified

to by the most trivial exercise of the activity of representation in com-

parison; or they deceive us by the apparent ease with which single

formulas, believed to have been discovered for single psychical events,

gives rise in their combination to new formulas, in which even the
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desired unity is supposed to be attained. But this whole super-
structure of oscillations upon oscillations, of embracing waves upon

partial waves, this discoveiy of unities in the shape of points of inter-

section for different curves, all this leads to pleasing wood-cuts, but

not to an understanding of the processes they illustrate. Mathe-

matical formulas in themselves determine nothing but quantitative

relations, between the related points which have been brought into

those foimulas by means of universal designations. Such formulas,

therefore, subsume the definite real elements or processes, to which they

are applied, under a universal rule ; and no doubt these elements or

processes may really fall under the rule in respect of those properties

in virtue of which they were subsumed under it. But the universal

rule in its formal expression no longer reminds us of the special

natuie of the object to which it is applied; and thus, partly owing to

the different values given to the quantities contained in it, partly

through its combination with other formulas, a number of conse-

quences can be drawn from it, respecting which it remains entirely

doubtful whether they mean anything whatever when they are applied

to the definite object in question ; or, if they do mean anything, what

the actual processes and agencies are which in the real thing lead to

an occunence corresponding to the result of the calculation. The

first of these two cases I will not discuss further, though examples of

it might be adduced. If we have begun by calling the conditions

under which an effect appeals, a threshold, we must, of course, have

something that either passes over it or fails to reach it
;
and then

these poitiaits of the deductions drawn from a metaphor easily pass

for self-evident facts. If in a calculation, in which x signifies the

liveliness of a sensation, we come to a negative x, we consider our-

selves justified in speaking of negative sensations too. There are

various ways of making mythology : at present the mathematical turn

of imagination seems to take the lead. Respecting the second case

I shall meet with a readier assent Formulas do not produce events ;
\

they copy them after real causes have created them, and they copy

only individual aspects of them. No coincidence of formulas, there-

fore, can ever prove that the events which meet or fuse in them, also

fuse as a matter of course in the real thing without the help of any

particular cause to bring about this union. If this cause, without

which the event is metaphysically unintelligible, could be included in

the calculation, and that in such a way that every peculiarity of its

procedure found a precise mathematical expression, then, and only

then, would these quantities be rightly denominated, and only then
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could the calculus securely predict from their universal relations the

further consequences which may be diawn.

270. In opposition to Herbart, again (#), I must repeat the doubts I

expressed long ago in my Sireitschriften (I, Leipzig, 1857). When
Herbart calls that which goes on in the simple real being when it is

together with others, its self-preservation, he raises hopes that in his

general view the specific conception of activity will get its lights; a

conception which we shall always believe to signify something special

and something really to be found in the world, although we find it

quite impossible to define what we mean by it, when we oppose it to

a mere occuirence, in any way approaching to a mechanical con-

struction. Did we deceive ourselves in this view of Heibart's inten-

tion? Ought we to have taken self-preservation for an active form of

speech describing a mere occurrence, which, without anything being

done by anybody, simply ends, as a matter of fact, with the result

that something continues in preservation, the non-preservation of

which we should rather have looked for as the probable end of the

occuirence?

The further course of the Herbartian psychology would confirm

this interpietation. For, according to this psychology, if the soul was

ever active at all, it never was active but once. It asserted itself

against the stimuli which came from without, by producing the simple

sensations: but from that point it became passive, and allows Us

internal states to dominate its whole life without interference. Every-

thing further that happens in it, the formation of its conceptions, the

development of its various faculties, the settlement of the principles

on which it acts, are all mechanical results which, when once those

primary self-pieservations have been aroused, follow from their

reactions
; and the soul, the arena on which all this takes place, never

shows itself volcanic and writable enough to interfere by new reac-

tions with the play of its states and to give them such new directions

as do not follow analytically fiom them according to the universal

laws of their reciprocal actions.

But the limitation of the soul's activity to these scanty beginnings
was neither theoretically necessary at starting, nor is it recommended

by its results. It was due to Herbart's quarrel with an earlier psycho-

logy, with the assumption of a number of original faculties which,
doubtless to the detriment of science, were then considered to contain

everything necessary to the production of results, whose causes are in

reality formed only by degrees and ought to have been made the

pbject of explanation. Here lie Herbart's unquestionable merits, and
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I need not repeat that I fully recognise them. But they lie side by side

with that which I regret to have to call his error. The mere plurality of

these faculties, even the view of them as mere adjacent facts the real

connection of which remained unintelligible, could not, taken alone,

justify Herbart in going so far the other way as to base the development
of the mind upon a single kind of process and the consequences flowing

from it. For he himself both knew and said that the simple sensations

from which he started are just as independent of one another as were

the faculties he rejected; that we cannot conceive any reason why a soul

that feels ether-waves as colours must, in consistency, perceive air-

waves as sounds; that therefore the soul has just the same number

of piimal faculties irreducible to one another as of single sensations

different from one another. He did not on that account surrender

the unity of the soul, or doubt that in it this multiplicity is bound

together by some connexion, albeit that connexion entirely escapes

us. Now if this one natuic of the soul can produce simultaneously,

or, so to spoak, on the same level of its action, such manifold ex-

pressions? of its essence, why should it not in the same way produce

manifold expicssions successively at different periods of its develop-

ment ? Why should not its own internal states, through their increas-

ing multiplicity, win from it new reactions, for which in their simpler

forms they gave no occasion ? There is certainly nothing impossible

in the idea of a constantly renewed reaction, in which that whole

essence of the soul that is always present casts new germs of de-

velopment into the machinery of its internal states ; and a view that

rejects this source of aid could have proved it to be superfluous only

by its own complete success. That I do not find this view every-

where thus successful, I shall have to mention again; here I will

refer to three points.

First, the deduction of the perception of Space. I have already

spoken of its impossibility and will not refer to it again at length. We
must content ourselves with regarding this perception -as a new and

peculiar form of apprehension, which, proceeding from the essence of

the soul, attaches, as a reaction of the kind just described, to a definite

manifold of impressions, but does not of itself issue from that manifold.

The second point is attention : I shall have to 'mention it directly in

the course of the present discussion* Thhdly, in the case of any act

of reference or comparison, Herbart's psychology seems to me to take

no account of the eye which perceives the relations obtaining between

the single ideas; the consciousness of the investigator which has per-

formed this task of perception everywhere takes the place of the
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consciousness investigated, which is required to perform it. It is of

no avail to answer that it is implied in the very notion of the soul as

something that represents, that it perceives everything that exists and

occurs in it, and therefore that it perceives the relations in which its

single ideas stand to one another: the need of a deduction of the

perception of space is by itself sufficient to disarm this rejoinder. For

Herbart agrees that the impressions which muster in the simple essence

of the soul, are together in the soul in a non-spatial way. A conscious-

ness which as a matter of course perceived their reciprocal relations,

could only apprehend them as they are, as non-spatial. But this is

not what happens: consciousness changes them and leproduces

in perceptions of something side by side in space what in them-

selves are only together with one another in a non-spatial way.
Here then the perception is at the same time a new creation of the

form in which it takes place : but even in those cases where theie is

nothing novel in the reaction to surprise us, the perception of relations

is no mere mirroring of their existence, but at the least the new
deation of the very idea of them.

271. Expressed in Herbart*s terminology, my view would take the

following form. The soul is stimulated by the external sense-stimuli

fyas stimuli of the first older: and in consequence it forms the simple
1

sensations which we know, and to which perhaps the simplest feelings

of sensuous pleasure and pain ought to be added as creations which

arise with equal readiness. But the various relations (whether of

simultaneous multiplicity or of temporal succession) which exist be-

tween the sensations or the images they have left in the memory, do

not simply exist, they form for the soul new stimuli Ja,
stimuli of a

second order, and the soul responds to them by new reactions. These
reactions differ according to the difference of their stimuli, and cannot

be explained fiom these secondary stimuli themselves, but only from
the still unexhausted nature of the soul, which they stir to an expres-
sion of itself for which there was previously no motive Among these

reactions we count the perception of Space, which holds a certain

simultaneous manifold together ; the time-ideas of a change, which
are not given by the mere fact of temporal change ; lastly, not only
these ideas

a of the kind y, which measure theoretically the existing
relations between different contents, but also among other things, the

feelings of pleasure and pain which are connected with these relations.

Obviously, on this view, any condition of feeling or any series of re-

ferririg activities, directed in the way of comparison or judgment to
*

'[' Einfachfin sinnlxchen Enxpfindungcn,' v. note on p. 464.]
*

[v. . 368.]
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different contents of given ideas, may become in its turn a new stimulus

to the soul, an object of a still higher reflexion; but it would be mere

trifling to reckon up reactions of a third and fourth order, unless a

detailed psychology, for which this is no place, had succeeded in

pointing out distinctly in internal observation the processes which would

justify us in assuming this ascending scale of orders. And for the

purposes of metaphysic such a course would bring us no further than

we aie brought alieady by the recognition, once for all, that the soul

is in no case a mere arena for the contentions of its internal states,

but the living soil, which, in each instantaneous creation that it brings

into being, has produced at the same time new conditions for the

generation of still higher forms,

272, Thcie is only one point, therefore, with regard to which I

will continue these remarks. Those ideas 1
y, the origin of which I

touched on above, weie, so far as they were then considered, in them-

selves no more than definite single ideas of a quantitative or qualitative

diJTcience, or of a single case of identity. It is only when we suppose

this same retailing activity of knowledge to be applied to many re-

peated cases of a similar kind, that we understand how the general

ideas of quantity and quality arise in the same way. As to the origin

of univcisal conceptions generally, we are sometimes told that they

arise from our uniting many single examples: those parts of the

examples which are like one another are accumulated, those which

are opposed cancel one another, those which are dissimilar dim one

another. But this mechanical mode of origination presupposes that

the individual ideas, in balancing one another so as to produce the

universal, have disappeared and been lost; and the contrary is the

fact. They continue to exist
;
and it is not out of them that the

universal is pioduced, but side by side with them : it could not be felt

at all as universal, as something that is true of them among others, if

they had vanished and simply left it behind as their production. The

structure of the different kinds of universal conception is very complex,

and it is the business of Logic to analyse it Psychology can do no

more than base their origin on a more or less intricate exercise of the

referring activity through which we apprehend the different relations

of the constituents which have to be united in them. The idea pro-

duced by this group of activities is not of the same kind as those tdeast

which, as the direct result of external impressions, represent a per-

ceptible fixed content; it is a conception, and the apparently simple

name which language gives to it is never more than the expression of

1
[v- P- 47i>]
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a rule which we zequire ourselves to follow in connecting with each

other points of relation which are themselves conceived as universal.

We can fulfil this requirement
1
only if we allow our imagination to re-

present some individual example or other, which answers to this rule,

while at the same time we join to our perception of this individual the

consideration that many other examples, and not this one only or

exclusively, can with equal justice be used as the perceptible symbol
of that which cannot in itself be perceived

273. The fact of attention still remains to be mentioned. It was

depicted by psychologies of an earlier date as a moveablc light which

the mind directs on to the impressions it receives, either with the view

of bringing them foi the first time to consciousness, or else in ordci

to draw the impressions already present in consciousness furni their

obscurity. The first of these alternatives is impossible ; for the sup-

posed light could not seaich in consciousness foi something which is

not there : the second at least leaves the obscurity in which the ideas

are supposed (without any reason being given for
it)

to find themselves,

very obscure* The necessary complement of this view would lie in

the perception that the direction of this movcable light cannot bo acci-

dental, but must depend on fixed conditions, and that therefore it must

naturally be the ideas themselves that altiact attention to themselves.

But I think the view I am speaking ofwas right in tcgarding attention

as an activity exercised by the soul and having the ideas for its objects,

and not as a property of which the ideas arc the subjects. The latter

notion was the one preferred by Hcrbart. According to him, when
we say that we have directed our attention to the idea

, what has

really happened is merely that I, through an increase in its owa

strength, has raised itself in consciousness above the rest of the ideas.

But, even were the conception of a variable strength free from difficulty

in its application to ideas, the task which we expect attention to per-
form would still remain inexplicable. What we seek to attain by
means of it is not an equally increasing intensity of the repiescnted

content, just as it is, but a growth in its clearness; and this rests* in all

cases on the perception of the relations which obtain between its in-

dividual constituents. Even when attention is directed to a perfectly

simple impression, the sole use of exerting it lies in the discovery of

relations; it could achieve nothing, and a mere gazing at the object,
even if it were heightened to infinity, would be utterly fruitless, if there

were nothing in the object or around it to compare and bring into

relation. If we wish to tune a string exactly, we compare its sound
*
[On the nature of Universal Ideas, cp, Logic, sect
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with the sound of another which serves as a pattern, and try to make
sure whether the two agree or differ

;
or else we take the sound of the

string by itself and compare it at different moments of its duration, so
as to see that it remains the same and does not waver between dif-

ferent pitches. We shall assuredly find no case in which attention

consists in anything but this referring activity; and, on the other hand,
there are moments when we cannot collect ourselves, when we are

wholly occupied by a strong impression, which yet docs not become
distinct because the excessive force of the stimulation hinders the ex-

ercise of this constructive act of comparison. So closely is the

distinctness of a content connected with this activity that, even after

the eye has repeatedly traversed the outlines of a sensuous image, we
use a new expedient to secure the image in our memory : we translate

its impression into a description, in which, thiough the aid of the

developed forms of language, the internal relations of the image are

subsumed under the conceptions of position, direction, connexion,
and movement (all of them conceptions of relation), and which pre-

scribes a rule enabling us to re-create the content of the impression

through successive acts of icpresentation or thought.

274, The interest which the idea a possesses at a given moment,
has two factors, the stable value of the idea for emotion, and the

variable significance which this value possesses for our total state at

the particular time. And this interest is the condition which on the

one hand awakes attention and enchains it, and on the other hand

diverts and distracts it. The latter case occurs when the associated

ideas I, ct which a icproduces, exceed a in momentary interest ; then

it is that the course of our thoughts moves in those strange leaps,

which we know so well, which we understand in their general con-

ditions, but the direction of which we can seldom follow in any par-

ticular instance* It is however in this fact, that the idea a is, to a

greater or less extent, able through its associations to attract and bring

back our attention to itself, that the greater or smaller force consists

which it exerts on the course of our ideas ;
and further, it is in this

that there lies the measure of strength which we are accustomed to

ascribe to the idea as an inherent quality* If a has merely served as

a point of transition to the more rapid awakening of other ideas b> c,

neither of which rcconduct us to a, we regard a as an idea that was

weak, or that only raised itself slightly above the threshold of con-

sciousness; and alasl by this figure of speech we too often suppose

ourselves to have described the real condition on which the slight

influence of the idea depends. But it is not at the moment when a is
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passing through consciousness that we rate it as clear or obscure,

strong or weak; it is only at a later time, and when other occasions

reproduce it and convince us that it must have been in consciousness

at a former moment, that it appears to us as an idea that was weak
;

and it appears so, because we do not remember any refening act of

attention which at that time, by analysing its content, made it strong,

or which, by pursuing its relations to other ideas, assigned it a deter-

minate position in the connexion of our inner life. Lastly it is obvious,

according to our general view, not only that every activity of attention

that has been put forth may become an object to a higher conscious-

ness, but also that there need not be any such reflexion on what has

been done. The oftener we have made like relations between a

number of points of icference the object of acts of comparison and

reference, the more is there connected with the new example, in the

manner of a fixed association, the idea of the universal relation under

which its relations arc to be subsumed. When impressions first occur,

we* are often unable to connect and judge them without consciously

considering how we are to use our ideas in order to do so ; but, when

the impressions are repeated, these acts of connexion and judgment

frequently take place without any such considerations being necessary:

and so we are easily deceived into thinking that in these cases there

was really no operation to be performed, and that the mcie existence

ofthe relations between the single impressions makes the perception of

those relations a matter of course.

My object in devoting this chapter entirely to the icferring activity

was to emphasize its decisive importance. I may remind the reader

that it is really this activity whose delicacy is directly measured by the

psycho-physical experiments respecting our capacity foz distinguish-

ing impressions, and that all assertions as to the strength of sensations,

are, in so far as they rest on these experiments, theoretical deductions

drawn from this immediate result of observation.



CHAPTER IV.

The Formation of our Ideas of Space,

275. THE concluding remarks of the last chapter may serve to

introduce the discussion which is to follow on the psychological

genesis of our ideas of space and the localisation of the impressions
of sense. In this discussion I must use the fieedom claimed by

every one who holds, as I do, that our perception of space is merely

subjective. In consistency no doubt we should have to consider our

own body, as well as the organs of sense by means of which it takes

possession of the external world, to be nothing but appearances in

ourselves; to be, that is, the ordered expression of a different

non-spatial order, obtaining between those super-sensuous real

dements, which the all-embracing meaning of the world has made

into a system of direct immediate links of connection between our

soul and the other constituents of the world. It is not impossible to

make this point of view clear to oneself in a general way, and to see

that the questions, now to be dealt with, respecting our sensuous com-

merce with the outer world, might be expressed in the language of

that view; but to cany it out in detail would lead to a prolixity as

intolerable as it would be needless. Needless, for this reason, that,

if the peiception of space is once for all fixed by the nature of our

mind as our mode of apprehension, tins perception has a rightful

existence for us, and we can hardly propose to look down upon that

which has the power of shedding clearness and vividness upon rela-

tions which can be perceived by us only in this way and not m the

form they actually possess. It is enough to have assured ourselves at

a single point in metaphysic that spatiality is only our form of appie-

heuhiou, perhaps also a form belonging to every being that has a

nrind. After it has been shown in a general way how the true intel-

ligible relations of things admit of an ordered manifestation within this

form, we may again merely in a general way, subsume this special

instance of those relations, the structure of our own body, under that

general demonstration ;
but in the further course of our enquiry we

VOL. L i i
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shall everywhere substitute for the conception of the system of intel-

ligible links of connexion between ourselves and the world that spatial

image of our body which, unlike the conception, can be perceived.

Accordingly, we presuppose here the ordinary view ; for us, as for it,

the world is extended around us in space ; we and the things in it

have determinate places in it ; the actions or effects of those things on

us aie propagated in determinate directions up to the surface of our

body, and, passing somehow to the soul, produce in its perception a

spatial image; the component parts of which have the same reciprocal

positions eithei exactly the same or within definite limits the same

as the external things by which they, as sensations, weie produced.

276. Owing to the directness of the impicssion we leceive from

the external world, it seems as though the spatial perception of that

woild came to us without any trouble on our part, as though we need

only open our eyes to take possession of the whole gloiy of the world

as it is. Yet, as we know, and as many experiences at once, remind

us, it is not by merely existing that things are objects of our j>ei-

ception, but solely thiough their effects upon us. Their spatial

lelations, no less than othcis, come to our knowledge not by the

mere fact of theii existence, but only through a co-ordination of their

effects upon us, a co-oidination which couespontte to the relative

position of the points from which those effects proceeded. Ami,

conversely, the possibility of conectly concluding from the impression

these effects pioduce on us to the spatial iclations of their causes,

depends on the extent to which those effects preserve their original

co-ordination in being propagated up to the point at which they

impress us.

But here begin the misunderstandings which obscure the way
before us. Our bodily organs offer an extended surface, on the

vaiious points of which these impressions may be grouped in positions

similar to those held by the points in the outer world, from which

they came. It is therefore possible for an image to be produced
which has the same aspect as the object whose image it is

;
s&ucl this

possibility has often seemed enough to make all further question**

superfluous. But in fuel it has only doubled the problem. If il was

not clear how we perceived the object itself, it is no more clear how

we perceive its image; and the fact that one resembles the other
'

makes matters no plainer. So long as this image consists simply in

a number of excitations of nervous points arranged in a figure cor-

responding to the figure of an external object, it is no more than a

copy, brought nearer to us or diminished, of that which may be the
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object of a future perception, but it does not give us any better

rationale of the piocess through which that thing becomes the object of

perception.

The question how this fact of nerve-excitation becomes an object

of knowledge for the soul at once gives rise to divergent views. We
may imagine the soul to be immediately present in the eye : there, as

though it weie a touching hand, with its thousand nerve-points it

appichcnds the individual coloured points exactly in the position

they actually have in the eye ;
and to many this view seems to make

everything clear. They forget that it would be just as difficult to

show how the feelings of touch which the hand receives justify us in

referring the various points apprehended to definite positions in space:

before they could do so we should have to presuppose that each posi-

tion of the hand in space was already an object of that perception

which was piecisely what \ve were trying to explain ; then, no doubt,

it would be certain that every point of colour lies at that spot in space

where the hand apprehends it. Others appeal to the physiological

fact that stimulations of the nerves are conducted to the brain by

isolated fibies, which may be supposed to lie (where they end in the

central portions) in the same Older in which they begin in the organ

of sense. Thus, it is said, each impression will be conducted by itself

and free from intermixture with others, and all the impressions will

retain, in being conducted, the same geometrical relations of position

which they possessed in that organ All that this idea accomplishes,

again, is to bring the copy, which has taken the place of the distant

external thing, rather nearer to the spot where we suppose the

mysterious transition of the physical excitation into a knowledge of

that excitation to take place.

But how does this come about ? How does the soul come to know

that at this moment there is a stimulation of three central nervous

points, which lie in a straight line or at the corners of a triangle ?

It is not enough that that which happens in these points should have

differences in its quality, and produce on the soul an effect correspond-

ing to those differences: but it would also be necessary that the

spatial relation of the stimulating points should not only exist, but

should also produce an effect on the soul and so be observed by it.

Perhaps at this point we might conceive of the soul itself, or of

Us consciousness, as an extended space, into which the excitations of

the nerves might be continued in their original order and direction ;

and then the whole solution of the riddle would consist in a mere

transition. But, even if we supposed the many impressions to have

ii 2
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thus really appeared in the soul in exactly that shape in which they

came from the external objects, still this fact would not be the

perception of this fact. Even if we regarded each of these excitations

not simply as the condition of a future sensation, but as a present

state of the soul, a conscious sensation, yet, in spite of this, the

perception of the relations between them would remain to be ac-

complished by a leferring consciousness, which in the unity of its

activity excludes the spatial distinctions holding between its objects.

When we perceive the points a, 3, ct in this order side by side, our

consciousness sets a to the left and c to the right of b : but the idea of

a, through which we thus lepresent a, docs not lie to the left, nor the

idea of c to the right, of the idea of 6
,
the idea itself has not these

predicates, it only gives them to the points of which it is the idea.

And, conveisely, if we still suppose consciousness to be a space, and

further that the idea of a lies in it to the left of the idea of 6, this diet

would still not be the same thing with the knowledge of it; the ques-

tion would always repeat itself, How does the extended soul succeed in

distinguishing these two points of its own essence, which at a given

moment are the places where that essence is stimulated ; and by what

means does it obtain a view of the spatial line or distance which

sepai atcs the two from one another? The connecting, rcfciring, and

comparing consciousness, which could perform this task, could never

be anything but an activity which is unextcnded, intensive and a

unity even if the substantive being to which we ascribed this

activity were extended. In the end the impiessions would have to

pass into this non-spatial consciousness; and therefore we gain

nothing for the explanation of the perception of space by interposing

this supposition, a supposition which in any case is impossible for

us to accept.

277. Let us return then to the other idea, that of a super-sensuous

being, characterised only by the nature of its activity. Now it i

doubtless incorrect to think of the soul under the image of a point,

for, if a thing is non-spatial, its negation of extension ought not to

be expressed in terms of space ; still the comparison may Ixj admitted

here where we only wish to draw conclusions from that negation.

This premised, it is obvious that all those geometrical relations which

exist among the sense-stimuli and among the nervous excitations

they occasion, must completely disappear in the moment when they

pass over into the soul : for in its point of unity there is no room for

tfreir expansion, Up to this point the single impressions may be

conducted by isolated nerve-fibres which preserve the special nature
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of each impiession; even in the central portions of the nervous

system similar separations may still exist, although we do not know
that they do so ;

but in the end, at the transition to consciousness, all

walls of partition must disappear. In the unity of consciousness

these spatial divisions no more exist than the rays of light which fall

from various points on a conveiging lens continue to exist side by side

in the focal points at which they inteisect. In the case of the rays

indeed the motion with which they came together makes it possible

for them to diverge again, beyond the focal points, in a similar

geometrical relation; in the present case, on the other hand, the

required continuation of the process consists not in a re-expansion

of the impressions into a real space, but in the production of an idea

the idea of a space and of the position of the impressions in that

space. This perception cannot be delivered to us ready-made. The

single impressions exist together in the soul in a completely non-

spatial way and arc distinguished simply by their qualitative content,

just us the simultaneous notes ofachoid are hcaid apart from one

another, atul yet not side by side with one another, in space, From
this non spatial material the soul has to re-create entirely afresh the

spatial image that has disappeared; and m order to do this it must be

able to assign to each single impression the position it is to take-up
in this image relatively to the lest and side by side with them. Pie-

supposing then, what wo do not think need be fuither explained, that

for unknown reasons the soul can and must apprehend in spatial

forms what comes to it as a number of non-spatial impiessions, some

clue will be needed, by the help of which it may find for each impres-

sion the place it must take, in order that the image that is to arise in

idea may be like the spatial figure that has disappeared.

278, We may illustiate this icquiicment in a very simple way.

Ixtt us suppose that a collection has to be arranged in some new

place in exactly the name order that it has at present There is

no need to keep this order intact during the transport; we do what-

ever ifi most convenient for the purposes of transport, and when it is

finished we anange the several pieces of the collection by following

the numbers putted on them. Just such a token of its former spatial

position must be possessed by each impression, and retained through-

out the time when that impression, together with all the rest, was

present in a non-apatial way in the unity of the soul Where then

does this token come from ? It cannot be the point in external space

from which the sense-stimulus starts, that gives to it this witness of Us

origin. A blue ray of light may come from above or from below, from the
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right or from the left, but it tells us nothing of all this ; it itself is the

same in all cases. It is not until these similar stimuli come in contact

with our bodies that they are distinguished, and then they aie dis-

tinguished according to the different points at which they meet the

extended surface of our organs of sense. This accoidingly may be the

spot at which the token I am describing has its origin, a token which is

given along with the stimulus in consequence of the effects produced

by it at this spot, and which in the case of each single stimulus is

distinct and different fiom that given along with any other stimulus.

And now that fact regains its importance, which we could not

admit as a shoit-hand solution of these problems ; the isolation of the

conducting nerve-fibres. I cannot help lemaiking in passing that

physiology is mistaken when it finds the exclusive object of the

structure of the nervous system in the unmixed conduction of indivi-

dual excitations. In the optic neive wo find this stiuetuie devoted to

that purpose ;
but the olfactory nerve, which possesses it no less, shows

very little capacity for arousing such a multiplicity of separate sensa-

tions as would correspond with the number of its individual fibres.

Nor is it only in the nerves that we meet with these elongated unrami-

fied fibies
; we find them in the muscles also, and yet the isolated

excitation of a single fibre certainly cannot be the object here, whore

the simultaneous and like stimulation of many fibies in icquired for

the attainment of any useful result Thus we must suppose, I

think, that the wide diffusion of this stiuetuie of the fibres has

a mote gencial explanation. Perhaps their forms were the only ones

possible to the forces which shape an organic form, and a foundation

for greater effects may have been producible only through adding

together such elementary organs. Perhaps again the physical pro-

cesses, on which the activities of life rest, are necessarily connected,

within narrow limits, with the fineness of the fibre, and could not take

place in masses of a thickness discernible to the naked eye. But

however this may be, however this structure came into being, -when

once it is present, it can without doubt be used for the purpose
of separating the impressions of sense. Each tangle fibre, at the

spot where it receives the stimulus, can attach to it the extra-impres-
sion described, and can transmit it to consciousness, stamped with

this character, and preserved by the isolation of the fibre from mixture

with other physical excitations.

279. A further assumption is necessary before we can make UHC

of this process to explain the localization of impressions We must

suppose that similar stimuli give rise in each nerve-fibre to a special
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extra-impression, an extra-impression which is different in the case

of every single fibre, and which connects itself, in the manner of an

association, with that main impression which depends on the quality

of the stimulus, connects itself, therefore, in such a way that neither

of the two impressions, the main one and the extra one, intei feres

with the peculiar nature and tone of the other. It must be confessed

that we have no anatomical knowledge of a diversity in the single

ntTve-fibies so manifold as this assumption requires But this diver-

sity may consist not only in piopcrties which escape all the expedients

our external observation can employ, but in the very spatial position

of the fibie; we might suppose, that is, firstly, that in a number of

fibres lying side by side interactions take place which produce dif-

ferent slates of susceptibility in the fibres lying at different spots in

this system ; and, secondly, it it> no less possible that the excitations

o( each fibre may acquire a particular tone from the effect produced

on it by occmrences in the sunounding tissues. But this question of

detail, ajr/.ini, we must leave undiscussed ;
what is certain is that no

oilier view of the matter can dispense with an assumption similar to

that for which we have suggested an explanation. In order to know

whether a push we felt when our eyes were shut came against

our hand or our foot, it is necessary that, the two pushes being in

oilier respects of equal measuiement, the total impression should be

different in the two cases. In such a case it is of no use to appeal

to associations, and to say that on a former occasion the impression

ot the push was connected with a simultaneous visual perception of

the place that received it, and that now when the push is repeated it

reproduces this perception. For in the course of life we unfortunately

so often receive pushes on all parts of the body, that the impression in

question will have associated itself almost indiscriminately with the

images of till of them : it will be impossible, therefore, in the case of

a repetition to decide to which of these parts the impression is to be

referred, unless in this new case the impression itself once more tells

us to which of them we are to refer it : it is necessary, in other words,

that the impression now recurring should be provided with a clear

token of its present origin. Let A JB C, then, stand for three diverse

htimuli/yr for three different spots in an organ of sense, TT*C/> for

three specific extra-impressions, which those spots connect with the

main sensations occasioned by A JB C : then the difference between

those; connected local signs ir*p will be the clue by means of which

the sensations falling upon p q r can be localised in separate places in

our perception of space. The associations AirAxAp will signify
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lliree similar impressions which have fallen on the Afftrmt spots/ qr

of the organ of sense, and which aie pieventecl by this veiy difieience

in their local signs from being fused into one sensation, a fusion

which could not have been prevented if the three ^fs had been pei fectly

identical
1

; smde, where no distinctions exist, no activity of conscious

ness can make them. The associations ATTK Cpt
on the other hand,

will signify thiee dissimilar impressions which affect those three

different spots in the organ at the same time
;
these impressions, o\\ ing

to their qualitative diffei once, need nothing fuithei to pi event their

fusion into one sensation, and all that TTK/> give them is their >patiul

ainingement Lastly, AK BK, CK would be the same three tfissnnihn

stimuli, acting on one and the same spot q in the oigun of sense, and

theiefore, as we seem obliged to suppose, appealing mcamvdy at

the same point iri our perception of space,

280. I have no desire to conceal the difficulties which aiise when

these considerations are pursued further. As long as we abstain

iiom considering the differences between the organs of sense, and

only tiy to fix in a geneial way the rcquhements we have to satisfy,

it is possible to form many different views respecting the uatuie

and genesis of local signs. The simplest would be one I have men

tioned in passing, that the extra-] >io< 'ess destined to ai'emupuny

the mam impieasion takes place directly, and at first as a physical

excitation, in the same nerve-fibre which is affected by an external

stimulus. In that case it would depend on the form of exdtatiou

which was found to be the general mode of activity in the news,

whether it could permit the simultaneous conduction, without inter-

mixture, of two diflcrent processes : and even if we found that this

was not possible in the case of two excitations of the same kind, still

it might be so when one of the two pioccsses wan the extni -excitation

which accompanies the main movement issuing fioin the .stimulus,

but is not of the same kind with it However, the whole support ion

of a double conduction fails to attain its object, !
4\>r it involves tin*

tacit presupposition that two processes, which, without being other

wise connected, pioceed along the same nerve-fibre, thereby tic

quire a permanent association : and this presupposition rents in the

end on a mode of thought which we were unable k> accept, cm

the notion, I mean, that the meie fact of the excitations existing wide

by side in space is sufficient to give rise to the idea of their intrinsic

connexion. On a former occasion I compared consciousness, by

way of figure, to a single vessel
; and the various excitations, which

1

[Le. if Ar, A#, fy had been simply A, A, A or ATT, Air, Aw.|
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were conducted to this vessel and flowed into it through different

pipes, were supposed at last to meet m it and mix indiscriminately

togethei. We need not keep to this figure; but however we like to

picture the transition into consciousness, the mere fact that A and if

S and K
t
C and p were together in space, will give consciousness

no token that it is to connect them exactly in this way instead of

joining A to *, B to p, and C to .

Accordingly, the other supposition seems to me more natural than

this of a double conduction, the supposition that the main impres-
sion and the extra-excitation really give rise in each fibre to one total

state, which is conducted as a total state and occasions nothing but

one total sensation. If this sensation remained by itself alone, we
should feel no occasion to distinguish different elements in it, any
moie than violet, if we knew nothing but it, would suggest to us to

separate red and blue from one another in it. But many different

stimuli aie m process of time connected with one and the same

extia-proiess; and it may be that the comparison of these cases

would arouse an activity of separation which would analyse the total

impressions into their component parts, but which would at the same

time learn to refer the local sign, thus separated, in each case to that

qualitative impression fiom which it was parted in thought and in

thought alone. It is possible to find instances in which this actually

occurs. The effect produced by a tone must be apprehended as an

excitation which is at first one and total, in the sense above described :

but not only does the coznpanson of many successive tones enable us

to distinguish the quality from the height of each, but fuither, when

wo hour several tones at once, we aie able to attach each quality to

the height of the note fiom which it was thus separated The

artificiality of this point of view may make us distrust it, but we

shall not find it easy to escape this artificiality by taking another

road.

Let us put aside altogether, what is quite unessential, the image of

the soul as a point at which all the impressions conducted to it

disehaigc themselves. Let us suppose, what we shall afterwards find

confirmed, that the semi perceives the physical nervous processes

directly at the spot where they reach the final form in which they are

destined to be objects of its perception. Still there remains the

question we would HO gladly avoid : supposing the soul has appre-

hended many impressions in this way, either at the same time or

one after the other, it can analyse each of them into the components

described above ;
what determines it then not to allow these com-
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ponents to fall asundei but to hold them togethei in a way cor-

responding to the connexion from which it has previously disjoined

them? We see, then, that the artificiality lies in the' fact itself, or in

that view of the fact which alone remains open to us now, in the

enigmatical nature of associations generally. I reminded the leader

in a foimei passage that in using this name\\e aie merely designating

a fact we are obliged to assume, without being able to give any

account of the means by which it is hi ought about. And now it

seems to me that the source of the doubts that beset us here is that

we cannot peisuade ourselves to renounce our search for a mechanism

which would bring about this connexion of states alter the analogy

of physical processes. Such a constiuction we shall < ertamly never

find. On the other hand, if we are tempted to regard assot i.itions

as a peculiarly of the psychical activity, to which theie is no analogy

elsewhere, we are hold back by the undoubted (act that we do not yet

possess any intelligible general point of view which would exhibit the

ratio Itgis in every case, and which would explain not only the con-

nexion at this point but its absence at that point: instead of ibis we

are fenced in each paiticular caso to make assumptions which appear

artificial because they are always constiucted at! hw. \ believe then

that the hypothesis I have been speaking of hens thai ol the origin

of the local sign in the stimulated nerve itself, might be maintained;

but, later on, I shall substitute for it another hypothesis, according

to which the extia-produetion of the lo< al Mgn is less dim.t ; and uiy

reason is not that th<* second hypothesis is free from the difficulties

of the first, but that it offeis other advantages, At present we will

proceed lor a moment with our general remaiks.

281* If the local signs v*f> merely differ generally in quality, it is

true that they would suffice to prevent throe perfectly similar stimuli

from coalescing, and to make them appear as three institutes ol'ihi;

same felt content. But the only result would be an impulse to hold

the sensations apart in a geneiul way ; there would be nothing to

lead us on to give to the sensations thus produced a definite total-

isation in space. It is this that is left unnoticed by those who regard

the isolated conduction of throe impressions by three fibres UH u

sufficient reason, taken by itself, for their being perceived UH spatially

separate. Even if (in the absence of the extra local signs) this

isolation were a sufficient condition of the three impressions being

distinguished as three, yet the question whether they were to be

represented at the comers of a triangle or in a straight line, could

only be decided by a soul which already possessed that capacity of
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localisation which we are trying to understand. In this case the

soul would stand, as it were with a second and inner vision, befoie

the open key-boaid of the central nerve-terminations, would see them

lying ready side by side, and doubtless would very easily refer the

ai riving excitations to the places occupied by those keys on which

they produce some observable motion. If this is impossible, as it is,

just as little would it be possible for the local signs given along with

sensations to produce a real localisation of the sensations, if these local

signs simply differed without being also comparable. If they are to

lead to this localisation they must necessarily be members of series

or of a system of scries, in each of which there must be some general

characteristic in common, but within its limits a diffeience, measur-

able in some way, of every individual from every other. If

K = 9T 4 A, />
= TT + a A, or K = p A,

then, but only then, can these signs be the reason why a perception,

which can and must apprehend these arithmetical differences in some

spatial way 01 other, should place J?K nowhere but in the middle

between Air and C/>. And if more than one series of this kind is

involved, so that the general character of the local signs in the one

is qualitatively distinguished from that of the other, still even in the

transition fioin scries to series this alteration of quality must somehow

pioceed by measurable differences; otherwise we should not know

how great, in terms of space, is the declination of some of the im-

pressions from the straight line which is the shape others are to take

in the perception.

282. This postulate is closely connected with the settlement of

another question. Wherever the local signs may arise, there is no

doubt that, to start with, they are physical excitations which arise,

on occasion of the stimulus, in the stimulated spot, this spot having

an individuality or special nature of its own. We have gone on to

assume as self-evident, that they then produce sensations, states of

consciousness, just as the main impressions do which they ac-

company ;
and that, from a comparison ofthe associations which have

thus arisen, a referring activity decides what relative position each

impression is to take among the rest. Now is this necessary? Or

does it suffice to regard #/> simply as physical piocesses which do

not themselves appear in consciousness, and merely determine the

direction in which consciousness guides each impression to its place

in the perceived space? Now, supposing we adopt the second of

these alternatives, the difficulty remains that it will be just as necessary

for the unconscious faculty of localisation as it was for the consciousj
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that the local signs should stand in the reciprocal relations we have

indicated
;
otherwise this faculty will have nothing to determine it to

the definite diiections spoken of. This will at any rate be necessary
if we are to hold in this case to that general rationality of the

phenomena which alone gives any interest to attempts to explain

them : for of course it is possible to take a purely fatalistic view, and

to say, It simply is the fact that, if the spot / is stimulated the

ensuing sensation must take the place xt
and if the spot q is stimu-

lated the ensuing sensation must take the placey ;
and theie is no rule

or reason why the existence of one of these lelations should involve

that of the other. On this assumption any further hypotheses as to

the nature of the local signs would be supeifluous : but then on this

assumption all investigation would be superfluous, foi thcic would be

nothing to investigate. If however that general lationality of phe-
nomena is admitted, then I find no sufficient clearness in the

theoiy that our deteimination of place in perception is conducted

unconsciously. For this reason: according to the theory there Ls

something which determines the position to be given to each single

impression in the space peicewcd. This something, this ground of

deteimination, must remain conjoined with this single impicssion and
with it alone (for it holds good of it and of no othei impression;,
It cannot be mciely a piior pioccss determining the future localise ion

;

it must be a permanent definite maik attached to that idea \\hoso

localisation it is to fuither. And, since the idea now appears in

consciousness, it is difficult to imagine how the grounds of determi-

nation can leave such an aftei-cffect attached to the ulcn, as would

operate in consciousness and yet not appear in thai same con-

sciousness.

Here again there lie moie general difficulties which interrupt our

course. It is, once more, because we are accustomed to observe the

external world, that we naturally separate any occmrcncc produced by
causes into a piececling impression on the one side, and a subsequent
'reaction on the other. In a chain of processes, in which each link is

the sufficient reason only of the next, we may make this distinction

between the first link a and the last link z
\ but it is useless lo interpose

between the next neighbour a and b another impression, which it is

supposed that a must have already made before it can call forth h as a
reaction. We are separating what is really a unity, the occurrence
which is at once reception of an impression and reaction against it ;

and it is this false separation which in the present case makes it seem
the external stimulus should first produce in the soul tin
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impression which is not yet consciousness, and that the conscious

sensation should afterwards follow on this impression as a reaction.

But it is easy to see that this interposition can be carried on ad

infinitum. On such a view, the activity of sensation, in its turn, could

not react in consequence of the unconscious impression till it had been

stimulated by it if, that is, the impression had produced in it a second

unconscious state : and it would be only to this second stimulation

that the activity of sensation would respond with its conscious mani-

festation. On this point I accept Herbart's opinion : a conscious idea

is ihrcttly an act of self-preservation against a disturbance. This dis-

turbance does not first appear apart, and then call forth the idea as a

reaction.' The disturbance only threatens, its threat is only effective,

it itself only exists in so far as it asserts itself in the idea itself which,

but for it, would not have existed. But 1 will not pursue these doubts.

They cannot be definitely set at rest. We have assuredly no right to

inteipose some meie lifeless impression between two adjacent links of

a causal connexion: but still it remains undecided whether, as a

matter of fact, the physical excitation in the nerve, and the psychical

process of sensation, do form such adjacent links of a chain. It is not

necessary that the sufficient giound for the arousal of a sensation or

idea should consist in the connecting link of an unconscious state of

the soul ; but it is possible that it may consist in this. Accordingly

I do not put forward my view as anything more than the hypothesis

that I prefer. It may be slated thus : if the physical processes IF K p

are the local signs directly used by a referring activity when it deter-

mines the position of the sensations in the perceived space, they are so

used not as physical processes, nor through the instrumentality of un-

conscious impressions aroused by them in the soul, but in the shape

of conscious sensations resulting from them. I shall return to the

objections which stand in the way of this supposition, and consider

them in detail*

283. These then arc the general postulates to which the local signs

have to conform. And it is these postulates alone that I regard as a

necessary metaphysical foundation for our spatial perceptions. Shortly

expressed, they come to the one requirement, that all the spatial rela-

tions of the stimuli acting on us should be replaced by a system of

giwlmitfd qualitative tokens. In adding some instances in fuller

detail I am quite aware of the many abiding difficulties which could

only be removed by an accurate consideration of all the experience

that is available to us, or that may become so. Nothing but experience

can disclose to us the means by which the local signs we require
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are really produced ;
and I do not think this production takes place

in the same way in the case of the two senses which have to be

considered.

In the first case, that of sight, the first of the suppositions men-

tioned appeared to me impiobable, I mean the supposition that the

local signs arise directly in the spot stimulated. Even supposing
that the same kind of light X, falling on various points of the retina,

produced sensations of colour somewhat differing from each other, C
in the point /, and c in ^, still there will always be another kind of

light /, which occasions in q that same sensation C which L excites

in p. Accordingly it cannot be this difference of quality in the

impression that gives the leason for referring that impression to

a definite spot p 01 q. On the other hand, there seemed to me to be

a real importance in the fact that, from the yellow spot on the retina

for our purposes let us say, from the central point E of the

retina where the sensitiveness is greatest, there is a gradual diminu-

tion of irritability in all directions, until at the edges of the hemi-

spherical distribution of the nerves this
irritability entirely disappears.

This fact, again, taken by itself is not sufficient for our purpose : for

a weak stimulation of a spot lying near the point E would necessarily
have the same effect as a stronger stimulation of a spot at a greater
distance from E. But if a stimulus in the way of light falls on onu
of these side-spots/, it also makes the eye turn to such an extent and
in such a diiection that the ray meets, instead of/, the point of clearest

vision E. This direction of the glance, as it is commonly called, is

accompanied by no idea of the end it actually serves, or of the means
by which it is brought about. It must thciefore be regarded, at any
rate originally, not as an intentional act, but a,s an automatic move-
ment, a physical effect due to the stimulus and unknown to the soul

Accordingly the following hypothesis seemed to be admissible : in the

cential organs the single fibres of the optic nerve are mechanically
connected with the motor nerves of the muscles of the eye in such
a way that the stimulation of each of the former is followed by
a definite excitation of the latter, from which it lesults that the eye is

turned in a particular way. How this mechanical connexion of the

sensory and motor nerves is effected, is a question which does not
touch our present object; and the settlement of it may be left to

Physiology, which has to raise the same question in regard to many
other reflex motions.

284. The motions just described would satisfy the requirements to

t* fulfilled by the local signs, lip is the point stimulated, / E would
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be the arc which has to be traversed in order that the point of clearest

vision JTmay be stimulated instead of/>; if q is stimulated, the corre-

sponding curve is q E\ these motions will be different in every case,

but the diffeience between them will be merely one of magnitude and

diiection. But then, on my hypothesis, it was not these motions

themselves, but the sensations excited by them, which were to be

directly used as the signs TT */> of the spots p q r. Now a movement,
in occurring, occasions a sensation or feeling of our present state,

which is different from the feeling of the non-occurrence of the move-

ment : and we even when at rest distinguish the momentary position

of our limbs, produced by former movements, from that position

which is not now present : these are facts which need no proof, how-

ever simple or however complicated may be the conditions which give

rise to these feelings. But a further assumption is necessarily involved.

We must suppose that the perceptible differences of the feelings in

question cotrespond in their turn to the slightest differences of those

movements which the eye needs in order to turn its glance from one

point of the field of vision to its next neighbours: and this hypothesis

may arouse graver doubts. These doubts, however, leally apply, I

think, only to a point which is of no decisive importance here. No

doubt, 4%s a matter of fact, we notice those minimal movements, which

the glance has to make in passing from one point of the field of

vision to the next point, and from that again to the next ;
but to our

immediate feeling they seem merely a greater or smaller alteration of

our state, a gi eater or smaller degree of a change which does not alter

its character. We cannot here, any more than in the case of our other

sensations, reduce the magnitude of these steps to comparable arith-

metical values, so an to judge that one of them is double or half as

great as another. The reason why this becomes possible is that the

movements described biing a number of distinguishable points one

after another lo the spot of clearest vision, and the images of these

points, instead of at once disappearing again, remain for sensation

Hidu by side with one another: and it is only the number of these dis-

tinguishable points which enables us to interpret the differences in

our feelings of movement as expressive of equal or unequal spaces

traversed, or of definite differences between these spaces. Thus if the

eye were shut or did not see, it would doubtless be aware, from the

immediate feeling of movement, that the curve/E is smaller than the

curve qK (which it would describe if it continued the same move-

ment), and that ? E is smaller than r E\ but these feelings would not

enable it to determine the co-ordinates of that point x in the field of
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vision which would meet its glance if it were opened or began to see.

It is only the series of images which pass befoie the seeing eye while

it moves, and which remain side by side for some time so that they

can be compared, that enable us to give an accurate quantitative inter-

pretation to the different sections of a series of feelings of movement.

If we follow with our eyes from beginning to end a line of one colour

diawn before us, doubtless we are conscious of a continuous and

homogeneous movement of the glance ; but suppose there is a stroke

drawn acioss the line near the beginning, marking off a small pait of

it, we cannot guess how many moie fractions of the same size the

rest of the line will contain : it is only by marking them off that we

can tell their number and be sure that they are equal. How is it

again that we leain this last fact, the equality of the distinguished

paits ? Is it by keeping the head fixed and turning the eye in such a

way that these paits of the line, from a to
,
aie brought one after the

other into the direction of clearest vision? And do we then judge

that the movements &t, c <f, de, up to^a, in each of which the eye

starts from a different position, and which really would not be equally

great, are equally great, and therefore that the parts a &, be . . >y% aic

also equal? We cannot ascertain their equality in this way. Any
attempt to do so accurately is really made thus : in looking at the

stai ting-point a, I, c of each line a 6, b c
t
cd we place the eye so that

the direction of its glance forms in every case the same angle with

the diiection of the piece to be judged, e.g. a right angle : the move-

ments which the eye has then to make in order to go from a to i, 6

to t,y to 0, aie not only equal in magnitude (supposing the lines to be

equal), but they are identical, since the position from which they start

is in each case the same, and the position in which they end is in each

case the same. If, on the other hand, the lines are unequal, one of

the movements is readily felt in a general and inexact way to be

smaller or greater than another, since the position of the eye, at any

rate at starting, is the same in "each case.

Thus, as with all sensations, our original capacity of estimating

impressions quantitatively would (apart from the results of practice)

rest on the possibility of generally recognising what is exactly like as

like, and what is different as different And I do not think that for

our purposes any more delicate sensibility is required. I do not mean

that the two local signs Trss/^andpssrJ?' would enable the soul

forthwith to set the two sensations A and B connected with them at

* [The letters on the right hand stand now not for the movement* themselves

but fot the feelings answering to them.]
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definite points in a circular field of vision : it suffices that these signs
secure to the impressions their positions in relation to one another ;

that, for example, they make it necessary to set B between A and C
and nowhere else. With these explanations as to details, I think we

may hold to the theory that the feelings of movement vnp are the

diiect local signs of the sensations. But each of these feelings them-

selves is at bottom a series of momentary feelings of position answering
to the various places traversed by the eye in its movement. In order

to keep the signs as simple as possible I merely mention this here, and

shall use ir to indicate the whole series of the successive sensations

w < "r ff
a > which follow each other as the eye turns along the

curve p E.

285. The further application of these ideas will be as follows. If

we assume that the first impression of light felt in our lives affected the

lateral spot p, it will follow that there succeeded an actual movement

f>
E

9 and that, during this movement, there took place the series TT of

successive feelings of the position of the eye. If the same impression
is repeated, the same movement will ensue

; and the fact that an

identical stimulation has occurred in the past will make no difference

to the present one. But the case will be otherwise if at the moment

of their second stimulation another stimulus affects the spot q, and

solicits, with a force equal to that of the fiist stimulus, a movement of

the eye directly opposite to that which is required by p. The result

here will be that the eye remains at rest: but at the same time the

two impulses to movement, which in their effects cancel one another,

will not on that account be a mere zero ; as excitations of the nerves

they will remain, just as the force of gravity in two masses remains,

although those masses counterbalance one another in the scales and

therefore do not move them. The operation of that force consists in

the bending of the beam and in the piessure exerted on the point of

suspension. And I see no reason why, in the case before us, the two

excitations, which are prevented from producing an effect in the way
of movement, should not still be repicsented in the soul by two definite

feelings, so that the equipoise of opposed forces would be something

different from the repose due to the mere absence of excitation.

No doubt, if this is so, we must once more reform our idea of it or

*, So far we have regarded them as feelings which arise from the

movement set up ;
thus they will not occur unless the movements do.

But I do not doubt that the stimulation of the spot p, apart from the

actual movement connected with it, can arouse a feeling by its mere

existence and occurrence, and that by means of this feeling the

VOL. i. K k
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presence of a thwarted impulse may be indicated to consciousness and

so distinguished from the mere absence of the impulse. This feeling

we should now legard as the first link *T
O
in that seiies w =/ #, which

is pioduced during the movement / JE> and of \\hich each link vlA will

now stand for a momentary feeling of position and also for the

momentary remnant of a thwaited impulse to movement. Now,

taken by itself, 7r will be simply a feeling, a way in which we aie

affected, and it will not of itself point to its causes or its possible

effects. But then in that fiist experience the whole further series

TT connected itself with the first link; this series is associated with *TO

and, on the repetition of ITO,
it also will be reproduced. Accordingly,

though there is no movement of the eye, there arises the recollection

of something, gicater or smaller, which must be accomplished if the

stimuli at^ and q, which aiousc only a weak sensation, arc to aiouse

sensations of the highest dcgiec of strength and clearness* This is

what happens at first; but if the soul has leaint that the movements

of the eye, reported by its feelings, are movements, are, that

is, alterations of the relation in which the oigan of sensation

stands to a number of what may be treated as fixed simultaneous

objects; and if finally the soul both can and must apprehend the

differences between such lelations in n spatial form,- in this <asu

the idea of that something to be accomplished will be tiansformed

into the idea of a greater or smaller spatial distance between the

impressions falling on / and q and that middle point of the perceived

space which corresponds to the point K m the eye* If, lastly, we add

that to each of the many stimuli which at one and the same time

excite the spots p $ r . . of the rKina, there is now conjoined the

corresponding seiies TT K p of reproduced feelings, the result will be

that owing to movements once performed and now rcmumljcrcd, the

eye, even when at lest, will be able to assign to each impression its

position among the rest

286* I should be very prejudiced if I felt no alarm at the arti-

ficiality of these ideas* But my intention was not to recommend the

hypothesis at all costs, but honestly to recount all the presuppoHitionM

it involves; and, further, I do not know that it is possible to rach
the end we aim at in any simpler way, or that the artificiality lies

anywhere but in the facts themselves. The fact itself in HUatigc

enough and it cannot bo got rid of that we can .see an unnum-
bered mass of different-col(mrod points at once, and can distinguish

It must be posnible, therefore, that what we require should

effected ; it must be possible for a large number
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to be in consciousness without mingling together; there must be
in each of them something, some *

reason,' which makes it appear
now at one point in space, and now at another point; and these

various 'reasons' again, which are piesent simultaneously, must

operate without intermixture, each of them in exclusive relation to the

definite impicssion it belongs to. In other words, the same com-

plicated relations which we assume between the feelings of movement,
must exist between any other possible elements which we might
substitute for those feelings. The only question, therefore, is whether
internal expciience witnesses to the truth of our hypothesis, or

whether any other source of knowledge opposes to it objections
which ate insuperable.

As to the first point, of course, I cannot tell whether others find in

themselves what I find in myself. If I ask what meaning an im-

personal knowledge (if the phrase may be used) would attach to the

words ' two elements p and q are at a distance from one another/
I can imagine an answer by means of the idea of a universal space
in which I myself have no fixed position. But for my sensuous

perception of the seen points/ and #, the only possible meaning of

the statement that these points are at a distance from each other

is that a certain definite amount of movement is necessaiy if I am to

direct my glance from the one to the othci
;
the different positions

of the single points are felt by me simply and solely as so many
solicitations to movement. But then I can base nothing on this

experience. My individual disposition cannot be communicated.

I cannot therefore contradict those who tell me that they observe

nothing of these feelings of movements, however much I may be

convinced that they deceive themselves and, though they really have

the feelings, do not recognise them for what they are. I must content

myself therefore with pointing out to them that, in my view, tie spatial

perception of the world is not something suddenly given us by nature

as soon as we open our eyes, but is the result of successive experience

and habitation ; only this habitation goes on at a time in our lives

of which we have no distinct recollection. The skill of the piano-

player, once acquired, seems to us a natural gift that costs no trouble;

he glances at the notes, and complicated movements of the hand

immediately follow : in this case we know what a laborious process

he has gone through, and with what difficulty practice has set up
these associations of ideas with one another and with the movements

we sec,- mere links of connection which no longer show themselves

in the consciousness of the practised artist. Exactly the same thing
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may happen in the case under discussion; and there need be

no distinct recollection in consciousness of the actual movements

through which we once learnt to localise our sensations. But, it will

be answered, this may be a probable account of the slow development

of a child, and as a matter of fact we see that its eyes turn towards

any light that is brighter than usual : to an animal on the other hand

the spatial knowledge of the world comes with so little trouble that

we cannot in its case believe in such a prolonged piocess of learning.

To this I reply that in reality we do not at all know what it is that an

animal sees directly it is born, nor what sort of pciception of space it

has. In order merely to account in general for the eaiiy use it

makes of its limbs we have to assume a number of mechanical reflex

movements. It is therefore conceivable that the unhesitating way in

which it makes for an object lying in the diicction of its glance may

really rest merely on a reflex movement act up by the stimulus
; and

the fact that many of its other earliest movements are unsuccessful

would then go to show that it, like man, only gradually acquires an

ordered knowledge of that remaining part of the spatial world which

lies outside the direction of its glance. Again, the small amount oi

experience we possess respecting the rise of an optical idea of space

in persons bom blind and afterwards opeiated on, will not suffiu' to

decide the question* In all cases the putient has already learnt,

through touch and movement, to find his way in the spatial woihL

Doubtless the ideas of space thus developed may be very unlike the

space that manifests itself to a man who can sec : for a touch can

apprehend only a few points at once, and can only approach distant

objects by means of considerable movements
;
and therefore the space

of the blind man may be not so much what we mean by spaa;,

as an artificial system of conceptions of movement, time and effort:

and, as a matter of fact, the few reports we possess tell us of the

astonishment with which the blind man, after a successful n|^ra-

tion, learns what the appearance of space or the spatial world is.

Still, in spite of such differences, we cannot tdl to what extent this

previous practice may assist the formation of the visual perception
which ensues: in any case it cannot be analogous to the first forma-

tion of all ideas of space ; and finally, there is even a difficulty in

discovering what it really is that is seen at first, since tip pnttoni who
is just beginning to sec, cannot express his first experience in the

language of sight

a$7. There are many questions which psychological optics would

have to settte respecting the further development of the spatial ideas;
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but it is not the business of metaphysic to discuss them. I will only

briefly remark that there is no foundation for any of those views

which ascribe to the soul an original tendency to project its impres-

sions outwards, and that in one particular way and in no other;

all this has to be learnt thiough the combination of experiences.

How it is actually learnt piece by piece we cannot discover; how it

may be learnt, it is easy to undeistand in a geneial way; but there are

paiticular points in the process which cannot at present be understood

at all What we have accounted for so far is nothing more than the

arrangement of the points in the field of vision, the internal drawing

of the total image ; but this image itself as a whole has as yet no place

and no position, foi the perception of the total space, in which its place

and position are to be 5 is still entirely wanting. The movements of

the eye as it opens, shuts, and tuins, make the seen image appear, dis-

appear, and change* We therefore naturally associate this image with

the eye in such a way that we conceive it as lying in any case in

front of us to use the later language of the developed perception

of space : what is behind us an expiession which at this stage has

really wo meaning does not exist at all, and has no more to do with

space than the general feeling we have in the hand or foot has

to do with clearness 'or dimness. And so it would remain, if we

could not move our bodies and could only turn our eyes to a very

slight extent. But as soon as we have learnt to turn on our axis and

to refer the consequent feelings of movement to their true cause,

the movement, we discover that our first field of vision abc> instead

of suddenly disappearing altogether, passes successively into bed,

cde...x
ty*,yz<x>*at>,v&&<*t>c- The unbroken series of images

which returns into itself awakes in us the idea of a complete circular

space with no gaps in it ;
and this idea, by the help of similar

movements of the eye in other directions, soon passes into the

ordinary perception of the spherical space that surrounds us on all

sides*

At the same time, this idea could neither arise nor attain any clear-

ness unless the idea of the third spatial dimension, that of depth,

were being simultaneously formed. In its own nature the soul has

certainly no impulse to project its visual impressions outwards ; it does

not yet know this 'outside'; and in any case it could
^not

project

anything merely generally outwards, it could only project impressions

into a definite distance; and that definite distance it has as yet no

means of determining- Just as little is it possible, as has been

supposed, for the soul to represent its impressions as lying directly on
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the eye ; for this again means simply the negation of distance, and

distance must be known if it is to be negated. The simple fact is

really that the impressions are theie, and are seen, but they have

no assignable position in the thiid spatial diiection, for this is still

unknown. That there is such'a third diicction, we learn only from

experience ;
and we learn it most easily from otu finding ourselves

moving through, the images we sec, and fiom the fact that, in con-

sequence of this movement, the single images undergo various dis-

placements, some of them being hidden, and others which weie

hidden coming into view. And this greatly increases the difficulty of

applying the general idea we have thus acquired, in estimating the

degree of distance in any particular case
;
a pioblcm which we leave

to physiology and the special psychology of sense-porccption.

Lastly, I will touch very briefly on one vexed question ; why do we
see objects upright, although the image of them on the rolina is

upside down? We must remember that we do not observe the

image on our eye with a second eye, which further could com-

pare its own position with the position of the object. There is

nothing before us but the image itself; all the geometrical relations

of the picture on the retina uttnly disappear as it pusses info

consciousness; and, in the sunic way, the fact that as u whole it has

a certain position in the eye docs not in the least picjudgf the

question how it is to appear later in a spatial peicvptiou gained

through some fiuther means. We are absolutely dependent on this

other perception. If there wore only a seen spaee, we could give no
answer at all to the question what is above and what is beneath in

that space. These expressions have a meaning only if \\<* presuppose
another idea of space, an idea for which these two diiections arc not

merely generally opposed to one another, but are uninterc hungcably
different. When we have this idea, and not till thru, we can say that

that in the visual world is
*

above/ the image of which we find or have

to seek in the fixed direction towards the 'above* of the other space.
It is our muscular feeling or general sense which (even when unaided

by the sense of sight) instructs us respecting the position of our body,
that gives us the other perception of spaces Kor, the body bdn# iu

its usual upright position, the downward direction ineann the direction

of weight, and when we oppose our forces to it the result in a number
of feelings of effort

; and by these feelingn the downward direction in

this other, non-visual, perception of apace is uniformly and unimcr-

,<&afcgeably distinguished from the upward, Consequently, It a and 6
are places in the field of vision, b appears to us as beneath a, when
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the sight or touch of I is attained through a movement which, in the

language of the muscular sense, is a downward movement
;
or when

(our body being upright) the image of 6 always enters the field of

vision along with the images of the lower paits of our body, and never

along with those of the upper. This last requirement is satisfied by
what is comm< nly called the reversed position of the image on the

retina, since the imaging swfacc of the eye lies behind the centie of

rotation
; and it would equally be satisfied by an upright position of

the image, if that image arose in front of the centre of motion and on
the* anterior convex sin lace of the eye. Thus there is a contradiction

between the reports of the eyes and of the musculai sense when we
use nn inverting telescope which gives an upright position to the image
< ui the retina. In such a case, even if we have no other visual image
to compare with the telescopic one, we at once notice an opposition

to the reports of the musculai sense: we feel that in order to reach

the tops of I he trees we see, we should have to move oui hand in

a direction which, for that sense, i& downward.

288. I have still to mention that localisation of impressions which

we obtain through the sense of touch. Hero again the basis of our

view is given by / //, JFfkfjt attempts to fix experimentally the con-

ditions under which we can distinguish two impressions on the skin,

which are qualitatively alike but locally dilTerent. The skin is lightly

touched with the two blunted points of a pair of compasses : and

the experiments showed that the extent to which the two points have

l) be separated in order to be distinguished as two, is very different

jtt different parts of the body* For the finger-ends, the edges of the

lips, the tip of the tongue, a distance of half a line suffices : while at

many parts of the arm, leg, and back, one of twenty lines is necessary.

An explanation seemed to be offered at once by the structure of the

nerve fibios. Tiro sensory nerve-fibre, though isolated and unramified

during iis conduction, separates at its peripheral end into a number

of short branches, awl so distributes* itself over a small space of the

skin for the purpose of receiving stimuli from without. It was thought,

then, that all the excitations which affect one of these nerve-ends simul-

taneously would, through the unity of the fibre which has to conduct

them further, be destined to form one resultant, and to be incapable

of IwinK distinguished from one another. If, again, these excitations

occurred one after the other, they might be distinguished m their

qualitative character, but would give no ground for local distinctions.

On tin: other hand it was supposed, if two impressions fell on two

different ncrve-Hpaccs, this alone would not make it possible to
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L them as two: this possibility arising only if, between the two

Kulated spaces, theie lay one or more of such spaces which remained

unstimulated.
"

This last supposition is in any case inadmissible
; for

at every moment there are a great many unstimulated neive-fibreb;

if any particular ones among them aie to be used foz the purpose of

distinguishing two impressions a and &, there must be something in

them which shows that they lie between the two stimulated neive-

spaces; and this presupposes the possibility of accomplishing >\hat

has to be explained, the localisation of the sensations.

In other respects too the point of view described fails to give

a sufficient basis for this localisation. Nor was this exactly its pur-

pose : it was intended only to explain why two impressions can some-

times be distinguished and sometimes not But even in this point I

found myself unable to accept it. Two points of the compasses which

when they touch the skin simultaneously give only one impression,

often leave two distinguishable impiessions when they are laid against

the skin in turn ; and their two impressions appear as locally distinct,

though no accuiate estimate of the distance can be given; mot cover,

within one radius of sensation the onwaid movement of a point can

be distinguished from its continued presswcon the same spot. Lastly,

the conduction of the excitations by the same or by different lime
fibres did not seem to me to decide anything; the pai til ions of the

fibres are not continued into consciousness, and theie all the im-

pressions must in the end come together, qualitatively distinguishable,

if they were different, and indistinguishable if they wen; not. But

neither for the like impressions nor for the unlike dirt the theory

assign any ground of local separation, still loss any clue by means of

which each of them might have its own place given to it.

289. Thus I found myself obliged in thin case, no less than in that

of the impressions of sight, to look for local signs, abiding certi-

ficates of local origin ; these local signs would be attached, in the

form of qualitatively distinguishable extra-impressions -, *, p, to all

excitations A, B, C, according to the particular spots />, </,
r of the

skin which they affect, Let us suppose that a stimulus, strictly limited

in its local extent say the prick of a needle affects the spot p.

Owing to the connexion between different parts of the skin it is

impossible that the operation of this stimulus should IMS confined to

a point destitute of any extension : whatever alteration it produces

directly at tho point of contact will produce in the neighbourhood of
that point a number of little stretchings, pressings, and displacements.

Now, though there is a general uniformity in the structure of the ukin, it
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is by no means exactly alike at all parts of the body. The epidS
thicker at one place, finer at anothei

; when the skin is attached

points of bones it is sketched, at other places the extent of its possible

displacement is greater. It differs again not less widely according to

the nature of its substratum : it is not the same when spread over a
cushion of fat as when it is stretched over bones, flesh, or cavities.

Lastly, at different places in the body these various situations may
pass into one another either suddenly 01 slowly. We may theiefore

perhaps assume that at any point p in the body the wave IT of little

extia-agitations, called forth by the stimulation of that point, will

differ from any other wave K which accompanies the stimulation of a

spot (j. But these extra-excitations would avail us nothing if they

simply occuned without becoming objects of our perception; and
this last requisite will depend on the distribution of the nerve-fibres.

Let us suppose a case. Within the field of distribution of one and
the same fibre, let p g r be the single ends of that fibre : then the

local sign of the spot p will consist in the sensations of those extra-

impressions which the direct stimulation off calls up in its neighbour-

hood, and the conduction of which to consciousness is secured by the

nerve-terminations q and r that receive them. Now if the structure

of the skin within this field of distribution were perfectly uniform, the

neivc-fibrc which unites p q r would icach precisely the same final

state whichever of these terminations were the place directly stimu-

lated : the impressions could not be distinguished, whether they were

simultaneous or successive. But if the structure of the skin varies

within this field, the stimulation of/ will produce different extra-

excitations in q and r from those which the same stimulation of q will

produce in p and r. Accordingly, if one and the same impression,4

affects different places in succession, the uniting fibre will bring this

Jmpicssion to consciousness in company with different local signs TTIC

/) ; and we shall have a motive for the separation of three sensations,

although as yet no motive for a definite localisation of them. If the

impressions are simultaneous, the uniting fibre may either conduct

them side by side without intermixture, or it may be only capable of

conducting a single resultant of their influences : which of these

alternatives is correct is a question we cannot discuss.

Let us now return to the other idea. Let p q r stand for three

different nerve-fibres ;
but let the stimulus A act on a spot of the

tissue where there is no nerve-termination : then the effect produced

must distribute itself until it finds a nerve-termination on which it can

discharge itself. Now if in the whole field of p q r the structure of
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the skin was uniform, I should say that it matters nothing whether it

is one or two of these fibres that leceive the like impressions, which

would be accompanied by like local signs ;
for in no case could the

impiessions be distinguished, and the only use of the multiplicity of

the fibres would be the general one of securing the entrance of the

stimuli into the nervous system ;
for there can be no doubt that the

excitation of the tissue could not piopagatc itself to any very con-

siderable distance. On the other hand, if the texture and state of the

skin within this whole field varies rapidly, the different local signs

which arise at point after point would be useless unless there arc a

great number of closely congiegated nerve-terminations, each ofwhich

can receive the wave of excitation of a small circuit, bcfoic that wave

has lost its characteristic peculiarity by meeting with others which

began at different places and spread over the same field. It st^ms to

me that these suppositions answer to the results of observation. On
the back and trunk there are long stretches where the structure of the

skin is uniform, and here impressions can only be distinguished when

they aie separated by wide distances. In the case of the arm and log,

the power of distinction is duller when the stimuli follow another in

the direction of the longitudinal axis of those limbs the direction of

the undeilying muscles; it is shaiper when the stimuli are anangcd

round the limb, in which case the skin is suppoited alternately and in

different ways by the swell of the muscles and the spaces that inter-

vene between them.

290. The name local signs, in its pioper sense, cannot be given

io these extra-excitations themselves, but only to the sensations* they

occasion. Now it strikes us at once that there is one of our jx>slukitc

which those sensations altogether fail to satisfy. It is true that they

differ in quality, while at the same time they admit of resemblances
;

for example, if we touch any part of the skin that is stretched above a

bone, whether it be the foiehead, the knee-cap, or the heel, feelings

are distinctly aroused which have a common tone. But these feelings

are not quantitatively rateable members of a scries or system of series.

They cannot therefore serve directly to fix the locality of their causes ;

and, besides, what we require in this case is not the localisation of the

sensations within an absolute space, but within that variable surface of

the body, to the various points of which they arc to be referred. We
must have learnt the shape of this surface Ixjforehahd, and have dis-

covered through observation to what point p in it that imprcBsion A

belongs, which is characterised by the local sign TT : until this is done

we cannot refer a second stimulus JBir to the same point in the suiface
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of the body. This can be done easily enough if we can use our eyes ;

but how is it to be accomplished by the blind man, who, beyond these

feelings, has nothing to help him except movement ? Without doubt
the help that mo\ement gives him is of decisive importance ; but how
it is possible to use this help is not so easy to undei stand as is often

supposed. While the movement is going on, we have of comse a
ceitain definite feeling which accompanies it ; but then this feeling is

in itself nothing but a manner in which we are affected
,

it itself does

not tell us we have to guess that it is caused by a movement of

the limbs. This discovery, again, is easy when we can use our eyes,

and so notice that our hand is changing 'its place while we are

expcuencing the muscular feeling; but the blind man has to make
out in some other way that the alteration of his general feeling is not

a mere change of his internal state, but depends on the variable rela-

tion into which he or his bodily organs enter towards a series of

permanent external objects.

Now it socms to me that the condition which makes such a know-

ledge as this attainable, consists in this, that the skin, like the eye,

has a number of sensitive and movcable points. If an organ of touch

in the shape of an antenna possessed in its tip the sole point at which

the skin of the whole body was sensitive ; and if its capacities were

strictly limited at every moment to the power of bringing one single

object-point A to perception, the result would be that, when a move-

ment of this oigan led from A to JB, the perception of A would alto-

gether disappear and the wholly new perception of B would take its

place. No doubt while this was going on a muscular feeling x would

have been experienced ; but how could it occur to us to interpret that

feeling as the effect of a spatial movement? However often we passed

from A to B and from B to A> and experienced the feelings x, we

should never discover what those feelings really signified ; th}s transi-

tion would remain a perfectly mysterious process, of which all we knew

would be that it transformed our idea A into A On the other hand,

if the hand, like the eye, can feel the three impressions A C at

once ; if this image of pressure changes duiing the movement by

regular stages into BCD, CI>E\ and if by a movement in the

opposite direction we can again reach the parts that have disappeared,

or grasp them with one hand while the other moves away from them,

these facts must ceitainly tend to suggest the idea that the muscular

feelings which accompany the succession of sensations arise from a

variable relation of ourselves towards independent objects that is,

from movement. As soon as this is discovered, it is possible in a
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way which I need not further describe for the limitless variety of

combination between the sensations of that part of the body which

touches, and the not less sensitive part which is touched, to conduct

us to a knowledge of the surface of oui body, and to the localisation

and arrangement of our single sensations in that surface.



CHAPTER V,

The Physical basis of Mental Activity.

IN passing on to consider the- forms in which soul and body act on

*ni! n?i>th< i

i, I must observe that there are a number of special ques-

tions for UK* answers to which there is not as yet any sufficient

foundation ; ami of these I do not consider it my duty to treat All

llwt run b* considered proper to this metaphysical discussion are the

fun(!iiuu*ntil conceptions u&ed by various theories in interpreting the

frwls. We may UMVCS out of sight an infinity of so-called expeiiences,

nil of which are not by any means equally well attested, and which

alter evory day with the progress of obseivation. They will gradually

fclinij the objwA of some future theory, but, so far at least, they do

not contribute to the criticism of these metaphysical foundations.

201. It has Innrn said that the soul is the same thing ideally that

lh body is roally ;
or that the two are the different sides of a single

wlioh*. Su< h wivlo expressions will not give us what we want. When

own* we have distinguished body and soul as two parties between

which manifold interactions lake place, we need ideas more definite

awl more capable of beintf pictured, in order to conceive the pro-

<;oHfu?N through which those reciprocal influences make themselves felt.

And among the questions which require a clear and unambiguous

sinxwr is that concerning die spatial relations of the soul the

qni'Mtiott, to adopt the current phraseology, of the seat of tht soul.

There wan a time when some philosophers looked down with pity on

the rnalatlroitnesa supposed to be involved in Jhe very asking of this

question. Nevertheless, unprejudiced persons will always raise it

afr^h ; and therefore it must be answered and not ignored, I might

attempt to answer it at once, by connecting it with the preceding

discussions; but I prefer to leave them out of sight, and to repeat the

considerations by which on other occasions I have attempted to

indicate my view. Let us take, then, the various ideas which are

really intelligible to us respecting the spatial relations of anything
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capable of action, and which we are in the habit of applying to them,

and ask which of them answers to the special case of the human soul.

292. To be in a place means simply and solely to exeit action

fiom that place and to expeiience the actions or effects that reach

that place : if we put these two powers out of sight, it is impossible

to attach any meaning to the assertion that a thing is at this place p

and is not at that other place & where, as at/, it neither exerts nor

experiences any action. Now it is possible to conceive an existence

standing in a direct, and at the same time an identical, lelation of

interaction with all the other elements of the woild. Theie is one

case in which this is a current idea ;
it expresses what we mean by

the omnipresence of God. No element of the world needs to travel

a long road, 01 to call in the help of other things in order to bring

its own state to the presence and knowledge of God ; nor have the

divine influences to make a journey in order to reach distant thbgs :

the interaction here is perfectly direct. But then it is also one and

the same in all cases, and has not different degrees; at any rate there

is no measure of distance, according to which the interaction is

necessarily stronger or weaker; the only reason why its work may be

greater in one case than in another is that the meaning of things, or

of what goes on in things, gives a reason for an interaction of greater

weight in one instance and of less weight in another. In this alone

consists our conception of omnipresence : the infinite spatial ex-

tension which forms the theatre of that omnipresence we are far

from asciibing to God as an attribute of His nature; and on the

other hand we see no contradiction between the plurality of the

points at which His activity manifests itself, and the perfect unity of

His nature.

Now the attempt has often been made to asciibc this omnipresence

to the soul, within the limits, that is, of the body in which it resides :

and the cause of this mistaken idea is most commonly to be found in

the aesthetic impression which makes it seem as though the whole of

the body weie penetrated by a psychical life, and every part of it were

the immediate scat of sensation and a direct organ of the will But

there arc some simple physiological facts which show us that this

beautiful semblance of omnipresence is the result of a number of

intermediating agencies ; that the soul knows nothing of the stimuli

that reach the body, and loses its power of setting up movements the

moment the continuity of the conducting nerve is broken ; that there-

fore the space within which body and soul act directly on one

another is limited, and must be found somewhere, though we cannot
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yet define its limits, within the central portions to which all im-

pressions are conducted, and from which all impulses to voluntary

movements start. We may refuse to believe this; we may answer

that a natural feeling tells us all that the soul feels directly in the

touching hand, and that this natural feeling cannot be created by such

intervening agencies. But the objection will not help us. Theie are

certain peculiar double feelings of contact which arise when we touch

an object with an instrument held in the hand ; but we do not con-

sider ouiselves justified in concluding from this that the soul can

occasionally prolong its activity to the end of a stick or a probe.

And yet we fancy that we have a direct feeling at that point of their

contact with a foreign body.

293 The natural sciences have familiarised us with the idea of

another intei action, which is dnect, but also graduated. This is our

notion of the attractive and repellent fundamental forces of masses.

These forces need no intermediation ; they send their action to infinite

distances, whether the space traversed by that action is full or empty;

but the intensity of the action diminishes with the increase of the dis-

tance. If we applied this notion to the present case, we should con-

ceive of the scat of the soul as a point, or at least as a limited district

of the brain, on which the interactions of the soul with the surround-

ing parts would be at the maximum of intensity, while the further

they left it behind the more they would diminish in strength, although

actually extending to infinity. But a sober observation finds no

witness to this outward activity. The slightest intervening space that

separates things from our senses makes them simply non-existent to

us, except where there are verifiable processes through which we act

on things indirectly, and they on us, and which therefore help us over

this spatial interval. Any amount offreedom being permitted in sup-

positions of this kind, the assumption might be suggested that the

force of the soul diminishes in the ratio of a very high power of the

distance ;
in this case it might exert no observable influence upon

the lengths of nerve which extend even a slight distance from its

mysterious seat. All that is certain is that, however dose to the root

of the nerve a breach of its continuity may be, the outgoing force

of the soul is never able to produce on the other side of this breach

the effects which it commonly produces in the nerve. But, be this

as it may, to assume that there is a fixed limit whether the surface

of the body, or the smaller zone within which the roots of the nerves

lie at which the outgoing force ceases to operate, is simply equiva-

lent to a surrender of this whole point of view. There is nothing in
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one spherical surface of empty space that can make it, rather than

any other such surface, the limit at which an activity ceases to diffuse

itself. If there is any such limit, the reason of its existence must lie

in the fact that the force does not stream outward aimlessly through

empty space, but that there are other real conditions on which its

activity and the absence of its activity depend,

294. But it is not worth while to pursue any further this idea of

limited action at a distance. There is a more decided view, which

has always been preferred to it, and to which many natural processes

bear witness According to this view, action never takes place ex-

cept in contact, and therefore we must assume one single seat of the

soul, fixed or variable, in the form of a point ;
and apart from other

reasons a local habitation of this kind appeared most suited to that

which is immaterial and a unity. Yet this idea was at once found to

involve a crowd of difficulties. Let us first suppose the scat of the

soul to be, not changeable but fixed. In this case we must assume

either that all the nerve-fibres join at this point of intersection, or else

that there is a formless space whether parenchyma or cavity into

which all nervous excitations discharge themselves, and arc able to

reach the soul which resides at some point of this space. But as to

the point of intersection, anatomy, instead of discovering it, has simply
made its existence incredible ; and as little is it possible to discover a

formless space, having edges where all the nerve-fibres terminate, and

offering a field within which the excitations of these fibres can spread
until they reach the soul. It might possibly be the case that the soul

needs no such primary assembly of all the primitive fibres, but stands

in direct interaction with a few of them, which would be, as it were,

the delegates of the rest : but, so far, we know of no anatomical

fact which makes this probable.' Secondly, then, we may suppose that

the place wheic the soul resides is not fixed but inoveablc. This

idea leads us back to the notion of limited action at a distance. At

any given moment the soul would have to be at the paiticular spot,

where an excitation is arrivingan excitation which cannot become a

sensation unless the soul is there
; and if it is to be at this spot, it

must have been already acted iipon/vw this spot and so induced to

move to it Finally, if the soul is to impart an impulse to the root of

a motor nerve, it must move to the spot from which it can exert this

impulse : but as the motor nerve is not yet active it cannot solicit the

soul to move to this spot, and therefore the soul must itself choose its

Itoe of movement and follow it: and this implies a knowledge of

locality which no one will admit.
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But is all this really necessary ? Is it really necessary to assume any
one of these alternatives ? either that the activity of the soul pene-
trates indiscriminately the whole body or that it penetrates, again

indiscriminately but with decreasing intensity, space simply as space;

01 finally that the soul is confined to one point and acts only in con-

tact? The root of all these difficulties seems to be a confusion in our

idea of the nature of an acting force and of the relation of this force

to space. And there is no lack of other examples which will enable

us to airive at a more correct conception.

295, Any force arises between two elements out of a relation of

their qualitative natures; a relation which makes an interaction

nck

cessary for them, but only for them and their like. It is altogether

a mistake to regard a force as a hunger for action, spreading itself

throughout a space and seizing indiscriminately on everything it finds

in that space. We should do better to think of the magnetic force,

which within the provinces over which it extends operates on no

bodies but those which can be magnetised, and remains indifferent to

those with which, though they lie within the same space, it has no

elective affinity. Or we may think of the chemical reagents which,

when poured into a fluid, pass without acting by the substances which

are indifferent to them, while they supplement those with which their

chemical nature makes it neccssaiy for them to join. These examples

prove nothing, and the idea they are meajit to illustrate is intelligible

without them, but they enable us to picture it. It is not their spatial

position that compels the elements to act on one another or makes

such interaction impossible ; but it is their own natures and the relations

between then* that make some elements indifferent to each other and

impel others to a vigorous copartnership. If we apply this general

idea to the present case, our first assertion must be this : wherever

the soul may have its local habitation (foi it may be still held that we

must assume that it has such a habitation), the extension of its activity

will not be determined by its position there : this position will not

confine the soul to an interaction with those nerve-elements which

surround and touch that habitation: nor will its activity start from

this centre, and, like a physical force acting in distant^ extend with a

decreasing intensity to all the elements which axe grouped at an

increasing distance around that centre. On the contrary, wherever

there are elements with which the nature of the soul enables an*

compels it to interact, there it will be present and active ; wherever

there is no such summons to action, there it will not be or will appear

not to be.

vox,, x. & 1
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Now doubtless it is pleasant to the imagination to repiesent the

elements that stand in this sympathetic relation to the soul as in

spatial pioximity to one another, and, where this is possible, to picture

a small extended province of the brain, best of all, a single point,

where they are all assembled. But there is no necessity in real earnest

for this hypothesis. We have reached the conviction that spatial

positions and spatial distances aie not in themselves conditions of the

exercise or non-exercise of forces, and that they form such conditions

only because they themselves are the manifestation of foiccs 1 which

are already active and deteimine the continuance and progress of the

action. We have seen that to be in a place means nothing but to

exert action and to be affected by action in that place, and that the

sufficient giounds of this action and affection lie nowhere but in the

intelligible lelations of existences in themselves non-spatial. With

this conviction of this insight we can now take up again, in a bellei

defined shape, the idea of that omnipresence of the soul in the body

which, as we explained in dealing with it, we could not help ) ejecting.

The soul stands in that direct interaction which has no gradation, not

with the whole of the world nor yet with the whole of the body, but

with a limited number of elements ; those elements, namcly> which

are assigned in the oidcr of things as the most duect links of com-

munication in the commerce of the soul with the icst of the wot Id.

On the other hand thcic is nothing against the supposition that these

elements, on account of other objects which they have to serve, arc

distiibutcd in space ; and that thcic are a numbci of scpaiatc jx>ints in

the brain which foim so many seats of the soul. "Each of these would

be of equal value with the rest
;

at each of them the soul would be

present, with equ il completeness, but not therefore without any dis-

tinction ; rather we might suppose that at each of them the soul

exercises one of those diverse activities which ought never to have

been compiesscd into the formless idea of merely a single outgoing
force. In using the current conception of omnipiesence we refused

to attribute to God, as a predicate of Ills nature, the infinite cubic

extension which His activity fills ; and we could see no danger to tin-

unity of His nature in the infinite number of distinct points which

form the theatre of that activity : and there is just as little conflict

between the unity of the soul and the multiplicity of its spatial habita-

tions. Each of them is simply an expression, in the language of our

spatial perception, for one of the manifold relations in which the aoul

as taking part in the intelligible connexion of things is at one and the

1
[Cp. { ixC awl 303.1
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same lime involved. Our imagination naturally and unavoidably

symbolises this unity, no less than the variety, in a spatial way. We
shall therefore be inclined to oppose to these many places a single

one which is zeally and truly the seat of the soul. Perhaps it will be

the fixed geometiical central point of all the rest ; perhaps it will be

a vaiiable central point, and then we must conceive it to be deteimined

not geometrically but dynamically as the joint result of the spatial co-

oidinales of the distinct places on the one hand and the intensities

of the psychical activities going on in them at the given time on the

othei. Such ideas do no harm and they act as supports to our per-

ception: but they have no objective meaning; for the point arrived

at by such a calculation as the above, would not expiess a real fixed

position of the soul in that point at the given moment, nor would it

give us grounds foi determining anything whatever as to the behaviour

of the soul in the next succeeding moment.

296. But our view has to meet an objection coming from another

sides and will theiefore have to undergo another and a final revision.

Observation discloses no such differences among the elements of the

brain as would give some few points in it the exclusive privilege of

forming the seat of the soul And yet we have to suppose the existence

of such a special qualification,
For if we were to widen our idea into

the supposition that the soul can stand in the direct relation of inter-

action, above described, with all the constituent parts of the brain,

the laboriously intricate structure we find in it would become wholly

unintelligible. But is it necessary, is it even possible, to suppose that a

real existence A stands once for all in the relation of interaction with

other real existences JS and C, simply because B isB and C is C, while

it stands in no such relation withD and JE, just because they are D and

X ? In the first place, what is it {hat makes B to be B and C to be C

but this : that under different conditions (these conditions forming a

scries) B experiences the states ^ jM, . . . ,
and not %y9 y8

. . . ,

whereas under the same conditions C experiences lie latter states and

never the former? And, in the second place, we have to suppose that

at one time an interaction takes place between A and B, and at

another time docs not take place; and yet what would this inter*

action mean, if A and JS were simply A and B, and if A did not

undergo certain variable states a, or a,, which formed signals to -B to

realise forthwith ft or ft, and no other of the istates possible to it?

Without doubt, then, our conception was still incomplete, when we

sought to place (ho soul 5 in a direct and ungraduated connexion of

interaction with different nerve-elements BCD, considered simply aa
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such. Things cannot stimulate one another in respect of their un-

changing natures ; they can only be stimulated in respect of what goes

on in them, and that reciprocally. Accordingly it is the events /3yd

which occur in B CD that, in virtue of their occurrence, make these

points and no other points the seats or localities of a direct interaction

with the soul.

Starting from this point of view, then, we should be led in con-

sistency to the following metaphysical conception of the significance of

the central organs. The interlacing of the nerve-fibres serves two ends.

First, it has to act upon the excitations which arrive from without

through the organs of sense, so to connect, separate, and arrange

them, that as the result there arise those final states j8 y 8, which now

for the first time, and in their picsent shape, are in a condition to be

brought to the knowledge of the soul, or by which alone it is capable

of being stimulated. The second function is the converse of this.

The excitations which come from the inner nature of the soul, have

to be transformed into physical occurrences in such an order and

arrangement, that their centrifugal action on the moveablc members

of the body will allow of an influence, answeiing to a conceived end,

on the shape of the external world. At the point where these duties

are fulfilled, lies a seat of the active soul, the locality of one of the

diffeient functions, in the connected whole of which its life consists.

In an earlier passage I spoke of this point of view as one of the

hypotheses which might be framed in accordance with the facts to be

explained : it will now be seen that it is only the continuation of our

ontological views. We have left far behind us the theory which

conceived the world as based on a number of elements, beings, or

atoms, which simply
'
are

'
and form a primary fact, and between

which we then suppose actions t& take place, the nature and

occurrence of these actions being thus of necessity grounded in

something external to the fixed existence of the primal elements.

We found that there is nothing in the fullest sense actual but the

one reality which is in eternal motion, and m the development of

which any member of the whole is connected with any other only

in accordance with the meaning of the whole, and stands in no such

connexion where the meaning of the whole docs not warrant it It

is only this connexion of events that gives to single stable conjunctions
of these manifold occurrences the appearance in our eyes of beings

Vrith an independent existence ;
in reality these conjunctions are only

the meeting points, or crossing points, of in-going and out-going

actions, which the significance of the course of events keeps in
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being, and they form actual beings or existences only when, like the

soul, they do not simply appear to others as such centres, but really

make themselves such centres by opposing themselves, m conscious-

ness and action, to the external world.

297. From the preceding account of the functions of the central

nervous organs we might conclude that their only business is to bring

about the commeice of the soul with the external world ; the internal

activity of the mind would seem not to need their co-operation.

Taken as a whole, I do not disclaim this inference, though it must be

limited in essential respects ;
lather I legret that no further explana-

tion is possible rcgaading those other operations, in which it is agieed

on all hands that the help of the body is needed. There are a very

large number of cases in which unfortunately we are not simply

unable to point out the means which would render the required

service, but we do not even know exactly what services are required.

And I moan this admission to apply not only to my own view, but to

many otheis which would be very unwilling to make a like confession.

We studied the retina of the eye, and the nerve-terminations found in

it : dioptrics revealed to us the passage of the rays of light, and their

point of meeting on the nerve-terminations: What more did we

want ? Were we not in complete possession of all the conditions (so

far aft they can be fulfilled in the eye) implied in the occurrence of

visual perception? And yet fuithcr investigation has discovered new

layers of a stiangc structure in the retina, of the use of which we

know nothing, and which yet can scarcely be useless. It is certain

then that we made a mistake in supposing our knowlege to be

complete, when we cannot tell the function of what is afterwards

discovered : and yet even now we cannot guess what part it was we

overlooked in the work the eye has to perform. Now in the case of

the brain we aie equally at a loss : it is not merely that in the greater

part of its structure we find everywhere arrangements of the most

remarkable kind, and yet cannot tell their purpose : but even where

experience has disclosed to us with sufficient certainty the existence

of relations between psychical functions and particular parts of the

brain, we cannot get further than this very general result : no one can

specify the exact physical function their elements have to perform m
order that this or that definite expression of psychical activity may be

possible. Thus we talk in a highly perfunctory way of organs of this

or that mental faculty, without knowing very well what there is to

prevent the soul from manifesting itself without this organ, what

intelligible properties there are which enable this organ to supply
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the conditions lacking to the soul, and lastly in what way the soul is

'enabled to make use of this organ as its instrument. This last idea

indeed, the idea of an instrument, is the most unsuitable of all that

could possibly be applied to the case. We may call the limbs of the

body instiuments : for though we do not know hoiv they follow out

our ideas, we are at any rate able consciously to connect the move-

ments, which we do not understand in detail, so that they form the

means of carrying out an intention. But when we aic told that man

cannot think with a frozen brain, it is only the obliging preposition
' with

'
that gives these words the appearance of mooning something ;

foi it seems to indicate that we arc able to understand how gloriously

thought goes to woik with an /^frozen brain as its instrument. If for

the preposition we substitute the conditional sentence which forms its

real meaning, '^the brain is frozen, man cannot think/ the words

remind us only of what is perfectly familiar, the many conditions on

which life in general and thcrefoic every mental activity depends, but

they tell us absolutely nothing of the nature of the service which these

conditions render to the realisation of these activities. Nothing can

help us over this state of ignorance, but the multiplication of exact

observations : all that remains for us to do here is to touch on the few

gencial ideas which we should wish not to be neglected when the new

knowledge we hope for comes to be inteipreted.

298. The older psychology used to speak of a wnwriHm rwnmtwe :

but it was not able to point it out, and the motive for assuming its

existence was probably only an indefinite desire for a place whom all

sensations could be collected into a common' consciousness. It may
be that in this matter we are in the position described in the last

section : perhaps there really is some function we have overlooked,
which is necessary to this end, and has to be performed by the

physical organs, But all that is certain is that we do not know of any
such function. So long, thcrefotc, as we cannot point to definite

processes of modification, to winch all impressions must submit before

they can become objects of consciousness, we have no ground at all

for supposing such a place of assembly for these impressions.
Modern physiology has sometimes spoken of a tnoforium tmmunct

and supposed it to be found in the cerebellum. But the movements
of the body show the utmost degree of variety ; and their Unification

under the head of movements connects them no more closely with

cue another than with other functions of the mind to which they are

conjoined in the economy of our life. We may suppose that the

maaifald excitations of the muscles, which each species of animal
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needs foi its characteristic kind of locomotion, and for the preserva-

tion of its equilibrium in different positions of the body, are really

'

dependent on a central organ, which compels them to occur in

company, and grouped in a way that answeis this special purpose.

But I know no reason why we should make the same centie a con-

dition of all the other movements, which are excited for other

puq>oses and by other occasions in the various limbs of the body.

Thus the idea of this general motory organ, again, seems to me to

owe its origin to a logical division of the psychical activities, and not

to a consideiation of the connexion in which these activities have to

stand in supporting each other for the purposes of life. It is much

more likely that scnsoiy and motor nerves are combined with one

another m various ways, so as to foim central points for whole

complexes of exertions dependent on one another. Even the motorium

to which we ascribed the pieservation of the equilibrium, would be

unable to pciform its ta&k unless it received at every instant an

impression of the threatening position which it has to counteract by a

compensating movement. And even if it is possible for this move-

ment to be carried out in a perfectly mechanical way, and without the

participation of the soul, it is, in the ordinary couise of events, at the

same time an object of our perception* It seems to me probable,

therefore, that this organ, too, consists in a systematic connexion of

sensory and motor fibies ; although the former do not always com-

municate their excitations to consciousness, but sometimes simply

produce a movement by transferring their excitation to motor fibres.

Now among the organs which I should suppose to be formed in this

way, I should place first an organ of the perception of space : and I

am completely satisfied, although utterly unable to prove it, that in all

the higher kinds of animals this organ, dedicated in each case to a

function which appeal s cveiywhere the same, forms a considerable

part of the brain. If the hypotheses I have ventured respecting the

local signs of the sensations of sight be correct, the function of this

organ would be to connect the optical impressions with the motor

impulses of the eye. But how this function can be performed,

and in what form the efficient connexion of the sensory and motor

nerves is established,-these are questions on which I will offer no

conjecture*

299. In the second division of the functions of the central organs

those functions which consist in the physical woiking out of the

internal impulses of the soul there is one process with respect to

which the observations of the most recent times seem to have led to a
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secure result. It has been proved with sufficient certainly that an

organ of language is to be found at a particular spot in the laige

hemispheres of the human brain. In order to understand the office of

this oigan, let us glance at the different modes in which our move-

ments in general arise. I put aside the purposeless twitchings which

occur in paiticular muscles, owing to internal uritalions for the most

part unknown to us : but even with icspect to the movements which

we produce at will m accordance with our intentions, we must confess

that we do not understand how they take place. We do not know by

nature either the structure of the limbs which gives the movement its

form, or the position of the muscles and neives which cany it into

execution. Even if we did, there would remain a further question as

to which we are still in darkness, and which science also is not at

present able to answer : what is it exactly that we have to do, if we

are to give to the nerve that fiist impulse which produces in all this

preparatory mechanism the desired state of activity? It takes the

newly-born animal but a short time to acquire that control over its

limbs which characterises the genus to which it belongs ; and this fact

compels us to assume, not merely a succession of chance experiences

which gradually teach the animal that its limbs can be used, but ulso

internal impulses which call these expeiicnces into being. On the one

hand, the external stimuli, by ttansfemng their excitations lo motor

nerves, will at once cull forth connected gioups of movements

combined in confoimity with their common end ;
on the other hand,

the central apparatus, on which this combination depends, may be

stimulated to activity from within by variable states of the body. The

sensory excitation then will pioducc in consciousness a sensation of

the stimulus, and at the same time the movement that occurs will

produce in consciousness the sensation of UK occurrence, and the pur*

ception of its result ;
and in this way the soul, playing at pieHent the

part of a meic spectator, will have acquired the different elements of

an association which it can zeproduce at a later time with a view to

its own ends. The soul cannot always produce of itself the efficient

primary state tliat would recreate the movement: sometimes this

movement demands, for its repetition, the complete reproduction of

the corporeal stimulus from which it sprang originally as a true reflex

movement. For example, up to a certain point one can imitate

coughing and sneezing at will, but one cannot bring about an actual

sneeaing or vomiting without a fresh operation of their physical

excitants. Even the movements which depend on states of emotion

are only to a slight extent conjoined to the renewal of the mere ideas
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of a pain or pleasure; they depend on the renewal of the pain and

pleasure themselves. I lefer to the familiar facts of bodily expression
and gesture an endowment due to nature, and not to our invention

involuntary manifestations of its internal psychical states, which the

soul simply witnesses without willing them, and, for the most part,
without being able to hinder them.

300. But \\hat is the starting-point which the soul must produce
in ordrr that the motor mechanism may execute exactly that move-
ment which at the given instant answers to the psychical intention ? I

speak simply of a starting-point, because we certainly cannot suppose
that the soul exerts an independent and conscious control over the

details of the process, and metes out to the particular nerve-fibres,

which must be called into action in the given case, those precise

quantities of excitation which will secure the direction and strength of

the defied movement. In place of thus genciating homogeneous

impulses, and merely giving them different directions in different

instances, it 1ms to produce for different movements A and B
qualitatively different internal states o and |3 ; and these, instead of

being guided by it, see); and find their way for themselves, simply

because they are themselves and no other states. Let a and b be two

different motor central points, of which a connects into a whole the

single excitations necessary to A, and b those necessary to B\ then a

will find its efficient response only in a, ft only in b, while to other

nerves they will remain indifferent. If, again, both movements A and

B depend on the same central point, only that they depend on

. different degrees of its excitation, then the strength of a and $ will

determine also the stiength of tins excitation. If, lastly, one move-

ment requires the simultaneous activity of both* organs, then the

internal state y, which is to set up that activity, must contain the two

components a and fa and these two components will determine the

share taken by & and b in the joint-result they have to produce. This

view of the origin of movement corresponds but little to ordinary

notions ;
it leads us back to the often-repeated idea, that the ultimate

ground or reason of every action or effect lies in the fact that the two

element* which stand in this relation of interaction exist for one

another directly~-that they stand, if the word may be used, in a direct

sympathetic rapport, which makes each receptive to the moods of the

other* There may bo many intermediating processes producing the

conditions on which this rapport depends, or removing the hindrances

to it, but they are all mere preparations for the action ;
the action

itself, which comes when they are finished, cannot be explained in its
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turn by a similar machinery, between every pair of whose parts this

immediate sympathy would again be necessary. Our theoiy piesents

difficulties to the imagination only if we take in liteial earnest the

expiession in which the internal state a or is described at> finding

its way to a or & The internal state has not really any way to travel se
;

for the soul in which it anses is not placed at some distant spot in

space, from whence it has to send out its influence in search of the

organs that aie to seive it The soul, without its unity being on that

account endangered, is itself everywhere present \\heic, in the con-

nexion of all things, its own states have attached to them the

consequent states of other elements.

301. When the soul then reproduces within itself these slat ting-

points, they pioceed, without any fuither interference or knowledge
on

its^part,
and in obedience to a mechanism which was not invented

by us and icmains concealed from us, to produce as a final result the

actual movement, We now natuially ask the further question in what

precisely do these stai ting-points consist? A very close approach
has alieady been made to our view when it is assorted that, if the

movement is to become actual, we must will, not the movement itself,

but the end of it, and that then the movement will take pliice- of itsrlf.

But the question is, What is this willing of the end ? Tin* imitative

movements with which the devout spectator accompanies the ad ions

of the fencei or skittle-player, or by which an unskilful narrator trios

to portray the objects he speaks of, mi^ht convince XIH that, in the

absence of hindrances, the mere idea of a movement p.isses of itself

into the actual movement. And if we take tins point of view, w may
really leave the influence of the will out of account, For whatever

else it may consist in, and whatever positive contribution, over nnci

above the mere absence of resistance, it may make to our movements,
still its function in reference to a given movement tf, distinguished

from another b, will consist essentially in this, tluit it favours the

definite ground or reason a or fit which leads to the one or ihe other

of these movements ; and the nature of this starting-point or ground
is precisely the question wck were concerned with. On the other hand,

I certainly do not think we need lor>k for this atarling-point in the

idea, at any rate not in the visual ideas of the movement ; although
innumerable little acts of our daily life ore directly conjoined, without

any consideration or resolution of the will, to the ideas arising in UK

of a possible and desirable movement; and though they even seem

to be conjoined, without the intermediation of an idea at all, to the

mere perception of the "object with which the act may deal Taken
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by itself the visual idea would signify nothing more than the some-
what abstract fact that a moveable limb is at this moment at the spot

p in space, and at the next moment at the spot q; but it -would contain

none of the concrete interest foi us which is given to this fact by
the circumstance that we are the cause of the visual idea and that our

limbs are the object, whose spatial positions are in question. Thus
the starting-point or state, which the soul has to reproduce in itself

in order that, conversely, the actual movement may be conjoined to

that state is not, I conceive, the idea of the movement, but rather the

feeling which we experience during the execution of the movement

and in consequence of its execution. It is common in physiology

now to speak of feelings of innervation, but I should not choose that

name to describe what I mean. The case is not, I think, that there

is an act, consisting m an influencing of the neive, and directed now

here and now there, but in other respects always ofthe same nature; and

that this aet is on the one hand what we feel, and on the othei hand

what according to the direction given to it produces this movement

a or thai movement b. The case is rather that this feeling itself, its

mote unhindered existence, constitutes that internal condition of the

soul which effects an innervation proceeding from it and affecting in

all cases a particular complex of nerves. There are some very simple

facts of experience which seem to me to confirm this view. A
beginner finds it difficult to hit a certain musical note or a given

uttered sound, and then there is this special difficulty that the neces-

sary movements arc not completely visible ; but we also find that any

other movement which is at all complicated, continues, even though it

be fully measured by the eye, to be difficult to us until we have once

succeeded in it. Then we know how we must feel if we wish to

repeat it, and that feeling TT, or, to state the matter as we did in the

case of the local signs, that fust link TTO in the series of momentary

muscular feelings which followed one another during the actual

movement, has to be reproduced if the movement is to be repeated;

and we consider the movement to be successful, and to answer our

intention, if the repeated scries if is identical with the series we

remember,

302. If, taking these results as our presuppositions, we now return

to the organ of language, our account will be as follows: the idea of

that which we wish to designate awakes the idea of the sound of its

name, and this idea awakes the idea of the muscular feeling n which

is necessary to the utterance of the name ;
and to this last idea is

conjoined the movements of the organs of speech. But here we
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come to a standstill; we cannot deteimme what contributions the

organ has to make to this end. Since the feeling TT arose from the

physical excitations experienced by the muscles when fiist the move-

ment was executed, it seems a tenable hypothesis that the icawakening
of this feeling in the soul must produce (to begin with) a general

state of physical excitation in the oigan, and that this state then,

in conformity with the 'Structure and internal states of the oigan,

divides into the vaiious components which give theii paiticular

impulses to the executing nerves and muscles. The morbid phenomena

produced by an injury to the organ, as well as many simple pheno-
mena of daily life those of passion, intoxication, and otheis show

that this chain of processes may be interrupted at vaiious points;

there may be a coirect image of the object, though the* idea of .sound

united with it is false; or the latter may be still distinct to us, hut

we are annoyed to find that the spoken word does not cotrespond
with it. But these disturbances again give us no exact information

respecting the function of the oigan in its healthy state. It is eas>y

to talk of telegraphic conductions and perverted connexions of

them, but this is nothing but a way of picturing the observed facts
;

and images aie useless unless one can confront every single lino of

them with the real process which conehponds to them point loi point.

The other movements of the body are subject to similar diMurbanees ;

but these I must leave to the pathological woiks in which interesting

descriptions of them may be found. Whatovci anatomical basis is

given to that feeling which instructs us respecting the position, the

movement, aud the amount of exertion of our limbs, the fact remains

that, wherever this feeling is diminished or disappears, we find it

difficult or impossible to execute movements, the Mw of which is

none the less present to consciousness, as the idea of a task to be

accomplished.

303. Phenology has attempted to connect with corporeal bases

the activities commonly ascribed to the highei faculties of the mind.

We cannot say that the observations on which this attempt rests have

no significance; but phrenology should have confined its efforts to

talents whose nature is unambiguous, such as can scarcely conceal

themselves where they really exist, and never can be simulated where

they do not. It was of little use to speak offhand of peculiarities of

disposition and character, respecting which our knowledge of man*
kind is easily deceived, and which, where they are actually present,

,Htty owe their existence to the co-operation of very various influences

of life and education* If this limitation were observed, an accurate
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comparison might then give us, not indeed an explanatoiy theory,

but trustworthy information establishing a connexion between parti-

cular facts of bodily and of mental development. These facts would

then Vave to be interpreted ; and we cannot tell what the result of a

conscientious attempt to interpret them would be. But at any rate

it is quite impossible to put any faith in the cherished notion that

every one of the capacities and inclinations enumerated in the phreno-

logical plans has a local subdivision of the brain assigned to it as its

particular organ : for each of these peculiarities, considered psycho-

logically, is the final outcome of the co-operation of a number of

more general psychical functions, and any one of them is distinguished

from any other by the different proportions in which the manifesta-

tions of these more general activities co-operate. It is only in the

case of these gencial activities that phrenplogy can hope to discover

a dependence on the stiuctuie of the biain or skull ; and even this

hope depends on the very doubtful assumption that fundamental

faculties, whose business is a constant and close interaction, \vould

fintl then needs answered by a localisation of their organs at different

spatial positions.

"Hut I pass from these questions, for no one can decide them ; I may
hoM it to be in general a natural assumption that, supposing a material

mass to be necessary to the manifestation of a mental function, that

manifestation will be more intense according to the size of the

mass ;
but for the higher mental life I believe much more im-

portance is to be attached to the quantity, multiplicity, and intensity

of the stimuli afforded by the body to the excitation of an activity,

which in its innermost nature or work seems neither to need nor

to be accessible to any further physical help. But the contri-

butions which the bodily organisation thus makes to the vivacity

and colouring of the psychical life, need not consist exclusively in

structural relations of the brain. They may come from all parts

of the body; from those delicate mechanical and chemical dif-

ferences of texture which are not less real because we imperfectly

describe them as contrasts between tense and lax fibres; from die

architecture of the whole which allows to one organ a more extensive

and to another a less extensive development For all these pecu-

liarities of the solid parts give a special stamp to the play of the

functions and the mixture of the fluids, and in this way they are

continually bringing to consciousness a large quantity of small

stimuli, the total effect of which is that dominating tone or general

feeling, under whose influence the labour of the mental forces is
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always carried on, A part of these bodily influences we know by

the name of the temperaments, which need not -be dcsciibed here, and

the definite assignment of which to physical bases has never yet Jjeen

achieved. As peculiar forms taken by our internal states, in accoid-

ance with which the excitability of oui ideas, emotions, and efforts, is

greater or smaller, one-sided or many-sided, passing or continuous,

and theii changes are slower or moie rapid, the temperaments

condition in the most extensive way the whole cowse of mental

development. And although the body does not by the physical forces

of its masses directly create the faculties of the soul, it forms

in this indirect manner one of the poweis which control their

exercise.

304. We in no way share the view which conceives the arthitii'ft

of the soul mateiialistically js
an effect of its bodily oigans, and, as

a matter of fact, every attempt hitherto made to connect its highci

functions with given substrates has proved fruitless: yet there arc

many facts which require us to consider the general dependence of

consciousness on states of the body* The name consciousness cannot

now be withdrawn from use
;
but it has this inconvenience, that it

seems to icprcsent as an independent existence something which is

really only possible in insepaiable union with those variable states

which we conceive as occurrences happening to it. We all know

that consciousness *, or being conscious, moans only being conscious

in oneself of something ;
the idea of consciousness is incomplete if we

omit from it cither the subject," or the something which this subject

knows or is conscious of. But in handling special questions we often

forget this, and lapse into various fancies; sometimes we imagine a

bodily organ, which prepares consciousness in general for the use of

a soul which is to employ it, m application to a content that may
come into it; sometimes we dream of a special faculty of tiie aoul

itselfwhich produces the same curious result ;
or at any rate we figute

consciousness itself as the natuial and constant state of the mhid

a state which is not, properly speaking, unreal and inoperative even

when it is completely prevented from appearing. Ju opposition to

these ideas we are ready to admit that it is only in the moment of a

sensation that consciousness exists as that activity of the soul which

directs itself to the content felt ; and that it forms a continuous state only

hjt so far as the multiplicity of simultaneous or successive exertions of

this activity does itself, as before described 8
,
form the object or exciting

*

*
(The Germanword das JRwntMteein, which wo translate 'coufedwiHWMt/ tnin

literally
'

conscious-being,
1

or ' the being conscious.']
*

(.ttuct
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cause of a new act of representation an act by which we form an
idea of this multiplicity. Accordingly we should agree that a soul

^hich never experienced a first stimulus from without, would never,
as we say, awake to consciousness : but the question remains whether,
when once the play of this internal activity has been started, it can

cany on an independent existence, or whether it remains as dependent
on bodily causes for its continuance as it was foi its excitation.

Now the states ofunconsciousness offered to obseivation by natural

sleep, swooning, diseases, and injuries of the central organs, have

made the conclusion seem piobable to many minds that nothing but

the constant continuance of physical processes contains productive
conditions of consciousness. By this we need not undei stand that

the activity, in which consciousness at every moment of its actual

presence consists, is the private and peculiar pioduct of a bodily

orffin ; the functions of this organ may be no more than stimuli

which, hut foi the particular nature of the soul, would be unable to

win from it an activity which is possible to it alone : yet, even so, this

activity will still be the production of the organ, so long as its exercise

has for its indispensable cause the excitation of that organ. Now on

a previous occasion 1
I thought it necessary to remind my readers

that the cessation of an activity previously in a state of exercise can,

gencially speaking, be explained in cither oftwo ways ; it may be that

the productive conditions of its appearance are absent, or, again, that

there in a hindering force whlcji opposes its exercise. None of the

phenomena mentioned above seemed to me to preclude the second

of these Ideas. Whew a sudden fright interrupts consciousness, the

physical impression made on the senses by the fact that causes terror

may be perfectly harmless, and the reason of our disquietude lies in

the interpretation which our judgment puts on the perception: in this

case we can see no reason why this psychical movement should not be

the direct caxise which makes the soul incapable of a continuance

of its consciousness, no reason for tjie supposition that the bodily

fainting, which can have its cause only in itself, must intervene and

produce, as a secondary effect, the loss of mental activity. When
disease slowly clouds over the consciousness, this final result is

commonly preceded by a scries of feelings of discomfort in which we

can see the beginning of the check that is going on, just as in health

trifling depressions of mind make a continuance of mental activity

distressing though not impossible. But it is not, we may generally

say, necessary that the Influences which check consciousness should

>

[!fco J-olze's Mttlifinwht Psychology (Ixsipsic, 1852), 388 ff ]
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at the beginning of their hindering action be themselves an object of

our consciousness. We must lemembcr that of that which is going

on in our nerves and of the mode of their influence on the soul we

experience nothing: it is only the final lesult of these processes,

the sensation, or the feeling of pleasure and pain, that appeals in

consciousness; and, when it does appear, it tells us nothing of the

mode in which it was brought about. In the same way then, when

bodily excitations, instead of producing consciousness, check it,

it is possible for their action to lemain unnoticed until unconsciousness

suddenly supervenes. Injuries of the brain, lastly, can haully be

defined with any probability as the clean disappearance of an organ

and the excitation dependent on it; they will piobably always in-

clude positive changes in the organs that remain, and in the activity

of those organs, and from these organs they will dcvelope foices that

check consciousness.

These were the general remarks on which I formeily relied; but at

bottom they only had a significance
in opposition to the view which

took consciousness to be the direct pioduct of the work of a bodily

organ, and they have not much to say against the other view which

conceives activities, in their own nature mental, to be evoked anew in

every moment by the constant excitation of the ncivcs, and to be

capable of continuance in this way alone. Many facts, which have

been more accurately obseivcd in late yeais, favour this idea. We

know that animals can be sent to sleep, if a compulsion, lasting some

little time but causing no pain, deprives them of all movement, and if

at the same time all external sense-stimuli are shut out, and so any

new sensation prevented : it follows that the internal changes con-

ditioned by the transformation of substances by tissue-change, and

by nutrition, are not sufficient to preserve in them the waking state

which pieceded the experiment. It is not quite safe to argue from

brutes to men ; but in any case it is certain enough that men too fall

asleep from ennui, and quite lately a remarkable case of prolonged

anaesthesia (Dr. Strftmpdi, Deutsches Arch. f. Klin. Me<l XXII) has

proved that in the case of men also the same experimental conditions

that were applied to animals can rapidly produce sleep. Nevertheless

it remains doubtful whether all these Facts tell us anything new, or

whether they only present, no doubt in highly remarkable circum-

stances, what we knew before. With regard to the animals success-

fully experimented on, we do not know whether there i any impulse

in them tending to extend the course of their ideas in any con-

siderable degree beyond the contents of their sensuous perception;
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in the case of ennui, we know that for the moment this impulse is

absent, while the sensations of the special senses are not absent, and
it is only the lack of interest in them that removes the stimulus to

follow up what is perceived with an attention that would find relations

in it. Thus we seem to have found nothing but what needs no

explanation : where the external and internal impulses which stir the

soul to activity are absent, this activity is absent, and the lack of it

may form the point of departure for that furtfier depression of nervous

initability by which at last sleep is distinguished from waking.
305, Before I attempt to give some final view on this subject, I

have still to mention that alternation of consciousness and uncon-

sciousness which is presented to us in the forgetting of ideas and their

recollection. Everyone knows the views which regard memory and

recollection as possible only by means of a corporeal basis; according

to this view some physical trace of every perception must have

remained in the brain, a trace which, it would be admitted, would

gradually entirely disappear if no occasion for its renewal occurred.

It would be unjust to icquire a closer description of these abiding

impressions ; but a consideration of the precise requirements they

must fulfil does not, as it seems to me, reveal the advantages which

this hypothesis is thought to possess when compared with a theory

which regards these processes as merely psychical. I raise no objec-

tion to the idea that the simultaneous stimuli traversing the brain in

extraordinary numbers, leave behind them an equal number of traces

which do not intermix : that for a moment, at least, these traces can

remain unintcrmixed is proved by the fact that they help us to form

an equally large number of separate perceptions ; but this very fact at

the same time proves that the unity of the psychical subject holding

those perceptions together in its consciousness, is, no less than the

bruin, capable of a simultaneous multiplicity of states which remain

apart from one another. This, however, was the very point respecting

which these theories at starting expressed mistrust: a material system,

consisting of a large number of parts, seemed to them better adapted

lo the purpose of receiving and preserving a number of impressions

than the indivisible unity of an immaterial substance. But the theory

docs not got rid of the necessity of ascribing these capacities to such

a Hubslance, as well as to the brain ; unless indeed we are prepared

to return lo the old mistake of confusing a multiplicity of impressions

distributed in the brain with the perception of this multiplicity.
As

we proceed, the duties demanded alike of brain and soul are multiplied

at the same rate for both. If we approach an object, there is only one

VOL* L M m
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point of it that which our glance continuously fixes that throws its

image constantly on one and the same element of the retina ; all the

other points, as the apparent size of the object increases with our

approach to it, make their impression from moment to moment on

fresh spots in the nerve. Thus, if this one object is to be perceived,

countless images must be represented within a short time, and that in

such a mannei that every part a of the object leaves traces in countless

elements pqr . . . of the brain, while each of these elements again receives

such traces impressed upon it by all the parts ale .... An intermixture

of these latter images would be of no service to the act of representing

the object ;
each single material atom will in its turn have to preserve

countless impiessions without intermixture the very same task which

this theory refused to entrust to the unity of the soul and on both

sides the functions to be performed multiply immeasurably when,

instead of one object, there are many to be perceived.

But the important point was not this preservation itself, but the

service it can render to memory when only a part a 6 of a composite

image is given by a new perception, and the parts cde which belong

to it have to be supplied. If we suppose that the new impression a I

now affects the same nerve-elements / and q which it affactcd before,

it is conceivable that the tiacc of it still remaining may be somehow

called to life again in those dements; but how does it conic about

that p and q renew in other nerve-elements, r and $, the traces of the

impressions c and d which formerly affected ///v these impressions

c and d being precisely those which united with a and /; will form the

Image that has to be recollected? It may be answcicd that the

psychological view of the matter equally demands that a peculiar

connexion should be established between those impressions which

occur simultaneously, or, if successively, with no intervening link :

that the very same solidarity obtains between the abiding remnants of

the nerve-excitations ; that, if time be conceived as a line of abscissa's

those of equal abscissa form such an associated group. And this

stratified deposition of the impressions, supposing it admitted, might

indeed explain why their reproduction would take the direction from

a } only to c d, and not to anypq belonging to another stratum ; but

the mechanical possibility of the process itself which takes this direction

would remain in obscurity. For we cannot misuse the metaphor to

such an extent as to regard the simultaneous states of all the nerve

elements as a connected stratum, the continuity of which produces the

'result that a vibration of one point sets all the rest vibrating in those

in which they formerly vibrated in this stratum, and not in those
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forms in \\hich they vibrated in other strata. It could be nothing but
the nature of the impressions a and 3 that in its turn revives the others
c and d which are connected with them : and since there is no reason
why <7 by itself or t by itself should reproduce c or d any more than
many other impressions, it can be nothing but the concurrent existence
of // and I that limits the selection to those impressions that really
belong to them. This; implies not only that the single neive-elements
in which a and 6 are revivified, interact on each other, so that the fact
of the concurrent existence of those two impressions is transformed
into an efficient resultant, by which the reawakening of c and d can be
bi ought about; but, over and above this, those nerve-elements which
arc now to contribute < and d, can only add this definite contribution
to thtj whole, if the fact of the previous simultaneity of theii im-

pressions / and d with a and I has left behind in them, too, a

permanent disposition to answer this and no other solicitation with
this ,ml no other response.

I will not pursue the investigation further. Its final outcome seems
to we c,Wr: the hypothesis must transfer to eveiy single nerve-

atom pierisely the same capacity of an ordeied association and

lepiodueiiou of all successive states which the psychological view

claims for the oul How these two occurrences (this association and

reproduction) conic about we have confessed that we do not know
;

tail it is utterly vain to hope that a physical construction can enable

UK to unclctHtnncl thorn without presupposing that the same enigmatical

process is repealed in every clement of matter.

800* These considerations would all be useless, if interruption of

memory occasioned by bodily suffering admitted of no explanation

whatever in consonance with our views. Unfortunately I cannot

maintain that what 1 have been saying makes such a satisfactoiy

explanation possible; but this docs not seem to me to diminish

Uw impossibility of those other views which localise particular groups

of Mean or particular remembrances oil-hand at definite places in the

echini! organs. AH that we can, properly speaking, be said to observe

i not .i absence of memory, but merely the incapacity to reproduce

i<ieuK, which, according to the ordinary view, may nevertheless still be

present ;w unconscious ideas, only that the associations are wanting,

by help of which they might be restored to consciousness. This

account, apart from a further definition, would do no more than

explain the total forgetting of ideas of which there is nothing what-

ever to remind us ; whereas in the cases of morbid interruption of

memory, the sensuous perceptions frequently go on unhindered, and

Mm a
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biing with them a quantity of impressions, associated in manifold

ways with the forgotten ideas ; and yet the restoration of these ideas

to memory does not take place.

There is only one supposition that I can suggest, and I am not sure

myself whether it does not push to exaggeration a conception which

in itself is valid. Ideas aie connected not only with one another, but

also in the closest way with the general feeling g of our total state at

the moment of their origin. If g changes into y, and it is impossible

to us to experience g again, the way is barred which might lead our

memory back to the ideas connected with g : in whatever numbers

single ideas among these may be reproduced by new perceptions,

still the common bond is absent, which connected them together as

our states, and thus made those contents of theirs, which in them-

selves were reciprocally indifferent, capable of reciprocal re-excitation.

It is in this way that I should attempt to interpret the facts that,^rhcn

we have recovered from severe illness, we do not remember what we

experienced while it lasted, or while, before its outbreak, our general

feeling was already changed; that, when we are free from the

paroxysm of fever, we do not remember sets of ideas which ac-
*

company it, and that in particular cases these sets of ideas arc can led

on when the next paroxysm occurs, owing to the icturn of the morbid

general feeling: that unusual depression sometimes brings long-

forgotten things to remembrance, while in other cases of the same
kind things familiar to us affect us so little that they seem like some-

thing new, unknown, and unconnected with the whole of our life* It

is far harder to apply this explanation to those defects of memory
that occur with regard to a certain definite subject-matter of our

ideas
; e. g, the forgetting of proper names, of a scries of scientific

conceptioAs, of a foreign language. But hcie again what other course

is open to us than to refer these cases, so far as they arc confirmed by
observations, to similar causes ? It is impossible to conceive of the

activities which are here impeded as assigned to different organs;

they could only be assigned to different ways of working on the part
of the organs : we should have to come back to a general depression
of the organs, preventing them from executing a group of functions,

which, though they belong to one another, do not disclose even such
a similarity of physical work as would correspond to their intellectual

connexion, and would make it a matter of course that they should all

be interrupted together. In that case there would be no greater im-
, ^possibility in the further supposition, that tins physical depression has
fot if* consequence a mental general feeling, different from and super-
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seding that which ordinarily accompanies these mental operations.
For that which moves and forms connexions in us is not abstract
truths : the com so of oui thoughts is always a couise of our states, and
e\cry particular form of our intellectual activity gives us the feeling of
a peculiar mental posture, which reacts again on the bodily general
feeling. If a change originally set up in this latter feeling makes its

mental echo impossible, the mental activities will be checked in their
turn by the conflict of the tone of feeling which they find in existence
with that which should normally accompany them.

307. Efforts to assign to the soul a sphere in which its activity
should be independent of the body, commonly proceed from the

chfsiio to secure its
substantiality, and thereby its endless continuance;

though in reality the certainty with which we can infer the latter fiom
the former is strictly pi opoitionate to the energy with which at starting
wo have chosen to identify the two. No such motives have guided our

present investigation : indeed what use would thcic be in searing to

the soul oil the lights of substance, if the cxcicisc of these lights is

no! equally unrestiained? But no theories can change the facts,

Whether we see in the central organs the creative causes of mental

activity, or only, on occasion, the causes which impede it, in either

< aw the facts remain, that a state of perpetual wakefulness is im-

possible to us
; that the exhaustion of the body bi ings with it the total

cessation of mental life ; that, conversely, this life, in some way, what-

ever that way may bo, consumes the forces of the body; that diseases

MV\ injuries of the brain cither cripple particular faculties, or sink us

in si complete mental night When, then, we joined in the efforts

alluded to, it was not with the hope of finding in the intrinsic sub-

stantiality of the soul any warrant for an independence of which so

little ilcx*s as a fact exist ; but in the certainty that, even if exact

observation should prove the activity of the soul to be still more

closely Itymml up, than il is now proved to be, with the body and its

agitation;*, Htill this dependence could in no way alter the essence of

our conviction ; and that essential conviction is that a world of atoms,

and movements of atoms, can never develope from itself a trace of

mental life; that it forms, on the contraiy, nothing more than a

gy*ittm of occasions, which win from another and a unique basis the

manifestation of an activity possible to that basis alone.

Hut evctn this expression of our view must after all be once more

modified. We found it impossible to conceive the world as built up

out of a disconnected multiplicity of real elements of matter : just as

little, on the other side, have we considered the individual souls on
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which this system of occasions acts, to be indestiuctible existences ;

both they and these occasions meant to us simply actions of the one

genuine being or existence, only that they are gifted with the strange

capacity, which no knowledge can further explain, of feeling and

knowing themselves as active centres t>f a life which goes out from

them. Only because they do this, only in so far as they do this, did

we give them the name of existences or substances. Still we have so

named them ; and now the question arises whether it would not but

for the exigencies of imagination be bettei to avoid even that name

and the infeiences into which it will never cease to seduce men. Be-

ginning by speaking of the souls as existences, we go on to speak of

their states, and we even venture to talk of such states as betray

nothing whatever of the essential nature of that to which we ascribe

them. Thus we have not scrupled, any more than any psychology

has so far scrupled, to use the supposition of unconscious ideas, or of

unconscious states3 which ideas have left behind, and which become

ideas again. Is it leally necessary that they should so be left bchind t

and can we gather any intelligible notion from these words unless we

take refuge, as men always naturally and inevitably have done, in the

ciassest metaphors of impressions that have altered a spatial shape, or

of movements that are not conceivable except in space ? There was

nothing to compel us to these suppositions but the observed fact that

previous ideas return into consciousness : but is there no other way
in which that which once was can be the determining ground of that

which will be, except by continuing to be instead of passing away ?

And if the soul in a perfectly dreamless sleep thinks, feels, and wills

nothing, is the soul then at all, and what is it? How often has the

answer been given, that jjjfthis could ever happen, the soul would

have no being 1 Why have we not had the courage to say that, as

often as this happens, the soul is not ? Doubtless, if the soul were

alone in the world, it would be impossible to understand a& alterna-

tion of its existence and non-existence : but why should not its life

be a melody with pauses, while the primal eternal source still acts,

of which the existence and activity of the soul is a single deed, and

from which that existence and activity arose ? From it again the soul

would once more arise, and its new existence would be the consistent

continuation of the old, so soon as those pauses are gone by, during
which the conditions of its reappearance were being produced by other

deeds of the same primal being.
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Conclusion.

I have ventured on these final hints because I wished to give a last
and a full statement of that requirement which I believe we must lay
on ouiselves, the total renunciation of our desire to answer meta-
physical questions by the way of mathematico-mechanical construc-
tion* There can be no need for me to express yet again the complete
respect I feel for the physical sciences, for their developed method
and their intellectual force ; the efforts of Metaphysic cannot in any
way compare with their brilliant results. But it has sometimes be-
fallen the investigation of Nature itself, that, at points which for long
it thought itself warranted in using as the simplest foundations of its

theories, it has discovered a whole woild, new and never surmised, of
internal foimation and movement; and in this world it has at the

same time discovered the explanation of occurrences, which had pre-

viously been connected, in a bare and external way, with these

seemingly simple points of departure, It is a like discoveiy that

Metaphysic has always sought, only the distance which separated its

goal from anything that can become the object of direct observation

was still greater. It sought the reasons or causes on which the fact

depends, that we are able to pursue with confidence throughout the

whole realm they govern the fundamental conceptions of the natural

sciences, and which at the same time would determine the limits of

this realm. It is a true saying that God has ordered all things by
measure and number, but what he ordered was not measures and

numbers themselves, but that which deserved or required to possess

them, .It was not a meaningless and inessential reality, whose

only purpose would have been to suppoit mathematical relations,

and to supply some sort of denomination 1 for abstract numbers:

but the meaning of the world is what comes first; it is not simply

something which subjected itself to the order established; rather

from it alone comes the need of that order and the form in

which it is realised. All those laws which can be designated by the

common name of mathematical mechanics, whatever that name in-

cludes of eternal and self-evident truths, and of laws which as a

matter of fact are everywhere valid, all these exist, not on theirown

authority! nor as a baseless destiny to which reality is compelled to

bow* They are (to use such language as men can) only the first con-

sequences which, in the pursuit of its end, the living and active mean-

*
[Cp. f 214, end,]
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ing of the woild has laid at the foundation of all particulai realities

as a command embracing them all We do not know this meaning
in all its fulness, and therefore we cannot deduce from it what we can

only attempt, in one universal conviction, to retrace to it. But even

the effort to do this forces upon us a chain of ideas so far-reaching

that I gladly confess the imperfections which, without doubt, can be

laid to the charge of this attempt of mine. When, now several de-

cades since, I ventured on a still more imperfect attempt, I closed it

with the dictum that the true beginning of Metaphysic lies in Kthics.

I admit that the expression is not exact ;
but I still feel certain of

being on the right track, when I seek in that which should be the

ground of that which is. What seems unacceptable in this view it

will perhaps be possible to justify in another connexion : now, after I

have already peihaps too long claimed the attention of rny reader,

I close my essay without any feeling of infallibility, with the wish

that I may not everywhere have been in error, and, for the jest, with

the Oriental proverb God knows better.
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leta S. ftcripturoc loco, necnon vetus capilulorum notatio et canones

KiuicblL KdliUt Caiolu* Lloyd, S.T.P.R., necnon Episcopu*
i8mo. cloth, 34.

Tho iwime on unrttlaag paper, with large mwfiin, doth,
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Novum Tcstamcnhtm Graccc juxta Exemplar
Millianum. iSmo. cloth, 2*. 6<J.

The same oa writing: paper, with large maigin, cloth, fjs,

Evangelia Sacra Graccc. fcap, 8vo. limp, IJT. 6*/.

The Greek Testament^ with the Readings
adopted \>y the Revi&eib ol the Authorised Version :

(1) Pica type. Second Kdilion, with Marginal Kefeienuta

Demy 8vo. cloth, xos. 6d.

(2) Long Piimcr type* Kcap* 8vo. cloth, 4*. 6/&

(3) The same, on writing paper, with wide margin, cloth, 15*.

Tlie Parallel New Testament^ Greek and Kng-
lish; hclng the Authorised Version, 1611; the Rcviswl Vt;tMn r

188 r ; and the Greek Text followed in the Revised VWMOII, v<,

cloth, i2j, 6^/.

t/it joint />n>/>a ty tf Mf Uniwt i/V/Vv

The Gospel of St. Mark in Gothic, according to
Uic translation made by Wultda in the Komth (Vntuiy. hililcil

with a Ginmnmtic.il Introduction and (ilossiuul Index by \\. \V.

Skeat, M.A. Kjctm fcnp, 8vo. cloth, *f>,

Canon Mnratorianns : the carliost Catalogue
of the Uooks of the New Testament. Kditcd with Notts n<l fi

Facsimile of the MS. in the Ambiosian I*ibraiy at Milan, by S. I*.

Tregelles, LI,.I>. l8C)7. 4to, clotli, ios. fat.

FATHERS OI1 THE CHUECH, &c.

iSV. Athanasius: Orations against the Arlans.
With an Account of his Ufc by William Ifcitfht, Ul*. i;^.
Ctown 8vo, cloth, 96,

St.Atkana$ius: Historical Writings, according
to the Benedictine Text. With an Introduction 'by Willwm Utitjht,
D.0. 1881, Crown 8vo. clotli, 101. 6rf.

S
1

/. Augustine: Select Anti-Pelagian 7*rcat!m9

and t5x Actg of the Second Council of Orange. With an Intro-
duction by William Bright. D,I>. Crown Svo. cloth, 91.
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The Canons of the First Four General Councils
of Nicaea, Constantinople, Ephesns, and Chalcedon. 1877. Crown
8vo. cloth, 2s, 6d,

Notes on the Canons of the First Four General
Councils. By William Bright, D.D. 1882. Crown 8vo. cloth,

5s 6d.

Cyrilli Archiepiscopi Alexandrini in XII Pro-
phctas. Edidit P. E. Pubey, A.M. Tomi IL 1868. 8vo. cloth,

CyrilliA rchicpiscopiA lexandrini in D. Joannis
Kvan$>h<um. Accedunt Fragmenta Varia necnon Tractatus ad
Tibenum Diaconum Duo. Edidit post Aubeitum P. E. Pusey,
A.M. Tomi III. 1872. 8vo 2/. ss.

Cyi ill! Anhiepiscopi Alexandrini Commentarii
in f.ttttte Evangcl'iim quae supersunt Syriace. E MSS. apud Mus.
Brilau, edidit R, Payne Smith, A M. 1858. 410. cloth, il. ist

The same, translated by R. Payne Smith, M.A.
a vols. 1859, 8vo, cloth, Hi.

Ephracmi Syri, Rabulae Episcopi Edesseni,
Balaei, aliox unique Opera Sulecta. E Codd. Synacis MSS in

Musco Hritannico et Bibliothcca Bocllcmna asbeivatis pnmus edidit

J, J. Ovcrbeck. 1865. 8vo. cloth, il. is.

s* Ecclesiastical History, according to

thf text of Uurton, with an Introduction by William Bright, D.D.

iSHi. Ciown 8vo. doth, 8& 6d.

Irenaeus: The Third Book of St. Irencwits,

ISShhon of Lyons atfainU. ileiesies. With short Notes mid a

(SluMuury by II. Deatie, B.D., Fellow of St John's College, Oxford.

1*174, Crown 8vo. clolh, 5*. 6<f.

Patntm Apostolicorum, S- dementis Romani,
H. Imatilt 8. Polycann, qtrne supei&unt Edidit Guil. Tacobson,

S.T.V.R. Toini 11. Fouxth Edition, 1863. 8vo. cloth, i/. I*.

Socrates! Ecclesiastical History, according to

the Text of Huwcy, with an Introduction by William Blight, D.0,

1878. Crowa 8vo. cloth, ?, 6rf.
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ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, &c,

Bacdae Historic** Ecclcsiastha. Edited,with Knj-
hbh Notes, by G. II.Mobeily,M.A. 1881. CitwiiNvo cloth, loUx/.

^?r/V/^ ( W.* D.D.). Chapters of Early English
Church History. 1878. 8vo. cloth, las

Ritrnefs History of the Reformation of t/w
Church of Kufrloiul. Anew Mition. <'aiehilly leviscil, unit the
Records collate*! with the originals, by N. Pocotk, M.A, 7 voK
1865. 8vo. JPrtt!6)fdu<.etl to I/. io,s,

Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents relating
to (treat Hritaiu at! Irvlaiul. Ktlitctl, after Sjielmtui ami \ViU:in-.,

by A. W. Hiuldan, III)., ami W.Ktub)*, M.A,, KcjjiiiN I

of Motlcru History, Oxfoul, Vol. 1. and III. 1869 ?*
Bvo. cloth, c.ich \L is.

Vol. II. Pait I. 187,% Mwlium Kvo. cloih, ios,/*/.

Vol. II. r.iitJI. i7. Cliuifh nf luhmii, AIciiKitial, of St,
1'aUicfc.

Hammond (C Jt.). Liturffii\ flasfom and
W*\tfrn. Kflitcrl, with TiititMhivtio^ Nutrs, aul it l.iUtu'ititl

Glossary. 1^78. C'niwii 8vu. cloth, ios.faf*

An Appowdix to tlio above. 18 yy. i'umii H\o, JUJIT cover ,, is fit/.

7^ JJisAop of El>hc$nx. The. Third J*wt of
Now in rf eilitnlhis faebsittotiMl lihlMy. \l\\ Kyiinc,)

'William Curcton^ M.A. 1853. ^to. cloth, i/. i^.

The same, translated by R. Paynci Smith, MA,
lH6o. 8vo. cloth, IDA.

The Lcofric Mimilt as used in th<; Ca(hc*dnil
of KM UT iluiini; the Kpi'.copnli' <{ it-, lir.t Itishnp. \,i,

t^'thvi Hitli M>ni(* Awotutt of tl* Kwl |{tmt t oi h*i
of Rolx'M of Juimt^<% ftixl a frvv <jthi;r <*ily MS,

?/ gw^^Wi rhuwh. KiUlni t MiUi lutKNluciiini awl N^,
p hy

ft & Warm, !U>. ^tc*. half morom, JUL
7

Liturgy and Ritual of t/w Celtic C/innk.
By F. K, Warren, IU). 1881. 8vo, cloth, 14*.
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The Ancient Liturgy of the Church of England,
accoiding to the uses of Sorum* York, Hereford, and Bangor, and
the Roman Liluigy ananged in paiallel columns, -with preface and
note-,. J'.y William Maskeli, M,A. Thud Edition. 1882, 8vo,

cloth, 15**

Monnmeuta Ritualia Ecclesiae Anglicanae. The
occasional Offices, of the Church of England accoidin^ to the old

use of Salisbury the Prymcr in English, and other prayers and

ioims, with dissertations and notes. By William Maskcll, M.A.
Second Kdition. x88a. 3 volb. 8vo. cloth, 2J. joi.

Records of t/te Reformation. The Divorce,
1537-1535. Mostly now for the first lime punted from MSS in

the tfiitish Museum and other libraries. Collected and arranged

by N. J'ocock, M.A. 1870. 2 volb. 8vo. cloth, il 165.

S/iirlcy ( W. W.). Some Account of the Church
In ///' Ajutolit *l$e. Second Edition, 1874. fcap. 8vo. cloth,

Registrum Sacrum Anglicanum.
An attempt to exhibit the course of Episcopal Succession in Eng-
litttd. XH5. wuall ^to, cloth, 85, 6rf.

BVOLXKE THBOLOaT,

Ihttler's Works, with an Index to the Analogy.
a vtik 1874, 8vo. cloth, xi,

ButlerV Sermons. 8vo. cloth, 5$. 6d.

Jhti/cr*$ Analogy of Religion. 8vo. cloth, 5^. 6d.

Jfcurlings Hannonifr Symbolica: Creeds of the

Western Cbutdi. J5. vo, cloth, &. 6dL

Homilies appointed to be read in Churches.

Kditwl by J. Griffith*, M.A. 1859, 8vo. cloth, 7, 6d.

Hooka's Works, with his Life by Walton, ar-

mn^l by John Keble, MA, Sixth Edition, 1874. 3 voK 8vo.

rlotf*, /. u.<W.

Jlwktr** Works; the text as arranged by John
Ktble,M.A. avol. 1875, 8vo. cloth, iw.
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Pearsons Exposition of the Creed. Revised
and concctcd by E. I'uilon, IJ.I) Sixth Kdilion, 1877 K\o doth,
ios. 6J.

Walcrlctnd's Review of the Doctrine of the

j&V<)fa/?t/jwith a I'icfacc by the nusent ISislioj* oi London. xSKo.

Crown 8v. cloth, 6s. (W&

Wheatlys Illustration of the Book of Common
. A new Kdition, iS|6. 8vo. cloth, 5^.

Wyclif. A Catalogue of the Original Works
ojjohn Ifylif, by \V, \V . Bhirlcy, t>.l>, 1X65. HVJ. doth, &. 6,/.

Wyclif. Select English Works, tty T. ArnoUl,
M,A. 3 veils. iBGp-iH;!. Sv. doth. /Vw ra/vrci/ /o I/, iv.

Wyclif. Trialogus. With th<s Supplement now
fust edited Uy (Jotthaid LtrhltT. iK6<; Hvo. cloth.

tv 7*.

HISTORICAL AND DOCUMENTARY WOKXH.

British Barrou's^
f
i Record of tho ICxamimitioii

of ScjntU'lual Mounds in various jrarts of Kn^tanil, iv Wilhnm
Givcuwdl, M.A., KS.A 'I r^cthcr with Disruption of 1'ijjtitt's of

Skulls, (*<'tu*ial R<'miirkf> ou Pichistoric Ctr.uitu unit .ui AptKii,<itx

by George Uoilcston, M,D,, F.K.S. 1877, Mc'diunt Svo. oloJh, 45*.

JSritton. A Trcnliw npon the Common IMW t*f

Knghtmt, crmiposfd Iy cnlcr of Klne Fxl^ftwt I. Th frirtirh Ti-xt

carefully reviwtl, with tin Kn^tinh Iranslntiou, lufroduction* nnl
Nttu, by FP M. Nicliolb, M,A. a vols, 1865. Koyut 8vo, ttlftth.

t/, I Os.

History t*f tin*

'ivit Wins ia Ku|ttuic(, 7 vK.

Clarendons (fidw. llarl of) History of the
Rfhtllhn and (!ivil Warn In Kimlnttd, Alho hi,. l.tft% wiiftcn ty
hhnhclf, in which in included a C.outmualioii of hih Hi '.lor of OM*hhnhclf, in which in included a C.outmualioii of hih Hi '.lory of OM*
Oraml Rebellion, With couiouu Indexes, lit one voiumr, loyal

a. doth, I/. 3A*
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Clinton's Epitome of the Fasti Hellenici. 1851.
8vo. cloth, 6* 6d.

Clinton's Epitome of the Fasti Romani. 1854.
8vo. cloth, 7$.

Freeman's (E. A.) History of the Norman
Conquest of England, its Causes and Results. In Six Volumes.

8\o. cloth, 5/. ps. 6d

VoK I II together, 3rd edition, 1877. iJ. i6s.

Vul III, and edition, 1874. i/. IA.

Vol IV, and edition, 1875. i/. i&.

Vol. V, 1876. i/. is.

Vol. VI. Index. 1879 8vo. cloth, los. 6<f

Freeman (E. A .).
The Reign of William Rufus

and the Accession of Henry the First. a vols. 8vo. cloth, if. 165.

Gascoigne's Theological Dictionary (" Liber

Venlatmu"): Selected Pabsages, illustrating the condition of

Church and State, 1405-1458. With an Introduction by James
K, Thoiold Kogeis, M 1*. mall 4to. cloth, los. 6d.

Magna Carta, a careful Reprint Edited by
W. Stuhlm, M.A., Kegius Piofessor ot Modern History. 1879.

4to, htitchcd, li,

Olaf. Pass/o ct Miracula Beati Olavi. Edited
fiom a TweHth-CVntuiy MS. in the Lilnuy of Coipus Chribti

Collets Ojufowl, with lui Jntiwluction and Notts, by Frederick

MfteuUe, M.A. Small 4to, btifi covei, 6i.

Protests of tto Lords, including those which
h<M! l?n minmflml, from 1634 to 1874; with Historical Intro-

duction*, l'Mite<U)yJamesE.ThoroldKogcis,M*A. 1875. Svols.

Kvo. cloth, a/. ai

Rogers'$ History of Agriculture and Prices in

Vol. I and U (i3B9-4co). 1866, 8vo. cloth, a/- a*,

Vote, III and IV (1401-1583). i88a. 8vo. cloth, al, 10*
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Sturlunga Saga, including the Islenclinga Saga
of Lawman Stuila Thoidsson and other woiks. Edited by Di.

Gudbiand Vigfasson. In 2 vols. 1878 Svo. cloth, a/, is,

Two of the Saxon Chronicles parallel^ with
Suppleraenlaiy Extracts fiom the Otheis, Edited, with Intro-

duction, Notes, and a Gloswmal Index, by J Eaile, M.A. 1865.
Svo cloth, 16s.

Statutes madefor the University of Oxford, and
foi the Colleges and Halls therein, by the LJnivcii.il> of Ovfoi<1

Commissioncis. 1882. 8vo. cloth, I2&. <3rf.

Also separately,

Statutes madefor the University, 2$.

Statutes madefor tlie Colleges, is. each.

Statuta Universitatis Oxoniensis. 1883* Svo,
cloth, 55.

The Student's ffandbook to the University and
College** of Qxfatd. Seventh Edition. 1883. K\ti,x lc*p. Svo.

cloth, 2s. 6d.

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAIi SCIENCE, &c-

Astronomical Observations made at the Uni-
veisity Obscivalory, Oxfoid, under the diicttion of C. I'riU-ltarcI,

M.A., Savilian J'lofcssor of Astronomy. No. x. 1878. Kuyal Kvo.

paper covers, 34. <3J.

Treatise on Infinitesimal Calculus. By Bartho-
lomew Price, M.A., F.R.SM Profcsw>i ofNatui-al Philosophy, Oxford.

Vol. I. Difierential Calculus Second Edition, 8vo. cloth, 14^, 6cT.

Vol. II. Integral Calculus, Calculus of Vaiialionh, and Diflcrt'ntial

Kcjuatioub. Second Edition, 1865. 8vo. cloth, iSv.

Vol. III. Statics, including Attractions; Dynamics of a Male* ml
Particle. Second J&lition, 1868. 8vo. cluth, iC>\,

Vol. IV. Dynamics of Matcilal Systems ; together with a chupttr
on Tljcoietical Dynamics, by VV.K DonUn, M.A., K.K.S. 1 86 j.

Svo. cloth, x(j&.

Rigautfs Correspondence of Scientific Men of
the 17th Century, with Table oi Contents by A. <U* Morgan* and
Index by the Iluv, J. Kigaud, M.A, Fellow ol Magdaltn Coltap.
Oxford. volh. 1841-1863. 8vo, cloth, iS*. 3d,
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Vesuvius. By John Phillips, M.A., F.R.S.,
Ptofessor of Geology, Oxfoid. 1869. Crown 8vo cloth, los. 6d

Geology of Oxford and the Valley of the
Tfiames. By the same Author. 1871. 8vo. doth, 21*.

Synopsis of the Pathological Scries in the
Oxford Museum. By H. W. Acland, M.D., F.R.S , 1867, 8vo.

cloth, 2s. 64.

Thesaurus Entomologicus Hopeianus> or a De-
scription of the rarest Injects in the Collection given to the

University by the Rev. William Hope By J O Westwood, M.A ,

F.L.S. With 40 Plates. 1874 Small folio, half moiocco, 7Z.ios.

Text-Book of Botany, Morphological and Phy~
siological* By Di. Julius Sachs, Professor of Botany in the Uni-

veisity of Wurzbuig. A New Edition. Translated by S.H Vines,
M.A. 1882. Royal 8vo. iZ. us 6d.*

Johannes Midler on Certain Variations in the
Vocal Organs of the Passeies that have hitherto escaped notice.

Translated by F. J. Bell, B.A., and edited with an Appendix, by
A. H. Garrod, M.A., F.R.S. With Plates. 1878. 4to paper
covers, 7, 6d.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Corpus Poeticvm Boreale. The Poetry of the
Old Northern Tongne, from the Earliest Times to the Thirteenth

Centuiy. Edited, classified, and translated, with Introduction,

Excursus, and Notes, by Gudbrand Vigfiisson, M.A., and F. York

Powell, M.A, a vols. 1883. 8vo. cloth, 42*.

Bacods Nomim Organum. Edited, with Eng-
lish notes, by G. W. Kitchin, M A. 1855. 8vo. cloth, gs. 6d.

Bacoris Novum Organum. Translated by G,
W. Kitchin, M,A. 1855 8vo cloth, 9*.U (See also p. 38 )

The Works of George Berkeley, D.D., formerly
Bishop of Cloyne; including many of his writings hitherto un-

published. With Prefaces, Annotations, and an Account of his

Life and Philosophy, by Alexander Campbell Fraser, M.A. 4 vols,

1871. 8vo, cloth, a/. 185.

The Life, Lttttrs, &c. i vol. cloth, i6s (See also p 38 )

The Logic of Hegel; translated from the En-
cyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences. With Prolegomena by
William Wallace, M A. 1874. 8vo. cloth, 145.
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Smith's Wealth of Nations. A new Edition,
with Notes, by J. E. Thorold Rogeis, M.A. a vols. 1880. cloth, ai %

A Course of Lectures on Art> delivered before
the University of Oxfoitl m HilaiyTeim, 1870, by John Kuskin,
M A , Slade Professor of Fine Art Svo cloth, 6s,

Aspects of Poetry ; being Lectures delivered
at Oxfoid by John Campbell Shanp, LL.I)

, Prokwoi of J'odiy,
Oxfoid. Oo\vn 8vo. cloth, 10* 6d.

A Critical Account of the Drawings by Afhhel
Aneelo and Rafaflfa in thf Unrwrnty Oallertf*, Oxfitnt* liy J
C. Kubiiibon, F.S.A. 1870 Crown Svo cloth, 4s

Catalogue of the Castcllani Collection of -</////-

gvitfa in the Vnivtruty Qatttrln, 0/on/. JJy \V. S. \V.

lM< S. Crown Svo. bliff cover, i*.

of tf)t

TK-VNSLAIKD nv VARIOUS OKIKNTM, SCIKH^KS, AM* i IHMI *iv

K. MAX MUMKK.

Vol. I. The Upanisliads. Translattrd by V. Max
Muller. Pait I. The A7/&udoj;>ait]umih])iLfI t '!'! 'raIa\k'iRi-

upanishatl, The Aitaicvarini;/)nKa, '(lie
K;iushttaki-hiaIiJMn//,i-

upanishad, and The Vaitii>anc>i-,sawhitVupantMi:i<l. H\<>, iUih,
I0i (J^.

Vol. II. The Sacred Laws of the Avyas, as tsmght
in the Schools ofAi>nstaniba,(Jautaina, \'.v.ishMat nn<l IJ.mdhAy.uia,
Translatfd by J'jof

Gcorjj
HUhlvr. r*ut J. jjastauittit uml

Gautama. Svo, cloth, IDA. fe

Vol. III. The Sacred Books of China, The Texts
of Confucianism, Tianslale<l by James Lt??e. Tart I, The Khft

King, The .Religious ]oitious of the Shih Ring, ami Tht* II.Uo
King. Svo clolh, 1 2s 6f/.

Vol. IV. The Xend-Avesla. Translated by James
DaimcstcUT. Tail I The VcwlttUul. 8vo. clolh, io. Arf.

Vol. V. The Pahlavi TexlH. Translated by K. W.
West. I'mt I. The IhiudahU, Bahnmn y*s\, nnrl S!i4>n 4 l

Svo. cloth, za* 0</.

Vols, VI and IX. The Qurtin. Parts I and II.
Translated by K. II. Palmer. 8vo. cloth, ai*.
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Vol. VII. The Institutes of Vishnu. Translated
by Juhus Jolly. 8vo. doth, IGS. 6d

Vol. VIII The Bhagavadgfti,with The Sanatsu^itlya,
and The AnugJtt. Translated by Kashin&h Tnmbak Telang.
8vo. cloth, ios 6d

Vol. X. The Dhammapada, translated from Fill by
F. Max Muller; and The Siitta-Nip^ta, tianslated from Pali by
V. Fausboll ; being Canonical Books of the Buddhists. 8vo. cloth,
i OA. 6d.

Vol. XI. Buddhist Suttas. Translated from P&i' by
T. W. Rhys Davids, i. The Mahaparmibbana Sultanta

,
a. The

Dhamma-vfcakka-ppavattana Sutta ; 3. The Tevi^a Suttanta , 4.
The Akankheyya Sulta; 5. The .tfetokhila Sutta, 6 The Maha-
sudassana Suttanta , 7. The SabbOsava Sutta. Svo. cloth, IDS. 6d.

Vol. XII. The Satapatha-Br&hmawa, according to
the Text of the Mddhyandina School. Translated by Juhus
Eggeling. Pait I. Books I and II. 8vo cloth, I3s. 6d

Vol XIII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the P&Ii
by T. W Rhys. Davids and Hermann Oldcnberg. Tart I. The
Vatimokkha The Mah&vagga, I -IV. 8vo. cloth, IOA. 6d.

Vol. XIV. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught
in the Schools of Ipastamba, Gautama, V^sish///a and Baudhd-

yana. Tiaublated by Georg Buhler. Part II. Vabish/y&a and
Baudhfiyana. Svo cloth, IQS 6d,

Vol. XVI. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts
of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge. Pait II. The Yi
King. 8vo. cloth, lor 6d.

Vol. XVII. Vinaya Texts, Translated from the PIi
by T. W. Rhys Davids and Heimann Oldcnberg. Part II. The
Mahfivagga, V-X. The ^Tullavagga, I-IIL Svo. cloth, ioj. 6d.

Vol. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W.
West. Fait II. The D&ftstan-l DSnlk and The Epistles of

M&ntuXfthar. Svo. cloth, xai. 6d.

Vol. XIX. The Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king. A Life of
Jiucldha by Arvaghosha Bodhisattva, tianslated from Sanskiit into

Cliinese by Dharmaraksha, A.D 490, and from Chinese into English
by Samuel Beal. Svo. cloth, loj

1

. 6d.

Vol. XXIIL The Zend-Avesta. Part II. The
Sfr&zahs, Yarls, and Nyfiyu. Translated by James Darmesteter.

Svo. cloth, ioj. 6^.

The following Volumes are in the Press:

Vol. XV. The Upanishads. Translated by F.

Max Muller. Part II.
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Vol. XX. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali

by T. W. Kays Davids and Hermann Olclenbei|j. I*ait III. The
A'ullavagga, I-IV.

Vol. XXI. The Saddharma-nu;///arika. Translated by
IT. Kern.

Vol. XXII. The AHringa Siitni. Translated by
H, Jacobi .

Vol. XXIV. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by 1C. \V.
West l>ait III. IMiuV! Matm>g-i Khhad, Khiknnd-^u m.uu, nnd
Sad dar.

Staectrota (Dxonfensm:

Classical Series. Vol. T. Part L The Rttglish
Manuscripts of the NitOM&Cftfan Rthh*, di'smk-d in irl.itinn \n

Ijukkci's Manuscripts ami other Sources, By J* A Suvt,iit, M A,
Classical lecturer, CInul Church, Small ^to. ^. fat.

Classical Scries. Vol. L Part II. fftwiits Afar-
tcSi dc (Jompendio-a Doctriua, Hailciau MS. 27 H>, <!olllt*d

byj. H Onions, M.A y Senior Student of C'hn'M Chinch. Sumll
<jio *o- ^/

Classical Sorios* Vol. T. Part IF I. ArisMk's /'//r,\/Vjr.

Iinjh VII. CoII.Uum of vanou, MSS. ; with an IntirMhudtm

h> K. Sluitc, M A. Small *flo. Jt.

Classical Sorion. Vol. I. Part TV* AV////,;r',v /'/,///-

//// KtNMt/a/i\wA> Kinm lii> copy of <ii<moutu !) M. A, .Son

nt'iiiiht'in, M,A, Small
.jtu, jv, 6,?,

Semitic Series. Vol. L !*ar1 I. CtHuwru/tuy on
&m am/ Nfhtmiah* Ity R.il1u Sandhill, Mdiinl hy M, J. Mathc*",
M,A,, Kxejtcr Collet*, Oxinxt. Small .jlc, 3-. fa/.

Aryan Series. Vol. T. Part L liutUhht 7lu-/jr

fromjajwi. Mud by F. Max Mnilvi, M.A, Suwll ^to, 31. 6/,

Aryan Series. Vol. L Part II. SutAAw/t- r*M.
Description <f Sukh.ivtitJ, tht- I^ind of Itlis., Ivliti"! hy K Max
Mullcr, M.A , jiud ttitnyiu Naujio. Small ^fo. 7,, fwA

Mediaeval and IMCodorn Sorion. Vol. I. Part I.

tifntWiWHt ttiifthohwti ; A <*lovary ft<mi a rmtitfttitlt (Viiimy
MS, in the Ubiuryof lVmbtok<* <

'nili'ijc. Uxfunl. lvhff*d by |,

L. (. Mowat, M,A,, Fellow u! iViobioke <;tllw. .Small 4to*

3*. </.

Mediaeval and Modern Series, V<I. I. Part If I.

7%* NutiittrMt Mtrw. A Collation tif Iterly Middle Itih
Edltod Jrom a MS. in the itodlcian Ulimry by Whttlry
LL,1>. Small 410. y*. 6^
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Ctemtrxm Ites meg

The Delegates of the Clarendon Press having undertaken

the publication of a series of works, chiefly educational, and

entitled the Wstttttom tytm SSttiea, have published, or have

in preparation, the following.

Those to which, prices are attached are already published ; the

others are in preparation.

I. ENGLISH.

A First Reading
1 Book. By Marie Eichens of

Berlin; and edited by Anne J. Clough. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff

covcis, 46.

Oxford Reading Book, Part I. For Little
Children. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, 6<t,

Oxford Reading Book, Part II. For Junior
Clas&es. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, 6d.

An Elementary English Grammar and Exercise
Book. By 0. W. Tancock, M.A., Head Master ofNorwich School.

Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, is. 6

An English Grammar and Reading Book, for
Lower Forms in Classical Schools. By O W Tancock, M.A.,
Head Master of Norwich School. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo. cloth, 35. 6d.

Typical Selectionsfrom the best English Writers^
with Introductory Notices. Second Edition. In Two Volumes.

Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 31. 6*?. each.

Vol. I. Latimer to Berkeley. Vol. II. Pope to Macaulay.

The Philology of the English Tongue. By J.
Earle, M,A., formerly Fellow of Oriel College, and Professor of

Anglo-Saxon, Oxford. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. doth,

7x,fof.
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A Book for tJie Beginner m Anglo-Saxon. By
John Eaile, MA* Professor of Anglo-Saxon, Oxford. Second
Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 2j. 6V.

An Anglo-Saxon Reader. In Prose and Verse.
With Grammatical Introduction, Notes, and GJossaiy. My Henry
Sweet, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8\o. cloth, 8v, 6V.

An Anglo-Saxon Printer., with Grammar,
and Glossaiy. By the same Authoi. Extra fcnp. 8vo. doth, z\, 6/,

The Orinuhtm; with the Notes and Glossary
of Dr. R, M. White. Edited by Rev. R. Holt, M.A. iH;S. z \oK
Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, an.

Spccimcm of Early English. A New ami R<**
vised Edition. With Introduction, Notes, and (ilotwmal lud^K.

By R. Monw, J.I-D
, and \V. \V. Sfccot, M.A.

Tart 1 From Old English Ifomilus to Km<; Uotu (A.l. 2150
to A.D. 1300). J'-xtm fcap. 8vo, cloth, <;V.

Part II. From Kobcit of (ilouccstcr In (Jow<t f\,n. i^;S to
A.l>. 1593). Second Kditurti. Kxlr.i fcii. Svo, clolh* 7^ Oi/

Specimens of English Literature^ from tli<*
1

1'lougbfflftnfc CJrwlc* to the 4

Shej)hcatdc (^alcudrr' (AJ>. i.v>^ to

A,I>* 1579). With Intioduction, Notca and (ilotsniial la* lex, Jly

W. W. Skcat, M,A. Kxtia fcai>. Svo. cloth, 7*. r>r/.

Vision of William concerning Piers the
Plowman, by William Ungland, Kditcd, with Kot% by W. W,
Skcat, M.A. Thirtl Kditiou, Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 4*, 6<A

Chanccr. The Prioresses Talc; Sir Thopcts ;

The Monte Tale ; The CloiLc* Tale ; The Simiiwn T,tlr, /fc'i.

Edited by W. W. Skeat, M.A. Second Jvlitiun. Kxim <caii.

Svo. cloth, 4?. &/*

Chaucer. Tlie Tale of the Man of Law?.;
The Pardontsrw* Talej TIw Second Nonn* Talc; n I Ihanirtiiui

Yomannw 'J'alc. By the flftmc Kditor. Scuoad Kditbu, Kxtra
Svo. cloth, 4$. 6 (See al*o p. ao,}
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Old English Drama. Marlowe's Tragical His-
tory of Dr. Faustus, and Greene's Honourable History of Fnar
Bacon and Friar Bongay. Edited by A. W. Ward, M.A., Piofessor

of History and English Literature in Owens College, Manchester.

1878 Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 5?. 6W.

Marlowe, Edward II. With Introduction,
Notes, &c. By 0. W Tancock, M.A., Head Master of Norwich
School Extra fcap 8vo. cloth, 31.

Shakespeare. Hamlet. Edited by W. G. Clark,
MA , and W. Aldis Wnght, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, aj.

Shakespeare. Select Plays. Edited by W.
Aldis Wright, M.A. Extiafcap. 8vo. stiff covers.

The Tempest, is. 6d. King Lear, is. 6d.

As You Like It, u. 6tt. A Midsummer Night's Dieam, w. 6ct,

Julius Csesar, 2s. Coriolanus, is. 6J.

Richaid the Third, 2j. 6d. Henry the Fifth, 2*.

Twelfth Night. In the Press, (For other Pkys, see p. 20.)

Milton. Areopagitica. With Introduction and
Notes. By J. W. Hales, M.A., Professor of English Literature at

King's College, London. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3^.

Milton. Samson Agonistes. Edited with In-

troduction and Notes by John Churton Collins. Extra fcap. 8vo.

stiff covers, is.

Banyan. Holy War. Edited by E. Venables,
M.A. In the Press. (See also p. ail)

Locke s Conduct of the Understanding. Edited,
with Introduction, Notes, &c., by T. Fowler, M.A , Professor of

Logic in the University of Oxford. Second Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo. cloth, w,

Addison. Selections from Papers in the Spec-
tator. With Notes. ,By T. Arnold, M,A., University College.

Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth,V- $*

Burke, Four Letters on the Proposals for

Peace with the Regicide Directoiy of France. Edited, with In-

troduction and Notes, by E. J. Payne, M.A. Second Edition,

Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 5J, (See also p. .)

c a
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Also the following in paper covers :

Goldsmith. The Deserted Village. *d.

Gray. Elegy and Ode on Eton College, zd.

Johnson. Vanity of Human Wishes. With
Notes by E. J. Payne, M.A, 4<J.

Keats. Hyperion, Book I. With Notes by
W. T. Aiiiold, B.A. 4&

Milton. With Notes by R. C. Browne, M.A,
Lycidas, 3<*. L*Allegro, $rf. Tl

Samson Agonistes, 6</.

Parncll. The Hermit. <id.

Scott. Lay of t/ie Last Minstrel. Introduction
and Canto I, with Preface and Notes by \V, Mmto, M.A. 6<f.

A SEEIES OP ENGLISH CLASSICS,
Designed to moot the wants of Students in En#lwh Litera-

ture, by tho lato Bov J". S. BJRJS1W33B, M A., of Quoon'H Colloo,

Oxford, and Professor of English Litoratxiro at Klng*K CoUogc,

London.

1. Chaucer. The Prologue to the. Canterbury
Talcs j the Knightcs Talc; The Ncunie rr<*slcs Talc. Ktliti**! hy
R. Moms, ICditoi ol Spcciincuh of Kaily Kn^lish, &<* ^c, Kifty-
first llxoufcaml. Kxirn fcap. 8vo. cloth, is. bd. (Sec aUf p iH,)

2. Spenser*$ Faery Quecne. Books I and II.

Designed chiefly for the use of Schools. Vv'ith, Iutuluction, Notch,
and (AoMkiy. By (i. W. Kitchin, M.A.

Book I. Tenth Edition, Kxtra fcap, 8vo. cloth, ar. 6/.

Book II. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap, 8vo. cloth, a r, 6y,

3. Hooker. EcclesiasticalPolity, BookL Edited
l>y R. W. Church, M.A., Dean of St. I^ul'Mj formerly Kvllow f

Oiicl College, Oxfozd. Second Juhtion. Kxtra fen p. Hvo. cloth, 34.

4. Shakespeare. Select Plays. I
4
-dit<*cl by W.

O. Clark, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Coll^N <:ambrl(fc; ami W.
Aldis Wright, M.A., Trinity Colle^j, Cambridge, Kxtia foip.
8vo. stiff covers.

X, The Merchant of Venice, is,

II. Richard the Second, u. (M/.

III. Macbeth, u, 6d. (For other Play*, ace p. 19*)
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5. Bacon.
I. Advancement of Learning. Edited by W Aldis Wright,M A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo cloth, 45. 6d.

II. The Essays. With Ihtioduction and Notes. By J. R.
Thursfield, M.A , Fellow and formerly Tutor of Jesus
College, Oxford. In Preparation.

6. Milton. Poems. Edited by R. C. Browne,MA 2 vols Fifth Edition. Extra fcap 8vo. cloth, 6s 6W.

Sold separately, VoL L 4?.; Vol II 3^. (See also p 20.)

7. Dryden. Select Poems- Stanzas on the
Death of Oliver Cromwell; Asfcsea Redux; Aanus Mirabilis;
Absalom and Achitophel; Religio Laici; The Hind and the
Panther. Edited by W. D. Christie, M.A. Second Edition. Extra

fcap 8vo. cloth, 3^. 6d.

8. Bunyan. The Pilgrim's Progress, Grace
Abounding, Relation of the Imprisonment of Mr. John Bunvan.
Edited, with Biographical Introduction and Notes, by E. Venables,
M.A. 1879. Extra fcap 8vo. cloth, 5*.

9. Pope. With Introduction and Notes. By
Mark Patliwm, B D., Rectoi of Lincoln College, Oxfoid.

I. Essay on Man. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. is. 6d

IJ. Satires and Epistles. Second Edition Extra fcap. 8vo 2s.

10. Johnson. Rasselas ; Lives of Pope and
Dryden. Edited by Alfred Milnes, B.A. (London), late Scholar of

Lincoln College, Oxford. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 41- 6d.

11. Burke. Select Works. Edited, with In-
troduction and Notes, by E T Payne, M.A , of Lincoln's Inn,

Bamster-al-Law, and Fellow of University College, Oxford.

I. Thoughts on the Present Discontents ; the two Speeches on

America. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4*. 6tt.

II. Reflections on the French Revolution. Second Edition.

Extia fcap. 8vo. cloth, 51. (See also p.* 19.)

X2. Cowper. Edited, with Life, Introductions,
and Notes, by H. T. Griffith, B.A., formerly Scholar of Pembroke

College, Oxfoul.

I. The Didactic Poems of 1782, with Selections from the Minor

Piecca, A.D. * 779-1 783 Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3*.

II. The Tafak, with Tuocimum, and Selections from the Minor

Poems, A.D. 1784-1799, Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 3*.
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n.

Elementary Latin Grammar. By John B,

Allen, M.A., Head Master of Perse Gzammar School, Cambridge,
Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, a*. 6</,

A First Latin Exercise Book, By the same
Author. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, as. 6</.

A Second Latin Exercise Book. By the same
Author. / the frets.

Rcddenda Minora, or Easy Passages for Unseen
Tianslntion for the use of Lower Forms. Compost and htiUftwl

by C. S Jerram, M.A. Kxtia fcap. cloth* is. (ut,

Anglice Reddenda, or Easy Extracts, Latin and
Greek, for Unseen Tranhlation. By C* S. Jwrani, M,A, Thhtl

Edition, Revised and Enlarged, Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 3*. 6V.

Passages for Translation into Lathi. For the
use of I'assiwn mid otheis. Selected by J. Y, Sm^cnt, M A,,
Fellow and Tutor of Magdalen College, O\forI, J-iltU I'Mitinn.

Extra foap. Svo, cloth, -is, 6</.

First Latin Reader. I3y T. J. Nunn, M.A.
Thinl Kditiuu. Kxtra fcap. 8vo. cloth, -*s.

Second Lathi Reader. In Preparation,

Caesar* The Commentaries (for Schools), With
Notes and Maps* Jty Hmrlcit K. Mobcrly, M,A,

Tart 1. The Gallic War. Scc<mI K<lition. Kxtra fcoj, Hvo,

cloth, 4s, 6d.

Part H. The Civil War. Extra fcap. fivo, clolh, ju, &/.

The Civil War* Book I. Second Ivtition. Kxtiu fc,it>, 8vu.

cloOi, 3#.

Cicero. Selection of interesting and <lescrit>-
livc passages. With Note*. By Heniy Walford, M.A. In tfm<:
?art. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4^ <5rf. pjich Part f*iralriyf
limp, I*. 6rf.

Part I, Anecdotes fiom (Grecian andRoman HiHtory, Thwl Militiotj,

Part IT. Omenfi and Dreams : Beauties of Nature. Third Kdition.

Part III. Home's Rule of her Jrovmce. Third Edition,

Cicero. The De Amidtia and De
With Note* by W, Ilcslop, M.A. /// tfa 1'ms.
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Cicero. Selected Letters (for Schools). With
Notes. By the late C. E. Prichard, M A., *nd & R, Beniaid,
M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3$.

Cicero. Select Orations (for Schools). In Ver-
rem I. De Imperio Gn. Pompeii. Pro Archia Philippica IX
With Notes. By J. R. King, M.A. Second Edition. Extoa fcap.
8vo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

Cornelius Nepos. With Notes. By Oscar
Browning, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, a*. 6d.

Livy. Selections (for Schools). With Notes
and Maps. By H. Lee-Warner, M.A. Extia fcap. 8vo. In Parts,

limp, each is. 6d.

Part I. The Caudine Disaster.

Part II. Hannibal's Campaign in Italy.

Part III. The Macedonian War.

Livy. Books V-VII. With Introduction and
Notes. By A. R. Oner, B.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, y. 6d.

Ovid. Selections for the use of Schools. With
Introductions and Notes, and an Appendix on the Roman Calendar.

By W. Ramsay, M.A Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A., Professor
of Humanity, Glasgow. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth,

55.6V,

Pliny. Selected Letters (for Schools). With
Notes. By the late C. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. R. Bernard, M A,
Second Edition. Extia fcap. 8vo. cloth, 35.

Catnlli Veronensis Liber. Iterum recognovit,
apparatnm cnticum prolegomena appendices addidit, Robinson

E)]fc, A M. 1878. Demy 8vo cloth, 165.

A Commentary on Catullus. By Robinson
Ellis, M.A. 1876. Demy 8vo. cloth, i6s.

Catulli Veronensis Carmina Selecta, secundum
recogniiionem Robinson Ellis, A M. Extra fcap 8vo. cloth, 35 6d.

Cicero de Oratore. With Introduction and
Notes, by A. S. Wilkins, MA., Professor of Latin, Owens College,
Manchester.

Book I. 1879. Svo. cloth, 6s. Book II. 1881. 8vo, cloth, gx.
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Ciccrds Philippic Orations. With Notes. By
J. R. King, M,A. Second Edition. 1879. 8vo. cloth, 10% <W.

Cicero. Select Letters. With English Intro

(factions, Notes, and Appendices. ly A 1
, hurt \V.\f .on, M A.

f

lhii\i

Edition. 1881. l>emy 8\o. cloth, iHs.

Letters. Text, Uy the sjuni*

ditiou, E\lia fcnp, 8\o. cloth, 4^Kditox. Second Kditi

;'# Chtentio. With Introduction and
Notes, lly \V. Knnvuty, MA. KUtcl Iiy <i. Ci. Rim .'),

M A,

Second Kditum. K\Ua fcap. S\a clolb, %;s. ^/.

Horace. With a Comrnrntary. Vohuw: I.

The Od<s Cnnncn Scculun*, and Kprnks. lly lutanni <\ N\k
ham, M,A , lli'wl Master of Wellington College. Suoud Ivli'MiH.

1877. I fcniy too. cloth, u%

Horace. A reprint of th<* al>(v<\ in a si

suitable fot ihu usr <i i*< lino's, J'l^ti.t
f;,tj*. Wv. i !i -th, e,

/,%', Uook I. With fntnxlurtion,
Kxainiiintioii, and Notes, lly J. K, H !>', M.A., !! j;r . J'n.1*'

of Mddim History, ('.utihiit!)*^. Snou'i hditiwtu (Sx, h*,u.

cloth, Cs.

Ovid. 1\ Ovlttii tfnmris J6tx. KK Novi i

mcms Appt'tidicc IiuUco tiddidit, U, KHl., A.M.
cloth, lOh, o</.

Parsius. The Satires. With a Translation
ami (Commentdry* Ity John Ooninjjtoiu M.A. IMihd ly H>my

.A. Sceoiwl Kditiiin. 1X74. Hvo, r.toth, 7--, A,/.

P/nutus. The Trinumwm. With N'ot<s ;u:d
IntroductlojiH. Intended for thr Higher Knitfri oi I'uMjc S \\n\\\ ,

Uy C, K. Freeman, M.A., and A. Sluniau, M.A, livlM l.n.. H\>
cloth, 3*.

/y//, With Introduction and Notes, by T. L,
I'apillon, M.A,, Fellow of New Collet*, Oftfml. 't'wt *'!,
crown Hvo, doth, xo. 6cf.
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Selectionsfrom the less known Latin Poets. By
North Pinder, M.A. 1869. Demy 8vo. doth, 155.

Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin.
"With Introductions and Notes. 1874. B7 Jolm Wordsworth, M.A.
8vo. cloth, 1 8s.

Tacitus. TJie Annals. Books I-VI. Edited,
with Introduction and Notes, by H Fumeaux, MA, formeily
Fellow and Tutor of Corpus Chnsti College, Oxford. 8vo. cloth,

184.

Vergil: Siiggestions Introductory to a Study
of the Acneid. By H. Nettieship, M.A, 8vo. sewed, is. 6d.

Ancient Lives of Vergil; with an Essay on the
Poems of Veigil, in connection with his Life and Times. By
II. Nettleship, M.A. 8vo. sewed, as.

The Roman Satura: its original form in con-
nection with its literary development. By H. Nettleship, M.A.
8vo, sewed, is.

A Manual of Comparative Philolo
T. I* Papillon, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of NewC "

Edition, Revised and Coriected. 1882. Crown 8vo.

The Roman Poets of tlie Augustan Age.
VIRGIL. By William Young Sellar, M, A., Professor of Humanity
in the Univei&ity of Edinburgh. New Edition. 1883. Crown 8vo.

cloth, pj.

The Roman Poets of the Republic. By the same
Author. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 1881. 8vo. cloth,

14'.

III. GBEEK.

A Greek Primer, for the use of beginners in

that Language. By the Right Rev. Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L,,

Bishop of St. Andrews. Seventh Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth,

Graecae Grammaticae Rudimenta in usum
Scholarum. Auctore Carolo Wordsworth, D.C.L. Twentieth

Edition, 1882. umo, doth, 45.
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A GreekrEngfah Lexicon, abridged from Liddell
and Scott's 410 edition, chiefly for the use of Schools. Nineteenth
Edition. Caiefully Revised thioughout. iS8i. Squoie- lamo.

cloth, 75. 6rf.

Greek Verbs, Irregular and Defective; their
foims, meaning, and quantity; embracing all the Tenses used by
Greek wnteis, with xeferences to the passages in which they are

found. By W. Veitch. Fourth Edition. Ciown 8vo. cloth, io,s. 6d.

TheElementsof'GreekAccentuation (forSchools) ;

abridged fiom his larger woik by II. W. Chandler, M.A., Waynflcte
Professor of Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy, Oxford. Extra

fcap. 8vo. cloth, is. 6d.

A Series of Graduated Greek Readers :

First Greek Reader. By W, G. Rushbrookc,
M.L., formerly Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, Second
Classical Master at the City of London School. Second Edition.
Extra fcap 8vo. cloth, 2v. 6d.

Second Greek Reader. By A. M. Bell, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3$. 6d,

Third Greek Reader. In Preparation.

Fourth Greek Reader ; being Specimens of
Greek Bialtch. With Introductions awl Notes By W. W.
Merry, M.A., Fellow and JLcctuicr of Lincoln College. Extra
fcap. 8vo. doth, 4*. 6d.

Fifth Greek Reader. Part L Selections
from Greek Epic and Dramatic Poetry, with Introduction* and
Notes, By Evelyn Abbott, M.A,, Fellow of Balhol College.
Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 4*. 64.

Part II. By the same Editor. In Preparation.

The Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Poetry /
being a Collection of the finest passages in the Greek Classic Poets,
with Introductory Notices and Notes. By R. S. Wright. M.A.,
Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. Extra fcap, Svo. cloth, 8*. 6tf.

A Goldm Treasury of Greek Pro$e> being a
collection of the finest passages in the princii>al Greek Vrtm
Writers, with Introductory Notices and Notes. By R. S. Wright,

. and J. E. L. Shadwell, M,A, Extra fcap. Svo. cloth,& fa
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Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound (for Schools).
With Introduction and Notes, by A. O Pnckard, M A , Fellow of
New College. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, as.

Aeschylus. Agamemnon. With Introduction
and Notes "by Arthur Sidgwick, M.A , Tutor of Corpus Christi

College, Oxford ; late Fellow of Timity College, Cambridge, and
Assistant Master of Rugby School. Extra fcap 8vo. cloth, 35.

Aeschylus. The Chocphoroe. With Introduction
and Notes by the same Editor. Preparing

Aristophanes. In Single Plays, edited, with
English Notes, Introductions, &c., by W. W. Merry, M.A. Exfaa

fcap. 8vo.

TTie Clouds, Second Edition, 2s. The Achamians, 2s.

Othei Plays will follow.

Arrian. Selections (for Schools). With Notes,
By J. S. Phillpotts, B C L., Head Master of Bedford School.

Cebes. Tabula. With Introduction and Notes
by C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

Euripides. Alcestis (for Schools). By C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, as. 6d.

Euripides. Helena. Edited with Introduction,
Notes, and Critical Appendix, foi Upper and Middle Forms. By
C, S, Jcrram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, }s.

Herodotus. Selections from. Edited, with In-

troduction, Notes, and a Map, byW W. Merry, M.A., Fellow and
Lecturer of Lincoln College. Extra fcap. 8vo. doth, 2s. 6d.

Homer. Odyssey\ Books I-XII (for Schools).
ByW.W.Mcny,M.A. Twenty-seventh Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 4*. 6*rf.

Book II, separately, IA. 6d.

Homer. Odyssey, Books XIII-XXIV (for

Schools). By the bame Editor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo,

cloth, 5.

Homer. Iliad, Book I (for Schools). By
D. B. Monro, M.A, Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, as.
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Homer. Iliad, Books I-XII (for Schools).
By D. B Monro, M.A. In the Pws.

Homer. Iliad, Books VI and XXI. With
Intioduction and Notes. By Herbert Hailstone, M A., late Scholar
of St. Petei's College, Cambridge. Extra fcap 8vo cloth, i,s. 6V.

each,

Lucian. Vcra Historia (for Schools). By
C.S. Jerram, M.A. Second Edition. Extia fcap. 8vo. cloth, is. C><1,

Plato. Selections (for Schools). Edited with
Notes by J Turves, M A., Follow anel late T/jcturer of Ilalliol

College, Oxford. Extxa fcap. 8vo doth, 6s. &/.

Sophocles. In Single Plays, with English Notes,
&c. By r*wi& Campbell, M.A., Piofessor of (Jieek in tlu* Univn-

sity of St. Andrew's, wid Evelyn Abbott, MA., Itolhol Collide,
Oxford. Extra fcap, 8vr>. limp.

Oedipus Tyraimus, riiiloctctcb. New and Revised Edition, a,s each,

Occlipus Colonotis Antigone, is. <></. each.

Ajax, JClectia, Tiachnnae, 2s. each.

Sophocles. Oedipus Rex: Dindorf's T<sxt, with
Notes Ijy the present Itishop of St I >avid's. Kvt. ft nj*. 8vo, Haijs
is 6d.

Theocritus (for Schools)* With Notes. My
II. Kynaston, MA. (late SnowX Head M.istc-r of (Mu'ltrulinm

College. Third Edition. Extia fcap. 8vo, cloth, 4* (></,

Xenophon. Easy Selections (for Junior Classes).
With a Vocabulary, Notes, and Map. tty J. S. Phillpotts, IWM,
and C. S. Jcrram, M,A. Third Kditiou, Jixtia /<ati>. 8v<j. cluth,

5^. 6J.

Xenophon. Selections (for Schools). With Notes
and Maps. ByJ. S. rhillpoits, U.C.L., Head M^tor of IlecUunl
School, fourth Kdilion. KUia loip 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6tf.

Xenophon, Anabasis, Uook II. With Notes
and Map. Uy C. S. Jerram, M.A. Kxtza fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2*,.

Xmophon. Cyropaedia, Books IV and V.
With Introduction and Note* by ('. Itimr, D.ix Kxlra fcnp, vw.

cloth, a*, 6d.
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AristotUs Politics. By W. L. Newman, M.A.,
Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford.

Aristotelian Studies. I. On the Structure of
the Seventh Book of the Nicomachean Ethics. By J. C. Wilson,

MA, Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. 1879. Medium 8vo.

stiff, 55,

Demosthenes and Aeschines. The Orations of
Demosthenes and ^chines on the Crown With Introductoiy

Essays and Notes. By G. A. Simcox, M A., and W. H. Suncox,
M.A. 1872. 8vo. cloth, 125.

Homer. Odyssey, Books I-XII. Edited with
English Notes, Appendices, etc. By W. W. Meiry, M.A , and the

late James Riddell, M A. 1876. Demy Svo. cloth, i6s.

Homer. Iliad. With Introduction and Notes.
By D B. Monro, M.A., Provost of Onel College, Oxfoid. Pre-

paring.

A Grammar of the Homeric Dialed. By D. B.

Monro, M.A., Provost of Onel College. Demy 8vo. cloth,

i os. 6d,

Sophocles. The Plays and Fragments. With
English Notgs and Into eductions, by Lewis Campbell, M.A , Pro-

fessor of Greek, St. Andrews, formerly Fellow of Queen's College,

Oxford. 2 vols.

Vol. I. Oedipus Tyrannus. Oedipus Coloneus. Antigone.
Second Edition. 1879. 8vo. cloth, i6s.

Vol. II. Ajax. Electra. Trachiniae. Philoctetes. Fragments.
1881. Svo. cloth, i6s. *

Sophocles. The Text of the Seven Plays. By
the same Editor. Extra fcap*'8vo. cloth, 45. 6<&

A Manual of Greek Historical Inscriptions.

By E. L. Hicks, M.A., formerly Fellow and Tutor of Corpus

Chneli College, Oxford. Demy Svo. cloth, xos. 6d.
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IV,

An Etymological Dictionary of the French
Language,
By A Bra

, with a Preface on the Pnnciples of French Etymology.
Brachet Translated into English by G. W. Kitchin, M.A,

Second Edition Crown Svo. cloth, 7s. 6cl.

BracJte(s Historical Grammar of the French
Language. Traufalated into English by G. \V. Kitchin, M.A.
Fourth Edition. Extra fcap Svo. cloth, 3*. 6/.

A Primer of French Literature, By George
Saint&bury, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 2$,

A Sfwrt History of French Literature. By
George SainUbury, M.A. Crown Svo. cloth, 109. CnL

Specimens of French Literature, from Villon to
Hugo. Selected and arranged by George Samtnbury, M.A.
Crown Svo. cloth, 94.

Corncilles Horace. Edited with Introduction
and Notes by George Saiutbbuiy. Extra fcap Svo. cloth, ftj. 6</,

tfronob Classics, Edited by GUSTAVE MASSOJT, B.A,

Corneilles Cinna, and Motieres Lcs Fcmmcs
Savantes, With Introduction and Notes. Kxfra fcap- Svo, cloth,
a*, oU

Racine's Andromague> and ConmlUh Lc fl/Mt-
teur. With I-ouis Kacme*b Life of lib I'tttbcfc J'lxtra fcap. 8vo*

cloth, 3A. 6d,

MoliMs Les Fourberies de Scaphi, and Ra*
tint's Athalit. With Voltaire's life of Molitrc. Kxtra fcap. Svo,

cloth,

Selections from the Correspondence of Madame
dt SJvitffHt and her chief Contcm^rarics. Intended more e^KMually
for Girls' Schools. Kxtra fcap. Kvo. cloth, 3*.

Voyage autour de ma *Chaw>brc, by Xtwier de
Maistrt; Ourika, by Afadamc dt Dttras; T,a Dot <U< Suxctlr, by
Jfovjt; I-e Jumeaux do niftttl ConieilUs by Mdmwd
M^savcnturofl dhin Kcoiicr, by Rodolpkt Tfy/er, Second
Extra fcap, Svo* cloth, a*. 6tf.
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Regnard's Le Joueur and Brueys and Palo-
prat's Le Grandeur. Extra fcap 8vo. cloth, as. 6d.

Louis XIV and his Contemporaries; as de-
scribed in Extracts from the best Memoirs of the Seventeenth

Century. With English Notes, Genealogical Tables, &c. Extra

fcap. Svo. cloth, as. 6d,

V. GERMAN.
LANGE'S German Course. By HEBMADO" IiAlTGE,

0?eacher of XEodern Xiangnaffos* Janohester s

The Germans at Home; a Practical Introduc-
tion to German Conversation, with an Appendix containing the

Essentials of German Grammar. Second Edition. Svo. cloth,

as. 6d.

Tlie German Manual; a German Grammar,
a Heading Book, and a Handbook of Geiman Conversation. Svo.

cloth, 75. 6d.

A Grammar of the German Language. Svo.

'cloth, 35. 6d.

This ' Grammar' is a reprint of the Grammar contained in

* The German Manual** and* in this separate form, ia in-

tended for the use of Students who wish to make them-

selves acquainted with German Grammar chiefly for the

purpose of being able to read German books.

German Composition; A Theoretical and Prac-
tical Guide to the Art of Translating English Prose into German,

Svo. cloth, 4J. 6

Lessings Laokoon. With Introduction, Eng-
lish Notes, eta By A. Hamann, Phil Doc., M.A. Extra fcap.

Svo. doth, 43. 6d.

Wilhelm Tell. A Drama. By Schiller. Trans^
lated into English Verse by E. Masac, M.*A. Extra fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 5*.
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Also, Edited by C A. BTOHHEIM, Phil. Boo , Professor

in King's College, London :

Goct/ic's Egmont. With a Life of Goethe, &c.
Third Edition. Kxtra fcap, Svo. cloth, 3%.

Schiller'sWilhelm Tell, With a Life of Schiller;
an historical and critical Introduction, Arguments, and a complete
Coromcutaiy. Sivlh Edition, Kxtra fcap Kvo, cloth, ,js. <></.

Lessintfs Minna von Barnhdm. A Comedy.
With a Life of lushing, (aitical Analysis, Complete Commentary,
&c. Fouxth IWition. Extra fcap, Hvo cloth, fr. fat,

Schiller s Ilistorischc S&hscii; Egmouts Lcbcn
nnd Tod, and Btk

la^cnmg you Ant\vcipcn. S^coml Kilitiuu. Kxtin

fcap. 8vo. cloth., tn. Gc/.

Goethds Iphigcnio auf Taims. A Drama. With
a Critical Jairoduciioa aiul Notes. Kci'mul ICditnni. Kxtmfap,
8vo. cloth, $s.

Modern German Reader, A Oradusitcil Collec-
tion of Prose KxtraclH from Modem Gcmian wrilcis:

Part I. With Knglihh Nolos. a (Jiaiuniatical Appcmlix^ and a com-
plete Vocabulary. Third Kd it ion. Kxtra fcap, Hvo cluth, 41. (>tl.

Parti* II and III in Trtiparation*

Nathan dcr Wdsc. With Introduc-
tion, Notes, etc. Kxtm fcap, 8vo* cloth,

In Pxepavation*

Becker's (K. F.) Friedrich der Gross*.

Schiller's Maria Stuart. With Notes, Intro-
duction, <Scc.

Schiller's Jungfrau von Orleans. With Notes,
Introduction, Sec*

Selections from the Poems of Schiller and
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VI. MATHEMATICS, &c.

Figures Made Easy: a first Arithmetic Book.
(Introductory to ' The Scholai's Arithmetic ') By Lewis Hensley,
M.A., formerly Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity College,

Cambridge. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6d.

Answers to the Examples in Figures made Easy>
together with two thousand additional Examples formed from the

Tables in the same, with Answeis By the same Author. Ciown
Svo. cloth, n.

T/te Scholars Arithmetic; with Answers to
the Examples. By the same Author Crown 8vo. cloth, 45. 6d.

T/w Scholar's Algebra. An Introductory work
on Algebia. By the same Author. Crown Svo. cloth, 45. 6d.

Book-keeping. By R. G. C. Hamilton, Financial
Abbibtant Secietary to the Board of Trade, and John Ball (of the

Firm of Quiltei, Ball, and Co.), Co-Examiners in Book-keeping
for the Society of Arts. New and enlarged Edition. Extra fcap.
Svo. bmp cloth, as.

A Course of Lectures on Pure Geometry. By
Henry J. Stephen Smith, M.A., F.R.S., Fellow of Corpus Chnsti

College, and Savilian Professor of Geometry in the University of

Oxfoid.

Acoustics. By W. F. Donkin, M.A., F.R.S.,
Savilian Professor of Astionomy, Oxford. 1870. Crown Svo. cloth,

76. 6d.

A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism. By
J. Cleik Maxwell, M.A ,

F.R.S , Piofessor of Experimental Physics
in the University of Cambridge. Second Edition. 2 vols. Demy
Svo. cloth, I/, us. 6d.

An Elementary Treatise on Electricity. By
the sftine Author. Edited by William Garnett, M.A. Demy Svo.

cloth, 7s. 6d.

A Treatise on Statics. By G. M. Minchin, M.A.,
Professor ofApplied Mathematics in the Indian Engineering College,

Cooper's Hill. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, 1879
Svo. cloth, I4s,

D
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Uniplanar Kinematics of Solids and Fluids.

By G. M. Minchin, M A. Crown 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6tt.

A Treatise on the Kin:tic Theory of Gases.

By Itemy William Watson, M A., formally Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge, 1876. Svo. clotli, 3< G</.

A Treatise on the Application of Generalised
Coordinates to the Kinetics of a Matenal S)sk*m. JJy II. W.
Wat&on, M.A., and S. II. Buibuiy, M,A. 1879. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

Geodesy. By Colonel Alexander Ross Clarke,
C.B., R.E. 1880. 8vo. cloth, is*. <W,

VII. PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

A Handbook of Descriptive Astronomy* By
G K. Chambcis, KK.A.S. Thud Edition. 1^77. iHrmy 8vo*

cloth, 28s,

A Cycle of Celesliat Objects* Observed, R< k-

duced, and Discussed by Admual W. II, Smyth, K N. Kevud,
condensed, ami greatly cnlaig<

id by <J. K. Ohambcis, K.K.A.S*
1881. 8vo. cloth, -Jiv.

Chemistryfor Students. By A, W. Williamson,
}hil. Doc., KK.S., Vroftwn of Chemistry, Univci{,iy CdUc^,
J^/iuloih A new KdUion, with Srluiious, 1873. I'ixtm lean. Hvo,

-4 Treatise on IIeat> with numerous Woodcuts
and Diagrams. UyBalfour Stewart, UJ>., P,RA f rwftr^H 1

f

Natumi Philosophy In Ownw Collets Mauchehter, I'ouHh
KtUtiow. iHi. Kxtia fcnp. Hvo. cloth, 7*. ((/*

Lessons on Thermodynamics. By R. 1C. Baync,s,
M.A., Senior Student of < 'hrist Church, <>xfui<I, and l,cc'* Reader
in lliysics. 1878. Crown 8vo, doth, 7*. 6</,

Forms of Animal Life. By G. Kollcslnn,
M.DM K.K,S., IJuftdc rrofcHbor of Physiology, Oxford. III,twt<'cl

by I)cciii>tlozi and J)zawuign ot Dkwctioia A New Kditto iw
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Exercises in Practical Chemistry. Vol. I.

Elementary Exercises. By A G. Vernon Hai court, M,A.; and
H. G. Madan, M.A. Thud Edition. Revised by H. G. Madan,M A. Crown 8vo. cloth, 9?.

Tables of Qualitative .Analysis. Arranged by
H. G. Madan, MJL Large 4to, paper covers, 45. 6d.

Crystallography. By M. H. N. Story-Maske-
lyne, M A , Professor of Mineralogy, Oxford ; and Deputy Keeper
in the Department of Minerals, British Museum. In the Press.

VTII. HISTOBY.

Tfte Constitutional History of England, in its

Origin and Development. By William Stubbs, D.D , Regius Pro-

fessor of Modem History. Libiaiy Edition. Three vols. demy Svo.

cloth, 2l. 85.

Also in 3 vols. crown Svo. price 12*. each

Select Charters and other Illustrations of Eng-
lish Constitutional History, from the Earliest Times to the Reign
of Edward I. Airanged and Edited by W. Stubbs, M.A. Fourth

Edition. 1881. Crown Svo. cloth, 8s. 6d.

A History ofEngland, principally in the Seven-
teenth Century. By Leopold Von Rankc Translated by Resident

Members of the University of Oxford, under the superintendence
of G.W. Kitchin, M.A., and C.W. Boase, M.A. 1875. 6 vols.

Svo. cloth, a/. 35.

A Short History of tlie Norman Conquest of
England* By E. A. Freeman, M A. Second Edition. Exfca fcap.

Svo. cloth, 25. 6d.

Genealogical Tables illustrative ofModern His-
tory. *By H. B. George, M.A. Second Edition, Revised and En-

larged. Small 4to. cloth, 129.

A History of France. With numerous Maps,
Plans, and Tables. By G. W. Kitchin, M.A. In Three Volumes.

1873-77. Crown Svo. cloth, each 10*. 6d

Vol. i. Second Edition. Down to the Year 1453-

Vol. a. From 1453-1624.

Vol. 3. Fiom 1(524-1793.
D 2
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A History of Germany and of the Empire^
down to the close of the Middle Ages. By J. ttiycc, D.C.L.,

Regius Piofcsfaor of Civil Law in the Umvcisity of Oxford.

A History of British India. By S. J. Owen,
M A , Reader in Indian History w the Univeisily of ( )xfoul

A Selection from tlie Despatches, Treaties, and
other Fa pei s of the Maiqucss Wellesley, K.G, duiuij* his

Government of Tnilia. Kdited by S. J, Owen, M.A , foimoily
Professor of History in the KIphm&tonc College, IJombay. 1877,
8vo, cloth, i/. 4s.

A Selection from the Despatches^ Treaties, and
other Tapcis relating to India of Field-Mai frlml the Duke 01

Wellington, K G. Jiy the same Kdilor. i8Ko. 8vo. cloth, a^s.

A History of tJie United States of America.
IJy E J Payne, M A., Barrisler-at-Law, and Fellow of University

College, Oxford. In the Piesb.

A History of Greece from its Concjuost by ih<s

Romans to the picscut time, w.o 146 to A i>. iSfy Uy (fi*oi<;<

Finliiy, IJj.TX A new Kdition, icviscd throti^hntit, niifl in jmtl
ic-\vnttcn t with con^iduiable additions, by the* Author, and IvUtrd

fy H. F. To/cr, M.A,, Tutor and late Fellow of letter
Oxfoid. 1877. 7 vols. Svo. cloth, 3/. IOA,

A Manual of Ancient History. Hy
Rawlmson, M,A. rnmdcn Piofrssor ofAnwoijt History, forinci Iy
Fellow of Kxetcr College, Oxioul. Second KditUm. Uway Hvo.

cloth, r^s.

A History of Greece. By K, A. Freeman, M.A.,
fonnerly Fellow of Tilnity College, Oxford.

Italy and her Invaders, A.D. 376-476. By T,
Hodfjkin, Follow of Umveisity Collt^, I\ond<u, IllustrnU'd with
Watt* and Maps, a vols, 8vo, cloth, i/. JJA.

IX, LAW.

The Elements of Jurisprudence. By Thomas
Krskfoc Holland, D.C.U CluchHe Troft^sor cf Intenwtictnnl I <uv
and Diplomacy, and Fellow of All Souk College,
Edition, Demy 8vo, cloth, (o*. 6<A
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The Institutes of Jitstinian, edited as a recen-
sion of the Institutes of Gams. By the same Editor. Second

Edition, 1881. Extia fcap. 8vo. cloth, 59,

Select Titles from the Digest of Justinian. By
T. E. Holland, D.C.L., Chichele Professor of International Law
and Diplomacy, and Fellow of All Souls' College, Oxford, and
C. L. Shadwell, B.C.L., Fellow of One! College, Oxford. 8vo.

cloth, I4s.

Also sold in Parts, in paper covers, as follows :

Part I. Intioductory Titles 2s. 6d.

Part II. Family Law. is.

Tart III. Propcity Law. 2s. 6d.

Part IV. Law of Obligations (No. i). y. 6d.

Pait IV. I<aw of Obligations (No a). 4*. 6d.

Impcratoris lustiniani Institutionum Libri
Ouattitor ; with Introductions., Commentary, Excuisus and Trans-

Intion. Jty J. B Moylc, B.C.L., M.A., of Lincoln's Inn, Barnster-

at-Lavr, arid Fellow and Tutor of New College, Oxford, a vote.

8vo, cloth, au.

Caii Institntiomtm Juris Cimlis Commentarii
(iuafuor; or, Rlemcknts of Roman Law by Gaius With a Trans-

lation and Commentary by Edward Postc, M A,, Bamster-at-Law,
and Fellow of One! College, Oxford. Second Edition. 1875.870.
cloth, 184.

An Introduction to the Principles of Morals
and legislation. By Jeremy Bontham. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s. 6rf.

Elements of Law considered with reference to

Principles of General Jurist jrudence. By William Markby, M A.,

J udge of the 1 1 Igh Com t ofJudicature, Calcutta. Second Edition,

with Supplement. 1874. Crown 8vo. cloth, 74. 6d. Supplement

Alberid Gentilis, LCD., LC. Professoris Re-
gii, I)e lore Belli Libri Tres. Edidit Thomas Erskwe Holland

J.C.TX, luris Gentium Professor Chicheleianus, ColL Omn. Amm.
Socios. necnon in Univ, Prwbin. luiis Professor Honorarius. 1877,

Small 40. half morocco, 21*.

International Law* By William Edward Hall,
M,A,, Barrifcter^at Law, Demy 8vo. cloth, aii,
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An Introduction to the History of the Law of
Real Ptoperty, with original Authorities, By Keneira E. Digliy,
M A., of Lincoln's Inn, Lornster-at-Law. Second Edition. 1876.
Crown 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6rf.

Principles of t/w English Law of Contract,
and of Agcnty in its Relation to Control t I3y Sn Willurn R.

Anson, Dart,, D C L, Warden of All SouU College, Oxford.
Second Edition. Demy 8vo cloth, IOA% 6d.

X. MENTAL ATSTD MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

Bacon. Novum Organum. Edited, with In-
troduction, Notes, &c., by T. Fowler, M.A., 3'iofessoi of Logic in

the University of Oxfoid. 1878. 8vo. cloth, 14*.

Lockds Conduct of the Understanding. Edited,
with Introduction, Notes, &c., by T. Fowler, M A., 1'rofe.shor of

Logic in the Uwvei&Hy of Oxfoid. Second Kdition. Extra leap.
Svo. cloth, 34.

Selections from Berkeley, with an Introduction
and Notes. For the use of Students in the Uni vet sit its, Hy
Alexandei Campbell leaser, LL.1). Second l^litiou. C'rowa 8vg,

cloth, 75. 6d (.See also p. 13.)

The Elements of Deductive Logic,
mainly for the use of Junior Students in tlu* uiuvcisitics. Hy T.

Fowler, M.A., Profchsor of Logic in the Univusity of O&fcml.

Kighth Edition, with n Collection of Kxainpk's. JCxtia fca[>, Svo.

cloth, 3&. 6d.

The Elements of Inductive Logic, dasi#n<;d
mainly for the use of Students in the UmveiHilu-H, Jjy the scunc
Author, Fourth Edition, Kxtra fcap. Svu. cloth, (u*

Prolegomena to Ethics. By the lato "fhomas
JIill Green, M.A., KeUowof Halhol Collqje, and \\hylA i'i(k u\\
of Moral Thilosophy iu the University 'of Oxfoid. K<Ut<-d hy
A C. Jiiadlcy, M.A. Demy 8vo* cloth, i AC. /></,

A Manual of Political ttconomy, for the; uws
of Schools. By J. E. Thorold KOLWH, M.A., fount-fly i'xofcwir
of Political Economy, Oxfoni. Tlutd Kditioii, Extra fcap, Hvu,

cloth, v, Cd.
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XI. ABT, &e.

A Handbook of Pictorial Art. By R. St. J.
Tyrwhitt, M.A., formerly Student and Tutor of Christ Church,
Oxford. With coloured Illustrations, Photographs, and a chapter
on Perspective by A. Macdonald. Second Edition. 1875. Svo.

half morocco, i8&.

A Mitsic Primer for Schools. By J. Trotitbeck,
M.A., Music Master in Westminster School, and R. F. Dale, M A.,
B Mus .Assistant Master in Westminster School. Second Edition.

Ciown Svo cloth, i&. 6d.

A Treatise on Harmony. By Sir F, A. Gore
Ouseley, Bart , Piofessor of Music in the Univeisity of Oxford.
Thud Edition. 4to. cloth, zos.

A Treatise on Counterpoint, Canon, and Fugue,
based upon that of Chciubini. liy the same Author Second
IidiUon. 410. cloth, i6s.

A Treatise on Musical Form and General
Composition. By the same Author. 4to. cloth, 105.

The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice. By
John Ilullah. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 2$. 6d,

The Construction of Healthy Dwellings;
namely Houses, Hospitals, Bairacks, Asylums, &c. By Douglas
Galton, late Royal Engineers, C,B., F.R.S., &c. Demy Svo.

cloth, ios. 6rf.

A Treatise on Rivers and Canals, relating to
Ihc Control and Improvement of Riven, and the Design, Construc-

tion, and Development of Canals. By J-eveson Francis Vernon-

llarcourt, M,A., JBaUioi College, Oxfoid, Member of the Institution

of Civil Engineer, a vols. (Vol. I, Text, Vol. II, Plates.) Svo.
* -

ai*.

A System of Physical EducaHon : Theoretical
mid Practical, By Archibald Maclaren. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth,

7*. 6rf.

Specimens of Lowland Scotch and Northern
~ "'

By Dr. J. A. II. Murray Pieparing.
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English Plant Names from the Tenth to the
Fifteenth Century. By J Eaile, M.A. Small (cap. Svo, cloth, fi*.

An Icelandic Prose Reader, with Notes, Gram-
mai, and Globsaiy by Di Gudlnancl Wjfi^son nncl l<\ Yoik
Powell, M.A. 1879. Extia fcap. Svo cloth, io,s. 6</.

Dante. Selections from the Inferno. With
Intioduction and Notes. ISy IJ. 15. Culluill, 1J.A, Kxfia flap.
8vo. cloth, 4s. (W

GentsafetMtte Liberala. Cantos
i, h. "\\'ith Introduction and Notes. Iy the bauu; I'Mhot, Kxtia

leap. Sro, cloth,

Modern Greek Language in its r<*Iation
to Ancient Gxeek, By E. M Geldart, UA, I'ktia icnu, 8vo.

cloth, 4s. 6d.

Outlines of Textual Criticism appliod to the
New Testamcait. Uy C. E. Hamimmd, M.A., J't'Him ami Tulr
of Kxeter College, Oxford. Third lidittun. Kxlxa. kaii. 8vo.

cloth, ^ Od.

A Handbook of Phonetics, incliulin^ a Popular
Exposition of the Principle*, of Spelling Ucfoim, I ty 1 Iwny Sweet,
M.A. Kxtia fcap. Svo. clothes. C</.
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